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What Once Was Will Never Be
by PrincessofWhiteSnow

Summary

The war was over. Sasuke was still an idiot, but they were mostly getting over that. Everyone
else was just trying to get back to some semblance of normalcy in the era after facing the
Juubi and losing so much. Hatake Kakashi never wanted to be Hokage, but that's what he
became. With that comes enemies.

During an ambush, Naruto jumps in front of a jutsu that would tear his former sensei's soul
from his body. The jutsu begins to tear Kurama away instead. In a desperate bid to save both
his and Naruto's life, Kurama does something almost as unpredictable as his host. He tries to
send them back in time a day. This would have worked fine, except Kurama might
have...overshot things a bit.

Oh, wow, is that a chibi Naruto running around? What year is it again?

Jiraiya begins hearing rumors of a man called the "Lost Uzumaki" that has made a seismic
debut on the shinobi world stage. The only thing is that S-class nin don't just pop out of
nowhere...usually. Jiraiya is sent to track down the nin and determine his loyalties. His new
life depends on a good impression. The good thing is that Uzumaki Naruto's true superpower
is his ability to talk even the most unwilling into submission. Meet Uzumaki Kuniharu!

Notes

I'm back in the world of fanfiction, but we shall see how long this lasts. Basically, I have read
every time travel story ever but NO ONE does it right, at least not MY way!!!!! So, of
course, I must step in. I love the genre, I love Naruto and I love to share my work. Please let
me know what you think and I hope you stick around.

For old times sake.

I do not own Naruto because if I did Minato would not have been so stupid as to think
willingly sealing a bijuu in his newborn was a great idea.

*Edit in process; new chapters still in the works as of 6/4/23, hope to have new stuff soon and
I'll try to edit the whole piece in a timely manner; thanks for sticking with me ;)*

http://archiveofourown.org/users/PrincessofWhiteSnow/pseuds/PrincessofWhiteSnow


Chapter One

Chapter Summary

on 06/04/23 let's try this again

What Once Was Will Never be

The first time Jiraiya heard of the man, he had been doing “research” in Kusa. Jiraiya had
overheard an exemplary illustration of the feminine form confide to a fellow Kusa nin about a
mission she had undertaken near Iwa. Apparently, a single man had infiltrated the hidden
village ostentatiously to steal from the Kage and speak to two random nin. The man referred
to only as “the Lost Uzumaki” made his debut in bingo books across the elemental nations
seemingly overnight. 

He was an S-class nin of ambiguous origins. He was known to wear the forehead protector of
a fallen village, have hair the color of the darkest garnet, and carry the last name Uzumaki.
He was a mystery, and mysteries were dangerous. Not to mention that he had seemingly
appeared overnight. But, of course, S-class nin don’t just appear overnight. Still, for all that,
Jiraiya was the best the best spymaster to grace the shinobi world in, well…ever-- even he
couldn’t find any indication the man had existed before showing up in Iwa. 

Within a year, the only indication that he was real were the stories told after he popped up in
one elemental nation or another. Honestly, it was always the same story. A successful
infiltration into a hidden village to recover relics of Uzushio. Then he would speak to, or
rather fight and yell at, the Kage or Jounin of a town before he disappeared like smoke.

So far, Hiruzen had sent politely worded requests and then some not-so-politely-worded
requests for information on the man. The only response he ever received from his fellow kage
was a vague sentiment of ,“wait your turn.” So, he was naturally quite anxious about when
his “visit” would occur. If it ever would. However, it had been months since the Lost
Uzumaki had last been heard from. Neither Konoha nor Suna had been visited by the man
thus far.

Hiruzen feared many things whenever the reports of him came to his desk. Perhaps the Lost
Uzumaki was after revenge for Uzushio. And thus, Konoha may be a target for their failure to
protect their precious allies. However, it didn’t explain why Suna had been left untouched. Or
that he had, for all intents and purposes, done very little damage to Iwa or Kiri, who were
responsible for the disaster. 

All the man had truly done was retrieve artifacts stolen from what must have been his home
—no proper shinobi revenge, after all. And challenging high-class nin to what amounted to a
vigorous spar, despite his opponent’s intent to kill, was hardly as threatening as it could be.



Politics between the elemental nations was a heavy burden Hiruzen desperately wished he
could place on someone else’s shoulders. But it was his burden to bear.

There was also Naruto to consider. He was the sandaime’s charge that he never seemed to
have time for. The orphan who might have family out there—be it an S-class nin of
ambiguous origins and desires. Still, it was a family not directly connected to the Fourth and,
therefore, a safer option for the young academy student to form bonds with. 

So, Naruto was a consideration and a concern. Yet, Hiruzen was conflicted about the issue.
He considered all this as he stared at his white-haired student standing in front of him with an
uncommonly severe expression. Hiruzen chewed on his pipe as his thoughts raced.

“How accurate do you think this rumor is?” 

He already knew that the Toad Sage wouldn’t come to the village in person, rather than send
the regular messenger toad if he didn’t find the information credible. Still, he asked anyway,
to see how he answered.

Jiraiya hummed and crossed his arms over his chest. “I trust it,” he offered, “but do you want
me to chase it?”

Jiraiya had received information from one of his most trustworthy sources in Kumo. The Lost
Uzumaki would be in Uzushio in a week on the anniversary of the village’s fall. It had been a
lucky break as the man had stayed in his informant’s inn for a single night. He had been
heard offering a toast in mourning for the village with a group of civilians at a bar. He had
slipped up by mentioning a return home to “respect the ashes.”

“If he is an Uzumaki, we are responsible for offering him sanctuary if he poses no threat to
Konoha, but if he is not….” Hiruzen trailed off.

Jiraiya could deduce the rest for himself. If he is not, then they have a problem on their
hands.

“No way to discern that but to meet the bastard,” Jiraiya admitted with a shrug. “Even if he’s
dyed his hair or is under henge, I know the real thing better than most. Without seeing it
beforehand, that color is impossible to manufacture or copy.”

Hiruzen puffed on his pipe, still thinking as he considered the basic plan his spymaster
presented. Of everyone in Konoha, the Third would only trust Jiraiya or Kakashi to approach
such a dangerous nin with the offer of a place in Konoha. He trusted their judgment and skills
above all others. 

Still, this was no regular man if the tales of his exploits were accurate.

“He has escaped relatively unscathed in fights with no less than three different Kage. Albeit
not at once,” Hiruzen pointed out. He smiled slightly at the aghast expression on his student’s
face. It was far too easy to press the man’s buttons even after all these years.



Jiraiya took his customary “hero” pose in front of his teacher. “Do you doubt the Great and
Legendary Toad Sage Jiraiya? Ooooh, I’d nail that brat in the dust under Gamabunta’s little
finger in a second!”

Jiraiya became serious again, but he still wore that too-large grin and had a slightly insulted
air about him. “Besides, those weren’t serious fights if my information is accurate. From
what I can discern, the boy didn’t intend actual harm. Who knows whatever the nin had
designed to accomplish, though? “

“I do not find that comforting, Jiraiya,” Hiruzen scolded before conceding, “but it would be
doing our fallen allies…. and Kushina-chan, a disservice to not give the man a chance.”

Jiraiya nodded, somewhat solemn at the mention of his late student’s wife.

“And better the bastard works for us rather than as an unattached nin that can be taken in by
some other nation!” Jiraiya spoke the truth underneath the nobler sentiment, which caused his
Hokage to nod in agreement.

“Exactly,” he confirmed before slipping into his commanding voice, “go to Uzushio and
approach him. Determine his intentions. You have my authority to offer him a place in
Konoha if you see fit. Or, to eliminate him, if he is a threat.”

“Yes!” Jiraiya acknowledged before pointing both hands at Hiruzen with a wink. “I’ll be back
before you can miss me again, sensei! Maybe I’ll even bring a friend!”

“That’s what I’m worried about, Jiraiya-chan,” Hiruzen commented before Jiraiya could
leave the office via the window. He hid his amusement under the brim of the Hokage’s hat at
the wave of killing intent that briefly spiked before Jiraiya started pouting. His student was
still far too easy to needle. It was almost like the decades disappeared for a moment. Almost.

<>

Jiraiya timed his arrival at the ruins of Uzushio, so he arrived precisely on memorial day. He
landed on one desolate street, the crumbling buildings and rubble still strewn across the road.
He felt the same shame and regret that he had felt the first time he had stepped into Uzushio
after the attack, as it overwhelmed him for a moment. 

Finally, he pushed the shadows of the past away with the ease of long practice. Instead, he
closed his eyes to concentrate. Jiraiya expanded his senses to look for the reclusive nin within
the dead city.

He expected the job to be complicated. This S-class fighter remained practically invisible for
a year, despite his rather explosive debut on the shinobi world stage. Jiraiya did not expect
him to just…to just be there like he had nothing to hide! 

His chakra signature was monstrous! 

It left ripples in the surrounding nature chakra as it was presumably disturbed by the loud
reverberating presence of the Lost Uzumaki. Jiraiya focused harder to pinpoint his location.



He found himself flabbergasted at what he saw. 

Senjutsu, the man was using senjutsu! 

He was unassisted by a summon if what Jiraiya’s senses told him was accurate. Even more
shocking was that the presence wasn’t moving away from him. Based on his signature, the
sage was likely actively pulling in nature chakra in meditation.  Of course, that would have
allowed him to sense Jiraiya far sooner than this. But the presence still sat there unmoving.

Jiraiya cautiously navigated the rubble to a relatively clear portion of the city. There was a
dry fountain that had once been very beautiful. Now, it looked like something monstrous
would rise out of it. 

The man was perched on the fountain’s rim, his legs folded and his fists pressed together in
his lap. The hair was utterly Uzumaki, a deep blood red that seemed to absorb any light that
shone down on it. He wore it long and in a high ponytail, much like Jiraiya. 

His forehead protector was indeed emblazoned with the whirlpool swirl. However, it was not
marked with a scratch, indicating his loyalty still lay with the dead village. 

What had Jiraiya tensing were the three whisker markers on each cheek. Those were
possession marks that he knew only one person to bear, and that was his godson back in his
village, about to try to become a genin for the third time. He felt strange staring at that face. It
was as though he were seeing someone he knew. But if they had been slightly distorted with
angles that didn’t quite match up with what his brain wanted to see. 

Jiraiya pushed these useless thoughts away and prepared himself.

The man clearly knew he was there, but he stayed relaxed. He was still gathering nature
chakra, and his eyelids were orange. Orange like a Toad Sage variant, but that was
impossible! Jiraiya was the only Toad Sage left, and he held the contract! He would know if
someone else had a toad summons. 

This all was turning out even odder than he thought it would be. Finally, Jiraiya couldn’t take
the waiting any longer. He moved into a defensive stance before calling out. “Oi, brat, what
kind of nuke-nin are you! Wake up already— you’ve got company. The Great Jiraiya Toad
Sage of Konoha waits for no man!”

The sage didn’t know what he expected would happen. Perhaps, that they would immediately
launch into a life-or-death match? Would the man demand that he leave Uzu for disrespecting
the dead on such a day? That he would be a secret super fan of Jiraiya’s illustrious work? 

The man did none of those things.

He slowly opened his eyes to reveal golden orbs with square pupils that took in Jiraiya
standing there silently. Jiraiya was confused by the emotion that leaked into the calm man’s
face seconds after he set his sights on him. Sadness, deep regret, and then pure joy with the
sunniest smile Jiraiya had ever seen. 



Despite the disarming smile, Jiraiya tensed when the man raised his hand. Was he going to
perform a one-handed jutsu? Throw a weapon? 

The man raised his hand and then…waved with the dumbest grin Jiraiya had ever seen. His
eyes were closed, and his eyebrows seemed to do that odd eye smile that Kakashi did when
he was particularly annoying.

“Yo!”

“Ehhhh!” Jiraiya exploded, taken off-guard. 

The man opened his still golden eyes and watched the fuming Jiraiya with absolute mirth
before throwing back his head. Then, he started laughing like he hadn’t done so in a long
time. 

Needless to say, the Legendary Toad Sage Jiraiya of Konoha was confused…very confused.
But he was damn well going to get to the bottom of it. As his godson would no doubt shout,
Believe it!



Chapter Two

Chapter Summary

Naruto does something stupid, Jiraiya gets seal envy. *Chapter edited 07/20/2023*

Chapter Notes

That was a good response for a single day! I usually wait longer to post a new chapter,
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It was a natural reaction—well, for Naruto, at least.

During the war, they lost a lot. He had sacrificed a lot. However, the one thing that had
always held true was that Naruto, whenever possible (and a lot of times when it wasn’t),
protected his precious people. And Hatake Kakashi? Yeah, he was on top of the list,
alongside the rest of Team 7. They had been his first true family.

Kakashi was also his Hokage, and if the lazy bastard stayed true to his promise, he would
pass the hat to Naruto in less than a year. So, of course, the moment Naruto saw Kakashi
stumble from chakra exhaustion into the line of fire, he acted without thinking. He still acted
thoughtlessly even when his opponent was the same nin who had ripped the souls out of three
ANBU without breaking a sweat at the beginning of the ambush.

“Naruto!” several voices screamed. It was like they all had been sucker-punched just before
he was hit with the vile green chakra that the other man emitted like a disease. He heard
Kakashi’s anguished “No!” before his own screaming drowned out all sound.

Whatever this jutsu was meant to do it was a terrible sensation-- like his skin was being
flayed with a knife of ice before being ruthlessly torn to shreds. It started from the top of his
head and worked its way down. Naruto's bijuu chakra cloak peeled away from his skin while
his screaming was ripped from his chest.

Something was wrong with Kurama. He was losing him! But the fox wasn’t about to let that
happen. Naruto felt himself abruptly pulled into his mindscape, as he had experienced many
times over the years. The room was melting around the edges this time. Yikes.



Naruto stared mournfully up at the fox spirit, as the demon slowed time down long enough
for them to say goodbye. “Sorry, fuzzball, early eviction notice,” Naruto joked in a breathless
sob from his sprawled position on the ground of his mindscape.

“Since when do you give up, runt?!” Kurama growled. He felt the helplessness of the
situation as keenly as his human host.

“Since my soul is being physically ripped from my body,” Naruto joked before he gasped in
pain. Though slowing time gave them the ability to talk, it also drew out the pain.

Kurama roared fruitlessly, his tails whirling behind him, but then he stopped. His eyes
widened with a thought that was just crazy enough that it might actually work in Naruto’s
hands.

“Naruto-the seal! Use that space/time seal your blasted father based his advanced Hiraishin
off,” Kurama insisted.

Naruto’s half-lidded eyes widened incredulously, but that quickly turned to determination.
Naruto had been trying to crack his father’s Flying-Thunder-God technique for well over two
years. In his research, he uncovered a scroll that Iwa had stolen from the ruins of Uzushio.
That scroll had clearly been the basis for the Nidaime Hokage's technique and for his father's
faster alteration. Naruto turned his head to the far wall of his mindscape where the seal had
already waited for him. He had inked the seal himself for Kurama to puzzle over when he had
been angry with his lack of progress.

Not that the old fox had done it. At least, he pretended not to.

From what Naruto could tell, the seal was purely theoretical. It was meant to send someone
back a few seconds to correct a fatal mistake. He had yet to determine how much chakra
input was needed to do something longer, but he didn’t have time to wonder about it. He
would just throw everything he could spare at it and hope it took him back far enough.
Hopefully, not too far. 

Naruto forced himself to stand and walk over to the wall. There was no time to consider the
consequences; it was doing this or dying. He was Uzumaki Naruto Konoha’s Number
Unpredictable Ninja. He had earned that moniker from the moment it had first been gifted to
him. It was time to act.

Naruto quickly did the outrageous number of hand signs but faltered when another harsh
ripping sensation flowed through him before he could slam his palms against the seal.
Kurama reacted before he could fall. A tail pressed into Naruto’s back to stabilize him just as
his palms slammed against the wall in his mind. The world around him exploded outward as
Kurama’s chakra flowed through him in a torrent. It filled the seal so that it glowed an
unearthly red color. The last thought to cross Naruto’s mind was the hope that he never had to
hear Kakashi, Sakura, and Sasuke say his name like they had been sucker punched again. He
would remember their terror echoing in his mind when it was clear that he wouldn’t make it.
He would do better this time.

<>



Jiraiya watched in amazement as the strange nin stopped laughing. But he still let out
occasional chuckles if he looked too closely at the toad sage’s flabbergasted expression.
Jiraiya flinched when the man stood up smoothly, but the stranger didn’t seem bothered by
the reaction. He didn't even seem curious that a legendary Sannin had come for him. He
casually dropped his hands into the pockets of his long white coat, still grinning. It was yet
another eerie similarity to the man Jiraiya struggled to dismiss from his thoughts. It wasn’t
him. It couldn’t be him.

Jiraiya was thrown further off track when the man simply turned around rather than stand off
against him. The nin leaped from the fountain to the wall of an intact building beside them.
He began walking sideways to an unknown destination without saying a word. Jiraiya
watched him speechless for probably the first time in his life outside of the company of a
certain medic.

His mouth opened to protest just as the man turned his head and furrowed his brow at him.
“Aren’t you coming Ero-sennin?”

“Ero-sennin?!” Jiraiya shouted, enraged. He immediately took off after the man who dared
call the Legendary Jiraiya Toad Sage of Konoha a lowly disgusting name such as Ero-Sennin.

Despite the waves of KI washing over his back, the Uzumaki laughed as he disappeared into
the building through an open window. Jiraiya forced himself to be more careful as he
followed. He needed to be cautious, even though steam could be coming out of his ears from
the rage of the insult to his fine personage.

The Uzumaki led him through the desolate building at a casual pace. He jumped down at the
top of a spiral staircase and landed gracefully on the marble floor several stories below.
Jiraiya looked down suspiciously but froze in surprise as he saw the seal that took up the
entirety of the large room below him. The strange Uzumaki stood close to the center, almost
on the spot where a person would be required to stand upon the seal’s activation.

Jiraiya slowly made his way down the stairs as his thoughts raced as he considered the
intricate seal work. That could only result from the great Uzumaki seal masters. He stopped
on the balcony just above the floor, which allowed someone to look down comfortably at the
person standing in the seal while still in a position of power.

The Uzumaki waited patiently for Jiraiya to reach the balcony with his hands still in his
pockets. His body language was loose and open. Jiraiya saw the man was making an effort to
appear non-threatening, even though he maintained sage mode. Not to mention-- how in the
hell was he doing that in the first place? Jiraiya stopped walking when the man lifted his
head. Whatever this was, it was this man’s show. Jiraiya decided he could wait it out.
Especially when being gifted with the chance to see a seal such as this. It was almost worth
being called Ero-Sennin.

...Not really! Friendly or not, Jiraiya would get revenge for that little nickname sooner rather
than later.

“Do you know what this is?” Uzumaki nodded to the seal he stood on.



“I’ve heard rumors about it,” Jiraiya hedged, tilting his head as he observed the stranger
closely.

When the men nodded and looked at him expectantly, he sighed and continued. “It looks like
the Seal of Truth to me. The Uzumaki’s used it to determine whether someone was lying to
them. This is a work of hundreds of years that no one has been able to master since. It's
useless now. It takes Uzumaki blood to activate. Now, it’s just a pretty seal in a dead village.”
Jiraiya saw the man wince and felt a tiny bit of guilt at baiting him. Still, despite the blunt
way of speaking about the man’s village, he appeared calm.

“But not to you,” the man said. His voice echoed slightly in the empty building. “Right now,
this will be incredibly useful to you and your purpose here.”

“Oh, and how is that brat?!” Jiraiya scoffed, but his thoughts were already whirling.

Was the man offering what he thought he was? The Uzumaki laughed, and the sound was
loud and out of place in this building of ghosts and dust motes. It was as though he could see
the truth behind Jiraiya’s false expression of disinterest.

“You’re here to determine my intentions toward Konoha,” the man shrugged at the taken-
aback expression on Jiraiya’s face. “ You're here to possibly extend an invitation or eliminate
me. I’m leaning towards the invitation, but there is the little fact of me being an unknown.
Anything I say will be suspect, even my bloodline. With this here, I prove I have Uzumaki
blood. Also, I can guarantee the truth of my intentions.”

“You would give a possible enemy the power to force you to answer any question truthfully?
Would you really willingly answer any terribly invasive question that I might think up-- on
the off chance I extend a place in Konoha to you?” Jiraiya confirmed. He felt off-balance at
the sheer implications of such a thing.

He knew from Kushina herself that the seal forced compliance. There were no sidestepping
awkward questions or giving half-truths. The seal forced you to give the truth as you knew it
to be without fail. Konoha was great and everything, but to do that was something else
entirely. Was he entirely sure the man was sane?

“Yes,” the man clearly found the whole situation hilarious as he nodded cheerfully.

That was another negative point on the sanity meter.

“You’re an idiot,” Jiraiya announced, crossing his arms over his chest.

Did Konoha want an insane nin in their ranks? Even one that was forced to be truthful? Well,
most of Konoha’s best were a tad insane. Jiraiya himself certainly couldn’t claim absolute
sanity. Still, they must have some standards, right? They did not need another Orochimaru
running around.

“I’ve been called that a time or a million,” the man laughed, and there was something like
nostalgia in his gaze despite being called an idiot. There was also a sadness that clung to his
shoulders. It made Jiraiya have the irrational urge to make him laugh again.



“I assume you have some conditions,” Jiraiya asked, still not quite believing this was
happening.

“Just one, really,” the Uzumaki admitted with a shrug. “Ask me the five basic interrogation
questions before you ask me anything else.”

Well, that was odd. Jiraiya would have started with those basics to begin with anyway. Why
would the man feel the need to ensure those were the first questions asked? The toad sage
couldn’t think of any nefarious reason. Maybe it was a personal thing?

“An odd request,” Jiraiya said. He watched the man reach to rub the back of his neck in a
gesture that instantly threw him back to the days with Minato. He really wished that would
stop happening. That would make this so much easier to deal with. He didn't want to like the
prick yet.

“I’ve always been an odd person,” the man admitted before his sunny smile lit his face again.
“So, will you do it?”

Jiraiya thought for a moment as he stealthily checked the area for other chakra signatures or
anything that might give this away as a trap. He found nothing except for the man standing
there watching him expectantly. Jiraiya nodded and then waved for the man to step into the
circle's center. It surprised him when the Uzumaki did it without even checking that Jiraiya
had accepted his condition.

“How does it work?” Jiraiya asked as the man took out a kunai and cut his palm deeply.

The Uzumaki kept his eyes on his bleeding palm as he lowered himself to the ground and
placed his hand on the seal. As it began to glow with a golden light, he looked up at Jiraiya
again. “You ask a question. Then, I have a minute to answer before the seal forces
compliance or the question is negated by you verbally,” the man further spread his blood on
the seal as he spoke. “If I try to lie in the minute reprieve, I get attacked by my own
progressively stronger elemental chakra surges. In my case, that would be wind.”

He stood and instantly was surrounded by a gentle golden glow. The seal activated, and so it
was confirmed that the man was a true Uzumaki. Now, he only had to make it through an
interrogation with the toad sage.

“It is fully active now,” the Uzumaki confirmed and met the sage’s eyes. “Ask the first
question.”

Jiraiya nodded and then settled into a contemplative pose. 

Finally, he offered the first of the five basic questions of interrogation. “What is your name?”

The seal flashed, and wind chakra spun lazily around the man as though to remind him what
would happen if he lied. He didn’t waver. He didn’t appear afraid, or unsure at all, as he
smiled brightly up at his godfather.

“Namikaze-Uzumaki Naruto Konoha’s Number One Unpredictable Ninja dattebayo!”



The wind stayed placid. The toad sage nearly fell over. The world lived on, unknowing that
the future had just taken a drastic turn, while a grinning man with his demon fox laughed all
the way.
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If there were any flies in the vicinity, the toad sage of Konoha would surely have caught them
with his gaping mouth. He stared at the strange man who just alleged that he was his godson.
You know-- his blond hyperactive numbskull godson, who was most definitely not a sage and
probably choking on ramen somewhere in Konoha.

“That can’t….” Jiraiya stuttered and shook his head before he became deadly serious.
“Uzumaki Naruto is 12-years-old. You’re lying! It's not even a good lie!”

Naruto pursed his lips and glared up at his godfather with annoyance. He knew the old
pervert was going to be stubborn about it, seal or no seal.

“The whole point of this seal is so I can’t be lying, old man!” Naruto exploded before he
forced himself to keep from provoking Jiraiya into an actual fight. He didn’t want to fight his
godfather if he could help it. “The Uzumaki Naruto from this time is twelve; I'll grant you
that. However, does anyone but you, Tsunade-baa-chan, Jiji, and Kakashi-sensei, know who
my father is? My dad is the Yellow Flash Namikaze Minato, who died sealing the Kyuubi in
me, his newborn child!”

Jiraiya’s face blanched. All they had done after Minato died to protect his legacy evaporated
within seconds. It was all meaningless, from obfuscating about Naruto’s parentage to keeping
him as far away from Danzo and the council as possible. Not to mention forcing himself,
Tsunade, and Kakashi to wait in the background until it was safe to attach themselves to the
boy on his own merits, rather than being the Fourth’s son. Was all that in vain? Had some



strange nin found out one of Konoha’s best-guarded secrets? Or, was this man telling the
truth? But how could it be possible?

“You can’t know that,” Jiraiya growled, though he could see the certainty in the Uzumaki’s
expression. “You shouldn’t know that!”

“Oi, old man,” Naruto jeered. He crossed his arms over his chest as he glared up at his fellow
toad sage. “You sure are caught up on all the things that I clearly know.”

“Ho— “Jiraiya started to ask, but he was stopped by Naruto throwing up his hands in protest.

“That isn’t one of the five questions, Ero-Sennin!” Naruto complained. “Ask those first, and
then you can grill me about things I shouldn’t know later!”

Jiraiya narrowed his eyes as he focused on the man’s hair. It was Uzumaki red. It was not the
vibrant yellow he saw streaking down the street, followed by the cackles of the madman
prankster and the ANBU who chased the orange terror.

“Your hair is red,” Jiraiya pointed out stiffly, “my godson is blond.”

“Like dad, yeah, I know,” Naruto rolled his eyes. He took a piece of hair and scrutinized it
with thinly veiled annoyance. “I uh…. I’m not sure what happened to my hair. Kurama said it
happened when he was being torn away from me or something. Something about my
Uzumaki genes activating to keep me alive. Ugh— I don’t know. Now, ask the next question!
You can ask about my sexy hair later.” Naruto tacked on the joke at the last moment. He
seemed to wilt when Jiraiya continued to squint down at him suspiciously. Naruto had known
this would happen, but he had hoped otherwise.

“Kurama, who in the—“Jiraiya started to ask, only to once again be cut off again before he
could finish the question.

“Ero-Sennin, seriously!” Naruto groaned as he tugged on his hair in frustration. “You can ask
that after! This is a basic request here!”

Jiraiya watched the young man, as he took in the annoyance and the apprehension. There was
no harm in asking the five basic interrogation questions first. It had already turned out far
more interesting than expected. For now, he could play along.

“Fine, brat,” Jiraiya relented. “What village are you from?”

“Konoha,” Naruto announced, and as before, the wind chakra stayed placid.

“How old are you?”

“24.”

“What is your rank?”

The seal flashed once again, but where Naruto had previously answered promptly without
hesitating, Jiraiya watched with interest as his cheeks colored. What could be so



embarrassing about a rank? The man was s-classed in the bingo books and clearly powerful.
He was still in sage mode!

“Um, technically…” Naruto hedged before he visibly gulped and answered the question.
“I’m a genin, but I’ve been at Kage level since I was 16!”

Jiraiya was flabbergasted yet again. A genin? This man was a genin?

“You’re a genin?” Jiraiya laughed harshly.

It wasn’t even a good lie. Who would believe it?

“Now, I know you’re lying. No genin can go around challenging Kages and get away with it
alive—much less unscathed.”

“Oi, why would I lie about something embarrassing like that? Sheesh!” Naruto yelled. He
sounded genuinely offended by the suggestion as he scratched at his whiskered cheeks. “It’s
not my fault the Chuunin exams exploded in everyone’s face! And it’s Tsunade-baa-chan’s
fault because she wouldn’t give me a field promotion. Then Kakashi-sensei was just being
sadistic— the bastard wouldn’t let me take them the old-fashioned way after the war and
refused to promote me himself either! The lazy bastard just wanted to be able to tell people
he passed the hat onto a genin because he thinks it’s hilarious! Ero-Sennin, people were
already calling me the genin Hokage, and I didn’t even have the title yet!”

Jiraiya sat back and watched the genuine indignation on the man’s face. He listened to the
details that made no sense out of context, but which poured out in a flood with no artifice to
blend them together. He also noted to himself that the man spoke of Tsunade and Kakashi
with fond exasperation and with an innate knowledge of their personality…quirks. However,
the idea that those two out of everyone supposedly took the hat was ludicrous.

“I didn’t understand half of that, kid,” Jiraiya admitted.

Naruto groaned and stared petulantly up at him like he was the one spouting nonsense. “Well,
neither did I, and I lived it, dattebayo!” Naruto brushed past any further explanation. “Next
question!”

“What are your intentions toward Konoha and its people?” Jiraiya asked the final question.
His eyes zeroed in on the man’s face to look for any hint of his true intentions. This was the
most important question of the five.

“I want to become its Hokage someday, dattebayo! Despite the circumstances, it is still my
dream!” Naruto announced, and a light began to grow in his eyes. There was an earnestness
in his expression. “I want to protect my precious people! I want to make sure the village is
never destroyed again! I will bring peace to the shinobi world, but this time, I won’t let my
precious people suffer while I watch on helplessly!”

The speech would be meaningless without the Will of Fire that Jiraiya could see burning in
the man’s chest. He had a fight and desire to protect and to serve that Jiraiya had seldom had
the privilege of seeing. He was forcefully reminded of the character Naruto was named after.



That forgotten book of his, which carried his hopes for the future as well as a prophecy he
had tried to forget, those memories sparked back to life in his mind.

“I think you mean that kid,” Jiraiya admitted as he rubbed at his chin. He watched the hope
spring up and almost felt bad to crush it so soon. “But you gotta understand what this looks
like. None of this makes sense.”

Naruto sighed. His shoulders drooped like he was weighed down by the situation.

“Yeah, yeah, I know I spent forever thinking of how to prove it,” Naruto admitted. “The best
Kurama and I could come up with was either to let Inoichi-san see our memories, but well…
that might get into the wrong hands, and you might still not believe me! Or, use this seal
here.” Naruto indicated the seal. It still glowed with a golden light as his wind chakra swirled
lazily around him.

“How do I know it’s working?” Jiraiya pointed out. “You could have rigged it to glow, and
you said it yourself the wind is from your own chakra.”

Naruto’s face suddenly brightened as an idea occurred to him. Jiraiya didn’t know why that
gave him a rush of dread.

“Oh, I understand,” Naruto announced, “Okay, here, I’ll lie, and you can see it is working,
hmm!”

Jiraiya was alarmed at the nonchalant way he considered a plan that would include his own
chakra punishing him. Jiraiya raised his hand to calm him down, but Naruto was single-
minded when it came to anything and everything.

“Kid, wait— “Jiraiya tried to stop him.

“I haven’t missed you at all— “

The seal flashed a crimson red before a whining sound echoed through the building. Literal
blades of wind chakra slashed at Naruto’s face and hands, leaving bleeding cuts in their wake
as Jiraiya looked on in fascinated horror.

“Fuck, that hurt!” Naruto complained over the whirring sound before it went back to a placid
breeze. It went around lazily, stirring up dust motes as though it had not caused Naruto to
bleed.

Jiraiya watched as the cuts began to close immediately. In fact, the cuts on his palms were no
longer bleeding either, and for no discernable reason. Either the man had a bloodline limit,
which enhanced his healing…or he was telling the truth, and his demon tenant healed his
foolhardy decisions.

“You didn’t have to do that, Kid,” Jiraiya grumbled. He looked at the man with new eyes.
Could it be true?

“Yeah, I did,” Naruto disagreed before he put his hands on his hips and squinted up at the
toad sage. “So, will you hear me out, at least?”



Jiraiya couldn’t believe it yet, but he could listen. He figured anyone willing to mutilate
themselves to prove they were telling the truth—well, they at least deserved to tell their story.

“Yeah, I can do that.”

Naruto smiled, and a look of relief clung to the edges of his mouth and in his golden eyes.
Jiraiya wondered why he maintained sage mode even now. He couldn’t help but feel the man
did it to remain in charge of the situation. Perhaps it made it safer for him to put himself in a
vulnerable position with sage mode’s extended senses and increased power. Jiraiya could tell
just from the set in the man’s jaw he did not like to be vulnerable. It was a war-weary look—
one he had seen in his comrades since his first war and the generations afterward.

“Okay, do you want to ask questions, or can I just tell you?” Naruto offered. “The seal
doesn’t allow me to lie, but it won’t force compliance unless a question is asked first.”

“Let’s start with some questions first,” Jiraiya decided. He felt more comfortable being able
to steer the conversation. Naruto nodded in agreement.

“Okay, shoot Ero-Sennin!” Naruto grinned as the toad sage’s face fell into that same
expression he had so missed on his godfather’s face. A face that was full of rage and mischief
and a tinge of appreciation.

“Why do you call me Ero-Sennin?” Jiraiya growled. He was going to get to the bottom of this
one way or another.

“Bahaha, what? Do you deny you’re a pervert?” Naruto teased, he grinned
unrepentantly.“Really, Raiya, you happily proclaim yourself a super pervert to anyone who
will listen! I started calling you that after the first time we met. You were doing “research”
and wouldn’t teach me until I found you a certain fruit with the right curves. You should have
seen your face when I brought that melon bahahaha! Of course, you only caved because of
Sexy-no-jutsu.”

At the mention of such a jutsu, Jiraiya’s eyebrows twitched with interest. Still, there were
more serious matters to discuss. Naruto watched him wage a battle between his duty to
Konoha and his internal perverted self. He was somewhat disappointed when he chose duty.

“How is this even possible? What are you?” Jiraiya asked, clearly at the end of his rope.

He became exasperated when Naruto shrugged with a thoughtful expression.

“I don’t how— not exactly,” Naruto quantified before the seal could react to the half-truth.
“I’m from the future. About eleven years in the future, though I got here roughly a year ago. I
got hit by a jutsu instead of Kakashi-sensei. It was supposed to remove the soul from his
body forcefully. Since I intercepted it and I’ve got Kurama—that’s the Kyuubi, by the way, it
started an extraction first. Ku managed to get us enough time to talk, and we used this seal I
was studying. I’ve had a hell of a time trying to crack Dad's advanced Hiriashin, but I had
already found the seal it was based on. We used that.”



Jiraiya jumped at the mention of his student’s technique. He knew the seal Naruto mentioned,
but that it had never worked when Minato tried to implement it before he adjusted the seal.

As he talked, Naruto didn’t even seem to see him anymore. It was as if he had turned
internally while he recounted his story. “The seal is supposed to be used to send someone
back a few minutes at most. I figured if I threw everything I had left at it, I would get at least
a day or two! That’s what probably would have happened if Kurama hadn’t accidentally sent
his chakra into the seal too. I woke up in the middle of the field where the attack would
happen twelve years in the future,” Naruto paused and ran his hand through the back of his
ponytail in frustration.

“At first, I didn’t know how far back we had gone…or why the hell my hair was red, so that
was…surprising. Kurama passed out for like three months, so he was no help. He's still
sleeping all the time, even after a year's recovery! I went back to Konoha, but I could tell that
I had gone back too far. The village hadn’t been that populated for years, and there was no
Tsunade or Kakashi on the monument. I snuck in, but the moment I saw my chibi self with
Iruka-sensei, I bolted. I couldn’t think of what else to do, so I went to Uzushio to see if there
was something that could get me back home.”

Jiraiya jolted forward at that. Pieces clicked into place in his mind as he began to fit the
puzzle of the Uzumaki together.

“Is that why you’ve been stealing scrolls from across the Elemental Nations?” Jiraiya asked.
He didn’t expect the frown to appear on the man’s face nor the indignant reaction.

“Stealing implies I’m taking something that doesn’t belong to me,” Naruto groused. “Besides
chibi Naruto and two other Uzumaki’s still alive, those scrolls belong to me… but yeah, I
went to liberate them to see if there was some way back home.”

Jiraiya could understand the urge. Even if he could change everything in the past, Jiraiya still
didn’t think he could give up the memories of the people he had left. The chance for change
in his own timeline wasn’t worth losing all that had been. Not if he still had something to live
for, and though he might deny it, he still did. He couldn’t imagine having that choice taken
from him.

“Is there a way back?” Jiraiya asked, but he had a feeling he knew the answer.

Naruto’s entire body drooped, and it looked like tears welled up in his eyes before the man
forced a false smile on his face. It seemed it was more natural for him to smile in the face of
devastation than to cry.

“No,” Naruto confirmed, a crack in his voice despite the grin. “The moment I entered the
timeline, my future ceased to exist. Even if I tried, I would probably pop into a void, or end
up further stranded.”

A bit of warmth built up in his chest despite his best efforts to remain emotionally detached.
Jiraiya felt a wave of compassion for the man.

“I’m sorry, kid,” Jiraiya apologized and winced at the grimace on the strange man’s face.



“It’s o—“ Naruto stopped before he lied. It was annoying that even lying about his mental
state would result in being punished by the seal. “--Yeah, it sucks, but now that I’m back, I
can prevent so many things! I can also give my chibi self a family if he’ll let me. It’s a little
narcissistic, but I’d like to think that anyone would want to take care of their younger self if
they had a chance. Especially with…everything. I know I would have liked that when I was
him.”

“You want to come back to Konoha?” Jiraiya confirmed, but he knew from the speech about
protecting his precious people that Konoha was where he would be required to go.

“More than anything,” Naruto said, and there was deep emotion in his voice. "The second I
realized I couldn’t go back, I started planning to stay.”

Jiraiya knew the entire interrogation had to be part of his plans.

“How did you know I would come at all?” Jiraiya asked. He was miffed that he and Hiruzen
could be predicted by a genin no matter how strong. “What if it was someone you didn’t
know?”

Naruto shrugged and smiled up at him as his eyes gleamed with mischief.

“Well, I figured Jiji would only send you or Kakashi-sensei,” Naruto explained. “He trusts
your instincts more than anyone else’s, even his current ANBU. If someone else had come, I
would have sensed it and then left to find you directly. I figured either one of you would help
me if I could convince you, but I admit I hoped it was you. I dropped my hint at Saiyu’s Inn
because I knew you trusted her intel the most.”

Jiraiya’s eyebrows shot up. “You know about my informant network?” he demanded.

His informants were some of his closest guarded secrets. If the word got out about them, they
would be in danger, as would Konoha. Not even Hiruzen knew his complete network. It was
why he was out of the village so often. He was the only one who knew where to look.

“Of course, Ero-Sennin!” Naruto admitted easily as though it were no big deal. “I traveled
with you for two years. I met almost all of them when we were training.”

Naruto paused, and Jiraiya saw the weight of grief press down on the young man’s shoulders
again. He felt the desire to make him smile again, or at least to know what had upset him so
he could fix it. “Why does that make you sad?”

Naruto’s smile faltered further as he placed a hand on the back of his neck and looked down.

“You uh—“ Naruto stuttered, clearly pained by the information. “You died in my timeline,
Raiya-- about three years from now.”

Jiraiya flinched at the news. He had made peace with his eventual death long ago. Still, to
hear it admitted so bluntly took him off guard. Naruto looked heartbroken as he watched
Jiraiya react to the news.



“I’m sorry, I’m not good at this,” Naruto apologized. “I guess that is…hard to hear. It still…it
still hurts you know? I mean, you’re standing right there, and that’s great, dattebayo! But
you’re not my Jiraiya. You don’t have the memories I do. You haven’t shared ice pops with
me, poured water on me for snoring too loud, or bought me a new jumpsuit because the old
one got worn out. But you could be him. Hopefully, you will be him for the other Naruto if I
haven’t screwed everything up. “

Though Jiraiya was still striving for an emotional distance, he couldn’t help the pain that
came from the hollowed-out look in Naruto’s eyes. It was a true agony; something haunted
like that could not be faked. It was an entire lifetime lost and far out of reach.

“You’ve lost everyone you’ve ever known,” Jiraiya said.

Naruto nodded as he ruffled his ponytail again. “Yeah, except for Kurama,” Naruto admitted.

Jiraiya squinted down at Naruto, still not quite understanding the fondness in the man’s voice
for the creature. “You speak very fondly of a demon who killed your parents,” Jiraiya pointed
out.

Naruto grimaced at him as though he said something insensitive.

“He’s my partner, dattebayo!” Naruto announced indignantly before he sobered again. “I
mean— yeah, he was a bastard for most of my life and everything, but that wasn’t his fault. I
saw what happened the night he was sealed, and I know the bastard who is really responsible.
Kurama and I had a common goal, and we banded together. He’s sort of my best friend these
days.”

There was a genuinely happy smile on the man’s face again. Jiraiya felt curiosity explode in
his chest. Naruto knew who had attacked the night he had lost Minato. He had the answers.
Jiraiya had been searching fruitlessly for twelve years and this boy had the information he
needed!

“You are a strange person, Namikazi-Uzumaki Naruto,” Jiraiya laughed and shook his head
down at the man who didn’t appear even a bit insulted.

“Believe it!” Naruto announced with a little fist bump and a laugh. There was a tinge of
desperation in his laughter as though he were still unsure of where Jiraiya stood.

“Tell me,” Jiraiya said before taking a seat on the balcony and pillowing his head on his fist.

His past/future student copied his pose and then did what he did best. He started talking.

Jiraiya listened to it all quietly. For the most part, he only listened and watched; he only
occasionally asked a clarifying question. He laughed or rolled his eyes, and sometimes he
fought back his tears. He was amazed and terrified at the burning bright will in front of him
and the things he had done. His godson would be forced to do those things if they weren’t
changed. He heard the emotion that could not be faked and the pain that hung around his
godson’s neck like a noose. He heard it all and was humbled that out of everyone Naruto had



known and loved in his life, he would choose to come to him first. It was a gift to trust him
with the future and ask for help rather than jealously guard the information.

“…I believe you,” Jiraiya said finally as Naruto fell silent. They had been talking for hours.
The building was lit only by the golden glow of the active seal and the stars that peaked in
from the crumbling ceiling above.

Naruto snorted and lay on his back as he exhaled loudly. He liked to talk, but there were
limits. Relieving over a decade within a few hours was emotionally exhausting.

“Good,” Naruto grumbled, “because I was going to throw a Kurama-sized tantrum if you
didn’t!”

Jiraiya shifted to see Naruto flopped on the ground. He gave out a loud, dramatic groan,
which had Naruto peeking out at him with one blue eye. Naruto had run out of sage mode
over two hours ago.

“We have a lot to do,” Jiraiya mourned his relatively easy life of spying, 'researching,' and
writing his masterpieces. His peace went out with a puff of smoke. Now, he would have to
take an active role in the world's fate again. He wasn’t going to let Naruto go at it alone.

“Yeah,” Naruto exhaled before fully meeting Jiraiya’s gaze. He moved to stand and vacate
the seal. “But we’ll do it together?”

“Yeah, kid, yeah,” Jiraiya groused before a leering grin spread across his face, “--oh, before
you move, Naru-chan?”

Naruto blanched; he froze in place as he observed his teacher’s face. It was never good for
him when Jiraiya called him “Naru-chan.”

“You’re giving me creepy vibes, Ero-sennin,” Naruto said warily. The hair stood on the back
of his neck, and he could hear Kurama laughing maniacally in his head.

“What is your type Naru-chan? Do you like…” Jiraiya began to describe things Naruto did
not want to discuss with anyone, much less with his father figure. His face went on fire
because the seal had flashed, and it was going to force him to answer unless Jiraiya negated
the question.

“Ero-Sennin!!!” Naruto cried, his face hot enough to fry an egg on.

“Now, now, Naru-chan,” Jiraiya cooed sweetly as he shook his finger back and forth. He took
his sweet revenge with relish. “ We wouldn’t want to be forced to comply, now would we?”

“Raiya,” Naruto whined like he was four instead of twenty-four. Jiraiya chortled before he
leered harder down at the younger toad sage.

“You were going to pay for that nickname sooner or later! No one gets away with
disrespecting the Legendary Toad Sage Jiraiya of Konoha,” Jiraiya taunted. “How about you
take this way out before I think of something worse! I’m being merciful.”



Naruto’s face fell as he considered some of the harsher teasings he had endured during the
two years of training with the Sannin before he decided this was the safer option.

“Stupid Sannin fine!” Naruto growled.

“Ooh, ooh.”

Jiraiya wiggled before cupping his hand around his ear and leaning in closer. He listened as
his godson humiliated himself by describing his meager dating history and what he liked. His
only joy came from the horrified reaction Jiraiya gave when Naruto gave a full list of the
things he would never do. The things pulled directly from the pages of the Icha Icha series
with a smirk and blushing cheeks. If he couldn’t get out of it, he would at least horrify his
godfather because he had spent years learning from the man and came out the other end even
less perverted than he went in. It was a small victory, but a victory nonetheless.



Chapter Four

Chapter Summary

Kakashi meets Uzumaki Kuniharu and is.... *Edited 10/17/23*

Chapter Notes

And so the alias is...Kuniharu (because it reminds me of Kurama, Kushina, and Naruto
all in one) I hope this is an acceptable choice. I made a last-minute change so I'm not
100% sold on it if it absolutely hated then I'm open to it. It will probably be shortened to
Haru as a nickname. Let me know what you think!!! I really like this chapter actually,
and hey, Kakashi is here!!

“Genma, Radiou, good work. You’re dismissed,” Hiruzen ordered before he took a puff on
his pipe and expelled it. His eyes settled on the last man in the room while the Jounin bowed
before leaving through the door like civilized shinobi. Kakashi no Sharingan held Icha Icha
Paradise close to his nose until the moment Hiruzen activated the seal on his desk to the
highest privacy setting. The ANBU shadows watching disappeared accordingly. Kakashi
replaced his book in his flak jacket and gave his Hokage his full attention.

“Did you see them?” Hiruzen questioned.

“Yes,” Kakashi assented with a nod; his hands were shoved into his pockets as he slouched.
His one visible eye was serious and keenly focused, contradicting his open body language.

“Report,” Hiruzen commanded. He raised an eyebrow when Kakashi gave a full-bodied sigh.

Jiraiya had been sent out nearly a month ago to meet with a dangerous S-Class nin. Hiruzen
had received a messenger toad that the meeting had occurred and gone well but that the toad
sage had agreed to accompany the man on some final "errands" before he could join Konoha.
Hiruzen read between the lines and suspected that Jiraiya had joined the “errands” to verify
the man’s identity further, though the note had been sparse on the details.

There had been no other communications from the Sannin until two days prior. Hiruzen had
received word that Jiraiya and the Uzumaki were making their way back to Konoha coming
from Kusa. As Kakashi had led an important courier mission near the border, Hiruzen had
tasked the man with a second mission. He ordered the copycat nin to observe Uzumaki from
afar and report back his findings. Hiruzen couldn’t deny he was worried about his recalcitrant
student. He wanted to confirm that it was indeed both shinobi making their way to Konoha.



“While Radiou and Genma settled at the inn, I traveled alone to the location Jiraiya-sama
often stays at in Kusa. I was able to confirm both Jiraiya-sama and the Uzumaki’s
presence…” Kakashi uncharacteristically paused, and Hiruzen watched in amazement as the
normally stoic man appeared frustrated. “That man is— “

Kakashi thought back to the mission. He had expected tracking them to be difficult. They
were both high-class nin known for stealth. He had gone to the inn first because it was the
most obvious location he could scratch off. He didn’t expect the Uzumaki to be blatantly
standing in front of the inn, squinting at the forest as though something about it bothered him.
He was clearly an Uzumaki. The moment he saw that dark red hair, Kakashi was thrown back
to days with his sensei and Kushina-nee-chan. The man had stood in a deceptively relaxed
stance, which could immediately change into an offensive or defensive pose with ease.

The shinobi was experienced, powerful enough to relax in foreign territory alone but wary
enough to spring into action. Even so, instead of shinobi clothing, the Uzumaki wore the inn's
yukata, a dark navy blue that made his hair stand out even further. His hands had been shoved
in the sleeves with his arms crossed over his chest. The blushing red strands of his hair were
loose around his shoulders and fell with languid grace. Kakashi had been careful to quiet the
part of him that saw the man and made grabby hands. He had suppressed that part of himself
before it had ever existed. This was no challenge. Besides the odd one-off and reading Icha
Icha Paradise, Kakashi did not give in to the pleasures of the flesh. Still, he could observe it
in any case, even in a possible enemy. Kakashi had a fine appreciation of art.

The Uzumaki continued to squint at the trees, but Kakashi didn’t worry about his presence
being found. He had been in ANBU, the best of ANBU; he could hide his presence
completely. Only a sage or an extremely talented sensing type would be able to find him if he
did not wish to be found. Kakashi concluded that it must be something else that drew the
man’s attention, even though Kakashi couldn’t sense anything worrying besides himself in
the forest.

“Oi, Gaki,” a voice yelled. Kakashi almost forgot himself and nearly jumped from his
position as Jiraiya came roaring out of the inn to slam his fist on top of the strange nin’s head
before the man could react. “You were supposed to keep Hideki busy! Now, Nanami-chan
will never play with me!”

Kakashi’s single eye widened as the Uzumaki snarled and threw himself at the toad sage.
Kakashi almost went to aid his fellow shinobi but stopped when he looked harder. The two
had begun what amounted to a child’s play fight with shinobi-level abilities. This consisted of
short jabs, crushing knuckles into the crown of the other head in a headlock, scratching and
biting, and dodging each other while throwing taunts. Were they…playing?

“Oi, she’s got a fiancé Ero-Sennin,” the Uzumaki shouted as he ducked beneath a punch to
the face and jabbed toward Jiraiya’s stomach only to get him on the side, “Of course she
doesn’t want to “play.”

“What did you say, Gaki?” Jiraiya howled as he rained down blows that the redhead dodged
with a fierce smile.



“You know your life," the Uzumaki panted before he flipped gracefully over the Sannin and
jumped on his back to capture him in a headlock, “would be far less painful if you just told
baa-chan that you looove—ack,” Jiraiya flipped the man over his shoulder and onto his back
before he straddled him.

The Uzumaki caught the toad sage’s hands before he could choke him, and they began a war
of strength, with Jiraiya pushing down and the Uzumaki pushing up. They appeared
completely oblivious to the civilians hovering around, horrified.

“Don’t say that Gaki!” Jiraiya whined. Kakashi thought his face was red more from
embarrassment than exertion.

“Why not,” the Uzumaki growled, pushing hard enough that he could sit up, and Jiraiya had
to get up into a crouch above his legs, “waiting’s stupid! You both are stupid, running away
from each other—”

The Uzumaki pushed until they were both standing, though he was still at a disadvantage.
Jiraiya was a tall man, while the redhead was lithe and short-statured. Still, he matched
Jiraiya's strength for strength as he ground his teeth together.

“Jiraiya-sama,” a feminine voice screamed as the front door of the inn shot open with a bang.
“Kuniharu-sama, I told you that if you could not— “the slight civilian woman continued to
rant at the two shinobi. They both looked visibly cowed as they scrambled away from each
other.

“Ah, Nanami-chan,” Jiraiya tried to soothe her but received a slap to the face instead while
the Uzumaki (Kuniharu?) stifled a laugh.

He paled when Nanami shot him a glare, though his mouth twitched again when she started
in on Jiraiya once more. The two powerful shinobi allowed themselves to be scolded by the
tiny civilian woman. When she demanded they help prepare dinner for the guests in penance
for disrupting the peace yet again, Kuniharu intervened.

“I’ll help Nanami-nee-chan,” Kuniharu volunteered cheerfully, “Jiraiya-sama has to go talk to
someone.”

Kakashi almost fell out of his tree when the nin turned around and pointed straight at him
before he waved, a mischievous smile brightening his face.

“Have fun with Copycat-san, Ero-Sennin,” Kuniharu said cheerfully before he ushered
Nanami inside.

Jiraiya rolled his eyes before he looked to where Kuniharu had pointed. He made a discrete
hand sign to meet in a clearing that had been a favorite campsite for Team Minato during the
Third Shinobi War. Kakashi still felt off-balance as he traveled quickly through the trees.
How in the world had the man sensed him there? Kakashi was certain he was invisible. He
waited for Jiraiya to join him but was too keyed up even to bring out Icha Icha.



“He’s something, isn’t he?” Jiraiya announced when he touched down in the clearing and
smiled at what amounted to his “grandchild” in student terms.

“How?” Kakashi asked, short and to the point. He was wound up tight but somehow tensed
further when Jiraiya gave a full-bellied laugh.

Jiraiya wiped away a tear and then shook his head with a chagrinned smile. “Well, that, I
know the answer to,” Jiraiya admitted, “though about everything else he can do, I’m clueless.
No matter how many times the airhead tries and fails to explain.”

Despite the insult, Kakashi could tell there was a deep fondness for the strange man that was
abnormal for the sage. Kakashi knew Jiraiya was an affable man, but he kept most people at a
distance. Jiraiya stayed a step away from even Kakashi after having been betrayed and
disappointed too often in his long life to tolerate the risk of closeness. In less than a month,
something about the stranger had broken through that barrier. It was weird, but Kakashi
dismissed the idea of an imposter. Only those apart of Team Minato knew the hand sign for
this clearing or that Kakashi would know it as well. It was not a detail that an imposter would
think to wring out of a prisoner to impersonate him.

“So, what is it?’

“He’s a sage,” Jiraiya clearly enjoyed how Kakashi’s entire demeanor tensed as his
uncovered eye widened, “and he has better sensing abilities than I do!”

“A sage?!” Kakashi demanded.

“Yeah, I know,” Jiraiya huffed as he put his hands on his hips and shrugged, “it was a shocker
for me too.”

“But how?” Kakashi asked.

He knew it was incredibly difficult to master. He had heard Minato-sensei go back and forth
between spending the time necessary to achieve it and weighing the duties he carried as a
Jounin and later as Hokage. His teacher had not made up his mind when he sacrificed
himself.

“The usual way,’ Jiraiya evaded the question easily, though Kakashi noticed it. Jiraiya
grinned before he waved his hand dismissively. “I’ll tell you and the old man later! I don’t
want to leave Kuniharu too long. The fool will seduce half the inn accidentally by the time I
get back. The bastard doesn’t even try to do it either!”

Kakashi couldn’t tell if the old toad sage was serious about the dangers of Uzumaki
Kuniharu’s charms.

“How did he know it was me?” Kakashi managed to ask, though his pride still smarted at
being so easily found by a nin he had only heard about less than a year ago.

“Dunno, but you’re famous?” Jiraiya offered, and again, Kakashi could see the toad sage
knew more than he was willing to let on.



Kakashi watched as Jiraiya scratched at his ear while looking off to the side.

Finally, he shrugged and looked at Kakashi again. “I can ask if you want. Or, you can ask him
yourself when we get back to the village?”

Kakashi pushed out his sudden desire to probe for more. He was there for a mission, and
even though he technically wasn’t ordered to make contact, he might as well get intel out of
the meeting now that it had happened.

“How much longer until you’re back?”

Jiraiya crossed his arms and shifted his weight as he thought about the question before
answering it. “We’ll be back in Konoha in two days,” Jiraiya decided.

“Is he….”Kakashi thought of how to word the inquiry while the image of the grinning man
lifted in his memory, “safe?”

“No, he’s very dangerous….” Jiraiya said with sudden seriousness, but before Kakashi could
react to the statement, he continued, “Just not to Konoha.”

Jiraiya did not elaborate. Kakashi felt irritation at the lack of tangible information, but it was
not his place to interrogate the Sannin. He sighed and nodded at the man.

“I’ll trust your judgment.”

“Oh, don’t get pouty, Kashi-chan,” Jiraiya shouted and made Kakashi look up again to see
the man grinning at him with a teasing glint in his eyes. “I promise you’ll hear the full report
when we get back. Sensei will want your input on this one anyway. You’ll likely be the one to
keep an eye on him when I’m outside the village. You’re the only one besides me or sensei
who would stand a chance.”

Well, that was alarming…and interesting. Ah, no, it would probably just be irritating.

“Joyful,” Kakashi deadpanned.

“Bahaha,” Jiraiya laughed and came over to slap his hand on Kakashi’s shoulder, “he’ll be
good for you, Kakashi! He’ll give you a chance to practice babysitting before you get saddled
with genin.”

Was it supposed to be comforting? Watching the man would be akin to babysitting little
numbskull genin?

“They won’t pass,” Kakashi announced smugly.

It didn’t matter who the Hokage assigned him this time. They never passed. He could be
assigned the baby Uchiha and his sensei’s son, and he would still fail the little shits if they
failed the bell test. Kakashi wouldn’t waste his time training tools that didn’t care for their
comrades. Besides, Kakashi would be a terrible sensei. If only the Hokage would understand
that instead of shoving children at him and hoping they stuck. The council could suck it.



“I think you’ll be surprised,” Jiraiya leered with a gleam in his eyes, which told Kakashi the
man thought he knew something Kakashi didn’t. Kakashi didn’t like that a single bit.

“They won’t,” Kakashi stated dryly and watched with annoyance as the wicked grin spread
across the toad sage’s face. The man rubbed his hands together and leaned close to the
copycat nin.

“Want to put your money where your mask is?”

<>

“I see,” Hiruzen said once Kakashi had given his report, be it lacking details about comparing
strangers to artwork and the bet he made with the toad sage. He would enjoy the advanced
copy of the Sannin’s next book immensely.

“They should be here at— “A loud thud cut off Kakashi.

When the privacy seal was active, even if the window was wide open, there was a physical
barrier between the office and the outside. Both men turned to see Izumo rubbing his nose
with tears streaming down his face. Hiruzen placed his hand on the seal and allowed the
barrier to drop as his ANBU reappeared in their perches.

“What is it, Izumo?” Hiruzen asked kindly as he turned to the gate watcher, who staggered
into the office, still rubbing his nose.

“Oh, Hokage-sama,” Izumo said and bowed clumsily before he slipped back into professional
mode. “Scouts uh…requested we inform you that Jiraiya-sama appears to be…racing a
strange nin? He sent a message ahead to clear the route to your office.”

Hiruzen dropped his head into his hands and silently cursed his student. What was the toad
sage doing? Kakashi bemusedly stepped to the side to get a clear view of the window as
though he would be able to see a dust cloud coming.

“Hawk, Koi,” Hiruzen ordered, and two ANBU appeared kneeling in front of his desk. “Alert
the patrols of this…race and allow Jiraiya and his guest through unmolested. Watch them and
make sure there are no mishaps before they arrive. Dismissed.”

The two ANBU shushinned away with a whirlwind of leaves left behind. Hiruzen turned to
Izumo, who appeared bewildered and uncomfortable.

“Go back to your post, Izumo,” Hiruzen ordered, “allow them through without a fuss.”

“Yes,” Izumo left through the window, allowing Kakashi to view the rooftops better. Hiruzen
rose and stepped beside him, puffing thoughtfully on his pipe.

“Jiraiya-chan must trust this Uzumaki if he is so incautious with him,” Hiruzen mused,
“Perhaps Naruto will have a new bond after all? ”



Kakashi hummed as he waited for the two shinobi to appear. He tried not to think about
Uzumaki Naruto too often, or the guilt would eat him alive. He wouldn’t have been allowed
to take the boy even if he had been ready and able to, but it still ate at Kakashi that he hadn’t
even tried. He had numbly accepted the Hokage’s decision and then disappeared into the
shadows of ANBU.

He fought. He kept his head down. He endured numbly until the pain lessened enough not to
swallow him whole if he thought of it more than when he stood in front of the memorial
stone. When he finally looked up again, the boy was an academy student. His life had turned
into something completely different from what it had been with Team Minato, Kushina-nee-
chan, and Jiraiya. Maybe he would fix that if Naruto were on his team and passed the bell
test. Or maybe Kakashi would ruin the boy like he did everything else in his life. Kakashi
brushed off the ghosts of the past as two heads suddenly appeared, leaping onto the roof of a
building close to the wall. Red and white hair danced behind the racing figures as they
gracefully leaped between roofs as expertly as any Konoha nin. Hiruzen stiffened beside him
as the oddly familiar childish laughter reached their ears.

“Need another handicap, Ero-Sennin?” a younger voice chortled. It was followed by a growl
of the man close on his heels. Kakashi and Hiruzen backed up as the redhead bounded toward
the window.

Kuniharu vaulted lithely inside, landed, and then turned to flash victory signs at Jiraiya, who
entered moments later growling.

“I don’t know how, but you cheated, Gaki,” Jiraiya accused and pointed at the preening man.
“This is the fifth time you’ve won! It’s unnatural!”

“You’re such a sore loser,” the man giggled and slapped his leg with the sunniest smile
Kakashi had ever seen.

The man no longer wore the inn's yukata. Kakashi felt himself stiffen as he took in the man’s
appearance. He wore a white coat that naturally fit him just like a certain man whose face
looked remarkably like the stranger's. He was also outfitted with black cargo pants with the
normal kunai and shuriken pouches attached. He wore regulation ninja sandals and a black
high-collared shirt with the Uzushio crest emblazoned in orange across his chest, two pearl
buttons on the stiff lapel like Kushina used to wear with her formal clothes. The man’s hair
was up in a high ponytail mirroring the toad sage, and he wore Uzumaki traditional pearl-
drop earrings engraved with the whirlpool symbol. These matched his shirt and the forehead
protector he wore.

His crystalline blue eyes sparkled as they moved from the fuming Jiraiya and landed on the
two speechless shinobi watching them. The man’s face instantly colored, and his hand came
up to subconsciously touch the back of his neck. It would have been adorable on anyone
besides a deadly shinobi. As it was, it was still so painfully cute that Kakashi had to dismiss
the thought viciously.

“Uh…sorry?” the man offered as though he had suddenly realized that he had vaulted
uninvited into a Kage’s office without so much as a by-your-leave.



Jiraiya seemed to become smug as he sent a sharp smile to the younger man. The Uzumaki
glared and pointedly stepped on his toe. He nodded toward the two silent figures, but Jiraiya
let the man stew in awkwardness. Finally, he gestured with a lazy hand toward the man.

“Uzumaki Kuniharu,” Jiraiya drawled, “Kakashi Hatake or Copycat-san.” He waved toward
Kakashi and winked knowingly at the scowling man.

Kakashi lifted his hand with that infuriating eye-smile he was famed for. “Yo,” he said before
abruptly pulling out his Icha Icha Paradise book.

He waited for the inevitable shock or anger as this never ceased to annoy even the people
who knew him best. He could see Hiruzen sigh heavily beside him, but rather than react that
way, Kakashi saw the man smile slightly as though fond or…nostalgic. Did the man know
someone else with his greatest and most appealing habit? No fun.

The man wasn’t insulted by the lack of attention by Konoha’s strongest. He dipped a shallow
bow while still smiling. “Hatake-san,” he offered.

Kakashi grimaced. No one called him Hatake-san, first because it was a reminder of his
father and most preferred to pretend he wasn’t connected to Konoha’s White Fang, and
secondly because Kakashi just wasn’t…no.

“Kakashi will do,” Kakashi offered in a bored voice as he turned the page in his book and
appeared absorbed in it rather than carefully analyzing every flicker of emotion on the man’s
expressive face, “or Copycat-San if you must.”

The man smiled brightly and lost the remaining traces of sadness that Kakashi only realized
had been there.“Then, you can call me Kuniharu,” the man offered before his lips tipped up
further on one side into a smirk, “or Sage-sama if you must.”

“Hn,” Kakashi grunted, his eyebrow twitching at the slight mention of his being caught by
the man. He gave no other sign that the subtle dig had hit home.

Hiruzen allowed himself to be ignored as it gave him leave to observe silently. He carefully
weighed not only the man himself but also how Jiraiya seemed utterly relaxed in his
presence. Kakashi was clearly intrigued by the man because he tried so hard to pretend that
he was ignoring him. Kakashi only ever made an effort to rub it in someone’s face that he
wasn’t paying attention when he absolutely was.

Jiraiya allowed his sensei this time to come to an initial conclusion before he interrupted
“Kuniharu” from continuing to needle Kakashi. He placed his hand on Kuniharu’s shoulder
to get his attention and then waved to Hiruzen.

“And that is the God of Shinobi,” Jiraiya teased, “Sarutobi Hiruzen Sandaime Hokage of
Konoha.”

Hiruzen smiled at the man as he met his blue eyes and inclined his head slightly.

“Kuniharu-san.”



It surprised all involved when Kuniharu bowed fully at the waist, giving Hiruzen the highest
respect outside kneeling. This was a gesture shinobi only gave to those they truly respected.
Most gave the gesture only to their own Kage.

Kuniharu carefully kept his gaze just off to the right of the man’s shoulder as though it pained
him to meet Hiruzen’s eyes.“Hokage-sama,” he greeted and forced a smile that appeared sad
to anyone who looked closely, “It is an honor to be in Konoha. My cousin talked fondly of it
in her letters to my mother.”

Kakashi stiffened and looked at the man even closer. Hiruzen watched him closely as well.

“Your cousin?” he prodded and watched the man smile knowingly.

“Kushina-chan,” Kuniharu confirmed. “She sent back letters to my mom until…well, until
the end. I found them years back in my mother’s old things.”

“Ah,” Hiruzen murmured while his eyes calculated the man’s age.

He had known that Kushina had an Aunt back in Uzushio who had likely perished. She had
even had a cousin, too, but the boy would have been a mere infant when Uzushio fell.
Granted, Uzumaki's tended to age differently than most once they exited puberty. It would be
hard to pin down his age just by looking at him.

“Why have you not come to Konoha before this?” Hiruzen asked.

Kuniharu met the man’s gaze, and there was a knowing light in them that said he knew that if
he answered incorrectly, he would be carted off to T&I whether he had Jiraiya’s approval or
not. Jiraiya stood back with his arms crossed as he allowed the man to speak for himself.

Kuniharu placed his hand on the back of his neck again and shrugged.

“I…well, I wasn’t sure of my welcome once I figured out I might have someplace to lay
down roots,” Kuniharu explained. "Mom died when I was four, and I get the feeling that she
hated the idea of going to Konoha. No offense, Hokage-sama, but Uzumaki’s were being
hunted down, and still are if we are found out. Being here would just draw more attention to
Kushina-chan. After the fall of Uzushio, the few survivors felt like no one could keep them
safe…not even Konoha. Also, I uh…know that my cousin was in a lot of danger for her own
reasons. Uzumaki’s flooding to Konoha would bring undue attention to her and her role.”

All the men in the room understood that Kuniharu had just alluded to knowing that Kushina
had been the holder of the Kyuubi. It was plausible as the information had been well known
among the elite of the Uzumaki clan when Kushina was brought to Konoha. Plausible.

“But your mother passed away when you were four?” Hiruzen lightly prodded, not unkindly
but still with a steely hint to his eyes as he weighed everything the man said.

“I was raised by the man who got my mom out of Uzushio during the attack,” Kuniharu
explained. “He had a bloodline limit that made him incredibly fast. He saved my mother and
me. When my mom died, Kurama took over raising me with Uzushio teachings. I learned



Fuuinjutsu from him and from the scrolls my mother saved in our escape. I learned of my
family connections in my mother’s things, like I said. I never met Kushina-chan.…maybe it’s
a little strange, but I was always really fond of her, or maybe it was the idea of her from the
letters. I considered joining Konoha to see if my cousin might have me after all when
Kurama died. I was twelve, but then, nearly at the same time, it got out that the last Uzumaki
had perished from the Kyuubi. I had wasted any chance I might come to Konoha and find
family waiting.”

Hiruzen felt the weight of Naruto in the back of his mind, but he held his tongue. Though
Naruto held the Uzumaki name, to those outside of the village, the Uzumaki were all but
extinct. Even within the village, most believed Naruto wasn’t a real Uzumaki.

Hiruzen would be required to check the man’s story with Jiraiya and any information on
Kushina’s Aunt before he was inclined to believe the man. But for the moment, the Hokage
felt that the man did not have nefarious intentions. He was still wary but would be willing to
give him the benefit of the doubt.

“Why come to Konoha now?” Hiruzen asked. He watched as Kuniharu sent Jiraiya an
exasperated glare.

“Well, Ero-Sennin impressed upon me the stupidity of upsetting Kage without a village to
back me up,” Kuniharu admitted with a grimace. “I may have made a nuisance of myself
retrieving some missing artifacts. It just wasn’t right, and I was not going to leave them in
their hands.”

Kakashi lowered his book slightly to look at the strange man incredulously. He had heard
from the Hokage himself why the man was so dangerous, but that he so openly admitted that
doing the verging suicidal stunts was either very brave or stupid. Quite possibly both.

“I see,” Hiruzen hummed, but light danced in his eyes.

Kuniharu seemed to relax as he looked at the old man. He could tell the Hokage found him
an intriguing puzzle. He wasn’t called the Professor for nothing.

Hiruzen couldn’t place what had him at ease, whether it was the odd familiarity that seemed
to ping in the back of his head when the man spoke or his striking resemblance to Kushina, to
Naruto with those same whisker marks, and even Minato (though that was a puzzle itself).
Perhaps Jiraiya was under the same spell, but Hiruzen trusted his judge of character and his
intuition as any shinobi that had lived as long as he. He was cautiously optimistic about this
plan.

“Yeah, yeah,” Jiraiya interrupted. “The Gaki is an impressive idiot, but what matters is he’s
here and willing to join Konoha.”

“Is that so, Kuniharu-san?” Hiruzen's eyes pinned Kuniharu to his spot.

Kuniharu’s cheeks gained some color, and he seemed to be very young before that was
washed away for a moment.



“If you’ll have me, I would be honored.” Kuniharu dipped his head respectfully.

Hiruzen nodded and then flicked his eyes toward Jiraiya.“Very well, Kuniharu-san, if you
would allow me to discuss further with Jiraiya-sama, I believe we may—“ the Hokage was
cut off by the door flying open.

“Naruto, how many times do I have to tell you—oh,” an irate voice cut off as a brown-haired
man with a scar across his nose blushed at the eyes that landed on him. The room was
resolutely barren of certain orange-loving blonds.

“Yes, Iruka-san?” the Hokage asked, and his eyebrow twitched.

It could have been very bad if the man had used Naruto’s family name, not to mention why
the man had barged inside in the first place. The academy teacher appeared visibly mortified.
His eyes were as wide as saucers as he took in the important figures and the strange nin with
brilliant red hair. The same nin who was grinning at him in a way that oddly made him feel
like the man wanted to pinch his cheek. Mortifying. What was he thinking—

“I am so sorry, Hokage-sama,” Iruka bowed low and cursed his fate. “I— um, just heard there
was a ruckus, and I heard the laughter that I swear was-- so I assumed that Uz—“

“That Naruto was the cause of it,” Hiruzen cut off the teacher before he could use the name.

Iruka jerked and saw his Hokage make a subtle gesture to the side, which every shinobi in the
village knew meant to be discrete about Naruto unless told otherwise. The teacher gulped.

“Yes, I did—uh, think my student was the cause. I apologize.”

Iruka bowed again, as Kuniharu struggled not to laugh. Jiraiya looked equally as amused
about the situation.

“No harm done, Iruka-san, your dedication to ensuring your students' good behavior is
admirable,” Hiruzen said as he puffed on his pipe.

This presented an elegant solution to being briefed by Jiraiya without being blatantly rude to
Kuniharu. The man would surely realize he was being talked about; any academy student
would know that, but at least he would not be required to stand awkwardly in the hall while
they did it.

“If you could please accompany Uzumaki Kuniharu-san to the cafeteria. I believe he has had
a long journey and would do well with a meal. Kuniharu-san is being considered as an
addition to Konoha and could do to make some friends.”

Iruka’s eyes widened slightly, though he maintained his smile. His protective instincts roared
to life. This stranger presented himself as a Uzumaki and, therefore, might be a threat to his
precious student-- or he may be a precious bond. Either way, Iruka understood that he was to
keep an eye on the man and ensure the two Uzumaki did not meet in the intervening time.

“Is that acceptable, Kuniharu-san?” the Hokage inquired of the redhead.



There was a knowing smile on Kuniharu's face, but he simply bowed in agreement to the
Hokage’s order. He sent an amused look to Jiraiya and then to Kakashi before he waved at
the men and walked over to Iruka. He paused to offer the academy instructor his hand and a
warm smile. Despite himself, Iruka softened at the look that smacked him over the head with
the similarities between Naruto and the stranger.

“Uzumaki Kuniharu, it’s great to meet you,” Kuniharu grinned. Iruka took the man’s hand
hesitantly and shook it twice.

“Umino Iruka, it’s great to meet you too.”

Iruka gave the man a hesitant smile in response to the brilliant expression beaming back at
him. As they left, Kuniharu waved happily over his shoulder without turning around.

“Don’t gossip too hard, Ero-Sennin,” Kuniharu turned just enough so they could see the
smile spread across his scarred cheeks, “you might turn into Kyoko-chan if you’re not
careful.”

With a subtle dig at Jiraiya’s latest busty heroine of the Icha Icha series, Kuniharu shut the
door. He could still be heard laughing at his joke several steps away from the office.

“You let him read your rough drafts?” Kakashi could be heard to complain on the other side
of the door.

“What? He’s a good copyreader!”



Chapter Five

Chapter Summary

Naruto becomes Kuniharu.

Chapter Notes

You know what? I love you guys so much! The reception to this little story has been so
amazing and I appreciate it so much. I'm so glad you guys like it and I hope I can
continue to deliver. Gamabuta is in this chapter but I'm not so certain about my
characterization of him, I haven't read that many fics with him so I don't quite have his
voice in my head. Hopefully, it's okay. This is kind of a background chapter so it's not as
exciting as the last one but you get to see what Kuniharu was thinking during his
meeting. Thank you for reading and let me know what you think!!!

“So, what’s your play, kid?” Jiraiya asked as he squinted at his newly found godson across
the campfire shared between them.

Naruto had led him to his temporary home on the island. It was a relatively whole building
close to the center of the village on the banks of the river, which wound through Uzushio.
They sat outside, sharing fish and a cup of ramen for each of them. Jiraiya lazed back against
the crumbling building, seemingly relaxed, though Naruto saw the remaining tension. He had
accepted that Jiraiya would need time to adjust to him, so he ignored it and instead focused
on the seal he was tinkering with by the firelight. Jiraiya himself held one of the scrolls
Naruto had liberated from Iwa in his debut in this time. Naruto looked up from the scroll
when Jiraiya spoke, his brush held aloft over the page. He carefully set that aside and focused
on his godfather, waiting for an answer.

“Uh,” Naruto stammered, as his brow furrowed, “save the world before it needs saving?”

Jiraiya huffed a laugh and rolled his eyes, amused at the dumbfounded expression on his
companion’s face.

“In Konoha, I mean,” Jiraiya elaborated, “I’m guessing you’re not going to just waltz up and
announce you’re from the future. You convinced me, kid, but it was a close thing.”

“Oh,” Naruto exhaled before he rubbed a hand through his hair that was now loose around
his shoulders. “No, not yet. I don’t want to live a lie for the rest of my life, but…yeah, even
I’m not so dumb to go around announcing something like that. Plus, what’s the use of my



memories if everyone knows about them? That’ll change too many things. No, for now, it’s
you and me….and I guess Jiji and Kakashi before everyone else. Not yet, though. They can
wait until the first stage of the Chuunin exams at least.”

Jiraiya gave a shallow nod as he considered the implications of holding this secret from his
teacher versus causing untold changes to the timeline and rendering the intel unusable.

“You know you’re going to come off really suspicious, right,” Jiraiya cautioned. “No matter
what you do. There will be questions you will have to answer convincingly. You might be
dragged into T&I at some point.”

Naruto grimaced and let out a groan. He leaned back into the tree trunk he had dragged over
with a distinct pout on his face.

“I’ll tell them if I have to,” Naruto decided and then shrugged as he met Jiraiya’s eyes, “we’ll
do as much on our own as we can, but I’m worried about Danzou. As long as that creep is
around and Jiji still trusts him, all of this is in danger.”

Jiraiya wasn’t sold on the intelligence of the plan, but he nodded in agreement. He saw the
quandary the situation left them in, and this was the best solution for the moment. He had
never trusted Danzuo, and after the things Naruto had outlined, which had come from the
man’s ROOT friend Sai—well, he couldn’t allow that to continue under any circumstances.

“Well,” Jiraiya sighed, “we’ll hold it off as long as we can. How good are your infiltration
skills? You need to have a solid backstory and to be able to maintain that cover until you can
live openly.”

Naruto threw his head back and laughed so hard that Jiraiya was worried for a moment.

“Wh—what?” Jiraiya asked, bewildered. Naruto wiped the back of his hand across his eyes.

“Nothing, Raiya,” Naruto gasped, “I just remembered. I’ve been trying to convince Kakashi-
sensei to send me on an infiltration mission for years! But he says I’m too easily recognizable
— no matter how hard I try to prove him wrong, but here? Naruto Uzumaki is 12 years old
and is not the hero of the Elemental Nations. Finally!”

Jiraiya had a very bad feeling about this….

…. But he was wrong.

They settled on attaching him to his Great Aunt, who Jiraiya knew for a fact had died in
Uzushio, but that Hiruzen would not have direct knowledge of. Over a month’s time, they
traveled across the Elemental Nations to set the groundwork for his backstory. He used the
name Kuniharu after a story a merchant told them of a boy with red hair (possibly a real
Uzumaki) who had saved his daughter only to leave with fatal wounds.

The man was likely dead, but under Jiraiya’s skilled hands, the story filled out around the
edges. Mixing bits of truth with lies to make up a story that they could rely on. The real find
was in Uzushio in his Great Aunt’s house, where real letters from his mother had been sealed



in a special box protected from the elements. Jiraiya had watched silently as Naruto held back
tears as he read his mother’s enthusiastic words about Konoha, the last letter dated mere days
before the invasion. The find was a gold mine for more than one reason.

They changed his clothing style to fit Uzumaki traditions. Jiraiya even conned him into
getting his ears pierced. It wasn’t technically necessary, as the practice hadn’t been super
popular with the younger generations, but Jiraiya thought it added just a bit more authenticity
to the outfit. Plus, he thought it would look cool on his godson, whom he found himself
growing unbearably fond of at an alarming rate. Naruto knew how he functioned and how he
saw the world. It was like meeting your best friend for the first time, but they already knew
everything about you. This, more than anything, gave credence to Naruto’s claims.

Jiraiya took to randomly quizzing him at inopportune moments, like when he was just
waking up, in the bath when he had soap in his eyes, and even once when they lazily fought
off bandits. Naruto wasn’t terrible at acting. He would even make an excellent spy if his skills
and personality weren’t so…specialized and loud.
That was another issue. Konoha was stamped on practically every technique he did, so Jiraiya
became his sensei a second time. All he really had to do was augment things with different
styles to be just different enough that he wouldn’t appear too much like a Konoha shinobi.
Uzushio taught mostly the same style, so it would work if Naruto didn’t overdo things…
Needless to say, they planned for the eventuality of Naruto overdoing things.

Jiraiya conceded to the cover story that he used Shadow Clones in front of Naruto and had
taught him the technique because so much of Naruto’s fighting style relied on the ability. In
exchange, Naruto reluctantly agreed to hold off on Rasengan and Rasenshuuriken until
Jiraiya could teach Chibi Naruto and pass it off as teaching him as well. Naruto pouted for a
week straight, but Jiraiya was going to be in enough trouble for the Shadows Clone as it was.
He was not going to explain to the Hokage why he thought teaching a strange nin Minato’s
technique was a good idea—much less what would convince Jiraiya to divulge something so
personal in the first place. Of course, then there were the toads.

“Just look Ero-sennin,” Naruto goaded his sensei as he leaned back on his hands.

They had been sparring for hours for Jiraiya to get a firm sense of his abilities before he
could begin teaching Naruto how not to scream that he was clearly from Konoha to anyone
who observed him fighting. Jiraiya rolled his eyes but still summoned the contract. Of course,
he didn’t go around checking it every few seconds, but surely, he would notice…

“What the hell?!” Jiraiya exploded as he unrolled the contract to see the name Uzumaki
Naruto scrawled beneath Minato’s in a chicken scratch that could hardly be called
handwriting. He looked up to see Naruto grinning at him.

“How?” he demanded, ideas of Naruto sneaking up on him and somehow stealing the scroll
when he wasn’t paying attention filling his head. The toads would kill him if some stranger,
even his godson, managed to steal the contract and sign it without his permission. Naruto
shrugged as he tugged on the earring that he still wasn’t used to hanging from his earlobe.

“Came with me,” he explained, “I tried it as soon as I figured out I was in the past. It worked
like usual. Apparently, the Toads were brought along through the blood contract. They gave



me an earful about being abruptly pulled back without a say in it, but when they realized they
could see you again…well, they forgave me eventually.”

“But…but,” Jiraiya stuttered before memories began to play in his mind.

Almost a year before, Gamabuta, Fukasaku, and Shima had summoned themselves and then
just stared at him with large, tear-filled eyes before they disappeared without saying another
word. Then, the others had come one by one, saying nothing before they disappeared. When
he called them back, they acted as though nothing had happened. Nothing that strange had
occurred again.

Perhaps the Toads were a little more willing to linger after a fight or when sending a message
to Hiruzen, but…Jiraiya quickly completed the summoning technique and waited for the
smoke to clear. Gamabuta grumbled about being called, as was his normal entrance until he
saw Naruto lying across the ground, grinning up at him with Jiraiya a step away. Then, the
Toad grinned larger than Jiraiya had ever seen.

“Hey, boss,” Naruto called up with a wave before he stood up to throw an arm around a
stunned Jiraiya, “told you it wouldn’t be much longer.”

“Long enough, Gaki,” Gamabuta spat, but his voice held no venom.

“Why didn’t you tell me?” Jiraiya asked. There was a tinge of concealed hurt in his voice.

Naruto winced and looked apologetically up at Gamabuta, who sighed.

“The Gaki asked us not to burden you with it,” Gamabuta explained, sounding old and tired.
“He thought it would be cruel to involve you if he was just going to pop back into his own
time. Us too. Messing with time is a dangerous thing, but the Gaki tells us there’s no way
back, and if that’s so…well, there’s no way are we going to let the mistakes of the past
repeat.”

Jiraiya was conflicted. On the one hand, one of his most precious people had lied to him,
keeping a godson who needed help away from him. On the other, he had been protected by
those precious people. People who, though it wasn’t their choice, decided to intercede in time
on his behalf. It also confirmed everything Naruto had told him and then some. There was no
way he could doubt him now. Later that night, after Naruto had summoned Gamakichi and
they had sparred against each other, Jiraiya asked why he had not had the toads speak up for
him during the interrogation.

“Oh,” Naruto hummed. “Well, I was going to if things went sour, but I didn’t want to make
you feel like you were being ganged up on. I mean, some stranger comes around saying he’s
your godson and then summons your trump card? Woulda freaked me out— I wasn’t gonna
do that to you.”

It was perhaps the most thoughtful thing Jiraiya had ever heard from Naruto’s mouth in either
lifetime. He was thoroughly gone at that point. Naruto was his kid, and he wasn’t going to let
his kid down like his counterpart had in Naruto’s past.



They were both students of Fuuinjutsu together in their spare time between plotting and
gathering rumors about Akatsuki’s movements. It helped that the foundation of Naruto’s
sealing came directly from Jiraiya himself. Their sealing technique was very similar even
after the independent study Naruto had put in. They poured over scrolls about Uzumaki
sealing techniques late into the night, passing sealing theory back and forth in hot springs
before Jiraiya had the urge to do “research.” Then, like a good godson, Naruto bailed him out
by using a henge of his younger self to pull the old father-son routine of his younger years.
He allowed himself to be mauled by pinching fingers as Jiraiya snuck out the back. Jiraiya
was so impressed he promised to teach Naruto Hiraishin if he successfully managed to
become a Konoha shinobi without being dragged to T&I in the first week.

He would still teach it to him anyway, but in exchange, Naruto would also have to take
writing lessons from him. Jiraiya was determined to pass on his porn abilities to someone
before he died, a feat that his previous incarnation had apparently failed to do. Naruto
doubled down on his training to become Kuniharu to make this happen without repeating the
cringe-worthy writing lessons. He had learned the hard way that leaving a clone behind just
irritated Jiraiya, and he was still stuck with the memories anyway.

Despite the jab of pain each time he was referred to his alternative name, he forced himself to
endure it. He wouldn’t force his chibi self to share his name, not to mention it would be
outlandish that Naruto’s supposed cousin was named Naruto as well. Still, for so long, it had
been the only gift from his parents he had and a connection to Jiraiya’s dream. It hurt to lose
it, but Naruto had lived—no Kuniharu had lived 24 years as Naruto. It had to be enough.

One month later and they have done everything they could to prepare for Kuniharu’s
introduction into Konoha. It would be up to Kuniharu’s acting ability, Jiraiya’s backstory
holding up, and the good humor of Hiruzen for the plan to work. Kuniharu sat with the shoji
screens open that led from their room to outside with his legs hanging out the side. Jiraiya
was in the garden giving instructions to the messenger toad to update Hiruzen.

They were waiting for one of Jiraiya’s informants, who claimed to have information on
Akatsuki’s movements. They would head to Konoha immediately after. Kuniharu frowned
when, after the messenger toad disappeared, another reappeared to hand something to Jiraiya.
His expression softened when Jiraiya came closer, and he saw the familiar ice pops that
Jiraiya had always shared with him when he had done particularly well in training. Just as his
Jiraiya in the past/future, he separated the ice pop and handed it over before sitting
companionably beside him.

“You’re going to do great, kid,” Jiraiya muttered and put a hand on Kuniharu's tensed
shoulder.

Kuniharu was shocked that Jiraiya had seen through the bright smile to the anxiety writhing
beneath. Kurama would occasionally poke out from his naps to snap at him when he got too
depressed. He was worried about re-meeting his precious people under a new identity but
didn’t think Jiraiya would know him well enough yet to see through the bullshit.

“Promise to dig me out of T&I before I go crazy if things go bad,” Kuniharu half-joked.

Jiraiya hummed around his ice pop before he squinted at Kuniharu.



“You bet, Gaki! Me and the Toads will spring you if it comes to that,” Jiraiya said before he
gave a wicked grin, “but remember you’ll have to write your own masterpiece in payment.”

Kuniharu laughed and began to eat his ice pop as he rolled his eyes.

“You got it Ero-sennin,” he agreed, “I’ll make triple sure it doesn’t happen now.”

Kuniharu ducked the jab to his face as he grinned widely. He allowed Jiraiya to coax laughter
out of him with his super pervert routine. Jiraiya tried to weasel him into writing a novel
without the incentive. It was an old argument between them in this life and the last. It
grounded him more than Jiraiya would ever be aware.

The next day, Kuniharu made himself scarce to avoid being pulled into Jiraiya’s schemes
toward Nanami-chan, their hostess. He meditated to center himself for the days to come. The
moment that familiar electric chakra entered his orbit, he opened his eyes and smiled. He had
a feeling Hiruzen might send someone to check on Jiraiya after receiving his coordinates. The
fact that it was Kakashi just made it worth getting up for.

He stationed himself in the front, tracking Kakashi’s faint presence that was still barely
discernible to him. He had trained with his former sensei since he had become Hokage to take
on the burden of the hat from him eventually. Now, he could find Kakashi anywhere, even
out of Sage mode. It drove his former sensei mad, but Kakashi had demanded the training to
alleviate boredom and the fact of not wanting to be in the hot seat any longer than needed.

It made Kuniharu sad to think about how close he had come to taking that responsibility. To
have it passed down to him from his sensei, who had once ignored him in favor of trying to
keep Sasuke sane (not that it worked). Kuniharu had wanted to prove himself to the man
almost from the moment he had first met him. Of course, he had done that during the war—
perhaps earlier when he learned Rasenshuuriken, or even during the second bell test. But he
would have had tangible proof of the man’s faith in him when he passed the hat on down.
Now, that was gone, but this life was here. He still had a chance to prove himself to Kakashi,
the man, if not Kakashi, his sensei. Maybe it would be better that way. Less complicated with
emotional landmines of unsaid accusations and equally unsaid apologies.

He felt eyes on him as he stared at the forest, careful not to look at the tree he could sense
Kakashi in. He let himself be seen, but only that. He would see Kakashi in person soon
enough, let the man measure him from a distance at first. He would enjoy shattering every
preconceived notion about himself, real or imagined, later. Kuniharu began to lose the fight
against a smile just a moment before Jiraiya burst out of the inn to “punish him” for not
playing along.

Jiraiya had noticed Kakashi, too, or maybe he had guessed from Kuniharu’s behavior. Either
way, the man gave him a gift by displaying their comradeship in plain view, That would ease
his way just a tiny bit more. Kuniharu mentally shrugged as it occurred to him that Kakashi’s
first impression of him would be what amounted to a catfight with Jiraiya. It couldn’t be any
worse than the bell test. Nothing could be worse than the humiliation of the 1000 years of
death. Not even being scolded by a civilian woman who came to just above his elbow.

<>



It was Jiraiya’s fault Kuniharu made an ass out of himself the first time he was introduced to
Kakashi and Hiruzen in this lifetime. If the man hadn’t "gotten bored" on the road and then
challenged him to yet another race, Kuniharu wouldn’t have forgotten that he technically
shouldn’t just launch himself through the Hokage’s window. Of course, he had been cackling
like a fool. Kuniharu played it cool on the outside, but inside, he seethed as he easily deduced
this had been part of Jiraiya’s plan. The Toad Sage had likely calculated that Kuniharu would
fumble over himself if they had a formal introduction from the start. Having him stumble in
like a laughing moron put him on familiar ground. He knew how to play the laughing,
unpredictable nin more than the might-be-psychotic prodigal son returned home. He would
leave that to his Sasuke.

The most annoying thing was that it worked.

Seeing Hiruzen again was worse than seeing Kakashi. Kakashi had always looked the same
with that ridiculous gravity-defying hair and his infuriating eye smiles. Not to mention the
ever-present Icha Icha book to hide behind. He looked younger, yes, maybe a little less jaded
without a student going psycho and finding out his best friend planned to destroy the world
because of him. However, Kakashi had always had an intense, quiet aura around him, even
when he played up his lazy, perverted side. Kakashi had always looked at him with that
distant look that said he was thinking a million thoughts (half of them having nothing to do
with him at all), even after they had gotten close. But with Hiruzen…it was different.

His Jiji had never looked at him with anything less than warmth and acceptance. Here, he
was greeted with cool politeness. There were hints of familiar amusement between the steel
and the calculation, but it was clear just from Hiruzen's face that Kuniharu was no longer in
the world he grew up in. He tamped it down, and when it got too much, he threw a glare at
Jiraiya and received one in return that sent him back to center.

The initial introduction (interrogation) went better than Kuniharu could have hoped. Kakashi
was relatively friendly (for him), and Hiruzen hadn’t seemed about to sentence him to T&I
the moment he let his guard down. There was no avoiding the suspicion—their backstory was
a little much, even Kuniharu could admit it. But they had the letters and Jiraiya to pull most
of the heavy lifting. Kuniharu just had to stick to the story— that is, after he had to stand in
the hall like a naughty child again—ah.

Seeing Iruka burst through the door, yelling his name, slammed him in the chest with heart-
aching nostalgia. He avoided the pain by observing how young his Academy teacher looked,
especially with the blush spreading rapidly across his face. Kuniharu had to resist the urge to
go over and pinch his cheeks. He was so adorable (squishy) when compared to the memories
of the steady and grown-up Iruka from his childhood. Age and experience revealed his
teacher for the younger, uncertain man finding his way in the world that he had been under
the layers of affection and hero-worship. Kuniharu found it both amusing and a little sad.

Of course, he noticed that Hiruzen telegraphed to Iruka not to mention his chibi self, but he
allowed it to go by without a word. Both he and Jiraiya had decided to allow Hiruzen to
choose when he would be “made aware” of his “relation”. It would be the safest way for
Kuniharu to proceed. Openly revealing he knew about Naruto would make him even more
suspicious. Kuniharu would not WOULD NOT be forced to write his own porn novel to pay



Jiraiya back for helping him escape. Not in this or any lifetime! It was bad enough that he
was editing Jiraiya’s piss-poor attempts at literature again, and this time he didn’t even have
the grace of it being a surprise. He was re-editing porn he had already edited before!

Kuniharu forced himself to be casual with Iruka, not to pull the man into a hug and cry all
over him about the latest shit-storm to take over his life. It was a close thing. He could tell
Iruka had his hackles up, perceiving a possible threat to his chibi counterpart. He also saw
that soften the more he gave the man his happiest and most genuine smile. It was so nice to
see him after the year of only his clones and Kurama’s charming (read gruff) personality to
keep him company between his hilarious bouts with the various Kages and shinobi across the
lands. His time with Jiraiya had helped heal the persistent loneliness that had plagued him
since he had been stranded in the past, but there was just something about being with the
person who had first acknowledged him that put that firmly to bed. He could do this. He
would do this. He wouldn’t be alone anymore.

Kuniharu couldn’t help one final jab at Jiraiya before he left, a coded reminder that it was his
time to take over. Kakashi’s scandalized reply was just icing on the cake. He grinned and
chuckled to himself as he allowed Iruka to lead him down to the cafeteria that served on-duty
shinobi. He felt Iruka give him side-long looks but allowed the man to gather himself instead
of throwing him further off guard.

“You really edit Jiraiya-sama’s…work?” Iruka questioned as they turned a corner. He gave
Kuniharu a judgmental glance that would have been terrifying had he not been on the
receiving end of it for most of his life.

“Not willingly,” Kuniharu groaned and rolled his eyes at the Academy teacher, “he’s hopeless
with punctuation. It’s a little painful, actually.”

Kuniharu gave a pained sigh and scratched at his whiskered cheeks before remembering a
moment too late that it was a gesture his chibi-self often did when he was thinking of
something to say. From the corner of his eye, he saw Iruka’s eyes narrow in on his fingers.

“But he’s a little more willing to spar for real if he’s finished with a chapter and happy, so
I’ve decided to just…help him along.” Kuniharu shrugged with a sheepish smile. It had been
the truth in his past timeline as well. Jiraiya always taught best when he was on a writing
high.

“Ah,” Iruka conceded but still clearly did not approve... Kuniharu had to resist the urge to
start cackling when the way he poorly phrased his last statement caught up to his former
teacher and caused the man to turn red as a lobster. “Oh.”

Kuniharu almost didn’t correct the assumption, but no, he wasn’t going to let his first
impression in Konoha be that he might have a questionable relationship with Ero-sennin of
all people. Gods save him if Tsunade ever heard the rumor.

“Not like that,” he laughed and pat the man consoling on the shoulder, “we are so not each
other’s type. Jiraiya’s chronically straight, and his heart is currently crushed beneath a drunk
gambler's heel. Sometimes, I think he only peeps to keep up appearances, the poor bastard.”



Somehow, he believed there was a better way to phrase that but couldn’t be bothered to care.
Ah, well.



Chapter Six

Chapter Summary

Iruka gets to know Kuniharu and Jiraiya begins to spin a backstory to life with some
help from Pa. Edit* 10/18/2023

Chapter Notes

Hey, I'm having trouble with my internet for the moment so I will get to writing back to
comments when I get back to normal. I was going to wait one more day but since I have
it ready and briefly have access to the internet I guess I'll post it now. As a blanket
statement thank you so much for reading and I hope you enjoy this part. Once again the
Toad's "voice" gives me issues so I hope this isn't too bad. Thank you so much for
reading (I promise there will be more Kakashi in the coming chapters he's in a more
observational role at the moment) Love you guys! Let me know what you think!!! And
so yeah I might have given Iruka a sugar addiction but it just happened and I have no
idea how!!!!

Uzumaki Kuniharu was…bright. At least, this was the first impression Iruka got when he first
laid eyes on the man grinning ear-to-ear after he had gotten over the shock of Iruka bursting
uninvited into the Hokage’s office. Umino Iruka did not make it a habit of doing such a thing,
but with the exams for graduation approaching, Naruto had taken the deadline as a challenge
to prank the holy hell out of the village, either as a stress relief or just to take his mind off it.
He had slowly been ratcheting up his pranks to ungodly levels. The next thing Iruka would
know and his student would somehow manage to do the impossible--like paint the Hokage
monument in broad daylight, while still wearing that eye-searing orange jumpsuit. All the
while not getting caught until he was finished.

Well, maybe that was beyond Naruto, but the hyperactive kid would do something that would
drive Iruka’s blood pressure through the roof. So, when he heard the familiar childish
laughter pass over his head and make for the Hokage’s office, his only thought was to lessen
the damage his student could do. Which left him there….interrupting a meeting with some of
the highest-ranked shinobi in the world, and there was no Naruto in sight. As he bowed at the
waist, Iruka cursed his existence. He wondered if it was the strange redhead who had been
laughing instead or just his crazed imagination playing tricks on him.

To find out that the man was supposedly a Uzumaki put him on-guard. He still felt mortified
at his rudeness, but he was glad he had interrupted the meeting. It would allow him to feel out
the stranger before the man ever had a chance of getting close to Naruto. Still, the way he



smiled, his blue eyes shining with those whisker marks Iruka knew so well, he couldn’t help
but feel that he knew this man already...sort of?

He led the strange man from the Hokage’s office, observing him discretely. The nin was
relaxed in what must be foreign territory. His eyes scanned the hallway with a hint of what
appeared to be nostalgia. Iruka dismissed that as his own delusions. He decided to test the
waters with the first question that popped into his head. Of course, asking a man if he edited
porn was not the smoothest thing Iruka could have done. Nor did it aid in his duty in
determining if this man was a danger to Naruto. He couldn’t help but project disapproval. It
was bad enough that Kakashi went around the village openly reading those eyesores. Konoha
had enough perverts in their ranks.

The man surprised him with his openness to a stranger. He gave him a commensurate look as
though Iruka would feel bad that he was forced to edit porn at all. Iruka didn’t think that the
man was the Toad Sage’s lover...but he may have considered it for a moment or two. He did
find it curious that the stranger knew the legendary Sannin well enough to know who the man
loved. There was an ongoing bet among the older shinobi; Iruka had only ever heard debates
about whether Jiraiya would ever pluck up the courage to approach his rumored unrequited
love. No one ever talked about exactly who that was, but if she were like Kuniharu described
her, perhaps it would be better if he never did.

“You plan to join Konoha?” Iruka asked after his embarrassment over his assumption passed.

They headed down the stairs, weaving out of the way of shinobi, who gave the stranger wary
looks. Kuniharu only ever acknowledged the distrustful glances with a nod and his ever-
present smile. Was he truly so confident in his abilities that he wasn’t concerned with being
alone in the center of a Hidden Village? Iruka considered the wisdom in allowing only
himself as an escort. Despite his wave of concern, the Uzumaki hadn’t been anything but
friendly toward him.

“Yeah,” Kuniharu confirmed, “living out there on my own...well, let’s just say I’m not suited
for it. My childhood was a bit...isolating, and ever since, I’ve always craved being around
people. I just never felt like I could…well, after Jiraiya offered a chance to have a place to
call my own-- I wasn’t going to let that pass me by again. I might be the last Uzumaki alive,
but maybe here I can have something similar to the family I missed out on.”

Iruka’s eyes widened at the sadness he could sense emanating from Kuniharu. A loneliness
that reminded him fiercely of the times he had watched Naruto when the boy hadn’t known
he was looking. When he had seen his student sitting alone on that swing, his eyes glacial and
shoulders slumped. The side that the boy hid well enough that Iruka would forget about it
until the next time he saw it. It was so hard to connect that dejected side to the boy who was
so obnoxious and brimming with optimism. He was reminded of that then, especially when
the man snapped his bright smile back on. A lump in his chest dissipated slightly, but at the
same time, a pang of unfathomable guilt began to grow as it occurred to him that by hiding
Naruto, he was denying both the lonely souls a family. Iruka was glad he wasn’t in charge of
deciding what to do about that problem; it made his chest ache.

“Maybe I’ll see you around Iruka-chan,” Kuniharu teased, “you can show me the ropes
around town if I can stay!”



“Iruka-chan?” Iruka exploded. He was just as easily diverted from his observations of the
man’s sadness as when Naruto pulled the same maneuver.

“Sorry,” Kuniharu said, not sorry at all, “too soon? I thought we were getting along. Should I
call you sensei instead? Though, that’s a bit…” Kuniharu trailed off before he wagged his
eyebrows suggestively.

Iruka sputtered, though more than irritation, he felt a little giddy. Kuniharu was like a ray of
sunlight, and it was just like talking with Naruto when he was unknowingly being adorable
instead of obnoxious for once.

“No, not sensei,” Iruka put that idea to bed, “if you can’t stick to Iruka-san like a proper
person, I suppose I can handle Iruka-chan.”

Kuniharu stared at Iruka in surprise. What? Kuniharu had been trying to get Iruka-sensei to
let him call him Iruka-chan for years! It was almost a letdown.

Then Iruka held up a finger.“But only If I get to call you Haru-chan. Otherwise, stick to
Iruka.”

Iruka grinned as though he had caught the man. Surely, a nuke nin brought in by Jiraiya-
sama, of all people, would balk about being called such a nickname.

Oh, Iruka should not have done that.

Kuniharu’s eyes sparkled as a feral grin spread across his face. The whiskers made it
practically animalistic.

“It’s a deal." Before Iruka could take it back, Kuniharu took his hand and shook it. “So,
Iruka-chan, you’re a teacher at the Academy?”

Iruka sputtered once again, and his cheeks burned. However, he had made a deal...if the
Uzumaki stayed, he would just have to figure out a way to embarrass the man in return. He
had a feeling this might become a pattern. He glared at “Haru-chan,” but the man simply
grinned as they made their way across the main lobby toward the cafeteria wing in Hokage
Tower.

“Well, Haru-chan,” Iruka emphasized the name, but Haru’s grin just got bigger, “I do work at
the academy.”

“You’re a brave man,” Haru said. He put a bracing hand on Iruka’s shoulder. “Children can
be scary in large numbers. I was a terror as a child. I drove my caretaker to a sugar addiction
that he never quite recovered from.”

Haru snickered to himself, while Iruka pondered on yet another similarity between the two
Uzumaki’s. Iruka would take issue with the idea that anyone drove him to his highly secretive
sweet tooth (Naruto knew to give him sweets and back away slowly when he was truly
upset), but he had to acknowledge his sugar intake had skyrocketed once Naruto had joined
his class. Not to mention his salt intake for all the times the two ate ramen together. It was a



wonder Iruka was able to stay in shape. Though considering all the running after the
hyperactive blond he did, maybe it wasn’t that surprising.

“I make do,” Iruka said before a genuine smile crossed his face, “I enjoy helping them find
their way.”

“I’m sure your students do you proud,” Haru said, and there was a strangely solemn look in
his eyes.

“Thank you,” Iruka said, taken off-guard before he noticed someone exiting the doors of the
cafeteria just as they approached them. A warm smile graced his face, “but I don’t do it
alone. Actually, my co-instructor is right here. Mizuki!”

Iruka waved at his fellow Academy instructor. Mizuki smiled slowly, though his eyes trailed
up and down Haru with a calculating light.

“Iruka-san,” Mizuki nodded in acknowledgment as the two shinobi stopped in front of him,
“and you are?”

Mizuki turned to Haru, who maintained a smile. Maybe it was Iruka’s imagination, but he
could almost swear he saw something feral in the man’s eyes for a split second when he
returned Mizuki’s nod. But no, the Uzumaki still grinned brightly at Mizuki.

“Uzumaki Kuniharu,” Haru introduced himself. He did not offer a handshake as he had with
Iruka. “I'm being considered as an addition to Konoha.”

“Uzumaki?” Mizuki questioned, his eyes flicked to Iruka, who made the same gesture as the
Hokage had to warn Mizuki to keep quiet about Naruto. Haru, for his part, smiled tightly.

“One of the last,” Haru admitted, “if there are any others, I haven’t met them.”

There was a tense moment where Mizuki and Iruka thought of the orange jump-suited
student. Iruka felt that guilt again while Mizuki became intrigued. Maybe he could use this
information to his advantage.

“I see,” Mizuki said and then grimaced as he saw Kabuto walk toward the exit behind the two
shinobi. Their eyes met briefly. “Well, we definitely need to meet for drinks or something
later. Iruka-san can set it up. I’m sorry, I have to go. Bye, Iruka.”

“See you, Mizuki,” Iruka murmured, confused by his quick exit.

“Bye,” Haru said and stepped to the side to allow the man to pass. His expression seemed to
soften again when he looked to Iruka after Mizuki had left.

“Shall we,” he indicated the doors as Iruka scrutinized his face as if he looked for a clue to
the tension he sensed toward Mizuki. “I’m starving!”

At the same time, Iruka heard the man’s stomach gurgle. He gave his companion a
chagrinned smile.



“Well, come on, I think they’re serving ramen today,” Iruka said. He was not disappointed
when his arrow hit the mark.

Haru’s eyes got that sparkle again, and he rubbed his hands together. “What are we waiting
for,” Haru said before he grabbed Iruka’s wrist, “let’s go!”

Iruka laughed yet again as he was pulled through the double doors. He didn’t even mind that
people were staring at them. Uzumaki Kuniharu was apparently more like his student than he
guessed. If the man had turned down ramen, he would have been suspicious. Now, well, he
let himself hope that the man would pass whatever interrogation was waiting for him after
this. Maybe Naruto would have a new bond after all. Iruka might just have made another
friend as well.

<>

Kakashi was genuinely scandalized that Jiraiya had allowed some stranger to edit his rough
drafts when Kakashi had been trying to get a sneak peek for years. Kakashi could edit things,
too! He glared at Jiraiya, but the man just grinned unrepentantly and followed Hiruzen to his
desk. Hiruzen settled himself and then reactivated the privacy seal while Jiraiya and Kakashi
positioned themselves in front of his desk. They waited until the ANbU presence faded
before Hiruzen pinned Jiraiya with a thoughtful look, chewing on his pipe.

“You like him?” he asked first, though it was obvious to anyone who had seen the two men
together.

Jiraiya snorted as his arms banded across his chest. “Hard not to like the kid,” he admitted,
“he’s hilarious, genuinely friendly, and an excellent shinobi.”

Hiruzen’s eyes widened as he took in the seriousness of Jiraiya’s assessment. Kuniharu had
made quite an impression on his student. Kakashi had replaced Icha Icha back into his flak
jacket to focus on the Toad Sage beside him. It was still odd to him that Jiraiya seemed so
attached to anyone, much less a nuke nin he had known for a month. What was it about
Uzumaki Kuniharu that called for that level of affection from a person known to guard
himself against just such a thing jealously? Kakashi might need to be on his guard against the
man if his track record proved true.

“I must admit, Jiraiya,” Hiruzen puffed on his pipe as he observed his student through critical
eyes, “it worries me that you are so fond of the boy already. I must wonder the reason for it.”

He left the possible implications open for interpretation. Jiraiya sighed.

“I understand,” Jiraiya conceded, “so I’ve asked someone who has known him longer than I
have to vouch for him and my own interpretation of him.”

“Who?” Hiruzen asked.

The two shinobi had come to Konoha alone. Jiraiya would not have invited another stranger
to Konoha without asking Hiruzen for permission, so he was puzzled.



“May I have your leave to summon Fukasaku-sama?” Jiraiya asked.

Under normal circumstances, he would just summon the Toad, but he felt on thin ice with his
sensei. He did not want to do anything that could be perceived as a threat. He didn’t think
Hiruzen would assume he was an imposter, but he would rather cover his bases than have to
explain to Kuniharu why it was he who needed someone to drag him out of T&I.

“Of course,” Hiruzen agreed, “though am I to understand that Fukasaku-sama knows
Kuniharu-san?”

Jiraiya didn’t flinch at the unsaid censure in the statement. He rolled his eyes at his teacher.
As if he would let a stranger sign the Toad summoning contract no matter how much he liked
them.

“I didn’t introduce them, old man,” Jiraiya sighed, “I’ll let Pa explain.”

Kakashi watched with interest as Jiraiya did the summoning technique to call forth one of the
two great toad sages from Mount Myoboku. The ancient toad poofed into existence on top of
Hiruzen’s desk with an expectant expression. He first scanned the room before he nodded
toward Jiraiya.

“Jiraiya-chan,” he greeted Jiraiya before he nodded respectfully both to the Hokage and
Kakashi as well.

Kakashi had seen the Toad only a handful of times, but he remembered the power that he was
able to channel for himself and through Jiraiya. He was a formidable opponent on his own,
not to mention combined with a summoner.

“I understand you are here to tell us about Uzumaki Kuniharu,” Hiruzen said as he confirmed
that it was Fukasaku in front of him.

A part of him relaxed. It was Jiraiya-chan. He hadn’t doubted that, but…it was still nice to
have it confirmed.

“Of course, I am relieved that Haru-chan has finally decided to stop being so stubborn,” the
ancient Toad croaked with a nod. He sat cross-legged on the desk with his hands resting on
his lap.

Hiruzen looked in surprise at the Toad. He spoke with easy familiarity and that same hint of
fondness that Jiraiya did.

“Stubborn, how?” Kakashi asked when Hiruzen stayed silent. He watched the Toad as his
mind spun, trying to fit the pieces together. Fukasaku turned toward Kakashi before he
hummed low in his throat.

“Ma and I have been trying to convince the boy to seek refuge in Konoha since he came to us
thirteen years ago,” Fukasaku explained, “the boy is quite stubborn about it. He seemed
convinced he would be a burden in Konoha with his name and history. It was only when the
man fully mastered Senjutsu and proved himself that he felt comfortable enough to make the



journey. Even still, he would have stayed away without Jiraiya-chan to convince him
otherwise. Had it gone on much longer, I would have broken our agreement and told Jiraiya-
chan of the boy’s existence. I am glad I was not forced to go back on his confidence.”

“The boy is a toad summoner?” Hiruzen asked in amazement as his eyes went from the Toad
to Jiraiya, who leaned back on his heels to allow his summon to speak for him, “but how?
Jiraiya has the contract.”

“Jiraiya-chan has a contract,” Fukasaku corrected sagely, “the Toads have always been clear
that we offer contracts to those we deem worthy. It is uncommon to have two separate
autonomous contracts, and unheard of that we have extended one to someone outside of
Konoha, but we made an exception in Haru-chan’s case. “

Kakashi listened closely. The toads were one of Konoha’s most loyal summons. They were
especially picky about those they allowed to be contracted with them. That the Uzumaki had
somehow become a toad summoner while residing outside of Konoha was quite the feat.
Based on Jiraiya’s reaction when he had been sent after him, he had not known about this
either.

“How?” Hiruzen asked as he puffed on his pipe.

He stared down the Toad. Fukasaku wasn’t cowed by the intense stare. He returned it with
equal power. Old as he may be, Hiruzen was still a child when compared to the Toad. He was
not fond of lying, but he cared for Kuniharu more. The man had given him a second chance
at life, accidental as it may have been, but he had also given him the ability to make up for
not keeping Jiraiya-chan alive and leaving Shima alone.

“For the second time in my long lifetime, a child reverse summoned themselves to Mount
Myoboku with no training. As with Jiraiya-chan, we believe the child has a role in the future
to come, though we choose to keep the details of his destiny to ourselves at his request. You
may, however, ask me anything else about the boy to prove his worthiness to Konoha. I have
longed for him to take his rightful place here rather than struggle alone with the memories of
people far gone from him. I hope you will offer me that chance to help him.”

“I see,” Hiruzen murmured. He thinks for a moment before he nods. “Tell me about the boy.”

Fukasaku nodded back before he began the story that the Toad Sages had come up between
the four of them.

“As I said, the boy came to us thirteen years ago. His caretaker had perished in an attack by a
party that sought the Uzumaki clan secrets the two possessed. Haru-chan tells me that he and
his caretaker lived under the radar, traveling often to throw off pursuers. Kurama offered
freelance protection services or took jobs that Hidden Villages turned down to support
himself and his charge. During very lean times, they used their sealing abilities to pay for
their vagabond lifestyle, though this always drew undue attention. This eventually led to their
attack,” Fukasaku allowed this to sink in before he continued speaking.

“Kurama died to save the boy who barely escaped with his own life. It was from Kurama he
had learned the summoning technique. The man had a rare contract with the Foxes of the



Forest of Kyuu. Unfortunately, Kurama had not shared the contract as he wanted to wait until
his charge reached his next birthday. Instead of summoning a fox to assist him, he reverse-
summoned himself to the Mount. As I said, we believed the boy to be important, so we
forged a contract with him.”

Fukasaku paused his explanation as he could sense that Hiruzen had a question. Kakashi
himself was fascinated with the tale; he hadn’t even known there was such a thing as a fox
summon, and the fact that the two Uzumaki’s had lived for so long under the radar, whether
their luck ran out, it was still incredibly impressive. He still wondered why they had not come
to Konoha. Was it truly to protect Kushina-nee-chan, who would have welcomed them with
open arms, or were there other untold reasons for their reluctance to find refuge hidden in the
trees?

“Why were Jiraiya-sama nor Minato-sensei not made aware of another Toad summoner?” he
asked.

Fukasaku nodded; they had anticipated this question in advance.

“When Haru-chan came to us, he was extremely paranoid. He was near death and terrified of
strangers. He had lost the only constant in his life to violence. We, of course, urged him to
seek shelter in Konoha with Kushina-chan. We would have introduced him directly to
Minato-chan and Jiraiya-chan immediately, but he was not in a fit state for it. He was
convinced he would put Kushina-chan in more danger with the combination of the Kyuubi
and another Uzumaki as a target when he was still unable to protect himself. He made us
swear not to breathe a word of his existence; he wouldn’t take the contract without this
promise, and we, in turn, encouraged him to consider our offer,” Fukasaku sighed and
appeared troubled.

Instead of the story, he reflected on the past year as he and the Toads had tried to convince
Kuniharu to return to Konoha even if he still intended to go back to his time. When he had
learned he could never go back, Fukasaku had watched Kuniharu break down in a way he had
never expected from the upbeat, optimistic boy. It had not been difficult to convince him
afterward, but Fukasaku had not forgotten the haunted look that had remained the first month
after it became clear he was stranded.

Jiraiya observed both Kakashi and Hiruzen critically. A part of him was still torn up about
keeping the truth from either shinobi, as both were important figures in Kuniharu’s past life.
It only took imagining how Hiruzen might react to the news about Danzou and Orochimaru,
or Kakashi to the truth of Obito and Uchiha Sasuke before he had even met him, that held
him back. The Toads had agreed with their plan. It was now up to how well they executed it
that would determine how useful Kuniharu’s information would be. For the most part,
Hiruzen and Kakashi appeared thoughtful. There was a guardedness, but they appeared to
take the ancient Toad’s words at face value. Fukasaku was a trusted ally of Konoha. If he and
Jiraiya vouched for Kuniharu, it spoke volumes about his character.

“We allowed him to live on the Mount, and he trained intensely for over a year. As he grew
into his abilities as a Shinobi and budding Sage, he gained more confidence in us and in
himself. It was a true tragedy that upon the cusp of his openness to meeting Kushina-chan,
the Kyuubi attack occurred. He was there when the news came to us that his cousin had



perished. Kushina’s pregnancy was unknown to him as we swore silence to Minato-chan. He
is unaware of young Naruto’s existence. Had he known, I believe he may have volunteered to
watch over the child, despite the fact he himself was a child at the time. He left the Mount
soon after the incident and traveled to the furthest reaches of the continent to seek out other
Uzumaki. I believe he heard rumors of several but never was able to track them down. He
followed Kurama’s example in doing freelance shinobi work for the smaller nations without
Hidden Villages for a reduced price to support himself. He kept a low profile despite the level
of his skill.”

Fukasaku paused once again to allow the questions he could see brimming behind Hiruzen’s
eyes to be voiced.

“Why the sudden explosion of activity?” Hiruzen asked reasonably.“If he has wanted to
remain under the radar, I do not believe actively irritating multiple Hidden Villages is a smart
strategy.”

Fukasaku seemed mildly amused at this, but he dipped a nod to concede the point.

“He has grown from the boy he used to be. His powers are such that very few would stand
against him easily, and he had a mission he felt obligated to complete. Despite Haru-chan’s
ability to hide in plain sight, he is a rather…loud person. Nor does he do things discretely.
Old contacts that knew of his sealing ability passed on a rumor that Iwa was looking for a
master in Fuuinjutsu to improve a seal that they knew to be Uzumaki made,” Fukasaku
paused. Both Hiruzen and Kakashi leaned in closer. This was interesting information on the
man’s motives.

“He then uncovered information that several of the Elemental Nations had pillaged the ruins
of Uzushio and stolen some of the Uzumaki secrets he has been protecting his entire life--that
Kurama died for. Haru-chan has a passionate sense of duty and justice. Of course, he
intervened. He made these raids as loud as possible as a warning to anyone who has stolen
Uzumaki relics that it will not be tolerated. I think he also hoped that any other Uzumaki
might seek him out. He has acquitted himself well. We believe he has acquired most if not all
of the remaining stolen scrolls and artifacts without grave injury.”

Kakashi's gray eye widened. He had not expected that as the reasoning behind the Uzumaki’s
suicidal attention-grabbing campaign. Not for revenge, not for a thrill like some S-classed
fighters were prone to, or to prove himself to the shinobi world, but to protect the last dregs
of his clan. Putting the safety that he had guarded all his life behind his duty to his fallen
family. It was humbling and intriguing. The man’s laughing face floated in his thoughts, the
hidden depth of his azure eyes whispering something like a kindred soul to the last surviving
member of both the Hatake clan and Team Minato. Hiruzen was equally impressed by the
man. It seemed his initial desire to trust him had held true. He puffed on his pipe and nodded
to himself.

“Thank you, Fukasaku-sama, you have been most helpful. Unless you have anything else to
add, I believe Jiraiya may finish his report,” he gave the Toad a shallow bow in gratitude.

The Toad Sage bowed as well before he turned to Jiraiya.“Let us know when the decision is
made. We leave him in your hands, Jiraiya-chan,” Fukasaku gave him a heavy look, to which



Jiraiya gave a formal bow in response.

“I will watch over the Gaki,” Jiraiya promised, and then the Toad was gone with a puff of
smoke.

Jiraiya straightened and then offered his sensei a crooked smile. “Kid inspires loyalty like
you wouldn’t believe,” Jiraiya chuckled, “I swear the Toads like him more than me.”

Hiruzen’s mouth twitched as he remembered Jiraiya often complaining that the Toads favored
Minato when the boy had become a Toad summoner. It was oddly fitting that the Uzumaki
would continue the tradition despite his only connection to Minato being through Kushina-
chan.

“Report Jiraiya-chan,” Hiruzen ordered dryly, his mouth twitching yet again when Jiraiya
cursed at him for it.

He dealt with Fukasaku calling him "-chan," but it irked him when his sensei did the same. It
wasn’t dignified for a man such as himself.

“I swear with one, it’s Ero-sennin and then -chan…” Jiraiya muttered darkly under his breath.

He glared, challenging Kakashi, who dared chuckle at his expense. Kakashi just continued to
watch the Toad Sage with lazy amusement. He couldn’t help but consider that Minato-sensei
would approve of anyone who could get under the Toad Sage’s skin.

The thought of his sensei still stung, but the amusement eased the pain so it was barely
noticeable.

“Jiraiya,” Hiruzen sighed. 

“Very well, Hokage-sama,” Jiraiya sneered, “I arrived in Uzushio—“
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“—so imagine my surprise when I find the Gaki, and he’s surrounded by Toad’s stalling him
from running away,” Jiraiya chuckled lightheartedly, but Hiruzen imagined that it would be
quite shocking to have his most trusted allies in such a situation without an explanation. If
Jiraiya had been disturbed, he hid it well.

“He didn’t want to fight, and the Toads convinced him to stay and listen. I gave him the usual
recruitment speech. He listened to it and then answered all my questions without a problem.
Most of it was difficult to believe, even with the Toads there to back him up. When I
suggested he might have to submit to memory checks in Konoha, the Toads had to sit on him
to keep him there. I was alarmed and suspicious, but Fukasaku-sama pulled me aside to
explain.” Jiraiya paused, a pained expression crossed his face. It wasn’t difficult to summon
the emotion by imagining what would happen if Kuniharu was forced to reveal his
foreknowledge and it got into the wrong hands. Into Danzou's hands.

“When he and Kurama were captured, there was a nin with techniques like the Yamanaka
clan, though I’m told they are not the same. Kurama’s mind was nearly destroyed by their
attempts to rip Uzumaki's secrets from him, and though Kuniharu did not have the
information they sought, he was forced to endure the violent intrusions until Kurama died to
help him escape. He is reasonably nervous to allow anyone into his mind, even if he trusts
them. I believe Inoichi-sama would call it mental intrusion hypersensitivity; there are scars
from this incident that would prove very painful to both Kuniharu and the person infiltrating
without his permission.”



Hiruzen sighed deeply, pained both by the boy’s past and the predicament it placed them in.

“I must admit this is troubling,” Hiruzen said.

Jiraiya didn’t seem surprised. He nodded in understanding.

“I would agree if that were the end of it. Have you heard of the Seal of Truth?” Jiraiya asked.

Hiruzen’s face turned thoughtful. He shifted through his memories for the information that
seemed to be there, hidden beneath years of other such information piling up, but Kakashi’s
eye widened in understanding immediately.

“Kushina told us about it,” Kakashi admitted, bringing the attention to him, “the Uzumaki
used it in their most serious interrogations to ensure the truthfulness of the reporting. It forced
compliance and punished you for lying.”

“Correct,” Jiraiya grimaced. He remembered Kuniharu demonstrating the effectiveness of the
seal. “Kuniharu knew the location of the seal and agreed to a full interrogation under it if I
would plead his case here. However, he will undergo a memory check if you still require it
and agree to give him forewarning to meditate. That would allow him to mitigate the pain
and protect the infiltrator. He has also agreed that if at any time you feel he is a danger to
Konoha, he will allow it with these conditions. I believe this to be reasonable.”

Jiraiya waited to allow Hiruzen to consider this before his sensei nodded.

“I will take that under advisement after you report your findings with the seal, and I have the
chance to talk to him once more,” Hiruzen conceded.

Jiraiya repressed a relieved sigh. They were halfway there.

“I agreed to his conditions, and he led me to the seal, which I recognized to be real. It
activated, which proved definitively that he is an Uzumaki, as it only would react to their
blood. He also agreed to prove the seal worked by purposely lying so that it punished him
before I could tell him to cool it.”

Jiraiya visibly shuddered. Kakashi was both impressed and concerned that the Uzumaki was
willing to do such a thing. Was he that desperate to prove that he was trustworthy? Was that
suspicious or just endearing? Both?

“I went through our previous interrogation to prove that he had not been lying. It all proved
to be true. I grilled him for hours about his ties outside the village, about his feelings about
Konoha and the major figures in the village. I checked that he had no knowledge of Naruto
after he revealed his connection to Kushina-chan. I checked for ties to any other Hidden
Villages, who his teachers had been, what his abilities were, and even his darkest secrets. I
took an accounting of all of this here,” Jiraiya pulled a scroll from his pack alongside a
weather-beaten box with a seal painted across it. “And these are the letters that Kushina-chan
sent to her Aunt.” He placed the scroll and the box in front of Hiruzen.



“I was satisfied with the information I received,” Jiraiya said truthfully, “he is an incredibly
powerful shinobi, but his only desire is to protect the memory of his clan, to help those
unable to help themselves, and even,” Jiraiya smiled at this, “the foolish dream of bringing
peace to the shinobi world.”

Hiruzen saw the light in Jiraiya’s eyes, which he had not seen since Minato passed. He
remembered Jiraiya’s own dreams for peace. He remembered a certain novel that had held
these dreams for the man. He thought that perhaps he now understood why Jiraiya was so
taken with him. A Toad Sage with a proclivity for peace, a man connected to his godson, and
a good person if all that was to be believed.

“Why did you take so long to get back?” Kakashi couldn’t help but ask, while Hiruzen
opened the box and took out the letters to scan them. Kakashi saw a melancholic expression
take over the Hokage’s face as he quickly scanned each letter before settling on the last one.
Jiraiya looked sadly at the letters for a moment before he turned to answer Kakashi.

“When the interrogation was done, and I offered him a place in Konoha, he was still hesitant
despite everything he had gone through to prove himself. I could sense this when he said he
had loose ends to tie up before he could freely associate himself with Konoha. I suggested
that I accompany him. I also admit I wanted to ensure that I hadn’t been duped, but he agreed
right away after I hinted at training together. He had never fought another Sage besides the
Toads before, and I honestly haven’t had that level of spar in years. It was educational,”
Jiraiya’s eyes were full of mirth as he spoke. Hiruzen looked up from the letter, took his pipe
from his mouth, and smiled broadly for the first time that day.

“He is worth keeping around if only to get you to train, Jiraiya-chan,” Hiruzen teased before
his eyes slid over to Kakashi, “and perhaps, he will give you a run for your money, Kakashi.”

“Hn,” Kakashi shrugged.

Kakashi could admit to himself he was intrigued. Anyone who could impress Jiraiya in a spar
would be a worthy opponent. His thoughts were already whirring with plans and ideas of how
to combat Kuniharu’s likely strengths. Techniques learned from Kushina-nee-chan unearthed
after years of pushing them down, just for a slight edge against the Uzumaki. Yes, he wanted
to spar with the man. He might even make the effort of asking himself…that is, if he couldn’t
weasel a way into it without looking like he wanted to do it in the first place. Kakashi’s
lackadaisical reply didn’t fool Jiraiya. He saw the glint in the copycat’s eye.

“Very well,” Hiruzen said as he placed the letters on the desk and looked up at Jiraiya again.
“If I see nothing worrying in our conversation, I will offer him a place here. Do you both
concur?”

Jiraiya nodded with a grin. Kakashi waited a moment, but then he dipped his head in
agreement as well. Then, he voiced the elephant in the room.

“If he’s staying here, he’s bound to run into Naruto,” Kakashi pointed out.

Jiraiya controlled his expression when Hiruzen turned to look questioningly at him.



“What do you suggest, Jiraiya?” Hiruzen asked, “Do you think the two should be
introduced?”

“Yes,” Jiraiya nodded. “I say we give him a probation period before we let them meet, just to
be safe. I don’t think he will hold it against us. He knows what it is to be one of the last
Uzumaki and that we would be protecting Naruto rather than punishing him. But I would not
make them wait too long. I imagine both would do well with having a family around, and he
is not tied to Minato. We don’t have the right to keep that from them if Kuniharu is not a
danger.”

Jiraiya wanted to insist that they allow both his godsons to meet immediately, but that would
never pass with Hiruzen, so he came up with a compromise. He knew that Kuniharu would
agree with the plan.

“I agree,” Hiruzen nodded, “I think it would be good for Naruto to have someone to teach
him about his clan. He knew about Kushina, so I must assume that he has nothing against
Jinchuuriki?”

Jiraiya nodded, “The Uzumaki clan felt differently about Jinchuuriki than most do. With their
history and knowledge of sealing, they understand the difference between the demon and the
container. It was viewed as a sacred duty. I even think he would help Naruto understand it
himself when he eventually becomes aware of it.”

Hiruzen nodded gravely. It eased him to think that Naruto’s remaining family member would
not hold his Jinchuuriki status against him if it ever came out to him. He turned to Kakashi
and smiled slyly at the man.

“Go get our guest. Kakashi,” he ordered. “If he accepts our offer, then you will be in charge
of watching him during his probation period. I’ll even let you be his opponent during his
assessment for rank. I imagine he is a Jounin, but to be sure…”Hiruzen smiled at Kakashi,
who was maintaining his aloof aura by the skin of his teeth.

He knew the Hokage had already guessed at his desire to test himself against the stranger and
his…certain interest in him. Just to make sure he wasn’t a threat to Konoha, of course.

Kakashi sighed and waved at Hiruzen and Jiraiya. “Fine, fine,” he grumbled before he
ambled to the door after the privacy seal had been deactivated.

“And Kakashi,” Hiruzen announced; Kakashi turned to eye his Hokage before he left, “don’t
take longer than an hour or so.”

Hiruzen knew demanding anything shorter would cause the Jounin to rebel, even with the
stern look in his eyes. He sent Kakashi to get him, both because he knew it would annoy the
man and because he wanted time to go over the interrogation scroll with Jiraiya in private.

“Hai, hai,” Kakashi exhaled before he left the office and then walked off in the opposite
direction of the cafeteria. He would exit the building and then go around to the window with
a view of the whole room. He would watch the Uzumaki from a distance, and this time, he



was determined not to be found by the man. He was Kakashi no Sharigan, dammit. He would
not be made a fool!

<>

“You’ve got something, just there,” Iruka laughed before he pointed at the corner of his
mouth to illustrate the noodle hanging from Haru’s, which flung broth whenever the man
moved to make a point enthusiastically.

Haru found the noodle with his tongue and sucked it up. He was amused at the disgust which
creased Iruka’s face.

Haru felt truly content for the first time in a long time. He sat with one of his precious people
in his village, which was thriving and as peaceful as it had ever been. He was home, and he
was happy. Kurama chuckled in the back of his head before his tails covered his eyes, and the
fox fell back to sleep. He had taken to periodically checking on the kit to make sure he held
up under the pressure. It soothed him that Naruto was happy. It had pained him in the past
year that his mistake had left him stranded. Now, his kit had taken a new name and started a
new life. His only hope was that it would be what the boy deserved.

Kuniharu prompted Iruka to continue the running list of the pranks his younger self had
committed leading up to the graduation exam. It had been prompted when Iruka commented
about one of his students (Ino) beating another student (Naruto) for dying her hair pink in
retaliation for her making fun of another student (Sakura). He gently prodded the man to
continue talking about his class, though Iruka was careful to only speak in generalities.

It didn’t help that Kuniharu had been there for all the incidents, but he appreciated that Iruka
tried to protect his students even as he gossiped and complained about them. He had to fight
the urge to grin unnaturally large or seem to be too interested. It was hilarious to hear his
sensei complain about corralling fangirls (Ino and Sakura) or brooding know-it-alls (Sasuke
and surprisingly Shino) try to coax a lazy genius to pass (Shikamaru) keep a foodie from
eating ALL class (Chouji) about keeping a girl from sabotaging herself with her self-esteem
issues (Hinata) and keep two rowdy and temperamental troublemakers in line (Kiba and
Naruto).

“You care a lot about them,” Haru observed as he traded one empty bowl for another after he
stacked his empty one with the two others.

Iruka rolled his eyes at the gathering pile. He still ate his one bowl of ramen while Haru was
working on his fourth. Iruka was convinced, there was no way this man was not related to
Naruto. No way at all.

“I’m their teacher,” Iruka said, a blush tinged his face when Haru gave him a knowing look
even as he shoved ramen into his mouth. “I’m supposed to care about them and their
successes.”

“I didn’t say it was a bad thing,” Haru said with a gentle smile, “they won’t fully appreciate it
until later, but I bet all of your students will take your lessons to heart and treasure their



academy years eventually. Once they see the truth of the shinobi world, they will understand
why you have been hard on them and appreciate when you encouraged them.”

Haru spoke as if from experience.

Which, of course, he was.

It wasn’t just him who had become nostalgic about the carefree days of the academy, learning
from Iruka. Over the years, all the Rookie 9 that Iruka had taught made it a habit to visit the
man, not just Haru. After the war and the losses they had suffered, it made the bonds that
remained and the happier times all that much more important. Haru meant it when he said
that Iruka’s students would appreciate him. He had lived it himself.

“If you say so,” Iruka deadpanned and rolled his eyes when Haru bumped his shoulder
playfully.

It was ridiculous, but Iruka already felt like the two of them had been friends for years. Haru
was so easy to get along with. He was bright and enthusiastic, just like Naruto, but if the boy
had been tempered by experience and genuine confidence.

Haru decided that it would be suspicious if he kept asking for more academy stories, so he
started telling one of his own. He told Iruko about when he had tricked Jiraiya into
propositioning him in disguise. The prank had been spurred on because Jiraiya had irritated
Haru by waking him up repeatedly the night before because he had wanted Haru’s opinion on
an Icha Icha chapter that was giving him trouble. Iruka’s face was brilliant red as Haru
described Jiraiya’s issue, whether to have the orgy before or after the main couple's elaborate
boat sex scene.

Haru could tell several Chuunin in the room were listening in by how their faces steadily
pinked or when they looked away quickly when he scanned the room. There were no Jounin
in the room, and certainly, no genin. Haru wouldn’t be forcing Iruka to listen to this
otherwise. He wasn’t like Kakashi and Jiraiya. He had no intention of corrupting baby genin,
even if their embarrassment would be funny. He wasn’t a sadist—well, okay, he could admit
that Kakashi melding into the shadows outside to watch him from the window may have
something to do with his current tirade. He enjoyed imagining Kakashi torn between hearing
secrets about his beloved books and the chance of spoilers. It was still the Jounin’s greatest
weakness.

He finally stopped when Iruka looked like he was going to explode. Instead, he tread into
safer waters by describing the furthest reaches of the continent that few shinobi traveled to.
After the war, he traveled for a time to re-establish Jiraiya’s spy network and lend his help
when he could. He hadn’t taken it over, but he had helped Sai set it up before giving him the
reigns. It had been good for Sai to get out of the village and travel himself, interacting with
multitudes of people to slowly heal what Root had taken from him, all while still being useful
to the village. Sai had been in the village more than Jiraiya ( a certain blond had ensured
that), but he had traveled often. It had been Sai who had gotten the intel about the dissidents
gathering against the Kage, who would eventually attack Kakashi and end with Haru being in
the past in the first place.



Iruka asked questions that Haru was happy to answer, but in the back of his mind, he tracked
three vaguely familiar chakra signatures that approached the cafeteria. He wondered how he
would react to seeing his friend’s parents in this time—at least one of them he would have to
be on his guard against. If anyone would be able to pull the thread that was the mystery of
Kuniharu and come up with an answer, it would be a Nara.

This was going to be fun. 
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“Jiraiya-sama is back. I saw him racing through the village while I was closing up.” Inoichi
confided to his two former teammates as they moved through the main room of the Hokage
tower.

They met up several times a week to talk about family and discuss Konoha business. Even
though Inoichi had retired, he was still a clan head and was occasionally called in for help
with special cases.

Today, they were eating in the on-duty cafeteria since Shikaku and Inoichi had been asked to
stay close to the tower in anticipation of their guest’s arrival. Inoichi because he had been
asked to be on hand to go through the man’s mind if necessary and Shikaku to offer his
opinion on the facts gathered from him. Chouza simply allowed himself to be pulled along by
his two teammates. He had a leadership position as a clan head as well, but he often followed
Shikaku and Inioich’s lead in such matters. He had more important things to consider, such as
how to feed a clan full of Akimichi without breaking the bank. It was a full-time job.

“I heard about that,” Chouza laughed, “one of my clansmen saw. Apparently, there was a
strange redheaded nin racing with him that no one recognized.”

Shikaku shared a look with Inoichi, who confirmed the sighting.



“He beat Jiraiya-sama,” Inoichi explained, “and jumped right through the Hokage’s window
without an ounce of shame.”

Chouza rumbled a laugh through his chest. It seemed an interesting shinobi had come to
Konoha. His eyes were bright with amusement while Shikaku’s eyebrows raised. That was an
interesting tidbit. He, too, had heard of the infamous race from his son Shikamaru, who had
been cloud gazing on their roof. Shikamaru had nearly been run over by the rampaging
shinobi. He had received a laughing apology in passing that was almost lost in the wind as
the two passed.

“I wonder if we’ll meet him,” Chouza asked, though he imagined that at least Inoichi would
if not Shikaku as well. Certainly, if the rumors were true and an S-class nin was being
considered as a recruit to join Konoha.

Even as he said this, they passed into the cafeteria. It wasn’t hard to spot the redhead among
the seated shinobi. Despite their relative discretion, most of the nin in the room were seated
in such a way as to sneak looks at him and listen in on his conversation. That wasn’t even
accounting for the fact that the man’s hair was like a beacon for light and attention.

“It appears so,” Shikaku muttered to his two teammates as his eyes rested on the man.

He sat with his back against a wall, a position most seasoned shinobi preferred, with his son’s
academy instructor seated next to him. The teacher sat listening as the man talked
expressively. He occasionally flung his chopsticks out when making a point, not bothered by
Iruka-sensei’s admonishing looks when the broth splashed him incidentally. Despite this,
Iruka was smiling and relaxed, a disposition Shikaku hardly ever found the straight-laced and
determined Chuunin to be in. He dealt with children training to be dangerous killers all day,
including the Uzumaki prankster. He had to be on guard or risk injury to himself or, more
likely, the children themselves.

“Let’s get something to eat,” Chouza said. He pushed both his teammates toward the line,
“We can join them.”

Since Inoichi and Shikaku had long ago learned not to get between an Akimichi and food,
they allowed themselves to be bullied toward the lunch line. When they had loaded up on
food (Chouza would go back for more several times), Shikaku lazily led the way to the
corner that the Academy instructor and strange nin occupied.

He knew the supposed Uzumaki had already clocked them several times since they had
entered, though he had never deviated from the story he was telling the academy instructor
about his travels to the outer reaches of the continent. Shikaku noted the whirlpool forehead
protector and ornamentation, the hair color that was identical to the few Uzumaki he had
known. There were also strange marks that spread across his cheeks that were identical to the
ones Uzumaki Naruto had since birth that made this man stand out. That was an odd quirk.
Shikaku had always assumed the marks were purely from the Kyuubi, but perhaps there was
a hereditary basis for them that they were not aware of. It didn’t quite fit either explanation as
Uzumaki Kushina had never had the marks herself as either the Jinchuuriki or as an
Uzumaki. Odd.



As the three of them approached their table, Iruka looked up and smiled politely. The
Uzumaki paused his story to turn in their direction. Shikaku noted the clear blue eyes and the
smile that lit up the man’s face. He was briefly struck with a memory of Minato that took him
off-guard.

“Hello, Iruka-sensei,” Shikaku greeted the man politely.

Inoichi and Chouza beside him returned the Uzumaki’s brilliant smile bemusedly.

“Do you mind if we join you?”

Iruka slid a glance at his companion, who smiled encouragingly at him.

“Of course, Shikaku-sama,” Iruka said and indicated that he should sit down. 

Shikaku huffed as he sagged in the seat directly across from the Uzumaki. “None of that,”
Shikaku groaned, “you’re my son’s instructor. Calling me -sama is troublesome.”

The strange Uzumaki snickered even as he slurped up his bowl. He gave Shikaku an amused
look as Iruka stammered that he couldn’t possibly…

“So, would your son be one of the brooding know-it-alls or the troublemakers,” the Uzumaki
asked, which caused Iruka to start blushing even as a hand flashed out to jab his companion
in the ribs. Not that it stopped him from adding, “Or was he the lazy genius? You know what
—you look like your son is the lazy genius type.”

So, the man had clocked him as a Nara already. Interesting. Shikaku smiled wanly as he
scratched at his scars. The stranger just continued to grin despite Iruka’s mortification beside
him.

“The latter,” Shikaku admitted with a smirk, “you almost ran over him today.”

The Uzumaki put on a puzzled expression for a moment as he thought back before his face
colored lightly.

(He had almost piledrove Shikamaru into the roof he had been laying on. Why was the chibi
genius even up there to begin with? Was his cloud-gazing habit that bad? The boy needed
help, but even he, a traveler from the future, would probably not be enough.)

“Ah, the pineapple head is yours, then,” he said, and his eyes trailed up to Shikaku’s own
hair, “sorry bout that. Ero-sennin distracted me with a flare at the wrong moment. If it helps, I
swear I missed him by at least this much.” The Uzumaki lifted his hand to show a minuscule
distance.

“Well, I thank you for my son's continued existence,” Shikaku murmured as he stirred his
own bowl of ramen thoughtfully. “I heard Jiraiya-sama nearly wasn’t so far.”

In fact, his son had told him the Uzumaki had kicked the Toad Sage backward moments
before he would have collided with Shikamaru. Then, immediately after, the Uzumaki had
launched himself forward again to retake the lead.



The Uzumaki laughed as he remembered Jiraiya’s surprise at being launched backward with
Shikamaru’s muttered troublesome that sounded a tinge bit spooked.

“Yeah, well, sorry all the same,” the Uzumaki muttered before he dropped his chopsticks and
extended his hand across the table, “Uzumaki Kuniharu, I’m hopefully going to become one
of your Jounin, Nara Shikaku.”

Shikaku acknowledged that he had been found out and offered the man his hand.

“We’ll see if you’ve got what it takes,” Shikaku bluffed. If the things Hiruzen told him were
true, more than likely, the man was on his way to Kage level if not already there.

The Uzumaki smiled, and his eyes seemed to brim with the light of a challenge. He squeezed
Shikaku’s hand and nodded.

“I look forward to it,” he said before he then offered his hand to Inoichi.

The blond took it as he scrutinized the man’s friendly face. Would he be forced to walk
through this man’s mind? He hoped that it would not be necessary.

“Yamanaka Inoichi,” he said, and Kuniharu nodded in understanding before he offered his
hand to Chouza.

The Akimichi reluctantly stopped eating to take the man’s hand and mutter his name before
he went back to devouring his meal.

“I am curious about the moniker Inoichi’s and Chouza’s kids received,” Shikaku teased Iruka,
though he kept his calculating gaze on the stranger.

The Uzumaki once again saved Iruka from his own sputtering by placing his hand over his
eyes and announcing, “Wait, let me guess!”

He swung his finger toward Chouza first. “I think the Akimichi obviously must be the foodie,
I mean, duh.”

Kuniharu swung his hand toward Inoichi next. “Hmm, could it be one of the brooding know-
it-alls…ah no, I’m sensing daughter vibes. So, it must be a fangirl who is obsessed with a
brooding know-it-all.” He took his hand from his eyes to grin at Inoichi, who had sagged in
his seat.

Was it that obvious?

“How did I do?” he asked with a grin that Shikaku thought was a shade too knowing but
not…it did not appear to be nefarious to him. The man had almost sounded fond; perhaps he
liked children? Or just enjoyed teasing Iruka, from how he kept glancing at the Academy
teacher. He nudged him in the side when Iruka seemed about to collapse in embarrassment.

“Correct,” Inoichi sighed, and Chouza nodded in agreement. Kuniharu slapped his hands
together in self-congratulations and then once again nudged Iruka.



“Hey, hey, Iruka-chan, tell them about you running into the Hokage’s office uninvited,” he
said. "That was hilarious!"

This was the last straw. Iruka pounced on the man. He reached to box his ears exactly as the
man did to Naruto when they were goofing around. Kuniharu held him off, laughing
uproariously as Ino-Shika-Cho watched on in quiet amusement. Shikaku noted that while
Iruka was irritated, he wasn’t truly angry. It looked like he was having fun, though the two
had surely just met. It was curious, but even Shikaku could feel an odd warmth lodge
somewhere in his chest. He wondered if the man played shogi. He imagined it would be quite
the game. At the very least, it would be interesting.

Finally, Kuniharu held up surrendering hands. “Fine, fine,” he laughed, “I give. I’ll tell you
guys something embarrassing about me if it makes you feel better, Iruka-chan.”

Iruka huffed as he sat back and glared at the man.“It better be good, Haru-chan,” Iruka
emphasized as his eyes scanned the room knowingly. Whatever this was, it would spread
throughout the village like wildfire.

Kuniharu scanned the room as well and looked rescind to his fate.

(He thought for a moment. What was something embarrassing that he could safely share?
Something that wouldn't either expose him or damage his budding reputation too much….
perhaps he could start to nudge things a little for his chibi self? Not enough that it would
change the outcome, but perhaps it would soften the blow?)

“Hmm,” Haru made a show of thinking before he snapped and looked back at Iruka with a
sheepish smile, “Well, I can’t make a normal Bunshin. Is that sufficiently embarrassing?”

Throughout the room, several shinobi scoffed or snorted in disbelief. What kind of shinobi
couldn’t make a Bunshin?

“You’re lying,” Iruka announced with a solid poke into Haru’s shoulder for trying to pass
something ridiculous off as truth.

Still, a quiet voice in the back of his head reminded him that the Bunshin was the jutsu that
Naruto failed at, even after the number of times Iruka had taken him aside and shown it to
him in ways he knew Naruto responded better to.

“Kids in the Academy can do that,” Shikaku pointed out, but he, too, considered the fact that
Shikamaru had once mentioned that Uzumaki Naruto could not perform the jutsu when he
had been describing class one day. Shikaku sometimes grilled his son on the attributes of his
fellow students to gauge this generation of shinobi.

It was a mixed bag.

“You wanna bet,” Haru said, not bothered by their doubt in him. He made the hand sign for
the jutsu, and in a puff of smoke, a Bunshin wilted to the ground next to him. It looked much
like Naruto’s always did.



Iruka looked wide-eyed at the Bunshin before he looked up at Haru for an explanation. Haru
dismissed the failed Bunshin and then explained to his captive audience, including Kakashi,
who still sat outside the window like a stalker.

“Most Uzumaki’s have shit chakra control because our reserves are so big. Mine are bigger
than most Uzumaki’s, so it’s even worse for me. It’s a bit like trying to thread a needle drunk
with a piece of rope instead of thread. The smaller the thread, the easier it should be unless it
gets too small. You know that kind of thing.”

“All Uzumaki’s have large chakra reserves?” Shikaku asked while Iruka was still processing
the information.

Haru nodded in agreement. “Yeah,” he said, “since I grew up traveling, I didn’t get to do
most of the basic training that Uzumaki had to go through at a young age to assist chakra
control. This is why most were able to do things like Bunshin if they absolutely had to,
though no one would use it reliably. Because of that, I don’t have a chance in hell of learning.
I started serious chakra control too late, but luckily, other kinds of Bunshin that require larger
amounts of chakra are easy for me.”

Iruka’s mind spun, and something like guilt condensed in his chest. It wasn’t his fault that no
one knew that Uzumaki needed special training for chakra control, and likely far earlier than
when Naruto became his student. It didn’t excuse the frustration he always felt when Naruto
failed to do something that basic, no matter how hard Iruka explained it to him.

It had never been Naruto’s fault in the first place! He would fail the graduation exam like the
two before them because of something out of his control that truly wouldn’t hold him back if
he was able to use some other kind of Bunshin. Iruka didn’t have time to teach Naruto
another form of Bunshin for this exam. It would likely take months before he could do a
more complex Bunshin that would require more chakra. Still, Iruka would research some
more and find a proper substitute for him for the next exam. He would talk to the Hokage
about further involving Haru, but for now, he could discretely…

“Do you happen to know those chakra control exercises?” Iruka asked, his eyes flicked over
to Shikaku, who nodded in understanding. He did not move to stop him from asking. “I have
several students who might benefit from some added exercises.”

Inoichi and Chouza both listened for the answer as well. Internally, Haru gave a cheer, but
externally he shrugged.

“Sure, I have a scroll for it. It’s right here,” Haru pushed up a sleeve of his coat to reveal a
flat orange wristband inked with a seal. He made a one-handed sign and then touched a finger
to the seal. A scroll popped into his waiting hand, and he handed it over to Iruka. “That’s a
copy. I still have the original, so you can keep that.”

Haru smiled while the rest of the table looked at him with wide eyes.

“What?” he asked with a laugh. “It’s just chakra exercises, sheesh. It’s not like a top-secret
seal array or anything! Everyone can benefit from them, so there’s no reason for me to hide
them away. It won’t hurt anyone.”



“Thank you,” Iruka said softly, looking down at the scroll and then up at Haru, smiling at
him, “this could really help.”

“I’m glad to help then,” Haru said with a smile before he turned back to the three Jounin who
had joined them to ask if their children were ready for graduation.

Like most parents, they were happy to talk about their children’s accomplishments, though
they were still careful to talk in generalities despite their inclination to trust him. It was hard
not to like the man who laughed with carefree abandon, offered clan techniques just on the
chance that it would help some of Iruka’s students, and teased them about their children’s
quirks. Yet he seemed convinced that they would succeed and become excellent shinobi.

Shikaku would swear it wasn’t just sweet-talking. Kuniharu seemed to really believe what he
was saying. He even made a bet with the three of them as Iruka rolled his eyes indulgently.
Kuniharu bet that their children would join the upcoming Chuunin exams despite it being
mere months after they became genin. They indulged the redhead who shook on it, extracting
outlandish promises if he won. He gave the three of them leave to ask one favor that he could
not refuse if he lost. It was silly, but laughing together as a group, Shikaku didn’t feel like it
was a bad thing.

Shikaku noticed when Haru began to look over his shoulder toward the door as though he
were waiting for someone. When a mischievous grin spread across Uzumaki’s face, Shikaku
turned in his chair to see Kakashi walk through the doors, reading Icha Icha Paradise with his
usual lazy aloofness. The Jounin headed in their direction even as he turned the page in his
book. Shikaku turned back to Haru, who leaned back languidly with his arms crossed over
his chest and a satisfied smile on his whiskered visage.

“Got tired of watching from the window, Copy-cat-san?” Haru asked, his grin turned sharp as
Kakashi’s head jerked up, and his one gray eye narrowed in on him. “Ah, did you feel left out
Kakashi?”

“I don’t know what you mean,” Kakashi said lazily. Kakashi sounded normal, but he snapped
his book closed and placed it in his pouch in a way that spoke of annoyance.

Shikaku was amazed that he could see that emotion on the little surface of Kakashi’s face that
was visible. Kakashi was pissed.

Haru grinned and leaned forward cocking his head to the side.“Sorry, I must have mistaken
you for a scarecrow stalking me from the window,” he teased, and Kakashi glowered at him.

“Maa, maa, Haru-chan,” Kakashi said lackadaisically, as he too leaned toward the redhead
with his head tilted to the side, “You’re going to tell me how you do that.”

Kakashi did not ask but rather demanded. Despite Kakashi's intensity, Haru shrugged.

He stood up and mirrored Kakashi’s normal hands-in-pockets stance. “Sure,” he agreed, “but
you’re not going to like it.”

Kakashi’s eye narrowed in on him again before his face relaxed.



“Maa, maa,” he laughed and raised his arms out in a what-can-you-do pose, “you can tell me
as we walk to Hokage-sama for your interrogation.”

Haru grinned at the annoyed man, not scared for the simple fact Kakashi wouldn’t try to scare
to him if he was in actual trouble. Kakashi preferred to lull people into a false sense of
security.

He turned to Iruka and put his hand on his shoulder. “It was nice to meet you, Iruka-chan,” he
said, “if I pass muster, I’ll come find you, and I can help you with the exercises so you can
teach them.”

Iruka smiled up at the strange, contradictory man, though his gaze flitted toward Kakashi,
who was silently observing this exchange. He looked back to Haru and offered a smile. He
hoped that Haru would become a part of Konoha. It was not just because he had found a new
friend but because Iruka thought that this man could actually help his young charge in more
than one way.

“Of course,” he said, “I’ll hold you to it, Haru-chan.”

Haru grinned broader before he gave a shallow bow to the three clan heads. “Good luck to
the chibi’s on their graduation exam next month, and tell your son sorry for almost killing
him, alright Shikaku-sama,” Haru laughed as he edged out from behind the table and stood
next to Kakashi, who was still threw off metaphorical bolts of lightning in irritation at being
caught again. Shikaku offered Haru a lazy wave.

“My kid was fine,” he sighed, “Hope to see you in the ranks, Kuniharu-san. It’d be
troublesome to lose a talented shinobi.”

Inoichi and Chouza both offered similar remarks and were amazed when Haru’s face flushed.
He touched the back of his neck nervously. “I hope so,” he admitted before he turned to
Kakashi, who unconsciously had resorted to towering over him. It wasn’t hard at Haru’s
height. Kakashi was no longer slouching as he normally did but standing at his full height. It
amused Haru because he knew that Kakashi only ever did that when his pride had been
insulted.

It was hilarious.

“Come on, Copy-cat-san,” Haru said. He reached to grab the wrist of a hand that was thrust
into Kakashi’s pocket. He tugged him forward while internally guffawing at the shocked
looks people gave him for daring to manhandle Kakashi. The copycat nin lazily allowed
himself to be pulled until they were out of the cafeteria. Once outside, he reversed their
hands, so it was him that held onto Haru’s wrist. His fingers bit into Haru’s flesh as he glared
down at him, but Haru just kept smiling.

“If it makes you feel better,” Haru teased as he loosened Kakashi’s grip with his other hand.
He gently pried Kakashi’s fingers off and then patted his hand consolingly. “You almost had
it.”



Haru turned laughing as he moved and began to speed walk toward the Hokage’s office. He
had to bite his lip to keep from yelping when Kakashi’s hand slammed down on his shoulder,
and he was pulled roughly into the man’s side.

“How exactly is that, Haru-chan,” Kakashi demanded in a falsely sweet voice. He marched
the two of them across the lobby and did not care if it looked strange that Kakashi was
actively engaging with someone, much less that was keeping them from running away by
holding them against himself.

Haru grinned and pat Kakashi’s hand on his shoulder condescendingly. However, he decided
not to push the man’s buttons any further when those fingers convulsed painfully into his
shoulder. He had already elicited more of a reaction than he normally did after years of
teasing the man, and that, itself, was surprising. So, instead of pushing it further, he opened
his mouth and finally explained something he hadn’t even told his former sensei in his other
life.

Instead, he had let the man suffer until Sasuke betrayed him by giving up the secret. If only
Haru hadn’t confided in the reformed avenger in the first place in a moment of comradeship.
But how was he to know the Uchiha would take him dyeing his clothes orange the wrong
way? Didn't almost fighting to the death mean anything anymore? Of course, Haru had then
retaliated by accidentally-on-purpose sabotaging Sasuke's paperwork for three months
straight, so the Uchiha had been required to refile tedious reports that he hated to the point of
frustrated tears. (In Haru's imagination) The fact Sasuke had come at him with Chidori again
when he found out--well, it was almost a tradition by that point.

Haru had fun hiding the truth from Kakashi in his first life, but here, it was twice as funny to
be upfront with him. It made Kakashi look constipated as he struggled to decide whether he
was telling the truth while also struggling to think of ways around it. Kuniharu, of course,
found every moment more hilarious.
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Kakashi had been in luck that his chosen perch had the perfect view of the cafeteria and of
Uzumaki Kuniharu. He internally cackled as Haru sat there in complete obliviousness to him.
Kakashi was certain he had managed to hide himself, he had pulled out all the tricks he had
gained over the years to sink his presence into the barest wisp possible. He was free to watch
Haru as the man relaxed, surrounded by strange shinobi. Kakashi couldn’t tell if his comfort
in foreign territory was brave or stupid. Kakashi quietly decided that it was a mixture of the
two.

“Haru-chan” as the Academy teacher now apparently called him, ate like he had never had a
good meal in his life, and yet, smiled with a generosity that spoke of abundance. Kakashi was
bewildered with the ease between Haru and Iruka. They had met less than an hour before, and
yet, there they sat calling each other pet names as they gossiped about baby-wannabe-shinobi.
Which, by the way, was not a ringing endorsement of the latest class that he would be forced
to endure, again. It would just Kakashi’s luck that he would end up with one of the three most
annoying types described (broody, the fangirl, and the loudmouth troublemaker).

It was unfathomable to him, and yet, Kakashi also found himself wanting to talk to Haru
despite that being contradictory in nature to everything that he was. Kakashi wanted to
understand how someone could both be so open and so mysterious. He wanted to touch—
NO, No. Nope….no.

Kakashi slowly trained himself not to look too long at Haru’s smile. That smile was
dangerous and should be avoided at all costs. His eyes too, were traps that Kakashi kept from



gazing at for too long. Instead, he focused on the strange whiskers that spread brazenly across
his cheeks, or the way the man kept splashing Iruka with broth. Yet, the academy teacher just
glared playfully at him instead of saying anything! When Kakashi even breathed near him
while toting Icha ICha he received the glare-of-death and he didn’t even know Iruka that
well! It was almost like Iruka was used to that kind of treatment the way he masterfully
avoided most of the spray. Kakashi knew that Iruka had gotten closer to Naruto over time, but
was the Uzumaki that similar to the cousin he had never met?

Kakashi could hardly believe that the man with a noodle stuck to his chin, which danced each
time he opened his mouth, was capable of waltzing into any hidden village he liked to steal
artifacts from a Kage. It was inconceivable. But Kakashi could sense the power that lay
waiting beneath the man’s skin. He could see the weariness that occasionally tensed his
shoulders or the way his hands moved as though ready to throw a kunai at any moment. It
was hidden beneath the goofiness and the teasing, but Kakashi caught glimpses of the
potential that lay beneath. He idly wondered what their assessment spar would be like. If he
made it that far.

Kakashi tried to ignore the thrill that went through him. It had been so long since he had
someone of comparable abilities to pit himself against. The challenges with Gai were
admittedly not as terrible as he might make them out to be, but sparring with Gai and other
Konoha Jounin was not like sparring against someone of the caliber of Hiruzen, Jiraiya, or
Minato-sensei.

If Haru was able to keep up with Jiraiya, then it was entirely likely, that Kakashi would have
to push to the limits he had hardly grazed since he left his more suicidal days in ANBU.
Kakashi knew that his skills were nothing to scoff at, but he feared that over time they would
dull without the proper motivation to keep them sharp. He had become comfortable in the
power he had, maybe overconfident in his own legend. Or at least that was what Hiruzen
liked to subtly hint at as Kakashi blocked him out as he read Icha Icha.

Haru might be that motivation that made expanding his power vital again rather than the
result of boredom. Just as Kakashi finished this observation, Haru described the next
installment of Icha Icha to the embarrassment of Iruka and most of the shinobi in the
cafeteria. Kakashi’s eye widened. It couldn’t be….Kakashi was torn in half.

Jiraiya was taking sooo long to publish the next installment of Icha Icha, but to hear spoilers
from the heavenliest of texts out of order and without context? No, Kakashi could not do it.
Well, maybe he could just…no, no, he must be strong. Kakashi plugged his ears and focused
on Iruka, who appeared about to burst a gasket the longer Haru told his story.

He waited a good five minutes after Iruka’s blush disappeared before he let himself listen
again and look back to Haru. He was still talking, but this time, it was a story about a territory
Kakashi had only heard about in passing. He listened closely to the details, but for the most
part, the Uzumaki focused on his humorous anecdotes and not the missions or reasons that
had led him to the far reaches of the continent. Kakashi thought Haru was actually masterful
in drawing people in with his stories without revealing anything of substance about himself.
Well, that is, besides his talent for the ridiculous and the unpredictable.



When Ino-Shika-Cho came in, Kakashi observed how they zeroed in on Haru within
moments. He knew Shikaku had also been brought in for his opinion on the rumors about
Haru and that Inoichi had been made aware of their guest, but Chouza grinned at the redhead
with curious mischief in his eyes as well. That is… until he set his eyes on the food instead.

Kakashi could tell from how Kuniharu discretely eyed the trio that he knew who they were.
He lingered on both Shikaku and Inoichi longer than on Chouza. Something darkened his
eyes for a moment, though it was gone so swiftly it almost appeared to be an illusion of the
light. Kakashi thought it might be wariness for what they represented in his future. They were
the Jounin Commander and his possible interrogator, but there was also something sad about
it that threw Kakashi off. He had looked at Hiruzen with a similar regretful twist to his mouth
as though he were seeing a ghost. Like Kakashi when he stood in front of the memorial stone
and pretended his friends could hear him. Had the Uzumaki known people as unique as the
Hokage and the clan heads of Konoha, those who were all singular in their own right to
almost anyone across the elemental nations? It was yet another piece of the puzzle that
Kakashi filed away to turn over later when he had more pieces to fit together.

Kakashi bit his lip against laughter when Shikaku’s son was brought up. He had seen a brief
pause when the two shinobi had been racing near the Nara manor, but he hadn’t thought
much of it. Shikaku took the whole incident with wry amusement, so Kakashi supposed his
son hadn’t actually been in too much danger. Actually, knowing the Nara, it was more likely
the only reason it penetrated was because it got in the way of cloud gazing. Kakashi
considered intervening. It was quickly approaching the hour-and-a-half mark. He didn’t want
Hiruzen to be snippy. The Hokage was infinitely more likely to give him boring patrols for
far too many successive missions when he pushed too hard on his good humor. He nearly
tuned the talk about the latest generation of shinobi as he considered what else Haru would be
asked in the interrogation— when his admittance that he could not make Bunshin caught his
attention. Now, Kakashi had heard Kushina complain about her chakra control plenty of
times, but as far as he knew, she had been able to do a basic Bunshin.

He had no idea that the Uzumakis' required special chakra training. What would that mean
for his sensei’s son, who had likely only received the Academy basics in chakra? The boy’s
chakra would already behave strangely due to its intermixing with the Kyuubi’s, but to have a
heritage that required unique needs as well? It would be an extreme burden on him. From
Iruka’s face, Kakashi could tell he felt the same leaded sensation of guilt in his stomach as
him, though not as profoundly. Kakashi had actually known Kushina; why had he not known
this? In fact, why had neither Jiraiya nor Hiruzen known this, either? Was it too late to help
Naruto, and how would they do so without the—

It did not compute to Kakashi when Haru blithely handed over the scroll as though the man
had not been tortured for his family secrets and had no problem openly sharing them. It was
true that chakra control exercises were hardly the most secret thing the Uzumaki would have.
The only reason Konoha would not have known these techniques already was likely because
only a Uzumaki would require that strict sort of training. There were other methods to train
with for older Shinobi who wanted to work on chakra control. Either the gesture wasn’t what
it seemed, or Haru was that strangely generous. If the exercises were real, then he had



unknowingly helped his only family in a way no one in Konoha could. Haru could offer so
much more to Naruto than Kakashi could. The prospect was both frustrating and a relief.

Kakashi detached from the wall after that when they became all buddy-buddy. The sappy
look from Iruka and the softened expressions from everyone else told Kakashi his presence
was needed immediately. Uzumaki Kuniharu was a danger. That much was clear, just not in a
physical sense (not yet, anyway). He had easily made everyone listening to him half-smitten
with him like he was the sun, and they were sunflowers that turned to be graced…even
Kakashi’s internal metaphors were giving him hives. He would not succumb to the
magnetism. He would not.

Kakashi brandished Icha Icha to enter the cafeteria, and immediately, he felt the weight of
Haru’s eyes on him. Everything was going fine until Haru opened his mouth.

“Got tired of watching from the window Copy-cat-san?” Haru asked. Kakashi narrowed his
eye on the sharp smile that had taken residence on his face. He wasn’t— “Ah, did you feel
left out, Kakashi?”

No. H—how did he keep doing that? Kakashi had been certain! He had not seen Haru glance
over in his direction. It wasn’t….it just wasn’t—how? Kakashi played coy to hide his internal
infuriation. This puny little….how and the hell was he doing that?

Kakashi’s mouth took over for him as his mind whirred to come up with an explanation. He
was almost certain that the redhead was baiting him. Him! The king of pissing people off was
the one being baited. Kakashi fumed as he watched Haru say his goodbyes, not frightened at
all by Kakashi’s leading insinuation about his upcoming interrogation. He should be scared,
dammit! Vaguely concerned…nervous?

Kakashi stared down at the pipsqueak as Haru stepped up next to him and had the audacity to
pull him along. He was touching him. Why was he touching him? Kakashi allowed himself to
be towed along to keep appearances of his aloof exterior as he struggled to comprehend that
it was actually happening.

Once Kakashi’s mind caught up, he quickly adjusted their hands so it was him banding his
fingers around Haru’s wrist. He glared down at the man who just…he just kept smiling—he
kept laughing. The laughter didn’t feel like he was openly mocking Kakashi but more like
Haru expected him to join in at any moment. As though Kakashi should be in on the joke,
should understand why he was smiling that stupid blinding smile with those stupid sparkling
eyes. Kakashi would have an answer to at least one question. He knew this even before Haru
scampered away. Kakashi moved before he thought about it, his hand buried into Haru’s
shoulder, a false sweetness in his voice. Haru seemed to decide to stop poking Kakashi to see
if he would snap.

Haru managed to slow them down to explain before they reached the office. He felt Kakashi
would be more upset if he cut off the explanation because they had to go inside. Almost like
he had purposely orchestrated a cliffhanger to needle him. However, fun that may have been,
this wasn’t the Kakashi who had taught him—who had a vested interest in him being alive, if
only to take the damned hat from him. This Kakashi, as much as he seemed like family, was a



stranger. So, Haru started with the bit Kakashi-sensei had known about in his first life, the
easier part of the equation to explain.

“Well, for one thing, the…Uzumaki’s—a few, at least, have the ability to sense negative
emotion,” Haru hesitated on the word Uzumaki’s. He almost slipped and said Jinchuuriki
(especially the Kurama’s Jinchuuriki). He was sure Kakashi noticed from the way his fingers
convulsed into his shoulder. “Mito-sama could—Ku said my mother had the potential, and
probably Kushina-chan could have developed it over time. Surprise, surprise, I won the
genetic lottery on top of being the last one! So, for example, I know you’re irritated but not
homicidal…yet.”

And while Kakashi had been watching Haru from the window, he had felt odd bursts of self-
reproving anger or guilt, something his Kakashi had occasionally done. He had even done it
when he looked at Haru but not when stalking him. Kakashi-sensei had stalked Haru for quite
a while as he tried to dupe Haru’s sensing ability. Kakashi-sensei had developed method after
method to dupe his negativity sensing, and it had worked, eventually. Since Kakashi-sensei
did not have the intention to kill him, most of the time, he could fool his sensor if he
maintained a negativity-free zone. Still, he had repeatedly been caught by Haru, who refused
to even hint at the real reason. That is until jerky Sasuke, let the copy-cat out of the bag.

Kakashi let go of Haru, who side-stepped away but offered him a smile despite the fact the
man still glared down at him. Haru could see the thoughts that spun behind his gray eye and
the stubborn set of his shoulders.

“So, you’re impossible to ambush,” Kakashi deadpanned.

He halted them in the empty stairway. Haru shrugged and backed up, so he leaned against the
wall across from him. Kakashi stood there observing him with a cool detachment that fit
more naturally on his face than any other emotion. At least that Haru had witnessed. The
Uzumaki sighed and crossed his arms over his chest.

“Well,” Haru hedged, his face darkened, “no power is infallible.”

Haru turned inward, lost in thought, as he considered the devastating truth of that statement.
They had been stupidly confident in Haru’s ability to sense negative feelings and, therefore,
that he could tell when someone wished them ill. They hadn’t expected the Sacrificed, the
group that had been targeting the Kages and Haru specifically, to go to the lengths of purging
all emotion with a seal adapted from Orochimaru’s research to avoid this quirk.

He had still sensed them, but not well enough. Not fast enough to save them. It had been an
ugly thing that had taken the entirety of their face. Worse even than that damn cursed bird
seal that the Hyuuga went around slapping on children. Haru had deciphered it during that
final battle before he was ripped away from his time. It was a fight that had raged for hours
through the night and into the early dawn light. Kakashi-sensei had theorized they had
kidnapped shinobi and forced the seal on them during the few spare moments they had to
consult with each other breathlessly.



Without emotion, what did the captured shinobi care what they were told to do? Just that they
had been told to do it. When they had witnessed Shino among the masses, Shino, who had
been declared KIA when he had gone missing nearly a year before, they had been certain
about it. Haru had searched the faces for Hinata, who had gone missing on the same mission
—he still was not sure if he was glad he had not been forced to face her. There were hundreds
of emotionless tools that had been sent to murder them from every village, big and small.
They had been caught off guard coming from a Kage summit, ambushed as they lazed around
a campfire gossiping about Sakura who had been about to be married to Lee.

It had been a bloodbath.

Kakashi watched the play of emotion on Haru’s face. It no longer appeared sunny and
carefree. He looked…sad and angry. He looked bitter. Like he were caught in a spiral of
shame. Kakashi wondered if it was his failure to sense the men who had taken him and his
caretaker hostage or if it was some other trauma that he was, as yet, unaware of. He allowed
Haru to stew in whatever it was as he thought about the information he had so far. He could
sense that the man had more to share.

Kakashi idly considered the Hokage as he allowed Haru the time to return from his dark path.
Hiruzen would no doubt be irritated with the delay. They approached two hours after he had
left the office. Kakashi could not let this go, though. He didn’t understand why he wanted to
know so badly, what possessed him to expect it to be shared with him. Haru had no reason to
trust him with it. It would be smarter not to. Why was some part of him convinced that the
openness that he had seen from him to Iruka would be extended to him? Perhaps it was to
prove that it wasn’t some failing in himself to be found out by—Kakashi reminded himself
that circling the drain of self-loathing would be broadcasted to the Uzumaki. He forced
himself to stop that spiral of darkness by rerouting his thoughts elsewhere.

Yes, actually, that could be a way around that particular ability. A meditative state, or some
kind of focus on positive emotion. It would not work if he intended violence; the ability
seemed geared toward those specific feelings of ill intent toward a person, but if his motive
was only to observe, there might be a way to do it. Which— Kakashi’s eye widened, which
was why the Uzumaki was able to relax. He could sense that those around him did not intend
him harm. If the ability was not infallible, Haru must still be on guard, as Kakashi had
already noted. But he would have known Jiraiya did not intend to harm him, that Hiruzen
hadn’t set up a trap, and that Kakashi, even while he threatened him with his interrogation,
did not intend him actual harm. The gift would be an amazing asset for a shinobi or even a
civilian. Could Kushina truly have had the potential for it? Would Naruto? Why had she not
known about it when Mito-sama had? Kakashi snapped back to attention as Haru sighed and
reached back to ruffle his hair before he looked up at Kakashi with a faint, apologetic smile
on his face.

“So, yeah—there’s that part, and then there’s the other part,” Haru said and then smiled wider
when Kakashi glared at him with a spike of irritation, “you know I’m a sage?"



Kakashi nodded and then narrowed his eye at him, “You weren’t in Sage mode either time
you—“

“Caught you stalking me, huh?” Haru teased, despite the spike of KI that Kakashi allowed to
leak out in response.

Haru internally sighed. It really was too difficult to hold back when this Kakashi reacted
rather than stay behind his lackadaisical mask, which had been practically soldered onto
Kakashi-sensei. Even after all those years together, Kakashi-sensei had kept up a wall. There
were cracks, and sometimes it felt like the wall was gone, but something had always held
Kakashi-sensei back from him. Their previous student-sensei relationship, his dad, or just all
the unsaid things that had laid between them. It had kept them in the roles that they had long
outgrown.

“Observing a potential ally, Haru-chan,” Kakashi said. It was said in Kakashi's faux-playful
voice, which he used to throw people off, but to Haru, it almost sounded petulant.

“Fine, observing me,” Haru corrected and struggled not to laugh again. Kakashi did not
appreciate his effort from the next hit of KI that Haru dispelled without batting an eyelash,
“No, I was not in sage mode, but I’m still aware of nature chakra. You can ask Ero-sennin,
it’s not as fine-tuned as Sage mode, but even out of it, you don’t forget what it feels like.”

“And?” Kakashi asked, but then he suddenly shifted his head to glare at a Chuunin who had
turned on the landing above them. At Kakashi’s look and the remaining KI in the air, the
Chuunin took in the situation, evaluated it, and then turned around and bolted. Kakashi was
certain there wouldn’t be a repeat performance. In fact, the rumor mill would start churning
within moments. By the end of the day, the story would morph either into a bloody death
match or a tryst in the stairwell. Possibly both.

Kakashi honestly couldn’t be bothered by which story would take root, but he secretly hoped
for the latter. It would be immensely satisfying to watch Haru try to explain to people that he
had not hooked up with Kakashi—an unabashed reader of Icha Icha—while Kakashi took his
sweet, sweet revenge. Haru would be hard-pressed not to be labeled a pervert with the
addition of his connection to Jiraiya being made public. Kakashi did not look underneath the
underneath as to why he would find such a thing satisfying. No more introspection. He had a
mystery to solve and a redhead to interrogate. He pinned Haru with a glare again but paused
as he saw that Haru struggled to keep from laughing. His face had turned purple.

“What?” Kakashi asked slowly, unnerved.

“You just—“Haru snickered before he let out his loud ringing laugh. He bent at the knees
with his hands holding him up, “You just made him piss himself with a glare, and it was
brilliant!”

Kakashi didn’t understand why that would be funny. He continued to watch Haru lose it in
the stairwell and had to fight the irrational urge to laugh along. He ignored the annoying



fuzzy warmth that fizzled up from the happy sound. Yes, Uzumaki Kuniharu was a danger in
every definition of the word.

Haru knew his explanation was weak, but he couldn’t explain to Kakashi that the man had
worn the same expression every time someone interrupted them in the Hokage’s office with
some tedious form to sign when he was particularly grumpy from being interrupted with his
“cute genin.” Kakashi had usually been in the middle of torturing one of them from pure
boredom. The Chuunin’s stricken face had reminded Haru of the rumor mill that had cropped
up because of that same look. The rabid rumors that the former Team 7 was in a four-way
love deathmatch, fighting one another for the other's hand. It had gotten ludicrous, with
people throwing around ship names and bets under the table. The fact that Kakashi-sensei
(the Hokage) purposely dropped rumors about his harassed aides when he was pissed at the
trio hadn’t helped matters.

When Haru finally stopped laughing and wiped a tear from his eye, Kakashi prompted, " You
were saying. " Haru nodded as he moved back to his languid position against the wall.

“Well, chakra affinities naturally draw in a trace amount of natural chakra of their specified
type, right? So, if you fine-tune enough control of your natural affinity, say enough to add
wind chakra to an unfinished jutsu that was near impossible…um, anyway— say you do that,
and you become a sage? You become very good at sensing people’s natural affinities once
you know what to look for. For the most part, I don’t notice unless I’m actively looking or
I’m in Sage mode, but that is with one glaring exception.” Haru lifted a finger and then
grinned playfully at Kakashi.

“Lightning,” Haru grinned, “my best friend thought it was because lightning was the one
thing you don’t usually see on a regular basis. Therefore, it would be easier to pinpoint. So,
he tried to sneak up on me during thunderstorms instead, and I still managed to find him
every time. It clearly wasn’t the reason, and he had to get more creative after that.”

“Why?” Kakashi persisted though a million thoughts had taken flight in his mind already.
Haru shrugged and then did something odd. He placed a hand over his heart as though
something pained him. His face grew distant and sad for a moment before he refocused.

“Could be a couple of reasons,” Haru admitted. “I’m wind-natured, so it could be that I’m
more sensitive to my opposite affinity. It also could be that I’ve become attuned to it with
exposure. My sensei was lightning-natured, and so was my best friend. Or, it could just be
that nearly dying from lightning…multiple times—well, it leaves a person sensitive to it.”

Haru kept his hand over his heart, and Kakashi wondered if there was a scar there. Had Haru
been attacked by something like Chidori or Raikiri? It certainly seemed like it. But Kakashi
was the only one who knew either, and he was positive he had never met Haru before. Had
someone copied the copycat or even created something similar? His thoughts skittered away
from that and onto the problem of circumventing something that was literally an integral part
of his nature. And another thing—

“That still doesn’t explain how you knew it was me when I observed you with Jiraiya,”
Kakashi pointed out. He crossed his arms and tilted his head at Haru, who just shrugged.



“It was kind of obvious,” Haru admitted. “I mean, you had no ill intent toward me that I
could tell. You just spied on me, so I assumed Hokage-sama had sent someone to check on
Ero-sennin to make sure I hadn’t murdered him or something. Really, who else with a raging
lightning nature, who I could barely sense even so, would be watching without attacking?
Chidori is famous across the elemental nations. I guessed.”

“So, you sense my lightning affinity,” Kakashi confirmed and rubbed a hand through his
gravity-defying silver spikes as his mind hit a wall. How could he get around this?

“It’s a bit like listening to very loud, very annoying static,” Haru confided and tugged on his
ear as he listened to the familiar staccato beat of Kakashi’s chakra that was as familiar to him
as his own maelstrom, “Since you’re stronger than most shinobi, your signature is louder.
That’s even when you suppress it, which I gotta admit you’re pretty good at. Sas—Sasuna
figured out that if you suppress your nature and use a counternature to smoother your
presence, it is almost impossible for me to pick it out…if you’re clear of negative emotion
and I’m not in Sage mode. I could teach you if you really want to learn it. It could be helpful
sensors with similar abilities.”

Haru grinned mischievously, but Kakashi was on his guard. He narrowed his eye at Haru.

“Why would you do that?” he asked in a low wary voice. Haru didn’t seem to get it as he was
still grinning at Kakashi despite the tension that had suddenly appeared between them.

“I mean, I have to join Konoha first and everything, but why not?” Haru asked.

The wave of cautionary KI made it clear Kakashi wasn’t going to take that as the answer. The
stupid scarecrow had gone on the defensive. Haru had done it now! He had gotten too
familiar too fast for the man who had issues on top of his issues. Haru briefly prayed to the
ramen gods that he wouldn’t land himself in T&I just because he couldn’t stop being overly
helpful to people who were supposed to be strangers.

The thing was, to him, they weren’t strangers.

They just weren’t.

“—Look, I’ll be real with you here for a moment,” Haru raised his hands and allowed his
serious side to peek through the happy shell to the truest part of him that often only came out
in the face of an enemy he was about to talk-no-jutsu the fuck out of. “I had a life out there.
The traveling sucked, and I couldn’t stay in one place for too long, but I had a life. I had
people I loved…even after I lost my parents and Kurama. I found a family after years of
being alone.”

Haru paused, but he no longer seemed to see the stairwell.

Kakashi, for himself, was still on guard. Against his will, he sucked up the information like a
greedy sponge. He could see the expression in the Uzumaki’s eyes and knew the man had lost
something real. Jiraiya nor Fukasuka-sama had mentioned anything about this, but it wasn’t
out of the realm of possibility that out there, Haru had found something similar to a hidden
village on the outskirts of the known world. He had a best friend who had been shinobi



beside the caretaker who had raised him. Kakashi allowed Haru to continue speaking as he
listened. If nothing else, it would tell him more about him.

“A little over a year ago, I lost everyone. Everything at once, and the only thing I had left was
some delusion that if I found the right seal—I could somehow resurrect my village, my life…
but I can’t. I’ve gotten every scroll and artifact I can find, and they are still gone.”

The word hit them both in the chest. Kakashi knew that feeling. He understood, but could he
trust…

“But then I meet Raiya,” Haru said, and his face radiated joy that was so beautiful. Kakashi
may have had difficulty breathing, but just from the surprise, that was all, “and yes, he’s a
pervert and an idiot most of the time, but I like him. I like Konoha and what it stands for. The
will of fire, protecting the next generation. I want that.”

Kakashi could believe that. Looking into those blue eyes, it was impossible not to see the
bone-deep truth of that statement.

“But I get it, “ Haru said, and his tone was darker, “I’m a stranger. I’m stupidly powerful. I’m
not being arrogant. That’s just a fucking fact, and even if I have all the right things to say,
even if I prove myself, I am still suspicious. So, if I have to give away a secret about my
abilities to a shinobi I respect as an equal, then I’ll do it. I’ll teach fuuinjutsu to anyone who
wants to learn it and can respect where it came from. I’ll let someone into my mind if I have
to. If it means I don’t have to be alone anymore. So, yeah, I’ll teach you to creep on me
without me knowing it. I’ll give away chakra control exercises just if it’s useful. I’ll happily
acquiesce to being babysat by a dozen ANBU shadows who really are not as sneaky as they
think they are. I’m fine with being followed around, and all I ask is for a chance…and maybe
the opportunity to train with the legendary Sharigan no Kakashi if he can be bothered to trade
for a super cool upgrade to his sneaky prowess. I never actually said it would come for free,
Copy-cat-san.”

Haru was gasping by the end of the speech. He could feel the irritation surrounding him on
all sides from the Anbu who had trailed him since he and Jiraiya had entered the village. Did
they honestly think he hadn’t noticed them when he had noticed Kakashi? Come on, Kakashi
was at least 5x sneakier on his worst day. Speaking of Kakashi, he waited in bated breath as
the man observed him with that familiar quiet aloofness before his eye curved into an eye
smile. Haru could breathe again. He had done it for now. Kakashi leaned back and held with
hands out with a theatrical shrug.

“Maa, maa,” Kakashi teased, “no need to get emotional Haru-chan.”

Then came out the book. Like a light switch, they were back on stable ground. Haru smirked
to himself.

So, that was how Kakashi was going to play it? Well, Haru could match him with ease. Had
beat him to it, already.

“So, here is how it’s going to go,” Kakashi said with his lackadaisical attitude back on for
show as Haru gave the man a sardonic smile, “teach me how to sneaky sneak, and I’ll teach



you…. something –that is, if you pass the interview and I’m sorry to say, at this rate, it’s not
looking too good for you Haru-chan. What were you thinking, making Hokage-sama wait
over two hours? Ensure you don’t throw up on him. He doesn’t like that.”

Kakashi looked down at Haru with an eye-smile as he turned the page in his book. Haru gave
Kakashi a smile, and seemingly on a whim, he extended out his fist to the copy-cat nin. Haru
had adopted Octopops modus operandi of awesome (excluding the rap, except on very
special occasions). Haru didn’t know if Kakashi would respond like Kakashi-sensei, who had
always given him a sardonic fist bump, or snorted before he walked away with his hands in
his pockets or his nose in a book. The Kakashi of this new life looked confused, as confused
as he ever allowed to be visible. Still, he slowly extended his hand and bumped their fists
together. Haru’s smile grew, and he laughed before he placed his hands behind his head and
squinted at Kakashi.

“Shouldn’t we go now,” Haru teased, “I don’t want to throw up on Hokage-sama.”

Kakashi gave him an ominous eye smile in the way Haru recognized from the days of Team 7
torture training sessions when they had annoyed him just short of homicide.

“Sorry, Haru-chan,” Kakashi opined, not sorry at all. “Boss should be there in…” Kakashi
looked down at the watch that was not on his wrist, “about two seconds. You’re late. Ja ne!”

Kakashi made a peace sign, and then his shadow clone dispelled. He had substituted himself
with a clone the moment he had decided to trust Haru halfway down the list of things the man
was willing to do to prove the haunted look that lurked behind his eyes.

Haru guffawed into the empty stairwell before he, too, dispelled himself to the panic of his
ANBU shadows. The boss had left ten minutes ago, the moment he had felt the anger and
suspicion drain out Kakashi at almost the same moment that he smiled upon mentioning
Jiraiya. He knew Kakashi, and besides, he had left the old man by himself for far too long.
He wasn’t going to let Kakashi use him as the fall guy. Nope. Kakashi was a sadist when his
pride had been hurt but Haru had learned from the best.

Kakashi had some catching up to do on that front.

Chapter End Notes

Some thoughts about this chapter. I want to be clear that Kakashi is not in love with
Haru yet. He is unwillingly attracted to him, physically and from a sense of kinship he
cannot place. Like Jiraiya Haru knows Kakashi better than Kakashi could ever imagine
and there is something addictive to being around someone who knows you, especially
with no effort on your part. In this way, they are on a completely different playing field
than in Haru’s first life, even bigger than their ages, Haru understands a lot about
Kakashi that few people even know, and so, while Kakashi is fighting a pull he doesn’t
understand because he doesn’t want to get burned (and has all the issues people) he can’t



help be attracted toward the flame. This leads him to be able to quiet his suspicions a
little quicker than you would expect from him. Still, this will basically be a slow burn
and he is not all in on trusting him yet. I really don’t want to make anyone think things
are happening quicker than they suspect. I hope this is in character for everyone and
thank you so much for reading! More Jiraiya next chapter, some Iruka probs as well with
some special guests if the chapter doesn't mutate like this one did.



Chapter 10

Chapter Summary

Haru critiques Jiraiya and brings up the A word.

Chapter Notes

UGH so once again this chapter has mutated out of control lol. I am longwinded if you
can't tell so far. Thanks again for reading! I hope you enjoy it and let me know what you
think!!! Enjoy!!!

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Kakashi hummed a merry tune under his breath that sent the shinobi passing him in the hall
scurrying with whispers picking up the moment he passed. Kakashi didn’t care to find out
why, he was almost to the Hokage’s office and Haru was still talking to his clone—memories
rushed over to him when his clone dispersed and Kakashi missed a step at the fact he had
actually fist bumped Haru and agreed to some nebulous teaching arrangement. His clone had
clearly taken too many liberties, ignoring the fact that the clone was no different from him.
Still, the look on Haru’s face, Kakashi rubbed his hands together gleefully. Technically, he
shouldn’t leave Haru unattended, but he had been curious if he would notice the switch.

Oh well, Haru clearly knew he was surrounded by Anbu and Kakashi had been successful in
escaping. Now, it was time for part one of Kakashi’s revenge.

Kakashi pushed open the door to the office with his excuses prepared but his senses warned
him of the situation and he froze. Haru sat at an angle in front of Hiruzen with Jiraiya leaning
heavily on his back and over his shoulder as his hips wiggled back and forth as though he
were excited. Haru read a loose sheath of paper with an annoyed expression. Hiruzen sat
behind the desk and continued to read the scroll Jiraiya had given him on Haru’s history as he
puffed on his pipe. Hiruzen raised his eyebrow at Kakashi who immediately shrugged and
extended his arms out.

“Haru-chan took a short cut on the road of life,” Kakashi offered in a deadpan, “naughty
naughty.” He shook his finger at Haru who snorted despite the fact he was absorbed in what
he was reading. He stopped when Kakashi glared at him and bit his lip against the smile that
fought to stay there.

“Haru 3; Kakashi 0,” Jiraiya announced, though he still leaned his torso against Haru’s
shoulder he turned to look at him. Kakashi hummed noncommittedly, but Jiraiya gave him a



knowing grin that grated on Kakashi’s nerves. He would get the upper hand with Haru
eventually, he wouldn’t be the Gai in this relationship—relationship? Um, no, rivalry,
definitely rivalry, that was the word. Wait—since when did Kakashi want a rival? Kakashi
had just met the man but he was already— Kakashi jerked out of that train of thought when
Haru groaned and rubbed his forehead fiercely as he glared down at the pages in front of him.

“Raiya—how many times do I have to tell you to use commas?” Haru complained. Jiraiya
sniffed and leaned his chin on the crown of Haru’s head, his elbows on his shoulders as
Jiraiya held his cheeks up like a bored child.

“But they slow down the flow,” Jiraiya whined, “you know when I get going—“

“You don’t wanna stop—“ Haru parroted and rolled his eyes, “you’ve mentioned that about a
million times. You need commas.”

“That’s what you’re here for!” Jiraiya moaned.

Kakashi had been forgotten. He and Hiruzen shared a look as Kakashi fully entered the
office. Both Jiraiya and Haru continued to argue over Jiraiya’s punctuation before Haru
dramatically hissed as his eyes paused on the page.

“Kyoko-chan can’t be that dumb Ero-sennin—give her the benefit of maybe having a few
brain cells.”

“She’s naïve,” Jiraiya tried to defend himself with a sniff, but Haru just kept his lips pursed.

“She’s basically big boobs that occasionally says half a sentence, which you know you can do
better than that—look at Mimi-sama, she’s smart, but the second you write anyone vaguely
resembling Tsunade you get scared and then cop out. Baa-chan’s smart you think you’d write
—“Jiraiya covered Haru’s mouth with his hands as his face heated up.

“Kyoko-chan isn’t based on Tsu—“Haru slapped Jiraiya’s hands away from his mouth and
rolled his eyes.

“Right,” Haru scoffed.

Jiraiya began to mutter to himself while Kakashi resisted the urge to demand that they
explain themselves because what the hell? Then, there was the part of him that wanted to tear
the manuscript from Haru’s hands. He held onto his control with an iron will. Before Haru
and Jiraiya could continue to bicker, Hiruzen loudly cleared his throat. It was not often
people forgot he was in a room. It had happened multiple times that day. Haru and Jiraiya
looked up with mirrored surprise, which allowed Hiruzen to add.

“Now, that we are all here,” Hiruzen looked heavily at Kakashi for a moment.

Kakashi eye-smiled in response before he threw a kunai at Haru. The Uzumaki caught it
easily without the smile leaving his face. Kakashi had lowballed it, but could he at least be
surprised?

“—We can continue Kuniharu-san.”



Haru nodded despite the fact Jiraiya still leaned on him like a clingy child, he flipped the
kunai back to Kakashi with a lazy flourish.

“Anything to stop reading about Kyoko-chan believing—“ Haru stopped when Kakashi held
the reclaimed kunai out threateningly. Haru held his finger to his lips before he turned back to
Hiruzen. The Hokage decided to ignore this and gave Haru his full attention. Haru shared his
gaze steadily, despite the Toad Sage which was glomped to him.

“So, Kuniharu-san, why did you become a shinobi?” Hiruzen asked.

Pain flashed across Haru’s face as memories surfaced, but he smoothed a smile in its place
immediately. Hiruzen was disturbed again by the similarities between Kuniharu and Naruto.
It was like watching him through a lens of a future possibility. It was eerie and oddly
reassuring, though Hiruzen could not pin down why he felt that way. Perhaps, it was good to
see what Naruto could possibly become in time, if his cousin was anything to go off of.

“My—well Kurama, the one who watched over me since I lost my parents asked me that
when I first came to him about training. At first, I answered because I wanted to be strong,
but truly, I wanted to be strong enough—worthy enough to be acknowledged the way he was.
I wanted people to see me, not the—not my clan, as though that was the summation of my
character.”

Haru reached up to touched his hair that tumbled over his shoulder and rubbed his fingers
through the brilliant crimson strands with a sorrowful expression. It was tinged with the loss
of who he once was, but Haru looked up and the shadows of the past parted for the sunshine
of his smile.

“I’ve changed—I’ve accepted who I am and where I come from. Even if that has passed
alongside the rest of what I considered my life a year ago, I was acknowledged by those
precious to me. So, today my answer is simple, I want to be a shinobi because I am strong
and I can do something to protect those who cannot be. I want to help the next generation
find that in themselves, if I’m able to. “

Jiraiya smirked over Haru’s head with a knowing look to his eyes. Hiruzen looked to Kakashi
to see the man was unsurprised as well, Kakashi shrugged slightly at his Hokage. Haru was
good. Hiruzen’s face twitched before he met Haru’s eyes.

“As Kurama-san fought for Uzushio, I imagine he taught you about our Will of Fire as well
as Uzu’s Heart of Eddies,” Hiruzen asked to which Haru nodded with a sheepish smile.

“You have learned it well,” Hiruzen admitted with a shallow nod, he was surprised when
Haru’s face colored slightly and his eyes grew moist before the clear blue was shuttered as
the Uzumaki smiled self-consciously.

“Why do you want to join Konoha?” Hiruzen asked, his voice was subtly warmer. At this,
Haru’s eyes opened again and his face brightened.

“Well, lots of reasons,” Haru admitted, “the Toads have been trying to get me here since we
met and now I feel I can actually contribute more than the burden of my clan name, it feels



right. Besides, Jiraiya was right for once…” Haru bumped the underside of Jiraiya’s chin.
The Toad Sage scowled down at him and pinched his whiskered cheek. Haru kept talking
despite the distortion.

“I did kick the hornet’s nest this past year. I’ve stayed ahead of the bounty hunters, but to
have a home and comrades to watch my back would relieve the pressure. Also…my clan is
gone, but there may be others out there who are still alive and who have heard of me this past
year. Me being here in Konoha may draw them out. The Will of Fire is the closest thing to
Uzushio’s Heart of Eddies I could ever hope to follow. The Uzumaki, going back to Mito-
sama, have always had a deep connection to Konoha and it is here that I believe that my clan
would want it’s teachings to be taught once more. I may be the last Uzumaki, or not, but I am
willing to teach Fuuinjutsu and my clans techniques to anyone that I find worthy, from a
genin to you Hokage-sama. A new Uzumaki clan can be born in this way here, if you are
willing to help me and let me contribute here. Most of all, I don’t want to be alone and I think
Konoha is best shot I have at finding a place to belong to.”

Hiruzen felt something akin to the way he had felt when he heard Minato speak during
diplomatic missions, confidence, warmth that was subtle but pressed around you without you
realizing it, and the sensation that you could trust what the man was saying to you. That he
was genuine and special in a way that made you feel like you could be special too, if you
only followed his lead wherever it was he would take you. Kakashi felt it too, and it left a
pleasant ache in his chest as he thought of his sensei. Once again he wondered if he would
like Haru too. Hiruzen’s mind had been made up for a while and this only made the feeling
stronger. There was just one more part that he felt the need to search out, he must do his due
diligence in vetting Haru despite the way he felt in regards to him.

“You are quite the man Kuniharu-san,” Hiruzen admitted before he set aside his pipe for the
first time that day as he fully embodied the Hokage that he had always been, it made Haru’s
chest twinge with pain but he forced himself to focus, “from what Jiraiya tells me, you are an
accomplished shinobi. I believe that the Will of Fire and that the Heart of Eddies lives on in
you. I must admit, having the Uzumaki clan in Konoha would be an immensely significant
asset to the village, and I would be overjoyed to allow you to teach the path of the Uzumaki
here, but I must admit I still am not quite sure why you have not come to Konoha before
now.”

Kakashi and Hiruzen zeroed in on Haru’s expression. Haru and Jiraiya had always known
this would be a sticking point. It had been Haru to suggest the flourish to his backstory, based
on a story the people that lived far from most shinobi villages passed along to him during his
travels. They had spent the majority of the month setting up this piece of the back story,
though it had helped that Haru had actually been hunted by Akatsuki for the better part of the
year he had been back in time, for the very same reason he would give Hiruzen. This would
be their way to pass on information about the organization. It would be Haru’s way of
tethering himself to them without needing to bring chibi Naruto into it and also for him to be
open about his mourning for the village he had lost. Even as he opened himself to the new
life. Jiraiya pressed down on Haru subtly as both a support and a warning. This would be the
hardest part to explain. Jiraiya made a sign to Hiruzen who activated the privacy seal once
more. Haru nodded in gratitude.



“I’m sure you’ve noticed there are parts of my history sealed on that scroll,” Haru said, and
when Hiruzen nodded, Haru made a hand sign and released a bit of chakra with a muttered
“kai”. Hiruzen looked down at the scroll and saw that the text had become unlocked. Still, he
looked up at Haru rather than start to read the text.

“Jiraiya probably told you that I wanted to personally explain everything and the Toads have
always kept their vow of silence to me. I’m sure you’ve heard rumors of “moving villages”?”

Hiruzen’s eyebrows rose. Moving villages had been the stuff of rumor since even before
Uzushio fell, though if they actually existed, they stayed well away from the Hidden Villages.
If the rumors were true, a moving village was a group of allied shinobi that while they did not
stay in one place, worked together on contracts that did not fit the hidden villages and yet
were not suited for nuke nin either. They were considered the more respectable option than
the gangs or organizations that missing nin became loosely grouped in. Hiruzen nodded his
understanding so that Haru continued.

“Kurama and my mother created a moving whirlpool village,” Haru explained and ran his
fingers over the forehead protector he wore, “when Uzushio fell there were two other
Uzumaki’s with us and then a few shinobi who had been out of the village when it fell but
were not part of our clan. Over time we accepted others into the village, but we were very
small. We lived in two man cells, later it grew to a regular teams, but each squad maintained
a safe house that we routinely moved between. We took contracts from people who did not
have enough to afford higher ranked missions from a hidden village but still had worthy or
clean motives. We stayed in close contact, but would only meet if we were given a mission
together.”

Kakashi was fascinated by the system he described, it would allow shinobi to mobilize
without drawing vast amounts of attention to them, yet remain a cohesive village. Taking
clean jobs that villages could turn down due to economic concerns allowed them to stay
above the darker elements that drew missing nin in, but kept them from encroaching on a
hidden village’s territory. It was very clever and he was impressed that they had done so well
that even Hiruzen and Jiraiya had been unaware from the way they both reacted to the
information. Though, Jiraiya had known he still had the air of someone listening to gather
information. Haru continued to explain, proud that he had retained the backstory, though it
should not be surprising by the torture sessions Jiraiya had put him through to get ready for it.

“We worked on the outer reaches of the continent,” Haru explained, “and we only rarely
traveled through the Elemental nations. We did not take assassinations or anything that would
draw attention from any other larger villages—and I’m sure Jiraiya told you we used our
sealing abilities only rarely. It was still enough that it drew attention from those who have
been hunting Uzumaki even to this day, to experiment or just to collect or destroy.”

Haru’s face twisted as he remembered the stories from Karin about what her and her mother
had suffered. Much less what had happened to her when she came into Orochimaru’s
clutches. He would not leave her on her own for long, not just for Sasuke or that she was
family, but because she deserved his protection because she was an innocent in a bad
situation.



“Kurama always intended to come to Konoha when he was certain I could protect myself.
Kushina-chan had a village to protect her and was still kidnapped by Kumo in Konoha—“
Hiruzen jerked in surprise, it had been known by several villages when Kushina-chan went
missing but he hadn’t expected for Haru to know, “we kept an ear out for anything about her.
If more Uzumaki’s had come at that time there would have been more concentrated attempts,
it was safer for us to be apart than together. It was dangerous enough for Kurama and I, to
stay together.”

Haru seemed to pause here, he felt self-conscious about saying it, but it would be his best
defense against why they had not come to Konoha.

“I was Kurama’s priority. In Konoha, Kushina-chan as the Jinchuuriki and the hime would
take precedence, of course. Out there he could keep me safe without distraction and I could
live without the pressure of being one of the last of our clan.”

Hiruzen’s face softened. Kurama had clearly loved Haru as his own child; he could not blame
him for putting that connection over protecting Kushina-chan who had already been protected
by the village. Haru clearly had needed him more. Haru relaxed at the smile and the way
Jiraiya pat his shoulder in encouragement. He was doing excellently.

“When we were…captured it was because my best friend left made us vulnerable to attack
when he left the village. Kurama paid for it. When Ku died and I ended up with the Toads I
wasn’t thinking straight, I was scared and the only thing I could think was that by going to
Konoha I would endanger Kushina-chan without having anything to offer her in return for
her protection. I wanted to go back to the Whirlpool, back to what I knew, but I knew the
village had likely perished without Kurama to lead it.”

“I wasn’t strong enough to protect myself,” Haru admitted freely, “I trained hard but
Kushina-chan died soon after…. I don’t know what happened, or how the Kyuubi was freed
from her seal, but I felt burdened by my inability to protect the remainder of my family so
soon after losing Ku. I scoured the nations for other Uzumaki’s, but all I found were rumors
or the dead. Eventually, a man that had been close to Kurama, and a part of the moving
village originally, became my sensei and we formed a team, he took over the moving village
and, though we had been broken, we came back. “

Haru shifted uncomfortably in his chair, this next part was the risky portion. Hiruzen watched
him closely, while Kakashi considered the burden that would have been put on Haru when
Kurama died and upon reviving the moving village. He was only eleven, and yet, tasked with
the destruction of what was left of his life and the future of the only village he had known.

“Two years ago we drew the attention of an organization of missing nin called Akatsuki,”
instantly Hiruzen went completely still, “they wanted knowledge about Jinchuuriki sealing
techniques. They offered us the world for them. Two nuke nin from Konoha are among them,
Orochimaru and Uchiha Itachi. Orochimaru was the one who reached out to us but he later
was replaced by a man in an orange mask. I meet Itachi only in passing but he
was...terrifying even in that small time.”

Hiruzen’s face paled, of course he had known about Akatsuki ,since Itachi had infiltrated it.
His reports were extremely rare and built on nebulous information as Itachi struggled to



integrate himself into the inner circle. He had known Orochimaru had left the organization in
the past year after attacking Itachi. Hiruzen looked up to Jiraiya who stood up from his
leaning position, but still put his hand on Haru’s shoulder. Jiraiya’s eyes were steely; a quality
Hiruzen only ever saw when Orochimaru was brought up. This too, would be a piece to why
Jiraiya had firmly attached himself to Haru, his connection to Orochimaru and the obvious
conflict that had brewed between them from the equally flinty gleam to Haru’s eyes would
bind them together in yet another way. Both Kakashi and Hiruzen held back their questions to
allow Haru to continue to explain, it was difficult to remain disciplined.

“We refused them. I believe they were intending to collect Jinchuuriki. Whirlpool would
never assist in something like that, we respect the Jinchuuriki’s sacrifice and I would never
help anyone hurt someone like Kushina-chan, never. Our refusal was taken badly but we had
undergone something like it before. We thought we would survive the storm. We melted into
our safe houses in the shadows and thought we were safe….those men, they’re monsters.”
Haru didn’t have to act to put the frustration and disgust in his voice. What Akatsuki had
done to him and his fellow Jinchuuriki had sped the world along toward total destruction and
despite the good that came from it, the ends did not justify the means. Haru did not believe in
revenge but it didn’t mean he was above kicking someone’s ass when they so clearly
deserved it. Hiruzen was eating up the information, though his face remained calm, his eyes
looked almost feverish.

“Within three months they struck down one safe house at time, a year and a half ago I was on
a mission with my team when we were effectively ambushed…I have already explained to
Kakashi how difficult that would be. I was the only survivor. I hid to recover from my
injuries and they either believed me dead or had found what they looked for elsewhere. I sort
of drifted for a while, but then an old contact reached out to me about a seal that Iwa wanted
adjusted, it was a forbidden technique in the Uzumaki clan—no one should have known
about it. I sort of—went a little crazy, not the murdering everybody kind of crazy but the
verging suicidal mission kind of crazy. “Haru laughed though this time there was only sorrow
in it.

“I sort of found my calling, irritating Kages. For the first time in my life I did not go in
disguise, I used my own identity both as a middle finger to Akatsuki who have pursued me
off and on this past year, but also to warn anyone with Uzushio’s treasures and secrets, that I
would be coming. So, I come here now because I need shelter but also…I do not know this
for sure, but I can guess what kind of seal the fourth used on the Kyuubi as it has not
manifested in over a decade. I must assume there has been another Jinchuuriki here. Akatsuki
will come here eventually and I will do everything I can to protect Kushina-chan’s legacy,
whomever holds it…I just wasn’t sure if I would be welcome. I’ve given Jiraiya everything I
know about them, but I’ll answer any question you have Hokage-sama.”

Haru bowed his head respectfully and then looked up again to meet Hiruzen’s eyes steadily.
Kakashi watched Haru closely, what was Akatsuki? Clearly both Jiraiya and Hiruzen knew
what Haru was talking about. If they were after Jinchuuriki then they were after his sensei’s
son and Haru’s cousin whether he knew it or not. Hiruzen seemed to still be reeling but he
asked the question that first presented itself



“You want revenge?” he asked, it would not be good for him to harbor someone driven by the
hate of another, even if it was Akatsuki. He worried enough about Uchiha Sasuke going off
the rails after Itachi.

“I’m no avenger Hokage-sama,” Haru laughed in the same pained way, though his eyes
hinted at humor, “it just perpetuates the cycle of hatred, but that doesn’t mean I’ll allow them
to continue going around hurting other people when I can do something.”

Hiruzen was yet again taken aback, but he shouldn’t be surprised with the way Jiraiya clung
to Haru’s side. The boy was like a walking embodiment of every ideal the man had carried in
his life, despite the way it had been mocked by his fellow shinobi. Haru believed it. Hiruzen
could see the certainty in his eyes and in the set of his shoulders. Hiruzen had made up his
mind. Yes, he knew what he would do.

“You understand why I might be nervous about you being around a Jinchuuriki,” Hiruzen
warned and watched Haru closely. The Uzumaki didn’t seem surprised or even offended. He
nodded his head seriously and almost looked like he approved of his caution.

“Of course,” Haru agreed, “I don’t need to see them to protect them; all I ask is that if
Akatsuki comes, please allow me to be a part of the defens. I know them and I think I’m your
best bet against them. I’m sure you know how powerful Orochimaru and Itachi are, all of
them are that powerful or more.”

Hiruzen had gotten that feeling, but it still made his sick to his stomach when he thought of it
for too long. Kakashi himself felt uneasy. That was disturbing on so many levels.

“I have much to consider,” Hiruzen said gravely, “that is true, and before you accept this
offer, please think on these conditions first. Jiraiya and I believe a year probation period,
where you would be monitored while in the village and sent on missions with high Jounin
who would report back on your behavior and aptitude, would be an acceptable precaution,
would that tenable to you?”

“Yes, sir,” Haru said immediately, his eyes flicked to Kakashi as though to remind him he had
said as much in the hallway.

“We also would ask that for the first six months you live with a high ranked member of
Konoha,” Hiruzen said and ignored the way Jiraiya slumped back into Haru meaningfully
with a wicked grin on his face. Haru slapped over his shoulder in annoyance and kept his
eyes on Hiruzen, “Jiraiya has volunteered his home in Konoha for your use and you may live
with him when he is in the village. A rotation of Jounin would temporarily live with you on
assignment in the house when Jiraiya is not in the village which will likely take most of the
time.”

“It’ll be like a sleepover, kid,” Jiraiya announced wrapping Haru into a side hug and
squeezing lewdly. Haru rolled his eyes and shoved him playfully away though the Toad Sage
didn’t move far. He would just have to wait for the romcom jokes Jiraiya would throw at him.
Not to mention what Jiraiya would do with the things he had admitted under the Seal of
Truth. It would be a nightmare.



Kakashi, for his part, was internally banging his head against the wall. He knew that even if
other Jounin would find themselves shacking up with Haru temporarily, Kakashi would get
the lion’s share of it being single with no one to come home to and the strongest out of all
them. Him and well, Gai too, wouldn’t that be fun to see? Knowing Kakashi’s luck Gai and
Haru would get along swimmingly. They'd braid each others hair and wax their eyebrows
talking about springtime of youth…oh yes, he was certain they would get along.

“Shut up Raiya,” Haru huffed before he nodded again at Hiruzen, “That’s fine, too,”

“I have also accepted your terms toward a mental intrusion,” Hiruzen continued on without a
care for Jiraiya grinning, or Kakashi sending him imaginary bolts of lightning from just his
eyes, “if we should ever feel it is necessary, you will be allowed to mediate to protect
yourself and the interrogator. I can only ask that you not abuse the privilege.”

Haru’s shoulders relaxed. Thank the ramen gods…and the Sage of Six paths too just for good
measure. He’d meet the guy and everything, after all.

“You have my sincerest thanks Hokage-sama,” Haru bowed despite the fact he still had a
Toad Sage attached to him, “even with the Seal of Truth, I understand the trust you are
granting me.”

“If you understand, then we are in agreement,” Hiruzen said and allowed for a smile to show
a bit behind the stern mask he had been required to use, “As for the Uzumaki teachings, you
would have freedom over those you teach Fuuinjutsu as you requested. The Uzumaki clan
will always have standing in Konoha and the law about clan techniques applies to you. I
recognize you as clan head and once the year probation is up and you have formally
“adopted” the requisite three other members you may take a seat on the council. I would like
to request that I be allowed as one of your pupils. I do not have much time but I believe I can
meet with you once a week...I am always looking to learn more.”

Haru was genuinely shocked. A lump grew in his throat, he hadn’t thought he would have
much of a chance to be around his Jiji again, now that he no longer was Naruto. He hadn’t
had much time even as Naruto. He knew part of it was that Hiruzen wanted to keep an eye on
him while buttering him up a bit, but he had always wanted to learn everything he could.
Haru floundered briefly on what to say back before Jiraiya swept in to the rescue with a
gentler expression than before.

“People call him the professor for a reason,” Jiraiya announced.

“Shush,” Haru huffed before he again bowed, “this is more than I could have asked for. I
would be honored to teach you Hokage-sama, whatever you would wish and I would be
willing to teach you too Kakashi.”

Haru turned to look up at the copy-cat nin who tried to appear nonchalant. Internally, he was
banging his head harder against the imaginary wall. He was just getting pulled deeper and
deeper into his clutches…but he really wanted….no….no…maybe?

 



“We’ll start with stealth first and go from there,” Kakashi shrugged as though it were he who
would be put out with it.

“Okay with me,” Haru laughed.

Kakashi had the sensation that he was being straight through but ignored it in favor of his
delusions that he was his normal level of cool even around the pipsqueak. (He wasn’t)

Hiruzen gave Kakashi a look that told him he would be explaining the exchange later, but he
instead he moved on to the rest of the business he had before them.

“As for our Jinchuuriki…” Hiruzen considered, it was more complicated with Haru’s familial
connection. An irrational part of him wanted to call Naruto in immediately, the two deserved
to know one another for so many reasons, but he held Naruto’s safety far above such
sentiments. Still, they wouldn’t stay apart for long in the village, a compromise could be
made, “I will consider introducing you in a month’s time. If all goes well, you may know one
another, but I must ask that you do not seek him out on your own. If you attack him, try to
coerce him, or violate our trust, I will personally hunt you down.”

Haru knew he was being threatened and everything, but his Jiji had just threatened to murder
him if he hurt… himself? It was kind of priceless and it hurt badly enough he wanted to cry.
Jiji had cared about him, he had always known it, but here he could see it was more than just
because he was the Jinchuuriki or an orphan like he had feared, there was a protective
certainty that was more than just about being an asset. Haru thumped his fist over his heart.

“I would expect nothing less,” Haru agreed, “you have my word and I don’t go back on my
promises. That is my ninja way.”

Hiruzen smiled at him and at his sincerity. Yes, he had made the right decision. He could not
wait until Naruto got to meet this man. It would do them both so much good.

“I think you will be a good fit here Kuniharu-san,” Hiruzen announced, “you have offered us
for more than we can possibly return. We have heard rumors of Akatsuki, but with the intel
you have given us I see that it is a far greater threat then I imagined. I would gladly accept
your help and expertise in this matter.”

“Whatever you need, I will do it,” Haru said with such certainty no one in the room could
deny it.

“Good,” Hiruzen nodded, “Uzumaki Kuniharu, do you accept a position as a shinobi of the
village hidden in the leaves?”

Hiruzen extended his hand across his desk. Haru took it with ease, a joy so bright and
beautiful filled his chest it was a wonder he did not explode with it.

“I do,” Haru said.

“Then, welcome home,” Hiruzen said before he squeezed their hands and smiled openly at
Haru.



“Thank you,” Haru said and there were tears in his eyes, “thank you so much.”
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“Well, that’s that, kid,” Jiraiya said before he rubbed his knuckles into the crown of Haru’s
head, “you’re stuck with me.”

Haru smacked his hands away and rolled his eyes at the Toad Sage despite the grin on his
face. He ignored the tears that slipped down his face and comically grimaced before he shot a
longsuffering look to Hiruzen.

“Can I take it back?” he teased.

Hiruzen laughed as Jiraiya began to rant at Haru about his awesome presence and that he
should be honored—

“Afraid not Kuniharu-san,” Hiruzen played along before he shot a silencing look to Jiraiya
who froze in the act of his complaining tirade. That look gave him flashbacks of younger
days and never ceased to give him pause. He cleared his throat uncomfortably and adjusted
his collar before he again laid a hand on Haru’s shoulder.

“I’ve got something for you Kuniharu.”

Haru looked up in confusion, this wasn’t part of any of their plans. Jiraiya seemed oddly
serious for the Toad Sage. Kakashi watched the exchange in silence, but a glance at Hiruzen
made it clear the Hokage knew whatever it was.

“Well, give it here, old man,” Haru teased, still confused.

He couldn’t think of anything Jiraiya could give him that he would want to do in front of
Hiruzen and Kakashi. Jiraiya reached into his pack and then took out a familiar looking black
headband. Haru froze as his eyes widened. It was his forehead protector, maybe shined up a
bit but undeniably his. Hiruzen wouldn’t know that, but Jiraiya had clearly told him



something to make the warm expectant look in his eyes appear. The Toads…it must have
been the toads.

For over a year Haru had searched relentlessly for a way back and had held his forehead
protector safe with him as he donned the sigil of Whirlpool in its place. It was the same one
Jiraiya had originally given him on his training trip that he would later find out that the metal
plate had been created by melting his parent’s forehead protectors together and that Jiraiya
had had it reformed for him. Once again, his parents had protected him without him first
knowing about it. However, when he fit the last piece of the puzzle in place, and Kurama
confirmed what he found was true, he went a little mad in the despair.

When he woke up from whatever delirium he had found himself in, he had leveled a portion
of Uzushio that had, until then, been standing. Gamabuta (who he had not remembered
summoning) had him pinned beneath his hand with Fukasaku-sama and Shima-sama sat on
either side of him with their hands placed on his cheeks. Kurama had been yelling in his head
and he had seldom heard Kurama sound that distressed, if ever. He had been without his
Konoha forehead protector since the incident as it had been missing when he came to. He
probably could have found it among the rubble, had he used a full force of clones, but he had
not felt worthy of it after his loss of control.

Someone as powerful as him did not have the luxury of losing themselves, others would pay
the price for it. He had to stay in control. But there it was, his forehead protector, gifted to
him by Jiraiya and made from the remnants of his parent’s legacy, once again given to him by
the Toad Sage. It was almost too much so soon after being accepted back into his home
without being thrown into T&I.

“Fukasaku-sama gave this to me to hold onto,” Jiraiya confirmed, before he tacked on for
Kakashi and Hiruzen’s benefit, “I know they gave this to you when you decided you wanted
to go to Kushina-chan, as a show of faith, and that you lost it when you found out Kushina-
chan had passed. They found it and gave it to me for when you were ready to try again.”

Haru gulped and met Jiraiya’s eyes, he understood the truth and approved of the cover story
he had created for it. Without saying a word, he reverently took off his whirlpool forehead
protector and stored it in his left armband before he took his old forehead protector and put it
back in its rightful place.

Jiraiya grinned like a fool at him, he knew how much this would impact Haru. His godson
smiled back and shook his head. It was always something with him.

Hiruzen felt proud when he saw his latest shinobi put on the leaf forehead protector for the
first time. Yes, he thought, yes, this is the right thing to do. Kakashi found himself wanting to
hide behind Icha Icha, but even he didn’t want to sully the moment. Really, did Haru have to
look so adorable with his wide blue eyes full of tears and a hopeful smile on his lips…ugh,
Kakashi focused on Hiruzen instead. This was a dangerous situation, normally when he
found someone attractive it faded quickly, even if he wasn’t actively pushing it away, but
Haru, it appeared, was stubborn in about every way. Including his stupid attractive—No!

Hiruzen meet Kakashi’s gaze and nodded toward him before he gained Haru’s attention away
from Jiraiya. The two Toad Sages seemed to be having a nonverbal conversation but quickly



turned to Hiruzen once again.

“While it might be tedious for someone of your ability, I would still like to have an
assessment to properly place you in a rank Kuniharu-san and to observe for myself,” Hiruzen
asked.

He almost expected for Haru to complain, he had already been tested extensively by Jiraiya
from the reports on his abilities included in the scroll Hiruzen had received, but Haru instead
looked excited and his eyes sparkled.

“You’ll watch?” Haru asked and he seemed happy. Jiraiya looked like he understood why that
was so. Hiruzen nodded his head in confusion, though his smile reacted to the way Haru’s
grew impossibly larger on his face.

“That would be awesome,” Haru announced enthusiastically. He had known this would likely
happen, but it hadn’t hit him that his Jiji would see how far he had come until right then. He
wouldn’t know that Haru was Naruto, not yet, but he would someday. Jiji had seen him beat
Neji in his past life and had come back due to Edo Tensei, but he had never seen how far he
had reached even after the war. This was his chance. “Can I fight Copy-cat-san?”

Haru asked enthusiastically, he pointed toward Kakashi who seemed taken aback at how
excited Haru was to face him. Maybe it was his ego talking, but most nin were nervous to
spar with him. Except for Gai, but Gai hardly counted. Wasn’t Haru just a little intimidated?
Oh, Kakashi had already planned to not hold back, but now he was going to have to pull out
all the stops. He was not going to be beaten by the man either in combat or by the ridiculous
thoughts that were—he was serious.

To Haru, of course, this was also a way to prove himself in a whole new light to the man who
would be the sensei to his chibi self. How would Kakashi see him if he hadn’t been there for
all the messy parts that had led up to this level? Would Kakashi respect him as more than the
numbskull that somehow, through sheer stubbornness and a demon fox, became the Kage-
level shinobi he was now? Kakashi-sensei had acknowledged him, had been proud of him,
but there had been times that he saw the glazed look in his eyes that told him his sensei was
reminded of his younger years and that could not see him as he was then.

Kakashi glared at Haru who just kept smiling excitedly at him, though his eyes flit back and
forth between him and Hiruzen as he waited for the Hokage to confirm the match. Hiruzen
found the tension in Kakashi to be fascinating, he was taking up a challenge, even if it wasn’t
voiced. Which was unheard of for the man.

Maybe Haru would do more good than just for the village, Naruto, and Jiraiya, maybe he
could give Kakashi a reason to push himself again. Kakashi had never slacked in his training
since the moment he had learned to throw his first punch, but with the Sharingan, things that
had once been difficult even as a genius, had become significantly easier. Learning new jutsu,
reading opponents, and just pure intimidation factor. But with that addition, he had stopped
looking for something uniquely his own in order to master and honor Obito’s sacrifice.
Besides Chidori, he had not created another unique jutsu, despite clearly having a talent for it.
If Haru could rival Kakashi’s power and force him to no longer easily be the best of Konoha,
it might be the spark Kakashi needed.



“Kakashi, Kuniharu-san, your match will be at noon tomorrow unless you need more time to
recuperate Kuniharu-san,” Hiruzen asked, but he could tell he didn’t need to. Uzumaki’s had
been notorious for their stamina.

“I’m great,” Haru announced, “I could do it now if we needed to, but I’ll let Kakashi do some
more research on me before then. It’s only fair, I’ve heard rumors about him for years, though
be warned the stuff they’ve been saying about me this past year has all been a little off.”

“Rumors usually are,” Kakashi interjected dryly, he had been the subject of rumor since he
was a child. Still, rumors could be useful in their own way, there was usually some grain of
truth at its core that could prove useful.

“Yeah,” Haru agreed with a shrug, he had dealt with rumors since he was a baby unto
adulthood, though the older he got the kinder they had been, usually, “I mean once I heard
someone telling their drunk buddies that I controlled the weather and affected all of Kumo at
once, but I can only manipulate wind currents and that’s at a short distance. I kind of suck at
it without sage mode too, the wind is a bitch to control outside of jutsu, even with jutsu, but I
sort of had Killer B and A on my ass at the time, so I whipped up the clouds enough to
distract them and booked it with the scrolls. It worked but those two are scary together man,
and the eight tails is no joke,”

The room went silent for a moment as his words sunk in.

Jiraiya grinned fiercely at Hiruzen and Kakashi, a proud glow about his face as though he had
anything to do with the ridiculousness that had just fallen out of Haru’s mouth. Controlling an
elemental affinity to the point people thought you controlled the weather was one thing, but
to do so just purely by chakra and not using a preset jutsu was insane… it was crazy. The first
Hokage had been able to do so with his wood release and the second with water, but they
were the exception. Haru was powerful, it was clear before, but it came up in stark contrast
now. Not only that he had taken on the legendary tag team but he apparently was enough
trouble B had brought out the Eight Tails…

“….Good luck, Kakashi,” Jiraiya said and slapped his hand down on the copy-cat nins
shoulder as he cackled. Haru didn’t seem to get what was so funny but he kept smiling
anyway.

“Thanks,” Kakashi muttered dryly, he was going to have to do some research after all.

“What?” Haru asked, but the room ignored him.

Hiruzen was still trying to understand the breadth of power held by the man in front of him.
If this worked out…. well, it would be an immense piece of leverage against the elemental
nations. They might have some diplomatic difficulties, but the research Hiruzen had done
into how the Uzumaki was viewed led him to believe otherwise. Beside Kiri and Iwa, his
bounties were emphasized to keep him alive and bring him in, likely for recruitment
purposes, and his Anbu reported that the general feeling toward him was, as unlikely as it
seemed, positive. Haru had made a fool out of every village except Konoha and Suna and yet
had seemed to somehow endear himself enough to want him for an ally. Hiruzen believed he



could do something with this, not just Haru’s power, but his ability to seemingly make even
enemies like him.

Once Haru had proved himself to the village, Hiruzen had no doubt he could come to rely on
that ability if it proved true.

“Say, Kakashi, “ Jiraiya leered, he broke Hiruzen and Kakashi out of their contemplations of
Haru as the Uzumaki looked between them still confused. Kakashi did not have a good
feeling about the way the Toad Sage looked at him. “Why don’t you take Haru-chan out
around town! I’ve gotta set things up at the old abode, so Haru-chan has a place to sleep
that’s not covered in dust and boxes. Plus, I gotta do some research and I’m not much of a
tour guide.”

Haru turned in his chair to glare up at Jiraiya. He knew what the old Toad Sage was doing.
Maybe he was pushing the Tsunade thing a little hard, but it was for the old man’s good,
honestly. In return, the Toad Sage had seized on his admission of unresolved and almost
forgotten about attraction to Kakashi-sensei. Jiraiya obviously wouldn’t throw him at some of
his past relationships and/or crushes as they were children, but there was at least one person
he had been forced into compliance by the seal to fess up about who was his current age. The
small minuscule crush that was so tiny it hardly even counted—anyway, Jiraiya had made it
obvious that in retaliation for his nagging about Tsunade, the Toad Sage would be
manipulating puppet strings just as forcefully. He even had the damned Toads in on it.

“Ero-sennin— “Haru said warningly, but Jiraiya slapped his hand across Haru’s mouth and
grinned with mischief.

“You don’t need me to hold your hand, you have Kashi-chan for that,” Jiraiya said with a
wink that made Haru bite his fingers. Jiraiya ripped his hand away and scowled at him before
he tried cajoling instead, “I’ll come find you at dinner time. We can go to this ramen shop
that’s amazing, you’ll love it! But only if you be a good boy and stay with Kakashi. I’ll show
you our new digs after we eat.”

He ruffled the top of Haru’s head upsetting the man’s ponytail. Haru growled and pushed
Jiraiya away, but clearly acquiesced to the man. Kakashi was held in suspended silence…was
it him or was the Toad Sage acting weird? Why did he want Kakashi to take Haru around
town rather than himself and why in the hell did Kakashi want to do so as well? Research,
that was it! Actual research on the man he would be fighting. Yes, that was why.

“I hate you,” Haru announced, but it sounded petulant rather than angry.

“Aw, I love you too Haru-chan,” Jiraiya cooed because he knew it infuriated Haru when he
treated him like a child. He was still grinning from the death glare from his godson, when he
looked at Hiruzen who seemed to be enjoying the show despite the heavy thoughts which
weighed his mind. “Do you need anything else from us sensei?”

Hiruzen hummed as he retook his pipe to relight it. He nodded after a moment.

“Come to me in the morning and we’ll talk more,” Hiruzen decided, he wanted more time to
go over the data on Haru after he could talk to Shikaku about him and possibly Inoichi on the



mental condition Jiraiya had described. He turned to Kakashi who hid behind his lazy mask
once more. “Kakashi show Haru-san around, you’re relieved from patrol duty.”

The movements were subtle but Kakashi took in the signs that told him that Naruto’s Anbu
escort would coordinate with him to ensure the two Uzumaki’s stayed apart. Kakashi nodded.

“Understood.”

Haru looked between the two but didn’t comment, it wasn’t like they would guess he knew
Anbu hand-sign. He had never been in Anbu, Kakashi-sensei had bluntly told him he would
go in over Kakashi’s dead body the one time someone (Sasuke-teme) brought it up, but he
had he stayed in his own timeline he would have been Hokage by now. He knew the job
inside and out, which included all things Anbu. Actually, Haru wouldn’t think about that, it
stung too much.

“Thanks again, Hokage-sama,” Haru said and bowed formally once again. Hiruzen honored
the clan head of Uzumaki with a shallow bow as well.

“Thank you, Haru-san and welcome to Konoha,” Hiruzen said formally, before adding on
with a warm smile “I look forward to your match tomorrow.”

Haru’s eyes sparkled with excitement.

“I’ll make it interesting,” Haru announced with certainty. Kakashi internally groaned and
reached up to rub a hand through his silver spikes.

“Stop encouraging him,” Kakashi sighed. Haru looked at him strangely but didn’t comment
on it.

“Study hard Kashi-chan,” Jiraiya cackled and slapped Kakashi on the back again. Kakashi
rolled his eyes and then began to walk toward the window. He hooked his fingers into the
collar of Haru’s coat as he passed behind him, like he was a puppy being picked up by its
mother, and tugged upward in a move that looked lackadaisical but was far from it.

“Let’s go, sunshine,” Kakashi grumbled and let go of Haru’s coat before the man could
retaliate. Haru caught himself before he could stumble and moved straight into a walk behind
Kakashi.

Intel mission started: target has good balance and reacts well to adapting environments.

Kakashi was up on the windowsill and stepping out before what he had said caught up to
Haru.

“Did you just call me, sunshine?!” Haru shouted. He completely forgot Jiraiya and Hiruzen
as he launched himself out of the window after Kakashi “Who the hell are you calling
sunshine asshole!”

Internally, Kakashi grinned.



Target responds with annoyance when called sunshine, an underlying temper may
prove a pressure point. Data pointed added.

“Sorry, did you say something?” Kakashi asked as he turned toward Haru for a moment
before he jumped off Hokage tower.

Haru continued to grumble under his breath about being called sunshine as he leaped after
him gracefully and managed to break even with Kakashi in moments.

Target physicality has optimal flexibility and speed; Uzumaki ancestry gives him
stamina and power, a dangerous combination.

Haru lapsed into silence and was able to match Kakashi step-for-step despite not knowing the
village nor knowing where they headed toward. Kakashi led him across rooftops for a while
in a willy-nilly pattern to determine how well he could read Kakashi’s movement.

Well, extremely well actually, as though he could almost predict it. In fact, Haru seemed to
have even caught onto his play by sending him half-annoyed-half-amused looks when
Kakashi took them back over the same path more than once. Still, he didn’t say anything or
try to mask his movements, he allowed Kakashi to observe him without comment or
complaint.

Target shows a willingness to share abilities beforehand with no clear motives as to why;
arrogance appears unlikely, need more data.

Once they passed the same two Chuunin twice within five minutes, Kakashi abruptly turned
and then headed for the outskirts of town to Training Ground 3. Haru appeared to sense a
change in Kakashi and pulled back slightly to allow him to take point.

Target appears equally experienced in both leadership and following position;
preference for leadership.

Kakashi took the familiar route to the memorial stone and was relieved when no one was
standing there. He landed and then walked forward with his hands in his pockets as he forced
himself to stay relaxed. He didn’t hear Haru land but he sensed when he fell into step beside
him. Kakashi led him toward the memorial stone and stopped. His eyes followed along the
names he had long ago memorized before they inevitably found the most precious names
resting there. Uchiha Obito, Nohara Rin, Uzumaki Kushina, Namikaze Minato. He stood
quietly, and though Haru did not seem the type, he too kept silent.

Haru’s eyes latched onto the stone and then began to read the names. He stood in true
relaxation rather than Kakashi’s feigned pose. He fought the way his eyes wanted to drop to
where his parent’s names rested, or where the names of his friends had been. Kakashi may
seem out of it but he could be watching closely enough to notice. He read quickly, pausing on
Obito’s name and Kakashi-sensei's teammate Rin before he continued down. He paused on
Iruka’s parents for a moment as well before he moved on. He made himself skip past his
parents’ names to the Uchiha clan that took a whole block on the stone, he gave Sasuke’s
parents a subtle nod in respect before he finally allowed himself to look at his parents’
names.



He had seen them even before he had known they were his it was after Team 7 had left him at
Training Ground 3 that first day. He had eventually gotten out and then looked at the stone to
see if he could guess which were his sensei’s precious people. Of course, he knew the name
of the Fourth. He had paused on his mother’s name when the name Uzumaki stood out to
him. He had pretended that those two names were his, that they had belonged to him. It was a
silly dream, a name and the strange resemblance to the man who had sealed a demon in him,
but it had felt good at the time. By some weird twist of fate, a miracle or something sadder,
the names always had been his.

Haru dropped into a crouch in front of the stone and placed his fingertips on his mother’s
name since he could visibly mourn her without looking too strange, his fingers brushed his
father’s name as he lifted his hand away. He pressed his palms together and then bowed his
head to give his respects.

Hey, mom, dad I’m starting all over again and it really kinda sucks… but it’s good too, you
know? Too bad I couldn’t save you too, but this is where I ended up. I hope you’d be proud of
me. I’m still gonna be Hokage someday, somehow, I will continue on your legacy, and I know
chibi will too. I’ll do anything to make that happen for him. I’ll look after him for you, all
right? He’s me and everything but sorta not, it’s better if I just think of him as a little brother.
I always wanted a sibling and I guess, if anything, that is worth something. Wish me luck…I
miss you.

When he had said his goodbyes, instead of standing up he sat cross-legged and allowed
Kakashi his time. He knew that he could spend hours at the memorial without realizing it,
had seen him do it even after he became Hokage, though he had gotten a little better after
everything. They stayed like that for an hour enjoying the sunlight and the wind that blew
lazily around them. Haru’s hands naturally came into a meditation pose and he allowed
himself to drift into a trance. He tracked Kakashi’s emotional baggage, sadness, regret, guilt
(so much guilt) and then self-reflected annoyance. Eventually, the darkness receded and Haru
felt the air shift around him when Kakashi sat next to him with his head tilted upwards to still
stare up at the stone.

“This is the memorial stone,” Kakashi explained, and his voice was as even as it had been
that day thirteen years in the past or a month in the future based on what you would go off
when Team 7 had been formed. “The shinobi that die in battle or during duty are remembered
here. My sensei and my closest friends are inscribed here. Including your cousin.”

Kakashi turned to look at Haru who was surprised that he would share that with him. He
seemed stable enough despite the low-level emotional pain Haru sensed from him. Haru
offered a gentle smile to Kakashi as he leaned back onto his hands and looked at his mother’s
name again.

“What was she like?” Haru asked he wondered if Kakashi would answer. He had never
actually asked him about his mother, and they had only ever talked about his father’s battle
prowess or technique as Hokage. Now, that he thought about it, they may have been closer
than he thought. Kakashi hummed as his hands spread out across the ground and he idly
picked at the grass as he thought about how to describe Kushina-nee-chan.

“Well, they called her the Red-hot habanero,” Kakashi said dryly.



Haru threw his head back and laughed, he had known that, but it was still funny. He believed
his mother’s nickname was a million times better than his had been. His was a mouthful and
downright insulting.

“Hair jokes, huh,” Haru asked as he ran his hand through his hair that fell over his shoulder
from his ponytail, “she had the Uzumaki temper too, I bet?”

“Terrifying,” Kakashi said in a deadpan.

He was serious. Kushina had intimidated even his chibi I-am-an-emotionless-tool self. Haru
laughed again and shook his head.

“Half of it is bluster,” Haru confided, secretively, “Uzumaki’s generally default to anger as a
cover for any other negative emotion, it’s safer and easier to project outward. If the choice is
between yelling at the world or vulnerability we generally choose the former, unless forced
otherwise.”

Kakashi noted he spoke with experience. He thought back to Kushina, about the things that
had made her the angriest. Minato being hurt, people mocking her hair, Kakashi, Obito or Rin
getting injured or fighting each other, things that were out of her control or that could cause
emotional pain, it made sense. Haru hadn’t even known her but had explained something
Kakashi had never known was there. It was obvious Haru offered something up about himself
but he seemed to not see him as he said it, as though he weren’t talking to Kakashi at all. It
was odd, but Kakashi wouldn’t complain. Understanding Haru would help him fight him and
well…he maybe just wanted to. He wondered if Naruto had the same characteristics, it would
be interesting to put it to the test. From what he had seen from afar the boy certainly had a
temper.

“She was sensitive about her hair,” Kakashi admitted his eye trailing skyward, “Obito swore
half the reason she fell for sensei was that he complimented it.”

Haru stilled, it was unlike Kakashi to bring up Obito so easily or his father. He could sense
the pain in Kakashi, but perhaps since Haru had offered something up Kakashi had done so in
return. Haru oddly wanted to hug the man—bad idea in his past life, and certainly, in this one.
Get a grip.

“She had someone?” Haru asked he was curious how far Kakashi would go. The copy-cat nin
shrugged with the ease of a man who had done many infiltration missions.

“She was married,” Kakashi admitted.

“Won’t tell me who?” Haru asked, cheerfully. Kakashi looked over at him with pure laziness
in his every motion.

“Nope,” Kakashi announced and waited for Haru to get angry. Instead, the man shrugged and
looked back at her name again.

“It’s fine,” Haru assured him, “but I’m glad she wasn’t alone.”



Now, Kakashi felt like an ass. Kakashi sighed deeply before he stood up in one fluid motion.
Once again, he grabbed Haru’s collar and lifted him up. Haru sighed but rolled with it. He
adjusted his coat huffily when he was standing.

“Let’s eat something,” Kakashi sighed and turned, as he took off he said over his shoulder,
“hope you like barbeque, sunshine.”

“Motherfuc—“ Haru took after Kakashi cursing at the man who blithely ignored him, even
when he threw kunai at his back. Kakashi even brought out Icha Icha. Haru finally stopped
when he sensed his Anbu escort getting antsy the closer they got to the village and settled for
grumbling about him instead of throwing weapons. At least, they hadn’t stopped him. If
Kakashi got to throw kunai at him for no reason in front of the HOKAGE then Haru was
completely justified in taking revenge.

Target has above average accuracy even when angered. Able to purposely miss by tiny
margins while moving erratically.

Kakashi took to the streets, rather than the rooftops this time. Haru stepped up right beside
him already knowing to stay on the side Kakashi could see him. Most people took a while to
understand that. Kakashi walked toward one of his favorite barbeque places as he pretended
to read Icha Icha. He watched the crowd instead when he wasn’t watching Haru, that is. Most
everyone took a double take when they saw the stranger with the vibrant hair tagging along
with the Copy-cat nin. Then, there were the whispers. He had been right about the rumor
mill, but the sides were split down the middle.

The men, even shinobi who looked in surprise at Haru’s forehead protector, leaned toward a
death match in the stairwell earlier. While the women and Kunoichi preferred the saucier
stories. There were exceptions, of course, a few thought both were true and even fewer
thought it was all bull. Haru didn’t seem to notice the whispers about him, as either about his
reputation as a new shinobi who was S-classed in the bingo books but could not create a
Bunshin or his imaginary relationship with Kakashi. Or, even that people were staring at
them at all. Almost like he was used to it? No, Haru must be putting on an act. He asked
Kakashi questions as the man led them down a meandering route, more to allow Haru to see
the lay of the village than to annoy him this time. It wasn’t like he knew he was being led
around by his nose.

Except he did.

Haru allowed Kakashi to take the scenic route, a familiar pastime in his other life when he
had been Kakashi’s appointed successor. Kakashi enjoyed walking through the village, he
enjoyed hearing other people living their lives, though he disliked having to interact with
them too much. A big problem when one is the Hokage and another reason Kakashi had
avoided the hat. As for the staring and the whispering, well Haru had put up with that for his
entire life. This was nothing compared to the hatred of his youth, nor the hero worship after
Pain and then the war. The curiosity would ebb and flow, but Haru was ambivalent to the tide
of gossip. For now, his only concern was his family and the fate of the world on his
shoulders. Anything else mattered little. Haru tensed when he felt a flare of chakra to his
right that coincided with a chakra that was as familiar as it was warm. His chakra.



He started to look, but before he could turn in that direction Kakashi had his arm around his
neck and wheeled him around to walk down another street. This happened two other times
before Haru realized this was Anbu warning Kakashi of his chibi self’s erratic movements.
Based on the speed and randomness of the turns Haru could guess that chibi was running
away from either angry villagers or shinobi after him because of a prank. He allowed Kakashi
to manhandle him around with petulant complaints and half-hearted grumbling about him
being as bad as Jiraiya, but he made no move to get away from him even playfully. It could
be dangerous if Kakashi or the Anbu thought he was trying to go after Naruto.

Finally, they reached the restaurant and Kakashi dragged him in, still pretending to read Icha
Icha. He pulled Haru into a booth far in the back and pushed him into a seat. He raised a
warning finger for him to stay put before he walked off to order at the counter rather than
have a waitress come to them. Haru rolled his eyes but got comfortable as he looked at the
old establishment. He had hardly come in here since the hostess hated him, but he vaguely
remembered Chouji and Shika had been frequent visitors before it was destroyed during the
pain invasion.

Haru pillowed his chin in his hand and mentally checked his surroundings for Anbu shadows.
They had added another squad to his guard detail, making it eight. He supposed it wasn’t
surprising as this was his first near brush with Naruto. They were protecting the village and
Naruto as well, he wouldn’t fault them for being smart.

It was still annoying.

Icha Icha was gone when Kakashi came back and Haru could sense wariness coming from
him the closer he got. Really, it wasn’t like he was the one who had been guiding the way! It
wasn’t fair to be all suspicious of him. Haru sighed dramatically.

“Would you chill already,” Haru grumbled as he leaned back and put his hand on his
stomach, “I’m too hungry to deal with suspicion right now. FYI guys, don’t flare chakra
around the Sage if you want it to go unnoticed, jeez.”

Kakashi sat across from him and relaxed as well.

“Noted,” Kakashi conceded and made a hand-sign under the table that spiked the irritation
coming from the Anbu up three notches. Oops, there was Yamato-taichou, he almost wanted
to wave but he restrained himself. Kakashi ordered them back and as the lead on Haru’s
guard, they were forced to comply. Then, Kakashi just sat there and stared at him as he tried
to read Haru’s relaxed expression. Haru sighed and then pointed vaguely to his head.

“Emotional sensing,” Haru said, “I can tell you're worried about something, but you aren’t
angry or full of murderess intent. I get it, I’m new and untested and you didn’t want me to see
something. Fine, I’m cool with that, as long as it’s not out to hurt me or anyone else. I can tell
it wasn’t, so chill.”

Kakashi sighed and then his shoulders relaxed imperceptively.

“Most shinobi wouldn’t have noticed,” Kakashi sighed, and it was true. Most shinobi would
block out a chakra flare that subtle and distant as non-threatening. Haru had somehow read it



as a signal as though he were familiar with Anbu, perhaps his village had used something
similar?

“I’m not most shinobi,” Haru reminded Kakashi and then pointed at him, “don’t
underestimate an opponent ever, even when you think you know all their strengths and
weaknesses, even if you’ve fought them a million times. Anyone can surprise you and it only
takes one surprise.”

It was a lesson Haru had learned by watching others react to him. The fact that he could still
shock people no matter how long they knew him proved his point. Even after the war people
still fell into that trap—hell even Sasuke did and they had almost killed each other so many
times Haru couldn’t count them all. The two shinobi pulled back slightly to allow a server to
place the meat on the grill in front of them. When she had left after smiling prettily at Haru,
not that the man noticed, the two resumed their discussion.

“You should be a sensei,” Kakashi said dryly but took the advice to heart all the same. It
wasn’t bad.

“I was once,” Haru said under his breath as he reached out to adjust a piece of meat with his
chopsticks.

Kakashi froze and looked at Haru over the grilling meat. There was the sadness again,
yawning behind his eyes like a bruise. Kakashi kept forgetting this man had lost his entire
village, small as it was, only a year ago…had his students perished with it? He couldn’t
imagine losing a student, he had never kept a genin team, but it didn’t mean he had never
thought about it. Kakashi wanted to ask, but it wasn’t in his nature to pry further, at least not
directly when on an unstable emotional territory. Maybe Jiraiya would know…or that scroll
Hiruzen had received…hmm.

For his part, Haru reminisced on his genin team. Technically, he was a genin himself, which
they had teased him for relentlessly. Kakashi-sensei had given them to him four years ago in
his past. His genin had passed their chuunin exam their first attempt. They had been badass, a
feat he had lauded over his friends like the sappy affectionate man he was. 
The fact they technically outranked him after that was never forgotten either. He hadn’t seen
them in months at the time he was sent back, like everyone else they were lost to him. Two of
them weren’t even born yet. Saiyuri would be born to a civilian family and Noa to two
shinobi without a clan affiliation and Akira was only a month old, a Yamanaka and Ino’s
second cousin. Akira that had reminded everyone of Ino so much they thought they were
seeing double if they were in the same room. Gods he missed the little twerps.

Once they had become his kids, they were his kids, shinobi had known better than to
specifically target them when Haru was around. Especially, after that first incident when
Saiyuri almost died and Akira nearly went blind. It had not been repeated and Kakashi had
pretended to yell at him for creating a crater the size of Konoha,( even if it was in the empty
desert in freaking wind country and Gaara hadn't even been angry, but the council had still
gotten uppity about it), but he had secretly never been prouder.

Haru hummed quietly as he let himself remember the good times, rather than the regret as he
promised himself he would check on the three often. When it came the time, he would pass



the three on to his chibi self to continue watching over. Naruto deserved to know them the
way Haru had, he deserved his kids and his kids deserved him.

“I’m sorry,” Kakashi said and broke Haru from his memories. Kakashi seldom offered
apologies, even when he should, but he felt as though it needed to be said. Haru blinked up at
him and then shook his head at the man.

“Me too,” Haru admitted as he flipped a piece of meat, “me too.”

The two once again fell into silence together as they began to eat. Though Kakashi did his
usual routine when he was required to eat around someone else, he was surprised that Haru
kept his eyes carefully away from his face. Most were obviously curious about his mask and
why he wore it. Everyone tried to look under it at least once. Haru didn’t even try, he just ate
quietly and occasionally asked Kakashi a question about Konoha. Since Kakashi still felt bad
for the near-miss and then reminding Haru about his team he answered the questions, though
it rubbed him the wrong way to be so openly…helpful.

Haru asked about their fellow Jounin and listened thoughtfully to a few of their descriptions
as he smiled at the vague way Kakashi could make even someone like Gai (who was far from
vague) a nebulous creature. Haru could basically tell who everyone was by the description
but it got a bit difficult on a few that he had not known well in his time They had likely died
during an invasion before Haru had ever had the chance to meet them.

“I’m gonna need more than the snake lady,” Haru said though he knew Kakashi meant Anko
(who else) when two familiar chakras moved closer. Haru had felt familiar presences around
him all day, he had been mostly blocking them out to avoid being overwhelmed by emotion,
so he hadn’t paid attention when those two had come into the store. Now, they were moving
in his direction with a purpose. He leaned sideways to look out around Kakashi and the
laughed as he caught sight of the duo heading his way.

“Hey, it’s pineapple head,” Haru said and pointed as Shikamaru who strolled lazily toward
him with his usual this-is-troublesome expression on his face, “glad I didn’t squish you kid,
met your dad earlier and I think he might have had a problem with that!”

“Eh, he would have gotten over,” Shikamaru sighed as he came to a stop in front of their
table and scanned their faces.

Kakashi watched the exchange silently but was intrigued by how natural Haru could be
around a kid. Kakashi was terrible with children, always had been even when he was one. He
usually made them cry, and that was genin, much less an Academy student. He would be a
walking disaster as a sensei, tripping over emotional landmines and social norms without
even realizing it, but Haru clearly had not had the same problem. Why was that both
annoying and yet making Kakashi want to touch his stupid attractive—ugh!

“He’d probably say I’d be less troublesome as a pancake.” Shikamaru sighed and Haru
laughed. He remembered how Shikaku had enjoyed torturing his son even during their
Academy days. He knew Shikamaru knew how much he meant to his dad, but the boy liked
to pretend otherwise.



“I think a lot of things would be a lot less troublesome if there were more pancakes,” Haru
said sagely and waited.

“More pancakes?” Chouji asked, looking up from the chips he was chowing down on before
he looked to Shikamaru, “I think I like this guy.”

Haru laughed and Kakashi wondered how in the hell Haru was so damn magnetic that he had
charmed three clan heads, a Hokage, a Sannin, two clan heirs and, most surprising of all, him
in a single day and it was only noon. It was damn impossible, and yet it was happening, right
in front of his gray eye and he was helpless to stop it.
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Chapter 12

Chapter Summary

Kakashi isn't good with kids. A certain jounin shows up. Iruka, Haru and Kakashi play
leap frog. There's a peek of sunlight.
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“I think your dads mentioned you were supposed to be training for the graduation exam,”
Haru mentioned as his laughter faded into quiet chuckles. Shikamaru sighed deeply while
Chouji snorted as he continued to eat.

“We were,” Shikamaru grumbled and reached back to rub his head, “but Chouji was hungry
and it’s troublesome to train as it is.”

Kakashi’s eye twitched, it was like Shikaku and Chouza had been cloned, but with their
quirks exaggerated in their progeny. Shikamaru appeared to be even lazier than Shikaku and
Chouji had not stopped eating from the moment he walked up to them.

Haru smiled at them both gently, it was so strange to see them as children when he himself
was an adult. They were so squishy! Haru barely resisted a goofy grin that was far too
affectionate for a stranger. It was so odd to see Shika before he had become serious about
being a shinobi, the genius strategist, and friend. Before he had lost Asuma. To see Chouji
when he was still so uncertain of himself, despite the fact the entirety of his clan had dealt
with the same issues at his age. Chouji had also been profoundly affected by losing Asuma
and his changes in the war. Haru had no intention of letting Asuma die, but he would have to
see what he could do to help them learn the lesson without it.

“What were you training?” Haru prompted, he ignored the way Kakashi eyed his expression
closely. He knew Kakashi would likely wonder about the softness there. After learning about
his team, he would likely guess it was a byproduct of it. It wasn’t untrue but not fully right
either. Shikamaru, Chouji, and Kiba had been the closest things he had to friends in the



academy, despite the distance that had still existed between them. Shikamaru sighed
dramatically and Chouji shrugged.

“Taijutsu,” Chouji offered.

Ah, that explained it then. Shikamaru had always had subpar Taijutsu until after the Academy
as his clan techniques emphasized long to mid-range attacks. He had gotten better with age
but even the Shika he had left in his past life would never be anything close to a Taijutsu
master. Chouji of course hated to spar and refused against his closest friends at all though he
could be scarily competent against his bullies.

“Not your thing?” Haru asked and smiled at the two.

Shikamaru grumbled but jerked a slight nod, Chouji furrowed his brow before he shrugged.
Haru glanced over at Kakashi and jerked his head to indicate that they vacate the booth.
Kakashi didn’t protest, simply stood and stepped out to leave the remains of their meal
behind with his hands in his pockets. Haru stood up too and then waved toward the table.

“Well, if you guys want you can finish up for Copy-cat-san and I?”

“Whoa, you’re cool,” Chouji announced dropping into Haru’s place without a thought before
he began to chow down. Haru smiled at him, his chest felt sort of funny but it wasn't a bad
thing. Shikamaru observed him closely but dropped into Kakashi’s vacated spot all the same.
Haru withdrew his hand from his pants and placed some money on the table as Kakashi
hovered at his elbow without looking like that was what he was doing. Icha Icha had made
another appearance.

“Keep training, guys,” Haru said, “you’re only as strong as your weakest point right Nara-
san?”

Shikamaru had said this to him often, an axiom Shikaku had been fond of as well.
Shikamaru’s eyes widened slightly but he nodded a bit.

“It’s Shikamaru,” he corrected. Chouji looked up from the barbeque long enough to say
“Chouji” before he went back to his business. Haru could respect that.

“Then, you can call me Haru,” he said, he noticed when Kakashi relaxed as he didn’t say his
last name.

Haru and Jiraiya had reasoned that he would avoid using it when possible, not just to reduce
the chance of chibi finding out about him before Hiruzen okayed it, but it would also make
sense that a man hunted for his clan would avoid using the name out of habit. Shikamaru
hummed and narrowed his eyes at him. Oh, no, apparently almost flattening him had made
Shikamaru notice him a little too much, Shika didn’t often latch onto something, but when he
found something strange or interesting he could be dogged in trying to understand it. He
could make moves that played out years in the future when he was motivated enough.
Somehow, he had intrigued the Nara heir and it was exactly what he did not need.



“Do you play shogi?” Shikamaru asked lazily as he reached for a piece of meat, internally
Haru sighed.

He’d done it now, Shikamaru was always looking for more people to play shogi with, if he
was trying to figure something out about you he would ask repeatedly. When Haru had been
hiding something from Shikamaru about the weird training exercises Kakashi had been
planning for the new genin teams (which included his and Shika’s) Shikamaru had practically
glued him in place for three days for passive aggressive shogi matches. It was the last time he
kept a secret for Kakashi-sensei from Shika, that was for sure.

“On and off,” Haru said, he didn’t want to brush the Nara off but he also had flashbacks to
deal with.

“I’ll ask my father to invite you over,” Shikamaru said, “since you’re new and everything it’d
be troublesome to not know anyone. We hardly ever have new players. Could be interesting.”

Haru wasn’t surprised the Nara had deduced he was new from his shiny headband and the
likely rumors spreading throughout the village. Haru also had the tendency to stick out
wherever he went, it would be unlikely that Shikamaru would have missed him in the village.
Shika was sharp as ever. Haru smiled sardonically.

“I look forward to being beaten by you both,” Haru snorted before he waved at the two
Academy students, “go ahead, I’ll come by whenever Shikaku-sama finds me. Have a good
training session, later boys.”

“Troublesome,” Shikamura muttered while Chouji said “Thanks, Haru-san!”

Haru turned and followed Kakashi out of the restaurant with a quiet smile to himself. Maybe
it wouldn’t be bad to befriend the younger and elder Nara even this soon. Troublesome, but
maybe worth it.

“You do know I paid already,” Kakashi deadpanned. Haru just shrugged.

“One of those kids was an Akimichi,” Haru laughed, “I figure he could use a free meal every
once and awhile.”

“You’re good with kids,” Kakashi accused and Haru laughed. It almost sounded like Kakashi
was trying to insult him. Kakashi wasn’t but he couldn’t help the odd note in his tone,
Kakashi had trouble comprehending being so at ease with any stranger, much less a snot
nosed brat who wasn’t even a genin yet.

“Anyone can be good with kids,” Haru said and then elbowed Kakashi when he snorted even
as he looked down at his book. They were meandering down the street again, but Kakashi
seemed to be subtly leading them in the opposite direction from the whirlwind Haru could
still sense now that he had first caught it. Haru let himself be guided around without
complaint as he looked at the village that was thriving, one that had fewer scars and more
people and shinobi flowing through it.



“Seriously,” Haru insisted, “you just gotta treat them like a student-in-training, rather than
useless or a nuisance. Kids can tell when you’re condescending to them, and that shit aint
gonna get you anywhere with most people. Much less a kid with a chip on his shoulder or
repressed self-esteem issues. Respect where they’re at, you wouldn’t expect a shinobi to do a
jutsu or a move correctly the first time, doesn’t mean they’ll never do it right, even if it takes
time and patience. And even if they do it right quickly, it doesn’t mean they’re as experienced
as the shinobi who had to work at it and are far less likely to appreciate it. Treat them with
respect but remember that they’re still learning and they need a break every once and
awhile.”

Kakashi had the oddest feeling that he was being taken to task for something, though he had
no idea what that could be. The examples seemed oddly specific. Maybe from the man’s own
team? He listened to what Haru said, it was some direction to move in Whenever anyone else
mentioned kids around Kakashi they shrugged and acted like he would with get it eventually,
or should never be around kids ever. Minato-sensei had been a natural with kids like Haru-
san, in fact, they were remarkably similar when he placed his memories up against what he
had just witnessed. He eyed Haru contemplatively. Haru was strangely similar, to both
Minato and Kushina, but how was that possible. Kakashi continued to puzzle over it until he
saw Haru’s face light up. He followed his gaze to one of the best dango shops in Konoha.
Haru turned to him and indicated the shop.

“I wanna get Iruka something,” Haru said, “I get sweet tooth vibes from him and I still want
to show him those chakra exercises.”

Haru didn’t ask permission, but they both knew that if Kakashi disagreed Haru would have
no choice but to follow his lead. Kakashi shrugged, it wouldn’t bother him any and Haru
teaching Iruka would help Naruto, though the man didn’t know that.

Haru grinned and then led the way to the shop that he had frequented once upon a time, the
shop owner was nicer than most were (not much but it was something) and the shop was
Iruka’s favorite. Haru pretended to browse the shelves with Kakashi walking closely behind
him, though his attention was fixed on his book. Haru hummed under his breath as he chose
his dango and then walked up to the counter to pay for it. It was strange to see the same
woman there, but have her smile at him with a warmth that he had never received as a child.
It made his chest squeeze uncomfortably, he didn’t know if she had died during one of the
attacks on Konoha but he hadn’t seen her in years. He didn’t know if she would be one of the
ones who had still hated him even after everything.

“There you go, dear,” she said sweetly and Haru nodded with a strained smile on his face.
Kakashi noted the odd discomfort that hadn’t been present with anyone that he had seen Haru
with thus far. Kakashi calculated the woman but she was just a civilian with round curves and
a motherly smile. Another odd data point.

Haru led the way out of the shop when he suddenly lunged to the side to avoid a woman with
purple hair launching her way toward the shop. Kakashi’s eye widened as Haru gracefully
avoided her whirlwind and even reached out to steady her when he disturbed her landing with
his quick movement.



“Hey, watch it—“she shouted before she looked up at Haru. He let go of her forearm quickly
and took a wary step back, his eyes scanned back to Kakashi as though to ask for help. Haru
had a good sense of danger even without his experience and he had a feeling he knew how
this would go. “Who are you, cutie?” The woman grinned lewdly at him as she placed one
hand on her hip and the other locked into the front of his coat before Haru could dodge her.

“Kuniharu—“ Haru admitted and seemed to steel himself, “and you are?”

“Mitarashi Anko—“ Anko announced before she squinted up at his forehead protector
suspiciously. Kakashi stepped up closer to draw her attention. She gasped and then looked
back to Haru, “Wait, you’re the guy that was hooking up with Kakashi aren’t you?”

“W—what?” Haru yelled. He looked horrified by the smile which Anko offered him that was
calculating and saucy in one. Kakashi placed Icha Icha back into his pouch and then reached
forward to untangle Anko’s fingers from Haru’s coat carefully before he placed a hand on his
shoulder.

What—he could have a little fun after all the nonsense he had been subjected to that day.

“Yo, Anko,” Kakashi said as the woman glared at him and Haru.

“I see—“ Anko said her eye latching on Kakashi’s hand on Haru’s shoulder.

“What are you doing asshole?” Haru hissed, he reached up to brush Kakashi’s hand away but
the man clamped hard enough Haru winced.

“Nothing, Haru-chan,” Kakashi said in a deadpan, Anko’s smile turned sharp with humor.

“Too bad,” Anko said with a wink to Haru, “you’re delicious,”

“Eh,” Haru said under his breath as he looked like a deer in the headlights between the two
Jounin.

“I’ve gotta go,” Anko announced as her eyes latched on the store in front of them, “but I look
forward to details later, see yah red!”

“There are no details—“ Haru protested but Kakashi spoke over him.

“See yah, Anko.”

Anko snickered and when she passed Kakashi the two of them slapped hands together. Anko
knew when Kakashi was teasing someone and the redhead really was adorable when he got
all red and flustered like that.

“Why are you encouraging it?” Haru asked when Anko left them alone on the street. Kakashi
shrugged and tugged Haru forward so they were walking, Naruto was getting closer again.

“I have no idea what you’re talking about,” Kakashi said. Haru rolled his eyes.

“Ugh—“ Haru huffed before he looked sideways at Kakashi, “where can I find Iruka?”



“How am I supposed to know?” Kakashi asked. Did Haru think he knew where every shinobi
in the village lived?

“Oh, okay,” Haru scoffed, “Mr. legendary tracker dude who lives in the same village as him,
why would I ever ask you?”

“Off the clock,” Kakashi said, “sorry Haru-chan.”

“Off the clock—“ Haru rolled his eyes, the both knew Kakashi was on a mission at that very
second, ”sure,”

“Aren’t you a super sensor or whatever?” Kakashi pointed out.

Haru stiffened and then looked over at Kakashi. Of course, that was it. Damn sneaky
scarecrow.

“Oh, I see how it is, more data huh,” Haru sighed, “Well, for your information earth is the
hardest elemental affinity to track down. Also, I’m not going into sage mode surrounded by
trigger happy Anbu and a paranoid asshole with Sharingan.”

Kakashi could concede the point.

“Interesting.”

“Just help me,” Haru groaned.

“Why?” Kakashi asked and it almost sounded genuinely confused. Kakashi wasn’t going to
make this easy.

“Three free questions about my abilities,” Haru offered, honestly, he had been struggling with
how to even the playing field. He had known Kakashi for twelve years and had trained
extensively under him, he had an enormous advantage just on that factor alone, “I’ll answer
anything.”

Kakashi paused and looked at him with wariness again. Haru internally groaned and wished
Kurama was awake to complain too. He wouldn’t bother the demon fox when he was
sleeping just for that though…he could be grumpy.

“What makes you think I need them?” Kakashi asked. Great, now he’s insulted again! Haru’s
shoulders dropped as he exhaled.

“Who said I thought so?” Haru said before he pinned Kakashi with an exasperated glare, the
Anbu also directed annoyance at Kakashi for denying them the information they were
carefully gathering as well, despite the fact the nin obviously knew they were there, “you’re a
shinobi, aren’t you? Don’t you take every piece of information available?”

Kakashi twitched and once again he had to concede to the point, despite the way his pride
prickled uncomfortably.



“Fine,” Kakashi agreed and angled them toward an emptier part of town that few civilians
lived in before he asked the first question. “Favorite Jutsu?”

Rasengan.

“Kage Bunshin— “ Haru decided on it since it came a close second, it was his signature
fighting style after all. When Kakashi paused and looked at him with a heavy look Haru
shrugged. Originally, they were going to say Jiraiya had taught him but since there was no
way to explain how expertly he used them, they had changed that detail last minute.

“Kurama knew it, it suits our chakra reserves better than most any other shinobi.”

Kakashi put a pin in that while his thoughts raced to update his information on the Uzumaki.
The man who couldn’t do a Bunshin but could do Kage Bunshin? It sounded crazy but made
an odd amount of sense at the same time.

“Least favorite specialty,” Kakashi asked, as with Shikamaru, one's least favorite subject
generally was the one a person did poorly in. Haru grimaced and didn’t have to change his
answer that time.

“Genjutsu,” Haru said and Kakashi nodded. He could work with that.

“Greatest strength?” Kakashi asked though it wasn’t as blunt as he wanted it to be. Once
again Haru didn’t have to think about it.

“I don’t give up,” Haru announced, “I’m not a genius, so I’ve fought for every bit I have and
I know how to use it. I can keep going a long time after most people would have quit. So, if
you ever want to beat me, completely knock me out and/or incapacitate me. Even then,
sometimes I will still keep coming.”

Kakashi didn’t know Haru that well, but it sounded exactly like him. Kakashi nodded as his
mind picked it apart.

“Come on,” Kakashi waved them up onto the roofs again, “he’s usually at the Academy
setting up for the week.”

Haru was surprised that Kakashi knew that. Of course, Haru had known that all along, but he
couldn’t just waltz through the village like he knew every nook and cranny. Which he did
because he had been the greatest prankster Konoha had ever seen and had needed hiding
spots that would fool Anbu, or angry villagers when he was young enough that civilians were
a problem. Sometimes he wondered why people never realized that, though Haru had worn
neon orange, he had rarely been seen by an enemy while hiding, even as a genin. Spend a
lifetime ducking Anbu and you learn a thing or two about hiding in plain sight. He just
preferred a more upfront approach. Haru followed Kakashi silently and was surprised when
Kakashi looked over his shoulder and spoke first.

“Don’t you think you’re being a little eager, Haru-chan?”



Haru stiffened, he recognized that tone of voice to belong to Kakashi when he was feeling
sadistic, probably his pride smarting again.

“What?” Haru asked, genuinely stumped.

“You just met the guy,” Kakashi pointed out lazily before he flapped his hand over his
shoulder, “you’re putting on the moves pretty fast.”

“What—“Haru gasped, flabbergasted. Iruka was family he wouldn’t—no way! “I am not—
no!”

“Something wrong with Iruka?” Kakashi asked nonchalantly. Haru grew even more flustered.

“Of course not!” Haru denied, he had loved Iruka-sensei longer than anyone except for Jiji!
Of course, there was nothing wrong with him!

“Then, you do like him?” Kakashi said obtusely.

“Duh—“ Haru shouted, then his eyes widened and his face pinked when Kakashi gave him a
“gotcha” look over his shoulder, “wait no! Not like that!”

“You’re acting kind of strangely, then,” Kakashi pointed.

As though he were the paradigm of acting normally?

“He reminds me of someone jeez,” Haru shouted at Kakashi’s back before he muttered, “and
is too much to want to make a friend in a new place?”

“Hn,” Kakashi muttered.

What, was he speaking Uchiha now? Haru had gotten enough of vague grunting from
Sasuke-teme in his past life, he did not need any more! It would be bad enough dealing with
angsty-gotta-avenge-my-clan-baby-Sasuke after he had finally gotten his best friend to
lighten up a little bit after all those years.

Haru continued to grumble to himself the rest of the way to the Academy. He was so out of it,
he took the lead from Kakashi when they touched down without thinking about it and tracked
Iruka to his classroom. Kakashi followed him silently and noted how accurate Haru’s read
was despite his claim that he had trouble tracking an Earth Affinity type. Haru knocked on
the door before he pulled it open to reveal Iruka leaning over the scroll he had given to him.
Iruka looked up and blinked at Haru and Kakashi behind him. Kakashi took a leaning
position against the wall while Haru walked in grinning. In one hand, he had a box of dango,
while the other pointed to his forehead protector.

“I got it!” Haru announced happily and Iruka grinned, he was genuinely happy that Haru had
become a member of Konoha.

“That’s great Haru-chan,” Iruka’s eyes dropped to the dango box, “what’s that?”



Haru came closer and nudged the box onto the table with a satisfied smile as Kakashi
continued to lean unobtrusively against the wall.

“Dango,” Haru admitted with a sheepish smile, “thought I owed you after I threw you under
the bus with the clan heads.”

Iruka’s eyes narrowed but he struggled to keep a stern face. He hadn’t really been angry
about it, just embarrassed, but the clan heads had been so focused on Haru it hardly mattered.
Iruka could tell that Haru had undergone a subtle form of interrogation right in front of his
eyes and from what he observed Haru had passed with flying colors.

“Well,” Iruka hedged, “I’ll take the dango.”

Haru snickered and pushed the box toward Iruka before he looked down at the scroll. He
walked around the table while Iruka opened the box to check the goods. Iruka’s face revealed
shock when he realized Haru had chosen all his favorites. How strange?

He glanced at Haru who read the scroll with a contemplative expression before he looked at
Kakashi. Kakashi looked lazy as ever, but his eye was riveted on Haru, observant and
measuring. Iruka didn’t get the feeling that Kakashi felt a threat, but he was clearly watchful
of the Uzumaki. Kakashi caught Iruka looking and nodded respectfully in greeting, Iruka
returned the gesture.

“Ne, Iruka-chan,” Haru said drawing Iruka’s back to him, “tell me about the student you have
in mind for these.”

“Why?” Iruka asked, a shade too quickly. Haru looked up at him in confusion as his hand
traveled across the scroll.

“There are several exercises here, but if I know more I can show you the ones that help the
best,” Haru explained, patient, “I assume you have a specific person in mind. You don’t have
to tell me anything that compromises the students privacy if that’s what you’re worried about.
Just about their learning style. Are they a paper ninja or do they learn better hands on? That
sort of thing can have a big difference on what method works.”

Iruka relaxed and felt a little bad at overreacting. It wasn’t as though Haru was fishing for
information on Naruto, or knew that Naruto was who Iruka had in mind, or even that he
existed. He was just trying to be helpful. Actually, now that he thought about it, he could use
some help determining which would be best for the hyperactive student. 
Kakashi noted that Haru didn’t appear upset that Iruka had reacted protectively when asked
for information about his student. Kakashi had reacted with suspicion as well. Once again,
Haru had defied that with a perfectly innocent motive. Impossibly, it made Kakashi feel bad
for doubting him, though he had every reason to.

“Well, he’s a--” Iruka struggled to think of an adjective that fit Naruto, “a hyper kid. He
struggles to concentrate in class, he can be good at the physical portions when he
concentrates and isn’t trying too hard to prove himself, but I don’t think even he understands
how he does half of what he manages. He’s very instinctive. His chakra is abnormally large
and his control is the worst I’ve seen since I’ve been teaching, he also struggles with basic



jutsu but with your explanation this afternoon I see that is probably not his fault. This could
really help him.”

“Well, I’m glad to help,” Haru assured Iruka, “the good thing about this is that your student
sounds a lot like me when I was a kid. I know which of these really helped me.”

“You were?” Iruka asked, though Haru was a lot like Naruto it was hard to imagine the
quietly confident Uzumaki who listened carefully to those around him as a boastful
loudmouth who struggled to put pen to paper much less ever be a seal master.

Haru snickered and nodded his head.

“I was a terrible student,” Haru said with a fond smile, “a hurricane of energy and false
bravado. Things never came easy to me and I never could understand why--it seemed so
unfair that everyone else understood when I had to work so much harder for half the results. I
eventually grew into my power, but it wasn’t easy. So, yes, I sound exactly like this kid.”

It was difficult for Kakashi to accept that as the truth but nothing in Haru pointed that he
would lie about something like that. What would be the point? They weren’t going to
underestimate him because of it, so what would he gain by it? Kakashi reflected back to what
Haru had said outside of the barbeque place. Had he had a teacher who hadn’t been patient
about his younger days limitations? It had certainly felt personal.

Iruka oddly wanted to reach out to touch Haru to comfort the sadness that hid in his clear
blue eyes and the vulnerable smile on his face. Instead, Iruka smiled down at Haru
encouragingly.

“Well, hopefully, my student will grow into his power as well someday,” Iruka offered the
man and Haru’s smile swept away the awkwardness Iruka felt.

“With a teacher like Iruka-chan, of course, he will,” Haru said before he looked back down at
the scroll to hunt for the right techniques. Iruka blushed, he didn’t understand why Haru
could be so complimentary of him when he hardly knew him. It sounded genuine.

“You said earlier that you started them too late,” Kakashi interrupted, he wasn’t pretending he
hadn’t been listening at the window earlier, “how old is too late?”

Haru looked up and furrowed his brow before he shrugged.

“Depends on the person,” Haru admitted, “most started as soon as they could mold chakra to
get the most out of it but it can help at any time, it’s just how useful it will be in the end. I
didn’t start these exercises seriously until I was 17, it was too difficult to teach on the run and
way too late. When I became a sage it helped a lot, so there was that, but it didn’t have the
opportunity until after. If we’re going off myself, then it would have been best when I was
very young but at the latest, to gain an average amount of control, would be before 13 when
the chakra coils are still developing. Unless your student is a very old Academy student, you
should be fine.”



Kakashi nodded in understanding to himself. It wasn’t too late for Naruto. Kakashi wondered
why it had taken so long for Haru to begin the exercises, even if he had been on the move.

“You’re a sage?” Iruka squeaked.

 

“Um, yeah?” Haru said, clearly confused by the look of sudden lightheadedness on Iruka’s
face.

“You really are more than you seem,” Iruka laughed and then muttered “a sage?” to himself.

Haru laughed and shrugged at Iruka. He had been a sage for nine years, it seemed very old
news to him.

“Here, he’ll like this one” Haru said with a fond smile as his finger rested on his favorite. He
tapped the scroll twice and the section highlighted itself. Iruka gasped softly and Haru smiled
in understanding, he still thought that was cool even after a few years. He had made the seal
for Kakashi-sensei who tended to focus only on the important details in a report. He would
have Haru read and then highlight what he thought was important, both as a test, but also
because he was lazy.

“It’s like a game. Teach him this by himself first and let him get the hang of it. Once he
masters it, which will likely be a day or so, teach the rest of the class and you can play
together. The effect is cumulative, the more you practice the better it is for your control. It’s
harder with others too. I think this could really help him if he’s anything like me. You have
no idea what it’s like to suddenly be the one who is better at something when you’ve
struggled for so long, it might get him to pay a little more attention in class if even doesn’t
feel so defeated by something he can’t change.”

Iruka’s mouth dropped open. His heart felt oddly pained as though he were seeing some
wound of the man’s past before his eyes. Haru cleared empathized with Naruto despite the
fact all he had to work on was a very vague description. He didn’t even know that they were
related. Kakashi felt a similar amazement at the thoughtfulness for a stranger. He found
himself hoping that Haru really was what he appeared to be, his sensei’s son deserved to
know someone like him.

“Thank you,” Iruka said quietly. Haru looked up with his brow furrowed before his
expression cleared and he nodded.

“Here, I’ll show you,” Haru said, he lifted his left arm and did the correct hand-sign to
release what he needed to release the armband seal. In his hand was a small Toad plushie the
size of a child’s palm. Iruka blinked at it in surprise. Kakashi moved closer to them and Haru
turned to include him in a triangle. Haru held the plush toy in his hands and extended both
arms out. With a swirl of chakra, the Toad seemed to actually leap across the distance and
then attach itself to Haru’s other palm in another swirl.

“When you first start out you just send a jolt of chakra to get the toy to “jump” and then catch
it with chakra in your other hand,” Haru explained, and this time the Toad went straight



upwards instead of in an arch “eventually you rotate and compress the chakra so it springs
instead.”

The Toad did the same motion as the first time.

“Eventually, you can get it to hop and catch it anywhere,” Haru made the toad plushie hop to
the top of his head and then his shoulder and back to his hand. “This exercise takes more
chakra than most exercises do, which will be good for your student's reserves, but the trick is
how you rotate the chakra just so to get the right trajectory and the right counter rotation to
catch the toss. If you don’t have the right rotation it will fly off.”

Haru demonstrated the failed catch and caused the Toad to nearly hit Iruka as it launched
outward. Haru’s hand shot out and caught it before Iruka could react.

“Sorry,” Haru laughed, “that’s why you use something soft.”

Iruka smiled brilliantly and Kakashi was equally impressed.

“He’ll love it,” Iruka agreed with Haru’s assessment. Naruto would adore this and the plushie
reminded the teacher of Gama-chan.

“The next level is to work with someone else,” Haru explained, “different people rotate their
chakra in slightly different ways faster or slower, with thick bands of chakra or thin, to the
right or to the left, you have to adjust your own chakra to catch it.”

Haru took the Toad in his hand then made it leap from his hand toward Kakashi. Kakashi’s
arm flung out and he twisted his chakra to attach to the subtle rotation around the plushie.
The toy bobbled but came to rest on top of his forearm held by his chakra. Kakashi narrowed
his eyes as he concentrated on copying what he had sensed from Haru. He made the Toad
leap to his other arm and then back. With each successive leap the trajectory looked more and
more like Haru’s. When Kakashi had it down he sent the toad toward Iruka.

Iruka with his small reserves and excellent chakra control was surprised how difficult it was
for him to manage. He had to catch the Toad by hand before it hit the floor. The second time
he could do it, but Haru had been right, the maneuver would be easier with more chakra,
though it required a delicate sense of rotation to pull off. Still, Iruka mastered the exercise
and sent the toad back to Haru who caught it easily and almost immediately sent it toward
Kakashi who caught it again and then sent it to Iruka, though Kakashi was not as fast on the
transition as Haru. The next pass Haru sent it back to Iruka instead. Iruka could now tell what
Haru meant, Haru’s rotation was tighter and thicker than Kakashi’s. Iruka didn’t realize he
was smiling like a child until he saw a similar lightness in Kakashi, it was challenging but it
was fun. He could engage the entire class in this and he had a feeling they would pay more
attention to it that a lecture. It might be an excellent stress relief with the exam approaching.
After several passes and different combinations Haru caught the toy in hand and then
extended it out to Iruka.

“He can use this,” Haru said with a grin, “the scroll says a ball, but the Toad is more fun and
it’s actually harder to do with the irregular shape.”



Kakashi shoved his hands in his pockets but couldn’t help the fact he was grinning. The
exercise had been challenging even for him, but it held a certain playfulness he had never
associated with training. It seemed particularly suited to a child with a poor attention span
and while Kakashi was the furthest thing from that it still appeased the small childish part of
himself. Kakashi approved. Iruka looked down at the Toad and then up at Haru with his
warmest smile yet.

“Thanks for this,” Iruka said. Haru blushed and put his hand to the back of his neck bashfully.

“No problem,” he muttered, before he cleared his throat and seemed to fight through his
awkwardness. “So, I say, start with that. You can look at the others and see if there are any
that would help too. Just track me down and I can show them to you. You can let me know if
he has any problems, maybe there’s some other solution I can offer. After I got that down I
found basic jutsu a lot easier, some things won’t need so much concentration for him which
will make him more effective overall. Let me know how the little guy does okay? You can be
vague as you want but I can’t help but root for him.”

This time neither Kakashi nor Iruka doubted the man’s sincerity. Iruka nodded.

“I am too,” Iruka admitted with a fond smile. Haru started to say something but he stopped
and looked over his shoulder to the door. He stared hard at it and then looked to Kakashi.

“Um...Kakashi don’t know how to tell you this but the kid you’ve been keeping me from all
day is heading this way at top speed,” Haru admitted a moment later, “I think they gave Anbu
the slip.” There was a spike of panic in his Anbu guard around him and also the vague
sensation of frustration and anger farther off which was probably from chibi’s Anbu that
time. In the hallway, there was a loud crash and then a shouted, “Dattebayo!” his child voice
was so squeaky and sounded as though he had taken a nosedive when sprinting through halls
again. Kakashi didn’t stop to think about what he was doing, he ducked low and heaved Haru
up over his shoulder and then leapt to the window.

“Ah!” Haru yelped, taken off-guard for once. He didn’t expect Kakashi to just throw him
over his shoulder like that.

“Bye Iruka-sensei,” Kakashi said calmly before he jumped out the window and then took to
the rooftops with Haru still hanging over his shoulder dumbly. The last thing Haru saw was
Iruka staring in wide-eyed confusion at him as he disappeared and a peek of brilliant golden
hair as chibi skidded into the room cackling at the top of his lungs before he fell silent upon
seeing his teacher still in the classroom.

Ah, so this was the day he had gone to rig Sasuke’s chair with glitter and superglue but had
been caught by Iruka-sensei who had been in his classroom later than usual. It was too bad,
Sasuke would have looked wonderful with a glittery butt.

Sorry, chibi!



Chapter 13

Chapter Summary

Chibi and Kakashi are both learning a lot of things. Lots of things.

Chapter Notes

Once again, thank you guys so much for your support and for reading this story of mine!
It just keeps getting longer so expect to be here for the long haul! Thank you for your
thoughts and for reading!!!! Enjoy my first attempt at writing young Naruto, I hope I got
his voice right!!!

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Uzumaki Naruto was on a roll. He had started at the crack of dawn to creep out extra sneaky-
like to saran wrap every door on market street, then later in the day after everyone had been
lulled into a false sense of security, he had set off firecrackers beneath the old smelly guy’s
cart. He was the one who threw the grossest of his fish at Naruto’s head whenever he passed
him. The firecracker had sent his wares scattered to the winds and slightly charred, Naruto
had to book it after that, running wildly through the streets and then ducking into one of his
best hiding places that could throw off even the shadows which followed him everywhere
until he gave them the slip!

Naruto had gotten good at that over the years, slipping between the cracks of their careful
observation to pull off one prank or another. He hardly gave a thought of who they were or
what they wanted, the one time he had asked Jiji had stared at him in uncomprehending
silence and then assured him that they were supposed to be there. Whatever that was
supposed to mean. Now, he would end the day by getting Sasuke-teme back for beating….no
CHEATING during taijutsu and beating him again. See if the duck-butt-hair Uchiha could go
around all arrogant with a glittery butt! Naruto would like to see that in taijutsu class! Maybe
Sakura-chan would finally notice him instead if Sasuke-teme looked like the glittery drama
queen he was—

“Dattebayo,” Naruto went sprawling in the hallway as his foot slipped on the sack he had
been carrying. Naruto cursed to himself as he stood up, grumbling about something tripping
him before he took off again, cackling about his evil plot. He flung open the door and went
skidding into the class room. That was when one guy with really weird silver hair jumped out
the window so fast Naruto lost track of him. But the really really weird part was the other guy
with super bright red hair that was over the other guy’s shoulder who Naruto just barely



missed eye-contact with before the shinobi had stolen him away. Iruka-sensei stood at the
front of the classroom—clutching a toy to his chest?

“Ano sa, ano sa,” Naruto said as he reached up to scratch at his cheeks, “why did that guy
jump out the window so fast, Iruka-sensei?”

Iruka whirled from looking out the window to Naruto who stood confused in the middle of
the classroom holding his large sack of pranks.

“Naruto!” Iruka shouted, his stern teacher's face was on full display. Naruto flinched and with
wide eyes, he began to creep slowly backward.

“Uh—I’ll just be going then— “Naruto whirled around to make a break for it.

“Stop right there Uzumaki Naruto,” Iruka shouted in his most authoritative voice that made
Naruto freeze, “or we are never going to have ramen together again!”

Naruto looked around at his teacher with wild eyes.

“Iruka-sensei don’t joke about something like that!” Naruto shouted. Iruka exhaled sharply as
his heart began to slow. He hadn’t expected Kakashi to just go and kidnap Haru like that, but
it had been effective.

“What are you doing here, Naruto?” Iruka asked in a calmer voice as he came closer. Then,
his eyes latched onto the sack his student failed at hiding behind his body,”—what’s in the
bag.”

“Nothing,” Naruto gulped. Iruka scowled and looked stern again, even as he continued to
hold the toad plush toy to his chest.

“Ramen, Naruto,” Iruka reminded him. Naruto hissed and his eyes scanned the classroom as
he struggled to think of what to say.

“It’s for Sasuke,” Naruto admitted in a huff before he meets Iruka’s eyes. Iruka had thought it
might be something like that. Sasuke was getting particularly vicious with Naruto while
sparring.

“What’s for Sasuke?” Iruka asked.

“The bag,” Naruto said obstinately.

“What’s in the bag?” Iruka asked, he sounded both tired and just the slightest bit amused,
though few would hear it.

“The thing for Sasuke,” Naruto said, and this time he sounded confused.

“NARUTO!” Iruka shouted and Naruto crossed his arms over his chest and scowled up at
Iruka in defiance.



“It would wash off, I swear!” Naruto defended, still worried that Iruka might stop their
occasional ramen nights. It made him feel panicky and angry at the same time.

“I just—I don’t even want to know,” Iruka sighed and his shoulders relaxed, he pointed his
finger sternly at Naruto, “Whatever you planned is finished, alright, Naruto?”
Naruto scowled, but since it was Iruka and his ramen on the line he gave in.

“Okay, Iruka-sensei,” Naruto grumbled before he squinted up at his teacher. “Um…why are
you here so late?” Naruto knew Iruka-sensei usually left just after noon on Sundays when he
finished with the class schedule. That was three hours ago.

Iruka looked knowingly down at his charge before his eyes dropped to the toad in his arms.
Might as well not waste the opportunity.

“Oh—well I guess since you’re here and going to behave,” Iruka looked hard at Naruto who
pouted, but didn’t disagree with the assessment, “A friend came up with an idea to help you
with your chakra control.”

Naruto’s eyes widened. Iruka-sensei had been here for him?

“A friend?” Naruto asked.

Iruka-sensei had friends? He had never thought about it.

“Yes,” Iruka nodded. Naruto squinted distrustfully at Iruka and then glanced at the window.

“Was it one of those weird guys that jumped out the window?” Naruto asked. He did not
sound impressed.

“Uh, yes,” Iruka winced.

“I’ll just be going then,” Naruto wheeled around but before he could get too far Iruka had
grabbed his shoulder and stopped him.

“Naruto get your butt over here,” Iruka ordered before his voice softened, “You’ll like this.”

“Ano, sensei you say that about vegetables,” Naruto pointed out as he looked over his
shoulder, “and I’ve never liked those,”

“Naruto, just get over here,” Iruka said sharply and tugged his student back.

“I’m coming!” Naruto grumbled, he dropped his sack on the floor and then followed Iruka
over to his desk.

Iruka decided showing was better than telling if only to get Naruto to focus. He copied how
Haru had started. He still wasn’t as good as him, or even Kakashi, but he made the toad give
an admirable leap. He did it back and forth and even had the toad jump to his shoulder and
back just to make Naruto laugh.

“Whoa! That’s cool!” Naruto shouted, his eyes sparkled, “Can I do that!”



“Yes,” Iruka said before he came a little closer. “Watch me a few more times. Feel with your
chakra what I’m doing with mine.”

Iruka demonstrated again with Naruto focused hard on him. Finally, Naruto hummed and
then began to explain using hand motions and sound effects.

“You’re sort rotating it around,” Naruto demonstrated with his hands excitedly, “and then you
squish it up and pow!”

“Uh, yeah,” Iruka agreed before he shook off the strange way Naruto explained it, he wasn’t
wrong, “at first, it won’t leap like that but the more you practice the better you will be. You
try it!”

Iruka handed over the toad which Naruto took with glee.

“Here I go!” Naruto shouted before Iruka could warn him Naruto used too much chakra and
the spring was too hard. The toad rocketed upward and hit the ceiling. Iruka sighed but then
he watched with wide eyes as Naruto’s other hand came out and he performed the opposing
landing without prompting, the toad bobbled but stuck perilously to the boy’s wrist where it
had smacked down.

“That was…” Iruka said as Naruto grinned down at the toad and then back up at him
expectantly, “that was really good Naruto. How did you know how to catch it?”

Naruto’s face creased in confusion.

“Uh, I just did the same thing…” Naruto said, not understanding, “but opposite or reverse I
don’t know! It wasn’t right though.”

Naruto’s excitement dimmed a little. He hadn’t made the Toad leap like Iruka-sensei had. But
his teacher shook his head and smiled at him encouragingly.

“You did very well on your first try,” Iruka said, for how abysmal Naruto’s chakra control
was, it was astounding he managed to get it to rotate and spring at all the first time.

“Give me an hour and I’ll be the best at it dattebayo!” Naruto announced. Iruka gave him a
smile and nodded down at him.

“All right, Naruto,” Iruka said, his eyes went to the clock, “we’ll see what you can do in an
hour and then you can take that home to practice tonight, you can show me how well you do
on Monday—since you’ll be practicing instead of pranking.”

“Sure,” Naruto laughed.

“Excuse me,” Iruka asked in a dangerous tone.

“Nothing,” Naruto said quickly before his face took on a thoughtful expression. “Ano sa,
sensei…thanks.”

Iruka’s stern expression softened and he smiled at Naruto once again.



“You’re welcome, Naruto,” Iruka said, he silently sent thanks to Haru, “keep practicing,”

Naruto took that as a challenge and once again the toad rocketed off. Again, Naruto could
catch it but this time with more ease. This was fun, unlike the other chakra exercises that
made him feel like he was trying to fill a box that was a hundred times too small he had more
room to stretch out. He silently thanked the two weirdos. He would have to watch out for
them. Maybe he could show off how cool and awesome he was to Iruka’s friends! Maybe
they could be his friends too.

<>

“Oi, Kakashi,” Haru shouted as his face bumped painfully against Kakashi’s back again,
“look, I get the whole kidnapping thing, but can you put me down now?!”

“Did you say something Haru-chan,” Kakashi asked calmly as he took another leap over the
rooftops. Haru couldn’t tell for sure but it looked like they were heading toward the training
grounds again. Haru could get free himself, of course, he could, but he still didn’t want to
provoke the on edge Anbu.

Kakashi was calm, not even concerned he was carting around an s-class shinobi like a sack of
potatoes. Yamato-taichou oozed aggravation in waves, probably at Kakashi for provoking
Haru, the Dangerous Unknown™. Yamato-taichou had always found Kakashi’s more suicidal
tendencies to be a source of his eternal consternation, adding the rest of Team Kakashi and
then Sasuke to the mix he couldn’t have picked a group of people with fewer survival
instincts. They all were the type to poke the bear (Sasuke to prove how powerful he was,
Sakura in a fit of pique, Kakashi because it would annoy Yamato-taichou, Naruto just
because) even Sai could be reckless on occasion with his life if nothing else.

“I am so getting you back for this Kakashi,” Haru announced, he stayed placidly on
Kakashi’s shoulder, “just wait for tomorrow.”

“Looking forward to it,” Kakashi said dryly as he moved from rooftops to trees. Kakashi had
a few plans of his own.

Kakashi landed in Training Ground 3 and tipped forward to drop Haru. Haru landed in a
crouch and stood up leisurely. Kakashi took a step back and crossed his arms over his chest,
the usual lazy aura back in place. Despite, yet another, near-miss Kakashi didn’t seem as
upset this time. Maybe because Haru had warned him? Anyway, Haru didn’t care as long as
he wasn’t about to be carted to T&I.

“What are we doing here again?” Haru asked as he scanned the familiar training ground. It
made his chest ache uncomfortably to be in this place with Kakashi; especially knowing that
the three chibi members of Team 7 were out there running around.

“Training,” Kakashi shrugged, Haru squinted at Kakashi and then smiled.

“Sneaky training, huh?” he asked. “Good distraction.”

“I want to see how good your sensing is,” Kakashi said.



“Ah, you don’t have to move for that,” Haru announced before Kakashi could move away.

Haru point over Kakashi shoulder and to the right “Water nature likely female she really
doesn’t trust me but has no ill intent so I won’t take it personally.”

He moved his hand to point below ground on the far side of the training ground. “Fire with
an earth secondary male, he’s annoyed and a little bored.”

He moved to point behind him into the tree high above him across the training yard that
Sasuke had chosen during the bell test, “Another fire affinity with a wind secondary,
interesting combination, another male, he’s worried but seems distant, it’s probably not about
me at all.”

Haru pointed once again to the tree to their right halfway between Haru and Kakashi, “and
then the oddest of all, a wood release male. He’s angry but doesn’t seem pointed at me, so
he’s probably concerned about you kidnapping unknowns recklessly.”

Haru’s lip curled and he lowered himself to touch the ground. “Then, your real body,
lightening male, some wariness but you’re doing a good job at masking it. Get far enough
away without that lightning nature it would be just a whisper.”

Haru felt when Kakashi traded places with his clone and looked back up at Kakashi whose
wariness had taken an uptick, so had the anger in all his Anbu escorts who immediately
scrambled themselves the moment he moved to the next person. Well, it wasn’t his fault he
could sense them so well. They really needed to stop getting so upset about it, honestly.

“You can tell there’s a wood user here?” Kakashi asked calmly. Ah, so that was why. Kakashi
was protective of Yamato-taichou. Haru shrugged and rubbed at his nose absently.

“Unique chakra signature,” Haru explained, “sorta piney and rigid, very distinctive but you
could probably disappear completely if you cut out the negative emotions and are in a forest.
Just hold very still shinobi-san and I’ll pass right over you.”

“You don’t seem surprised,” Kakashi pointed out.

Haru snorted, pretending to be surprised would have gotten him in even more trouble. For the
most part, Haru intended to be honest about his abilities, there were things that would remain
hidden until he could be in the open, but for now, he would be honest where he could. Ero-
sennin would be annoyed at him.

“Well, I’m not exactly,” Haru said honestly, “I was earlier when he switched in, but I moved
on. People say the Uzumaki’s are gone and yet here I stand, there are a great many things in
this world that are not what they appear. Also, Orochimaru mentioned his experiments when
he was trying to recruit me. I think he thought that would make me like him more instead of
less? I assume he was wrong when he said that they all failed—”Haru felt Yamato-taichou’s
latent fear and the murderess feelings toward Orochimaru rise up in him before guttering
almost as quickly. Yamato-taichou had always had a firm control over himself, but his
tormentor had a special place of hatred in his heart. Haru understood completely.



“If it makes you feel any better wood-release-san the conversation ended after I severed one
of his arms, he’s got a new one by now but I’ll gladly do it again if I see him.”

Surprisingly enough, though he felt the shock from multiple people, it did make Yamato-
taichou’s aura lighten considerably.

“You didn’t mention you had fought him,” Kakashi pointed out.

It wasn’t technically an accusation but it felt like one. Haru raised his eyebrows at Kakashi
and then rolled his eyes.

“Wasn’t that assumed when I said no to him? You do remember I said he helped destroy my
village, right? He may have disappeared, but he did his damage,” Haru said. “I’ve fought a
lot of people Kakashi, I didn’t know I was supposed to list them all. It’s in the scroll if you’re
concerned about it.”

Kakashi grimaced beneath his mask.

“Point taken,” Kakashi admitted.

Haru snorted and then waved his hand dismissing it. This paranoid thing was going to drive
him mad if he let every slip bother him.

Suddenly, Yamato-taichou went missing, he could still sense him nearby but his exact
location had gone blurry. Haru smiled, he had taken his advice.

“Well done, wood-release-san,” Haru complimented with a laugh, “I can tell you’re still here
but I don’t know where. If I hadn’t noticed you beforehand I would probably miss you
completely.”

Kakashi grit his teeth. Tenzuo could fool Haru already?

“Now, you’re going to train me to do that, “Kakashi said matter of factly.

“I said I would,” Haru laughed and then waved his hands around to include the others, “and
I’m fine if Anbu-sans want to learn as well, if you can. Pay close attention everyone, you can
approach me later if you need help with it, but remember all of this is mute once I’m in sage
mode. No one has figured out how to get around that one yet.”

Kakashi exhaled. Of course not.

“Got it.”

Haru smiled, Kakashi-sensei had been annoyed about that too, despite how useful it had
always been.

“You’ve copied a thousand jutsu’s,” Haru started as he came closer to Kakashi, “so I assume
you can use a lot of chakra natures under all that lightning, earth is probably your best bet
with me since it’s everywhere. Water works too if you’re around large bodies of it, or wind



can work, but you’re lightning natured and that will mess with your chakra a bit so I don’t
advise it.”

“Earth, it is,” Kakashi decided. It certainly wasn’t his best affinity, but he could pull it off at
high chuunin levels at least.

“All right,” Haru agreed, “gather chakra with Tiger. Instead of building it outward, build it
inward. Push chakra into the sign to change its nature and then bring it back in.”

Kakashi gave him an incredulous look. Haru had felt the same when he had started Sage
training and he had been directed to pull chakra in instead of pushing it out.

“—I know it’s very counterintuitive, but hey it’s the hardest part so if you can do it you’re
more than halfway there. Coating yourself in earth chakra is the first step of three. Go ahead,
I’ll tell you when you’ve got it.”

Haru placed his hand on Kakashi’s shoulder to monitor his chakra easier. It took time but
Kakashi made progress quicker than anyone else would. He was a genius after all. Haru felt
chakra gather and he felt it shift to earth from lightning in the sign but it still built outward to
prepare a jutsu instead of coming back and completing the circuit. Kakashi tried different
methods as Haru puzzled over how to help him.

Kakashi-sensei had caught on within one session in the future, though most people could take
months to the first part of the first step, most failed completely. He didn’t think it would be
any different here, he just had to flip the right switch. The technique had primarily stayed
between Team 7 though Sakura had never mastered it fully. Sasuke had been the one to teach
them the method and while his explanation had helped Kakashi and Sakura, Haru had learned
via feeling it happen when they did it.

“Hmm, Sasuna said it’s a bit like trying to do everything with your non-dominate hand,”
Haru tried to explain, he wasn’t good at explaining things to genius’s. “It’s a little clumsy but
you can manage once you turn everything—” There! There was an internal switch as Kakashi
managed to do it. Kakashi’s eye widened at the strange grounded feeling that began to filter
through his chakra network, slower and heavier and more stable than he normally felt.

“You got it—ah good, steadier though…okay start spreading it back through your chakra
network faster. Lightning nature goes into the sign, earth comes out and back into your
network just like that.”

Kakashi had the sudden understanding that if he performed one of his earth Jutsu it would be
far more effective than they had ever been before.

“Excellent,” Haru said and took his hand away, “a little more practice and you have the first
step mastered! You can do that on your own time though copy-cat-san. It’ll take you a while
until you can do this quickly. Once you can do that without pause then you’re ready for the
next step.”

Kakashi nodded and tested his hypothesis by completing the hand signs for an earth wall.
Haru stepped away to allow him to do it and watched as the wall grew. It had risen with an



ease that reminded Kakashi of the way his lightning felt as it rushed to the surface when he
had first learned to harness it. He still wasn’t at his normal level, but it had reached low-
jounin levels. He did the counter-jutsu to fix the training yard and then just looked at Haru.
Slowly, he could feel his chakra network going back to lightning. He felt quicker, sharper,
deadly again.

“This method could be useful for other jutsus,” Kakashi said and his tone was oddly vacant
as his mind spun.

“Ah, I never thought of that,” Haru said sarcastically and then rolled his eyes at Kakashi who
was still flabbergasted. Who was this man who offered power to strangers with a laugh and a
smile?

“What else can it do?” Kakashi asked and watched Haru closely. The man shrugged again.

“If you get good enough and fast enough eventually you can do jutsu of secondary affinities
as effectively as your original affinity,” Haru explained, “work even harder and it’s
theoretically possible to attain other natures that would normally be outside your purview, but
no one had managed that one yet. Not before…well before,”

“Haru-chan are you quite sure you’re sane?” Kakashi asked as he looked down at his hands.
The way this could expand his arsenal was difficult to comprehend…it was all so
anticlimactic as well. Done because Kakashi had wanted to keep Haru from asking questions
about Naruto, despite the fact the man had shown no inclination to dive further yet.

“Eh, it’s been questionable before,” Haru admitted as he rubbed the back of his head. “Well, I
can’t quite claim credit for it and everything, but since it was discovered purely for the
purpose of sneaking up on me I think I can take partial claim.”

“How in the world did you stay under the radar,” Kakashi asked bluntly, he couldn’t
comprehend hiding the amount of power this man must hold. “Just by yourself should have
been known long before this.”

Well, he wasn’t wrong. Haru highly doubted he would have managed to do what his
backstory purported he had done, but it was what he had to sell. Haru crossed his arms and
canted his head to the side.

“That’s the thing about power isn’t it,” Haru mused, “it doesn’t like to be held in the dark
unused. It’s probably why we have wars, just to show each other how powerful we are. To
prove who is the most powerful. But the thing is, I didn’t gain power to show off or because I
craved to use it. I gained power to survive and to protect the people I loved, I lost that and so
my need to stay hidden disappeared. We just wanted to live Kakashi, that’s all. I wanted to
live and now I’m here to do that. To live and to find people to protect. I don’t know how to
justify my existence without it.”

That was a pattern then, Haru giving musing speeches about things that Kakashi had thought
about before but hadn’t articulated. There was the sadness again and the plea for him to give
Haru a chance. To trust a little…Kakashi noticed he didn’t explain how he had done it, but he



sensed the subject was off-limits. He had no reason to press harder. For now, the atmosphere
had gotten far too dark.

“Well, it’s your turn Haru-chan,” Kakashi said and watched Haru relax and the pain recede
from his eyes. “What do you want to learn from me?”

“What do you want to teach me?” Haru asked with the barest hint of a smile.

“A sense of self-preservation,” Kakashi deadpanned and Haru laughed aloud. Kakashi-sensei
had been trying to instill that in him since he joined Team 7.

As though Kakashi should talk.

“How do you know I don’t have one?” Haru teased.

“Oh, you have one, but it’s clearly a little wonky,” Kakashi determined, “you do realize
you’re training me to be able to spy on you?”

Haru snickered as Kakashi watched in disbelief.

“Oh, really, I had no idea,” Haru said sarcastically before he rolled his eyes, “Well, I won’t
say I don’t have anything to hide, but I don’t have anything to hide that’s a threat to Konoha.
I’ll put up with the risk for the potential benefits. Besides, do you guys keep forgetting I’m a
sage?”

“Benefits?” Kakashi asked.

“Ah, come on, don’t you like me a little bit Copy-Cat-san?” Haru held up his hand to show a
small space between his index and thumb. He smiled encouragingly at Kakashi and his eyes
were oddly hopeful.

“Making friends by showing people revolutionary techniques?” Kakashi asked.

“I told you I was weird,” Haru announced with a shrug, “and I’m an Uzumaki that owns the
largest cache of Uzumaki knowledge in the elemental nations, this doesn’t even scratch the
surface.”

“See, this is what I mean Haru-chan,” Kakashi said in a deadpan, “no self-preservation
instinct.”

“Emotional sensing, Kakashi,” Haru reminded by pointing at his head again, “I can determine
evil intentions miles off. I can sense Orochimaru if I’m in the same country as him at the
same time!”

“You are an alarming person,” Kakashi announced.

“Yup.”

“Seriously,” Kakashi sighed, “what do you want in return?”



“Well…” Haru trailed off, he hadn’t planned anything specific when his clone had offered to
trade, “there was something I considered asking for but it’s a bit…”

“What?” Kakashi demanded.

“I told you my sensei was lighting natured and so was my best friend?” Haru checked.

“Yes,” Kakashi nodded.

“Before…well,” Haru winced and then pushed away the memories forcefully, “we were
working on a synchronized move. It was meant for two lightning users and a wind user but it
can work with one. It’s still pretty rough but…maybe I’m a bit sentimental but I want to
finish it for them.”

Haru checked Kakashi to see him staring at him with a widened eye. Why was everyone
always staring at him in surprise today? He was Konoha’s number one unpredictable ninja
but jeez!

“How is that teaching you something?” Kakashi asked.

“It’s not really,” Haru admitted with a shrug, “but you would be helping me with something.”

“You’re giving me another jutsu,” Kakashi checked and he put his hand to head to brush
through his hair.

“I mean you would need me to do it,” Haru pointed out, “but pretty much, yeah.”

Kakashi sighed deeply and then shook his head at Haru. Haru felt a sting of hurt but then
Kakashi moved forward and put his hand on his shoulder before he met Haru’s gaze heavily.

“I’m buying you the Academy self-preservation manual when we get back to town,” Kakashi
announced. Instantly, Haru’s face morphed from guarded blankness to his blinding smile.

“Is that a yes?” Haru asked and bounced up on his toes. Kakashi sighed and pat Haru on the
shoulder before he nodded.

“Tell me about the jutsu, Haru.”

Victory!
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“I see, “Kakashi deadpanned, “and tell me, were all three of you crazy or just you?”

Haru struggled to keep the mirth off his face. It was incredibly difficult, because whether he
knew it or not, Kakashi had just insulted himself. It was too good, far too good. Once things
came out, and he knew they would eventually, he would remember this moment.

“Oh, definitely all three of us,” Haru insisted before he emphasized. “ESPECIALLY my
sensei. Super crazy, kinda socially awkward under a thin veneer of hipness, and then the teme
was even crazier when he was younger! He mellowed out eventually, but it took some ass
kicking. Still, had a stick up his ass though, I’m told it’s a chronic condition, ran in the
family.”

Kakashi just stared at him for a moment uncomprehending at why Haru found this so
hilarious.

“And you liked these people?” Kakashi checked.



“Loved them to pieces,” Haru admitted, unabashed before he grinned mischievously,
“Doesn’t mean I can’t acknowledge we were all missing a few screws.”

“The amount of chakra alone,” Kakashi sighed as he massaged his temple, but Haru
shrugged.

“Is fine for me,” Haru said, without arrogance, “but is a stretch on your end. I know, which is
why there were supposed to be two lightning users. It would still be good for a short burst
with the two of us. It’s primarily to be used when surrounded.”

“Often find yourself outnumbered?” Kakashi deduced.

Well, Haru couldn’t say it was left over from too many nights staying up and thinking about
strategies for the war, how they could have saved so many more people if they had been
together and ready for the fight. The maneuver was created with Zetsu clone swarms in mind.

“We were a small village,” Haru sidestepped with a wry expression, “what do you think?”

“I’m not even sure I have enough control to create something that large,” Kakashi finally
admitted. What Haru suggested would be a massive explosion of lighting chakra where the
only ones’ safe were those out of the blast radius, or inside Haru’s jutsu.

“You won’t at first,” Haru explained, “we weren’t there yet either. Do you know Raiton:
Lightning Dragon Barrage?”

Personally, Haru had very colorful memories of it being thrown at him by Sasuke on one of
the many occasions his best friend had tried to kill him.

“Yes, it’s Kumo Kinjutsu,” Kakashi explained, he had copied the jutsu from the Raikage
himself shortly after he received his Sharingan. “It’s extremely dangerous even for the user—
ah, I see, it started with that then.”

“Sasuna got pissy when he couldn’t use his flashy jutsu with comrades around,” Haru
explained and rolled his eyes as he remembered Sasuke brooding over it, “so I came up with
something, sensei saw us use this first version of the jutsu and then it lined up with another
jutsu he was working on. It kind of went from there.”

Kakashi thought for a moment longer before he nodded to himself

“Show me your part from the outside,” Kakashi demanded. He wanted all the information
available before he would consider tackling the jutsu. He itched to bring out the—

“Bring out the stupid Sharingan,” Haru announced as he stepped back to get enough room for
the jutsu.

“What—” Kakashi said, he was caught off-guard.

“You want to,” Haru deduced, “so, just do it.”



Kakashi waited a moment to be sure, most people were sensitive to him copying jutsu from
them. Finally, he did push up his forehead protector to reveal the Sharingan. Haru looked at it
impassively. Kakashi was mildly insulted because even people who had seen his Sharingan
before tended to be at least wary, if not in awe of it. Haru looked as though he had seen
enough Sharingan to fill an entire lifetime.

Which, of course, he had.

Kakashi cataloged Haru with his Sharingan, memorizing things to go over later as he
strategized, and watched as he quickly ran through the hand signs for his jutsu.

“Fuuiton: Wind Sphere,” Haru said in an even voice.

Wind exploded around him, tendrils of wind chakra wrapped around his hips before it lifted
him up off the ground. A globe of swirling wind chakra whined loudly in Kakashi’s ears as it
rotated quickly around Haru at a speed only discernable to his Sharingan. Haru was blurred
by the motion but Kakashi could see that he was completely steady and could even control
the globe to move at a high speed. He zipped around the training ground twice before he
allowed the wind to die down. He wore an indulgent smile as he walked back toward
Kakashi.

“And you can do that with people inside,” Kakashi confirmed.

“The fewer the better,” Haru explained before he nodded, “but yeah.”

“Show me,” Kakashi demanded and Haru laughed before he motioned for Kakashi to come
forward. He spun around him and placed their backs together before he performed the jutsu
again. This time wind tugged them both up. Kakashi was amazed at how calm the center of
the globe was, even the sound of the wind whistling was quieter inside. Haru’s back was
warm against his and his hand went to steady Kakashi when he almost unbalanced them.
Kakashi kept his hands at his sides and away from the whirling maelstrom around them. He
heard Haru’s laughter ring through the globe as he took them around the training ground first
forwards and then backward. Despite himself, Kakashi grinned under his mask.

“Fun, huh?” Haru asked.

“Maa,” Kakashi shrugged.

“So, it’s super fun,” Haru decided as he canceled the jutsu and put them back on the ground.
He turned back to grin at Kakashi who had gotten his lackadaisical mask back in place.

“Fine,” Kakashi finally conceded as he pushed his forehead protector back in place, he
watched as Haru fist pumped the air in excitement. “I’ll want to practice before we combine
anything. Even with your wind protecting us I would prefer to have better control.”

“Isn’t that dangerous for you?” Haru scowled.

“Is there a reason you think so little of me, Haru,” Kakashi finally asked, an edge in his
voice.



He didn’t know why it bothered him so much. Other people had underestimated him before,
especially as a child, but it had happened even as an adult. He even cultivated it with his
persona. The problem was where they had been demeaning and dismissive, Haru only
seemed genuinely concerned. It was infuriating.

“Oi, none of that copy-cat-san,” Haru scolded, he was clearly confused about why Kakashi
had assumed that,” I’ve seen that thing in action remember? Had it thrown at me a few times
too! I was on standby when Sasuna was fine-tuning it and he nearly got himself killed a
dozen times with me there. I have no idea how the bastard learned it in the first place.”

“I’m fine, I’ve practiced it before,” Kakashi said, he would have continued but Haru had just
whipped his head to the side to squint into the forest which leads from the village. It was the
same face he had worn all day when he caught a whiff of Naruto.

“—You got that look on your face again and I swear if he’s coming out here too—”

Haru looked back to Kakashi and still seemed amused. He shook his head, it wasn’t chibi, but
they were familiar.

“Ah, no,” Haru calmed Kakashi with raised palms, “but there’s a man and a boy sprinting at
frankly ridiculous speeds toward us and a boy and girl jogging behind them. No true ill
intent, the joggers are a little aggravated but the sprinters are some of the lightest presences
I’ve ever felt.”

“What’s the man’s affinity,” Kakashi asked, he had a premonition he would not like this.

“Fire with a Lightning secondary,” Haru said, he confirmed Kakashi’s worst nightmare.

“Gai,” Kakashi cursed.

“Wha?” Haru asked as Kakashi scanned the training yard, but now the copy-cat nin could
sense his best friend rapidly approaching as well. Kakashi drooped, well they had to meet
eventually.

“It’s too late,” Kakashi exhaled.

“Are you okay—”Haru asked as he looked at Kakashi strangely, but he was cut off by a loud
familiar voice as a green blur exploded into the training grounds slightly before another green
blur.

Haru had missed Gai, but it still took a moment to focus on anything but his eyebrows and
the leotard. Lee beside him made Haru’s heart ache, he had been so close to getting married
when Haru had been ripped away, there he stood young and optimistic and brimming with
pride next to his sensei. Haru didn’t intend to meddle in romantic affairs, but maybe he could
push Sakura to see him as he was sooner. The two of them deserved to be happy and he sooo
didn’t want to deal with Sakura/Sasuke drama again.

“Ah, my eternal rival!” Gai shouted as he fell into a pose, which Lee naturally copied, “I
thought I saw you pass overhead earlier! You were running forward with the passion of the



springtime of youth!”

“Gai,” Kakashi acknowledged with a nod, his eyes trailed meaningfully to Haru. Gai’s eyes
widened as they landed on the stranger, they were instantly drawn to the new forehead
protector on display and the smile that Haru offered him and his student.

“And who is this!” Gai exclaimed. “A youthful presence I am unfamiliar with! To be sure this
is the amazing Kuniharu of Whirlpool who has joined our ranks that I have heard of most
ardently praised by Chouza-sama this afternoon!”

Haru heard a snicker from his mindscape, Kurama peeked out behind his tails at the scene, a
smugness radiating to his partner. Kurama had always enjoyed the rumors which spread like
rapid-fire about Haru, he had a soft spot for the ones that involved Haru embarrassing himself
somehow. It was one of his few forms of entertainment. He also had always oddly liked Gai.

“Um, I’m Haru,” he said as he rubbed the back of his neck. He smiled slyly at Kakashi before
his grin turned brighter when he pointed it back at Gai, “and your Konoha’s Green Beast of
Prey Might Gai, right?”

Gai’s eyes sparkled and his smile took on alarming levels.

“Ohohohohoh,” Gai laughed dramatically as Haru grinned, “so, you’ve heard?”

“You’ve heard of him?” Kakashi asked, incredulous. It wasn’t that Gai was unknown, but that
Haru knew the ridiculous nickname Gai had given himself was pushing it. It made Kakashi’s
head ache to think of people actually using it. The oddest part was that Kakashi was certain
Haru had said that to annoy him, but how in the world would he know that it would?

“Such is to be expected, my eternal rival,” Gai announced, he still grinned and began posing
like a madman.

“Gai-sensei is respected far and wide as taijutsu master,” Lee said proudly as he grinned up at
Haru and gave the man a thumbs-up, “I live to attain his legacy someday!”

“As you shall Lee-kun,” Gai announced to the sky with a hand on Lee’s shoulder, “you are in
the spring of your youth, at a time of explosion—”

“Your name is Lee?” Haru cut Gai off before he began monologuing about Spring time, the
man could do it for hours. Gai was used to being cut off and instead smiled down proudly at
his student who straightened at being addressed.

“Rock Lee, Haru-san,” Lee said with a polite enthusiasm.

“I can tell you do your sensei proud, Lee-kun,” Haru said as his eyes trailed between them
with a special glint of wry amusement and nostalgia that was confusing for anyone besides
himself, “I can see him in you. It’s like looking into a mirror of passion and youthful
exuberance.”

Kakashi stifled a snicker and turned it into a cough. Haru sent him an amused glance, while
both Gai and Lee looked at him in concern, despite the looks of delight from Haru’s



compliment.

Kakashi had often made fun of Gai for turning his student into a mini-version of himself, but
neither of them seemed anything but proud of it.

“The kindest of compliments Haru-san!” Lee shouted tears gathered in the corners of his
eyes.

“Haru-san you are the most—"Gai shouted but before he could espouse Haru’s virtues
Kakashi cut in.

“What are you doing here, Gai?”

“Training, my eternal rival,” Gai announced with his hands propped on his hips as he gave
them his winning smile. “Team 9 has completed its missions for the day and is taking a cool
down run five times around the village.”

Haru’s eyes widened, he knew that Gai and Lee could do far more than that on a lazy day, but
it hadn’t occurred to him that Neji and Tenten had been pulled into the practice…Neji. Pain
rippled in Haru’s chest as it hit him he was about to see his friend again. Sure, it was the
snotty brat obsessed with fate version but still Neji. Haru tensed his jaw but besides that gave
no indication anything had disturbed him. He still had a moment before Neji and Tenten
caught up, he would have himself under control by then. He had too.

“Getting slack on them?” Kakashi asked wryly.

“It is important to recuperate your body,” Lee leaped to the defense of his sensei with bright
enthusiasm. “Gai-sensei is most diligent in this!”

“Yes, we cannot harm the bloom of youth before it reaches its prime,” Gai said sagely before
he gave them a thumbs-up with his winning smile.

“Or passes it,” Kakashi muttered so only Haru could hear. Haru sputtered into laughter and
hid it behind his hand. He shook his head when Gai looked at him questioning.

“Did you say something my rival?” Gai demanded.

Kakashi held his arms out lazily and shook his head to deny the charge.

“Nothing, Gai,” Kakashi said before he looked heavily over his shoulder, “ah, look, it’s your
students.”

Neji and Tenten entered the training ground at a decent jog rather than the headlong sprint
their sensei and teammate had been. Pain lanced through Haru as his eyes landed on the stoic
face of his friend, though his heart squeezed again at how squishy team Gai was. Being in the
past was confusing.

“Neji, Tenten!” Gai hailed his students who shared a look between each other before they
slowed to a walk. “Come meet our latest comrade in the spring of his youth ohohoho
Kuniharu-san!”



Gai extended his arms out toward Haru who smiled as his hand came to the back of his neck
once again.

“Just Haru is fine.”

“I’m Tenten!” Tenten introduced herself with a smile that Haru returned as his eyes became
fond rather than sad.

“Hyuuga Neji,” Neji introduced himself with a nod, it was somewhat surprising for Haru to
have the stuffier version of Neji speak to him deferentially rather than condescending.
However, here Haru wasn’t the loudmouth Hinata was in love with hidden by Sasuke’s
shadow. It completely changed the dynamic. Haru nodded back to him, while his thoughts
buzzed in the back of his mind, the Hyuuga situation was one of the many on his back burner
to be dealt with. He had a plan, but he needed an access point, he hadn’t expected to be
presented with one so soon.

“Quite a meeting of youth we have here today!” Gai announced with that gleam in his eyes
that told Kakashi he was about to issue a challenge. Kakashi grimaced before he sidled over
to Haru and placed a hand on his shoulder to nudge him forward.

“Maa, we’ll just be going—” but Kakashi was too late.

“Kakashi!” Gai pointed toward him, “I challenge you to a taijutsu match with one arm tied
behind our back! If I lose, I will run around the village ten times on my hands!”

Haru dug in his heels to stop Kakashi from pushing them farther forward and grinned.
Kakashi tightened his hand against his shoulder to no avail. He did not want to do one of
those ridiculous challenges in front of Haru and certainly didn’t want the man to have a
chance to analyze his taijutsu up close with someone who knew how to fight his Sharingan.

“Can’t Gai, I’m—” Kakashi said only to once again be cut off again.

“For my students Kakashi and our new comrade,” Gai announced bursting with passion, “it
will inflame them to view the vigor of our youth—”

Surprisingly, Haru interceded on his behalf.

“Actually, Gai-san,” Haru said as he drew the attention to himself, “I’ve got another idea if
you’re amenable.”

Inexplicable, Kakashi had a feeling he was about question Haru’s sanity again.

“What is it, Haru-san?” Gai asked with an encouraging smile which sparkled in response to
Haru’s quieter but still sunny smile, “I am most interested!”

“It’s a game I use to play with my team,” Haru said as he remembered that Akira, in
particular, had enjoyed trying to oust him from his championship role. “I’m working on my
sensory ability to better control it in unorthodox situations. I need to be in top form for
tomorrow since I’m facing your eternal rival in what you may imagine will be quite the
challenge! I would appreciate you and your students' assistance training.”



Kakashi narrowed his eye at the Uzumaki when he wasn’t looking. Gai’s eyes sparkled with
the chance of assisting the preparation for his fight against Kakashi. Haru was strong indeed
if Hokage-sama had chosen his rival as his match-up. The genin all reacted positively to the
news. It wasn’t often they got to watch a higher classed shinobi train beside their sensei. Lee
brimmed with enthusiasm, and Tenten looked excited at the prospect as well. Neji hid it
better he couldn’t help but be interested in a “game” which was meant to sharpen sensory
ability. He would pay close attention to see if it possessed any merit for his kekkai genkai.

“I understand,” Gai assured Haru, “indeed, it is quite the task to take Kakashi on in combat.
We would be honored to be of assistance to our newest comrade, what may we do?”

Haru smiled in a way that Kakashi and the Anbu watchers had cataloged as his this-is-more-
than-it-seems expression. They watched as Haru drew a large circle in the bare section of the
training ground with a stick as he explained the game. He indicated he would stand in the
middle, when they were outside the circle they were able to throw kunai or shuriken,
however, one person at a time was allowed in the circle for up to a minute before they had to
switch out with another person.

Inside the circle, they were only allowed to use taijutsu. The same person could try again, but
only after another person had taken a turn. Haru’s goal was to evade being hit and was not
allowed to fight back, he could take three strikes before they won but if he outlasted them for
ten minutes, he won. He could use ninjutsu to avoid being hit but not to attack. They were
allowed to collaborate but were advised to be careful not to hurt their comrades, they
immediately lost if they struck their own team.

“I shall endeavor to assist you properly Haru-san if we lose we will—”

“Don’t worry about that,” Haru interrupted and raised his hands to stop Gai from condemning
his students to anything. Gai seemed about to argue but Haru moved on before he could, he
turned to the genin with a hopeful smile, “What about you three?”

“I’m in,” Tenten announced with a confident smile, throwing kunai was her specialty.

“As Gai-sensei,” Lee said with his hands fisted together, “I am honored to be of assistance to
a shinobi of Konoha!”

Neji only nodded, his expression thoughtful as he eyed Haru as though to measure his ability.

“What about you my eternal rival?” Gai asked when he turned to Kakashi who stood
watching the exchange silently. He tried to puzzle out why he had a feeling this was more
complicated than it seemed.

“Ah, I’ll just—”Kakashi said with a lazy shrug only to once again be cut off but by Haru this
time.

“Of course, he is,” Haru interjected, he turned toward Kakashi and raised his eyebrows before
he said knowingly, “because a nin takes every opportunity to learn their opponent.”



“Haru-chan are you trying to lose or just stupid?” Kakashi eye-smiled at Haru to hide his
confusion.

“Uh…neither?” Haru said.

He was trying not to be overwhelming in his spar. It would be hard enough to tone himself
down as it was.

Kakashi sighed before he gave in, he would have gotten plenty of material just from watching
the exercise with his Sharingan, but now that he was participating he could gain even more
insight. It was Haru’s assessment, he supposed he could make it as difficult for himself as he
wanted to.

“ Just wait a few minutes,” Haru requested, “I need to meditate.”

“Some sort of preparation for a technique?” Gai asked with interest.

“Sorta,” Haru said, he could tell Gai expected something flashy, “I need to be in Sage mode
for this.”

“Sage?!” Gai exclaimed as his students looked confused. Kakashi sighed, he had a feeling
this would happen often with Haru involved. Granted, Kakashi had reacted the same way, but
it was the principle of the thing.

“Yeah, he’s a Sage” Kakashi explained as Haru sank down into a sitting position and closed
his eyes, “I’ve found it’s advisable to just go with the flow Gai.”

“An impressive opponent and comrade has been welcomed among us,” Gai said
enthusiastically even as Kakashi dragged Gai away further so Haru could concentrate,
“Konoha is bursting with youthful energy, I have been energized by this!”

“I feel it too, Gai-sensei!” Lee said with his hands on his hips as he grinned.

Neji rolled his eyes. Tenten smiled weakly and pat her team mate on the back when he turned
to smile at her.

“I’m feeling something,” Kakashi muttered as he rubbed his hand through his hair again.
How had it only been this morning that he had officially met the Uzumaki? It felt much
longer.

“That is quite unlike you, my friend,” Gai announced with amazement as he stared at his
rival.

“Maa,” Kakashi shrugged.

“Gah, you always do that,” Gai shouted to deaf ears.

Gai continued to try to pry information from Kakashi, but he had already pulled out Icha Icha
without blinking an eye. Kakashi managed a full page before Haru’s voice called them back
over to the circle.



“I’m ready.”

The group turned back to Haru, but paused before they headed over. Haru now sported a
black cloth folded several times over his eyes as he stood loosely in the center of the circle
and waited for them to come over.

“Haru-chan,” Kakashi asked in a deceptively light voice, “why are you blindfolded?”

“That’s the point, Kakashi,” Haru said, clearly confused.

Kakashi had worried that was the case.

“Most excellent!” Gai announced, the clear challenge energizing both him and Lee while
Tenten looked confused and Neji who was visibly intrigued now. Kakashi just sighed and had
a feeling from the sudden quirk of Haru’s smile he and the Anbu surrounding him had all
broadcasted their annoyance to the man. Why was nothing simple with him?

“Why are you like this?” Kakashi sighed.
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See the end of the chapter for more notes

Haru could sense them as they settled around the circle. He also took note of the Anbu and
Jiraiya who sat back to observe. Ero-sennin had come by just before Gai had. Kakashi had
clearly noted him. With Jiraiya there, Haru felt comfortable enough to go into Sage mode. If
Anbu freaked he would have his fellow Toad Sage to back him up. Haru relaxed into his
position and opened his senses completely, he could feel the shift of their bodies with his
wind chakra that he kept blowing lazily around them and the way nature bent around their
presences sounded dissonant to him. The first sensory ability being a move he had learned
from Gaara with his sand and the second as he continued Sage training. 
None of those gathered bore him ill intent, but anytime a shinobi considered attacking a
person, there was a small piece of darkness which grew the longer you fought. Lee and Gai
had always had a remarkable lack of the darkness, but it was still there in everyone who
walked the path of a warrior.

Haru smirked, he moved quickly to avoid Tenten’s opening barrage. Neji joined her as well
from a different angle, but still Haru weaved through their familiar throwing patterns. He
twisted and wind-milled one arm, Kakashi had found a weak point in his guard, but the swirl
of wind threw the kunai off course. He sidestepped and backflipped before he dropped to
avoid Gai’s kick with lightning speed. Sidestepped, sidestepped, a twist and then dodged a
kunai which then drove Gai back for a moment. He leaned back to avoid jab to his chest,
jumped up to avoid a sweeping kick. The movements came automatic and without thought as
he reacted to the sensory information and the experience of his other life. Haru cursed as



Kakashi threw shuriken at the wrong time and angle, it drove Haru closer to Gai and he was
forced to catch Gai’s kick with his forearm. The blow was punishing but no more than Haru
had ever felt. One strike.

He allowed the kick to push him back and used wind to keep himself in the circle. Gai exited
as his minute was up and Haru ducked to avoid Lee’s flying kick. He backed up quickly as
Lee recovered and then weaved through his punches. Haru tensed and threw his arm back to
redirect the kunai Neji threw, throwing them off course to intercept Kakashi’s. He stumbled
to get out the way of Lee’s forward thrust but used his backward momentum to twist around
and intercept Tenten’s kunai with his wind. He jumped over a kick and then sidestepped and
dodged until Lee’s time was up.

Haru jumped back and his wind intercepted Neji and Tenten’s kunai as Kakashi entered the
ring. Dodge, dodge, roll, Haru cursed as Neji, Tenten, Gai and even Lee threw kunai to drive
him into a corner, he was forced to use his forearm to stop Kakashi’s jab to his chest. Strike
two. Haru began to dodge quicker, weaving through Kakashi’s barrage with Sage assisted
speed, his wind swirled around him ready to push away kunai. The Sharingan gave Kakashi
an edge but Haru had fought against Sharingan users all his shinobi career, he knew how to
fudge their perceptive abilities just enough to escape within inches of their counter.

Kakashi timed out and Neji jumped into the ring. Haru was on fire now, sensing movements
seconds before they happened in combination with his wind chakra and his sage senses, he
evaded Neji by taking advantage of his knowledge of the gentle fist style, staying just outside
of optimal angles until Neji switched with Gai again. Gai nearly got him again, but Haru
prevailed. Kakashi was after him again while the genin and Gai attacked outside with
weapons. It nearly drove Haru to his third strike, but Haru powered through with his wind
and evaded him. Gai and Kakashi switched back and forth, but Haru still dodged them. The
timer went off and Kakashi stopped himself seconds before he would have struck Haru in the
stomach. Haru would not have been able to dodge that one. Kakashi cursed and lowered his
leg before he looked at Haru’s grinning face.

Haru reached up tugged off the blindfold to see the disappointed sweaty faces of team Gai
and Kakashi’s annoyed expression. He reached back to rub the back of his neck and smiled at
them.The genin were breathing hard, even Tenten who had been running around the circle
trying to find the right angle and hadn’t entered the ring. Tenten let out a groan. They had
been so close! Lee clenched his fists with his eyes streaming beautifully at both the wondrous
display of taijutsu from the Jounin and Haru and the knowledge of how much more there was
to learn. Neji struggled to maintain a stoic face, also disappointed they had lost moments
before they would have won. He also intrigued and frustrated by how Haru had evaded his
gentle fist style so easily. Haru was a man to watch. Gai was amazed and despite the
disappointment, he grinned brightly at all assembled, the game had been eventful and had
clearly sparked something in his students. Even Neji seemed energized and Gai hadn’t even
had to pry it from behind his cold façade.

 

Kakashi was too busy strategizing to be truly irritated. He had finally found Haru’s pattern
with his Sharingan and had been a moment from breaking through when the timer went off.



He lowered his leg and watched the blindfold come off. Aggravation at himself swirled in his
chest when his internal grabby hands reactivated with a vengeance. He had seen Jiraiya in
Sage Mode, it was not supposed to make you look more attractive. It was supposed to make
you look like a toad! The orange around his eyelids looked oddly alluring and accented the
calm golden eyes with square pupils as Haru laughed at him and pumped his fist in the air in
victory.

“Great job!” Haru said as he looked around at them, he focused on the genin with a warm
smile, “you guys make an excellent team! Your Taijutsu is spectacular Lee, truly some of the
best I’ve seen, Tenten you have a very nuanced throwing technique you pressured me
multiple times and Neji your style in incredibly difficult to dodge and beyond your years.”
All three genin reacted appropriately to the praise, Lee cried and bowed multiple times,
Tenten grinned at Haru and gave him a thumbs-up, and Neji had a barely perceptible smile on
his face.

“You should be proud Gai-san,” Haru concluded as he turned to the sensei who watched his
genin with an exuberant smile on his face despite losing. Tears sparkled in Gai’s eye and he
nodded vigorously.

“It has been an honor to battle against such a foe,” Gai announced, “we have learned much
just from watching you.”

Haru smiled in reply and turned back to Kakashi who was watching him with his Sharingan
barred again. Haru was suddenly glad Kakashi-sensei hardly ever participated, he always lost
when anyone from Team 7 played, they knew him too well and had no mercy. He had hoped
that being a stranger to Kakashi would offset the challenge, but he had almost beat him still.

“Tomorrow,” Kakashi said and he steadily met Haru’s gaze, “I’m coming at you with
everything I’ve got.”

Haru grew serious and nodded, he extended his hand out and Kakashi caught it. They shook
on it. Gai and Lee reacted to the gesture by fisting their hands together and promising
themselves that the two would give everything they had against their rival when their next
bout came.

“Wouldn’t want it any other way,” Haru agreed with grin.

“Can we watch?” Tenten asked excitedly drawing the attention back to them.

“It would be most educational to observe,” Gai announced and his grin sparkled as he turned
to Haru and Kakashi with a knowing gaze, “what do you say Kakashi, Haru-san?”

“I’m fine with it,” Haru said with a shrug and left it up to Kakashi to be faced with turning
down four pairs of shining eyes or be scrutinized by them. It was strange to see Neji with a
hopeful expression beneath all the stoicism, or perhaps something had always been there.
After years of reading Sasuke and Kakashi with the added benefit of emotional sensing, he
could read indifferent expressions far easier than his youth.



“You will do what you want anyway,” Kakashi acquiesced, he already had a feeling there
would be an audience. The clan heads who had met Haru would insist on being there, with
Neji there, Hyuuga would probably be there. Since they’d run into Anko he was sure she,
Kurenai, and Asuma would make an appearance as well. Unless the Hokage forbade it, they
would have an audience.

“Then, Team 9 will be there,” Gai decided to the excitement of his team. Haru smiled warmly
at all of them, his golden eyes going soft before they slowly faded to blue again.

“Haru-san,” Neji said. Haru turned toward him and inclined his head.

“Is it true you fought the Raikage?” Neji asked, the Hyuuga clan had obviously taken pains to
keep track of movements in Kumo after the Hyuuga affair. When the Lost Uzumaki appeared
in Kumo six months ago and then again two months previous, their sources had informed
them of the incident. Lee and Tenten looked at their teammate confused. Gai exchanged a
look with Kakashi before he looked at his student with a pained expression.

Haru’s face softened. He felt conflicted. On the one hand, in his future, he had strong ties to
Kumo just in Bee and the other shinobi who had fought in the war, but he could not fault Neji
for hating Kumo as well of Hizashi for the incident which had robbed him of his father. There
had been no shinobi alliance yet and no common enemy to band together against. He couldn’t
expect Neji to shed that hatred without help or a reason.

“We exchanged blows, but I escaped before any actual fighting,” Haru admitted with a nod,
“they had stolen relics of my clan that I took back. I hold no ill will toward Kumo, but they
have no right to what does not belong to them.” Haru hoped that struck the right balance
between outright vengeance and justice without giving anything new away to Kakashi. Neji’s
face was stoic, but he nodded in understanding.

“It is the fate of the strong to want to gather more strength,” Neji said, “and also their fate to
be forced to guard it from others seeking the same.”

Haru’s mouth twitched, but he restrained himself. He wondered when fate was going to be
brought up. It took longer than he expected.

“Fate may be decided,” Haru said serious, though his eyes twinkled, “but we choose our
destiny.”

“Fate and destiny are the same thing,” Neji argued, his teammates shifted uncomfortably as
they looked between Neji and Haru. Both Gai and Kakashi stood back and let it play out,
Kakashi because he was observing Haru again, and Gai because he had a feeling this Haru
might have something to give his student that he dearly needed.

“Are they?” Haru asked with a grin as he reached up and stroked his chin, despite the
unamused glare the Hyuuga gave him, “well, perhaps I am fated to be born into a clan which
is all but extinct and to even lose the family I did have. That’s not my destiny though, and it’s
not the end of my story. I forge my own path. My clan lives on in me and those that will carry
its teachings when I am gone. I will not be sentenced to the ashes of history.”



Neji listened and Haru could see him thinking, preparing his arguments. Haru knew one
speech would not be enough to overcome years of trauma and self-belief but he had a few
more plans. He eventually would let chibi have a go to beat in the message. If things went to
plan, Neji would be his stoic but kind and loyal self without the pain and betrayal poisoning
him and his potential soon enough. Before Neji could gather himself Haru held up his hands
in surrender.

“But what do I know, huh?” Haru laughed. “Just think about it, fate can be the chain which
holds you back from your chosen destiny if you let it.”

“Well said, Haru-san,” Gai said breaking the spell between the two. Gai reached out and
slapped Haru on the back sending the man forward a step though he was laughing. 
He slowly looked up and over his shoulder as he steadied himself.

“Ne, ne, lecherous toad stop peeking,” Haru said in singsong, “you promised me ramen and I
think Kakashi is tired of babysitting me.”

“Kuniharu!” Jiraiya shouted outraged as he fell from his tree when he had just been about to
launch himself forward. He jumped toward Haru who easily ducked his swing as he turned
around to grin up at him.

“Awh, did I ruin your grand entrance Ero-sennin?” Haru teased before he turned back to the
genin and mock whispered. “Hey, kids pretend to be surprised when he does entrance. He’s
an old pervert, he needs the pick-me-up.”

“I’m not doing it now,” Jiraiya announced with a pronounced pout. Haru rolled his eyes at his
confused audience and Gai and Kakashi who both appeared unsure of how to react to the
legendary sannin pouting like a child.

“Awh, you know you want to,” Haru said before he nudged Jiraiya with his elbow, he sent the
old Toad Sage a genuine smile. Jiraiya grimaced, why did he have so much trouble saying no
to that face!

“Fine,” Jiraiya huffed before he started his usual entrance summoning a toad and everything
with the appropriate puffs of smoke and dramatic voice, “It is I, Jiraiya the Toad Sage of
Mount Myoboku to save you from the aggravation of the young sunny one.”

Perhaps, if they had been older and grown up hearing about the legendary sannin they would
have been impressed, as it was they made their best effort for Haru. Neji gave the sage a
slight nod before he gave a look to Haru that clearly said “you happy” to which Haru
snickered openly at.

“Uh--cool?” Tenten tried with a weak confused smile, Jiraiya drooped but Haru knew who
would save the day.

“Most exciting to meet you!” Lee shouted and offered Jiraiya a thumbs-up, “Your toad is
very impressive.



“I like this kid,” Jiraiya announced and then gave Lee and then Gai finger guns. “Keep it up
Gai.”

“Thank you, Jiraiya-sama,” Gai announced teary eyed again, “it is a pleasure to see you again
since your last visit! I have yet to overtake Kakashi in our challenges but I am not deterred.”

Kakashi sighed deeply as Jiraiya sent him an amused look.

“Ah, Gai,” Jiraiya chuckled, “keeping Kakashi on his toes for me?”

“Most diligently,” Gai announced and Haru started to guffaw as Kakashi scowled between
them all. Jiraiya grinned around at those assembled before he checked the fading of the light.

“Well, we’ll just be--” Jiraiya moved lightning fast to hook his arm around Haru's waist
before he hefted him up onto his shoulder.

“-ack, why?” Haru shouted genuinely taken off-guard.

“—Going now,” Jiraiya grinned at the three genin who looked shocked and amused by Haru’s
flailing. “I’ve got to feed this endless pit and then show him the house.”

“Is there a carry Haru sign?!” Haru squawked and hit his fist against Jiraiya’s back
ineffectually. Unlike with Kakashi, Haru could not free himself even if he wanted too because
Jiraiya had latched his hand under Haru coat's and bunched it around his pants. If he ripped
away so would everything else. He was not flashing the baby ninja. Kakashi would never let
him live it down.

“Bye sunshine!” Kakashi said in a singsong and Haru growled and squirmed as his face
glowed pink. At least he was facing away from the genin. He didn’t think he could handle his
chibi friends gawking at him. He was supposed to be the cool confident one this time!

“Stop calling me that,” Haru shouted, “watch out tomorrow, Kakashi!”

“Maa, maa,” Kakashi said with an evil chuckle which Haru remembered from his childhood
training sessions when Team 7 had been particularly annoying, “same to you!”

Haru internally plotted his revenge, but before that, he raised his voice to be heard over
Jiraiya’s shoulder. He could feel his godfather laughing at him. Oh, he would get Jiraiya back
as well, believe it.

“I’ll see you guys tomorrow, okay?”

“Uh, bye Haru-san,” Tenten said, her voice was unsteady with laughter. Haru cursed, doubled
revenge.

“I await your bout with great expectations!” Lee shouted excitedly, he sounded no different
and for that Lee was his new favorite.

“I will think about your ideas of fate and destiny Haru-san,” Neji said and Haru stopped
flailing for a moment. He grinned, that was unexpected, a crack had formed in the wall that



separated Neji and the rest of the world. He would bring it the rest of the way down.

“I’ll listen to your conclusions if you want me too,” Haru offered and received a hum in
return. Haru could practically feel Gai’s river of tears and his gratitude from the nearly
complete absence of negative feeling where Gai stood.

“It has been most enjoyable to meet you Haru-san,” Gai shouted extra loud so he could hear.

“You too, Green Beast,” Haru laughed and with that Jiraiya shunshinned them away.

<>

Jiraiya let Haru down once they left the Training grounds and the two men made their way
leisurely back to town.

“Making friends?” Jiraiya asked with a leading tone, he had noticed the chemistry between
Haru and Kakashi within moments.

“Ah, getting jealous,” Haru deflected with a snicker. He refused to fall for Jiraiya’s bait. He
wasn’t going to discuss Kakashi much less when he 'just meet him'.

“Jealous, tch” Jiraiya scoffed, “I’m the--”

“You know, you wouldn’t be so lonely if you just--” Haru interrupted only to be interrupted
himself.

“I’m not going to get Tsunade just because you’re annoying!” Jiraiya shouted disturbing
some birds that had been taking roost in a tree as they passed.

“Of course not,” Haru said reasonably as he looked at his godfather, “you’ll get her because
you love her.”

Instantly, Jiraiya’s cheeks flushed and his eyes scanned the forest wildly.

“Gaki, shut up someone might hear,” Jiraiya cursed.

“What? We’re alone,” Haru said as he widened his arms to encompass the trees, “just you
and me and my Anbu escorts.”

Jiraiya was not amused, he glared at Haru who just kept smiling at him.

“Tch, eventually they’re going to attack you,” Jiraiya told him, “just because you’re
annoying.”

“That wouldn’t be very nice,” Haru said and smiled in the direction of Yamato-taichou. The
accompanying sensation of aggravation made him want to giggle. He saw why Kakashi
enjoyed bothering Yamato-taichou.

“You’re not very nice,” Jiraiya shot back.



“Excuse me?” Haru said genuinely insulted, “I am the nicest!”

“Nice people don’t tease their friends about things that are never going to happen!” Jiraiya
disagreed and there he was pouting again.

“Raiya,” Haru sighed roughly, “I know you don’t know me that well yet, but I’m pretty sure
you already know saying “never going to happen” means absolutely nothing to me. I am the
definition of anything can happen.”

“I’ll think about it,” Jiraiya muttered in a barely audible voice.

“Really?” Haru asked brightly.

“No, not really,” Jiraiya denied and then stuck his tongue out at Haru.

“Awh, come on Ero-sennin,” Haru whined.

“Not happening,” Jiraiya brushed the topic away before he got serious, “come on we’re
getting it to-go! I’ve heard enough about your near misses today.”

Jiraiya had been back at Hokage tower when the second time happened as he had gone to
assure Hiruzen Haru wouldn’t go after Naruto after the first incident. He had watched Anbu
nearly have a heart attack from the second near-miss. They were not going to keep the two
apart for long, it was obvious, he wondered if they were attracted like magnets to each other.
Or Haru/Naruto just lived to drive him into an early grave.

“You know, technically,” Haru pointed out mildly amused, “I don’t think you’re supposed to
discuss that with me.”

It was more for the Anbu’s benefit since Jiraiya definitely would discuss it with him. He was
just confused why he did it when they were surrounded in the open.

“You have no problem openly admitting it to Kakashi,” Jiraiya said testily, “so, I don’t see the
need for discretion.”

Haru rolled his eyes, He knew he was going to get into trouble for not being more shifty with
Kakashi.

“Oh, you were watching with Hokage-sama,” Haru asked with laughter still in his voice,
“with that weird crystal thing I’ve heard about. You were, weren’t you? Worried about me
Ero-sennin?”

“Tch’” Jiraiya scoffed as they transitioned into town and headed for Ichiraku.

“What? Would you prefer I pretend not to notice?” Haru asked. “That’s a little much, don’t
you think? I mean an Academy student would notice a kidnapping.”

“You are a trouble magnet,” Jiraiya grumbled.

“--”



“Not going to deny it?” Jiraiya asked and looked at Haru strangely, he normally had another
throw back within seconds.

“Ah, no, you’re totally right,” Haru admitted and Jiraiya almost missed his next leap.

“You’re damn impossible Gaki,” Jiraiya cursed.

“Story of my life,” Haru laughed and it was.

Haru agreed to wait around the street corner for Jiraiya to go to Ichiraku with his back
pressed against a wall as he whistled. He hummed to himself, his eyes finding his Anbu
watchers and offering each a respectful nod. He was less flippant about it and this time he felt
only resignation from them. He twiddled his fingers and when he felt the familiar presence it
took everything in him not to tense up or give away anything.

It was a quieter crackle now, his presence was so much lighter it could almost be another
person. However, Haru could never mistake his best friend’s presence for anything other than
himself, just like Kakashi and Sakura. He continued to hum as he tracked Sasuke walking
down the street in the opposite direction of Ichiraku with a lazy swirl of wind, he waited until
the last second to scan the street. He paused briefly on him and then away to settle on a
Kunoichi he vaguely remembered from one mission or another. Sasuke looked…young but
that was an obvious difference to see, there were other subtle changes from the Sasuke he
knew. He wasn’t happier exactly, Haru had hardly ever seen Sasuke truly be happy after the
massacre, but he was lighter somehow. Not pulled down by the darkness which festered
beneath his calm exterior, or not as much as he would. Loneliness clung to his spirit like a
thick cloud, similar but so different to chibi and his own presence. If he knew Sasuke at all he
would never acknowledge it was there except for in the passion filled moments between their
death matches.

There was light in there too, the light he had always seen in his friend even when he should
have doubted it had ever been there. Sasuke had changed after the war, he could laugh on
occasion, he appreciated Haru’s way of dealing with their previous “low point” by making
you-tried-to-murder-me jokes. He still had come after him with chidori on occasion because
hey they both got a little morbid sometimes and it freaked out Kakashi and Sakura.

Haru doesn’t mention it to Jiraiya when they take back to the rooftops or enter their new
home on the outskirts of Konoha. They raised privacy seals and shared a meal as they
discussed their day in code. They planned extensively for the fight with Kakashi. Haru could
not give too much away or all his work would be for nothing. It had been a long emotionally
exhausting day, but as Haru sat back with Jiraiya and shared a popsicle while they stargazed
on the roof together he found he was only hopeful.

He was back. He was home.

<>

“Watch him” a voice said into the darkness.

“Hai,” the darkness answered back.
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Chapter Summary

Kakashi and Haru match up! Team Gai gets there first A-rank!
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Haru had expected watchers. He hadn’t expected for most of the off-duty Jounin to show up
and quite a few Chuunin on-top of that. So many wanted to watch the match that when
Jiraiya came back from his conference with Hiruzen in the early morning, Haru was informed
they would fight in the same stadium he had taken the Chuunin exams in. Haru suspected that
Hiruzen partly wanted backup if it blew up in their faces and partly wanted to see how Haru
would handle the pressure of being observed. The same as when being tested for Chuunin.

Haru didn’t let the multitudes of eyes bother him as he meditated with two clones who were
gathering nature energy for him. He didn’t go into Sage mode, but he observed the stadium
and the people inside of it. He tagged a team of Root agents mixed into the stands, he could
always tell those from the slightly vacant feeling of undirected darkness that pervaded their
presence. Sai felt similar in a way, but he had always had more spirit than most of the Root
raised from childhood which he came across, even before he slowly took back his life. Jiraiya
sat beside Hiruzen and Ino-Shika-Cho trio of clan heads. Hyuuga Hiashi sat close by as well,
though his nephew sat as far away from him as possible with Team Gai. It was an hour
beyond their start time, but most people had only just started to show up knowing Kakashi’s
late habit. Haru wasn’t bothered, he took the time to center himself. He could not reveal
himself here right at the starting gate.

He finally stood when he felt Kakashi approaching. A tingle of excitement and of promise
ran through him. Jiraiya jumped from the stands and then the two Toad Sages met in the



middle of the stadium. Haru crossed his arms across his chest and studied the ground rather
than look at the stands. Jiraiya grunted.

“Be careful, kid,” Jiraiya warned under his breath. Haru laughed and briefly meet his eyes
before he looked down again.

“I’ll try,” Haru sighed.

“Best I can ask for,” Jiraiya conceded moments before Kakashi appeared next to them in the
center of the stadium.

“Maa, Maa, sorry for the wait,” Kakashi said though his body language was far from his
normal relaxed state. Haru looked up and smiled at Kakashi before he rolled his eyes.

“Get lost on the road of life again?” Haru asked.

“Something like that,” Kakashi said seriously before his eye went to Jiraiya clearly asking
why he was down there. Jiraiya grinned as he looked between the two shinobi before he
looked toward the stands and nodded to Hiruzen. Kakashi glanced toward them and while he
maintained a neutral response, internally he groaned. There were far more people than he had
feared sitting in the stands watching them with wide eyes. Didn’t people have missions to get
to? Training?

“Alright, now since this is an assessment rather than just a regular match, things will work a
little differently,” Jiraiya explained for the two shinobi. Kakashi glanced at Haru and noted
that he didn’t look surprised, perhaps he had expected this.

“How so?” Kakashi ventured.

“There will be three stages, the first two will last five minutes each and the third is until the
match is decided,” Jiraiya explained seriously before he grinned at them both, “if it lasts that
long anyway.”

Haru rolled his eyes at Jiraiya, “Just get on with it Ero-sennin.”

Jiraiya glared at Haru before he conceded and explained further, “This match is to test Haru’s
abilities across a broad spectrum, such as with a Jounin testing his genin. In the first stage,
only taijutsu, weapons, and traps may be used, the second ninjutsu and genjutsu are added
and finally in the third specialties may be added. That means no Sage mode or summoning
until the last stage, but Hokage-sama leaves it up to you Kakashi when you bring out the
Sharingan. The final stage continues until the match is won by either forfeit or being unable
to continue. Each stage is announced by a whistle. Hokage-sama reserves the right to stop the
match at any point. Understood?”

“Hai,” both Kakashi and Haru agreed. Jiraiya grinned before he reached out and put a hand
on either of the shoulders.

“Give us a good show eh?” Jiraiya winked. Haru rolled his eyes before he nudged Kakashi
with his elbow.



“Ready for payback Copy-cat-san?” Haru teased with a feral smile. Kakashi eye-smiled over
at him.

“I was going to ask you that, sunshine,” Kakashi said before he jumped backwards a
respectable distance

“Oh, he’s asking for it,” Haru said darkly to Jiraiya who leered as he squeezed Haru’s
shoulder.

“He sure is, sunshine,” Jiraiya winked, he left before Haru could retaliate, but he heard Haru
snarl as he moved to the balcony with Hiruzen.

“Are they ready?” Hiruzen asked as he looked down at the two shinobi who positioned
themselves a decent distance away from each other.

“Ready, as they’ll ever be,” Jiraiya said before he slumped in his chair. His eyes fastened on
Haru as the Sandaime stood and drew the attention of all the shinobi in the stadium.

“The assessment spar starts now,” Hiruzen announced and a whistle sounded.

Both men stayed still, Haru was the first to move. Rather than launch himself forward he
made a familiar one-handed sign to which Kakashi immediately copied. Hiruzen’s eyes
widened, he hadn’t expected such etiquette from a shinobi outside of Konoha, even those
inside it rarely used the gesture when they sparred outside of the Academy, or in genin teams.
Uzushio had used the gesture in the Academy as well, but he was still surprised to see it. The
moment Haru and Kakashi dropped the sign Haru launched himself forward.

“He’s fast,” Inoichi muttered, voicing the thought that the assembled council members had
simultaneously. Haru was a blur of red that raced toward silver before the two met. Normally
a spar between two strangers would start out with a few testing blows to look for weaknesses.
Both Haru and Kakashi immediately launched into the deep end. Haru was fast and managed
to dodge a fair amount of Kakashi’s blows. He was extremely mobile and shifted between
taijutsu styles instinctively and hardly ever appeared to be caught off-guard. He seemed to
move to block Kakashi’s moves before he made them and drove him to awkward blocks in
return on more than one occasion. Haru used bits and pieces of several schools of taijutsu
which blended into an eclectic but effective style. Kakashi was almost as fast and when the
two broke apart briefly and Kakashi pushed up his forehead protector they pulled equal.

Instantly, though genjutsu wasn’t allowed in the first stage, Haru’s attention shifted to his
torso and below, but despite that, he hardly wavered in his attack. The fight was almost too
fast to keep up for the average Jounin. The Chuunin were hopelessly lost with one move
blending seamlessly into another. Neither appeared able to get the upper-hand over the other,
Haru flipped backward to create distance between them and threw kunai to drive Kakashi
back just as the second stage whistle sounded. Within seconds Haru was completing the
hand-signs for a water jutsu.

“Suiton: Water Dragon Bullet,” both Kakashi and Haru shouted as Kakashi matched his jutsu,
the two met in the middle and soaked the ground. Haru hardly paused between jutsu’s.



“Fuuiton: Wind Sphere.” The whirling sphere manifested around Haru within seconds. The
crowd could be heard from the stadium floor as they marveled at the strange jutsu. Shikaku
whistled and Hiashi frowned as he watched the sphere with his
Byakugan. The rotation pattern was nearly identical to his Eight Trigrams Palms Revolving
Heaven if it was a globe.

“He’s a chakra monster,” Jiraiya confided to his seated companions. Hiruzen watched with
widened eyes as Haru rushed toward Kakashi and his muffled voice was heard shouting,
“Fuuiton: Wind Sphere Wind Blades.”

The whining sound of wind grew louder as blades of wind chakra began to circle the sphere
as he bore down on Kakashi who jumped back.

“Douton: Mud wall,” Kakashi announced and smacked his palms to the ground.

Haru‘s sphere hit the wall moments later and began tearing it to pieces. The clan heads
shifted in shock again, as without even using signs, Haru created a Kage Bunshin beside him.
His globe immediately dissipated and the clone grabbed Haru’s wrist and flung him to the
side. Kakashi exploded from the ground a fireball jutsu hitting where Haru had been
moments before. It would have been catastrophic had the fire hit the sphere, Haru knew that
intimately from Sasuke. The clone popped out of existence, but Haru landed lithely in a
crouch and threw Kunai at Kakashi who substituted himself with tree-trunk moments before
the exploding tags on the kunai detonated. Haru created ten clones to the startled gasps of the
crowd and sent them to where he sensed Kakashi hiding in the sparse trees.

While Kakashi was busy with the clones Haru rushed through a long series of hand-signs
before he slammed his palms into the ground. A seal came into sharp relief on the ground
before it dissipated. He went through another series of signs and then released something
from his wristband, but whatever it was, it was small enough to fit in his palm. Haru dug into
the dirt with his finger and then buried the object even as he watched the clones fight.
Kakashi threw one clone into another dispersing it as he scanned the ground where Haru
stood but whatever the seal had been it was gone. He would have to avoid the spot, but he
didn’t have time to think about it because Haru’s clones were bearing down on him. He
jumped back, his hands moving quickly.

“Katon: Phoenix tears,” he blew and with puffs of smoke the remaining four clones
disappeared.

The real Haru appeared the moment the flames receded. They launched into another taijustu
round, but this time with kunai clashing. Haru surprised Kakashi on the forearm but received
a return cut on his chest which revealed the mesh shirt beneath and then his cheek, Kakashi
was forced to flip sideways to avoid the kunai of a clone Haru had summoned without signs
again. Kakashi substituted himself to put distance between them as the final whistle sounded.
Haru turned toward where his two clones sat gathering nature chakra. Kakashi cursed, he had
noticed them when he entered the arena, but he had assumed Haru had dismissed them when
they started. They had stayed so still and his full attention had been focused on Haru just to
keep up with him. Despite that it was sloppy of him to miss. A small part of Kakashi
marveled while his body moved instinctively backward, Haru had been fighting with two
active clones the whole time? Kakashi watched Haru’s eyes bleed from blue to gold and the



orange around his eyes appeared just as the night before. Haru grinned at him and with a rush
of wind he launched himself forward so fast only Kakashi’s Sharingan caught the movement.
Even the distance he had put between them was nothing on his speed.

Kakashi’s body moved automatically to counter the punch but it slipped beyond his guard
and sent him flying back. Kakashi’s hand slammed against the ground as he pushed himself
into a crouch. He jumped back a little and allowed Haru to get closer as his hands began
forming signs. Haru’s eyes widened as his foot slipped on the small patch of mud that
Kakashi had created with his palm as he pushed himself up. Haru heard the familiar whine of
chidori as he slid backward, Kakashi came forward intending to shock him into
unconsciousness as he would normally do in a spar. Moving so fast that Kakashi could not
pull back, Haru’s hand shot out even as he fell and…he just grabbed Kakashi’s hand with
wind whirling around his fingers. Kakashi felt the current pass from him to Haru as his eyes
widened. Why?

He was so shocked he almost missed it as Haru twisted midair and kicked his knee so hard he
crumpled. Kakashi slid to his knees as Haru slammed his hand into the ground to catch his
own fall with his hand locked around Kakashi’s. That was not all, Kakashi could feel the
current transfer to Haru and then race through his body and into the ground, but it seemingly
did not affect him the way it should. His mind connected dots and it occurred him that Haru
had just changed his chakra network to briefly be lightning natured despite the risk as a wind
natured person. Was he insane? Who just grabbed a chidori like that?

Haru kicked Kakashi away forcing their hands apart. Haru’s palm was bright red and he was
breathing hard, but otherwise he appeared unaffected as he backed up to put distance between
the two of them again. Haru had just countered his chidori! Kakashi couldn’t think about it
any longer though because they were still fighting. He was running low on chakra, the cut on
his forearm was worse than he thought and his knee was already swelling, but he would not
give in so easily. Kakashi ducked as a kick came from behind him. The other clone, he had
missed it again! It seemed that on-top of being able to sense things, he was also able to
seamlessly blend into his surroundings, despite his loud personality. Kakashi knocked the
clone off its feet with a sweep of his leg and it dispersed, but Haru came for him again. He
was faster in sage mode, a lot faster and stronger. He slipped past Kakashi’s guard more
frequently, but Kakashi managed avoid the worst hits. Haru was relentless and Kakashi
slowly backed away as he tried to get enough distance and time to do another jutsu without
Haru slipping past his guard. Kakashi stepped back and gasped when his heel slipped, he
couldn’t look down to see what it was because at the same moment Haru slammed a punch to
the middle of his chest and sent him sliding across a slick surface.

Kakashi stopped the slide by going into a crouch. His hand touched cold and he jerked to see
that there was ice beneath his fingers. It suddenly came to him what had happened. Earlier
their water jutsu had soaked the ground and Haru used his wind sphere which had rapidly
cooled the water and turned it to ice. Haru had used it to send him this way but why? Kakashi
moved to stand but something restricted his movements. He looked down to see a seal
surrounded him. The seal! Haru had knocked him into his hidden seal.

Golden tendrils that eerily reminded him of Nara’s shadow paralysis jutsu but with sunlight
rather than shadow weaved around his ankles to form chains that reminded Kakashi of



Kushina-nee-chan so much he had to force himself to concentrate.
Haru ran toward him blades of wind cycling around his hands. Kakashi began moving almost
before his plan formed. He resorted to his strongest fire jutsu. Immediately, it drained his
chakra to uncomfortable levels, but it was what occurred to him to keep Haru back long
enough to figure out how to escape the seal. He hardly ever used the stupid thing because it
drained chakra worse then chidori and Sharingan combined. A dragon of flames exploded
into existence in front of him and then began to wind in a tightening circle around Haru that
stopped him in his tracks. It created an inferno that expanded in whichever way Haru moved.
Haru grunted as he paused and watched the dragon circling ever closer around him with a
contemplative look.

He had seen Kakashi-sensei use this twice before as a diversionary tactic but he hadn’t
known this younger Kakashi knew it. He used his wind to keep him cool in the center of the
tightening circle as he considered his situation. Meanwhile, Kakashi struggled to decipher the
seal to see if his limited Fuuinjutsu would give him a way out beside overpowering the thing.
Kakashi needed to conserve chakra now. He regretted the fire dragon bitterly. Kakashi
glanced up to see a wry smile appear on Haru’s face as the Uzumaki watched the dragon
circle ever closer.

“Ah, well,” Haru sighed, he shrugged off his white coat that was dirt stained and ripped from
Kakashi’s attack. Kakashi watched in confusion as Haru whirled it up and over his head
exposing the inside to his audience. Kakashi’s eyes widened, the whole interior was inked
with a seal and as the coat fell over Haru his body disappeared completely. The air warped
around him twisting until it took the coat with it.

The dragon, no longer sensing it’s target, disappeared with a guttering of flame. Kakashi
quickly tried to dismiss a genjutsu despite his Sharingan being active. Nothing happened. He
reacted without thinking at an oddly familiar prickle on the back of his neck. He twisted as
much as the seal allowed him to and stopped his kunai inches away from Haru’s neck as
Haru’s stopped his from Kakashi’s heart. They both breathed hard their eyes meeting in the
electric moment. Haru wasn’t in Sage mode anymore and he was extremely pale and shaky,
but his hand was steady and he didn’t wince away from Kakashi’s kunai half an inch from his
skin.

“Match finished,” Hiruzen announced into the tense silence and the crowd of watchers
exhaled the breath they had been holding. Jiraiya broke the silence when he whistled with a
smug expression on his face though worry hid in his eyes. He still enjoyed the roar of
enthusiasm which exploded through the assembled shinobi.

Jiraiya tensed when Haru dropped his kunai from a nerveless hand and allowed himself to
slump to the ground and then onto his back with a gusty breath. Kakashi looked up at
Hiruzen, shrugged and then followed suit despite the chains which still clung to his ankles.
As he settled onto the ground he pointedly cleared his throat to catch Haru’s attention. Haru
grumbled as Kakashi landed next him and looked over with what appeared to be a pout when
Kakashi jerked his chin at the chain. He slapped his hand down to dismiss the seal to free him
anyway.



“I told you using that without me was a bad idea kit,” Kurama remarked to his companion.
Haru groaned, he hadn’t wanted to but as bad as using the pocket dimension was, anything
else that would have gotten him out of there would be far worse. It wasn’t in him to just give
up.

Kurama snickered, Haru was fine. He would be better if he could help him, but that point was
moot. Haru couldn’t use even a drop of Kurama’s chakra, or someone may notice, which
limited him to his own chakra. His reserves were nothing to scoff at but it was nothing
compared to what he was used to having access to. That last trick was a kicker even with
Kurama if he had been fighting beforehand. Haru huffed and turned his head back to
Kakashi.

“Oi, Copy-cat-san,” Haru said over the noise of people talking loudly and two medics being
ordered by Hiruzen to jump from the stands to the ground to get to them. Kakashi opened his
gray eye and looked at Haru with raised eyebrows. Haru extended his hand out for the unity
symbol. Kakashi’s eyes flashed but he still hooked his fingers around Haru’s to complete the
gesture.

“Welcome to Konoha, Haru” Kakashi acknowledged him. Haru smiled and if he cried a little
bit it was just because he was tired and Kakashi had bruised his right thigh so hard he thought
it would still be there even after Kurama could heal him. That’s all.

<>

Haru allowed himself to be seen by the medics, neither of whom he was familiar with, but
whom Kakashi seemed to know. They seemed to know him as well as they didn’t bother
asking for a report of his injuries and just started searching, Kakashi-sensei had always been
tightlipped about things like that. Not that he was reckless exactly, but he tended to forget the
injuries were ever there unless they were life threatening. Yeah, between the three men of the
original team 7 they had nearly driven Sakura to drinking as much as Tsunade. As for Haru, it
was strange to receive aid at all, short of mortal wounds. Even then, usually only Tsunade or
Sakura had worked on him. If Kurama had been circulating his chakra through his body the
injuries would have been gone within moments, but as he was seriously trying not to be more
alarming than he already was (oh—hey, not only am I a Toad Sage, an Uzumaki and the
spitting image of my parents, I’m a Jinchuuriki on top of all of that) he was avoiding any
miraculous healing this early in the game.

Haru kept up a steady flow of conversation between the two medics while Kakashi lounged
and read Icha Icha as they worked around him. Haru glanced at the stands which were
emptying except for the clan heads who were congregated together gossiping with the
Hokage. Danzou was moving away and Haru could almost swear the air felt clearer even if
he now had Root agents sniffing around as well. Kabuto was still there, but Haru forced the
spy from his mind-- yet another thing to meddle in.

Then, there was Gai and he was….he was waving both arms excitedly at Haru as though to
gain his attention. His smile was so bright Haru could swear it was blinding him from that
distance with his students next to him. People who were leaving the stands glanced back at
them strangely between looking in awe toward Haru and Kakashi. Lee waved just as grandly
as his sensei, Tenten made a vague effort with embarrassment radiating from her like a



heatwave, Neji didn’t even crack a smile and stood stiffly to the side of his team. There was
always a stick in the mud, it was like genin team law.

Haru smiled in confusion as the medic plastered a bandage to his cheek and waved at them
over the medic’s shoulder.

“Psst Kakashi,” Haru hissed.

“Huh,” Kakashi asked tilting his head slightly toward Haru though his eye remained on his
book and his position was relaxed as the female medic dabbed at the cut on his forearm
tsking under her breath. Kakashi didn’t appear to find the gawking of the retreating people to
be bothersome in the slightest. It was a bit odd for Haru. The attention was different than he
was use to. Not the hatred of his youth but also not the warm friendliness tinged with hero
worship of his adulthood. Strange.

“Why is Gai doing that?” Haru murmured as he eyed Gai continuing to wave his arms
emphatically. Haru looked questioningly at the two medics as well, but they were finishing
up the last of the bandages since the chakra exhaustion would be taken care of by resting.
Haru couldn’t wait to shock his system with Kurama’s chakra, he hardly ever felt like this.
They weren't inclined to comment on crazy.

“Who knows,” Kakashi scoffed.

“It would help if you looked,” Haru snorted, Kakashi sighed and then glanced up with a
slight wince as the medic tightened a bandage around his arm.

“The answer is the same,” Kakashi said though he watched Gai as well now. Haru was about
to say something else to Kakashi when he heard a familiar pop behind him and felt a webbed
hand slam into his shoulder. Haru turned with his eyebrows raised to see a toad pressing
sealing paper to both Haru and Kakashi’s shoulders.

“Is there a reason you just summoned yourself Toto?” Haru asked conversationally as his
eyes trailed down to the seal now plastered to his coat as the Toad jumped back from them.

“Favor for Jiraiya-chan,” Toto shrugged before he waved at Haru and disappeared with a puff
of smoke. Haru looked at the uncovered seal and stiffened. He forced himself to relax when
he glanced toward Kakashi who was trying to pry it off unsuccessfully. It was a suppression
seal of his own making. He felt like he was moving through molasses. Haru cooled the fear in
his chest by reminding himself that Kakashi had one as well and that the Toads wouldn’t turn
on him. This likely wasn’t an attack but a prank of some kind. Indeed, as Haru turned his
head with agonizing slowness back toward the stands he saw Jiraiya heading their way.

“Raiya,” Haru said in a sickeningly sweet voice, “what the actual fuck?”

“What he said,” Kakashi deadpanned still in the process of turning to see Jiraiya grinning
lewdly at them as Team Gai landed behind him. Their medics abandoned them without a
word, likely not willing to get between anyone and that creepy grin.



“Ah, well you see,” Jiraiya cackled as he rubbed his hands together, “I ran into Gai-chan
earlier and since his students were missing training and a D-rank to see your sorry asses, I
came up with a plan to give them an educational experience.”

Jiraiya turned toward the genin with a large grin on his face and his fists propped on his hips
as he adopted his lecture mode.

“This here kiddies, is what happens when you’re chakra exhausted and surrounded by
enemies,” Jiraiya waved to Kakashi and Haru glaring up at Jiraiya unable to move, “as
Konoha shinobi we have to help each other to safety.”

Neji was smirking and Tenten looked like she was struggling not to laugh, but Lee and Gai
both looked sincerely invested in whatever nonsense the Toad Sage had cooked up.

“Raiya,” Haru growled through gritted teeth, but Jiraiya just kept talking with an airy
indifference to the KI which wafted from both Kakashi and Haru.

“They’re going to be good sports,” Jiraiya winked at the genin, “and help get you to your
briefing at Hokage tower, isn’t that right, Gai-san?”

“I thank you for this opportunity Jiraiya-sama,” Gai said and he sounded choked up, he
actually bowed. Lee copied him and looked just as emotional. Haru’s eyes widened in horror.

“You—you,” Haru sputtered feeling betrayed, “were distracting us Bushier brows!”

Kakashi’s eye widened as he remembered Gai trying to gain their attention. Had the man
actually participated in something nefarious? Jiraiya was a corrupting influence that was for
sure.

“Now wait one—“ Kakashi started to say only to be cut off.

“Hokage-sama said he’ll meet you there,”Jiraiya said and he pointed to Hiruzen who was
leaving surrounded by clan heads. The man was laughing as he looked between Haru and
Kakashi. He was in on it.

“Raiya,” Haru said with deceptive lightness, “I will get you back.”

“Haru-chan, I will pay you back a hundred fold,” Jiraiya teased wagging his finger, “not
gonna get one up on me tadpole. I’m the senior sage around here.”

“This is my seal work,” Haru reminded him with a cocky smile. All Haru had to do was—
Wait he couldn’t use Kurama’s chakra to overwhelm the seal. Kakashi hissed through his
teeth and with painful slowness turned to Haru to glare at him.

“You’re a freaking masochist aren’t you, sunshine?” Kakashi accused, because what man in
their right mind would give Jiraiya an edge over him? He had no survival instinct whatsoever.
Kakashi was positive of it now.

“Stop calling me that—“Haru shouted before he added petulantly, “I know how to undo this
Jiraiya.”



“Ah, but you don’t have enough chakra because you had to pull the flashy moves,” Jiraiya
rubbed it in mercilessly. Haru glared at him dangerously.

“Writers block,” Haru shouted, “writers block until you kiss Tsunade—“

“Lalalalala,” Jiraiya shoved his fingers in his ears, “I can’t hear you.”

Haru kept cursing Jiraiya until Gai stepped forward and struck a pose.

“Don’t worry Haru-san,” Gai announced, “I promise that my students will carry you most
diligently to your destination!”

“We won’t let you down!” Lee shouted.

Neji…smirked of course and Tenten giggled.

…squishy so goddamn squishy must protect must…. Haru relented.

‘…thanks?” Haru sighed, but Kakashi was having none of this.

“Why am I involved in this?” Kakashi asked dryly.

“Should have won Kashi-chan,” Jiraiya said with waggling eyebrows as he had finally taken
his fingers out of his ears, “I would have exempted you ,but it was a tie you're it—now, now
little genin time for your mission. I’m paying you for an A rank, get these two lumps to
Hokage tower while avoiding enemies otherwise known as your sensei and I throwing things
at you. Got it?”

“Jiraiya!” Haru gasped as the genin’s eyes practically sparkled, even Neji looked wide-eyed
at the prospect. Gai was crying again.

“Hai!” the genin said in unison.

There was nothing Haru nor Kakashi could do but watch in dumb horror as Gai and Jiraiya
left them alone with the genin. Jiraiya winked at them before he disappeared. Haru and
Kakashi shared a look.

“You in on revenge?” Haru asked.

“Dead,” Kakashi deadpanned, “so, so dead.”

But there was nothing they could do until the seals were off. They tuned into the genin team
strategizing.

“You two carry them,” Tenten decided, “I’ll scout ahead and cover you.”

“Agreed,” Neji nodded and Lee struck a pose before announcing he would gladly carry both
Kakashi and Haru before conceding to only one. Lee enthusiastically lifted Kakashi onto his
shoulder practically vibrating with energy.



“Gods it’s like you’re a clone,” Kakashi grunted despairing at his lack of motor control.
Jiraiya would pay, in fact Haru would pay—no even the Hokage would pay. They would all
pay! Neji was more sedate as he placed Haru onto his shoulder, though he smirked at the man
as he lifted him.

“This is a thing now,” Haru said as he glared glumly at the ground while Neji secured him in
place, “people just carting me around like a sack of potatoes.”

“Sad fate, sunshine,” Kakashi snarked.

“Yeah,” Haru sniffed, “but we all have our burdens. You, for one, have frankly ridiculous
hair, but I guess we can't all be this sexy.”

“Haru?”

“Yeah?”

“Shut up,”

“Kay’”

Team Gai’s A rank mission is a go!

Chapter End Notes

Chidori counter hahaha totally not subtly inspired by Avatar with the lightning
redirection thing with my own twist. Totally not ;) Also the last technique will be
explained, it is not flying thunder god but something else of Haru's invention. Hope you
enjoyed it, next chapter Team Gai's A rank and possibly some chibi Naruto. See yah
next time!!!! Love you guys!
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Chapter Summary

Team Gai's A Rank Mission. Chibi Naruto is actually amazing.
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reflection I felt like I should edit this chapter because one part seemed transphobic. That
was not my intention at the time, but I'm learning and growing so I can definitely see
how poorly I worded Jiraiya's comment about being a pisspoor imitation of a drag queen
and that it was problematic even with Haru taking the counterpoint to that. I sincerely
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this fic the welcoming place I want it to be. Though no one wrote anything about it, if
this part hurt you in any way I am so sorry and I promise to do better. Please let me
know if there is anything I can do to make it up to you.*

See the end of the chapter for more notes

“Down, down, down,” Haru shouted, ”he’s coming in hot to your right from the—“

A water balloon exploded on the sidewalk releasing a spray of water, glitter, and orange
feathers where Neji had been moments before he ducked around a corner into a safe
alleyway.

“Cover us,” Kakashi shouted from his position on Lee’s shoulder as they hesitated on the
cusp of another alley to hide away from the deluge of balloons.

“Got it,” Tenten shouted, she stepped out onto the street her regular hair-buns dripping onto
her shoulders heavily as she sent a barrage of weapons from one of her scrolls to allow Lee to
sprint across the street and skid to a stop beside Neji. Haru and Kakashi meet each-others
gaze from their hanging positions.

“You ready?” Haru asked.

“Maa let’s do it,” Kakashi agreed with a feral gleam in his uncovered gray eye.



“Is everything set-up, Tenten?” Haru asked as the genin ran back into the alley with rivulets
of water pooling beneath her, colorful feathers stuck at odd angles to her skin and glitter
shimmered under the afternoon sun against her face and arms. She had taken the brunt of the
barrage as the boys “protected” Haru and Kakashi. Neji kept track of Jiraiya and Gai who
waited at a choke point between them and the tower as they gathered themselves for the final
push. Tenten huffed as she reached up to wring out her hair but nodded.

“Good job with that distraction, Lee,” Tenten sighed as she turned a tired smile to her
teammate. “that was a close one.”

“I’m glad to be of assistance, Tenten!” Lee gave her a thumbs-up but kept from bowing as he
had a disgruntled Kakashi on his shoulder.

“It was truly inspired,” Kakashi snorted as he remembered Lee throwing him between two
rooftops and bellowing his own location afterward to distract Jiraiya when he had gotten too
close to Tenten. Neji had barely caught the copy-cat nin. He and Haru had bumped foreheads
painfully while Lee had been veritably drowned in water, glitter and feathers which Jiraiya
had added to his balloons, but it had been effective.

“And I never doubted my rival would be there to assist!” Lee announced smiling broadly
despite the colorful feathers stuck to his cheeks and the glitter sparkling in his hair. Though
Neji grimaced, he couldn’t deny that it wasn’t the worst thing in the world for his teammate
to trust him to back him up.

“Alright,” Haru announced adopting his ‘wannabe-hokage-voice’ or at least that’s what his
students called it, “operation Jiraiya-is-so-so-so-dead is a go. Head out.”

Tenten raced ahead already throwing kunai to intercept the barrage of balloons that began
raining down on her location, Lee with Kakashi swerved outward and drew the secondary fire
until Neji also stepped out with Haru which split the attention three ways to lessen the
firepower. Tenten raced on ahead and around the corner where it was a straight shot to the
tower with Lee and Neji dodging an intensifying maelstrom of balloons further back. Tenten
let out a loud shriek and Neji pulled up short before he dodged down yet another empty
alleyway to get out of the line of fire with Lee close on his heels.

“Go, go,” Lee said his voice serious for once as he settled Kakashi against a building, “help
Tenten, I’ll guard them here with my life! You can count on me!”

Neji hesitated only a moment before he dropped Haru haphazardly next to Kakashi. Haru
slumped bonelessly against the other man’s shoulder to which Kakashi rolled his eye, but
allowed Haru to rest against him. Neji slapped Lee’s back before he ducked out onto the
street and sprinted to Tenten’s location. Lee crouched beside them alert to his surroundings as
Kakashi glanced at Haru who gave a shallow nod. There was a familiar evil cackle directly
above them and the three nin looked up to see dozens of balloons streaking toward their
location. Haru smirked and launched himself into a standing position a gale of wind
redirecting the balloons backward at the culprit.

Jiraiya tried to move away, but looked down in horror at the chains circling his ankles. There
was a paper seal sitting innocently near his foot. Jiraiya barely managed to cover his face



before the balloons struck. Glitter, feathers, and water soaked the Toad Sage from head to toe,
while Kakashi stood languidly up from his leaning position and bumped his fist against
Haru’s when the man offered it. Lee was grinning so large it looked like it hurt and he
excitedly bumped fists with Haru as well when it was offered.

“How?” Jiraiya screamed glaring down at the smug looks on their faces as the Toad Sage
looked like he had taken a bath in glitter and exotic feathers.

“Don’t look at me,” Kakashi deadpanned as he jabbed his thumb toward Haru, “it was all this
one’s doing, with an assist from the baby genin.”

Haru grinned savagely up at his godfather.

“I’m a seal master, Raiya,” Haru teased as he dropped his hand to Lee’s shoulder and shook
him playfully, “I can teach even genin to take off a seal that I created.”

Lee smiled broadly though he appeared surprisingly bashful. Jiraiya scowled darkly down at
him.

“And I thought I liked you kid,” Jiraiya grumbled. Before Lee could take that to heart Haru
reached out and ruffled his hair laughing.

“Awh don’t take it personally bushy brows,” Haru assured the genin, “he’s just pouting
because you did great!”

Lee allowed Haru to mess with his hair, he was oddly happy about the easy affection. Gai
was prone to hugs but most people found the two overbearing and avoided getting too close.
Lee grinned so brightly his teeth glimmered as much as the glitter sparkling in his hair.

“Haru-san is a most capable and devious a tactician,” Lee said, “even my eternal rival was
impressed!”

“Gai will never forgive you!” Jiraiya shouted down at him petulantly, despite Haru glaring up
at him.

“Oi, stop it,” Haru shouted before he drew Lee’s attention back to him, “Gai will love this
Lee-kun, it’s the springtime of your youth! You managed to trap a Sannin and a Jounin! That
shit is impressive!”

“Thank you, Haru-san,’ Lee said with slightly less vigor, “I hope sensei will feel that way!”

“Don’t worry, Lee-kun,” Kakashi interceded dryly, “Gai will be so proud you’ll have to pry
him off you with a stick.”

Jiraiya, realizing he was being insensitive, grumbled to himself. “Yeah, yeah, you were
impressive, kid.”

Lee’s hesitance lessened and he fell into his habitual posing.



“Thank you for your kind words!” Lee announced, “I shall endeavor to continue to deserve
them, following Gai-sensei’s teachings with your added wisdom!”

“They’re right,” an amused voice announced as Tenten jogged back into the alley, “Gai-
sensei is sobbing he’s so proud.”

“Tenten, we have completed our objective here!” Lee greeted his teammate with an exuberant
smile.

“Did Gai fall for it?” Kakashi asked, mischief hiding behind his normal stoicism.

“Sensei fell for it hook link and sinker,” Tenten grinned.

“Excellent job,” Haru announced and reached out to bump fists with Tenten. The genin did so
with a self-conscious smile. She had played the most pivotal role of setting up the traps as
Lee and Neji distracted their sensei and Jiraiya. It had surprised her when Haru had turned to
her rather than Neji or Lee to do the job, but the man hadn’t hesitated in giving it to her.

“Alright, you two go finish up with Neji and have your sappy moment with Gai. Copy-cat-
san and I have some unfinished business with Jiraiya-sama, but we’ll catch up so Jiraiya can
pay you for your A rank.”

Tenten and Lee looked surprised, they had accepted that in going along with Haru’s plan they
would lose out on the pay that was promised. Haru had offered free training in compensation
for going along with his evil plot and after the whirlwind of a fight they had witnessed (in fits
and starts as most of it was too quick for them to keep up with) they were salivating at the
mouth for training. Lee wanted to observe his strange taijustu style, Tenten was interested in
the wristband she had seen him using which was different from a sealing scroll, and Neji
wanted to try his gentle fist style against the man again.

“Oi,” Jiraiya cried out, but Haru smiled wickedly up at him and the Toad Sage backed down.
He had a feeling he was going to regret trying to humiliate his godson so soon after the man
had proved himself in front of Konoha’s shinobi.

“Hai!” Lee and Tenten agreed before they turned to meet up with Neji and Gai-sensei. They
weren’t going to do anything too terrible to him, but neither Neji nor Tenten were going to
take being coated in glitter and feathers laying down. Lee was just happy that Neji seemed to
want to be included in the scheme, despite his own personal lack of negative feelings toward
the mission. It had been fun.

“Jir~raiya,” Haru sangsong as soon as the genin left the alleyway, leaving Haru and Kakashi
alone with the trapped Toad Sage. Jiraiya could get out of the trap if he put some effort into
it, but he waited to make his move. If Haru caught on, he would fortify the seal and Jiraiya
would never get out of the stupid thing based on the KI wafting from both Haru and Kakashi.
He really should have known better to wound their pride after a tied match.

‘What are you going to do kid?” Jiraiya asked as he tested the seal with his chakra, “I look
like a pisspoor imitation of a rainbow already.”



Jiraiya was soaked, rainbow glitter sticking to every available surface and multicolored
feathers splashed liberally across his arms and face. One particular purple feather stuck to his
cheek and brushing his nose was driving him crazy, but he wouldn’t give Haru the
satisfaction of seeing him squirm.

“Don’t insult rainbows, Ero-sennin,” Haru said, genuinely offended, which made both men
look at him with squinted eyes. When he didn’t appear to notice Kakashi decided to move on
or risk thinking too hard about that.

“Sunshine is a bit of a sadist,” Kakashi said with a shrug before he and Haru jumped up to the
roof on either side of Jiraiya. The Toad Sage cursed, now Haru would be able to easily
recapture him, he should have made his move when they were distracted with the genin.

“I thought I was a masochist?” Haru asked, he sounded confused as he made a seal to release
something from his left armband.

“That too,” Kakashi said cheerfully. Haru’s brows furrowed and he looked up at Kakashi
before he smiled as he noted the awkwardness in the man’s shoulders.

“I’m giving you mixed signals, huh?” Haru teased before he looked down at the scroll that
had appeared in his hand.

“All the mixed signals,” Kakashi agreed and made Haru laugh.

Jiraiya was annoyed at being ignored, but he had noticed Haru and Kakashi tended to do that.
If it wouldn’t get him in deeper hot water, he would totally have pointed this out, but as it
stood he would hold onto it until he wasn’t under Haru’s thumb.

“What are you doing with that?” Jiraiya hissed as Haru unrolled the scroll to reveal a seal that
Jiraiya vaguely remembered. It was one of the seals that he had seen Haru messing with when
they were on the road. If he remembered correctly this was a seal equivalent to a henge. It
was similar to Tsunade’s, but fundamentally different. It was temporary with an outside
source of chakra rather than the wearer and it lasted dependent on how much chakra was used
when the seal was inked. It couldn’t be undone except by Haru himself. Jiraiya felt a shiver
of dread.

“Did I ever tell you that you would look amazing with pink hair, Ero-sennin,” Haru asked
with a teasing grin.

“Ah ha! Putting your hand inside the seal deactivates it kid. You don’t have any—” Jiraiya
started until Haru lifted his hand to show Jiraiya a lock of what looked disturbingly like his
hair, the requirement for the technique to work over a distance, “How did you get that gaki?!”

Haru’s smile was victorious as he laid the seal at his feet inches away from Jiraiya’s captivity.
Kakashi just crossed his arms and watched silently. He was ready to move if Jiraiya tried to
escape.

“I’m always prepared, Jiraiya,” Haru teased.



“That’s a blatant lie,” Jiraiya shot back, but it just made Haru laugh harder as he spread the
hair in the center of the seal. Jiraiya was getting nervous. His precious hair—it would
seriously cut into his sex appeal and then there was the slim chance that Tsu—the gaki was
getting to him if he was contemplating seeing that drunk gambler anytime soon. What was he
thinking?!

“Okay, yeah, but my pranks are different,” Haru admitted as he scratched at the bandage on
his cheek, “I was just going to make you look like a Toad for a while after our next Sage spar
to freak you out, but I think what I have in mind now is better. Don’t you think Kakashi?”

“Absolutely,” Kakashi agreed with an eye-smile as he pointed a kunai at Jiraiya moments
before the Toad Sage would have bent down to undo the seal. Jiraiya cursed, Kakashi was
obviously annoyed at being included with his revenge against Haru. He should have just—
Jiraiya jerked as something on the seal caught his eye, while Haru took out a brush to
complete the finishing touches.

“How long is that set for?” Jiraiya asked suspiously, he didn’t like the smirk that lifted on
Haru’s face.

“A month,” Haru said to the horror of his godfather before he threw Jiraiya a bone, “unless
you make it up to me Ero-sennin!”

“You will die,” Jiraiya announced, no way in hell was he going to walk around with pink hair
for a whole month!

“Well, we all die, Ero-sennin,” Haru said sweetly, “it’s just whether we have fun before we
do. I don’t know about you, Kakashi, but I think this will be fun.”

“I concur,” Kakashi said still eye smiling.

“No!!!!!” Jiraiya shouted but it was too late, Haru completed the hand signs and Jiraiya’s fate
was sealed.

<>

Neji sighed while Gai-sensei clutched onto his shoulders as he sobbed happily. He so proud
he was becoming more incoherent than usual. When he and Tenten had trapped him, Gai-
sensei had been genuinely shocked and when his three students had worked together to make
their sensei equally as glittery and feathery a mess as they were, he had been beside himself.

Neji jerked his head to the side when he heard a whining voice coming down the deserted
street. Somehow, Jiraiya and Gai had managed to clear their route to Hokage tower, though
Neji had noted people watching them from windows and on the rooftops. It was
embarrassing, but as they had the last word Neji would put up with the indignity. He was
getting training with an elite new shinobi out of it, he could ignore the snickers from civilians
and shinobi alike who watched the spectacle that was Haru and the supposedly respected
Sannin.



The voice was Jiraiya-sama as he walked between a smug Haru and Kakashi, the latter who
was reading again. Where the Sannin’s hair had once been pure white, it was then a shocking
neon pink with a healthy dose of rainbow glitter and multicolored feathers. Jiraiya clasped
onto Haru’s wrist and was tugging at him ineffectually with a pout obvious in his expression.

“—listen here I the great Jiraiya of Mount Myoboku can’t not be seen-“

“Did you hear something, Kakashi?” Haru asked as he looked around despite the Sannin
clutching onto his arm.

“Maa, maa just your regular nonsense, Sunshine,” Kakashi drawled. Haru scowled at the man
before he suddenly ducked when Jiraiya shot his arm outward to smack the back of his head
for ignoring him. He evaded neatly as his eyes settled on Gai who was suction-cupped to his
three genin. Haru’s face lit up and he laughed.

“Looking great Gai-san,” Haru announced effectively drawing Kakashi’s attention away from
his book and upward to look at his best friend. Kakashi let out a strange sound and actually
pressed his hand against his mask to keep himself from openly guffawing and ruining his
persona more than it already was with pink feathers in his gray spikes. The genin hadn’t
taken it easy on their sensei, in fact it looked like Gai might have actually helped them
considering very little of his skin was visible underneath all the glitter and feathers adorning
his crying face.

“Haru-san! This is truly the grandest display of the spring time of youth! I must thank you for
taking my students under your wing and allowing them too—”

“No problem, Gai,” Haru laughed waving his hand dismissively as they stopped next to the
genin. “They did great. In fact, Raiya has something to give them.”

Haru looked meaningfully at the Toad Sage, who grumbled, but coughed up three separate
scrolls with the genin’s payments. It had been impressive and the fact that it was one of
Haru’s conditions for putting his hair back to rights certainly helped. He gave the three genin
an unwilling smile as the three took the scrolls from him. Neji radiated smugness, Tenten was
obviously already plotting what weapons she would buy and Lee looked as though he would
combust in a mirror of his sensei raving about springtime behind him. Haru smiled kindly at
them, conscious of the many eyes on them. Jiraiya had apparently planned the whole thing
with the Hokage that morning, he could feel Hiruzen watching as well. He knew this was yet
another test, but if he said so himself he had managed quite well thank you very much.

“Well, we should probably actually go see Hokage-sama now,” Haru said as he let his eyes
rest where the man was hidden before they dipped back down to the genin, “just have Gai-san
reach out to me when you’re ready for that training, alright?”

After allowing Gai to rant for a while about his gratitude and youth and becoming comrades,
Haru, Kakashi, and a sulking Jiraiya took to the rooftops toward Hokage tower. Haru couldn’t
help the smug grin plastered across his face and though Kakashi appeared as nonchalant as
always Haru could tell he had as much fun as the genin had. Jiraiya was pouting and plotting
ways to trick Haru into undoing the henge without resorting to whatever the brat had cooked



up. He had an uneasy feeling that Tsunade would be involved and he simply would not put up
with it. Nope.

As Haru expected, Hiruzen sat in his office looking properly official when they arrived and
not as though he had watched the spectacle at all. He tried to appear stern but he struggled to
keep the amusement off his face as the three-bedazzled shinobi climbed into the room via the
window. Kakashi was reading Icha Icha as though nothing had happened, despite the fact his
mask appeared as though he had rubbed his face in a vat of glitter and his hair looked as
though flamingos had taken roost among the gravity defying spikes. Haru had avoided the
worst of the feathers but he dripped wherever he walked and his coat might as well be
rainbow colored instead of white. Of course, Jiraiya took the cake, his hair itself was a
searing color and he had three times the amount of glitter and feathers attached to his person.
He glared at Hiruzen and lifted a warning finger at the man.

“Not a single word old man,” Jiraiya hissed.

“I don’t know what you mean, Jiraiya-chan,” Hiruzen deadpanned, “this is quite tame in
comparison to your more adventurous youth. I do remember you posing as Tsunade-chan that
one celebration in compensation for ruining her date when you were Haru’s age. If I
remember she took exception to your henge depiction.”

“What?” Haru asked as his eyes brightened with mischief. Jiraiya yelped and launched
himself toward Haru plastering his hand against his ears.

“Do not tell him about that,” Jiraiya shouted holding a squirming Haru by his ears, “he’ll
never let it go!”

“You liar,” Haru shouted still struggling ineffectually, “you said baa-chan--” Jiraiya plastered
his hands over Haru's mouth to keep him from accidentally revealing something he shouldn't
in front of Hiruzen and Kakashi about a woman he had never met.

“It’s a fabrication,” Jiraiya denied still struggling to hold onto his godson, “I will not be
slandered this way!”

“Hokage-sama,” Kakashi asked dryly as he turned the page in his book. Hiruzen looked
toward him visibly amused, “how much are the pictures selling for?”

“Pictures?” both Jiraiya and Haru stopped cold and looked between Hiruzen and Kakashi.
Haru had a feverish gleam in his eyes and Jiraiya looked terrified.

“Oh, I’d say about the same as the pictures of you and Haru being carried around by genin
Kakashi,” Hiruzen said with a terrible smile. Haru squawked but Kakashi just nodded,
reached into his pocket for the money and handed it over to Hiruzen. The Hokage took the
amount and placed it in a collections box before taking out a file from his desk and handing a
copy of a picture over to Kakashi. Kakashi held up the picture so Jiraiya could see it though
he refrained from glancing at it himself. He would save that for later. He shook it
tantalizingly in front of the Toad Sage.



“Include me in one of your revenge plots again,” Kakashi said with an eye-smile, “and I have
this photocopied and spread to every bookstore in the elemental nations. Got it?”

“Oh, you are cold, copy-cat-san,” Haru laughed still caught in Jiraiya’s arms as the man
slumped into his godson betrayal plain on his face. He raised a shaking hand and pointed
toward Kakashi.

“You are no longer my grand-student!” Jiraiya shouted, but Kakashi just chuckled mirthlessly
and placed the photo in the safety of his flak jacket.

“Pleasure doing business with you,” Kakashi said with a nod before he looked at Haru,
“you’re off the hook for now.”

Haru wouldn’t admit it if you forced him but he was secretly relieved. Though Kakashi had
called him the sadist, he was very familiar with Kakashi’s revenge techniques. He was brutal.

“You’re going to let me see that later, right,” Haru whispered to Kakashi as Jiraiya turned to
argue with Hiruzen about keeping blackmail material about him available. Kakashi eye-
smiled.

“I’ll get you a copy,” Kakashi agreed, “you should frame it.”

And though they had been acting rather friendly for the past day and a half Haru couldn’t
help but think it was the start of a beautiful friendship. Here he wasn’t the numbskull student
that was learning to take the responsibility of Hokage from his sensei. Here he was a man
with a wicked sense of humor that surprisingly complimented his former sensei’s remarkably
well, without the added expectations of memory and angst hung between them. Haru would
always miss his sensei, but as he shot Kakashi a knowing grin before he turned to face his Jiji
bedecked in glitter after an awe-inspiring spar, well maybe he got something out of this time
travel thing more than just a chance to make sure chibi had it better this time around. Yeah,
maybe.

<>
(earlier that morning)

Iruka yawned so widely it felt as though his jaws would crack as he blearily made his way
from his apartment to the academy. Though he was a shinobi he had always struggled to
wake up in the mornings, especially when he had a long night. Naruto had finally gone back
home after Iruka had treated him to ramen to reward him for his work on leap frog, but Iruka
had been faced with the essays he was supposed to be grading instead. After a grueling night
Iruka had dragged himself out of bed and headed sleepily to his classroom. He mused to
himself about Haru and his spar with Kakashi-san that day. He had heard people already
gossiping about it as he got his regular to-go tea and donut before class, it sounded like it was
going to be quite the spectacle. Iruka had supposed Haru was powerful just based on the fact
he had Kakashi for a babysitter alone, but from the sound of it he had even underestimated
the man. He heard something about upsetting Kage and suicidal missions into the heart of the
other elemental nations? But perhaps that was idle gossip and nothing more. While Haru was
certainly impressive and a trained Uzumaki to boot, but he wasn’t insane enough—well he
was related to Naruto so maybe he shouldn’t be making suppositions on the subject. Iruka



tensed as he sensed someone inside his classroom, but he furrowed his brow when he
recognized the chakra signature. Huh? He was never there this early. Iruka was lucky if
Naruto was there for even a fraction of the class time before noon. But indeed, the moment
Iruka pushed the door to the classroom open Naruto was there racing across the room his arm
outstretched to get a fingertip onto the toad plush toy loping through the air. The moment it
touched Naruto’s fingertip it stuck and then leapt from his finger backward.

Naruto moved purposefully, cackling as he chased after the toad and sent it flying again
seconds after catching it with his chakra. Naruto was playing leap frog by himself running in
circles and launching the toad forward only to be there in its landing place seconds later.
Iruka stood there in stunned silence as his brain tried to comprehend the sight. Naruto had
been getting the hang of it far quicker than Iruka had even hoped but this was? Iruka was
suddenly struck with something both painful and proud. Naruto was an Uzumaki and when
given a technique specific for his clan and his natural abilities this was the result. Iruka
needed Kuniharu to be the real deal, to be trustworthy, so his student…his little brother had a
chance to be—to be this.

“Iruka-sensei!” Naruto shouted jubilantly the toad stuck to his cheek where he had caught it
accidentally when he tripped, he had caught himself between a chair and a desk but he
jumped up excitedly and ran toward his sensei his smile so bright it hurt a little to look at it,
“ano sa, ano sa, I think got it now! Can we try it together now dattebayo!”

Iruka was sort of enraptured by the way the toy wiggled as Naruto’s mouth moved. It was
sort of distracting.

“Uh—what?” Iruka mumbled before he shook his, “oh, yeah course’ Naruto. You’re here
really early.”

Naruto looked at Iruka curiously squinting at him before seeming to forget what was
bothering him. He smiled again somewhat less exuberant now.

“So, can we?”

Iruka smiled fondly down at his student and nodded. “Yes, just let me set up somethings for
class today first.”

Naruto cheered and then allowed Iruka to pass him. While he waited he continued his self-
made game running around as Iruka prepared for lecture by writing on the board about upper-
level stealth techniques. When Iruka turned back around Naruto was in a painful contortion
on the floor to catch the toy on his foot.

“Having fun?” Iruka asked bemused. Naruto jerked his head up and smiled before collapsed
in a heap on the floor.

“Let’s do it, Iruka-sensei,” Naruto shouted and though Iruka was still tired he put on a good
front for Naruto. If only because he was so invested in a chakra control exercise of all things.

“We’ll start close to each other,” Iruka-sensei decided, “come on!”



Naruto grumbled about being underestimated, but came over all the same with a smile. Iruka
started them off slow, but he quickly realized that Naruto had a far better grasp on the
technique then even he did. His leaps tended to be difficult to sync up to and only working
with Haru the previous day allowed him to adjust to his student. Naruto, on the other hand,
took to his rotation pattern with an ease that was almost irritating. They moved further and
further apart and eventually Naruto had them moving around the classroom, edging around
desk and chairs laughing. It was so fun Iruka didn’t notice a person standing in the doorway
until Naruto almost rammed into them to catch an errant toss from Iruka from across the
room.

“Dattebayo,” Naruto shouted waving his arms to slow his momentum. Only for a hand to
plant into the center of his sternum to stop him in his tracks.

“Hn, dobe,” Uchiha Sasuke sneered and pushed Naruto away from him.

“What was that, teme!” Naruto shouted, but Sasuke was already looking past him to Iruka-
sensei.

“Am I interrupting something?” Sasuke asked.

Iruka smiled indulgently and tried not to think of Haru doing a spot-on impression of the
Uchiha that day based on the barest of descriptions. It was actually a little scary how accurate
it had been.

“Of course not, Sasuke-kun,” Iruka said as Naruto seethed, “you’re welcome to join us
though.”

“Hn, if the dobe is doing it, I doubt it’s worth my time,” Sasuke said matter of factly as he
went to step forward only to have Naruto in his face. Of course, the rage was hardly
impressive with a toad stuck to the side of skull.

“Oi, teme, I’m over here,” Naruto shouted, “it’s a super-secret chakra technique and I bet you
couldn’t do it if you tried!”

“Naruto Sas—,” Iruka sighed but the two boys were already in rival mode.

“Doubtful,” Sasuke scoffed.

“You wanna bet!” Naruto shouted raising his fist toward his classmate, only for his wrist to
snagged by an irate Iruka.

“Both of you stop it,” Iruka berated them looking through narrowed eyes from Naruto to
Sasuke. Both boys settled down and though Sasuke would never admit it he wilted slightly
under the disapproving gaze of his sensei.

“Now, Sasuke-kun if you want to learn the exercise I will teach it to you,” Iruka said still in
stern teacher mode, “otherwise, Naruto and I will continue by ourselves.”

Sasuke seemed to weigh his options looking between a sulking Naruto who still had the toy
stuck at an awkward angle against his face and Iruka who was stern but still kind underneath



it all. Sasuke doubted anything the dobe could do would be useful to him, but anything
Naruto could do he could do a million times better. What better way to shut the idiot up than
to try his hand at it?

“I’ll learn it,” Sasuke grunted.

Naruto scowled and watched his rival through narrowed eyes. His chest squeezed
uncomfortably, but beyond a glare he didn’t voice anything. Iruka-sensei would just go on
about sharing knowledge, plus Iruka-sensei had made it clear that it was harder to play with
other people and the better he would get. Plus, he could beat the teme in anything! Especially
this! Iruka nodded before he placed his hand on Naruto’s shoulder and squeezed.

“Go ahead and practice on your own and I'll get Sasuke-kun started,” Iruka said, “I’ll join
you when he has the basic idea.”

“Fine,” Naruto said and stuck his tongue out childishly at Sasuke before he sulked his way
into a corner. Only after looking around for the toy did he realize it was still attached to his
face. He sent a menacing (read: not at all) glare over his shoulder at Sasuke before he
continued his solo practice. Iruka smiled indulgently at his blond student before he led the
stoic one to the front of his classroom. Iruka checked the time in passing as he went to his
desk to get one of the dozens of small toad plush toys, newer and smaller than the one Naruto
had, that had shown up on Iruka’s door last night when he got home from ramen. The note
said the gift was curtesy of Jiraiya-sama and his friendly neighborhood Uzumaki.

Sasuke looked dubious about the toy, but seemed to focus when Iruka started to explain
theory. With Sasuke he could give a more in-depth explanation of the mechanics and Sasuke
watched closely as Iruka demonstrated the technique. He ignored the exclamations of Naruto
running in the back of the classroom and focused on figuring out the strange chakra control
technique. Most Academy chakra control techniques where simple, learning to exert a small
amount of chakra to an extremely detailed degree. This was also detailed, but it required
more chakra and an almost instinctive grasp of rotation and counter-rotation. Sasuke took the
toad into his palm and focused on copying what Iruka had done. There was a long pause and
then the toad suddenly flung backward and hit him directly between the eyes. The entire
room went silent. Naruto had positioned himself sideways to peek at Sasuke's first attempt
and was thanking the ramen gods he had done so. Iruka bit his lip on a laugh from the
stupefied expression on his best student’s face. Uzumaki Naruto had no such compunctions.

“Bahahahahahaha,” Naruto laughed falling to the floor and writhing across it, “you suck!”

Sasuke whirled and was only stopped from beating the blond’s face in by Iruka-sensei
grabbing him around the waist.

“Stop it, Naruto,” Iruka said and he tried to sound stern as he kept Sasuke from murdering the
Uzumaki, “you weren’t so great at it when you—”

“But—” Naruto laughed hysterically convulsing, “but but the teme’s face! There is justice in
the world!”

“Dobe—”



“Uzumaki Naruto stop it right now or no more ramen,” Iruka shouted. Naruto stopped
abruptly his face falling into a pout though he stayed were he laid languidly rather than get
up.

“You can’t keep using that Iruka-sensei,” Naruto whined, but he went back to his practice
when Iruka just glared at him. He was showing off now, laying on his stomach he made the
toad jump from his hand and across his back to his head. Iruka rolled his eyes and
manhandled Sasuke back into position. The Uchiha was seething but allowed Iruka to explain
what he had done wrong in a calm voice. When Sasuke shot the toad rocketing toward Iruka
this time Naruto let out a strangled sound but kept his laughter to himself.

When Sakura and Ino showed up thirty minutes later (they always showed up early to spend
time alone in the classroom with Sasuke) there was a veritable thundercloud following the
Uchiha heir. This was not totally out of the ordinary, but a Naruto who started snickering
every time he even glanced at Sasuke only to stop when Iruka started to open his mouth to
threaten the blond again was strange. Sakura wasn’t sure she had ever seen Naruto up this
early.

“Why is Naruto-baka acting like that?” Sakura whispered to Ino.

“Who knows?” the Yamanaka answered with a shrug.

<>

Sasuke glared at the stupid grinning toad as though that would make the toy behave. He had
seethed over his failure to do an exercise that dead last could do with his eyes closed and
laying in a heap on the ground. It was infuriating. It also wasn’t as though Naruto had been
working on it much longer—Iruka-sensei had told him Naruto started yesterday! It was
inconceivable and yet there he was glaring at the toad and unable to make it do what it Iruka
and Naruto could do even at the most basic level. It was the lunch and self-study period that
would last an hour and half, which was why he was working on the technique again. He had
placed himself out of sight, but he was close enough to see Naruto running around by himself
near the swing acting like he had been doing the technique since he had been born. The other
Academy students looked bemused, but as usual went to their own areas with their friends for
the lunch hour without bothering the blond beyond some half-hearted jeers.

Shikamaru and Chouji were lounging on the academy stairs watching Naruto, but they made
no move to join him, or even ask what he was doing. Sasuke glared at the stupid blond as he
caught the toad on his pinky while he did a backflip and raised his arms triumphantly when
he landed. It was odd to see Naruto like that—actually good at something, having the skill to
back up the bravado that oozed out of him like a bad smell. Sasuke ground his teeth together,
took a deep breath through his nose and then steeled himself. He stalked past Sakura and
Ino’s poor hiding spot and headed straight for the dobe. Naruto didn’t sense him coming until
he stood there sullen and standoffish. Sasuke cleared his throat deliberately and then did so
again when the blond apparently didn’t hear him. Naruto whirled around, his eyes went wide
as dinner plates as he froze to see Sasuke staring intensely at him.

“Gah!!” Naruto shouted before he regained his balance. He landed heavily but still caught his
toad on the tip of his nose.



“Oi, deadlast,” Sasuke huffed as he clenched his hands at his sides, “how are you doing
that?”

“Wha—” Naruto asked his blue eyes wide as he stared in uncomprehending silence at his
rival who looked distinctly uncomfortable standing there asking for his help.

“How are you—” Sasuke reiterated through gritted teeth only to be cut off.

“Wait! Is this real life?” Naruto asked as he leaned in close to Sasuke and squinted at him.

“What?” Sasuke asked dumbfounded.

“Ano sa, Ano sa,” Naruto asked with a shit eating grin taking residence on his face, “is his
royal duckbutt actually asking for my—”

“Do you want to die—”

“—My assistance in the sacred and holy art of—”

“—because I can do that for you dobe if you—”

“—leap frog of awesomeness!”

“-don’t shut up!”

They were both yelling at the end of the exchange and Naruto found it hilarious. He hardly
ever got Sasuke this riled up anymore. The older Sasuke got the more indifferent to Naruto’s
goading he had become, but there he was asking Naruto for help and what was that? Was that
a blush Naruto saw hinting high on Sasuke's annoying cheekbones.

“Bahahaha,” Naruto laughed so hard he had trouble catching his breath.

“Dobe!” Sasuke growled reaching forward and dragging Naruto by his lapel so they were
face to face glaring at each other. The moment was intense, but Naruto surprised everyone
(Sasuke and the audience watching) when, instead of breaking out into a fight, he gave
Sasuke a smug grin.

“What do I get out of it?” Naruto asked.

“Hn?” Sasuke grunted in disgust pushing Naruto away in an exasperated huff.

“No, seriously, what do I get, teme?” Naruto said crossing his arms and squinting at his
classmate scowling, “Why should I help you at all?”

Sasuke glared right back at Naruto before grunting as he turned to walk away

“Wait!” Naruto shouted stopping Sasuke from going too far, “I thought of something!”

“Hn?” Sasuke turned to glared at his side-eyed and cocked an eyebrow at the blond.



“And here I thought you were speaking in sentences dattebayo!” Naruto grumbled to himself
and rolled his eyes skyward. Sasuke’s eyebrow twitched.

“What dobe?” he demanded coldly.

“That—” Naruto struggle to vocalize for a moment before his hands started moving to
demonstrate, “you know that move with the wah and then I always go” Naruto demonstrated
being laid out flat on his back. Not his brightest moment, but if he could just figure out how
the teme did it then—

“You want me to teach you a taijutsu move?” Sasuke asked incredulous.

“Uh, yeah, gotta problem with that, teme?” Naruto asked defensively.

“As though you could learn it?” Sasuke sneered and immediately Naruto got red in the face
and took a step forward growling.

“Of course, I could learn it!” Naruto shouted, “I would be the best at it, teme! And besides
who says you can learn this?!”

“Hn, of course, I can,” Sasuke said matter of fact. Naruto glared and crossed his arms across
his chest again.

“Learn to smack yourself in the face by yourself then!” Naruto shouted.

“Dobe.”

“Teme!”

They stood there glaring at each other. Naruto honestly expected the Uchiha to stalk off and
go freeze some trees with his freeze-ray vision or something, but Sasuke stayed there glaring
at him.

“That’s an Uchiha clan move,” Sasuke said through gritted teeth.

“Soooo—” Naruto sneered, “this is Iruka-sensei’s friend’s technique that he found just for me
and you’re still learning it!”

“That’s different,” Sasuke argued.

“I don’t see how!” Naruto exploded.

“Pick something else,” Sasuke said in a low voice.

“But—”

“Pick something else!” Sasuke shouted louder and more insistent. Naruto squinted at Sasuke
and noted how tense the jerk had become. His eyes had that shifty look they got whenever
anything about his clan got brought up. His stance didn’t relax, but something softened
unwilling in Naruto’s chest. Stupid teme.



“Fine—” Naruto conceded as he thought hard about something Sasuke could do for him,
“jeez your highness—buy me groceries.”

“What?” Sasuke asked, genuinely confused.

“Buy me groceries!” Naruto said again, but louder this time.

“Why would I pay—” Sasuke sneered, but Naruto rolled his eyes.

“I’ll pay for them you ass,” Naruto said, “just go and buy them for me, teme!”

“Why?” Sasuke asked smirking, “Can’t be bothered to shop for yourself!”

Naruto glared at his classmate and did not look amused. It wasn’t Sasuke’s fault he didn’t
know that shopping had always been an ordeal for the blond. He hardly scrapped by with
what jiji gave him every month because people upped their prices when dealing with him. It
still made his chest feel hot and constricted, but for once Naruto controlled himself.

“It’ll be cheaper, if you go,” Naruto said through gritted teeth, “and I’m saving up for
something!”

Naruto had hoped that upon graduating from the academy he would be able to treat Iruka-
sensei instead of vice versa. He never could manage to save up enough from his stipend
though and it didn’t seem likely even if Ichiraku gave him a discount.

“Why would it be cheaper?” Sasuke asked, he was clearly confused.

“It just would be,” Naruto grumbled, “so will you?”

“Just once,” Sasuke checked, he couldn’t believe he was considering it.

“Yes, just once,” Naruto said, his expression was grumpy.

“Fine—” Sasuke sighed after a pregnant pause, “write me a list and get me the money when
you want it.”

“I knew that, teme!” Naruto said defensively. Sasuke rolled his eyes.

“Just tell me what I’m doing wrong!” Sasuke grumbled.

“Show me,” Naruto said and gestured for Sasuke to demonstrate with his toad clamped in his
hand. Sasuke glared harder at Naruto, suspicious of his motives.

“Can’t you just tell me?” Sasuke asked.

“Nooo,” Naruto rolled his eyes, “I need to watch upclose, teme!”

Sasuke glared at Naruto challengingly, but focused on the toad all the same. Just as any other
time that Sasuke tried to perform the technique the Toad rocketed off at a wild angle. This



time it barely missed Naruto and smacked into the wall. Immediately, Naruto started to
guffaw.

“That’s it—” Sasuke growled his cheeks burning against his will. Sasuke whirled to stalk in
the opposite direction, but he was stopped by a hand on his arm. He shoved the still laughing
Naruto away.

“Stop being a drama queen teme!” Naruto laughed maneuvering so he was in the way of
Sasuke’s retreat despite the frigid glare, “It’s funny. But I know what’s wrong now.”

“What,” Sasuke demanded, his temper held back by a hair.

“You’re only using some of your chakra,” Naruto explained though it looked like he was
struggling to word it at all, his hands moved on their own accord trying to demonstrate, “one
part goes one way, but everything else stays still!”

“I should only need this much to make it bounce,” Sasuke said his brow creasing.

“But it’s not right that way!” Naruto exploded and then scratched his head, “it’s sorta uneven
I guess!”

“You’re rotating all your chakra?” Sasuke asked, incredulous.

“Well duh,” Naruto rolled his eyes as though it indeed were obvious, “but how much you do
it depends on how big the jump, watch!”

Naruto made the Toad still attached to his head jump to his crown and then down to his
shoulder. Sasuke still looked dubious.

“You can’t be serious,” Sasuke deadpanned, “this is a chakra control exercise.”

“I’m controlling my chakra aint I,” Naruto asked squinting in confusion at Sasuke.

“All of it,” Sasuke reiterated his mouth pressed into a thin line.

“Yeah, all of it!”

“Fine,” Sasuke sighed, if it didn’t work he just wouldn’t hold up his end of the bargain. As if
it would anyway. Chakra control was about sectioning off a piece of chakra and manipulating
it. It was not marshaling everything at once. Sasuke got the toad toy and concentrated. He did
as Naruto suggested by rotating all his chakra in a strange sensation before then gathering it
in his palm and let it spring. The frog leaped high and long. Sasuke didn’t bother to try to do
the opposite, he just caught it and then stared in disbelief at his hand.

“—”

Sasuke didn’t want to look at the dobe, but he could feel the smugness radiating off his
classmate even without looking at him.



“Told you so,” Naruto said snidely before Sasuke kicked him and sent him sprawling,”—ack
teme!”

Naruto jumped up prepared to attack, but Sasuke easily dodged and pinned Naruto’s arm
behind his back.

“Shut up dobe,” Sasuke said and pushed him away from him, “watch me again to see if it was
just a fluke and you haven’t told me how to catch it.”

Naruto grumbled but turned around dutifully to watch anyway.

“Well, duh,” Naruto rolled his eyes, “you just do the same thing but opposite!”

Though Sasuke would never admit it, the answer was so simple it was obvious. So, he did
what Naruto told him by making the toad leap to his other arm and catching it by quickly
countering the rotation. It was unsteady and nearly was thrown back off, but Sasuke managed
it. He looked up to see Naruto smiling knowingly at him and despite himself he allowed the
tiniest of smiles to lift the corners of his lips.

“Hey, Naruto, Sasuke!” Kiba shouted drawing their attention to their classmates gathered in
front of the stairs, “come check this out!”

Sasuke’s eyebrow lifted, but before he could walk away Naruto grabbed his wrist and towed
him toward their classmates. Sasuke was so shocked he allowed it to happen and by the time
he came to himself he was curious what had even Nara standing up looking interested.

“What is it?” Naruto asked dropping Sasuke’s wrist when he jerked his arm away from him.
Though, he still gave his rival a squinty eyed glare in retaliation.

“Some genin team is doing a training exercise the street over,” Kiba explained excitedly
pointing outside of the academy, “we’re going to roof to see if we can see them. One of the
academy teachers just came back from some kind of hardcore exhibition match and were
talking about it!”

“Exhibition match?” Naruto asked, clearly confused.

“A shinobi from outside the village is joining Konoha,” Shikamaru said with a shrug from his
leaning position against the academy building, “My dad was going to the match this
morning.”

“So was mine!” a female voice announced, the academy students turned to see Ino and
Sakura where they had been inching closer to Sasuke. Ino blushed, but she crossed her arms
and gave them all a cocky grin. Sakura smiled shyly at Sasuke before glaring at Naruto who
gave her puppy dog eyes.

“And mine,” Chouji muttered around his chips. He clearly did not notice the embarrassment
on Ino’s face for being caught eavesdropping.

“Well, let’s go!” Naruto announced suddenly excited at the prospect of spying on real shinobi
doing serious training! It would be so cool!



“Why?” Sasuke asked derisively. He drew more than one sour look from the boys of the
group. The girls sighed to themselves at how cool Sasuke-kun was.

“It’s a training exercise. It's like a sneak peek,” Naruto explained as though it were Sasuke
that was considered dead last despite the icy glare that cut his way, “but guess you’re too
good for that teme!”

“Troublesome—” Shikamaru muttered stepping between the two before they could start
fighting, “come on, they’ll pass us if we wait too long, we heard they’re heading to Hokage
tower.”

“Will we even be able to see them?” Ino asked doubtfully as the group headed inside
together. Despite his earlier statement Sasuke followed along with his hands shoved into his
pockets careful to keep Kiba and Naruto between him and the girls.
Secertly he conceded it might be worth his time to check out

“If we hurry troublesome woman!” Shikamaru muttered and then sighed when Ino smacked
him across the shoulder. Naruto was bouncing he was so excited, it wasn’t often they got
observe training of actual shinobi. He wondered what it would be like.

…Whatever he expected what he got was certainly not it. Also, he had a few questions for
Iruka-sensei.
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Iruka knew something was up with his class after lunch. Mizuki didn’t seem to sense it and
looked at his fellow sensei oddly when Iruka mention the phenomenon. It was in the knowing
looks that got passed around between his students, even among those who normally don’t
interact with the rest of their classmates, then it was the suppressed laughter or twitching
facial muscles whenever two eyes met. Even Sasuke appeared amused about something,
though far less than anyone else in the class. Except—well, one student out of the rest of
them didn’t appear affected by the giddiness and the hyperactivity hiding beneath a thin
veneer of shinobi stoicism as the rest of the class. Naruto, of all people, was the calmest in
one in the classroom. If that didn’t spell disaster Iruka was no shinobi. The Academy teacher
had never seen him like that before. Instead of snoozing haphazardly beside Shikamaru or
baiting Sasuke, he sat quietly as he stared out the window. He was squinting as though
thinking about something very hard.



It honestly worried Iruka, who decided within five minutes of restarting lessons to catch
Naruto before he bolted after class. As it were, Mizuki distracted him by handing him a box
of files just as class finished, but Iruka need not worry. Rather than take off like a bat out of
hell like was his usual MO Naruto exchanged a brief confusing conversation with Sasuke
about grocery shopping? A meeting place was set and plans to continue practicing leapfrog
before Naruto was heading toward Iruka of his own volition. Iruka quickly put away the
folder he picked up as Mizuki passed Naruto with an unthinking pat on the student’s shoulder
before he left the classroom. A shocked smile flitted to Naruto’s face before it was replaced
with his uncommonly serious expression again as he stopped before Iruka. Naruto crossed his
arms and squinted up at him.

“Ano sa, Ano sa,” Naruto started out pursing his lips as he thought of what to say, “Iruka-
sensei, what’s that one guy’s name?”

“Who?” Iruka asked with a furrowed brow as he finished organizing the files in the box
Mizuki had proffered him.

“That one redheaded guy that the silver guy was carrying yesterday,” Naruto exclaimed as he
rubbed the back of his head and continued to squint at Iruka who had gone very still, “You’re
friends right? He’s the guy that taught you leapfrog, right, right?”

Iruka’s heart had begun to race as fear and protectiveness roared to life in his veins. If
Kuniharu-

“Why do you ask, Naruto?” Iruka asked with deliberate calm. Naruto seemed to squint harder
at him with his lips still pursed as though he were gauging his teacher’s reaction.

“We watched him and that other silver guy training with a genin team at lunch from the roof!
They had an entire street set up!” Naruto said suddenly grinning with excitement lighting his
eyes to a beautiful brightness, “It was so COOL! We should TOTALLY do that instead of
book work! I would beat the teme with my eyes closed if that was class work! Uh, not that I
don’t already but--”

Iruka was a little taken aback at the passion now brimming from the blond as he excitedly
shared his experience watching the genin “practice” that did not sound like anything Iruka
had heard of. What in the world was Haru up to? This was yet another piece of evidence that
he and Naruto were related because the only other person who caused him to have a heart
attack on a regular basis was his student. He had known the man for a day and he already
knew this about him.

“You should have seen it when they tricked that old guy and the one with the bowl cut and
bushy eyebrows!” Naruto continued to exclaim, Iruka blinked slowly still struggling to
understand what actually was happening.

“Gai-san?” Iruka muttered more to himself than to Naruto, but his student answered anyway.

“I don’t him but there was this genin who looks exactly like him!” Naruto added.



“So…” Iruka said slowly as he put away the rest of the files and scanned Naruto’s face for
some clue as to what was actually going on, “you all just—watched them, right?”

Naruto frowned at Iruka and scoffed as though it were Iruka who was acting strangely. “We
saw them from the roof at lunch,” Naruto explained, “I mean we couldn’t talk to them or
anything because they left but it was still super cool!”

Something in Iruka’s chest relaxed. So, Haru hadn’t come into contact with Naruto, after all,
he had been spied on by the academy student while participating in some training with Gai’s
team. Which for one thing, why was Haru already training with genin? This was manageable
though….maybe. Iruka didn’t like the look in Naruto’s eyes.

“uh—huh,” Iruka hedged before studying Naruto’s face even closer, “Why do you want to
know about him?”

Naruto’s face quickly sobered from a grin into an unnaturally neutral face something almost
like that Iruka had spotted when he had seen Naruto watching the other children with their
families on special days at the academy before throwing himself into the masses to create
some mayhem.

<>

Naruto thought back to the scene he had watched a few scant hours before. The Academy
students had crowded closely together, bumping each other obnoxiously to be able to see the
scene taking place on the street over. While offering commentary that had very little with
what was actually going on the ground. They had mostly seen the training in flashes of action
anyway. An old man cackling as he took aim with a veritable arsenal of water balloons, the
hyperactive green blur that was equal parts grinning so brightly it was blinding and posing
between his own attack on the genin were common sights. The genin team which navigated
the minefield with an intensity betrayed by the gathering glitter and feathers soaking their
persons were also a focus.

There was a stoic-looking Hyuuga, a girl with hair buns and an arsenal of weapons to rival
the two older shinobi, and then finally the clone of the green blur. Of course, the funniest
parts were the two adult nin being carted around by the genin while flopping around
helplessly as the two boys carried them through the minefield. Naruto probably wouldn’t
have remembered Iruka’s friends if not for the reminder of the way the redhead been taken.
Did the guy have a carrying fetish? Should Naruto be concerned about that?

The street had gone quiet for a moment and while they were able to see the sensei get caught
in a trap of some kind it wasn’t until the three men came out of the alleyway that they saw
what had happened to the older man. Naruto had burst out into delighted laughter rolling on
the ground when he saw the brilliant pink that hurt his eyes to look at even from the distance
he was at.

“Hey, does that one guy remind you of someone?” Kiba asked as they watched the redhead
grinning and duck beneath a punch the old man sent his way. Whisker marks highlighted his
cheeks and there was something about the way he moved…his smile. Naruto grew very quiet
and looked closely at the man trying to puzzle out the odd sensation in his chest. Also, he felt



like something was darkly amused in the back of his thoughts, but he pushed that thought
away. Only then he noticed everyone was looking at him.

“Do you know that guy?” Ino blurted out. Naruto blinked at them before he forced a grin and
placed his arms behind his head.

“Nah—but I see where you’re coming from,” Naruto grinned, “I’m just that badass too it’s
hard to see a difference.”

The group burst out into laughter and rolled their eyes at him, but instead of getting offended
Naruto looked back to the man on the street talking to the genin now.

“Is being carried around like a sack of potatoes badass?” Chouji asked in between eating
chips before he grunted thoughtfully, “though he was really nice yesterday.”

The entire group turned to stare at Chouji except for Shikamaru who was lying languidly
against the railing though his bright eyes followed the strange redhead closely.

“You know him?” Ino blurted with furrowed eyebrows, it didn’t happen often that Chouji or
Shikamaru knew someone that she didn’t.

“Saw him at a barbeque place,” Chouji grunted as he continued to shovel chips into his
mouth before he nodded toward his best friend, “but he almost ran Shika over yesterday.”

“Hn, troublesome,” Shikamaru sighed as everyone shifted to focusing on him but eventually
he shrugged and added for their benefit, “He’s a new shinobi to Konoha, Dad said he’s S-
class.”

There was an audible gasp from multiple people as they turned to look at the redhead again
laughing with the group down below covered in rainbow glitter and smiling in that so
familiar way. Naruto’s heart was beating very fast for some reason. A new shinobi, a new
shinobi? A new super badass shinobi that kinda sorta looked totally like him…. but less hot
of course.

“No way,” Kiba said suspiciously squinting at the lazy nin.

“What kind of s-class shinobi is carried around by genin,” Sasuke muttered, and shared a
glare with Naruto who seemed personally offended by the remark. Sasuke had stopped
wondering why Naruto could find fault in literally anything he said, but even for him, it was
a weird thing to be offended by.

“They were carrying Hatake Kakashi,” Shikamaru pointed out with a sigh as though the
effort to speak pained him, “and he’s considered by some to be second or third in power to
the Hokage.”

“That’s Hatake Kakashi?” Sasuke said with a frown, he had heard the name before. It seemed
significant somehow, but he wasn’t sure why. It felt vague in the way most of his childhood
memories were and as soon as he recognized the sensation he cut it off with vicious certainty.



“No way,” Kiba said and rolled his eyes dramatically, he had heard of Kakashi from his clan.
Kakashi was one of the few nin who used dog nin and whose nose rivals the Inuzuka clan.
No way would he be carted around like that!

“My dad confirmed it yesterday,” Shikamaru said with a shrug as though whether they
believed him or not didn’t matter to him, “the one in the mask. The newbie goes by
Kuniharu.”

“Clan name?” Ino pestered him leaning in closely while several people looked at him and
Naruto who was focusing on the lazy boy with an unnatural intensity.

“I don’t know,” Shikamaru explained putting his hands behind his head, “dad was hush hush
about it, it was too troublesome to keep asking.”

Still, if anyone happened to be looking closely they would see the gleam of interest hiding
behind his lazy façade.

“Why does he look like Naruto-baka?” Sakura asked as the redhead shunshinned from the
street heading toward Hokage tower.

“Relative of yours?” Sasuke asked snidely, clearly trying to imply something negative but he
paused when he saw the vacant look on Naruto’s face and the emotions churning in his eyes.

“I…I don’t know,” Naruto admitted and the only sound that interrupted the awkward silence
was the quiet exhale of “oh” from Sakura. Sasuke scowled but something like guilt burned in
his chest. When they left for class moments later he grunted: “pick a time and place for your
stupid groceries” before brushing passed Naruto. It was as close to an apology that the boy
would get.

<>

“Iruka-sensei,” Naruto asked looking up at Iruka with wide innocent eyes where the
vulnerability was easy to see, “why does he look like me?”

“Oh—you think so?” Iruka tried to laugh it off as his heart began to beat frantically, “I
don’t…”

“Why are you lying!” Naruto burst out in a shout glaring up at Iruka with betrayal and anger
in his face. Naruto fisted his hands at his sides as his face began to redden.

“Naruto!” Iruka said admonishingly.

Naruto growled barring his teeth before he forced himself to ask in a barely civil tone. “Iruka-
sensei, who is he?”

Iruka stared down at Naruto helplessly, unable to think of some convincing lie. Naruto and
Haru looked eerily similar except for age and hair color. Who was he to stand in the way of
family…but he also was in charge of making sure Naruto was safe. As much as he liked Haru
and wanted to trust him, he had just met the man and it wouldn’t be right to put Naruto’s life
on the line like that on a whim…still.



“Okay, okay…listen Naruto alright,” Iruka said as he put a calming hand on Naruto’s
shoulder. He almost expected the boy to buck his hand off but the blond student reframed
though he continued to glare accusingly up at Iruka, “his name is Kuniharu.I just meet him so
I don’t know him that well. He’s a new shinobi and because of that Hokage-same can’t be
sure that he isn’t a danger so until he passes—”

Naruto’s hackles raised and his chest billowed out.

“But is he—”

Iruka didn’t allow him to complete the question. He squeezed Naruto’s shoulder and sent him
a silencing glare. The student complied with ill grace.

“I can’t say anything else Naruto without Hokage-sama knowing,” Iruka explained patiently
before he continued, though he had a premonition he would come to regret it, “….but if you
wait patiently I’ll make sure you meet him when it’s okay. You can ask him whatever you
want to in person.”

“Iruka-sensei!” Naruto exploded, his heart thudding. Did this mean there was a possibility?
Did it mean what Naruto desperately hoped it did? How did he feel about that? He was
confused and angry and hopeful and excited.

“No, Naruto,” Iruka said seriously as he took both the boy’s shoulders and looked him in the
eye seriously to emphasize the point, “he is very dangerous! You will not seek him out until
he has been passed his probation, understand!”

Naruto kept glaring but when Iruka didn’t relent he groaned and then pursed his lips.

“Fine,” Naruto sighed.

“I mean it!” Iruka insisted, though he finally let go of Naruto’s shoulders.

“Yeah, yeah,” Naruto grumbled before a devious light entered his eyes, “see yeah Iruka-
sensei,”

“Naruto!” Iruka yelled but the boy was already racing away followed by his stressed out
ANBU “That’s going to be a problem.”

Iruka sighed and resigned himself to having an uncomfortable conversation with the Hokage
in the future. Based on what he knew of Naruto…well, it would be the near future if not
sooner.

<>

Hiruzen watched Uzumaki Kuniharu closely from the moment the Uzumaki entered the
stadium with Jiraiya. He watched the easy trust between the two men in a bond that had
clearly formed that was stronger than Jiraiya had with anyone outside his former team and his
students. This Kuniharu seemed to attract people to him like a moth to flame. He had talked
with the Ino-Shika-Cho trio the previous day after their encounter with the Uzumaki and had
been amazed to see the genuine like for the man. Shikaku had listened to the information



Jiraiya had gathered for them and had agreed to Hiruzen’s plans regarding him. The trio of
clan heads would back him up with the council should they disagree with him. He had also
seen Iruka the day before to discuss Naruto and the assistance Haru had already been to his
cousin without being aware of it.

Hiruzen wanted to trust him, and a great part of him did. However, he still felt like there was
more to the story. It was just a small prickle. Something he could ignore if he wanted too, but
he felt like there was far more to Haru than it appeared. What was more upsetting was that
Jiraiya clearly knew about it, but had still brought him to Konoha. Still, when Hiruzen had
broached the subject that morning Jiraiya hadn’t been defensive or even brushed it off. He
just assured Hiruzen that Haru would be good for Konoha and then put his life on the line as
proof of it.

For all it may make him the fool, he did trust Jiraiya’s judgment. Hiruzen would keep a close
eye on their newest shinobi in their sealing studies and through Jiraiya and Kakashi. Still, as
he watched the match between Haru and Kakashi he could not help but be awed by the man.
He was strong, strong enough that it reinforced his desire to accept the man into their fold
before he could be co-opted by another village. He was fast and instinctive, clearly seasoned
in combat. Not to mention his chakra reserves were extreme and his jutsu extraordinary. The
fact that he outmaneuvered Kakashi was impressive just on its face, not to mention what it
had taken to get to that point. The fact that he took being carted around by genin with good-
humor was yet another point in the man’s favor.

Hiruzen couldn’t help but be bemused by the three lethal shinobi standing in his office
surrounded with a lightness Hiruzen would hardly expect from Academy students much less
three seasoned veterans. The three blended well together, with an almost thoughtless dynamic
that was surprising in both Jiraiya and Kakashi. It was all down to the man standing in the
middle grinning at him with an odd fondness that made it through all the glitter obscuring his
face. Hiruzen’s lips twitched before he gestured for the men to sit. He continued to study
Haru in silence thinking back to the match and everything else he had heard of the man.

“You live up to your reputation Haru-san,” Hiruzen admitted quietly, “very impressive.”

Immediately, Haru’s face turned crimson and alarmingly it looked like his eyes misted up
slightly. He covered it up with a laughing grin and closed his eyes to hide the watering.
Jiraiya looked at Haru with an odd twist to his mouth, while Kakashi just continued to look at
Hiruzen looking for all intents and purposes thoroughly done with acting surprised when
Haru did something strange.

“oh—um,” Haru laughed, “thanks uh Hokage-sama!”

“Are you okay?’ Hiruzen asked staring at Haru oddly as the man seemed to reign himself in.

“I’m fine…” Haru said with a smile before he shrugged and rubbed the back of his head
sheepishly, “just, you reminded me of someone. Don’t worry though, I’m pretty sure the
glitter is blocking my tear-ducts!”

“Thank Kami for that,” Jiraiya commented nudging Haru silently with his elbow. It had the
expected effect of causing Haru to scowl and shove him back.



“Shove it, Pinkie,” Haru groused before he pinned a glare at Kakashi who had huffed a
laughed and pretended to turn it into a poorly concealed cough, “you too flamingo brains.”

“Flamingo brains?” Kakashi eye-smiled though Haru could see the slight twitch in his
eyebrow that gave the man away.

“You know what I mean,” Haru said with a lazy smirk aimed at the copy-cat-nin.

“Do I really?” Kakashi quipped which caused Haru’s smirk to widen.

“Oh, I’m sorry was I talking too fast?’

“Sunshine—”

“Don’t you—”

“Gentlemen,” Hiruzen interrupted causing both Kakashi and Haru to take note of the room
yet again to see Hiruzen vaguely amused and annoyed expression. Jiraiya’s face was gleeful.
He couldn’t wait until he could use this against Haru. It was coming.

“Sorry, Hokage-sama,” Haru and Kakashi intoned in the same breath before they glared at the
other. Finally, they refocused on Hiruzen who sighed though there was laughter in his eyes.

“Right, as I was saying,” Hiruzen said heavy with inference, “if you are amenable I don’t
think I can give you any rank other than Jounin at your current level. “

Haru grinned and leaned back subtly in his chair only to wince when Jiraiya smacked him on
the back of his head.

“Don’t get smug gaki,” Jiraiya mocked.

“I have no idea what you’re talking about,” Haru said as he petulantly rubbed the spot he had
been struck.

“Sure,” Kakashi interceded. Before the two could start in on one of their little attention
sucking conversations Hiruzen intervened with a stern expression that Haru recognized as his
I-am-hokage-listen-now-twerp face.

“Hmm, I hope you don’t mind if we go over some of the jutsu you performed Haru-san,”
Hiruzen asked, though he kept his voice pleasant he knew the conversation could be
considered contentious. As usual Haru was unusual. He just shrugged and grinned at Hiruzen
as though it never crossed his mind to hide his jutsu from him.

“I wouldn’t have used it if I minded, shoot,” Haru said with an easy grin.

“I can’t help but notice that final jutsu was very similar to Hiraishin or the technique the
Yondaime was known for,” Hiruzen said carefully. Surprisingly, it was Jiraiya who answered
instead of Haru.



“It’s similar but not the same,” Jiraiya said as he rubbed at the glitter on his face
experimentally despite the heavy looks from both Hiruzen and Kakashi, “it’s not meant to be
used for teleportation even though it has a teleportation element. Haru is just crazy enough to
resort to it.”

Haru rolled his eyes.

“Hey, it worked!” Haru announced.

“Barely,” Jiraiya shot back. Haru pursed his lips but the pause allowed Hiruzen to cut in
again.

“You know of it, Jiraiya?” Hiruzen asked with curiosity. He had never seen a jutsu other than
Hiraishin that was like it.

“Kid showed it to me to see if I could mitigate some of the chakra drainages,” Jiraiya said
with a shrug as though that fact shouldn’t be shocking in the slightest, “most shinobi would
be chakra exhausted near death just from using it one way much less in such a short time.”

“Oh?” Hiruzen asked raising his eyebrows. Kakashi looked aghast at Haru. How much
chakra did this guy have?

“I want to make it more accessible,” Haru explained as though nothing serious had been
revealed, in fact he seemed to be thinking about the technique rather than the shinobi
watching him silently, “we’ve been toying with a sort of chakra sharing but it’s difficult to
adjust the formula without upping the danger. To include more people the seal needs to be
bigger, which has its own problems, you can look when we have lessons Hokage-sama.”

“If it’s not meant for teleportation, what is it for?” Kakashi asked while Hiruzen was still
digesting what Haru had already offered him.

“Kurama came up with the idea though it’s my work,” Haru explain and there was an odd
haunted look in his eyes as he seemed to be thinking back to something, “he called it a
Foxhole. The seal basically transports a person to a pocket dimension. It can act as an on the
run hide out and the last resort to avoid a widespread catastrophic jutsu. It’s not without its
dangers though, there is a huge chakra cost and the marker has to stay in the physical world.
If it’s destroyed then you’re stuck—,” Haru grimaced before adding, “I’m working on it,”

In the silence that followed Haru seemed to turn inward as he remembered a monstrous form
towering above. The sense of hopelessness, the raw power and the feeling of inevitability that
even he could feel like a weight around his neck. He never wanted to feel like that again.
Jiraiya cleared his throat and then continued to expound on the jutsu to give Haru time to get
himself back under control.

“We’re hoping to be able to utilize it to the point that in the event of something like the
Kyuubi attack, the fall of Uzushio, or another catastrophic attack we can evacuate civilians to
a place they cannot be found, if we fix the chakra usage problems it could be used during
missions.”



Both Hiruzen and Kakashi looked intrigued as Haru smiled weakly at them. “It could have
saved so many when my village fell.”

“You created this jutsu?” Hiruzen finally asked.

“I’ve been working on it since I was 17,” Haru explained with a shrug, “but I still haven’t
been able to take anyone but myself anywhere. I don’t recommend using it for teleportation,
but I have used it that way a few times.”

“He is dying to learn Hiraishin,” Jiraiya added with a teasing grin. Haru scowled and shoved
his godfather in aggravation.

“Shut it Ero-sennin,” Haru announced, “or you’re pink for life,”

“I’d like to see you—

“You wanna bet—”

“Haru-san,” Hiruzen interrupted with a sigh, he had a feeling he would have to do that a lot
with this man, “I would be glad to look over your sealing when we have our lessons together.
I’m also told you and Kakashi are working on some kind of jutsu together.”

“Using my windsphere, yeah,” Haru confirmed with a smile.

“Very generous of you,” Hiruzen complimented. Haru’s expression wavered and there was
the forlorn look yet again.

“Kind of selfish, actually,” Haru muttered to himself. None of the other shinobi commented,
and the allowed the moment to pass unquestioned.

“I see,” Hiruzen said before he reached down and pulled up a scroll from within his desk, he
handed it over to Haru with a kinder smile, “Here is your flak jacket and all the approved
paperwork for your probationary citizenship and status as a Konoha shinobi, how soon will
before you are ready for missions?”

“I can start today if you want,” Haru said with an easy shrug though he took the scroll with
his flak jacket with obvious interest, “whatever you need Hokage-sama!”

“Hmm,” Hiruzen said tilting his head forward so the Hokage hat dipped over his expression
briefly as he considered, “I have a mission tomorrow that might suit you, but still ease you
into Konoha.”

“Sign me up then,” Haru said with excitement. His missed going on missions. Not that
sneaking into hidden villages wasn’t a mission in itself but it wasn’t exactly your average
operation either. Plus, he really hated doing missions by himself.

“Come with Jiraiya in the morning then,” Hiruzen ordered with a nod.

“Hai!”



“Very good,” Hiruzen murmured before his eyes flitted between the three in front of him,
“Haru and Jiraiya you may go. Kakashi, I would like to speak with you,”

“Of course,” Kakashi said with and lazy nod. With that Haru got up and stretched before he
slapped a hand on Kakashi’s shoulder with a grin.

“See yeah later copy-cat-san!”

“Maa, maa,” Kakashi sighed, “no need to threaten me, sunshine.”

Before Haru could either launch himself at Kakashi or say something equally as snarky
Jiraiya grabbed him around the waist and pulled him toward the door.

“And we’re going now!”

“Raiya—” Haru complained but he was let go the moment they left the room. Instead, Jiraiya
pinned Haru with a heavy look and leaned in close to hiss.

“Fix my hair now!”

“My terms Jiraiya,” Haru said smugly with a grin as he crossed his arms and looked far too
pleased with himself.

“Are ridiculous,” Jiraiya snarled but Haru waved a finger in his face with a grin.

“Not with these stakes old man!”

“Ha—”

“Haru-san!” Gai’s voice suddenly shouted before a green blur ran up to Haru and Jiraiya,
“Are you done with Hokage-sama?”

“Hey, Gai yeah,” Haru said before he broke out into a shit-eating grin, “I’m a Jounin now…
where are the baby genin?”

“I sent them home early to absorb the vital lesson that you have passed on in the springtime
of your youth Haru-san,” Gai explained and Haru translated that they had insisted on bathing
before being subjected to further Gai-ness. Gai himself was still as glittery as Haru and
Jiraiya, “Why I—”

“What are you doing here?” Jiraiya asked to stop the deluge of springtime before it could get
revved up.

“Some of the Jounin are meeting for drinks and asked me to invite you Haru-san!” Gai
announced as he posed and smiled brightly, “Come meet your brethren who will fight by
your side until the end. You are a part of Konoha now—”

“Drinks, I’m in,” Jiraiya announced with a relieved sigh.



“What about your hair?” Haru asked with a snicker. Jiraiya froze and then seemed to make a
quick calculation before deciding alcohol was going to be needed for what Haru had insisted
he do. Also, he could—

“You can deal with it later,” Jiraiya said with a wave of his hand.

“You’re hoping I’ll get drunk and lose track of the scroll,” Haru deduced easily. Jiraiya’s face
twitched before he gave his godson a sickly- sweet smile.

“Of course not, darling,”

“Yeah, well I can’t get drunk Ero-sennin,” Haru reminded him with a grin, “so good try! But
sure we’ll go Gai!”

Jiraiya immediately began pouting. Yes, he needed alcohol stat.

“Excellent! Everyone is excited to meet you,” Gai exclaimed brightly before he glanced
around as though looking for someone, “where is my eternal rival?”

“Hokage-sama is talking to him,” Haru said shoving his thumb over his shoulder.

“I see my rival is very busy, I must work harder!” Gai said fisting his hands together as he
proclaimed his resolve!

“You do that Gai,” Haru laughed and threw his fist into the air, “gotta beat copy-cat-san at all
costs!”

“Drinks,” Jiraiya sighed wistfully as Haru and Gai bumped fist and laughed together oddly, “I
need so many drinks.”

Chapter End Notes

I never found it credible that Sasuke had never heard of Kakashi (that none of them had)
because seriously I doubt the Uchiha took kindly to him having Obito's eye and
probably bitched about it loudly and often. Come on seriously!!!!! He's kinda hard to
miss with the hair and the mask!!!! Drunk Jounin coming up! Let me know if there's
anyone specific you want featured any Jounin is up for grabs.
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“Wait a minute,” Anko shouted, she slammed her hands against the table and leaned over it to
squint at her superior, “you sent Gai to get him? Are you trying to scare him off before we get
to the good stuff?”

Ibiki gave the snake summoner an unimpressed stare as he stoically lifted a mug to his
mouth. It didn’t appear that he swallowed.

“Kuniharu-san is acquainted with Gai already,” Ibiki offered as an explanation. “I figure he’s
not worth the effort if he breaks that easily,.”

Anko whined before she plopped down at the table again. She lifted her feet to Kurenai’s lap
across from her and lounged back.

“Don’t break him Ibiki. I want a taste,” Anko announced, she sent a feral smile when Kurenai
choked.

“You two, really,” she chided half-heartedly, “he’s a Konoha shinobi now. Not a T&I
subject.”

“He’s a stranger,” Ibiki corrected, there was no malice in his tone, “one who very nearly beat
Kakashi in his first spar. I’ll give him the benefit of the doubt because of Hokage-sama, but
only that.”

“Have you guys heard the rumors about him?” Asuma questioned the assembled Jounin as he
took a drag on his cigarette.



“I heard the Mizukage, in particular, has it in for him, though he hasn’t been to Kiri as often,”
Genma answered, chewing on his senbon stoically.

“I heard Kumo wanted him first,” Kurenai added, she noted how the others shifted closer to
her, “Killer B likes him.”

“Killer B?” Raidou whistled, “I want to be a fly on the wall when they find out he’s with the
leaf.”

“Hey, senbon face,” Anko said, she sat up suddenly to squint toward Genma who leaned back
in his chair as a result from her getting to close into his personal space, “that teleportation
jutsu, was it Hiraishin?”

Genma’s brow furrowed before he shrugged.

“Similar but not the same,” he answered. Radiou nodded in agreement.

“What I want to know is what happened in the hallway with Kakashi,” Genma proposed to
the group, his mouth lifted at the corner with mischief.

“My money is on a pre-match brawl,” Raidou guessed, “no way Kakashi is smooth enough
for a quickie in the stairway.”

“I don’t know,” Anko said, she lifted a dango stick to her mouth as she teased, “they seemed
pretty cozy when I saw them yesterday.”

Anko grinned like the cat who ate the canary when they all turned to look at her incredulous.

“You saw them yesterday, and you didn’t spill!” Kurenai said scandalized. 
Anko smirked and rolled her shoulders lackadaisically. “Not much to tell,” Anko teased,
“he’s short, appears to be a goof, and is apparently a badass. Kakashi is totally smitten."

The table laughed at the absurdity of the charge, even Anko. Asuma rolled his eyes at the
snake summoner, not fooled by her dramatics.

“Kakashi is an iron fortress—”Asuma was cut off by a still teasing Anko.

“—who can’t keep his eye off the new guy!"Anko pointed out. She finished her dango with
satisfaction before she threw it a practice dummy in the corner stuck through with three other
dango sticks in a perfect line. Genma chuckled as he shared a look with Raidou.

“This guy must be something,” the two men shared a commiserate look over the unlikely turn
of events that their former Anbu captain was interested in anyone in particular. Ibiki cut
through the remaining chatter by grunting. All eyes turned to him, but the interrogator's focus
was on the door.

“I guess we’ll find out,” Ibiki commented.

The door swung open. Instead of the mysterious Uzumaki, it was Gai who leapt into the
room. He fell into a severe crouch with an uncommonly focused expression. All the shinobi



in the bar froze, but then a red blur leapt through the door right after him. He placed his hands
on Gai’s shoulders and leapfrogged over the Jounin. He landed in much the same position as
Gai.

“Wah—” Kurenai gasped as Jiraiya did the very same thing. It wasn’t just that they were…
playing a children’s game of leapfrog. (Though that would be enough to gawk at.) No,
instead the fact that the three were a disaster of glitter and feathers was the truly absurd thing.
Not to mention Jiraiya’s neon pink hair. It was a disconcerting sight. Most had watched the
genin’s revenge training but had yet to get a close look at what had transpired. Hours later
feathers and sparkly glitter still stuck to every available surface. It was nothing if not a flashy
introduction to the elite Jounin of Konoha.

Gai led them leapfrog style to their table until all three came to a stop with mirroring hands
on hips. They looked entirely too proud of themselves.

“Gai,” Ibiki acknowledged the man. The shock was just barely visible in his scarred face. Gai
took this as all the invitation he needed to begin monologuing.

“Comrades in arms, I have brought Uzumaki Kuniharu for this meeting of youthful energy
and companionship in the springtime of our youths!”

“What was with the entrance Gai?” Anko asked, not above blatantly asking. When he began
to blather once again about springtime and strength training she quirked her eyebrow at the
man before she gave Haru a look that made him more than a little uncomfortable for multiple
reasons.

“Where’s your babysitter, short stack?”

“He’s gossiping about me with the Sandaime, or maybe I’m vain,” Haru said with a laugh.
Jiraiya planted a heavy hand on Haru’s shoulder. He squeezed until his knuckles went white
from the pressure.

“No, it’s about you gaki!”

“Well,” Haru said wrapping an arm around Jiraiya in return to squeeze him just as painfully
as the toad sage was squeezing him, “the old man is playing babysitter for now. Along with
my lovely shadows.”

Haru winked at a picture on the wall where one such shadow was peeking out from. As far as
Haru was concerned the immediate aggravation coming from the female Anbu agent was
good for the soul.

“Ha—” Raidou laughed leaning forward to gain Haru’s attention, “I heard you were doing
that.”

“Doing what?” Haru asked, all innocence before once again he found the same nin who had
moved positions to wink at her.



“You’re ballsy,” Anko guffawed before she indicated the seat between her and Ibiki, “but do
you think you have what it takes to sit here?”

Haru’s smile broadened even further as his eyes took in the table. He lingered on Ibiki briefly
and then Anko as though weighing his options. Jiraiya loudly whispered “Trap,” but Haru
shrugged. Unceremoniously he maneuvered himself to plop down between them.

“Let me guess,” Haru said, still captivating the table of Jounin. First he pointed at Ibiki and
then moved down the line as he continued talking, “you are tall, dark and scary Ibiki, smoky
is Asuma, Red eyes is Kurenai, senbon face is Genma, tree scar Raidou, the green beast, of
course, Ero-sennin, and snake lady Anko.”

The table stared at Haru. Anko was the first to crack, she threw her head back and bellowed
her childish manic laughter. Ibiki held Haru’s gaze while the table burst into confused
laughter to follow suit.

“Kakashi?” Ibiki asked.

“Kakashi,” Haru confirmed with a mischievous smile. Anko hooked her arm around Haru’s
neck and pressed her chest into his arm to Haru’s bemusement.

“Oh, this is gonna be fun, little red.”

The entire table was impressed when Haru grinned widely back, his eyes sparkled with a
challenge.

“I look forward to it.”

///

 

“—worried he might seek out Kuniharu,” Iruka forced himself to say with the piercing gaze
of both the Hokage and Kakashi centered on him.

He had hoped to speak with Hiruzen alone, but Kakashi had already been in the office. When
it became clear what the subject of the conversation would be it was decided Kakashi would
stay. Hiruzen sat in such a way that the hat covered his eyes, but Iruka could still hear the
bone-weary sigh the old man let out.

“Kakashi, I’m leaving it to you to keep them apart during Haru’s probation,” the Hokage
ordered

“He’s already noticed something,” Kakashi pointed out with a sigh. His fingers found their
way into his silver spikes still thick with flamingo feathers. It had taken a great deal of
restraint for Iruka not to react to the sight. “With Naruto actively trying to find him it’s going
to be even more obvious we’re hiding something from him.”

Hiruzen nodded to concede the point.



“Then we don’t hide it,” the Hokage proclaimed to the confusion of both the nin in front of
him before he continued speaking, “We will tell him our Jinchuriki is interested in meeting
someone from the Uzumaki clan, the origin of our Kyuubi. The meeting cannot occur until
the end of his probation. I will speak with him tomorrow.”

Iruka swallowed nervously, Kakashi nodded in agreement.

“Thank you, Iruka-sensei, Kakashi, you may leave me. I need time to think more on this.”

Iruka bowed respectfully with Kakashi following his example before he strolled casually
through the door instead of the window.

“Where’s Haru?” Iruka asked the stoic man who walked as though he were deep in thought
despite the glitter and feathers adorning his person. Kakashi cocked his head as though he
were listening to something before he shrugged with an eye-smile.

“Mah, mah, it appears Haru-chan is being pumped for information at a rather unique
location.”

Iruka stiffed in alarm and didn’t understand the amusement Kakashi displayed. What had
happened? Kakashi beckoned for him to follow as he took to the rooftops, Iruka scrambled to
follow, only to find they were heading in the opposite direction than he expected. Iruka glared
at the back of Kakashi’s head as they descended to the street again after five minutes. They
had stopped in front of a bar. Kakashi looked back to eye-smile innocently at the sensei.

“Kakashi,” a voice called before the copy-cat-nin could enter the bar followed by Iruka. The
pair of nin stopped and turned to see the elder Ino-Shik-Cho trio walk toward them.

“Are you here for the show?” Shikaku asked as he grinned. When Kakashi only raised an
eyebrow, Chouza barked a big-bellied laugh to the amusement of his companions.

“Word is Anko and Ibiki are sniffing around the new blood,” Inoichi explained. Shikaku
smirked before he added, “There’s a bet going to see who can make him cry first.”

Iruka looked horrified at the prospect, but Kakashi just scoffed.

“That’s assuming too much about sunshine’s survival instincts,” Kakashi said, he clearly did
not notice the odd looks he got from the use of sunshine. No, he simply kept talking as he
shook his head in mock disappointment, “I’d be more surprised if both of them aren’t
wearing friendship bracelets by the end of the night.”

Shikaku and Chouza laughed, while Inoichi added wisely, “He does have an odd sort of
magnetism to him that is far—”

Inoichi is interrupted by a loud crash inside the bar that instantly put all the shinobi on alert.
Kakashi is the first through the door and the first to stop short and stare at the scene in front
of him. Even after knowing that Haru had been inside, he was not quite prepared for the view
that awaited him. He should have known, he really should have.
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“Jiraiya-sama?” Iruka gasped, he looked genuinely horrified by the sight in front of him.

The Toad Safe of Myboku was being pulled up from the remains of a broken table by Genma,
Raidou, and Gai. The quartet drunkenly sang an old shinobi drinking song as they clung to
each other for support.

The Toad Sage had somehow lost most of his clothes, he wore only Kurenai’s leg wrappings,
her kimono bulging around his waist barely covering his more…private-areas While his chest
was bare except for the glitter of rainbow colors from glitter. His hair had been braided down
his back and swung wildly as he started to dance again. The pink braid slapped Gai full on in
the face to the apparent delight of the Green Beast who wore a casual outfit of clothes from
various jounin in the bar. Gai’s tell-tale green suit with its glittery accessories was worn by
Genma who swam in the fabric despite its relative skintight nature on Gai. In fact, the new
additions to the bar quickly noticed a pattern with the elite jounin in the bar. They had all
either lost some clothing to someone else or acquired someone else’s.

Kurenai had entirely switched her outfit with Jiraiya and looked like the clothes were trying
to eat her. Asuma wore three flak jackets but was only in his boxers. Raidou had Asuma’s
pants belted over his own, his bare chest had glitter from dancing in close quarters with
Jiraiya and Gai. Jiraiya was sloppily hanging onto anyone in reaching distance raising a
bottle of sake in one hand as he continued to dance.

From where Iruka stood it looked as though Anko wore a jounin flak jacket and only that.
Another look confirmed she sat with Haru’s white coat wrapped around her hips. The only
two who were utterly untouched—excepting the loss of one coat— was Ibiki and Haru who
sat at a table with Anko playing…well, it looked like strip poker.



Asuma and Kurenai tried their hands at throwing kunai drunk and giggling every time they
had a near miss; while the rest danced in the center of the bar in a “springtime” fashion, Haru
considered his cards before he lay them on the table. Ibiki scowled, but it wasn’t until he put
his cards on the table that Anko and Haru groaned audibly. Anko reached for the flak jacket
but stopped when Haru slung her mesh shirt and her top from a pile of clothing stacked
beside him. Ibiki grinned sadistically at his two table mates as though he had won a bet, but
Haru covered his eyes.

“No more,” Haru pleaded, “Please, put on the shirt.”

Anko sighed, but in a swirl of leaves she was dressed entirely again with a spare dango stick
hung from her mouth.

“What a shame little red,” Anko teased, she grinned with a shark’s smile, “are you scared of
seeing what a grown woman looks like?”

Haru scoffed though his face was on fire as he lowered his hands.

“More like trying to survive the night,” Haru corrected, he pointed at Ibiki and Anko before
he continued, “I don’t trust your torture-y ways, that was a trap!”

“Progress,” Kakashi said, instantly he drew the entire bar’s attention, “you do have a little
survival instinct, after all.”

“Kashi!” Jiraiya shouted, he turned toward him, his cheeks were rosy from drink and the heat
of the room, “my beloved grand-student, you’re here!”

Kakashi raised his hand with his typical eye-smile.

“Yo!”

“What do we have here?” Shikaku asked with his eyebrows raised. He looked at his elite
Jounin. Asuma laughed, he puffed on his cigarette before throwing a kunai at the dummy that
somehow acquired a wig sometime during the night.

“Just breaking in the newbie,” Asuma said, he grinned unrepentantly, “we figure if he hasn’t
run away yet he’s worth a try.”

Kurenai had the good graces to look abashed in the swamp of Jiraiya’s clothes. Genma,
Raidou, Gai, and Jiraiya were three sheets to the winds, doing some kind of line dance with
the other locals in the bar. In fact, they had disturbingly started toward Kakashi’s way with
grasping hands. Kakashi moved quickly, offering his companions as a sacrifice. Instead, he
made his way toward the table Haru sat at as Inoichi shouted over his shoulder.

“He-hey!” Inoichi protested as Jiraiya reached for his shoulders and pulled him into the line
trapped between Genma and Gai. Inoichi did the brave thing and brought Chouza with him,
he dragged him, so he stood in front of him in the fast-moving line. Shikaku remained stern
for a moment but broke down when the hilarious sight hit him. It helped when one of his



Jounin handed him his own bottle of sake. Iruka kept close to Kakashi as he stared wide-eyed
at the scene around him. The pair both headed toward the table at the center of the chaos.

“You’ve been busy,” Kakashi commented, he looked down at the pile of clothes in the chair
next to Haru and his heated face.

“Well, it was a group effort,” Haru said with a smirk at Kakashi that melted into a smile,
quick and bright before he turned to look at Iruka who seemed thoroughly lost.

“Iruka-chan, you came!”

“Haru-chan,” Iruka said, he glanced at Ibiki who stoically drank from a water glass. Anko
was nibbling on yet another dango stick, her sharp eyes observed Kakashi and Haru with
obvious delight. “What—” Iruka could not even form the words, he had no idea what to say
in the face of the absurdity of Uzumaki Kuniharu. He had no idea how he knew, but
somehow, he was convinced the entire thing was Haru-chan’s doing.

“You are a dangerous man,” Kakashi sighed. He pushed the pile of clothes off the chair
beside Haru and sat down. Iruka numbly lowered himself into a chair with what looked like
Raidou’s shirt slung across the back.

“What?” Haru cried, he lifted his hand in a mock confusion of the charge, “I didn’t do
anything. I’m not drunk, am I?”

“You should be,” Ibiki said with conviction.

Kakashi visibly did a double take, his eyes narrowed in on Ibiki’s scarred cheek—were they
flushed?

“Morino-san,” Iruka blurted, his eyes were wide and horrified all over again, “are you drunk
too?”

“Off his rocker,” Anko giggled, she pushed her fellow interrogator in the side. The solid
looking man swayed dangerously through his stony expression remained, “Little Red beat the
entire bar in a drinking contest, that he suggested I might add so don’t be looking so innocent
over there Uzumaki, he blew them out of the water, and he’s not even tipsy. If I weren’t the
designated sober judge, I’d think it was an act—if so, then you’re better than Biki over here.”
If any of the other Jounin were surprised Anko of all people was sober, they didn’t show it.

“I’m just super unique like that,” Haru explained, he grinned at Anko.

“Well, unique or not,” Anko announced as she leaned seductively over the table with a smile,
“you still flinched first, and that means biki gets his little tete-a-tete. No torture or memory
extraction excepting.”

Haru shrugged but winced when Kakashi slammed a book into the center of his chest. Haru
wheezed before he glared at Kakashi. He glanced down at the book and then visibly rolled his
eyes before reading the title aloud to the group.



“Surviving the Shinobi way: Survival Instincts for Beginners,” below the title and written in
red chicken scratch were the words “and idiotic Uzumaki’s.”

“Thanks,” Haru said sarcastically with another eye-roll. Still, he tucked the book in his flak
jacket. Even in his past life, or especially, Kakashi had rarely given him books.

Anko greedily watched the exchange.

“Wait,” Iruka interrupted, “you’re going to T&I?”

“No,” Haru denied, “Hokage tower.”

Anko shrugged as Iruka looked painfully confused.

“The kid insisted on the location,” Anko said with a wider grin, “he’s got something against
the bunker I guess.”

“It’s…a bet,” a voice slurred from above Iruka’s shoulder. The sensei jumped when a certain
Toad Sage appeared behind his chair and leaned languidly against the chuunin. “Kiddo has to
write a masterpiece—if he goes to T&I within his first week.”

“It’s not T&I,” Haru smirked. He lifted a peace sign, as though to gloat. Anko let out an
uproar of laughter. Kakashi just sighed and ran his hand through his hair. His fingers yet
again came away with feathers despite the number of times he had pulled the move since the
incident. Iruka quietly accepted he would be confused and dismayed at the remainder of the
conversation. Jiraiya drooped further, so he rested his torso on Iruka to the quiet
consternation of the sensei.

“You’re alright kid,” Ibiki suddenly announced, he nodded as if to himself. Haru blinked
slowly in surprise before his face lit up in a glorious smile.

“Th-thanks!”

“Oh, aren’t you adorable,” Jiraiya cooed drunkenly, “pinch his cheek for me Kashi.”’

Haru immediately lifted his arms as if to ward off an attack, but Kakashi just looked bored.
When Kakashi reframed from attacking, Haru lowered his hands only for Anko to launch
across the table to pinch both of his cheeks. Anko grinned as she spread Haru’s whiskered
cheeks into a broad foxes grin.

“Haru-chan,” she said in a disturbingly playful voice, “you forgot about my prize.”

Haru squired until Anko let go of his cheeks. Haru whined as he rubbed at his red cheeks.

“Oh no,” another slurred voice joined the group. They turned to see Shikaku holding a sake
bottle, his clothes were already ruffled. Behind him, Inoichi was being held captive by
Chouza as the line dance continued absent of Jiraiya to lead them. “What did you promise
her?”



Haru shrugged to the renewed shock of the table, even Jiraiya seemed flabbergasted as Haru
said, “A favor, her choice.”

 

“I’ll tell my next batch of baby genin about your short, terrible life ended so soon by
stupidity, sunshine, at least they’ll learn something from it.” Kakashi put a hand on Haru’s
shoulder.

 

Haru shoved Kakashi before he looked over to Anko.

“She won't kill me, “ Haru deduced before he lifted his hand to show his thumb and
forefinger held close together, “ slight maiming maybe but—”

The table burst into laughter, but surprisingly it’s Anko who sobers the fastest. She looks to
Jiraiya first. The drunk sage seemed to become severe. He lifted himself from his perch as he
held her gaze.

“Ah,” he sighed before he nodded, “you’ve chosen the right person.”

“Anko,” Ibiki said, he turned to her to look searchingly. Kakashi was hyper-focused on her
face while Iruka was relieved that Haru looked just as confused as he was. Even Shikaku
appeared to understand the seriousness of what Anko intended.

“What do you know about the cursed seal of heaven, Uzumaki,” Anko asked calmly, it was as
though there was another person in her place than the dango loving loudmouth. Instead, she
was a pressing force to be reckoned with. Haru stilled, apparently reacting to the name. The
Uzumaki seemed to study Anko before his eyes turned to Jiraiya.

“She’s the one you asked about?” Haru asked Jiraiya, he hoped the Toad Sage was sober
enough to follow the plan. He had expected Anko to ask, but not this soon. Jiraiya’s cheeks
were flushed but all the same, he nodded. He turned to Anko who studied him with veiled
judgment in her gaze.

“After Haru passed Hokage-sama’s approval and with his extensive knowledge of seals I
brought up your situation. Haru is no fan of Orochimaru.”

“Jiraiya,” Ibiki interrupted thoroughly disapproving.

“No—Ibiki,” Anko said, she slammed her fist against the table breaking the jovial
atmosphere that still hovered over the table, “Jiraiya had been searching for years for a
complete cure that doesn’t cripple my chakra or depend on my willpower. I want it gone,
now! If he says Uzuamki can help—well,” Anko met Haru’s calm gaze, “I’ve done stupider
things.”

“He’s—” Ibiki started, but surprisingly it was Kakashi who interrupted him.



“No offense Morino, but it’s not your call—the Hokage however,” Kakashi said leadingly
only for Jiraiya to say.

“—has agreed to oversee the process with me.”

Haru jolted and looked at his godfather. He hadn’t known about the arrangement. Jiraiya
winked.

“I was going to tell you Anko after Haru-chan agreed, but I guess you always did jump the
gun.”

“Will you?” Anko asked, “Can you?”

Haru sat quietly, he folded his arms over his chest as he considered the question. He had been
working in theory for years to do that very thing—even getting Sasuke to help a little, but he
had never done it before. There were other ways to do it but—

“I’ll do it,” Haru promised, he met Anko’s eyes, “whether it means having to steal the
original formula from snake face himself. I’ll get rid of it. Believe it.”

And in the awed silence that followed this pronouncement Anko did, just a little bit, believe
it.
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Chapter Twenty-One

By the time Haru convinced Jiraiya to complete the terms of the Toad Sage’s release from his
pink-haired prison he was inconsolably drunk. He leaned on Haru’s shoulder, dribbling a
little on the nin as he dictated his message to Tsunade to his godson. Haru might have felt bad
about heavily editing the message, had Jiraiya not thoroughly lost any semblance of coherent
speech. Iruka had taken to correcting Haru’s grammar as well, and so three nin worked the
delicate task of reaching a hand out to a woman who wanted nothing to do with any of them.

The drinking had waned over time, and most of the haphazardly dressed Jounin had slipped
from euphoria straight into melancholy. They slumped together on whatever surface the could
find. When Haru looked up after sending the message with a toad before Jiraiya could
protest, Haru was shocked to see that they were all still there. Even Anko who did not have
the excuse of being drunk was still grinning around the dango stick in her mouth as she
trounced a bored Kakashi at…were they playing go fish? Haru shook his head as if to clear it
as he moved onto Gai draped dramatically between Genma and Raidou. Shikaku had roped
Ibiki into a shogi match on the floor which was spectated by Kurenai and Asuma. Chouza
was eating his way through the limited menu at the bar, while Inoichi was slumped
unconscious next to him. Haru winced as he remembered the blond mind walker being
rammed to the floor by an over-enthusiastic Gai which had knocked them both unconscious.
Gai had woken up only to take down Genma and Raidou who had just stayed down. Chouza
had assured them all that the blond was fine, but he was still unconscious.

“All right,” Haru announced, instantly drawing the lethargic crowd’s attention to him as he
stood. Jiraiya slumped gracelessly against the booth without his perch. “Can’t believe it’s me



who has to say this, but it’s time to go home. I have a mission in the morning.”

“Weak,” Jiraiya whined incoherently, but he was the only one to protest. It was almost as
though they had been waiting for Haru to make a move. Haru knew part of the reason they
had stayed that long was to keep an eye on him. Both because he was new and shiny, but also
because you never know how a nin would act after alcohol. Haru liked to think he had passed
with flying…well glittery colors, but he didn’t doubt that they had all worried about it. Haru
generously sighed and leaned over to heave his godfather up, he was surprised and grateful
when Iruka immediately jumped up and took the other side. The two men shared a tired but
friendly smile as the Sage swayed dangerously between them.

“Well, you haven’t killed anybody yet, little red,” Anko grinned as she stood up from the
game with Kakashi; throwing her cards at the bored nin. Kakashi just slowly blinked one eye
before he brushed off the cards, in a blur they were suddenly neatly stacked in the center of
the table as Kakashi stood as well. “Figure that’s a miracle and a half. Don’t make me chain
you up in T&I. Unless that’s you- “

“Gotcha snake lady,” Haru cut Anko off before she could make a lewd BDSM joke. “I’ll get
back to you on the seal next week.”

Anko paused, her grin fading into a genuine but hesitant smile. Rather than continue to poke
at Haru she backed off with a wink and went to collect Kurenai from Asuma’s lap. The two
had slowly forgotten that they were hiding their relationship the drunker they had become.
Kakashi silently fell into step beside Haru as the redhead wrangled Jiraiya across the bar with
Iruka’s help. He sent smiles and cheerful goodbyes as he left but was conscious of the silence
of his former sensei.

“Cat got your tongue, copy-cat-san,” Haru asked, amused as Jiraiya flailed and almost
dislodged himself. Kakashi looked remarkably innocent for a man how had just tripped a
Sage; not that anyone but Haru knew it.

“Some people have limits to absurdity,” Kakashi said dryly. “I reached my limit for the next
three months, an hour after I met you sunshine. I’ve talked more than I have in the past year
the past two days.”

Haru’s face creased as he tackled that quandary. Had he and Kakashi really talked that much?
Haru could believe it of himself, but the future Hokage had usually run away from him when
he was tired of Haru talking. For some reason, Haru was unreasonably cheered by the
revelation, though he was sure Kakashi was actually being surly with him.

“Same,” Iruka blurted out only to splutter as Haru, Kakashi, and Jiraiya turned to look at him
as they stumbled out of the bar. Iruka looked mortified as his cheeks began to heat.

“Kakashi, we still on-“ Anko started to ask from behind them. Kakashi looked back as Jiraiya
leered at Iruka in disbelief and Haru let out an actual giggle that only further flustered the
academy teacher.

“You’ve already corrupted him,” Jiraiya slurred, he turned to look at Haru with wide-eyes,
“You’re just like…” Haru slapped a hand across his godfather’s mouth before he could



compare him to his mother. Haru knew just from the look in his eyes, Jiraiya always brought
one of his similarities to his parents when he was drunk. Haru should have remembered that
from his genin days. Before Haru could play this off he jerked his head to the side and looked
up catching the gaze of someone far too familiar. The night was suddenly lit up as the world
exploded…

///

It was a simple matter to figure out where the nin who may or may not be related to him was
at in the village. He just had to pay attention to the number of shadows that joined him.
Naruto had been followed with nearly twice as many shadows near the bar the Jounin
frequented. Naruto had noticed the previous day that more shadows would appear at
seemingly random times. He didn’t know what it meant exactly, but Naruto had always
listened to his gut. He knew he wouldn’t be able to get close enough to talk to the strange
redhead, but pranking? Pranking could be done from afar. Naruto even went so far as to go
home as though he were turning in for the night. He got ready for bed and fell asleep with an
alarm set for an hour later so he wouldn't miss the redhead. He promptly overslept.

Frantic and still a little asleep Naruto slunk out late and kept to the places and the shadows
the shadow never looked for him. He usually only had one shadow at night time when he
wasn’t moving around throughout the village, so if he ever wanted to pull something big he
usually prepared at night. It was late in the evening and Naruto had been worried he had
missed his chance. His worries abated when the door opened when a civilian exited looking
weirded out. Behind the man, Naruto had glimpsed a conga line with a distinct redhaired nin
among the participants.

Careful not to attract the shadows which followed the stranger, Naruto cackled to himself as
he set up the fireworks and anchored the banner he had made when he got home after the
academy. The hardest part would be the waiting. Naruto started getting antsy the moment he
parked himself in position, but if there was one thing that he an ounce of discipline in; it was
in waiting to launch a prank. Luckily for Naruto, he had only half an hour until the door
opened again. This time it was the redheaded nin, his face lit up as he grinned at…Iruka-
sensei? Why was he at a bar? Naruto goggled looking from his sensei to the redhead who
supported a sloppy old man between them. The same silver hair guy was beside the redhead
again, the one who Naruto could see had whiskers across his face. He laughed just like
Naruto too, as he slapped his hand across the old guy's mouth.

When Naruto leaned down and started a fire for the firework he was shocked to his core
when blue eyes, Naruto’s blue eyes, flit up toward him. Their gazes meet, piercing and
questioning on both sides. Naruto saw the man’s mouth open in surprise but then Naruto was
howling with his hands over his ears. The fireworks took off and promptly exploded. With
his sandaled foot, Naruto nudged the banner so it unfurled spelling out dramatically to reveal
the script.

“My name is Uzumaki Naruto, Believe it!”

Naruto was too busy ducking for cover to see if the man had seen the banner, but he looked
up in time to see the redhead once again thrown over the silver-haired man’s shoulder. There
was a leaf forehead protector over his eyes.



///

Haru of all people should have been the least surprised that his chibi-self had been able to
track him down, but he was just as shocked as the others. He had met the child Naruto’s eyes
for a split second before the fireworks had taken off, fireworks Haru remembered had been
used for another prank a month later in his previous timeline. Haru didn’t think anyone had
seen him see the academy student. He had looked to Jiraiya a split second before the
fireworks had started and Kakashi had been looking back to answer Anko. Haru had just
started to look at the banner as it began to unfold before Kakashi reached around him and
pulled Haru’s new (or old rather) forehead protector down over his eyes obscuring his view.
Haru was impressed that Kakashi had already determined who the miscreant was, that it
wasn’t an attack and that said miscreant was trying to announce to a certain nin there was
another Uzumaki in the village. Or that’s what Haru supposed that was what he was doing.
He didn’t get to read the banner, but as it was his younger self doing it, he could make a good
guess.

“Ack,” Haru squawked flailing when Kakashi, he assumed it was Kakashi, threw him over
his shoulder and took to the rooftops in the opposite direction of the child. Anbu surrounded
them, but Haru was sort of touched that they no longer seemed to expect him to take off after
chibi.

“Sunshine,” Kakashi announced as he leaped from one roof to another, “I think you’ve had
enough for the night.”

“I’m not drunk,” Haru said, suddenly offended by the implication, though he knew that
Kakashi was trying to distract him.

“Maa, Maa, that’s what a drunk would say,” Kakashi said to the continued indignation of his
passenger. They bickered the rest of the way to Jiraiya’s house. As for the lauded Toad Sage,
well he was pleasantly passed out in the dirt. Having been abandoned by Haru who had been
kidnapped and by Iruka who loomed over a trapped chibi Naruto. Even Iruka’s lecturing that
sent the remainder of the drunken shinobi scrambling for the hills, and Naruto bent over
backward in supplication, Jiraiya snored pleasantly, still wearing Kurnai’s clothing and all.
Miles away, in an entirely different city, a drunk squinted wearily at a toad that nervously
presented her a scroll.

"Goddamit Jiraiya," Tsunade hissed, knocking back another glass of sake. She was going to
need it.
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If Hiruzen was surprised by the fury in the young blue eyes of his ward, he did not give any
indication of it to Iruka who stood beside Naruto. Part of his punishment had been waking up
in the pre-dawn on a day when classes started in the afternoon, to be dragged before the
Hokage for a “talk”. Naruto squinted suspiciously at the old man, unnaturally quiet for once
as he waited for the Hokage to say something.

“Naruto,” Hiruzen sighed as he lifted his pipe and lowered his head, so the hat covered his
narrowed eyes from view, “what is it you want with this stranger?”

Naruto crossed his arms and screwed up his face to hide the desperation that reflected in his
eyes.

“I wanna know old man…” he spat and then hesitated before adding in a quieter voice, “is he,
my dad?”

Both Hiruzen and Iruka flinched, though Iruka behind Naruto was far more obvious about it
than the Hokage. Hiruzen closed his eyes wearily, a mix of pity and pain swelling in his
chest.

“No, Naruto,” he said, he lifted his eyes and meet Naruto’s heavily, “he’s not your father.”

Naruto bit his lip as that hope that had grown in his chest against his will died a swift painful
death. He screwed his face up further in a scowl as though it would hide the tears that had
begun to gather. Iruka clenched his jaw and looked pleadingly at Hiruzen who watched
Naruto stoically. Finally, Hiruzen pushed his hat from his head and surprised both by
standing and coming around the other side of the desk to kneel in front of Naruto. He placed



his grizzled hands on the boy’s shoulders who flinched, about to pull away until he met the
compassion in his Jiji’s eyes.

“He isn’t your father,” Hiruzen paused to inhale deeply before finally admitting, “but, if he’s
being honest then he is your cousin.”

“What?” Naruto breathed. His eyes were wide as saucers as the tears finally spilled down his
cheeks. Iruka behind him silently placed a hand on Naruto’s shoulder, torn between relief and
concern at the Hokage’s decision.

“Listen to me,” Hiruzen insisted as he pulled Naruto slightly closer. “We are vetting him to
see if we can trust his loyalty to Konoha. The moment I believe that can be trusted I will tell
him about your connection. Until that time, we must keep you and Konoha safe. This is
important Naruto. He’s a very powerful shinobi, and because that is true, we must be extra
cautious. Do you want to take my mantle someday? Then, you must learn to put Konoha
before your wants. This is a grave test, one more important than even the one to become a
Jounin. Can I trust you to do your duty to protect this village?”

Naruto felt overwhelmed with emotions he didn’t know how to control, but with his eyes
streaming, he nodded.

“He doesn’t know I exist?” Naruto asked in a small voice. In the question was the unspoken
question about whether he had willingly stayed away from Naruto, keeping him an unwanted
orphan.

“No,” Hiruzen confirmed. Naruto nodded his hands fisted at his sides.

“Okay.” He promised, both of the elder nin waited for a beat to see if they could see any hint
of disagreement but both could only see the resignation in his body language.

“Very well,” Hiruzen said as he wearily stood, “would you like to join me for breakfast?”

Naruto surprised both men when he winced and rubbed the back of his head guiltily.

“I’m meeting Sasuke before class.” Both Hiruzen and Iruka blinked at Naruto in confusion
but neither said anything when Naruto offered no explanation. As Iruka walked Naruto out of
the building he looked down at him with squinted eyes.

“Are you really meeting Sasuke?” “Bah,” Naruto said as he stretched his arm over his head
and yawned, “teme owes me groceries.”

“Groceries?” Iruka asked confused but Naruto wasn’t in the mood to elaborate instead he
looked up at Iruka with another one of those confusing serious expressions he had worn since
he had first seen Haru.

“Do you believe he’s my…my cousin?” Iruka paused and then rubbed his hand through
Naruto’s blond spikes with a reassuring smile.

“I do,” he admitted with a laugh, “you’re too much alike not to be related.”



“Really?” Naruto asked eagerly. Rather than explain further Iruka nodded and then jerked his
chin across the street where Sasuke inexplicably stood rolling his leap-frog around his palm
as he tried to appear nonchalant.

“See you later Naruto.” Iruka watched Naruto run off toward Sasuke his normal self, even
earning a punch to the shoulder from an irritated Uchiha before the two turned and walked
toward market street together. Iruka shook his head and again prayed that Naruto was in good
hands with Haru and that he would keep his promise.

<>

Sasuke had been frankly weirded out by the letter pinned to his door with a kunai from
Naruto changing their meeting time and place. He hadn’t even known Naruto knew where he
lived. He was dubious about whether Naruto would actually show up, but as he leaned
against a wall and brooded he was surprised to see Naruto come out of Hokage tower with
Iruka. Sasuke huffed, assuming that Naruto had gotten in trouble again as he ran over
grinning stupidly as always.

“Ano sa, teme, do you suck any less?” Naruto asked loudly. Sasuke rolled his eyes punching
Naruto hard in the arm before the two fell into step together. Naruto whined about the punch
as Sasuke made the plushie jump from his hand onto his shoulder with a smirk. The toy
wobbled, nearly falling off, but it stayed in place all the same. Naruto squinted his eyes at
him and then stuck his nose in the air.

“I’m still better!” Naruto said before he squawked when Sasuke sent the toad skyrocketing
into Naruto’s cheek. Rather than bounce off, the toy stuck though it did make Naruto skid
over a step. He grinned spitefully at Sasuke with the toy attached to his chin before the toy
was sent back hitting Sasuke just as hard. Sasuke stumbled, but just as Naruto the toy stayed
in place…for a few seconds before it fell again. Both boys were surprised by their twin grins
of accomplishment as Sasuke stooped to pick up the toy. With his face back under control,
Sasuke grunted and then returned back to normal.

“So are you ever going to explain why you can’t buy your own groceries?” Sasuke mocked,
“If you’re going through the effort of walking with me, why even bother?” Naruto’s face fell
a little and he squinted at Sasuke in genuine confusion.

“You don’t know?” “Know what dobe? Are you too stupid to count or something?” Sasuke
grunted and was surprised by the hurt he saw that flickered in Naruto’s eyes. He was further
shocked when Naruto’s face hardened. “Come on,” he said in a low angry voice, “you’ll see.”

Before Sasuke could argue Naruto grabbed Sasuke’s arm and pulled him into the nearest
store. Sasuke was taken off guard, nearly stumbling as Naruto let go and then strode forward
as though to look at some celery displayed nearby. Naruto hadn’t even taken to steps before a
voice shouted.

“WHAT ARE YOU DOING IN HERE MONSTER!” A shrill voice shouted before a glass
bowl hit the wall behind Naruto’s head. Naruto didn’t flinch, didn’t try to explain or ask why
she was doing that, Sasuke watched in silent horror as the civilian woman picked up the



nearest vegetable and hurled it at the small blond. The tomato guts spread through his blond
spikes against the green glasses he wore in the place of a forehead protector.

“What is wrong with you?” Sasuke said jumping forward to grab the woman’s arm as she
tried to throw an onion at Naruto next, “he’s your customer!”

“I don’t serve demons here! Get your pet out of here.” She growled her eyes feverish with
anger and something Sasuke thought might be terror and grief. Sasuke looked over his
shoulder as Naruto wiped his hand through his hair and stared at the red before he turned
glacial eyes on Sasuke.

“Let her go Sasuke,” he said evenly, “let’s go.”

Naruto turned and left quietly, eerily calm. Sasuke turned and looked back at the woman in
disgust. He pushed her away from him and turned to follow Naruto. He leaned in an alley
still trying to clean out his hair with his back to Sasuke. Without turning around he handed
Sasuke an envelope with his grocery allowance and a list scrawled in his chicken scratch
writing. Sasuke stood in silence his free hand fisted. He felt like he needed to say something,
but he couldn’t. An emotion like pride or maybe pain blocked the words from coming out.
Instead, he grunted and then turned around to begin the shopping trip.

Naruto followed at a distance still uncommonly serious. Sasuke was somewhat surprised by
how little Naruto had put on his list, and in such small quantities. On the back of the list, he
balked at the normal prices for his items that Naruto had apparently used to budget his food
budget with notations about what stores were relatively safe for him to enter. After that
discovery, Sasuke paused inside a store and reconfigured the shopping list to better reflect the
prices that Sasuke was able to get rather than the overpriced one that Naruto apparently dealt
with. If Naruto was surprised by the amount of food that Sasuke handed over between each
stop he didn’t say anything, but the wild gleam of his excitement said more than enough for
Sasuke.

They still hadn’t spoken to each other by the time they finished the expedition. Sasuke took
up half of the load without being asked or asking himself. Naruto pursed his lips, clearly
confused, but he still led Sasuke to his run-down apartment. Sasuke bit the inside of his
mouth taken aback at the state the whole apartment building was in. While Naruto’s room
was far from spotless, it was still not the catastrophe Sasuke had expected though the walls
where peeling horribly and the door stuck something terrible when Naruto tried to enter.
Together they piled the food together on Naruto’s small table. Naruto took a step back with
his hands on his hips, his smile was wide as he looked gleefully at the food as though he had
never seen so much in one place. That smile made Sasuke’s chest ache with something he did
not want to identify. Rather than face those feelings Sasuke crossed his arms over his chest
and glanced at Naruto so long.

“I’ll do it again.”

“What?” Naruto asked. He turned to Sasuke baffled by the sudden proclamation. Sasuke
shrugged.

“I’ll do it again.”



“Oh,” Naruto said and for a moment Sasuke thought he might either cry or yell at him for
suggesting it, instead Naruto squinted in distrust. “You just want my secret toad knowledge!”

Sasuke snorted and rolled his eyes, he was happy that it appeared that Naruto was still Naruto
even after…well, everything.

“Hn,” he grunted and then turned to walk out the door calling over his shoulder, “have fun
putting all the up dobe. I’ll tell Iruka you fell into a ditch and knocked yourself out…since
you’ll be late to class and all.”

“TEME!” Naruto shrieked with wide eyes as he looked at the time. Still, even as he
scrambled to throw his food into his fridge and pantries, he still couldn’t help grinning
happily that for once he wouldn’t go hungry before the first week of the month passed. Being
a leap-frog lord had its uses.

<>

Haru focused in on his target as he slowly crept along the roof of the building. He kept track
of both his watcher Anbu and the lightning of Kakashi that stalked him close by with Jiraiya
close in pursuit. Haru crouched and took out a sealing scroll as he prepared himself to engage
with his mark. He waited until they walked quickly beneath the overhang of the roof as Haru
grinned in triumph. With a yowl that could be heard across Konoha Haru dropped to the
ground and trapped Tora in his seal trap. The spiteful cat tried in vain to tear up the seal only
to find that she had been trapped within the seal, made into a two-dimensional hissing fiend
her terrible claws useless. Haru cackled as he rolled up the scroll and then dodged another
Jutsu from Kakashi.

When Haru had arrived at the Hokage’s office he had been torn about whether his mission
would be something like this. He was filled with nostalgia as he jumped to a tree and made a
break for the tower with Kakashi and Jiraiya on his tail. While most genin teams didn’t have
vengeful Jounin throwing Jutsu or trying to trap them, the task had been easy as pie
compared to the first time he had hunted down the demonic cat for his first D-rank mission.
Haru turned in mid-air to avoid a volley of kunai and gasped as Jiraiya appeared in a poof of
smoke and stole the scroll from his hands. Haru yelled angrily and took off after him, still
dodging yet another fire Jutsu from Kakashi. This lasted for quite some time as they ran
across Konoha’s rooftops stealing the scroll back and forth, with Haru trying to get to the
Hokage’s tower and Jiraiya and Kakashi making it as annoying a task as possible. Haru
tripped up seal traps, and Anbu ambushes, he used clones as decoys and returned the favor by
trapping both Kakashi and Jiraiya once or twice. At the two hour mark, Jiraiya gloated as he
stuck his tongue out at Haru who was hung upside down from a tree his hands bound to the
ground uselessly.

“Oohohohohohoh,” Jiraiya howled tossing the scroll up end over end with a savage smile.
“I’m very disappointed in you sunshine,” Kakashi said lazily as he looked up at the scowling
Haru, but both triumphant men felt a chill go through them when Haru stopped struggling
and then smiled at them cheekily.

“Ano sa, Ero-sennin,” Haru said with a smirk that was unnerving, “Copy-cat-san, have you
looked at that scroll yet? It’s been two hours already.” 



Jiraiya felt a flash of fear, his hands shook as he quickly unrolled the seal only to see a
cartoon version of Haru giving them a thumbs up, golden sparkles around his head. In a neat
bubble script, the scroll informed them that the scroll was a fake. As Kakashi leaned over to
look at it, Jiraiya looked up at Haru only to see a plume of smoke as the clone disappeared.
When the two shinobi entered the Hokage’s office he looked at them in confusion.

“Where’s that little brat!” Jiraiya shouted. Hiruzen puffed on his pipe as he rose a gray
eyebrow. “On his mission with Gai,” Hiruzen said, “you do remember our meeting this
morning Jiraya-chan, Kakashi.”

“When?” Kakashi asked in a deadly voice. Hiruzen looked even more confused but gave in to
the request for information. “Nearly after you left me this morning, the boy had already
captured Tora before I could go along with the farce. I’m sorry your protégé fooled you
Jiraiya, but I thought you would have been back to ensure that he had a proper send-off for
his first mission.”

There was a quiet silence as both men played the last several hours in their minds, the image
of the cat probably a clone in the henge, and the clone itself with enough chakra to somehow
make other clones playacting while Haru had started his real mission unencumbered by
Kakashi and Jiraiya’s various revenge.

“Son of a—” Jiraiya shouted as Kakashi beside him sighed deeply. “I’m going to kill him,”
the gray-haired man said evenly, a proclamation that was shared with the Anbu who had been
made a fool of rather than accompanying their charge. Jiraiya was too busy cursing but if he
had heard, he surely would have agreed. Somewhere miles away Haru smiled to himself as he
ran beside Gai and the two chuunin with them. When one asked him why Haru just shook his
head and kept laughing reliving his clones memories one at a time.
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Hello friends,

Yeah, I'm back again. I swear every time that I do this I'm not going to do it again, and
yet? Well, one thing I can promise is this story is not and never will be abandoned. It
might take time, (Though give me a little credit guys it's nearly 100k by this point) but
this story is going full steam ahead. The little drawing was done by me for fun and also
because I wanted to give you all a treat for sticking with WOW (my new shorthand btw)
for so long. It really is amazing and I love all your comments, and I'm glad we are in this
together. As for an explanation, it's been more of the same I'm afraid. I suffer from
depression and it makes it really hard to write something so upbeat and fun sometimes. I
love this fic, it's so silly and lighthearted with hints of deeper emotion, but it can be
really hard to keep it light when you deal with suicidal ideation more days than not. I'm
still here though, I'm more stubborn than Naruto I promise. I do have some updates you
might be interested in though. Early I promised that I would do an overhaul and edit
some of the worse errors, but I've been resistant to that because I do want to preserve the
integrity of the piece and not pretend as though my writing has always been perfect. I've
come to a compromise, I will be keeping WOW as it is on Ao3, however, I will be
uploading edited chapters slowly onto my wattpad account if you're interested in that. I
also share original writing over there if you're interested in checking it out, I would
really appreciate it. The link is https://www.wattpad.com/user/Angelwhowasfound

No updates on my book yet, but I really appreciated your input on my informal blurb in
the previous chapter. I've made some changes to it that I might share if anyone's
interested. Thank you so much for your support and I wish you all the happiness and
light you can have in your life.

Love
Mariah



Chapter Twenty-Three

Chapter Summary

Haru has a mission, and Naru gets to show off.

Chapter Notes

Hello, your local author stopping by yet again to say that I am not dead! Longer note at
the bottom as always. As always I read every comment and I appreciate every single
one. I ESPECIALLY LOVE THE FANART!!!! I cannot even tell you how much I love
all of it. It literally makes me cry it's so beautiful. You guys are talented and lovely
people and I appreciate you so much. Thank you for spending countless hours reading
my silly little story, I appreciate your time and your attention. Stay safe everyone!

(P.S. Made up an ANBU character because it was really hard to find a second one to use
that fit what I needed for the story)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

If Haru hadn’t known and fought in the war with one of the two ANBU disguising
themselves as Chuunin he might not have recognized them for what they were. They did an
admirable job of pretending they hadn’t been one of the swarms of shadows following him
through Konoha since he had arrived there so he could give them that.

After Haru had brought Tora to the Hokage early, grinning unrepentantly to his Jiji’s shock,
he had sent his clone out. The clone's mission was to stealthily distract the two vengeful
shinobi approaching Hokage tower so they wouldn’t walk in while he was getting his report.
Then, he had finally been introduced to the rest of his four-man cell and been given his
mission.

“As this is an assessment Haru-san you will lead the mission and the three shinobi who will
undertake it with you,” Hiruzen explained as he puffed on his pipe watching Haru carefully
for his reaction. Haru didn’t show his understanding that the three of his cell were also there
to make sure he wouldn’t be able to do anything nefarious.

“My pleasure, Hokage-sama,” Haru grinned, excitement in his clear blue eyes for his first
real mission in this lifetime assigned to him by a Hokage.

Hiruzen smiled slightly before with a hand gesture the rest of the four-man cell appeared in a
swirl of leaves. Haru grinned when he saw Gai-san posing with his fist on his hips looking



criminally free of a hangover after the debacle of the night before. He even grinned with his
teeth flashing in the sunlight as he gave Haru’s raised eyebrows an answering thumbs up.

“Surprised you can stand after last night bushier brows,” Haru said with a laugh, controlling
his expression when Hiruzen and the two “chuunin” looked horrified at the implication.

He hadn’t meant them to take it that way, but if everyone was intent on linking his name with
every Jounin he was friendly with he wasn’t going to make a stink about it. It made his day. If
his friends back home only knew—well, actually it was best to not think too much on that.
The train of thought was heading only for pain.

“It is only natural to be able to bounce back in the vigor of our youthful spring Haru-san!”
Gai shouted and then surprised everyone by looking somewhat bashful. “Though the
hangover cure you suggested was extremely useful young shinobi!”

“Glad to be useful,” Haru laughed, though he doubted bushier brows vigor was genuine.

Sakura’s hangover cure was good, all the rookie nine who could get drunk would attest to
that, but it wasn’t a miracle. He highly doubted drinking the contents of a bar was within its
powers to dispel completely.

“Yes,” Hiruzen hummed with a false sternness belied by the mirth in his eyes, “I’d heard
there was a ruckus last night. So, Kuniharu you know Gai, of course, accompanying him are
Yugao Uzuki and Aki Kentaro.”

Haru smiled at them. He tried not to focus too much on Yugao, or let on that he knew they
were ANBU when Hiruzen had gone out his way not to outright lie to him. Of course, they
would expect him to assume they were Chuunin based on their garb and the relative ease of
the mission, but they had never stated they were. Four High Jounin on an A-rank hand over
escort mission was overzealous, but for a backup plan against Haru, it was decent. It
wouldn’t work if he was actually an enemy of the village, but he could appreciate the effort.

He didn’t think he had ever met Aki before though, so he had likely perished in one of the
attacks on Konoha if not in the war. He was a tall man of medium height and build with
close-cropped black hair and a scar down his right cheek extending out into a line. He knew
Yugao well though and if he had read their body language Aki was currently on her team. If
she trusted him, then Haru wouldn’t worry too much over it.

After Yugao and Aki acknowledged him they refocused on Hiruzen finishing up his
explanation of the mission. They were escorting an important diplomats family the rest of the
way to the capital from Kusa, meeting at an agreed-upon point with Kusa nin who would
hand over their family's safety to Konoha. As a show of trust between the two nations, a
political maneuver really, they would share the burden of their protection handing it over to
the other at the agreed-upon point. They were on a lax schedule as the family would be
waiting at an inn relaxing while they waited for them to arrive.

That was probably why this had been the one assigned to them, Haru observed to himself. It
was a delicate political situation born out of the family's importance to both nations, but once
they got beyond the tension of the transfer it would be an easy mission to complete. The



family was reported to only have a moderate level of threat toward them, enough to warrant
protection, but not enough to be immediately dangerous. It was important enough not to be
an insult to Haru, but should they go awry the Kusa nin would be a failsafe for the family's
safety. Hiruzen could always send another cell in and keep within the flexible timeline.
Potentially embarrassing, but a calculated risk on Hiruzen’s part, Haru approved. He kept his
observations to himself though, rather than antagonize his Hokage.

He took the briefing scroll Hiruzen offered him before leading Gai, Yugao, and Aki out of the
office. A clone stood around the corner smirking as he prepared to intercept Jiraiya and
Kakashi before they could ruin his prank. Haru had planned his subtle distractions so that the
troublesome twosome would be none the wiser that Haru was gone far out of their reach.

Haru called out a formation as he slid into a familiar role of leadership as they crested out of
the building. The Jounin with him reacted to the authority in his voice and posture before
thinking about it they fell into place. They ran at a moderate pace through the trees, Haru not
even bothering to hide his ease with traveling through the familiar forest around Konoha. His
cell didn’t comment on it, but he could feel their eyes on him, particularly Yugao’s.

As they moved Haru had three nin go over their specialties for him. Haru knew about Gai and
Yugao, but he still listened to their descriptions closely to hide that fact. Aki was genuinely
unknown to him so Haru watched him the most as they ran and when they called a break. Aki
called himself a trap specialist but otherwise was sparse on the details leaving Haru to draw
his own conclusions. From what Haru could discern he was likely proficient in Kenjutsu
from the large scroll he carried on his back and the various accruements that reminded him of
Tenten a little bit. Based on his relatively large chakra storage and his nature affiliation he
would probably be efficient in ninjutsu as well with a fire primary and a wind secondary, a
good but oddly rare combination in the land of Fire. That quirk also gave him away as one of
Haru’s many shadows over the time he had been in the village.

They made good time so Haru allowed them to make camp earlier than he normally would
with the promise they would leave at dawn. It was both strange and familiar to go through the
motions of setting up camp and a watch rotation. Aki took over food preparation, his face
neutral as Gai talked his ear off as he set up their bedrolls. He only spoke occasionally before
Gai went off on another tangent despite his audience’s limited contributions.

Haru leaned up against a tree as he read the information scroll in more detail, his clones
spread out scouting around them for any combatants close by. Yugao was up in a tree both on
watch and out of Gai’s path. Haru rubbed his eye with a yawn and glimpsed the secret ANBU
watching him before her eyes whipped away. His lips twitched and without thinking about it
too hard he walked up the tree. Yugao narrowed her eyes at him as he settled himself on the
limb above her, resting the scroll of his knee as he waited for the purple-haired nin to break
the silence between them.

“You know, don’t you?” Yugao said finally, resting her back against the tree trunk, not
looking at him. Haru’s smile slipped and he hummed thoughtfully to himself.

“That you’re the same water natured female whose been shadowing me?” Haru asked and
then chuckled, “Or that Aki is as well, both ANBU and not Chuunin?”



Haru saw Yugao look up at him with a scowl and he immediately tried to temper his grin
unsuccessfully. “Sending you wasn’t a bad idea,” Haru consoled her, “Aki is a little more
unique as far chakra nature so that tipped me off. Until now I wasn’t sure you were the same
kunoichi as before, but that frustration is familiar to my sensory abilities.”

Haru was mildly impressed that he came up with an explanation that was true if seen from a
certain point of view. Take that Kakashi-sensei! He could take on infiltration missions any
day of timeline past and future! Had he actually been who he said he was, that would
probably be what tipped him off and not the fact that he had known Yugao for years.

“Why didn’t you say anything about it to the Hokage?” she asked suspiciously.

Haru shrugged, glancing down at Gai who was sampling Aki’s soup with gusto as the other
nin watched with a blank expression. If Haru wasn't able to sense the man zen state of mind,
he might have thought Aki was Root based on his stoicism.

“And say what?” Haru asked wryly. “I know you still don’t trust me because these two are
ANBU that you are implying are Chuunin? Oh, that would have worked out so well for me!
It’s not that I mind anyway, we are ridiculously overpowered for this kind of mission, but if it
makes you guys more comfortable and my job easier who am I to complain?” Haru shrugged
and Yugao nodded decisively as she took his explanation at face value.

“You’re good at that you know,” Yugao commented her voice not as harsh now.

“What exactly?” Haru asked as rolled up his scroll and put it back in his pocket dimension
wrist band with a quick hand-sign.

“Not taking things personally,” Yugao said. “You see the bigger picture and let the petty stuff
go, but be careful not to become so passive you drive yourself into a corner. Kakashi might
be right about those lacking survival instincts of yours, we could have been trying to
assassinate you outside of the village.”

Aki and Gai froze on the ground when Haru threw his head back and laughed so hard he had
tears in his eyes. Yugao raised her eyebrows at him as he wiped the tears from his face still
chuckling to himself.

“I…I don’t think,” Haru gasped and sputtered, “I have ever been called passive in my life!
Also, I’ve pointed out numerous times, I can read negative intentions.” He continued to
chuckle, and his eyes shined as he met the woman’s gaze warmly. “Thank you Yugao,” he
said his voice more under control, “I appreciate what you’re getting at. You’re right I focus
more on the big picture these days and I am aware of the reality of my situation. Don’t be
fooled into thinking my ease is passivity. I’ve just lived with far more fear and suspicion
before, this is small potatoes to that.”

The cautious respect and apprehension Hiruzen and the Konoha shinobi treated him with was
leagues better than the outright disgust and fear he had endured throughout his childhood.
Even as the savior of the Elemental nations he had met people who hated and feared him. All
with good and bad reasons in the mix. It would never make sense to someone looking in from
the outside, but Haru was truly comfortable and happy with his reception so far. He had a



plan, he had Jiraiya to back him up, and chibi Naruto to look out for, what else could he
honestly ask for this point? He had very little to complain about. Despite being in the past cut
off from all he had built and bled for, he had made a solid foundation for himself building it
brick by brick to a better future for his precious people and even himself. He was grieving,
but he was still moving forward. That was all he had ever asked of himself, to keep going
forward.

Haru left a clone in the tree and then dropped to the ground following Yugao to eat Aki’s
soup and listen to Gai discuss his latest challenges for Kakashi when they got back to the
village. The two ANBU ate in silence, but Haru could see them softening to his presence as
they bedded down for the night with Gai taking first watch accompanied by the clones who
were still scouting the area.

Over the years Haru had learned to sleep through his clones dispelling unless they had
relevant information. With his luck with missions went it wasn’t completely a surprise when
he jolted awake a mere half-hour after he’d taken his own watch changing with Gai and then
being swapped out with Aki. Haru blinked wearily pushing his long hair out his face as he
rubbed his aching eyes and tried to parse through the memories his clone had sent to him.

“Everything alright?” Aki’s monotone voice asked from his position in the tree over Haru.
Haru looked up at him and nodded.

“We’re moving out now,” Haru ordered, swinging himself up to reach over and jostle Gai’s
shoulder. He didn’t bother with Yugao as the woman was already staring at him through half-
lidded eyes across from him as Gai jolted awake and focused on Haru’s serious expression.

“Pack up,” Haru ordered authoritatively, “I’ll explain as we go.”

The Jounin moved efficiently as Haru related the conversation he had heard before his clone
had dispelled himself.

His clone had been more tenacious than the other ones had, picking up on some disturbances
in the forest that indicated shinobi presences when he had stopped to draw in nature chakra.
Haru had followed the subtle trail and observed the three shinobi discussing amongst
themselves over a map. From their forehead protectors, they were all nuke nin which made
Haru more cautious as he crept closer to observe them.

“—that should take care of those Kusa dogs long before Konoha reaches the area,” the one
who looked like the leader among them said pointing at the map.

Haru had sighed silently when the inn they were supposed to meet the other nin at was
circled several times in red. Of course, they were talking about Haru’s mission! It was so
typical he nearly wanted to laugh or cry. He did neither and continued to listen to the nuke
nin, despite a sensor type who had swept over him twice already with his chakra sensing only
air instead of a shinobi where clone Haru stood.

“Tenuki, Lee, and Saifu are taking care of them now and will send our ransom demand to
Kusa for the wife. Tenuki will bring the brats and the wife to us so we can make a run for it
back to our temp base. Lee and Saifu will take out the leaf nin who show up next with our



traps before they send the Fire Daimyo’s family the map to the secondary location. Lee and
Saifu will collect the first ransom from Kusa for the wife and then head home while we take
care of the Fire ransom and exchange the prisoners.”

“And Tenuki can be trusted to restrain himself?” the only woman asked. She had short spiky
blonde hair and a large folding fan that looked somewhat like Temari’s across her back.
“Those kids and lady will be useless to us if he kills them before we can make the demand! I
don’t want to get to the meeting point and find dead cash cows. You should have sent me
instead. It's bad enough we are trying to double dip with Kusa and Konoha. We're finished if
they discuss this between each other before they make the exchange!:

“He better watch himself,” the last of the number snorted though he still held a sign to
perform his sensor Jutsu that Haru evaded by blending in with the natural chakra around him
in Sage Mode. “That Kusa big wig has deep pockets and the wife is related to the fire
daimyo, distantly but still close enough to be worth all this. She’s all he has as far political
clout goes. Besides hidden villages never give each other information quickly enough to see
through this! We've done it before.”

“Will Lee and Saifu be enough without Tenuki there?” the sensor nin asked lifting his
eyebrows that were colored a bright pink for some reason despite the black of his hair. "It's
Konoha after all."

“You give them too much credit,” the Temari lookalike scoffed, “Konoha’s fading these days
without the Yellow Flash.”

“Kakashi of the Sharingan and Might Gai aren’t anything to sneer at,” the leader of the group
pointed out with a scowl as he placed his map in his pack and stood up from his crouch. “Not
to mention their ANBU.”

“One’s a Jounin teacher and the other isn’t far behind, they’re out of their prime nowadays
and being put to pasture to train snot-nosed brats” the woman continued still not impressed.
“I think it’s unlikely they be on this. Besides, it’ll probably Chuunin on this mission
anyway.”With that, the nin put out their fire and then took off into the forest.

Clone Haru had wavered briefly as he pulled his bingo book out and scanned for the nuke
nin, undecided whether he should just take these three out by himself. He decided against it
since he didn’t know where they would take the kids and the wife. He had to at least find the
location before he took care of them so he could save his clients. With that decided Clone
Haru dispersed sending his memories to the boss in a light sleep.

Gai, Yugao, and Aki listened to his report in silence and pulled to a stop when Haru did.
Though he knew they wanted to, they did not question his information. They had all seen him
use shadow clones several times since he had come to Konoha, and for the moment, he was
their captain.

“Aki you said you’re proficient at traps?” Haru asked and when the nin nodded he continued,
“Good, Yugao, you and Aki go to the inn and take out those traps as well as take care of the
two nin named Lee and Saifu. Check the bingo book, I’m betting they are nuke nin as well.
I’m sure two ANBU are more than enough for them, especially since you know there will be



traps and they are expecting Chuunin. Once you secure the inn send word to both Kusa and
Konoha to disregard the ransom. Tenuki will probably be gone by then, but if you find the
mom and kids leave us a coded message at the inn and head to the original drop off point
with the husband and the wife’s family. Getting them to safety is first priority, only come
after us if they are secure.”

Just to be sure Haru looked between the two who gave him verbal confirmation they had
understood his orders. Haru turned to Gai, who while smiling had a focused air about him.

“Gai, you and I will track the three nuke nin I found. I have their signatures locked so we’ll
go straight to them. One is from Suna and the other two are from Iwa. We’ll let them get to
their secondary location and then take them out before we set up a trap for this Tenuki. Once
the civilians are secured, we’ll meet at the inn and continue toward our destination unless
circumstances intercede.”

“Hai,” Gai agreed.

Haru allowed a small smile on his face, but otherwise maintained his more serious demeanor.
Messing with kids always got to him and the thought of how this mission might have played
out without him plagued his mind. If they were Chuunin unaware of the situation they were
walking into, it might have gotten ugly. These nin were apparently skilled enough to take out
the Kusa nin protecting the family, and might have been enough to take out Konoha Chuunin
as well. Haru shrugged off that train of thought. He was here and whether this mission had
gone bad in his previous life he could only guess. The one thing he knew, is that since he was
there, those nin had no idea what they had coming.

“Gai and I should be at the inn before nightfall of this coming day,” Haru said. “If we are
delayed, I’ll send a clone ahead. If you don’t hear from us and the family is not there use your
own discretion whether to look for us or head back to Konoha. Don’t worry though; Bushier
Brows and I will be there.”

“Well said young comrade,” Gai said and gave Aki and Yugao a thumbs up, “Haru-san and I
will make it on time, or we will run a hundred miles barefoot in punishment.”

Haru let out a half laugh half groan but slapped the man on his back anyway. This younger
version of Gai was growing on him after all. He had always loved bushier brows, but it was
different to be viewed as an equal rather than as a student who went from dead-last to Kage
level in a few short years. When Haru glanced at the ANBU, Aki nodded quietly while Yugao
squinted at him and Gai before sighing.

Haru had wondered whether they would listen to him and agree to split up. They were there
to keep Haru in line, after all. This was a test to see if he had engendered enough goodwill to
be trusted with his decisions. Gai had agreed easily, and though the man was affable Haru
didn’t wave that off. Gai might be a simple man, but he had good instincts for people. His
trust and silent agreement to the plan had probably done more for Haru’s credibility with the
ANBU than anything Haru had done so far.

“Don’t mess up new guy,” Yugao said taking off into the trees toward the inn with Akira at
her side. She looked back though, and Haru saw the hint of a smile. “Wouldn’t want to tell



Kakashi the person who almost beat him failed his first mission.”

Haru snorted, as he imagined having to go back to Kakashi and Jiraiya with his tail between
his legs, after his display during the spar and the prank he had just pulled. Funny, but so not
going to happen.

“This way Gai,” Haru said directing them slightly to the west before they began moving
again.

Though they hadn’t been able to see it in the moonlight, Haru’s eyelids were orange and his
pupils square from absorbing the natural chakra of several of his clones who had used Sage
mode to extend their senses while tracking. Haru had dispelled the rest and with his extended
sensory abilities, he easily tracked the three chakra signatures moving steadily ahead of them.
As he had expected the Temari lookalike was a wind affinity and the other were earth. In sage
mode it was easy to track them especially with that oil slick aura of evil intentions radiating
off them.

When they got too close Haru had Gai slow and the two moved with stealth through the trees.
They both paused when they saw the same three nuke nin from before lazily waiting at what
looked like an abandoned lookout post in the forest. Haru guessed that they weren’t expecting
Tenuki for several hours and otherwise had no reason to expect anyone to pay attention to
them. The wind nin was yawning as she poked at a fire to bring it back to life, the leader was
pointed toward where the inn was located scowling fiercely, and the sensor—Haru blurred
into movement leaving Gai frozen for a moment before comprehending the situation.

The sensor had just barely caught onto Gai’s trail as he stood at the edge of their camp. His
mouth had opened to alert his companions only for Haru to appear in front of him, the
sensor's throat cut before he could make a sound. Haru caught the man before he could fall,
using his body to hide himself from the other two nin as blood dribbled down his fisted
hands. The sensor's two companions were non the wiser of their third member’s silent death.
Haru looked sadly at the man as he silently gasped, his eyes wide with shock. Still using the
man’s body for cover, Haru looked over his shoulder at Gai and motioned with his head
toward the leader. Gai took Haru’s silent command in stride, though he clearly was thrown
off by his speed and deadly precision.

Knowing Gai wouldn’t enter any battle quietly, Haru timed his attack for the moment Gai
sprang out of the trees to attack the leader unaware of his ambush. Haru threw the dead nin’s
body toward the wind natured woman making her stumble out of the way with wide eyes.
Haru allowed himself to focus on his own fight rather than Gai’s frenzied taijutsu match with
the grizzled leader.

The woman recovered quickly opening her large fan and sending a gust of wind at Haru as he
ran toward her across the small clearing. Haru dodged most of the wind and with a hand sign
twisted the rest to propel him rather than slow him. The woman’s fan was made for distance
fighting, but she did an admirable job as Haru got in close striking with his kunai and weaved
through a dance of taijutsu. She was rather good Haru thought to himself, stopping himself a
half a dozen times from pulling out a Jutsu or technique he shouldn’t use. His constant need
to decide whether he could use a technique or not evened the odds a little, but only slightly.
Haru managed to dislodge her grip on her fan, swept her legs out from under her, and drove



his kunai through her chest so hard he pinned her to the ground. Leaning over her, Haru
watched her curse at him before her eyes went blank, his hair creating a curtain around them
for the terrible movement as he hovered over her as she died. 
Even after all these years, Haru hated to kill.

Haru stood up from her, pushing his hair over his shoulder as he left his kunai in her chest
and looked toward Gai who had dispatched his own nin with the same relative ease. These
nin were probably upper Chuunin level but had clearly been taken by surprise and unable to
compensate for it. Both men looked at each other in the silence over the dying fire. Neither
was the type to revel in an enemy's death. Haru nodded toward Gai and the man returned the
gesture before both bent to the task of sealing the bodies in containment scrolls. As these
were nuke nin, their villages would pay for their bodies being returned and the bounty on
their heads. It was a nasty business and so Haru focused on the mission rather than blood
split.

He was a shinobi, if fate hadn’t intervened, he would have been Hokage. This was his duty.

Now he and Gai needed to wait for Tenuki to show up with the wife and kids and hope Aki
and Yugao had successfully taken down Lee and Saifu at the inn. Haru had no doubt that they
would. High in a tree waiting for their targets Haru drew in nature chakra and scanned the
area. Gai did pushups below him with frenetic zeal. A smile trailed up at the corner of Haru’s
mouth at the man’s exuberance. They all coped in different ways. If looked through that
prism, Gai was the most well-adjusted nin Haru had ever come across. Kakashi-sensei would
be scandalized, Haru smile brightened as he settled further into his trance. The sun broke
through the leaves and touched his skin as his agitated soul eased. Several hours later at the
edge of his range, he felt the sickening aura of a man dragging three terrified souls behind
him. Haru opened his eyes and then found Gai balancing on his hands across from him.

“It’s time.”

<>

All throughout Iruka’s lecture about something or other—Naruto had sorta zoned out when
he mentioned survival instincts or whatever those were— Naruto sent the toad on his palm
jumping just enough to clear his skin before catching it once more. He couldn’t do anything
big or flashy cause Iruka-sensei would notice, but if he kept his hand beneath the desk and
the jumps small he could continue to practice his ultra-special technique that even Sasuke-
teme was struggling to fully master.

Of course, if Naruto thought he was actually fooling his sensei then he was in for a rude
awakening. Iruka had spotted the toad the moment he brought it out of his pocket, but rather
than scream at Naruto he chose to let the issue go. Naruto needed all the chakra control
exercises he could get, that he had been deprived of, and technically Naruto was
concentrating on classwork which was more than could be said normally.

Iruka wasn’t surprised that Naruto would continue to practice in class, but when Sasuke
sitting beside him took out his own plush toad and began doing the same thing, the two
glaring challengingly at each other, an idea blossomed in the back of Iruka’s head. He had



planned to wait a little longer, but did he really need to go over survival instincts again?
Surely, even Naruto had absorbed this principal despite his relative's apparent lack of it.

With that in mind, Iruka finished his side of the lecture and while Mizuki picked up his
portion Iruka went to where the toad plushies from Haru and Jiraiya were stored. Mizuki
watched him curiously but didn’t intercede as Iruka walked throughout the room and placed a
plush toy on each desk, shaking Shikamaru awake as he passed the genius and continuing on.
All the academy students looked at him strangely, especially when he skipped Naruto and
Sasuke’s row with a lopsided smile. Naruto’s eyes widened and he brought out his plush to
put it on the desk, excitement gathering in his chest. Was Iruka-sensei doing what Naruto
thought? Naruto glanced at Sasuke who had also placed his plush on the desk. They met eyes
and for the first time, both smirked at the other without malice but with a shared sense of
expectation.

As Mizuki finished up his more practical portion of the lesson he stepped aside for Iruka with
lifted eyebrows. Iruka nodded to him and then turn to face the class of confused students with
his hands on his hips.

“I think that will be enough for today on survival instincts,” Iruka stated and noted the relief
on all the kids' faces, it really was an unnecessary subject after all, “and we be moving
forward with a new chakra exercise brought to us from an ally of the village. This technique
was once taught by our fallen allies in Uzushio, and we have been gifted this knowledge by a
Jounin who descends from that village.”

Iruka felt both a little insulted and smug that the class appeared to wake up the longer he
talked. Even Shikamaru was watching him with calculating eyes. Several students were
whispering amongst themselves or had picked up the toy with baffled expressions.

“Sasuke, Naruto,” Iruka called on them and motioned them forward, “as you are the first of
Konoha besides myself to be taught this technique would you demonstrate it for the class
with me.”

Sasuke grunted stoically and grabbed the plush on his desk before making his way to the
front of the class. He was used to people staring at him, and it wasn’t the first time he had
demonstrated something for the class. Naruto on the other hand had a strange smile on his
face. It was a quieter expression that his classmates were used to, something guarded in his
eyes but excited as he scrambled up to the front of the classroom.

Naruto and Sasuke stood on the opposite sides of Iruka and when prompted by Iruka, they
began to make their toads jump from hand to hand. The class was surprised, that while the
stoic Sasuke managed the technique, he was significantly more clumsy that Naruto who had
the toad jumping all the way up to his arm, onto his face, to the tip of his nose and the all the
way to his foot and back up. During the demonstration, Iruka explained the basic principals
of the technique as they performed it.

“—And when you reach a more advanced understanding of the control exercise you can
combine it with other shinobi and kunoichi.”



Before they could be prompted but Sasuke and Naruto sent their plush rocketing at the other.
Naruto had a feral grin and even Sasuke’s stoic expression melted to a more focused one.
Iruka was taken off-guard by the sudden change between the two as they began to toss the
toads back and forth, making it harder by adding two plushies instead of one and never
catching the plush on the same spot. They seemed to be trying very hard to make the other
fail, and when Sasuke unexpectedly flubbed a catch and had to rescue it by sticking out his
foot the whole class inhaled sharply when the Uchiha was slammed in the face with the other
plush that Naruto had sent back with ease.

Sasuke blinked stupidly for a moment, the toad stuck to his right eye while the other was
attached to his foot. Naruto crowed his success laughing uproariously while the class and
Iruka-sensei tried to digest the last few minutes.

“It’s not over yet, dobe,” Sasuke snarled and sent both toads at Naruto who was rolling on the
floor now.

Naruto ooph-ed as both toys slammed in his stomach.

“Bring it on, teme!” Naruto shouted shooting both plushies as he jumped up from his
stomach, “Bow to my made toad skills Bahahaha!”

Iruka’s mouth trembled as he struggled not to show how funny it was to see the Uchiha act so
undignified, as well as hide the pride he felt for Naruto as the boy kept right up there with
him. Rather than break up the battle in front of him, or let the rest of the class just sit there is
stunned silence Iruka cleared his throat.

“Right—we’ll as you can see this is a more advanced form of the chakra exercise. It will take
a while before you can do the same with such—proficiency. Let’s start by simply trying to get
the toad to hop.”

As Naruto and Sasuke continued to juggle the two toads between them, doing their best to
knock the other out with the soft plushie, the rest of the class picked up their plushies. It took
Sakura a moment longer. She was watching Sasuke fight with that idiot Naruto before she
focused on her own toad. The toy was cute, but toads weren’t exactly her style. Still, she
picked up the toy and tried the technique. Sakura had always been the best in their class with
chakra control, even her precious Sasuke lagged behind. Naruto was by far the worst, so if he
could do it then Sakura was sure she would be able to do it with ease. When the toy shot from
her hand and hit her brow hard enough to stun her, she found that expectation to be sorely
mistaken.

Iruka was a little dismayed at how hard the rest of the class was finding the exercise as he
moved through them. Naruto and Sasuke at the front were completely absorbed in their little
duel, not even realizing they were rubbing the rest of the class inadequacy in their faces as
Naruto cackled and Sasuke grunted with intense focus. Shikamaru hadn’t even tried to
perform the technique yet. Instead, he watched Naruto and Sasuke in the front as he tried to
deduce what exactly they were doing.

How could Naruto of all people be better at this?



When Shikamaru did finally try the technique he at least managed not to himself or any of his
classmates, though the toad hit the ceiling instead. Shikamaru caught it, but before he could
try it again a toad struck his chin, nearly knocking him off his chair. 
“Oops,” Ino said with a savage little smile as she grabbed her toy, “sorry Shikamaru, should
have been paying attention.”

Her superiority was short-lived when Sakura accidentally hit her in the back of the head.

“Hey, watch it billboard brow!”

“Should have been paying attention Ino pig!”

While Iruka pulled the two Kunoichi apart wearily, he caught sight of Naruto laughing
joyfully as he sent a plushie at Sasuke. At the same time caught the other one on his wrist.
Despite the class devolving into the chaos of toads and frustrated children, he couldn’t regret
it. If only Haru could know what he had already done for his family. Just a little longer, Iruka
comforted himself, and they’ll be a family. Just a little longer.
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Chapter Twenty-Four
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Haru completes the mission. Jiraiya gets really pissed off.
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Gai waited silently in the tree as the shinobi named Tenuki approached the camp. He dragged
three people by a chakra infused rope behind him. An attractive woman with long red hair
was tied first in front of two children, one boy, and a girl both with the same orangey-red hair
that was somehow remarkably different than the color the Uzumaki were famous for. Below
him waiting with a distinctly surly expression was Haru in the guise of the nuke nin’s leader.
He waited with two clones mimicking the other two shinobi who had met their demise via
Haru earlier that morning.

The first had died so suddenly, all Gai had seen was a red flash that was so discomfortingly
similar to the Fourth he wondered if the man had somehow reincarnated into Haru. If he
wasn’t simultaneously too young to be a twin brother and too old to be an actual
reincarnation, he might have actually believed it. Gai had witnessed Haru’s prowess against
Kakashi, even trained with him with his Genin, but the tiny little cynical part of him buried
beneath his outsized personality whispered that Haru was hiding a great well of strength from
them. He was glad the Haru was on Konoha’s side and not the other way around. He didn’t
think he could keep up if the man turned out to be treacherous.

“Hey, Hojo,” Tenuki spat pulling his victims behind him roughly, dragging them when one of
the kids fell down whimpering, “Easy pickings, if the leaf were as bad as those Kusa idiots
we should be home free.”

“That’s unfortunate,” Haru as Hojo said, and before the rogue nin could comprehend
anything was wrong he was far too close to Haru, and directly beneath Gai. Before the man
spoke again Gai saw another red flash as Haru got behind the nin, his disguise gone between
the blink of an eye. He severed the chakra rope and then sent Tenuki flying into the forest



with a decisive kick. At the quick look from Haru, Gai jumped down and took a heroic pose
partly to distract the terrified civilians as Haru and his clones followed Tenuki into the forest.

“No more fear, my comrade, and I have come to your rescue,” Gai said loudly to hide the
sounds of quick battle that went quiet almost immediately after they broke the air. “You have
the pleasure of being saved by Konoha’s Green Beast! We shall bring you safely to your
destination! We will complete our duty faithfully.”

The woman was sobbing in tired relief as she wrapped her arms around her children. The boy
was young and cuddled under her chin shaking, but the girl looked up at him with luminous
yellow eyes terribly full of hope.

“You’re a shinobi?” she asked in a hushed voice. Gai grinned and his teeth glimmered as he
bowed and then gave the child a thumbs up.

“You bet, I’m in the spring of my youth and I have come to protect you!”

“Cool,” the girl breathed and then teared up before she jumped forward and wrapped herself
around his legs.

Gai continued to smile even when the two overcome with grief and fear, the woman and the
boy child, grabbed onto his legs weakly as well. They clung to the brilliant aura that
surrounded him for strength. When Haru came back adjusting his white coat that had
somehow been cleaned of bloodstains since the last time Gai saw it, the new Konoha shinobi
looked down at the sobbing party and then up at Gai. He lifted an eyebrow before he grinned.

“Gathering admirers Green Beast?” Haru asked.

Even teasing he came over and helped Gai separate them from his legs with gentle hands.
Haru was kind but firm as he guided the battered civilians to sit in the clearing. First, he
helped them take the chakra rope off their wrists. With Gai on the lookout, in case there were
more attackers, Haru took out some ointment from his wrist band for them. With practiced
ease that had been forcefully learned at Sakura’s shoulder, he applied first aid to their
bleeding wrists and bruised bodies.

While Gai had played the dashing and distracting hero, Haru drew the children into a
conversation about happy inconsequential things. Within ten minutes he made all three of the
civilians smile despite their obvious trauma. It was a gift Gai had never possessed. Whenever
he tried to cheer people up, he usually punched them to stop them from crying and
challenged them or himself. The only person who appeared to find Gai’s form of comfort at
all comforting was Lee, a nin after Gai’s own heart.

After giving each of the civilians some water and a ration bar Haru left them in a small
huddle before walking over to Gai.

“My clones can carry them, but you take the lead. I’ll cover us in the back,” Haru suggested
in an undertone, trying to allow the civilians some privacy as they gathered themselves for
the journey back to the place they had just been taken from.



“Hai,” Gai agreed, and then put his hand on Haru’s shoulder before he could move.

“You’re a good shinobi, Kuniharu-san.”

Haru’s lips twitched and something strange and sad passed over his face before he nodded at
Gai.

“The mission is not over yet, Gai,” Haru said, but pat Gai’s shoulder in return, “Tell your
rival and Ero-sennin that we get back in one piece okay?”

Haru grinned teasingly and winked at Gai before he went back to the civilians to explain how
they would be traveling. The kids were overjoyed to be held carefully to clone Haru’s chest,
but the mother was clearly uneasy as she climbed onto his back. He smiled at her
reassuringly and admirably did not laugh when all three gasped audibly when they took off
through the trees.

With Gai’s innate knowledge of the area, they found the smoking remains of the inn easily
enough with civilians milling around as though in shock. Two Kusa nin had reached the inn
already by the time they got there mid-morning. Gai led them to where Yugao was talking to
them with her ANBU mask on. Aki looked up from where he was sealing an unexploded
trap, also wearing his ANBU mask. Gai had learned to read body language pretty well
despite the ANBU training to hide it. He could tell that both Yugao and Aki were relieved to
see them for multiple reasons. They stopped in front of Yugao so Haru could let his charges
down before his clone dispersed themselves. As the Captain of the mission, Haru stepped
forward to met Yugao and the Kusa nin to get the report.

The Kusa nin had intercepted the ransom note before the rogue nin had anticipated. Yugao
and Aki had still managed to seal the traps and get into the inn to dispatch Lee and Saifu
before they got there. Clearly aggrieved by the loss of their nin and Konoha’s quick and easy
control of the situation, the Kusa nin were agitated and angry. Haru smiled gamely at them to
ease the racketing tension.

He glanced at Yugao and was moderately impressed when she read his expression with ease
and stepped forward to silently offer the scrolls that held Saifu and Lee’s bodies. It was poor
recompense for the loss of their nin, but it took the edge off their conversation. Yugao stayed
beside Haru as he cajoled and soothed the bruised egos before ensuring the official pass over
of duties was formally observed. Haru and Yugao bowed respectively, but both were
considerably less tense when the nin took off and left the rest of the mission in their hands.

“Nice move with the scrolls,” Haru complimented with a grin as he and the ANBU turned to
look for where Gai and Aki had gotten to with their charges.

“You’re not terrible at diplomacy for a newbie,” Yugao allowed and then huffed when Haru
just laughed at her backhanded compliment.

They found Gai doing one-handed push-ups to entertain the children. Aki was the most
surprising as he sat quietly with the mother, cups of tea held in their hands as they watched
Gai and the children with solemn silence. How Aki was drinking the tea with a mask on, was
a mystery only Kakashi would understand.



Haru put on his warmest smile for them and was relieved when they all returned it. There was
some peace in their expressions where there had been none before. He was glad that he had
been able to take care of Tenuki away from their sight. They probably knew what he had
done, but at least they hadn’t had to see it.

“Well, considering the circumstances, I think we should travel the same way we came in
Sato-sama, rather than take the leisurely route that was initially agreed with Konoha,” Haru
said formally to his client. “We will get you home far quicker and cut down the risk of more
attacks this way.”

The woman hesitated but eventually nodded her agreement. However, the children cheered.
Both even tugged on his coat to be picked up as soon as he summoned his clones to carry
them. Gai, Yugao, and Aki all followed his lead as they had the whole mission, but Haru had
the sensation that they were deferring to him now rather than going along because they
agreed with his decision. It was a subtle difference, but the respect was there.

As he had before Haru kept to the back of the group with his clones moving in the center.
Yugao led the charge with Gai and Aki on either side of the trio of Haru’s. They had to take
more breaks with the civilians along. That wasn't surprising. They usually preferred not to
travel this way with untrained people since they sometimes got sick from the speed. Still,
they made excellent time, though it was clearly not enough to soothe the frantic husband who
had been through the emotional ringer. The ransom notice had gone through to him and the
rest of his wife’s family. Yugao's messenger had almost missed heading them off from doing
something rash.

The shinobi and kunoichi stood off to the side in a cluster as they watched the family reunite.
They waited politely as was expected of Konoha shinobi until the wife Sato finally
remembered them.

“Thank you so much shinobi-san,” she said in a hoarse voice as she pressed the scroll with
the second half of the payment into his hand. “I don’t know what I would have done if my
children—”

“Don’t worry ma’am,” Haru said sensing tears, he bowed formally to her with a warm smile,
“The Green Beast and I are in the spring of our youth. It is our joyful duty.”

The strangled sob beside him told Haru that he had set Gai off crying great big tears. When
Haru looked Yugao and Aki’s masked faces appeared to be judging the green Jounin who was
grinning even through his tears of joy. Haru nearly fell over when the man punched his
shoulder with forceful affection.

“Go on, bushier brows,” Haru said and nodded to the children who were watching, “do
something awesome so the chibis remember you.”

Haru made sure to memories the children’s cries of “GREEN BEAST OF PREY” so he could
tell Kakashi in exquisite detail.

“You know he’s already half in love with you,” Aki said in a deadpan as they watch Gai do
excessive taijutsu moves, “you don’t have to spoil him like this.”



Haru made the sound of a strangled cat while Yugao on the other side of him added, “Too bad
he’s straight, you’d make a horror show of a relationship. Other villages would run at the
sight of you two.”

“It’s the affection of comrades,” Haru said with exaggerated defensiveness. “It’s beautifully
platonic.”

He knew for certain that Gai had been nurturing a flame for this beautiful civilian girl since
he was a kid. They had just gotten engaged before Haru was ripped out of the timeline. Haru
thought his love life was safe from the Green Beast of Prey, no matter what he did. Even as
he put on a show of being defensive for the ANBU, a warmth had grown in Haru’s chest.
They were teasing him, and that meant something. Especially coming from ANBU.

If it were Anko or Ibiki he would expect it. Both had sadistic personalities and used mind
games to siphon out information from their unsuspecting victims. That wasn’t Yugao’s style
and Aki didn’t seem the type either. He was making progress; he was making bonds.

<>

Haru felt that familiar weight and satisfaction of a job well done as he and his team entered
Hokage tower to offer their report. Haru didn’t sense Jiraiya or Kakashi hanging around too
close by so he let himself relax as he led the way to the Hokage’s office. He would probably
get through half of his report before they found him. Once there he requested a debrief from
the scribe who stood outside the door.

He wasn’t all that surprised when the nin who had previously been inside were quickly
ushered out to make way for them. Haru tried not to let his head get too inflated after a
childhood of using it as a defense mechanism, but even here he was sort of a big deal. This
time they didn’t even know about Kurama. Take that Sasuke-teme!

Haru was perfectly professional as he entered flanked by his temporary team. Hiruzen smiled
at him, his eyes seeming to widen slightly at Aki and Yugao openly wearing their ANBU
masks again, but he said nothing.

“Kuniharu, we received word there had been some difficulties with the mission. I’m
pleasantly surprised to see you here so quickly.”

“Well, four Jounin can do a lot even with difficult Hokage-sama,” Haru said with a blinding
smile, “Konoha shinobi far surpasses even the most generous of rumors. I am humbled and
impressed.”

Hiruzen lifted an eyebrow at him, seeming to think Haru wasn’t being serious. The man
shrugged with a smile but did not take his words back.

“I see,” Hiruzen conceded, “well, the report then Haru-san. I’d like to here the excellence of
my shinobi in detail.”

Haru centered himself and reached for that calm sense of purposeful blankness that Kakashi-
sensei had made him perfect in his lessons to become Hokage. He had practiced giving



reports to even the most hostile of audiences (mainly Sasuke sneering at him with the odd
Chidori thrown in the mix to keep things interesting) so he did not waver. It was supposed to
help him deal with clients, diplomats, and Daimyo. He would even say it might work on
Kage if those Kage didn’t happen to have fought in a war with him. Well, he would see the
fruits of his labor now because he was pretty sure that was Kakashi sitting outside the
window and Jiraiya had slammed the door open behind him two minutes ago. The man stood
seething at his back, but Haru gave no notice to his two vindictive shadows. He simply
reported the events of the mission. Praising Yugao’s leadership and diplomacy, Aki’s superb
trap sealing, and praising Gai in detail only partly to annoy Kakashi outside the window.

Hiruzen was smiling at him, a strange look in his eyes, as though he were seeing someone
else standing there. He looked over the scrolls that contained the nuke nin they had kept, as
well as the payment from the client. It turned out Sato had even included a bonus for the
Green Beast and the Red Flash (damn that was a cool name Haru thought to himself with a
throb of pride and unrealized grief, he wondered if he could make it stick) for their easy
rescue.

“Very good,” Hiruzen said, without an excess of praise, despite the warmth in his eyes.
“You’ve served Konoha well.”

Haru would be lying if he said his eyes weren’t tearing up enough to make his eyes glisten
wetly. He recognized that expression, and he knew intimately what it looked like when
Hiruzen was proud and suppressing it from his audience. Haru thought to himself he really
needed to stop crying at the drop of the hat, it would ruin his new nickname before Kakashi
had the chance to ignore it.

<>

It was not often that Hatake Kakashi was made a fool of. Jiraiya? Well, that happened all the
time, but Kakashi maintained a hip and cool air. He was notorious for seeing through
deception, he was feared across the elemental nations for shinobi’s sake! He had also been
led around by the nose by Uzumaki Kuniharu, for two hours, pretending to be a cat. No, not
even Haru himself, but his shadow clone! That could simply not stand.

Kakashi knew to keep close to Jiraiya while they waited for Haru to return from his overnight
A-rank mission. The team hadn’t been expected until late that evening, but like one of
Kakashi’s hounds, Jiraiya had sensed Haru making his way back to Konoha. Kakashi
assumed it was a Sage thing, and simply followed the furious Toad Sage to the tower.
Rather than go through the door, Kakashi took the window so Haru wouldn’t be able to
escape so easily. What he found when he got there was yet another surprise in a string of
surprises to do with Haru. Kakashi had known that ANBU would be along with Haru, as well
as Gai, but they were supposed to be pretending to be Chuunin. Instead, they stood there in
full ANBU regalia, waiting silently as Haru gave a sober but complementary report of the
events of their mission. He couldn’t tell whether that was a bad thing or a good thing, so he
chose to reserve his judgment for further study.

Kakashi was unwillingly impressed with Haru’s technique, he doubted that he himself could
do a better job giving a thorough report. Even when Jiraiya burst through the door, his eyes
had simply flicked to the side as he assessed the threat and dismissed it, never breaking



stride. Haru had even met Kakashi’s eye briefly, still not stopping in his truly excessive praise
(in Kakashi’s opinion) of Gai’s efficiency and ability to calm civilians. Kakashi would swear
he was doing it on purpose, that had to be a smirk playing at the edges of his mouth as Gai
looked star-struck at Haru from the side.

When Hiruzen offered his mild praise even Kakashi felt he was being too reserved, matching
Gai’s face and the body language of the ANBU. Rather than be unaffected or even offended
by the mild praise, Haru’s eyes shined. Were those tears? What was with that man and crying
every time Hiruzen spoke to him? Kakashi wanted to know, he wanted to know everything—

“KUNIHARU!” Jiraiya shouted before he launched at Haru’s back, “I CAN’T BELIEVE
YOU ACTUALLY SENT THAT. TSUNADE IS GOING TO KILL ME AND I'M GOING
TO TAKE YOU WITH ME!”

Rather than look afraid of the Sannin who had managed to pin him to the floor despite the
Hokage, two ANBU, and two Jounin staring at them, Haru grinned so large Kakashi was
worried his face would split.

“Did she answer?”

The inarticulate yell wasn’t illuminating, but to Haru, it was clearly all but confirmation.
Kakashi slumped against the window sill and stared at the man, not sure why he wanted to
cry all of the sudden. Would someone get this poor shinobi a shred of self-preservation, a
thread of survival instinct?

Based on Jiraiya’s furious yell, he might not live that long.
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Hiruzen didn’t quite know how to react to his former student launching himself at his newest
Jounin and pinning him to the floor. He very much looked as though he were having a mental
breakdown. A glance at Kuniharu’s face revealed only mirth, rather than alarm or anger that
might be expected from such an act. His smile spread widely across his cheeks as Jiraiya held
his wrists to the floor and glowered down at him.

Privately Haru knew this would spread more rumors about him hooking up with Jiraiya than
would be there already. A glance at the wide-eyed Yugao and faintly surprised Aki proved as
much. Gai’s expression was just confusing. It looked as though he was hyped up by their
“youthful tussle”. At least the Green Beast wouldn’t read anything to it. The man had been
pushed in a wheelchair by Lee into the room were Haru and Sasuke had been angrily making
out once and commented that their renewed rivalry inspired him to challenge Kakashi to a
thumb-wrestling match. Haru had just barely stopped Sasuke from killing the man for
interrupting something that been a long time coming and far, far too short.

Though Haru kept his joyful smile, pain twisted in his chest. They had so little time together
before they had been ripped apart. Just a mere three months. After years and years dancing
around the subject, when they weren’t actively trying to kill each other. Haru pushed that
away. All of his past, what might have been, but still could be for little Naruto, was locked
away as he focused on his present. A present which included his godfather glaring down at
him, panic in his eyes.

“Oh, it can’t be that bad, Raiya,” Haru rolled his eyes.

Jiraiya let go of his wrists to grab the scroll tucked against his chest and then unrolled it for
Haru to see. Haru’s face spasmed as he took in the rude hand gesture inked onto the page
with the barely coherent words below it.



“nto triking me Jiraiya, I’m nto teling you any thng. Lev alone, u dnt rlly cre. Triking me b
Hkage or bak hom.”

From that truly atrocious bit of spelling, from a very drunk Tsunade, Haru deduced that the
carefully worded letter that Haru had transcribed and heavily edited with Iruka at the bar had
been misconstrued. It had not been viewed as an attempt to rekindle their friendship, but a
ploy to bring her back to the village to be Hokage. Haru was mildly surprised that she had
apparently been asked before. He had gotten the feeling last time that she was surprised by
the offer. But then he had been an angry ball of grief and angst at the time, so his memories
weren’t exactly clear.

If he wasn’t being watched by the entire office, he might have put his hand where a necklace
should be. Getting Tsunade-baa-chan to come back was going to need a more in-person touch
and quite possibly a little blond ball of sunshine and determination. But when would they
have the time with everything else going on? Jiraiya would be leaving the village to set some
plans into motion and gather intelligence within the next week or so, but Haru doubted the
man would go find her by himself. He hadn’t even been able to do it himself the first time
around. Getting Tsunade to admit she had latent feelings for Jiraiya would be even harder.
Good thing Haru was up for the challenge. He didn’t think he could stomach watching two
people waste something precious because of pride and old grief. Haru didn’t want to follow
where the conclusion of that thought went for himself.

“At least she wrote back,” Haru said reasonably, rather than laugh at his godfather as he
wanted to. A laugh to hide the pain and stress that was still constricting his chest more than
Jiraiya’s heavy self sitting on him. “She could have just ignored you or forgot about it. She
was clearly drunk when she got it, but she cared enough to write back immediately.”

“Or needed to drink to write at all,” Jiraiya replied immediately, though he had calmed
somewhat.

Haru rolled his eyes and gave him an unimpressed look that clearly said ‘Does Tsunade ever
do anything she doesn’t want to?’

Clearly conceding to Haru’s superior wisdom, Haru saw Jiraiya glance up at the Hokage and
other nin in the room, as though finally realizing what he was doing. Kakashi was practically
inside the room at this point watching them like they were a science experiment; though no
one had addressed him yet. Jiraiya cleared his throat and tried for a winning smile to hide
both his embarrassment and his apprehension about the look in Hiruzen’s eyes.

“Well done, gaki,” Jiraiya tried as he pulled both himself and Haru up into a standing
position, “you successfully completed your mission—you even proved you won’t attack a
comrade! Good of you to pass this last exam in front of everyone!”

“Uh-huh,” Haru said unconvinced and then swept his eyes around the room as though to
share his annoyance with all of them.

Hiruzen cleared his throat, once again being overlooked with Haru and Jiraiya in the same
room. Really, this was getting out of hand. He should have retired years ago if he couldn’t



make a group as small as this pay attention to him anymore. Though he had to concede that it
was probably only the new Uzumaki’s fault at this point.

“If we are done with the dramatics, Jiraiya,” Hiruzen said sternly enough Jiraiya flinched.
“You’re debriefing is finished Kuniharu-san. Your team will report their own findings on
your assessment and with them, I will be able to choose missions for your current status of
skill, accomplishment, and probationary completion.”

“Hai,” Haru said, not bothered in the least he wasn’t going to be able to hear what the ANBU
and Gai had to say about his work.

“Thank you, again,” Hiruzen said, “tomorrow you will be with Kakashi in the morning for a
guard rotation. See me in the afternoon the day after and we can discuss this further as well as
set up a time for our lessons. I have requested Kakashi speak with you on an important
matter, feel free to bring your questions or concerns to me at that time. You are dismissed for
the day.”

Haru bowed respectfully though inside he was insanely curious about what exactly Kakashi
was supposed to talk to him about. Finally, he looked to his team and grinned at them.

“Thank you for taking care of me,” Haru said respectfully, bowing shallowly again to them
before he grinned, “come find me sometime and we can spar. I might even help you hide
from me better while we’re at it like copy-cat-san. I’ll catch you later Gai, I want to see the
baby genin again when we have a chance.”

“Of course, my friend,” Gai gave him a thumbs up. “My dear students can learn much from
one such as you!”

Yugao clearly had some comment she suppressed in front of the Hokage, but she smiled at
him anyway.

“I’ll take you up on that offer, newbie,” she said. Aki was quiet but he actually smiled at Haru
and nodded.

Kakashi slipped into the office before Haru could finish turning around to escape. The copy-
cat-nin wrapped a restraining arm around Haru’s shoulders so he couldn’t run away from the
deliciously mischievous aura that radiated from the man. Haru let him, too tired to try to
escape and lonely enough to find the restraining embrace heartwarming rather than alarming.

Kakashi was hardly ever handsy with anyone unless he trusted them. Kakashi-sensei had
glomped them regularly after the war for various reasons. To make Sakura angry enough she
punched him or blushed, to provoke Sasuke when he was being broody and murderous, and
finally, to embarrass Haru who had been trying to look Hokage-like to everyone around him.

Sasuke and he were touch-starved enough to let the embarrassing over the top affection
persist without too much backlash (Haru more than Sasuke who bristled like a wet cat every
time) but it hadn’t really stopped even when they had slid into a comfortable dynamic in their
new world after the war. It certainly hadn’t helped the rumors of a torrid love affair between



all of them die down. Actually, that was probably why Kakashi-sensei had done it in the first
place.

“You in there, sunshine?” Kakashi asked.

Haru suddenly realized they were in the hall outside of the office. He blinked stupidly before
he looked around for Jiraiya and didn’t find him.

“Wha—where is Ero-sennin?”

Kakashi looked down at him dubiously, his arm still around Haru’s shoulders in case this was
a devious plot to run away before Kakashi could exact his revenge. The joke was on Haru,
the seal had already been planted directly in the center of Haru’s back. Kakashi just needed to
make sure the seal master didn’t notice it working.

“Hokage-sama called him over to whisper-yell at him,” Kakashi said, “while they looked at
the scroll from Tsunade-hime.”

“Oh,” Haru said and shook his head as if to dispel something in his mind.

Deep inside his mindscape, Haru heard Kurama murmur.

“You can’t ignore it forever, runt,” he said in his growly voice, “have to accept the past is
gone so you can move toward the future. If that warmth in your chest is anything to go by,
you’ve already found someone to move towards.”

Haru shoved the demon out of his head fussily, it wasn’t because of Kakashi he was like this.
At least, not just Kakashi. Oh—he didn’t know what exactly it was. Was it being back to
missions, the strange dissonance of belonging and not, or the remembrance that people like
Tsunade weren’t guaranteed to come back into his life? The feat would certainly not come
easily. It was a lot. Haru was used to dealing with a lot, but it was still…

“Now you are really worrying me,” Kakashi said only half-joking, he pulled Haru around to
face him and scrutinized his face, “did you get injured out there not and tell anyone? I’m
pretty sure that is absolutely something you would do, like some sacrificial knucklehead.”

“Like you should talk,” Haru said too quickly before he realized he shouldn’t know that yet.
He moved quickly to cover the slip by smirking and poking Kakashi in the chest, putting
more animation in his face to hide the emotional landmines behind his eyes, “I bet you’re a
million times worse than I am, you covered up copy-cat!”

Kakashi just stared at him until Haru laughed under his breath.

“No, I’m fine Kakashi,” Haru said with exaggerated slowness, “I just got about half an hour's
sleep after running to the border and back. I’m good, but even I get tired copy-cat-san.”

Which was true…ish? He was tired, having clones stay up when he was sleeping always
drained him, but it was nowhere near how the war had made him feel. This was a puddle
compared to the ocean up against that shitshow.



Kakashi rolled his one visible at Haru, but he got the sense the copy-cat didn’t fully believe
him. He let go on Haru though and then turned to the door in time to see it open as Jiraiya
rushed out with a glaring Hiruzen watching him leave.

“Gah—” Jiraiya shouted when he saw Haru and Kakashi as though he hadn’t known they
were there, the dramatic Toad Sage that he was. “That was close, I thought sensei was going
to kill me in there when you were out of the room.”

“Serves you right,” Haru snarked and then hit his godfather on the arm irritably, “just about
cracked my skull with that stunt. Don’t use me for research for Icha Icha okay?”

Rather than be offended Jiraiya gave him a lewd grin. Haru’s face paled.

“Don’t you dare—”

“As interesting as this is,” Kakashi said wearily, “And it is, don’t get me wrong, but Hokage-
sama wanted us to talk to you remember?”

Haru squinted at him suspiciously before shrugging.

“Can we go eat at least,” Haru asked. He allowed some of his exhaustion to leak into his
voice. “I was sort of taking care of a child terrorizing scumbag during breakfast hours.”

“Sounds good to me kid,” Jiraiya admitted, and put a comforting hand on Haru’s shoulder
with that same easy affection that had grown up between them. The coldness in his chest
eased a little more and Haru smiled at the old man before he got an even better idea.

“Ero-sennin, make up for the damage to my reputation by going to get Iruka-chan for lunch.
He said he was having an independent study right about now last time I saw him at the bar to
introduce the leap toad. He can leave the academy for a bit while the wannabe baby genin
pretend to do chakra exercises.”

Jiraiya glanced at Kakashi to see if he would reject the proposal. Kakashi just sighed, having
already brought out his Icha Icha book.

“The more the merrier,” Kakashi said dryly, “Maybe Iruka-sensei will give you remedial
survival instincts lessons if you ask nicely, sunshine.”

Haru rolled his eyes, but he was grinning as he left Hokage tower with two of his favorite
people in tow. Jiraiya probably would have complained about becoming an errand boy, but he
understood Haru had set it up so Kakashi didn’t have to tell him no. If Haru had tried to go to
the academy himself, Kakashi would have been forced to come up with some distraction or
something. So, with a glance with Kakashi that made his grand-student think that he was in
on the situation, rather than being outmaneuvered by the Uzumaki, he made his way to the
academy. Haru and Kakashi walked to a restaurant that Jiraiya had chosen, flirting without
realizing they were flirting as usual. That godson of his really was dense.

Jiraiya found the classroom Haru had told him about and when he opened the door he had to
swerve out of the way as a toad plush toy whizzed past him.



“Sorry oji-san,” a pink-haired girl shouted, her face flushed in embarrassment, “it keeps
doing that!”

Jiraiya watched in confusion as the little kunoichi grabbed the toy and booked it back inside.
A sneering blonde was already mocking her as she ran up. Jiraiya stuck his head in and his
eyes widened as he saw the entire classroom filled to the brim with toads. A quick scan didn’t
reveal a certain blond Jiraiya was half hoping to run into, but he saw the academy teacher
lecturing a lazy boy with a pineapple for hair sitting with a chip eating Akimichi beside him.

Sensing someone at the door, Iruka whirled around about to scream at Naruto to go back
outside again when he saw the gawking Sannin staring at him.

“Jiraiya-sama?” Iruka asked.

He blinked stupidly before he shook himself. He sent Shikamaru one last glare to enforce his
edict that the boy keep trying the technique rather than watch everyone fail at it around him.
Shikamaru was probably the best behind Naruto and Sasuke, but he had yet to actually do it
right either. Iruka was at his wits end to why the entire class was having so much trouble
even into the second day.

“What can I do for you?” Iruka asked politely as he stepped out into the hall and shut the
door behind him to hide the chaos.

Jiraiya smiled at him, remembering all the stories Haru had told him about the man. It was
too bad Iruka couldn’t know about his connection to Naruto yet, or he might be able to ask
where the little numbskull was.

“Haru-chan is back from his mission,” Jiraiya said and watched the interest in the teacher's
face light up. “It was successful, of course, the insufferable gaki. He thought you were having
an independent study at the moment and wondered if you would come to lunch. He was
going to come himself, but alas Kakashi had to distract him and I get to play glorified errand
boy.”

“Oh, that’s good you did,” Iruka said worriedly, thinking about Naruto just outside with
Sasuke, “and yes I have the time, we won’t pick up for another hour or so. I’m about to pull
my hair out if I have to explain that exercise again. I don’t understand what is so difficult
about it, but everyone is pretty determined to figure it out since Naruto and Sasuke are doing
it so spectacularly. I had to send them outside because they were showboating too much.”

Jiraiya cracked a grin and nearly giggled. Of course, his godson had a flair for the dramatic, it
was only inevitable with the genes he had.

“Oh, I’ve got to see that.”

Iruka surprised him by grinning in a way that oddly reminded him of Haru. For a moment he
could see the influence the teacher had on the man Naruto Uzumaki had become. Jiraiya was
immeasurably grateful.

“Come on, then,” Iruka said and then led him to a secluded training area, “they’re out here.”



Iruka stopped at a window that had clearly been placed so the teachers could observe secretly.
On the training ground, two boys stood opposite each other. One blonde and grinning and the
other black-haired and scowling in concentration. Eight different toys flew through the air
between them, sticking to various body parts and then sent back as the two ran back and forth
shouting insults and jibes at the other.

“Holy shit,” Jiraiya swore, “Haru’s created little monsters and he hasn’t even met them yet!
They are so related.”

Naruto laughed as Sasuke got hit in the face. He barely caught a toy with the top of his head
that nearly sailed past him in the same moment. There was a feverish light of joy in his eyes
as the two shinobi competed with each other.

“Somehow I doubt this is what the exercise was meant for,” Iruka said dryly but smiled all
the same, “but Sasuke and Naruto are hardly the types to follow the rules or what something
is meant for. Naruto because he forgets what the rules are and Sasuke because he doesn’t care
about them.”

Jiraiya laughed, watching the display to keep it in his memory. He couldn’t wait to tease Haru
about it later, and little Naruto too, eventually.

He couldn’t wait.
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Rather than take the opposite seat from each other, Kakashi tugged him into the same booth.
Haru was too tired to question it. It probably had to do with whatever Kakashi had rubbed on
his back when he thought he wasn’t paying attention. As long as his hair didn’t turn blond
and accidentally out him as an older Naruto, or make them think he was a Minato clone, he
would let Jiraiya and Kakashi’s little revenge play out. It wouldn’t do to catch everything.
Then, they would get sneakier and meaner in retaliation. Haru liked to be able to control
when and where he was embarrassed, thank you very much.

He was surprisingly tired. Whether it was because he hadn’t been able to call upon Kurama’s
accustomed strength during the mission, the wear and tear of constantly questioning whether
he was keeping his cover or not, or the reminder of Sasuke, it came down to the same thing.
He placidly let Kakashi order for them all, his hand pillowing his chin on the table as he
squinted at the copy-cat nin through narrowed eyes.

“So, what does Hokage-sama want you to talk to me about?” Haru asked, straight to the
point.

He expected Kakashi to continue reading Icha Icha; or ignore him as he had lapsed into doing
the moment they entered the restaurant. He surprised him. Kakashi shut the book and turned
to look Haru in the eye steadily.

Haru nearly straightened, a remainder from his youth when Kakashi looking at him like that
meant life or death; or something else awful. He made himself stay languid, tilting his head
on his palm as he lifted his eyebrows in question.



“You’re not stupid,” Kakashi started, but the statement caught Haru so by surprise he
interrupted him with a loud snort and reared back in his seat his eyes sparkling.

“Well, thanks for the compliment Kakashi,” Haru teased, wiping a fake tear from his face,
“tell me what you really think.”

Kakashi grunted in annoyance but continued with the line over Haru’s amusement.

“You’re not stupid, so you’re aware we’ve been herding you around to keep you away from
someone, correct?”

Ah, so that was what it was about, Haru mused. He nodded with a hint of a smile on his face.

“Well, you guys are as subtle as a bag of cats,” Haru admitted. “I know it’s a kid, so I’m
trying not to judge too harshly. I can connect other dots if you want me to. However, if you
want me to strategically forget that a Jinchuuriki might be interested in meeting someone
from the clan that helped seal the nine-tails in the first place, I’m sure I can do that too.”

Kakashi rolled his one visible eye but otherwise didn’t seem anxious about Haru’s stated
conclusion. Of course, Kakashi was hiding the more emotionally volatile secret of Naruto’s
relationship to Haru back, so he probably was relieved that was all Haru had seemingly
guessed. Haru had admitted to knowing about the Kyuubi and had even offered to meet them
with supervision. He judged it wouldn’t be too far out of bounds to admit he knew it was a
Jinchuuriki they were running interference on.

“He is a kid,” Kakashi admitted, his gaze was hard on Haru’s face. “Who knows when he’s
being kept away from something--he’s curious. As Hokage-sama decided previously you may
not meet them until your probation is finished. Still, the kid is tenacious so your guard might
need to get creative about keeping you away from each other. We aren’t going to insult your
intelligence by pretending we aren’t doing our utmost to keep you apart, and we expect you
to follow along with it if you want to keep your place in Konoha.”

Haru nodded brushing some of his hair out of his eyes before he looked down to try and hide
his true expression from Kakashi. The man wouldn’t understand the odd mix of emotions in
his eyes. He wouldn’t understand how touched Haru felt at the fierce protectiveness he saw in
Kakashi’s eyes over his chibi self. This was even before they had become sensei and student.
He had always known Kakashi-sensei cared about him, had loved him really like he did
Sakura and even Sasuke. This was different. It was a continually strange experience to be
threatened by people to not hurt a younger version of himself. If they only knew.

“I understand,” Haru agreed and looked up with a gentle smile this time. “They’re Kushina-
nee-chan and Mito-sama’s legacy. Please protect them well in my place, until I can do so.
Protect them even from myself if you must.”

Kakashi waited for a beat as Haru again pushed his hair from his eyes, distantly thinking he
needed a haircut if it was going to keep getting in the way of his vision like this.

“You’re probably going to be carried like a sack of potatoes again,” Kakashi said, this time
with a hint of a smirk in his voice, “it’s your favorite mode of transportation after all.”



Haru laughed and pushed Kakashi’s shoulder.

“At least make it a piggy-back,” Haru tried, “and never princess style, I don’t want to look
like a damsel in distress.”

Kakashi eye-smiled at him and Haru had the distinct impression he would someday soon face
the indignity of being carried princess style by this vindictive man.

“Don’t even think about it—” Haru said pointing at him.

His head suddenly turned and he looked to the table where a snake was sliding toward him.
The scroll in its mouth was the only thing that stopped Haru from blasting the thing with a
Rasengan automatically, thinking only of Orochimaru. Sasuke knew not to send snakes to
Haru as they tended to end up dead really fast, but there was another snake summoner in the
village.

Haru grimaced as he took the scroll and was relieved when the creature disappeared in a puff
of smoke. Creepy bastards and their creepy obsessions with reptiles. Amphibians were where
it's at, after all. Releasing the seal on the message, Haru opened the scroll to see a copy of
Anko’s curse mark and a thorough explanation of her experiences with it. At the bottom, it
noted that his talk with Ibiki and Anko was supposed to go on after his meeting with Hiruzen
the day after tomorrow.

Haru noted to himself to go over his backstory again with Jiraiya a few times again before
that. Though, they had agreed on no memory extraction and obviously no torture. Still, there
were other ways to catch him out on a lie. After the meeting, he probably would have Anko
show him the mark in person and let him study it up close. Haru tucked his hair underneath
his headband to keep it from flopping annoying into his face before he noticed Kakashi was
looking at the scroll nosily over his shoulder.

“Yes?” Haru asked the man who was leaning too close to his face so Kakashi's wild silver
hair was annoying him now rather than his own.

“So, you think you can really do it?” Kakashi asked, only leaning back when Haru rolled up
the scroll and stored it into his wrist band.

“Every seal has a counter,” Haru explained, “some are less fun than others. I’d rather not
subject snake lady to too much pain, or she’ll want to return the favor. I’ll need to study it
more and Jiraiya will help me where he can, but I’m confident I can do it with the right
preparation work.”

Haru had been learning Fuuinjutsu almost purely to be able to do so. That damn curse mark
had set so many events rolling it made Haru furious for years afterward, as well as activated
the phantom ache in his chest where Sasuke had nearly killed him. As much as Haru and
Sasuke threw morbid jokes around about the situation, neither had actually talked to anyone
about that hellish fight in detail. Even Kakashi and Sakura thought Haru was exaggerating
when he teased that Sasuke had nearly literally broken his heart—maybe stolen it was the
better joke? Anyway, they had seen Sasuke at his worse before, but in the monster form from
the seal? That was something that Haru had witnessed on his own.



Rather than Jiraiya and Iruka, it was Gai who arrived with the first course of food grinning
mightily as he invited himself into their booth.

“Greetings my friends Kakashi and Kuniharu-san,” Gai announced as he slid into the booth
with them.

Of course, because the man was incapable of common sense, or reading a room, he chose to
sit on the same side as Haru and Kakashi rather than take the opposite bench.

“Ofh—” Kakashi grunted as Haru was shoved into his side by the pushy Green Beast. “There
are two sides of a table for a reason Gai! Sit over there!”

Kakashi angled himself so he could turn and glare at Gai. His arm swept Haru’s ponytail up
over the edge of the booth as his arm settled there. As for Haru, he was looking at Gai with
faint incredulity. Really? Really, Gai?

“Kakashi!” Gai said scandalized, “we must leave room for our brethren is that not what you
were doing already? I heard that Jiraiya-sama and Iruka-sensei were coming to this festivity.”

“Gossiping with my ANBU, bushier brows?” Haru laughed as Kakashi glared at the Green
Beast over Haru’s head. Gai smiled at them both cheerily.

“Indeed,” Gai said, without an ounce of shame, “I had to celebrate a fine accomplishment
with our newest fine shinobi! You performed admirably, with skill and finesse on our
mission. You should be properly congratulated!”

“And that means crushing him, does it?” Kakashi asked, but before Gai could say anything
they were interrupted by a jeering voice.

“Isn’t that a pretty picture,” Jiraiya jeered dragging a blushing Iruka behind him toward their
table, “three shinobi sitting in a row, it’s like the beginning of a nursery rhyme or a bad joke.”

“Iruka-chan!” Haru said brightly, waving at the man with a brilliant smile. All this, despite
being smushed between Kakashi and Gai on either side of him. “I made it back from my first
mission for Konoha in one piece.”

“I’m glad,” Iruka said warmly.

He and Jiraiya scooted into the booth seat opposite them. They had elbow room, Haru
thought petulantly, very aware that Kakashi’s arm was still behind his head with the other
placed protectively over Icha Icha on the table.

They waited until the food was piled on the table to start talking again. Gai regaled them of
their mission in far more flowery language than Haru would use. Still, he was gratified by the
twin proud looks on Jiraiya and Iruka’s faces as Gai expounded on Haru’s leadership virtues.
Kakashi leaned into the wall, one hand holding up his face as he watched them talk and eat,
the other still behind Haru’s head on the top of the seat. Whenever Gai’s exaggerated hand
motions got too out of control Haru leaned into Kakashi’s space and was gratified the man
didn’t flinch or seem irritated by it, even with Gai’s involvement.



“—And you should have heard the kids screaming GREEN BEAST OF PREY!” Haru said,
nudging Kakashi playfully only to get a jab into the side in retaliation.

Jiraiya chortled the whole time, his eyes sweeping over the three of them as though he were
writing in his head as they spoke. Haru sincerely hoped not. Iruka seemed a little
overwhelmed by Gai’s sparkling personality, but he listened intently, asked questions, and
complimented both Haru and Gai when appropriate. That was the teacher in him coming out,
Haru thought fondly.

“So, Iruka-chan,” Haru asked when he grew tired of repeating the details of an honestly
mundane mission, “how are the chakra exercises going so far. Has your kid figured it out? Or,
should I find something else for him.”

“Oh,” Iruka lit up, taking Haru by surprise. “He’s taken to it like a fish to water Haru-chan,
truly. Better than any of my other students, the only other close to him has been practicing
directly with him. I think he actually sucked up his pride and asked him for help—which is a
miracle if you knew anything about him. Just ask Jiraiya-sama, he saw the fruits of your labor
before we left.”

Jiraiya grinned and then held up eight fingers.

“Those brats were juggling eight different toad toys between them and running around
besides that! Little monsters the both of them.”

Haru knew the original kid had to be his younger self, but he was surprised by the other
person. Who would it be? He couldn’t just ask outright, but maybe if he nudged a little bit?

“Why the miracle?” Haru asked nonchalantly, “Does the kid had a superiority complex or
something?”

Iruka sighed, scratching the back of his neck as he blushed a little.

“He’s always been the top of his class, honestly I’m surprised he knows how to ask for help.”

Sasuke. It had to be Sasuke. Haru couldn’t show an ounce of his true emotions, so he grinned
brightly and closed his eyes as he did so.

“I’m so glad it’s been useful,” Haru said, “if they’re already upping the number of objects,
they might be on their way to the more advanced technique.”

“More advanced?” Iruka asked, the whole table stopped eating and drinking to look at him
questioningly.

“Oh, yeah,” Haru nodded, “all those exercises graduate into actual techniques, though they
can be used to augment other things as well. This one I’m not comfortable giving the more
detailed scroll over though, it’s in poor condition and I haven’t copied it yet. Hey, bushier
brows—”

Haru turned to Gai who stopped stuffing himself to grin widely at him, his eyes attentive.



“I was thinking of going to a training session with your genin tomorrow after Kakashi and I
get off guard duty. Do you mind if we come and I show the next step to Iruka-chan? I’m sure
between Jiraiya, Kakashi, Iruka, and you, we can figure out a way to teach the next step. I
think you have school off tomorrow Iruka-chan? I’ll even make you all dinner for your
trouble!”

“Of course!” Gai shouted so loudly several people looked over at them. “It would be my
honor and privilege to assist you in this endeavor. I am most curious about this leap toad
game, and my students may benefit from it greatly. You and my eternal rival are always
welcome to join us, as are you Jiraiya-sama and Iruka-sensei!”

“Um, I didn’t sign up for this,” “Who said I was coming?” Kakashi and Jiraiya said at the
same time, the moment Gai stopped speaking.

“Oh, please,” Haru snorted looking between a pouting Jiraiya and an indignant Kakashi. “As
though you both weren’t going to stalk me anyway. Both of you are on babysitting duty
remember?”

Haru took Kakashi’s narrowed eye and Jiraiya moans about wanting to do research as
agreement. When he turned to Iruka, the man looked overwhelmed with gratitude again.

“I would appreciate that Haru-chan,” Iruka said with a soft smile, “and a dinner cooked by
you sounds wonderful.”

“Can you even cook?” Kakashi asked doubtfully.

Haru narrowed his eyes at the man, somewhat gratified by Gai’s indignant sputter on his
behalf.

“Ask Ero-sennin,” Haru said his face smug.

Kakashi looked over and was surprised to see Jiraiya nodding.

“When he’s not forcing us to eat instant ramen, he’s actually a pretty decent cook,” Jiraiya
admitted.

Haru scoffed, “decent” with a roll of his eyes. He had been making his own food since he
was a toddler. His reliance on instant ramen was not from a lack of culinary skill, but from a
lack of time and money. As well as, he actually liked it.

“Something other than ramen?” Kakashi confirmed.

“Have more faith in me copy-cat-san,” Haru said playfully nudging him in the side again.

“Yeah, yeah,” Kakashi sighed and shocked Haru by patting the top of his head affectionately,
“okay, sunshine, I’ll subject myself to Gai’s training session and your dubious teaching.”

Haru basked in the warmth of the moment before he smiled joyfully over at Iruka.

“So, tell me more about how your class is doing? Graduation isn’t too far now is it?”



The group chatted easily about Iruka’s descriptions of the last weeks of classes, with the
added excitement of the new chakra exercise. It was going well despite the mix of strong
personalities, and Gai smacking Haru every two seconds when he talked. Jiraiya leered at
how close they all were and plotted away in his mind.

“Actually, Haru-chan,” Iruka said, sounding hesitant despite how comfortable he had gotten
the longer they sat together, “I was wondering if you could help me with something else, or if
any of you could either?”

“Sure, what is it Iruka-chan?” Haru answered easily.

“Well, that student I asked about the chakra exercises for,” Iruka started.

Haru nodded helpfully despite the nearly imperceptible tension from both Kakashi, Gai, and
the two ANBU watching.

“Yes?” Haru prompted, ignoring them all.

“Well, he also struggled with the Bunshin jutsu. I’ve thought about teaching a more advanced
jutsu to him to compensate, but the only other I know of is the mud clone. My student is as
unlikely an earth affiliation as any, if I hazarded a guess, he’s probably water or even wind
natured—or maybe a fire would be more likely.”

Haru would need to be careful with this one. He briefly met eyes with Jiraiya and saw a
subtle shrug that indicated he should follow his gut on this one.

“Well,” Haru said slowly, “it’s hard to know without knowing his nature for sure. So, that is
probably your first step if you’re thinking an elemental based. However, that could be
difficult if Konoha doesn’t have access to the jutsu. Kakashi has probably copied it at some
point though so there is that.”

Haru chuckled slightly to himself, but kept his eyes on Iruka, ignoring the on-edge feeling
from those around him.

“However, if your student is reacting to the chakra exercises so well, he’s probably got a
large chakra reserve. He might actually be well suited to Kage Bunshin, which is a Konoha
technique. I believe it’s only banned because of the danger to chakra, but someone with a
large chakra like an Uzumaki, or a Jinchuuriki, or just your average chakra monster could
make good use with the technique. I’ve found it very useful. I know Jiraiya knows it, and
Kakashi is sure to as well, if you need help demonstrating.”

Iruka blinked in shock at Haru. He could feel everyone else reacting the same way, except for
Jiraiya. Sometimes it was hard for Haru to remember how difficult Kage Bunshin was
considered to be. He probably hadn’t gone a day, without at least one shadow clone, since he
first learned the technique.

“Oh—I don’t,” Iruka stuttered, “I’m not sure if that’s a good idea since he’s so inexperienced.
Even if Hokage-sama would allow him to learn it.”



Haru tried very hard not to be offended by that. He tried to remind himself that it made the
feat of learning it on his own (within a few hours) all the more impressive. It still smarted just
the tiniest bit, especially when Kakashi nodded beside him.

“You forget, sunshine,” Kakashi said, “just because you can use it like your breathing doesn’t
mean a little baby wannabe genin can.”

If you only knew, Haru thought again bitterly. Well, he wasn’t honestly expecting them to go
for it anyway.

“Ah, give the little guy some credit,” Haru said, but did not push the issue when Jiraiya
caught his eye again and shook his head.

“Well, check his chakra nature and I’ll see what I have in my scrolls. If I don’t know a
Bunshin technique that would work already that it.”

“I probably have one copied,” Kakashi said easily with a nod to Iruka, “but even if he starts
now, he probably wouldn’t finish before the graduation exam.”

Iruka nodded seriously.

“I know. He’ll probably take it no matter what I say, but I was going to ask Hokage-sama if I
could hold one when he learns the technique so he doesn’t have to wait for the next one,
unless it takes him that long. Maybe they can have him train with another squad until he gets
his own next time.”

Haru kept his opinion to himself. The thought of slipping the forbidden scroll to his chibi self
sounded very tempting at the moment. That is if it wouldn’t get him locked up in T&I. Chibi
would show them! Whether Haru had to let things play out the same way or not, Naruto was
going to be on Team Seven with Sakura and Sasuke. Haru would make sure of that.

As Gai was telling them about a C-rank mission he had gone on with his team just before
Haru arrived they were approached by a familiar face.

“Oh, pineapple head senior,” Haru said cheerfully, “I swear you’re son's sensei will be
heading back to school in just a bit. He’s got them doing an independent study on a chakra
exercise that’s giving them some trouble.”

“I see,” Shikaku mused with a grin when Iruka blushed at being in town rather at the school
during the early afternoon. “Well, I’m certain Shikamaru is doing an admirable job observing
everyone else failing around him without trying himself.”

The whole table laughed, even Kakashi chuckled under his breath. Iruka nodded in agreement
with his assessment of Shikamaru.

“That’s not why I stepped over, though,” Shikaku said, looking at Haru still. “I wanted to
invite you over to play shogi later this evening--after you’ve had some time to rest and my
son gets home from the academy. We both look forward to a new opponent.”

“Oh,” Haru said, hiding his dismay.



He really didn’t need brilliant Nara’s sniffing around him, but there really was no graceful
way out of it. Jiraiya clearly would be no help by his savage grin as he knocked back a cup of
sake.

“Sure, of course, so about five o’clock okay for you?”

Shikaku nodded, looked them all over again before he waved over his shoulder as he walked
away.

“See you then, Kuniharu-san.”

“He and pineapple head are going to decimate me.”

Haru mourned lifting his own cup of sake before he downed it. Though it would have no
physical effect on him whatsoever, it was more psychological than anything.

Finally, Iruka had to go. Both Gai and Haru wanted to shower so they stood up from the
booth and stumbled out from it. Haru nearly fell over when he stood, but it wasn’t until he
got out of the booth and saw his hair literally pooling on the floor that he realized what
exactly that seal on his back was.

“JIRAIYA!” Haru yelled gathering his Rapunzel-like hair up with one hand while the other
strained to reach the seal on his back to deactivate it, “I DIDN’T TEACH YOU THAT SEAL
TO USE ON ME YOUR FREAK! THAT WAS FOR THAT WOMAN WHO YOU
CHOPPED HER HAIR OFF ON ACCIDENT!”

“Kakashi did it,” Jiraiya grinned, pointing at the smug Kakashi who was watching Haru
struggle to gather all his hair.

“YOU MADE THE SEAL YOU CRETIN I KNOW YOU DID!”

If he hadn’t tucked his hair with his forehead protector, he would have noticed sooner. Haru’s
eyes widened. That was why Kakashi pushed his hair over the back of the chair! Sp he
wouldn't notice it trying to drown him!

“Betrayer,” Haru said with a look to Kakashi who was laughing so hard he had to hold
himself up with the table. Gai looked full of spirit and confused, Iruka looked mildly
horrified at the length Haru’s hair had gotten just in the time they had been eating.

“Payback, sunshine,” Kakashi laughed and reached over to riffle through his long flowing
locks with an eye-smile, “you made me chase you for two hours for nothing.”

“Hair for a hair Haru-chan,” Jiraiya sneered and then was gone before Haru could lunge for
him.

Iruka had to go but he let out a chuckle, despite Haru branding him a traitor as well. Gai soon
followed, leaving Kakashi and Haru alone with all his hair pooled around them like a bloody
pool or something. Kakashi calmed down a bit and helped Haru pick up his hair again
politely; though mirth still surrounded him like a cloud.



“Come on, you need a hair-cut and a shower.”

Sadly, Kakashi would only be involved in one of those things, but Haru could fantasize about
the other. Wow—yeah, he wasn’t going to chase that avenue of thought. Not. At. All.

Well, maybe…a little bit.
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Chapter Twenty-Seven

Chapter Summary

A shadow appears. Some threatening flirting occurs. A wild Tenzo is left speechless.
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From Kuniharu’s report, Hiruzen had high hopes about the assessment his ANBU and Gai
would give. Even so, he was taken aback by the effusive praise. Not uncharacteristic from
Gai, but both Yugao and Aki were uncommonly positive in their reporting of Haru’s natural
leadership ability. Gai’s rundown of their short altercations with the nuke-nin emphasized a
quick and professional nature to his fighting. That was somewhat surprising in a nin who was
raised outside of a hidden village. From the sound of it, Haru would be considered naturally
gifted and highly effective even by Konoha’s higher standards in comparison to the rest of the
villages.

Hiruzen was also gratified that Haru shared Gai’s lack of revel in killing. While those who
found a thrill in fighting could be enormous assets for the village, they were often reckless
and at times dangerous to their comrades. With how powerful Kuniharu was, it would be
dangerous if he shared that predilection. Even so, Gai emphasized his heart and compassion
when dealing with their clients. That was something that Danzo and his other advisers never
seemed to understand. To be an effective shinobi, one had to have the ability to connect to
their comrades, to feel for the civilians they were protecting, and to have the moral fiber to
hold oneself to account.

Yugao spoke of Haru’s diplomacy and his keen observational sense. The fact Haru had been
able to identify Yugao and Aki easily, just by their nature affiliations and his odd sensing
abilities, was very impressive. The fact he hadn’t allowed it to affect his ability to lead a team
and instead viewed it as a boon, rather than a shackle, spoke more of his character and
disposition than most things would.



Even though Hiruzen should be doing the endless reams of paperwork after Gai and the
ANBU left him he found his still thinking on the strange Uzumaki. There was something so
disquietingly familiar about him. Sometimes Haru would look at him with eyes that radiated
an old and well-worn affection. Sometimes he looked as though he were remembering
something uncomfortable.

Was it really just that he reminded him of someone from Haru’s past? Did that explain
Hiruzen’s own inclination to trust the man? Did it explain the guilt that weighed his soul
down when he heard Naruto ask if the man was his father? Is that what had made him
confirm his relationship to the boy rather than keep it from Naruto? Why did Hiruzen want to
go back on his own edict and bring the two Uzumaki’s together sooner rather than later?

Whatever it was, it clearly gripped Jiraiya, Kakashi, Gai, and anyone who really spent time
with the man. Minato had been charismatic as well, magnetic and commanding. How strange
it was that it was the one who was not related to Kuniharu that came to mind and not
Kushina-chan? Naruto himself had always reminded him of Kushina-chan, his temperament
and his disposition were obvious parallels between them. He only carried his father in his
looks. The two cousins revolved in his thoughts as there was an abrupt knock on his door.

“Come in,” Hiruzen called.

The door opened to reveal one of the ANBU that had been assigned to shadow Haru in the
village. His escort was down to only a two-man cell now. Hiruzen had felt relatively
comfortable with only that, but the tension in the ANBU woman’s body had him on alert.

“What is it Koi?” Hiruzen demanded as the ANBU knelt before them.

“It’s Danzo-sama, Lord Hokage,” the woman said, “he tried to recruit Uzumaki-san and
threatened him.”

“Excuse me?” Hiruzen asked in a deadly voice.

<>

(Earlier)

Haru felt ridiculous as he and Kakashi trekked through the village carting his hair along with
them. People were staring! He was used to staring, of course. He had been stared at all his
life. He had certainly never experienced people giggling when they saw Haru grumpily
carrying his hair before though. Kakashi behind him was barely helping anymore as he read
Icha Icha. He could have cut it off in the restaurant, but that was just asking to leave behind
something that Jiraiya (or someone more nefarious) could use in a seal.

 

Kakashi appeared bemused that Haru expected him to cut his hair, but Haru had to play it off
after his initial assumption. It wasn’t like he could explain that Kakashi-sensei had taken to
doing it for him when he started growing his hair out. His own efforts ended up with short-
cropped spiky locks, not the long even layers Kakashi-sensei somehow knew to do. He had



never asked, but Haru knew that the White Fang had long hair back in the day, based on the
single photo Kakashi-sensei had of the man. Haru had a feeling Kakashi had learned to do it
for him, and besides, he had plenty of practice with the crazy maelstrom on Kakashi’s own
head.

“Welcome to Jiraiya’s ridiculous house!” Haru snapped as he pushed through the door and
led Kakashi inside.

Jiraiya’s home was traditional and expensive in look. Even so, most of the rooms were
boarded up. The only rooms open were the living/dining room, kitchen, and two bedrooms
with their own bathrooms en-suite. The rest of the vast rooms stood vacant and dusty.

“We’ll have to clean out one of the rooms for my babysitters when Ero-sennin is gone, I
suppose,” Haru muttered grumpily to himself.

Kakashi followed behind him to the largest room where he and Jiraiya had sealing scrolls
scattered across the table meant for eating.

“Bad mood, sunshine?” Kakashi asked.

He dropped the coil of Haru’s hair so that it pooled on the floor around the pouting shinobi
when he sat down on a cushion.

Haru glared at him, only half playing. He reached back to cut his hair tie with a kunai rather
than try to untangle it the hard way. His hair tumbled against his back and eased the ache in
his neck a little from the weight of his ponytail. Haru had no idea how Jiraiya went around
with his hair that long all the time. When he wrenched his forehead protector off the cool red
hair fell to obscure his eyes and face completely.

“You try living in a place where everyone expects you to go on a killing spree because some
mean copy-cat and a perverted toad pulled a harmless prank. See if you are in a good mood,
Kakashi?”

So, maybe his mood wasn’t from the prank, after all. Rather it was from the thread of alarm
that came from his ANBU escort when he playfully lunged at Kakashi earlier to demand his
haircutting services on the way back to the house. Haru had played it off, of course, and
Kakashi himself hadn’t reacted beyond a mild annoyance and disbelief. It was the shadow of
Yamato-taichou’s initial alarm, that had driven a kunai through his heart. He had respected
Yamato-taichou for a long time. Especially, with how instrumental he had been in keeping
Haru when he and Kurama were still fighting for control. The fact the man had, even for a
second, thought Haru would hurt Kakashi (outside of a spar and harmless pranks) took him
painfully off-guard.

It was yet another reminder, that he had no control over whether his precious people would
come to trust and love him again. It was a disquieting sensation after the relative success he
had in integrating with the Konoha Jounin. Haru knew what it was like to be alone, and he
didn’t want to end up that way again if he could help it.



At times he felt that Kakashi and he were closer than they had been originally. Well, not
exactly. More like, it was nice to be treated like a contemporary. As opposed to an obnoxious
student who had somehow stumbled his way to being the strongest shinobi in the world. A
student rivaled only by Kakashi’s former golden child, Sasuke. It completely changed their
dynamic, into something warm and fragile that Haru was desperate not to let go out.

“Didn’t seem to bother you before,” Kakashi remarked frankly.

Haru felt him kneel in front of him. Haru was somewhat surprised he didn’t have to bully
Kakashi into cutting his hair again. He had been expecting he would have to after Kakashi’s
incredulous reaction earlier. Instead, Kakashi’s hand reached out and grabbed a lock of
Haru’s hair in a soothingly familiar gesture. It wouldn’t be to Kakashi, but to Haru, it eased
the ache in his chest. Kakashi began to cut with quick precise movements. He used a kunai
rather than scissors, but Haru knew it would be done just as well as it always was.

“Well...I’m tired,” Haru replied with his arms crossed over his chest defensively, “and I
forgot for a second.”

“Forgot what?” Kakashi asked and his fingers accidentally brushed Haru’s cheek as he
continued to cut methodically.

“Just forgot where I was for a minute,” Haru sighed, “or when, rather. I guess I’m more tired
than I thought.”

Kakashi paused as he seemed to consider the odd phrasing, but then continued as though
nothing had been unusual.

“I’m surprised you’re still awake,” Kakashi admitted, with what sounded like grudging
respect. “I’m still exhausted from that spar and I’ve only been on guard rotations since
you’ve been here.”

A faint smile lifted Haru’s lips. Kakashi wasn’t far off. The only reason Haru was still
functioning is that after the spar and bar night, Haru had shocked his system with Kurama’s
chakra in his bedroom. The room had been papered in seals to hide that activity from anyone
watching the house. While outside of it, he had to refrain from even touching the chakra, he
used micro amounts of senjutsu throughout the day to bolster his whining chakra coils that
were so used to being full to bursting.

“I’m used to being on the move,” Haru answered with a shrug.

Kakashi sighed, but his hand kept moving. Slowly Haru was able to see the man again as
Kakashi finished the front portion. Haru smiled up at Kakashi softly, amused by the
concentration in his gray eye as he worked. It wasn’t that long though before Kakashi moved
to his back and started working there. Haru’s head was starting to feel lighter as Kakashi cut
off the enormous excess and then began to neaten the length to something manageable again.

“Kuniharu,” Kakashi said in a surprisingly serious voice. Haru’s eyebrow lifted at the tone
and the use of his full first name.



“Hmm?”

“Are you this reckless because that’s your personality?” Kakashi asked, and Haru felt a kunai
under his chin. “Or because you have a death wish?”

Haru sat there, with his legs crossed, and his arms laying loosely in his lap. He did not react
to the threat at all, sitting placidly with a kunai to his neck.

“Despite what you think, I’m not being reckless,” Haru said quietly. “You don’t intend me
harm, Kakashi. Even if you had been ordered to assassinate me and intended to do that while
not holding ill will to my person, I would still know. Other people have tried, many times
before.”

The kunai stayed at his throat for a long moment before Kakashi sighed and continued
cutting Haru’s hair as though nothing had happened.

“You shouldn’t rely solely on that emotional sensing,” Kakashi lectured, in what would
eventually be his sensei voice. “Willingly letting a shinobi at your back in a vulnerable
position is suicidal! Asking for it is something else entirely.”

Ah, Kakashi was worried about him. That was both familiar and strange considering how
long this Kakashi had known him.

He was worried that Haru had some kind of death wish. Haru would be insulted at the
implication; if it was anyone but Kakashi. He knew though, he knew about the White Fang
and about Kakashi’s paranoia when it came to the subject. It was something man hid well, but
all of Team Seven knew better. Especially, after the epic lecture when Kakashi found out
about that whole murder-suicide pact he and Sasuke had kinda sorta made before the war.
There had been lecturing and screaming (and a bit of crying) abound during that lovely
conservation, set off by one of Haru's thoughtlessly morbid jokes with Sasuke which had
brought the situation back to light.

He and Sasuke had felt Sakura’s punch for a week afterward.

“I don’t have a death wish,” Haru started slowly, “and you’re probably right that I rely on my
emotional sensing too much. But if you think that I couldn’t get away or sensed you about to
put that to my throat then you are sorely mistaken. I don’t know what makes you think I’m
trying to get myself hurt, but I promise that’s not the case. You’re missing a lot of context.
All you really need to know is that I’m a Konoha shinobi now, and though I will protect this
village with my life, I am very fond of living it. Also, whether you think it’s foolish or not, I
trust you.”

Kakashi didn’t stop cutting, but he let out a deep sigh.

“I don’t know whether to question your intelligence,” Kakashi admitted in a forced cheerful
voice, “or be insulted you think so little of my abilities.”

“Oh, please,” Haru snickered and rolled his eyes, “as if I don’t think you’re a terrifying
badass when you want to be. You do remember that we were at a draw before?”



“Hmm,” Kakashi muttered, clearly not buying it.

They sat for another few moments as Kakashi finished. Haru shivered a little when he
brushed Haru’s hair over his shoulders, Kakashi's fingers grazing across his back. When Haru
looked down though, he frowned a little.

“This is longer than before still,” Haru pointed out as Kakashi sat in front of him again with a
calculating expression.

“Looks better this way,” Kakashi offered.

He surprised them both by reaching out and grabbing a lock of Haru’s hair again. They both
watched as Kakashi let it drift through his fingers and it fell back against Haru.

“Um…” Haru felt himself actually blush, “Thanks, I guess?”

Kakashi eye-smiled, not revealing anything to Haru, despite the faint sensation of self-
directed annoyance that buzzed from the man like electric static.

“Maa, maa, you need all the help you can get, sunshine,” Kakashi said making a what-can-
you-do gesture with his arms. “If you don’t blink an eye when a notorious assassin puts a
kunai to your throat, you need something going for you to make up for your appalling
survival instincts.”

“Oh, please you use Raikiri for assassinations anyway,” Haru spluttered and then pointed
accusingly at Kakashi. “And I have plenty going for me, copy-cat-san. Besides what does
that actually have to do with my hair?”

“Everything,” Kakashi hummed.

“No, it doesn’t your making that up!” Haru insisted, still bright red.

“Am I?” Kakashi eye-smiled again.

“Yes, to be annoying.” Haru insisted and the smacked Kakashi’s knee that was close to his
irritably, “Mission accomplished.”

“Do you deny that it would be difficult to fight with hair long enough to tie someone up
with?” Kakashi asked teasingly. “I’ve practically saved your life with this good deed.”

“Now, you’re really laying it on thick,” Haru said and twisted a strand of hair between his
fingertips as he rolled his eyes. “But yeah, thanks for ‘saving my life’ Kakashi.”

“You’re welcome, sunshine,” Kakashi said in that irritating tone he got sometimes when he
was particularly annoyed with someone.

Haru wondered what he had done to deserve that, but chalked it up to the non-reaction to a
kunai thing.

“Now, take a shower,” Kakashi said standing easily, “you smell.”



“Well, excuse me,” Haru snapped, surprised when Kakashi offered him a hand. Kakashi
pulled him up from the ground with ease. “But I think you’re overreacting with that overly
sensitive nose of yours.”

“No, you smell,” Kakashi informed him cheerfully, eye-smiling at Haru’s inarticulate growl.

“Fine, fine,” Haru muttered, looking in annoyance down at the coil of hair laying on the
ground. Kakashi had somehow gathered neatly. He looked up when Kakashi put a hand on
Haru’s shoulder and then looked into his eyes

“I might end up regretting this,” Kakashi said solemnly with his hand gentle on Haru’s
shoulder, “but I am beginning to trust you, Haru. Everyone else will too, eventually. It’s just
up to you to earn that and stay alive to enjoy it.”

Haru swallowed around a ball of grief, his eyes instantly watering despite the grin that spread
on his whiskered cheeks.

“That’s the sweetest thing you’ve ever said to me,” Haru teased, with a little laugh, “I’ll do
my best.”

Kakashi nodded and then pushed Haru toward the door.

“Shower, now,” he ordered, “I’ll let myself out. I’m going to talk to Gai about tomorrow, do
you know your way to the Nara’s?”

“I think so,” Haru pretended to hedge, “Raiya almost curb-stomping an academy student was
memorable.”

Kakashi nodded, not doubting that.

“Just ask your ANBU to guide you if you need it,” Kakashi suggested, “You’ll be without
Jiraiya-sama, or myself, leashing you for the first time. So, don’t create a ruckus trying to
find the place, or when you inevitably lose.”

Haru hid the flash of warm contentment from that silent show of trust given to him. Maybe
he was making more headway than the kunai earlier had suggested.

“What kind of ruckus can I create going to play shogi?” Haru asked, squinting at Kakashi
incredulously.

Kakashi shrugged. “Knowing you there will probably be glitter.”

“Oi, Gai and Ero-sennin brought the glitter last time!” Haru defended with a laugh.

Kakashi flicked a finger against Haru’s bared forehead, his one eye warmer than usual as he
passed him to head for the entrance.

“Goodbye, sunshine.”

“Bye, copy-cat-san!”



Both wore private smiles as they went their separate ways. Haru to shower and get dressed
for his visit to the Nara’s and Kakashi to get a Gai challenge out of the way so Haru wouldn’t
witness one of their ridiculous matches for himself. Kakashi would never live it down if they
both started challenging him. He wouldn’t put it past Haru to pick up the habit. As he exited
the house Kakashi fingered the lock of hair hidden in his pocket. He told himself it was good
to have Haru’s scent if he ever needed to track the man down, or if they needed to use a seal
on him.

Of course, he knew better, he just wasn’t ready to admit that yet.

<>

Tenzo wasn’t sure how to take Uzumaki Kuniharu. He shone brightly like a sun walking
among them, fought with breathtaking ability, and seemed inordinately fond of Kakashi-
taichou. Kakashi had always had some latent reckless tendencies, but he was terrifyingly
smart, and a good judge of character. He tended to keep most people at a distance, hiding
behind his façade and allowing no one an inch further. Gai was the closest to breaking
through that veneer, and sometimes Tenzo felt he was regarded with the same reluctant
fondness. Which was why it was decidedly strange how easily Uzumaki-san and Kakashi
warmed to each other. Perhaps, not surprising of the Uzumaki who appeared to make friends
with anyone he spoke to for more than a few minutes, but it was odd for Kakashi.

So, despite his own urge to trust the new shinobi, he was wary when it came to Uzumaki and
Kakashi interacting. Tenzo had the unsettling feeling that if that strange connection went
sour, it would take everyone even tangentially involved down with them. Even so, he felt
guilty for his reaction when Haru lunged toward Kakashi, taking him far too long to realize it
was more of the same playfulness the Uzumaki had displayed since he came to the village.

Though Uzumaki-san continued to plead with Kakashi to cut his hair as the two made their
way through the village, Tenzo noticed the sudden distance Haru put between the two after
the incident. He stiffened when Haru’s eyes impossibly found his own hidden form. The man
had nodded minutely, his eyes somehow sad, before his face reanimated and he continued
teasing Kakashi as though nothing had happened.

Tenzo was shaken up.

He had witnessed Haru find his ANBU shadows multiple times and witnessed his emotional
sensing, but it was still disquieting to know the man was aware Tenzo had nearly overreacted
earlier. Not only that, but he hadn’t retaliated, or even mentioned it playfully. Which might
show either a disregard for the threat (insulting) or an actual hurt given (no less worrisome).
He and his partner Koi waited outside the building, watchful.

Eventually, Kakashi came out, nonchalant as ever, with his hands in his pockets. As he
passed under Tenzo though, the former ANBU captain made several quick hand-signs to
indicate all was well. He added that Uzumaki would be heading to the Nara compound soon
and that they were allowed to show themselves if Uzumaki called them. It was still strange
that the Uzumaki knew he was being tailed by ANBU, knew, and didn’t complain about it. So
far, he hadn’t tried to lose them. Even that morning when the Uzumaki used his clones to



trick them, he hadn’t ever been without an escort with Aki and Yugao along. Tenzo hoped for
all their sakes that the Uzumaki was as honorable as he appeared to be.

When the Uzumaki left Jiraiya-sama’s house his hair was no longer weighing him down as it
had before. He had kept it down; rather than put it up in his signature ponytail. It looked a
little longer than he had originally kept it, but not by much. Kakashi had done a good job
framing the Uzumaki’s face with it.

It flowed down his shoulders, complementing the civilian clothes he had changed into. A
loose blue kimono top with his signature pearl buttons on the collar, black hakama pants, and
the normal shinobi sandals. His forehead protector was tied at his throat for the moment as he
walked leisurely in the right direction for the Nara compound. The Uzumaki kept his arms
crossed over his chest, his hands tucked up the sleeves of the kimono as he easily threaded
his way through Konoha to his destination.

Tenzo and Koi followed in stealth as they had since the Uzumaki entered the village again.
They both had been chosen for their elemental affiliations since it appeared, they were the
most successful in hiding from him. However poor that ended up being. Since they had
pulled out all the stops to try and fool Kuniharu, he supposed he shouldn’t be surprised that
Danzo and his contingent of ROOT agents didn’t sense them when they surrounded the
Uzumaki on an empty back street.

The emptiness of the street was only suspicious after it was too late to avoid it even to the
ANBU. Tenzo tensed, glancing to where Koi crouched beside him, both their presences a
bare murmur in comparison to the people who had managed to surround the Uzumaki. Tenzo
didn’t think for a moment that Uzumaki had been unaware of the ambush coming. Still, he
pretended to be shocked, his eyes widening as he glanced around him before landing on the
grizzled man who stepped from the shadows scowling.

The intense visceral disgust, hatred, and fear he felt upon seeing the man flared brightly in his
stomach. He had caught glimpses of Danzo since being rescued from ROOT, but the seal on
his tongue was an ever-present reminder of the control the man had over his life and the
village. Tenzo calmed himself and focused in on the two shinobi standing opposite each
other.

For some reason, the Uzumaki looked smaller and thinner than he had before. His expression
was confused with a tinge of mild wariness as he sized up the veteran nin in front of him, as
well as the expressionless guards that surrounded him.

“Can I help you?” Uzumaki asked in an even voice, maintaining his relaxed but vigilant
position.

“Uzumaki Kuniharu,” Danzo spit, “you are a difficult man to get alone. Though it shows this
village's lax security that less than a week had passed, and you are roaming unshackled.”

Uzumaki didn’t reveal Tenzo or Koi, or even hint that he was aware ANBU still followed
him. Instead, he shrugged.



“Hokage-sama trusts me,” Uzumaki said evenly. “I’ve offered no injury to this village, and
Uzushio’s relationship to Konoha is long-standing.”

“Yes,” Danzo spat, “Hokage-same trusts you.”

Uzumaki tilted his head and quirked his eyebrows.

“I just said that,” he pointed out mildly, “now are you going to get to the point of this
impromptu tete-e-tete, or can I leave? I have two pineapples to play shogi with, they will be
quite disappointed if I miss.”

“I don’t trust you, Uzumaki, I’m no fool,” Danzo spat, with the implication that Hiruzen was
going unsaid.

Tenzo had to put a hand on Koi’s shoulder to keep the woman from moving--though he too
grew angry at the slight to the Lord Hokage.

“But I concede you do have power. A power that would be wasted in the Jounin core, or even
the ANBU, perhaps in my foundation you could prove any worth to this village. That is the
only place your powers will find to truly test them.”

“You’re trying to recruit me?” Uzumaki said with faint incredulity, “I just joined Konoha.”

“As I said,” Danzo growled, “I don’t trust you. You need stronger supervision, and missions
to keep you focused on the good of this village. Perhaps a place for you to get even stronger
than you are now.”

Danzo dangled power like a tasty treat, exuding cool confidence and a threat.

“I believe Hokage-sama would have approached me himself if this is what he wanted,”
Uzumaki said, not reacting positively or negatively to the offer of power or the implicit
threat.

“He doesn’t need to know,” Danzo said, with finality. "There are things the Hokage must
stand above."

Uzumaki lifted his eyebrows, studying Danzo before he slowly shook his head.

“I don’t know what game you’re playing with Hokage-sama,” he said quietly, “but I’m not
here to be a game piece. I’ve just been accepted into Konoha, and I am not foolish enough to
believe I know the political landscape well enough to make such a foolish move. I’m sorry,
but I have to decline.”

“You would make me your enemy?” Danzo asked, his hand tightening on his staff.

The ROOT agents around him tensed accordingly with a quiet threat. Tenzo briefly
floundered over what he should do if this came to blows.

“I will not accept your offer,” Uzumaki said simply, “if something that innocuous is enough
to make me your enemy then I’m sure we wouldn’t get along.”



Danzo walked forward slowly, his form intimidating and large despite his advanced age.
Uzumaki didn’t move, tilting his head to maintain eye contact as the man came into close
combat range. Despite the implied threat, Danzo only sneered as he bent close to the
Uzumaki.

“You think you’re so powerful no one can touch you Uzumaki,” he hissed, “you think you
have nothing and no one we can touch. You might be surprised by a weak spot you aren’t
even aware you have. I would think about that before the next time we meet. I’m sure you’ll
know what I mean by then.”

Tenzo and Koi traded looks, confused about what exactly that threat meant.

It didn’t make sense to Tenzo, by reports all of the Uzumaki’s family and friends had been
killed. The closest thing would be Jiraiya, but the Toad Sage would be an unlikely target
considering his legendary strength. There was…Danzo wasn’t obliquely threatening Naruto
somehow, was he? The Uzumaki didn’t even know he had a cousin, but Danzo had
mentioned him not being aware of the weak point. Dread and fury coursed through him so
fiercely Tenzo’s hands shook. Uzumaki Naruto was a child and not to mention the
Jinchuuriki! What was Danzo thinking?

The Uzumaki frowned, though to Tenzo a light of understanding seemed to glimmer for a
second. He held up a hand in a calming gesture, his expression still surprising neutral in
comparison to his normal grin.

“If you say so,” he said and then looked pointedly past the old nin as though he weren’t there,
“may I go now?”

“I’ll be in touch,” Danzo snarled and then he and his ROOT agents left in a blur of leaves.

Uzumaki stood there a moment, frowning before he shook his head. Tenzo watched in
confusion as the redhead pull a scroll out of his pants pocket, a brush, and an inkpot. Leaning
down the Uzumaki began to frenetically scrawl a seal. When he was done he weaved three
signs and then slammed his palm in the dirt. A large black line cut the alley in half. Tenzo
watched in confusion as the air seemed to frost over like a barrier. He jumped a little when
the Uzumaki met his eyes and then waved.

“Can you two come down here,” Uzumaki called, “I put up a one-way privacy barrier, they
have someone watching down the street, but all they should hear or see is an illusion of me
freaking out.”

Tenzo and Koi exchanged looks and then as one appeared in front of Uzumaki who was
scowling.

“That wasn’t some stupid test or something right?” he asked angrily, “because it didn’t feel
like a test!”

“No,” Tenzo said authoritatively, though the seal in his mouth burned in a warning.



Uzumaki nodded, his eyes sweeping between the two of them before his gaze stopped on
Koi.

“ANBU-san I know you would put this in your report, but I kindly request that you go
directly to Hokage-sama now and report this word for word. I mean it, everything that he or I
said, tell Hokage-sama. We’ll wait here for you to get back, and I’ll see Hokage-sama
immediately if he wants, but my suggestion is that we wait until our scheduled meeting if he
doesn’t want that creep to know we’re meeting. My guess is he expected my word wouldn’t
hold up for much if I decided to squeal, or he’s stupid enough to think his offer was enticing
in the slightest. Will you do it?”

Koi froze and looked to Tenzo as the higher-ranked. The seal on his tongue barred any
speech, but he could nod.

“Hai,” Koi bowed, “I’ll be back with orders shortly.”

When she left in a swirl of leaves the Uzumaki actually sat in the middle of the abandoned
street. He rubbed his hands over his exhausted face, glancing at Tenzo when he knelt quietly
beside him.

“Why did you choose her?” Tenzo couldn’t help asking.

Uzumaki smiled grimly and then he stuck out his tongue. Tenzo froze, his eyes widening in
disbelief.

“I’m a seal master wood-release-san, a seal like that gives off a faint pulse. Based on its
location I can tell it’s a speech suppression seal, every single one of those shinobi with blank
expressions had one of those, all attuned faintly to Danzo’s chakra. So, you’ve clearly been in
whatever this foundation is, but since you actually have emotions intact, I’m guessing you’ve
been out for a while. Based on the visceral reaction to Mr. lord of darkness, you probably
aren’t loyal to him either.”

Tenzo just knelt there and stared at him in silence, not just from the seal, but from the cool
deduction which got to the heart of his decision making, explained matter of factly to the man
Uzumaki just admitted had once belonged to ROOT. Uzumaki wouldn’t understand the full
implications of that, but still, it was quite extraordinary. Not for the first time Tenzo
wondered what it would be like to feel the negative emotions and intentions of others around
him. Would he have the same easy confidence in his judgment of people as Uzumaki
Kuniharu?

Somehow, he doubted it.

“You guys are apparently doing a spectacular job hiding now,” Uzumaki broke the silence
again with a short laugh, “too bad you don’t have a charge that can fully appreciate it. Lucky
for me I guess, he wouldn’t have done that in front of witnesses.”

“You didn’t even consider it?” Tenzo asked, cautious.

Uzumaki snorted and shook his head.



“You remember I told you I can feel when Orochimaru is in the same country as me right?”
Uzumaki asked, smiling sympathetically when Tenzo tensed slightly before he nodded.

“Well, I was maybe exaggerating a little, but not by much,” Uzumaki conceded, rubbing his
eye tiredly as he glanced at the air warped barrier hiding them from the ROOT watcher.

“People who have done horrible, heartless things carry a darkness around with them. It’s sort
of heavy and slimy, I don’t know to explain it. Anyway, one time I met this guy who
basically committed genocide, and when I tell you that he felt exactly like that creature I’m
not exaggerating. There is no way in any time, or universe, I’m able to feel that and be stupid
enough to trust a word that comes out of their mouth. That man is dangerous, and I’m not
going to be reckless about this.”

The ANBU was a little horrified when tears welled in the strange man’s eyes. Uzumaki
pressed his hand over his chest, as Tenzo had seen him do a few times when he thought about
his past, as though a past injury pained him. Tenzo couldn’t say anything substantive, the seal
on his tongue inhibiting that. Still, he tried.

“Be careful, Uzumaki,” he said and put a cautious hand on his shoulder in awkward support.

“Call me Haru, please,” he said and smiled at him through the stubborn tears. “You can tell
me your name next time you’re out of the mask. We should spar, I’d love to see wood release
in person sometime!”

“Okay…Haru-san,” Tenzo conceded with a dip of his head, “I’ll take you up on that.”

They sat in silence for another moment before Tenzo tentatively broke the silence again.

“Kakashi’s right you know.”

“Hmm?” Haru asked, running his hand distractedly through his hair.

“You do need survival instincts lessons.”

Haru goggled at him and the threw his head back and laughed. He laughed so hard he fell
back on the road and rolled despite Tenzo's quiet alarm. When Koi appeared beside them, she
stood in confused silence for a moment until Haru looked up at her, the ghosts that had been
on his face gone now. He looked ready for anything.

Chapter End Notes

So, Danzo is finally in the mix of things. How do you think Hiruzen will react? How
hard do you think Haru had to control himself not to beat the shit out of Danzo? Also, I
know it's a little weird that Danzo doesn't assume there are still ANBU. My explanation
is that the ANBU now has an unofficial competition to see who can fool Haru first and
are WORKING SO HARD AND GETTING NOWHERE with Haru, poor ANBU. Still,



they are good enough to fool ROOT. Danzo just thinks that Hiruzen is stupid enough to
let Haru run around willy nilly, that bitch.

I don't know if Naruto ever addressed him and Sasuke basically agreeing to die fighting
each other if it came to that, but I don't think he would look very favorably on that as
Naruto is basically saying he's willing to die with Sas to maintain his loyalty to Konoha
and Sasuke. Those boys are ridiculous I swear. Also, Kakashi is genuinely worried about
Haru. Losing a person to suicide, or being around that, makes you very sensitive to the
issue. So while he is joking about the survival instincts thing, he can't help but be a bit
concerned because he does care about Haru already. Not that he wants to admit that even
to himself yet.



Chapter Twenty-Eight

Chapter Summary

Haru makes it to shogi after being annoyed by a shadow.

Chapter Notes

Writing burst still activated! Though I will say this was a harder chapter to write,
especially the beginning. I'm not as happy with it as I usually am, but I don't want to
dwell too much on this part when there are things I'm looking forward to getting to.
Thanks as always for all the comments, they are very much appreciated! A few people
have asked me if they could draw fanart and OF COURSE, YOU CAN SILLY, I will
love it forever! It really means a lot that my story means enough for you to take time to
make some beautiful art. Everything is appreciated and welcome! You are all wonderful
people, and I have been floored by the overwhelmingly positive reaction. Even though
more negative commentary tends to stick out like a sore thumb, you all have made me
welcome to share this labor of love with you despite that! Thank you, please take care of
yourself, I know times are very difficult for a lot of people right now. I hope this can
offer you some solace,

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Of course, Haru had known that ROOT agents were stalking him.

They had been even before he entered the village. Still, it took him embarrassingly long to
realize that Danzo himself was going to be at the recruitment/threatening party. He only had
about a five-minute warning; as opposed to the full ten minutes the agents had been slowly
boxing him in. After that shock, it had taken every ounce of willpower he possessed not to
react to seeing the man. A storm of rage and grief had swirled to life in his chest with such
violence he woke Kurama.

‘Stop me from killing him,’ Haru requested of his partner in a growly voice.

He purposely allowed Kurama more room in his mind. He did not think about the irony of
asking that from the notoriously homicidal nine-tails.

‘I’ll do my best, runt, you’re the one who came up with that complicated plan with the
perverted toad, don’t fuck it up before it starts.’



It wasn’t that the demon fox was less impulsive, or more responsible than Haru; but for once
in their entwined life, Haru wanted to kill the man in front of him more than Kurama did.
Half in his mind, and half in the moment talking to Danzo, he felt Kurama curl around his
mental self in silent support. They briefly shared a fantasy of shoving a bijuudama down that
man’s throat. A Juubi level bijuudama would do nicely, Haru thought viciously as the
arrogant Danzo came in easy striking distance.

Haru could feel his chest twinging again where a scar should be. As it had whenever he
thought about Sasuke in the past. His best friend would literally stick a Chidori up his ass if
he knew Haru was just sitting there. If he had any idea he was listening to the pissing contest
rather than killing the man there would be hell to. Especially, after Danzo obliquely
threatened chibi Naruto. Haru nearly lost control of both himself and Kurama at that little
tidbit. Only a flash of Itachi in his mind allowed him to play it off. Itachi, the pacifist loving
older brother, had played as the cold-blooded power-obsessed murderer to protect Sasuke
from this sick fuck. Haru could certainly keep his cool long enough to not fuck up their plans
to take down Danzo.

Danzo was the whole reason he hadn’t confided in Hiruzen about his time travel. While
Danzo stalked Konoha, Hiruzen was morally and judgmentally compromised. Still, this
moment of serendipitous stupidity from Danzo could speed up the timeline for his removal.
Both he and Jiraiya had been debating what would be the opening blow to Danzo’s downfall,
the first domino to fall in a cascade of dominos.

Still, Haru had to play this right. If he were reckless, he would expose himself and Hiruzen to
attacks from Danzo. While he was sure that he could weather anything that ROOT threw at
him, he didn’t want them to be trying to assassinate him just yet. His goal was to play hard to
get, but not openly move against Danzo, or it would risk spooking him.
The fact that Haru’s little game with the ANBU following him had paid off so well was
mildly hilarious. It was why Haru was once called Konoha’s number one unpredictable ninja.
Jiraiya would be irritated at his genius. Haru decided he wouldn’t tell him that he hadn’t done
it on purpose.

That simple spur of the moment decision to reveal he could sense them, spurring them to try
harder to hide, had allowed for two witnesses. Two ANBU had seen the fact Danzo was still
operating ROOT. despite Hiruzen’s direct orders. As well as the fact that he had tried to steal
Haru from Hiruzen’s control, and threatened Naruto. Of course, Yamato-taichou couldn’t say
anything, but the other ANBU who Haru sent to report to Hiruzen was clean.

Danzo had miscalculated, badly. He not only arrogantly assumed Hiruzen was stupid enough
to let a new powerful nin walk around unescorted. He also thought that he could get away
with stealing a new powerful ally to the village under the Hokage’s nose? He clearly
underestimated how many friends Haru had already made if he thought Haru could just
disappear and not arouse suspicion. Kakashi would put that lock of hair he stole to use and
track him down if Haru tried to do something like that.

Perhaps, if Haru was power-hungry and wanted to dwell in the ilk of the shinobi world, it
might have seemed like a tempting offer. Haru conceded that an s-ranked nin, who had lived
outside of a village all his life, would be more inclined toward that sort of existence. They



would be vulnerable to manipulation from someone like Danzo. Too bad for Lord Darkness,
Haru wasn’t who he said he was. The idea that Danzo could offer Haru anything was
laughable at best, pathetic at worst.

Another good thing had come out of this little altercation. Yamato-taichou was officially
Team Sunshine! As Haru rolled on the ground, heedless of the ridiculousness of the act, he
reveled in the considerable lessening of suspicion from Yamato. It tickled him that he had
joined Kakashi’s ridiculous self-preservation jokes. Haru didn’t care that it made him look
insane, especially to the ANBU who came back from the Hokage in time to witness him
acting like an idiot. He grinned widely up at her with his eyes over-bright from surprising
mirth.

“What did he say?”

<>

Ever since Koi had been placed on Kuniharu’s guard detail she had been in a state of amused
alarm. She would give him that he was entertaining. The fact that he managed to keep
Kakashi, a former ANBU legend, on his toes made her both wary and unwillingly fond of the
bright redhead. Still, though she had grown used to Kuniharu’s antics, this was something
else. The ambush from the former council member trying to steal him away from the Jounin
corps, and perhaps Konoha itself, was alarming on another level. Though she was ANBU she
felt trepidation entering the Hokage’s office to give her report. The once stern but kindly
Hokage she had served for years transformed into the God of Shinobi before her eyes.

“Excuse me?” he prompted in a voice that made her want to irrationally draw a kunai.

Hiding her disquiet, she followed Haru’s advice and described the meeting between the
Uzumaki and Danzo in as much detail as she could. Not only reciting the conversation from
memory but describing the strange Nin who had come with Danzo dressed similarly with
blank expressions. She noted Kuniharu and Danzo’s body language, as well as the Uzumaki’s
personal request for her to report immediately.

The Hokage’s face was hidden by the brim of the hat, his hands folded in front of his face as
he silently weighed all that she had provided for him. She waited in silence, not wanting to
distract him. Nor did she wish to risk the dangerous aura that hovered around him like a black
cloud.

“Thank you for your report, Koi,” the Hokage said finally. He lowered his hands to reveal an
intensely focused expression. “Please return to Haru-san. He is to make note of any further
surveillance of his person to ANBU when it is safe for him to share. As he suggested he must
wait until our previous appointment to speak to me on this issue."

Koi was mildly surprised about that and though she thought she had kept it from her body
language Hiruzen easily read it from her.

"It is paramount Danzo not realize Haru has come to me about this," Hiruzen explained
gravely. "Request that Haru-san inform Jiraiya-sama of the situation and that I will personally
inform Kakashi-san tomorrow morning. Besides tonight, Haru should not go out without



either Jiraiya-sama or Kakashi-san with him. He should avoid all contact with Danzo. We
will speak at length on this issue in our meeting. You will see me in the morning for an
official assignment with Hawk and Neko, this is an s-class intelligence mission vital to the
safety of the village. Am I understood?”

“Yes, Hokage-sama,” Koi said, jerking her head down.

She was already planning how to approach the mission, considering the severity of the risk to
the village. If her assumptions were correct, this could lead to a civil war in the village if she
mishandled it. She was glad Hawk and Neko would be assigned to her. They were ANBU’s
best infiltration and intelligence gatherers in the current corps.

“Very well,” Hiruzen indicated with a nod. “Please express my thanks to Kuniharu-sam and
impress upon him the importance of his discretion.”

<>

“Well, that’s sweet of Hokage-sama,” Haru said with a grin.

Even so, his mind spun madly. He was busy weighing the probability of Hiruzen finding
enough evidence on Danzo without undoing those suppression seals. It would be nice if
Hiruzen got rid of Danzo without Haru and Jiraiya’s more dramatic plan. That plan rested on
finding and convincing Itachi to stop being a martyr. If worse came to worse, Haru undoing
as many seals as he could, would be a decent back-up plan. Though that was not on the same
magnitude if they could convince Itachi to help them.

At least Hiruzen was taking it seriously. Haru was glad he had decided to be cautious.
Technically, Haru could get into the tower without being noticed, but it wasn’t like the old
man knew how well he could use Kage Bunshin. Haru wanted to keep that to himself for the
moment. It wasn’t even a full lie, they knew he could use Kage Bunshin effectively, just not
how ridiculously well.

To Hiruzen's knowledge of the situation, Haru coming immediately would probably get back
to Danzo. If Haru didn’t approach Hiruzen outside of what had already been planned, Danzo
might assume Haru was keeping silent. If they were lucky; maybe even that he was
considering the offer. As loathe as Haru was at the mere implication he would ever consider
working with Danzo, he understood the need for subterfuge. He couldn’t act rashly.

“Will, you be returning to Jiraiya-sama’s house?” Yamato-taichou asked him.

The female ANBU beside him watched silently, clearly wondering if Haru was completely
sane. Haru shook his head and made to get up. Yamato-taichou stood from his crouch first
and offered Haru a hand. Smiling, he took the help and allowed Yamato to pull him into a
standing position.

“No, it’s better if they think I’m nervous about being questioned about my whereabouts.
Shikaku would question me if I don’t show up to an appointment. Besides, I have two
pineapple heads who want to beat me at shogi waiting for me.”



Haru ignored the incredulous body language of his two ANBU and instead frowned down at
his clothes.

“Damn, I should have thought about that,” Haru laughed sardonically as he began to beat the
dirt from his clothing. He was relieved that he hadn’t managed to do too much damage in his
joviality.

“And your watcher?” the female ANBU asked nodding toward the frosted air behind them.

“Well, they’ve been watching an illusion of me pacing back and forth cursing to myself for
about twenty minutes so they probably think I have a few screws loose, but that is not too far
off,” Haru grinned. “I’ll undo the seal and go along my merry way. They’ll probably stalk me
still. So, please be careful to avoid their notice. You both are very good at it so it shouldn’t be
a problem.”

“You still find us,” the female ANBU said dryly.

Haru laughed, surprising both ANBU by putting a hand on their shoulders and squeezing.

“I’m special!” Haru grinned brightly at them both with obvious amusement. “I’m an anomaly
and shouldn’t be counted. Very few people are ever going to sense as well as I can. It gives
you something to work for I guess.”

“Thanks for the confidence booster, Haru-san,” Yamato-taichou said dryly.

“You’re welcome!” Haru smiled innocently before he shooed them away.

Both ANBU jumped away, their presence as muted as possible even to Haru’s attuned senses.
With them gone, Haru knelt down to make an adjustment to the seal. He rolled it back up and
put it into his wristband rather than his pocket. He waited the few seconds it took for the
illusion to sync up with him before the frosted air dissolved. Stuffing his hands in his
pockets, Haru huffily started down the street to keep in character. He kept track of his ANBU
and the bored ROOT agent as they followed him through the village as he made his way to
his doom.

<>

Shikamaru didn’t know why he was sitting outside waiting for their guest. His father was
reading reports again and his mother was bustling around the kitchen to make a meal they
would probably entice the newest nin to eat later. Shikamaru wasn’t just sitting there waiting,
however, no, he was staring at the toad toy on his palm. Iruka-sensei had been late from his
lunch, so the class had spent a lot of time on the chakra exercise.

Still, very few had made any progress. Despite their classmate's own struggles, Naruto and
Sasuke had quickly established an easy dominance over the technique. Sasuke was
understandable, he took to most techniques like a fish to water, but Naruto? Shikamaru could
admit the blond was decent at the more physical lessons if he was paying attention, but
chakra exercises had never exactly been his area of expertise. That didn’t seem to matter



much. Sakura and Ino were doing just as poorly as everyone else despite their usual aptitude
with chakra control.

Shikamaru had observed his classmates for a long time, and when Iruka-sensei left with the
old white-haired man, Shikamaru had snuck out. He went to watch Sasuke and Naruto
continue to up the level of difficulty outside. While he was watching, Naruto and Sasuke
managed to get ten toads in the air between them. All that effort looked exhausting and
troublesome. He was still contemplating the differences between them and the others even
into the evening. He stared down at the toad in his hand when a hand shot out and stole it
from him.

“Ah,” Shikamaru gasped.

He hadn’t thought he was that deep in thought! He also hadn’t sensed anyone coming. When
he looked up, he saw Haru-san looking down at the toad fondly. Blue eyes lifted to his own
twinkling in mirth. The nin had dressed in civilian clothes and his hair was loose down his
shoulders attractively. He wore his new Konoha forehead protector around his neck.

“Sorry, I’m late,” Haru said.

Rather than acknowledge that, Shikamaru’s eyes were on the toad which had just leapt in a
perfect arch to land on the nin’s head and attach itself there.

“I got scared by a shadow. You guys weren’t trying to assassinate me, were you?”

Rather than answer that obviously facetious question, Shikamaru narrowed his eyes on the
toad which jumped again and landed on Haru’s shoulder.

“How are you doing that?”

Haru snickered and made the toad jump into his palm again before he handed it over to
Shikamaru.

“Well, I would hope I could do that since I was the one who taught your sensei how to do it!”
Haru grinned mischievously down at Shikamaru, “I’m a good teacher, but I’m not that good!
I can’t say I could teach someone something I couldn’t do. Bit hypocritical don’t you think?”

“Do that again,’ Shikamaru demanded, surprising both Haru and himself by tossing the toad
to Haru.

Even so, Haru caught the toad with ease and demonstrated again, slowly.

“I still don’t understand,” Shikamaru said in an annoyed undertone. “I don’t see what you are
doing differently than the others are.”

“Well,” Haru said easily, “show me what you do, and I’ll advise you.”

The toad launched from Haru’s chest and Shikamaru caught it with a grumbled
‘troublesome’. Even so, Shikamaru tried to send the toy to his other hand. Instead, it rocketed



off to the side. Haru’s hand blurred as he caught it easily. He smiled kindly down at
Shikamaru, not condescending but almost nostalgic.

It was strange. Haru-san was strange.

“I see,” Haru said tossing the toad up and catching it absently. “Well, it's two things really!
You’re only rotating one section of your chakra, and you’re doing it too abruptly. This
technique is a good lead up to the water walking technique, as you need a continuous but
changing output of chakra. Something that is more heavily dependent on the rotation for the
catch portion. Even if it’s just for that moment, you’re trying to make a change too abruptly.
Coil the chakra and then spring. Don't start both at the same time.”

Shikamaru nodded seriously, holding out his hand for the toy. Haru handed it to him with a
little grin. Shikamaru focused on the toy, analyzing what he had witnessed from Naruto,
Sasuke, and Haru-san as well as taking the pointers from Haru himself. It felt strange to
rotate all his chakra and he could sense an immediate difference in the way it felt as opposed
to other chakra exercises.

He realized that he had been trying to do both the rotation and the spring abruptly at the same
time. With a concentrated frown, Shikamaru coiled his chakra and then let it spring. It sent
the toad toy in a long arch overheard. Haru reached up and Shikamaru could feel him adjust
to the rotation of the toy to capture it against one finger. Haru grinned victoriously and
reached out to rub Shikamaru’s head fondly.

“Good job, Shikamaru,” he praised, “Now, can you catch it? You do basically the same thing
but in the opposite direction, you’ll have to adjust to my own rotation pattern.”

“Troublesome,” Shikamaru muttered but his face felt a little hot from the unabashed positive
regard.

Adult shinobi didn’t usually look so openly proud, wearing stern faces with a limited positive
reinforcement. His father would usually smirk and then call him troublesome if he did
something correctly. Iruka-sensei would give them a little smile sometimes, but he did not
grin that brightly.

“Ready to try?” Haru asked stepping back.

Shikamaru sighed and rubbed the back of his head before he nodded. Haru nodded back and
then sent the toad toward Shikamaru in a lazy leap. Shikamaru reacted clumsily, his chakra
uneasy with rotating in the opposite direction as he tried to match Haru’s own rotation. The
toy bobbled on his wrist where he caught it, but it stayed put at an awkward angle.

“Very nice,” Haru said holding out a fist to Shikamaru this time instead of patting his head.

Shikamaru looked up at Haru confused. He still reached out and bumped fists with the man
all the same. A quiet sense of accomplishment blossomed in his chest as he gave a faint smile
to the strange nin.



“You weren’t lying, Haru-san,” a new voice said. Shikamaru turned to see his father leaning
in the doorway grinning lopsidedly at the two of them. “You are a good teacher if you’ve got
my troublesome son practicing of his own free will.”

“Dad,” Shikamaru groaned, oddly embarrassed.

Haru didn’t seem perturbed, laughing as he came forward and offered his fist to Shikaku this
time. The Jounin lifted an eyebrow but bumped fists with Haru anyway as Shikamaru walked
up behind him.

“I thought I’d have to track you down, Haru-san,” Shikaku said before he beckoned Haru and
his son inside. “You aren’t that afraid of playing shogi with my son and I are you.”

“Oh, terrified,” Haru said cheerfully.

Shikamaru choked on a laugh, especially when Haru winked over his shoulder at him.

“I’m so going to be destroyed, but it was Kakashi’s and Ero-sennin’s fault. Their little prank
necessitated a haircut. That somehow got into this whole other thing. It was a mess really!
Oh, and don’t think I don't know you saw their prank and didn’t say anything!”

Shikaku nodded with his hands in his pockets as he led the way into the compound to where
their shogi board was set up.

“I had a bet on how long it would take you to notice,” Shikaku said with a smirk, “most of
the Jounin that you met that night in the bar participated.”

“How?” Haru asked aghast.

“Jiraiya-sama was the one taking the bets when you were outside the village,” Shikaku said
clearly amused.

“Well, who won?” Haru asked grumpily. "I'll expect some compensation for my trouble."

“Anko,” Shikaku admitted with a small grin, “though Kakashi was only about two minutes
off.”

“You all are gossiping about me!” Haru accused and then laughed, “I guess it’s only natural
when you’re as amazing as I am.”

“Or troublesome,” Shikamaru muttered, stiffening when his father and Haru looked back at
him. Shikaku laughed and Haru looked oddly betrayed.

“Oh, you like me pineapple head,” Haru recovering with a grin, lightly punching Shikamaru’s
shoulder.

Shikamaru sighed and Haru laughed again, that same warm almost nostalgic look on his face
again.



“Oh, you must be Kuniharu-san,” a female voice said, walking in from the direction of the
kitchen. Haru looked over and smiled at her, reciprocating her shallow bow. “I’m Nara
Yoshino. You can call me Yoshino.”

“Nice to meet you, Yoshino-san,” Haru said and then rubbed the back of his neck, “you can
call me Haru!”

“It’s a pleasure to meet you, Haru-san,” Yoshino grinned. “Would you stay for dinner after
my husband and troublesome son are done pestering you.”

“Of course,” Haru said, his eyes sliding between Shikaku and Shikamaru with obvious mirth.
“I think I’ll need a dose of home-cooking after these two are done eviscerating me.”

Yoshino grinned, her hand on her hip as she looked Haru up and down.

“Well, you might survive,” she teased, “or not.”

“Thanks for the confidence,” Haru laughed. “I’m sure you overestimate me though. I’m
definitely going to die.”

Yoshino giggled and then nodded to her husband.

“Oh, he’s going to be a delight,” Yoshino confided and then pointed at her husband and son
with mock sternness, “don’t kill the guest.”

“We’ll try not to,” Shikaku smiled fondly at his wife, ignoring his son's heavy sigh and
mutter about them being troublesome.

With Yoshino going back to the kitchen to continue cooking, Shikaku and Shikamaru led
Haru to the shogi board with Shikaku and Haru sitting down first. Shikamaru sat down to
observe, feeling oddly embarrassed when Haru winked playfully at him before he focused on
the game.

Despite his doom and gloom attitude toward the game, Haru wasn’t awful at it. Perhaps, it
was a little because Shikaku was testing him, but Haru didn’t fall for any obvious or even
mildly subtle traps while playing him. A feat that was made more impressive as Haru easily
fell into a discussion with Shikaku about joint Jounin training. It was impressive Haru could
navigate against the elder Nara on the shogi board and also propose a training initiative. A
training regime to promote shinobi cohesiveness by incorporating different levels of nin in
training together and mock missions. Shikaku appeared thoughtful over the suggestion,
actually giving it thought as he moved shogi pieces.

“I understand your intention to promote cohesiveness among shinobi,” Shikaku muttered
rubbing at his scar as Haru dithered over his next move with pursed lips. “But I’m not sure I
understand your insistence on including genin. Sure, Chuunin could probably benefit from
increased training with Jounin, but the Genin are already watched over by Jounin.”

Haru finally made his move biting his thumb worriedly before he refocused on Shikaku’s
point.



“Yeah, but most teams only get to work with their Jounin sensei,” Haru explained, “that can
lead to some uneven teams.”

Shikaku hummed and made his move. As Haru considered the board he continued his
argument.

“Sure, you probably assign Jounin and Genin according to their to perceived strengths, but
who is to say a Genin couldn’t benefit from training under different disciplines? It makes
them more versatile. Besides, I think the Genin are the ones who need to learn to work with
different levels of shinobi the most. Working in a group of Jounin who aren’t their sensei, or
with Chuunin who weren’t their academy teachers, opens their experiences. You also never
know when an emergency could need a Genin needing to act with Chuunin or Jounin on short
notice. Wouldn’t it be safer if they already had a base to work off?”

“You’ve given this a lot of thought,” Shikaku pointed out making a move and effectively
ending the game.
\
Haru groaned and rubbed his face in defeat before he allowed a smile to cross his features.

“Yeah, well I had a lot of time on my own recently,” Haru explained before he shrugged.
“You think about weird things when it’s just you and your demons.”

Shikamaru found the twinkle in Haru’s eye to be strange, as well as the wry slant of his smile.
It was as though he was making an inside joke. Shikaku looked at Haru thoughtfully.

“It’s not a bad idea,” Shikaku admitted, “I’ll bring it up to Hokage-sama during our next
meeting.”

“Oh,” Haru said and oddly blushed as he rubbed the back of his neck, “thanks Shikaku-san.”

“Don’t get too comfortable,” Shikaku grunted as he stood and then gestured for Shikamaru to
take his place, “It’s my son’s turn.”

Haru groaned comically and then laughed as he helped Shikamaru reset the shogi board.

“I’m going to go keep your mother company,” Shikaku said patting his son's shoulder. “When
you and Haru-san finish come to the dinner table.”

“Troublesome,” Shikamaru muttered and then waved his understanding before his father left
the room.

Shikamaru observed the board before looking at Haru across from him with calculating eyes.

“You’re not really going to try to kill me are you?” Haru asked with a half-laugh, “I’d have to
stop you and it would just be embarrassing for us both.”

“Why both?” Shikamaru questioned with a slight lift of his mouth as he made the first move.

Haru grinned with both of his arms raising to rest behind his head as he winked at Shikamaru
again.



“Oh, well,” he snickered, “for me because I inspired an academy student to murder and
Kakashi would never let me live it down. For you, well, I guess it’s not actually that
embarrassing to lose to a Jounin as an academy student. I take it back. Just I would be
embarrassed. Still, please no murder attempts.”

“Was that supposed to convince me not to?” Shikamaru laughed and then rolled his eyes at
Haru.

“Yes?” Haru said hesitantly and then laughed yet again.

“How are you so happy all the time?” Shikamaru asked incredulously. “Isn’t that
exhausting?”

Haru paused, his brow furrowing as though taken aback by the question.

“You know people don’t actually ask me that very often,” Haru said thoughtfully. “But you’re
right. It is pretty exhausting to look on the bright side all the time. It more a defense
mechanism, honestly, it was either turn into a stupidly optimistic fool or go dark very
quickly.”

Inexplicably Shikamaru was reminded of Naruto for some reason. The look in Haru’s eye
reminded him of Naruto during the rare quiet moment, his eyes focused outside and face
slack.

“What’s your clan name?” Shikamaru asked suddenly.

Haru snapped his eyes up from where he had been making his move. He watched Shikamaru,
obviously weighing the question. Shikamaru felt a thrill of something; though he couldn’t
quite put his finger down on it. Haru dropped Shikamaru’s gaze and finished his move on the
board.

“I…it’s not like I care about giving it to you,” Haru said as though to reassure Shikamaru.
“But I’m not in the habit of giving it out easily. Besides, I get the feeling that if your father
hasn’t told you, that I probably shouldn’t either. It’s fine if you ask and he tells you, but I’d
like to keep it to myself for now.”

“It’s your name,” Shikamaru pointed out dryly.

Haru winced though he inexplicably had a fond smile on his face.

“It really is better I keep it to myself for now kid,” he said.

Before Shikamaru could continue to pursue that line of logic Haru switched the subject to
Shikamaru’s graduation and what he thought being a genin would be like. Shikamaru knew
the value of a strategic retreat and allowed the subject to change, watching Haru with hawk-
like attention as the man steadily lost the game When Haru had been beaten, though not
without a decent fight first, Shikamaru led the way to the dining room.

Haru frowned in consternation at the academy students back as he followed him through the
familiar compound.



‘God damn, Shikamaru, seeing through my bullshit now and forever,’ Haru complained to
Kurama who was still awake from the Danzo incident.

The demon fox chuckled.

‘Someone needs to keep you on your toes runt’ Kurama growled in obvious amusement.

Haru would never understand the fox’s affection for Shikamaru when he disliked most of the
Konoha just to be difficult. Still, Haru smiled to himself. It was nice that even if everything
else was different, Shikamaru was still too smart for his own good. Certainly, too smart for
Haru’s peace of mind. He thought the elder Shika would have gotten a kick out of that at
least.

Chapter End Notes

Okay, so I feel like I should explain Hiruzen not immediately sending for Haru since
quite a few people expected shit to hit the fan immediately. One Hiruzen is more
deliberative shinobi than most, he's called the professor for a reason, he would want as
much information as possible before acting. This is a trait that has its positives but also
ends up biting him in the ass a lot (Ex. Uchiha massacre). Danzo absolutely fucked up,
but Hiruzen wants and needs everything he can get to move against Danzo. He is
furious, but also being cautious. He agrees with Haru that he shouldn't be seen taking
Hiruzen's side when he's in the dark about the witnesses to his evil. Danzo is expecting a
mercenary who doesn't trust Hiruzen, which is the only reason he so openly approached
Haru. He doesn't know nearly as much about Haru that he thinks he does. Now, Danzo
threatening Naruto nearly tipped the scales (for both Haru and Hiruzen) but as it was
vague enough to give him some benefit of the doubt Hiruzen is able to cool his jets. He
intends on launching an investigation with Kakashi and Jiraiya's help overseeing Haru
and gathering any further intelligence, he'll talk to Haru about it when they have their
planned meeting where they were supposed to discuss questions over keeping Naruto
away from him, as well as plan their sealing lessons.

Haru and Jiraiya do have plans with Danzo, but as stated they want Itachi involved, both
to get him absolved of the massacre and bring him back to Konoha, but also because
Sasuke would literally break the universe to kill Haru if he didn't involve an Uchiha in
Danzo's downfall. Granted he would probably want Haru to hold the creep down to let
chibi Sasuke shank him until his izunagi ran out, but Sasuke would compromise for
Itachi being involved.



Chapter Twenty-Nine

Chapter Summary
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“Naruto, Sasuke, stay after class, please,” Iruka announced as finished up his final lecture.

Naruto and Sasuke both visibly deflated. While Naruto anxiously rocking in his seat at the
end of the day wasn’t unusual, Sasuke sitting on the edge of the bench and checking the clock
was certainly unlike the broody boy. They had both clearly been waiting to go back outside
and pick-up, where they had left off. Back to where they were before Iruka had interrupted
them after returning from his lunch with Haru and company.

When Iruka had walked to the practice ground, the two had a crowd of their classmates
watching in awe as the sum total of the classes toad toys where flung about the air. The sight
had been quite striking. Naruto and Sasuke papered in toad toys which then flung themselves
in elegant spirals to be caught and stuck to their counterpart as both boys jumped and
backflipped, jeering each other at each stumble. To say Iruka was impressed and a little
frightened was putting it mildly. He briefly wondered if Haru-chan’s cheerful insanity was
contagious?

Naruto was too busy scowling at Iruka to notice the weird looks his classmates sent him.
Sasuke glanced at them dismissively before he focused on Iruka, the lift of a lone eyebrow
the only flicker of an expression on his face. Iruka huffed to himself, unwilling amused, but
he waited until the class was empty of nosy children before approaching the row Naruto and
Sasuke shared.

“Ano sa, ano sa, Iruka-sensei,” Naruto frowned his arms crossed over his chest, his original
toad toy sitting at an angle on his cheek as though he had forgotten it had been sitting there
all class. “I didn’t do anything this time, I swear! Me and the teme were just being awesome
and wah! Everyone came out to watch!”



“Are we really going in trouble for being competent in comparison to the rest of the losers?”
Sasuke drawled, focusing on Iruka over his folden hands. He didn’t notice the surprised look
Naruto gave him before he screwed up his face in defensive anger again.

“You’re not in trouble,” Iruka sighed, he shook his head in exasperation, “though you both
are unrepentant showoffs.”

Upon hearing he wasn’t in trouble Naruto grinned and rubbed the back of his neck. He was
enjoying the somewhat positive attention for once. He had never had anything to genuinely
showoff before, it was kinda cool. The teme could do that all the time, so he didn’t look as
pleased, but even he relaxed a little when he realized Iruka didn’t intend to scold them.

“What is this about then?” Sasuke asked, as though he would rather be anywhere but there at
the moment.

Iruka nearly rolled his eyes, Sasuke’s diva behavior had stopped being cute when he’d hit
double digits. Still, the Uchiha had his pride and it was more trouble than it was worth to
ruffle his feathers.

“My friend who taught me that the exercise you are working on, told me today it can be
utilized in some sort of technique. He has offered to teach me,” Iruka said, satisfied by the
suddenly focused expressions on both his student’s faces. “If I feel like I can teach it, would
you two be interested in learning it?”

“Yes, dattebayo!” Naruto shouted, standing up and grinning so brightly his eyes shimmered.

Until that moment he hadn’t actually put it together that the exercise he was using was taught
by his cousin! His cousin was going to teach Iruka-sensei who was going to teach him! It was
practically like his cousin was teaching him! Iruka smiled down at the obvious excitement
from the blond before he looked over at Sasuke. Though the Uchiha was harder to read there
was a restrained curiosity in his eyes that looked promising.

“If it’s useful,” Sasuke accepted stiffly.

Naruto cheered, pumping his fist before he leaned on the desk to grin up at Iruka.

“When can we start?!”

Iruka nearly blurted out that he was going to learn the next morning, but quickly realized that
would give Naruto incentive to tail him to find Haru-chan. Iruka squinted suspiciously at the
boy, but either he was as oblivious as he first seemed, or Naruto had gotten better at acting
suddenly.

“Within the next week,” Iruka said, “keep practicing in the meantime.”

“Yes!” Naruto cheered again.

“Hn,” Sasuke sighed before he gathered his bag and placed the strap on his shoulder, “are we
done here?”



“You can go, Sasuke,” Iruka said but put a hand out to stop Naruto. “Stay a little longer
Naruto, you can leave too soon.”

Sasuke glanced at Naruto who had opened his mouth to say something that seemed to get
stuck. Sasuke huffed and turned away from him and walked out without looking back. Naruto
glared at his back and stuck his tongue at the temperamental Uchiha before he looked at Iruka
again.

“What is it Iruka-sensei?” he asked before a happy light entered his eyes again. “Did Jiji
change his mind? Can I see my cousin?!”

Iruka winced and shook his head. Naruto visibly deflated, which instantly made Iruka’s chest
squeeze in a vise.

Goddamn it! Why was this so hard?

“It’s actually about something your cousin said though,” Iruka said, smiling faintly when
Naruto perked up a little again. “It’s about your chakra control actually.”

“What about it?” Naruto asked, scratching his cheek in confusion.

“Well, actually, Naruto, your cousin told me that most Uzumaki’s have a hard time with
chakra control. It's because people of your clan tend to have a lot of it,” Iruka explained.

He was careful to keep the explanation as simple as possible with Naruto staring up at him a
confused face.

“He still doesn’t know about you, but he told me a little about his childhood. When I
mentioned I had a student who had a problem with chakra control he taught me this technique
as I told you before. Well, when we were talking he actually told me that he can’t make a
Bunshin either.”

“He can’t!” Naruto gasped, his eyes wide with shock, “But I thought I was the only one who
couldn't do that!”

Iruka frowned down at him briefly, “Who told you that? There are plenty of people who can’t
do it. Not everyone can use chakra like a shinobi Naruto.”

Naruto squinted at him in confusion.

“They can’t?”

“No,” Iruka exclaimed, mildly horrified at the idea, “do you think civilians know how?”

“Um,” Naruto said and rubbed his head in confusion, “well, I guess I always thought so
dattebayo! I don’t really spend any time around civilians, Iruka-sensei!”

“What about when you were a kid?” Iruka asked, confused.



He knew that Naruto lived on his own now, but he had always assumed he had been raised in
an orphanage, or with a foster parent as a baby and toddler, before he entered the academy.
Surely, he would have spent plenty of time with civilians there!

Naruto scratched his cheek as he squinted hard down at his desk in thought. “Um, well, I
don’t remember, I moved into my apartment when I was four.”

“But how did you make food, or take care of yourself?” Iruka asked.

His voice sounded faint even to himself, as a sense of pained horror began to spread through
his body. Why hadn’t he asked him this before? But surely the Hokage made arrangements
for him, he was the Jinchuuriki and practically his grandson!

“Well, the shadows helped more when I was really little, though I didn’t really see them that
much. I learned a lot on my own through trial and error,” Naruto explained with a shrug.
“And Jiji taught me a lot of stuff, and there was this lady who was supposed to make me food
but she stopped coming when I was five after she got really angry when she realized it was
me she was making it for.”

Iruka didn’t know how his student could say something like that with a straight face when
Iruka wanted to puke.

“Naruto,” Iruka said in a strained whisper.

“What?” Naruto asked in a defensive tone as he scowled up at Iruka, “Is it so weird that I can
do stuff myself.”

“No…nothing,” Iruka said, he took the feeling and shoved in down deep into a box where he
would take it out later to re-examine.

Maybe after Haru learned the truth of his cousin, he would do Iruka a favor and punch him in
the face, but for now, he had to focus on a confused and anxious Naruto in front of him.

“Anyway, you have a lot of chakra Naruto because of your clan,” Iruka explained, though he
felt the weight of the full truth weighing on his heart as he said it. “And so does your cousin.
Apparently, because you have so much, simple but delicate techniques are difficult for you to
do. But just because you can’t use a basic Bunshin there are other kinds which need more
chakra which you could probably learn much easier!”

“Really?” Naruto asked the excitement back in his face, “like what kind?”

“Well, I know about the mud clone for instance,” Iruka explained, “but that’s best for me
because I am an earth natured person.”

“What kind of nature am I?” Naruto asked excitedly bouncing from foot-to-foot.

Iruka smiled indulgently at Naruto’s excitement and took the white squares of paper from his
pocket.

“Concentrate your chakra through this,” Iruka explained and then took one to show Naruto.



The paper turned brown and then crumbled away as Naruto stared on in amazement.

“There are five basic chakra natures. Fire, Wind, Water, Earth, and Lightning,” Iruka
explained succinctly, “this paper will react to the nature of your chakra. It will burn up with
fire, split in half with wind, crumble with earth, and crinkled with lightning.”

“Let me try,” Naruto exclaimed and reached out for the paper excitedly.

Iruka handed it over to him and watched in amusement as Naruto glared down at the paper as
he pressed his chakra into his hand and into the paper. He was pleased his assumption had
been correct when the paper split in half; though it wasn’t actually helpful in his goal of
finding Naruto a Bunshin.

“Wind natured, then,” Iruka confirmed, “it’s rare in the land of Fire, but it’s very useful in
combat. Strong against lightning, but be careful because it is weak against fire.”

“I’m so cool, dattebayo!” Naruto shouted, nearly vibrating out of his skin in excitement. “So,
is there a wind clone or something you can teach me?”

“I…” Iruka winced, “well, I’ve never heard of one, but I will ask your cousin and his friend if
they have any suggestions. I’ll talk to the Hokage if I have too. No matter what I have to do, I
will find you a technique, but you have to understand Naruto, it probably won’t be before the
next exam.”

Iruka felt his heart die a little at the whoosh of energy that left Naruto at that statement. He
stopped moving and looked up at him with eyes that seemed deeper somehow, almost
painful.

“What do you mean, Iruka-sensei?”

“Well,” Iruka sighed, feeling distinctly uncomfortable. “I’ll try my best Naruto, but we’ll
have to do a lot of research and I have the rest of the class to get up to speed before
graduation. It will be a priority, of course, but I don’t think I can teach it to you on time.”

“But…” Naruto started and then stopped, his eyes searching Iruka’s face for a long moment.
“Iruka-sensei…why am I only hearing about this now though? Shouldn’t I know about it
already, since it’s my clan?”

“Oh, Naruto,” Iruka sighed.

He tried not to read into the visible wince Naruto gave when he reached out and put a hand
on his shoulder.

“There were no Uzumaki’s to ask until your cousin was found. I’m sure you would have been
told if we knew about it. I would have told you at very least and so would the Hokage. It’s
not over, I’m going to ask the Hokage to hold a—”

“I can do it!” Naruto insisted moving back from Iruka’s hand defiantly, “I can learn anything
dattebayo! I can graduate this time, Iruka-sensei!”



“Naruto,” Iruka tried, putting up placating hands, “you need to know the Bunshin jutsu.”

“I’ll do it, dattebayo,” Naruto shouted, “just you wait and see!”

“Naruto!” Iruka shouted, but Naruto was already running out of the classroom.

Though the boy only looked determined now, Iruka couldn’t help but feel the presence of a
deep pain that remained in that stifling classroom.

“I could have handled that better,” Iruka sighed, a hand on his forehead.

He wished desperately that he could ask Haru to talk to him. He had the undeniable feeling
the red-headed Uzumaki would have been able to navigate that conversation far better than
he had.

<>

Haru thought his best shot of getting out of the dinner alive (with the two Shika’s staring at
him as though they were trying to pry all of his secrets out with sight alone) was to focus on
talking with Yoshino. This woman was a little softer and brighter than the woman Haru had
gotten to know better after the war. The loss of her husband had hit her hard, not to mention
the generally high level of trauma everyone involved with the war had suffered through. She
certainly still had a stern exterior but that protected the gentle and funny side that poked
through when she teased her husband and son.

Both Shikaku and Shikamaru appeared to be bemused by Haru striking up a conversation
with the Nara woman about cooking. Yoshino seemed oddly flattered that Haru seemed more
interested in ideas for meal prep for long missions than talk to her genius family. Shikaku
eyed him over his cup of sake with an amused twist to his mouth as though he saw through
Haru’s methods and found them funny.

Well, it was better than tripping over his story in front of the two geniuses and they didn’t
seem TOO suspicious. The serious downside appeared to be that he had all but confirmed to
Shikamaru he was trying to hide something. Shikaku would naturally assume Haru wouldn’t
want to discuss his painful past or be grilled about his abilities. He would content himself to
observing his behavior and probably press more in private at another time. Shikamaru, on the
other hand, wasn’t guaranteed to see Haru again anytime soon and therefore was far more
interested in getting answers immediately. Haru could sense him weighing whether to ask for
his clan name again in front of his parents, the little shit. At the faint crackle of lightning
outside Haru’s face broke out into a smile. He swallowed the rest of his tea with a hearty gulp
before he sent his most charming smile over to Yoshino.

“I shouldn’t intrude on your hospitality anymore Yoshino-san,” Haru said and bowed
respectfully. “It’s been an honor.”

“Oh, the honor is ours Haru-san,” Yoshino said, bowing herself before she smacked her
husband and son on the arms to make them both mirror the same gesture with disgruntled
expressions. “Please come again soon.”



“Yes, Haru-san, please come again. Shikamaru and I need variety with our shogi partners,”
Shikaku said standing up as Haru did to walk him out of the compound.

Haru glanced at Shikamaru and suppressed a laugh when he tried to stealthily follow them.

“Well, I guess I can let you destroy me again,” Haru sighed, bumping Shikaku’s shoulder
companionably before he grabbed Shikamaru from behind them and tugged him forward.

“If only to encourage Shikamaru’s chances to gather data. I’m always willing to help.”

“Troublesome man,” Shikamaru grunted though his cheeks turned a delightful shade of pink
that Haru wanted to take a picture of.

Shikaku laughed and put his hand on Shikamaru’s head fondly as they reached the front
entrance.

“I’m certain Shikamaru we be obliged if you would do so,” Shikaku smiled and then
extended his fist out to Haru with an easy familiarity.

Haru gave a surprised but happy smile before he returned the gesture, even convincing
Shikamaru to do the same with only a mild complaint.

“Night, Naras’,” Haru grinned, “My babysitter is getting antsy outside.”

“I don’t even want to know,” Shikaku laughed and let Haru outside, “I’ll find you to figure
out our next game.”

“Sounds good to me,” Haru pointed at Shikamaru with a grin, “good luck with the leapfrog.
Show off my mad teaching skills in class alright.”

Shikamaru actually rolled his eyes at him, and Haru only wanted to hug the stupid child
version of one of his dearest friends. Oh, he was such a little shit, and Haru loved him to
pieces. Haru grinned to himself with his hands in his pockets as he walked down the street.
He walked a few carefree steps before he cocked his head and sighted Kakashi hiding on a
nearby roof.

“Caught yah, copy-cat-san,” Haru pointed, only for Kakashi to jump in front of him with a
suspiciously intense eye-smile for the turmoil and stress writhing beneath his calm exterior.

“Haru-chan,” he said in a singsong.

He looped his arm around Haru’s shoulder tightly and began to propel him through the street
despite the few people walking about looking at them again.

“Oh, you know then,” Haru said in an undertone before he whined, “you know it wasn’t
actually my fault.”

Kakashi tightened his arm around Haru’s shoulder but kept them moving forward, his one
eye scanning the street lazily despite his coiled tension.



“Just walk, sunshine,” Kakashi ordered with deceptive lightness. “I don’t want anyone more
disasters on the way back.”

Haru actually chuckled a little; despite the immediate tightening of his shoulder in warning.
Haru looked at him sidelong and smiled fondly before he wrapped a corresponding arm
around Kakashi’s waist so they looked like they were supporting each other rather than
Kakashi marching him through the street like a naughty child. Maybe the ROOT agent would
think Haru was drunk and not the obvious but untrue conclusion. Still, he doubted they would
believe he couldn’t actually get drunk. Even the jounin who had watched him like a hawk
that night were convinced he had cheated somehow.

“You poor poor man,” Haru breathed to Kakashi, he glanced at were Yamato-taichou was
worriedly following them.

Haru thought he might actually be concerned for Haru this time, instead of Kakashi. Well, he
had been threatened by the true monster of Konoha after all. Both Kakashi and Tenzo knew
perfectly well what Danzo was capable of.

“Haru,” Kakashi hissed, drawing his attention back to the present, where Kakashi wasn’t
happy with Haru’s glib disregard for the ROOT spy that was tailing them like a loud jangling
emptiness behind him.

“I just feel bad you got saddled with me is all,” Haru said, unruffled as always.

“Oh, trust me you are a punishment for something,” Kakashi said darkly, his arm slipping
around Haru’s neck instead of his shoulder after he flicked him irritably on the ear. “But no
one else could keep up so I’m stuck with you.”

“You’re keeping up?” Haru teased only to earn another ear flick, “Awk I was just kidding
jeez!”

“Just walk, sunshine,” Kakashi ordered. “I’m sacrificing my reputation to shield your dumb
genuine ass.”

“Sacrificing?” Haru scoffed. “As if you haven’t already done this before? Don’t act like this
handsy routine is all self-sacrificing when you literally put your arm around my shoulders
within hours of meeting me!”

“Hmm,” Kakashi sighed, and Haru thought he had dropped it until they reach outside of
Jiraiya's house.

“Oh,” Haru grunted as he was suddenly pressed up against a wall.

His face went on fire as Kakashi pressed into his personal space, his masked lips grazing
under Haru’s ear, one hand thrust in his hair, and the other on a kunai just in case the ROOT
spy attacked.

“Damn, Kakashi,” Haru grunted, “they’re just watching down the street.”

“Your ANBU filled me in,” Kakashi breathed.



His voice was calm despite the rather intimate position that had Haru blushing like a
schoolgirl as his hands grasped Kakashi’s flak jacket to hide the subtle shake from both the
ANBU and ROOT shadows.

“I’ll meet with Hokage-sama in the morning and try to get better instructions for you before
your meeting. Don’t go out without Jiraiya or me, you don’t know what they might do. Try to
put off contact again until Hokage-sama can do something.”

“I can take care of myself,” Haru hissed petulantly as Kakashi hid an ear flick with his hair
before his gloved hand caressed his cheek.

Kakashi pressed their foreheads together which would be romantic if Haru wasn’t glaring at
him and Kakashi wasn’t eye-smiling deviously.

“Don’t be an idiot Haru,” he informed him, his voice harsher than his visible expression.

Haru frowned at Kakashi, satisfied the ROOT agent was far enough he probably thought they
were making out instead of whispering fiercely at each other. Haru was moderately confident
they wouldn’t have a way to eavesdrop from that distance as they apparently hadn’t been able
to do so since they’d been watching him. Danzo would have approached him differently
otherwise.

“And this handsy routine is achieving what exactly?” Haru asked with a thread of
amusement, though his cheeks still felt on fire.

“Danzo’s wary of me, and we’ve got history,” Kakashi grunted, whole serious despite the
gentle touch on Haru’s jaw.

“If he thinks you’re with me, not just here from a place to stay, he might back off for now.
That gives you a plausible reason to want to stay in Konoha he’ll actually believe. He’s not
the type to take your bullshit sunshine.”

Haru balked at the implication his motivation for wanting to live and protect Konoha was
bullshit. He may be lying about the details, but the core of everything he said had truth to it.

“It’s not bullshit,” Haru denied. “I really couldn’t give a fuck about his foundation, I just got
here. I’m not signing up for some shogi match between Hokage-sama and that creep.”

“He’s not going to believe that, he thinks everyone desires power and a challenge, especially
someone as stupidly strong as you are” Kakashi insisted. “Unless he thinks you're here for a
reason he understands, he’s not going to back off even for a moment. Even if it’s just to kill
you.”

Haru conceded that Kakashi had a point. Danzo wouldn’t understand why Haru would resist
his offer, with the history he had presented. He was a man so lost in his own dark delusion of
the world he thought killing an entire clan was a reasonable action. Haru doubted the
implication he and Kakashi were secretly involved would be enough to stave off Danzo for
long, but he was oddly touched Kakashi was willing to try. He must really hate Danzo getting
any type of advantage Haru could provide. Haru was aware there was indeed history there.



“You just want to manhandle me,” Haru teased, deciding to lighten the mood.

Kakashi pulled back a little to look down at him, with a sardonic expression.

“Maybe I’m hoping you turn permanently red,” Kakashi said reasonably, “it makes you look
like a hairy tomato.”

Haru snorted, reaching up to “gently” flick Kakashi’s ear as he had done to him several times
that night.

“Why are you helping me?” Haru asked, his face red and smiling, but his tone deadly serious.
“This is going a little far for a bodyguard duty you didn’t want.”

Kakashi sighed and shook his head.

“Because you have no self-preservation instincts and it’s sad.”

Haru just rolled his eyes. Kakashi could keep his reasons to himself, for now. Haru was tired.

“Okay, okay, let me go before Jiraiya sees this and combusts,” Haru sighed, “I’ll let him
know and see you here in the morning.”

Haru’s mind literally went blank when Kakashi leaned down and pressed a kiss to the center
of his forehead.

“Be careful, idiot,” Kakashi ordered.

“I’m not the one trying to get in a pissing match with the Darkness,” Haru recovered
admirably.

Kakashi snorted and he pushed away from him.

“I’ll believe that never,” Kakashi said in his normal voice before he took off down the road
with his hands in his pockets whistling merrily.

Damn man, Haru cursed.

Haru stumbled from the wall and then pushed his way into the house flicking on the lights
only to freeze. He had known that Jiraiya was near the front door, but he had hoped that he
was simply waiting to hear the latest shit show from Haru personally.

The man stood in the hallway with a goofy grin on his face and he danced subtly a little side-
to-side shuffle Haru remembered from his training days. It meant Jiraiya was very, very
happy.

“Haru-chan,” Jiraiya sang.

Haru’s face somehow miraculously darkened further.



“Shut the fuck up Raiya!” he shouted his voice strangled into nothing, though he knew his
fate had been sealed.

Goddamn Kakashi.
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Sasuke wasn’t waiting for Naruto.

He was practicing. If he just happened to be practicing where the dobe could easily find him,
after Iruka-sensei was done talking to him, then so be it. It wasn’t like he had anywhere to be.
Even so, it didn’t take long for Naruto to tear out of the academy, a strange expression on his
face. Upon seeing Sasuke he walked straight over, sending his toad toy out before him
without saying a word. Sasuke caught it with a flick of his hand, his own toad smacking into
Naruto’s chin. Naruto growled and Sasuke sneered. Without any words passing between them
they continued their practice. Without more toad toys to provide more difficulty, they moved
around more often. Jumping and leaping acrobatically to make catching and releasing more
difficult.

Despite his concentration, Sasuke couldn’t help but notice something was probably wrong
with the dobe. He pushed it from his mind, but the second time the toad toy hit his eye (when
Naruto had purposely never shot at it before) he lunged at the blond and brought him to the
ground with ease.

“What was that for teme!” Naruto shouted.

His eyes looked dazed as he looked up at Sasuke who knelt over him, holding him up by his
collar while his fist was raised up threateningly. Though the look was somewhat dimmed by
the toad stuck to Sasuke’s eye and Naruto’s own toad which was on the side of his neck now.



“You’re not concentrating, dead-last,” Sasuke snarled.

He shoved Naruto into the ground and moved so he was sitting next to him instead of on top
of him.

“What did Iruka-sensei say to you? Tell you you're hopeless and should dropout, finally?”

Rather than sit up, Naruto stayed sprawled on the ground, blue eyes looking up into the blue
sky. It weirded Sasuke out, especially when he shifted his intense gaze to Sasuke instead.

“People in my clan are bad at Bunshin,” Naruto blurted out.

Sasuke squinted down at him in confusion.

“I thought you were an orphan,” Sasuke spat, “and didn’t have a clan.”

Naruto jolted up into a sitting position. His arms were crossed over his chest as he thought
hard about how to say the mixed-up jumble that his thoughts had become out loud.

“I am an orphan,” Naruto spat, and then rubbed the back of his head, “but I kinda sorta have a
cousin or something. Iruka-sensei said he just came to the village, this technique is from my
clan!”

Sasuke blinked stupidly, not sure how to take that information. Something dark and painful
stirred in his gut, jealousy, anger, and the old surge of vengeance. Even so, he pushed the
feeling down, not willing to let the dobe see that for multiple reasons.

“Well, where the fuck has he been?” Sasuke asked, “and what does that have to do with not
being able to do a Bunshin?”

“He doesn’t know about me!” Naruto shouted angrily scratching his head and pulling at his
hair as the flux of emotions stirred in his own gut.

“And Jiji—the Hokage won’t tell him about me until they know he’s not going to betray the
village or whatever! So, I’m not allowed to even see him! I don’t know anything about him,
but Iruka-sensei gets to go up to him and discuss my problems with him without even telling
him that I’m me! He's MY COUSIN!”

“Hn,” Sasuke hummed, uncomfortable with the overt emotionalism from the boy beside him
as well as the small kernel of concern he felt and tried to smoother without success.

“Well, the Hokage probably has a good reason you wouldn’t understand dobe, just because
he’s blood doesn’t mean he’s worth knowing.”

Naruto squinted in confusion at the suddenly dark tone Sasuke had taken. The raven-haired
boy avoided Naruto’s eyes, and instead took the toad toy from his eye to begin bouncing it
between his palms.

“I should still get a choice,” Naruto grumped, taking his own toy to mirror Sasuke.



The practice helped him think. He’d actually paid a little more attention in class when he was
able to practice with the toy and listen. It helped ease the burning excess of energy that was
always thrumming in his body when he was forced to sit still for too long.

“The Bunshin?” Sasuke prompted after a long moment of silence, internally cringing when
he realized he had voiced his curiosity before he could stop himself.

“Oh!” Naruto said, remembering what he had originally meant to say. “Well, apparently
Uzumaki’s like me are super awesome and have a lot of chakra! Because of that, we have
trouble with delicacy or something like that—I don’t know, but my cousin can’t make a
normal Bunshin either.”

“Some shinobi,” Sasuke mocked and easily dodged the punch Naruto threw with a snarl.

“He’s super awesome! Iruka-sensei said so and he’s the one who knows this technique that
you're doing so you should show some respect to the Uzumaki name!”

“Hn,” Sasuke rolled his eyes before he remembered something.

He got an image of a man laughing as he walked down the street weaving through playful
hits, decked out in glitter and feathers.

“Wait was it that red-haired guy that looked like you the other day with the genin team?”

Naruto grinned broadly and nodded.

“That’s him,” Naruto crowed. “He’s friends with that Kakashi-guy or whatever, the silver-
haired guy that Shikamaru said was awesome, so he has to be really good!”

“If you say so,” Sasuke drawled, clearly not impressed, “but you said this was a clan
technique to help your chakra control?”

“Yeah,” Naruto agreed, “maybe I can do a Bunshin now!”

Naruto stood up excitedly and made the sign for it. Sasuke sneered at the deflated Bunshin
that appeared while Naruto looked briefly crestfallen.

“You’ll never graduate dobe,” Sasuke said as he stood and kicked the pathetic clone so it
dispelled.

“Iruka-sensei told me that I can probably learn a Bunshin that needs more chakra teme!”
Naruto shouted and then pointed his finger at Sasuke. “Which you can’t do! I’m going to
make a wind clone or something dattebayo! I'll beat your results like that!”

“Uh huh,” Sasuke said dubiously, “so, you’re going to learn a technique like that before the
graduation exam? Does Iruka-sensei even have time to teach it to you? He can’t just focus on
you dead-last, he has the entire class to teach before we can become genin.”

Naruto’s face turned hot, but rather than say anything he turned away from Sasuke and began
to stalk off. Sasuke didn’t know what made him do it, but he lunged after him to punch



Naruto in the shoulder. He dodged Naruto’s return volley easily before he caught Naruto’s
wrist and restrained him again.

“Teme!” Naruto shouted, and then stumbled when Sasuke thrust him away from him.

“You just have to get your cousin to help,” Sasuke sneered. “It’s the least he can do after
leaving you on your own forever, even if he really didn’t know you existed!.”

Naruto paused at the genuine advice. Still scowling, Naruto put his hands behind his head as
he thought.

“Iruka-sensei is going to talk to him,” Naruto said with a frown. “I promised the Hokage I
wouldn’t try to find him again. He’s not supposed to know I exist, or he might kidnap me or
something, I don’t know! He might be a weird guy! The shadows have been keeping me
away from him really well, and Iruka-sensei would be really mad.”

“Shadows?” Sasuke asked perplexed and then shook his head, putting that down to Naruto’s
usual nonsense. “You don’t even know if Iruka-sensei will ask in time! Especially, if he’s
trying to keep you a secret. Besides, I didn’t.”

“You didn’t what, teme?” Naruto looked at Sasuke weird as the Uchiha shrugged his
shoulders coolly.

“I didn’t promise I wouldn’t meet this guy,” Sasuke pointed out slowly as though Naruto
wouldn’t understand him unless he drew a diagram.

Naruto gawked at Sasuke, his mouth opening and closing like a fish as he struggled to
comprehend why Sasuke would help him like that.

“Why?”

Sasuke shrugged.

“Iruka-sensei said this stupid leapfrog game can become a technique, and since he’s from
outside the village he might know things I need to know. He could be a useful contact if you
two haven't inherited too many similar traits. He might be useless.”

Naruto stared at him in obvious confusion and Sasuke didn’t elaborate. He didn’t say that he
might have heard an occasional whisper about someone named Uzumaki in the village in the
past few days. Something Naruto wouldn’t be able to hear with how the citizens avoided him
like the plague. It wasn't anything concrete, and he certainly hadn’t thought the nin would be
related to Naruto, but Sasuke had happened to hear about a shinobi in town who was making
waves in the high jounin ranks. Someone from the bingo book, rated S-class, who had
traveled extensively. Someone like that might have run into other Nuke-nin along the way…
might run into someone Sasuke knew and hated.

“You’d go see him?” Naruto clarified, feeling like he was missing something obvious.
“You’d ask him about a Bunshin for me?”

“For a price,” Sasuke said with a challenging grin.



Naruto scowled as he rubbed the back of his head.

“I already gave you my secret toad knowledge teme!”

Sasuke conceded that point. He hadn’t actually thought of anything he wanted from Naruto,
he had just wanted to get payback from the way Naruto had coerced him into buying his
groceries for him. With that in mind though, that gave him an idea. Sasuke put on a confident
smirk and tilted his head to the side.

“You can make me dinner with those groceries I got you dobe,” Sasuke scowled suddenly,
“but only if it’s good! If it doesn’t kill me, I’ll look around the village and find your idiot
cousin so you don't get kidnapped or something else ridiculous.”

Naruto squawked, but when he thought about it, it wasn’t actually that bad of a request.
Sasuke had gotten more food than Naruto usually had, so he could spare the excess. It also...it
might be nice to eat dinner with someone other than himself or Iruka-sensei. Even if it was
Sasuke-teme.

“It’ll be the best damn food you’ve ever eaten teme, dattebayo!” Naruto exclaimed.

He reached out to grab Sasuke's arm to pull him out of the practice ground. Sasuke jerked out
of Naruto's grasp, but still followed him toward his apartment, hoping this wouldn’t be a
disaster.

Rather than walk in awkward silence as they might have usually, Naruto asked Sasuke what
he thought the technique would be. The boys spent the way home discussing ways the game
could be used in combat, a small spark growing into a quiet glow of friendship without either
boys' knowledge or permission.

<>

Kakashi grunted as he pinned Gai’s arm to the table, causing the man to exclaim unhappily,
losing for the third time out of their five matches. Kakashi leaned back stoically as Gai cried
about his cool persona yet again. While he watched from the table the green beast stood on
his hands for his proclaimed punishment which was supposed to last long after Kakashi
would leave him be to his self-imposed rules.

“So,” Kakashi drawled, turning a page in his book though he kept Gai in his sight as the man
continued to mutter to himself about the arm-wrestling match.

He stopped and maneuvered himself to look at Kakashi, privately surprised he was still at
Gai’s apartment at all, after having come to him for a challenge instead of the other way
around.

“How did sunshine do on the mission,” Kakashi asked casually, “anything I should watch out
for.”

Rather than flow into an excess of praise as Kakashi expected Gai paused for a moment.
Kakashi actually looked up from his book to watch the man, his visible eyebrow lifting in a



question.

“Actually,” Gai started, uncommonly seriously, “I didn’t say anything to Hokage-sama, but
Kakashi it was really weird.”

“Weird?” Kakashi asked, putting his book to the side. “You have to be more specific Gai,
everything about him is weird!”

His internal mildly obsessive self peeked out from the shadows of his thoughts wanting to
know more. What in the world had Haru done now?

“It’s just—” Gai stammered, his eyes crossing a bit as he hovered in place on his palms, “he’s
just so much like Minato-sama, Kakashi! He literally blurred when he moved, if his hair was
blond, I would have thought he was the yellow flash incarnate. It was a red flash Kakashi but
without Hiraishin, he moved so precisely, and quickly he could have probably taken out the
entire squad of nuke-nin himself! He had me take on the leader, but it felt like he was being
generous and allowing me to do something. I haven’t felt like that since the Third Shinobi
war when we were kids! It doesn’t make sense!”

Kakashi blinked as he took in that information, but he found that he wasn’t exactly surprised.
Haru had repeatedly reminded him of Minato-sensei, not just from his eyes, but the white
coat and the way he carried himself at times when he was being more serious. He looked
exactly like Kushina-nee-chan though, and nothing made sense. Kakashi rubbed his hand
through his hair with a sigh. He felt like he would never get a handle on the annoyingly
attractive man.

“Do you trust him, Gai?” Kakashi asked, wanting the man’s perspective even if he thought he
already knew the answer.

“Yeah,” Gai said, his face turning red from the blood rushing there, “he’s kind Kakashi and
that’s rare for us. Most shinobi can’t deal with civilians, especially nin who are strong like he
is, but he made those kids and that mom feel safe despite their ordeal! He’s confusing as hell,
but the spring of his youth is in full bloom! I’m glad he’s my comrade!”

Kakashi snorted to himself but was grateful for Gai’s assurance of his own conclusions.
Kakashi left soon after that, assured that Gai wouldn’t try to challenge him in front of Haru
for at least a few days. As he was walking something caught his eye, a person coming out of
Hokage tower with a familiar ANBU mask. Koi blurred into motion, disappearing from his
senses as though Kakashi had imagined her. Still, something felt strange. Kakashi forced
himself to go home and eat, but the strange feeling wouldn’t leave him. He tried to reason
with himself as he left his apartment and ambled toward the Nara compound. He was being
ridiculous! He should be sleeping! He had been joking before, he didn’t think Haru could
actually get into any trouble just walking to a shogi match.

After second thought...

Kakashi took to the roofs and began moving faster.



Though Koi and Tenzo were invisible to Kakashi’s senses, he still knew their likely perches
to be watching the Nara compound if Haru was still there. Kakashi thought it would be likely
that Yoshino-san would invite him to dinner as well, so he took an educated guess. Kakashi
was immediately alarmed at the tensed and ready for a confrontation looks they gave him
before they realized who he was.

Something was up.

“Report,” Kakashi ordered abruptly.

His eye narrowed when instead of Tenzo speaking immediately, the man gestured for Koi to
speak. What was that about?

“Hokage-sama was going to tell you in the morning,” Koi said clearly uncomfortable with
the intense glare Kakashi was giving her.

When Kakashi just stared at her and lifted an eyebrow to express how little he considered that
an answer, she sighed and glanced at her superior again. Tenzo nodded and gestured for her
to continue. That was really bothering Kakashi, but he didn’t understand why yet. He would
soon enough.

“When Haru-san was walking to the compound he was surrounded by Danzo and some
Konoha nin he was clearly ordering around,” Koi explained succinctly. “Danzo-sama
proceeded to try and recruit him into some kind of organization outside of the Hokage’s
knowledge or control. When Haru-san civilly turned down the offer, Danzo-sama threatened
Haru-san. He may have made an oblique reference to Naruto in the threat, though at this time
we don’t believe Haru-san realized his intention. Afterward, Haru-san sent me to the Hokage
immediately for orders. Hokage-sama wants this kept between Haru-san’s immediate guard,
including you and Jiraiya-sama. The two will speak on the issue during their scheduled
meeting the day after tomorrow.”

Throughout the speech, Kakashi stayed languid and focused. No one watching him would
guess at the sudden mix of fury and terror that had taken root in Kakashi’s chest. Danzo, the
darkness, had dared try to capture someone as light as Haru? He had threatened him? Oh—
not just Kakashi’s sunshine— uh, Haru but Uzumaki Naruto as well? He may not be in
Naruto’s life, but the boy was the sole remainder of his sensei’s legacy, not to mention he
now had the added layer of being someone important to Haru in the future! Danzo, the sick
fuck who had hurt Tenzo and tried to brainwash Kakashi, had threatened Haru, had put him
in an impossible situation?!

That impossible man that Kakashi was trying desperately to stop obsessing over had bravely,
and probably stupidly, denied someone like Danzo in a way that hadn’t ended in his
immediate death? This couldn’t stand—he needed to talk to the Hokage and Jiraiya, he
needed to do something—

Kakashi forced himself to focus. He looked between the two ANBU and nodded his head in
understanding.

“Good work,” Kakashi muttered, “I assume Danzo didn’t sense you if he was this brazen.”



“Hai,” Koi grunted.

“That’s something, at least,” Kakashi sighed, “is Hokage-sama putting together a team to
investigate.”

“Me, Hawk, and Neko,” Koi said.

Kakashi felt his shoulders relax. If the Hokage had put them on the case, he was at least
taking this seriously. The fact Haru was at the Naras' instead of in the tower also proved he
was taking the threat seriously, being cautious not to tip his hand to Danzo. Before Kakashi
could ask for more, Haru came outside grinning as though he hadn’t been threatened by one
of the most devious and dangerous men in the world.

Kakashi moved from Koi and Tenzo to not draw attention to their position, knowing Haru
would point him out soon. Just as he did moments later, his grin stupid and beautiful as
always. Kakashi’s haphazard plan to protect the idiot, as much as he could, was only half-
formed by the time he grabbed onto Haru and began to escort him to his house. It settled the
uneasy bubbling in his chest as Haru slumped into his side, teasing him like always, despite
the danger and the spy behind them.

He tried to tamp down the enjoyment, but the unruly fury and fear made it harder to pretend
than it usually was. He knew he shouldn’t enjoy his plan so much as he pushed Haru against
the wall, his fingers tangling in the man’s beautiful hair. Hair that had been haunting him all
afternoon since he had spent long moments cutting it. Haru looked unfairly attractive in
civilian clothes, his hair down, and cheeks pink with embarrassment. It was nice to know he
could actually be embarrassed, could be affected by Kakashi leaning into his space and
caressing his jaw.

This was dangerous territory, for both of them.

The forehead kiss couldn’t be stopped, and Kakashi inhaled unwillingly as he pressed his
covered lips to Haru’s skin, his fear and unruly possessiveness (that really had no place here)
soothing slightly. As he pulled back his mouth drifted into a satisfied smirk at Haru’s eyes.
His pupils were blown wide as he looked up at Kakashi with an expression that made
something simmer in his gut.

He really was hopelessly trapped in this strange relationship with the man, wasn’t he?

Kakashi forced himself to leave as though the moment had been normal. As he walked down
the street though, he made eye-contact with the ROOT agent. He may not be as good as
sunshine, but he was feared across the elemental nations for a reason.

The pure fury in his gaze froze even the emotionless ROOT agent in place, the message
received.

Uzumaki Haru was under Hatake Kakashi’s considerable power and protection. Just like
Tenzo. Just like any number of people who had clung to one of the few men Danzo avoided
messing with.



Back off.

<>

Haru cried into his hand as Jiraiya swung him around their living room. He was still crowing
his triumph no matter how many times Haru tried to explain the situation. The man finally
put him down and stopped acting like an idiot once he felt Haru might cook his insides from
embarrassment.

Still, grinning he sat across from Haru as his godson explained the situation with Danzo and
Hiruzen and Kakashi’s reactions to it.

“Well, we can use this at least,” Jiraiya agreed, rubbing at his face thoughtfully. “You played
the encounter surprisingly well. Added with Kakashi’s possessive routine and Danzo might
believe you’re here because you’re in lust with him rather than loyal to Hiruzen which is
probably safer for you. That might give us enough wiggle room to maneuver. If Hiruzen
uncovers ROOT himself then all the better for us.”

Haru sighed, rubbing his forehead gently without realizing it.

“I don’t think he will,” Haru admitted, “Danzo covers his tracks well and those seals are
powerful. I still think we’ll need Itachi to be absolutely sure he can’t wiggle out. Not to
mention if anyone deserves to trap the bastard, it’s Itachi. Sasuke got to kill him once already
so he can chill out. I want Danzo to feel the full force of everything he’s done. If I just
wanted him dead, I could go kill him now. I wouldn’t get caught either.”

Jiraiya didn’t doubt that. He had been tempted to suggest it early on in their planning, but
after learning the full brunt of what Danzo had done, he agreed the man had to be exposed
completely. Jiraiya didn’t think he or Haru could forgive Hiruzen without him take
accountability for what Danzo had done, what Hiruzen had allowed to happen. It was what
had to be done.

As cruel as it might feel, they were trying to save Hiruzen’s soul in the process.

“All bets are off if he hurts chibi though,” Haru said darkly, his eyes actually flared red for a
moment. Jiraiya grinned savagely back at him.

“I’m right there with you, gaki,” Jiraiya said, a wave of fierce protectiveness over Naruto and
Haru growing to a roar in his chest.

Nobody fucking hurt his kids when Jiraiya had a say about it. He might be easy going and all,
but he loved his family.

…Still, that didn’t mean he stopped from mortally embarrassing them.

“I’m looking forward to witnessing more man on man action for my research Haru-chan, so
let Kakashi push you into more walls alright?” Jiraiya grinned vivaciously, “It a whole new
subplot in my novel, truly revolutionary stuff—awk!”



Jiraiya and Haru wrestled on the floor, Haru redder than ever and Jiraiya happier than he’d
been in years. Family bonding time was great. He couldn't wait to add Naruto into the mix.
He had heard some pretty interesting tidbits about a certain Uchiha after all.

Chapter End Notes

Of course, Iruka is going to ask for help immediately but neither Sasuke nor Naruto
realizes how much Naruto means to Iruka. Still, Iruka IS very busy trying to make sure
everyone graduates, though he would prefer to just focus on Naruto, his sense of duty
wouldn't let him. It doesn't mean he's not going to try, but he does have a lot on his plate.

I know people might want Haru to just go buck wild and crash his way through
problems, but I think he'd want to do things the best way he can. He's got this crazy
second chance and he's not taking that lightly. Haru wants to give those who were
wronged directly by Danzo the chance to have a hand in taking him down. Still, if he
was going to hurt anyone Haru loved, he would absolutely be a goner.

Kakashi is still fighting it, but he is losing so so so bad. Jiraiya is having a grand old
time.

Also, unrelated topic, but does anyone like My Hero Academia? I just got into it
recently, and I have come to the conclusion that I must kidnap All Might and
Eraserhead. I love them too much and if they get hurt or die, I will riot. I literally think
All Might is my favorite character of all time right now! He is the fucking sweetest!
Also, Aizawa being unwillingly dragged into loving his class is giving me life. I
wouldn't be surprised if he was somewhat inspired by Kakashi in some way, with the
whole weird eye thing and his hair looks a little like Kakashi's when he's using his quirk
lol. I've been tempted to write fic, but it still feels weirdly like a young story despite how
many manga chapters it has. There are too many unsolved mysteries for me to feel
confident in it. Still, it's really hard to resist when my sunflower boy All Might appears.
I love him, so much and he's actually really similar to my characterization of Haru
which is hilarious. I haven't really read any fic in the fandom that I love yet though! So,
if you have some recs (that are not Bakudeku please I do not comprehend that ship,
though it's trying to be the next sasunaru) I would appreciate it.

Love you!



Chapter Thirty-one

Chapter Summary

Blast from the past. A cat and octo-bull enter the ring.

Chapter Notes

Added some fanart of my own at the bottom for fun ;)

Once again thank you for all your comments! Especially all of the recommendations for
BNHA fic! For those wondering I'm all caught up on the anime and the manga (UGH
I'M SO STRESSED ABOUT THE MANGA RIGHT NOW). I have read some of your
recs already and have adored them! Yesterday on the Stair was recommended several
times so I read that first and it was fantastic! Stressed me the fuck out, but fantastic! As I
said Aizawa and All Might are my children, I've adopted them. Love Izuku as well lol

Enjoy this chapter!

See the end of the chapter for more notes

(Present day)

Since opening their connection into a partnership, Kurama had access to Haru’s dreams. Back
behind the seal, he could watch them to ease the boredom, but now he could enter them if he
so desired. Haru usually didn’t mind, as it could be kind of like a sleepover the rare times that
the fox did so, but some dreams were more awkward than others.

Haru couldn’t tell you what exactly the dream had been before Kurama waltzed in, but it had
been warm and comfortable and a tad racy. His partner in the dream, well it was better Haru
not think about that, though by the grin on Kurama’s face when he dumped Haru into their
shared mindscape told him the fox wouldn’t be forgetting it anytime soon. Really, the fox
could be worse than Jiraiya sometimes.

“What?” Haru whined standing up from where Kurama had dropped him, “I’m tired.”

“You’re still sleeping, runt,” Kurama said with no sympathy. “You can go back to your love
dreams when you’re done with business.”

Haru suddenly straightened, coming alert.

“Who is it? Octopops and Gyuuki? Yugito and Matatabi?”



“Both,” Kurama grunted, “they have news on your alliance plan.”

“Well,” Haru grinned, “let’s have a family reunion then!”

“They’re not family,” Kurama said, disgruntled.

“You lie,” Haru laughed as he turned to the seal adding under his breath, “you’re glad to have
them too you big old softie.”

Kurama’s snarl fooled no one.

(1 year earlier)

Naruto crouched behind the rock formation to catch his breath, taking the time to seal the last
of the scrolls into his wrist band while he had the chance. This was his second hidden village
strike, the first being Iwa. He’d either gotten very lucky or not at all that he hadn’t seen either
of the village’s Jinchuuriki during the Iwa confrontation. Though he’d had quite the bout with
Onoki and Iwa’s best and brightest.

Naruto knew he may have been a little overbearing during the incident considering it had
taken place only three weeks after he had been ripped from his own timeline. Fighting the
tiny Kage and those he had fought alongside during the war had been painful. He,
unfortunately, had made the old man angry despite screaming at him to keep watch on his
damn Jinchuuriki before Akatsuki got a hold of them. It had really just slipped out on
accident as he sprinted away. Apparently, instead of taking it for the sound advice it was,
Onoki had taken it for a threat. Thus, Naruto's debut in bingo books across the nations had
commenced.

God, he hoped that didn’t mess with the timeline too much. He didn’t even know if there was
a still a timeline to save! He didn’t know what he was doing really. Kurama was unconscious
even a month after the incident. All he was working on was little sleep, the Toads who had
somehow come with him, and a nebulous plan to steal back scrolls and artifacts from
Uzushio. It had been an Uzushio seal to send him here, hopefully, it would send him right
back.

Still, a traitorous voice in the back of his mind, that wasn’t the unconscious Kurama,
whispered that he might never get back home. Ever the optimist, he drowned that thought
out, but it still hadn’t stopped him from creating the seals stored in his pockets. A seal meant
for the blonde woman leading a team below to track him, as well as the rapper he had known
was rapidly approaching with his annoying older brother.

He had snuck into Kumo and stolen all the Uzumaki related scrolls and artifacts from the
Raikage’s own household. While he could have left without being caught, he hadn't made that
sound choice. But just as he had in Iwa he had allowed himself to be sighted. He had been
hoping to run in Yugito and B, despite the optimist in him that wanted it not to be necessary.

Shikamaru would be proud of him, Naruto thought. Konoha’s most unpredictable
knucklehead ninja furthering two simultaneous plans successfully, on his own, without some
much as his resident Bijuu for backup. He couldn’t call the Toads for help, or even wear his



Konoha forehead protector, during these missions. That would risk drawing Konoha into a
political nightmare. He was still getting used to the whirlpool forehead protector and his
updated clothes to further separate himself from his chibi self, living unaware in Konoha.

Naruto sighed as Yugito stopped following his false trail and turned in his direction. She
hadn’t noticed him yet, but if he was going to do it, he would have to do it now. Naruto stood
up, pushing his startlingly red hair over his shoulder as he took a deep calming breath. He
was going to do it, he had decided. He might never be going back home and if so, these
Jinchuuriki needed him even if they didn’t know it yet. He hoped that giving the Bijuu inside
of them their memories of their future might nudge things along, as long as Kurama woke up
eventually to play his part in Naruto’s scheme.

Naruto blurred into motion. His Sage Mode was activated to increase his speed and reaction
times, while an army of clones moved with him. They distracted and engaged the nin with
Yugito while he surprised the Jinchuuriki by his sudden proximity. Naruto grinned, striking
out with a fast round of taijutsu as Yugito snarled and fought back with as much as he gave
her and more. His clones were enough to incapacitate the nin with her easily enough, but
rather than pounce into their originals fight they dispersed. That left the two long-haired
figures fighting alone surrounded by unconscious nin.

“You will give back what you stole!” Yugito snarled sending kunai with exploding tags and
then following that up with a fire jutsu.

Naruto in his Sage mode was able to manipulate the wind currents high in the mountains to
disperse the fire away from him though it grew wilder as it passed him. Naruto pushed down
his frustration at not being able to use more than half his arsenal without alerting the world
that he was actually from Konoha. He just needed to push a little more. He got up close again
trading punishing blows with the woman as the two moved lithely in a violent dance.

“You made a mistake fighting me,” Yugito growled after Naruto threw her in a complicated
grip.

Yugito twisted in the air to land on her feet and then what Naruto had been waiting for finally
occurred. He could finally make the switch.

Writhing blue flames engulfed the Jinchuuriki, turning the woman into her terrifying Bijuu
form. Or at least terrifying to anyone who wasn’t a Jinchuuriki themselves. Yugito as
Matatabi pounced forward sending crackling flames from her mouth as she did so. Naruto
avoided the flames and then blurred into motion, getting up close rather than retreating a safe
distance away. Dancing through her flaming paws, Naruto slammed the seal from his pocket
directly onto the bijuu cloaked form of Yugito, sending a pulse of chakra through it. Yugito
snarled in surprise. She knocked Naruto away from her with a careless swipe so that he
slammed into a rock face. Just as the seal sunk into the cloak and disappeared, Naruto’s form
puffed into smoke as the clone dispersed.

Naruto, who had replaced himself with a waiting Sage clone the moment Matatabi made an
appearance, grinned in triumph as memories flooded back to him. Using his wind to help
cover and confuse his tracks he manipulated the cloudlike mist that surrounded Kumo behind
him as Naruto continued to flee.



Even though he had carefully planned for when Killer B and A were busy, he knew that they
would catch up eventually with that legendary speed of theirs. Naruto’s warning was just the
barely caught sound of B rapping

“Fool Yah’ fool, stealing things from bro’s house yah, at least yah ain't not mouse Oh!”

Naruto’s lips drifted upward as he tried not to laugh at the man, moments before A appeared
beside him and swung with a curse. His fist leveled the mountain Naruto had just been in
front of. Luckily, he had picked up a few tricks since the last time he tried to get past the
Raikage. As A swung again, Naruto jumped to avoid the hit, placing his hand on A’s broad
shoulder to lever himself up over the man. He landed against the side of the mountain and
then pushed off again, so he was above A in the air. A recovered quickly, reaching out to grab
his foot intending to slam him down into the ground. Instead, he froze as his legs were
yanked down, pulled into a seal Naruto had stuck to the bottom of his sandal, and pressed
into the ground at the moment he jumped to avoid A.

Grinning Naruto landed some distance away. Before A could even look at the golden chakra
chains encircling his legs, Naruto was weaving hand signs. Taking a deep breath before he
exhaled hard toward the temporarily captured Raikage.

“Fuuiton: Wind Prison!”

A wind tunnel surrounded the furious Raikage fueled by the chakra left in the seal.
Eventually, the seal and the Jutsu would drain each other of chakra, but for the moment it
kept A out of commission. Instantly Naruto took off running again before B could catch up.
He had been lucky that A got antsy enough to greatly outpace his brother or Naruto would
have had to deal with both of them at the same time. As it was, Naruto made it two more
leaps between rock formations before a familiar tentacle wrapped around him. Just as he had
anticipated, B and Gyuuki opened with flinging him toward the mountain. They clearly
hoped to stun him from the impact. They didn’t account for two things.

One was the seal Naruto slapped on Gyuuki’s tentacle and the other was the wind sphere
Naruto summoned. Instead of crashing into the side of the mountain as B had intended, the
wind sphere slowed his momentum. It then allowed him to move away even faster up and
over the mountain ridge. Naruto laughed as he heard B in Gyuuki’s form roar in frustration
call him a fool. Not taking any chances, Naruto whipped up the clouds behind him, scattering
his scent, and allowing him to escape from Kumo relatively unscathed and with a new legend
spawning behind him.

(11 months later; 1 month before Konoha)

“Are you sure you want to do this, runt,” Kurama asked in the newly named Kuniharu’s
mind.

It was the first time since Haru had joined Jiraiya that he had retreated fully into his
mindscape with the fox. They had gone back and forth over this plan since the demon fox had
woken into their new (or rather old) time. The half-baked idea to give the bijuu back their
memories using a clever bit of seal work and the remnants of the connection that had been
formed between them during the war could backfire on them. Even if Haru could give the



bijuu their memories back, that wouldn’t necessarily be true for the Jinchuuriki they were
bonded with. Kurama thought they might get faint impressions of what had happened, but
they wouldn’t suddenly become the people they had changed into during the war.

“It’s just Matatabi and Gyuuki for the moment, everyone else is more difficult to get too,”
Haru sighed, leaning into Kurama’s warm fur more as they both studied the elaborate seal
Haru had spent months creating in his mind to forge the tenuous connection to the two-tails
and the eight-tails.

“Must we?” Kurama growled.

Haru held in the giggle that would get him smacked by all of the Fox’s nine-tails, despite
those tails wrapping around his stomach like a possessive blanket. Kurama and his siblings
loved to hate each other, and even when the Fox demon hated him, he had been possessive
(in a totally creepy but oddly sweet way).

“Do you want to do this all alone?” Haru asked turning to look up at the scowling fox.

“You’re not alone, runt,” Kurama pointed out dryly, “you’ve got me and those annoying
toads, not to mention the pervert back. You don’t need my obnoxious volatile siblings along
too.”

“I love obnoxious volatile people,” Haru teased, thinking about Sasuke for a moment though
the pain nearly took his breath away. “You're an obnoxious volatile person Ku. Besides, do
you really want to leave them unaware of Akatsuki, leave them to Madara’s machinations?”

Kurama’s growl echoed in the chamber of Haru’s mind they occupied. Haru lifted his
eyebrows and laughed to himself.

“I thought so,” Haru said before he bullied his way out of Kurama’s warm tails to walk over
to the seal. “Now are you going to help me or not?”

“Always so demanding, brat,” Kurama snarled, but even so, he let one tail press into Haru’s
back as he knelt and weaved the long complicated signs. Haru relied on Kurama’s chakra and
identified the bit that faintly resonated with Matatabi and Yugito first. As soon as Haru
slammed his palms into the seal he felt an enormous drag of chakra before the room widened
and two figures appeared.

The two-tails reared back in surprise but did not attack as an influx of memory flooded into
her mind. For Yugito’s part, she nearly fell over from the onslaught. She blinked in a daze,
one hand to her head before she looked at Haru with recognition.

“You!” she snarled and prepared to launch herself across the distance of the seal to get to
him.

Haru was saved from having to break his connection to the seal by Matatabi’s tails wrapping
around Yugito to drag her back, even as Kurama’s fanned out over Haru’s head to protect
him.



“Wait,” Yugito blinked as Matatabi let go of her. “Wait…Na…Naruto? No, I don’t know—
who are you?”

Haru grinned at her and the Bijuu staring at Kurama and Haru stupidly.

“Hey, Yugito,” he laughed, “you don’t actually remember, but you might get some
impressions of what happened. You’re right though, I’m Uzumaki Naruto the Jinchuuriki of
Kurama the Nine-tailed fox. I go by Kuniharu—Haru now.”

“But…how is this?” Yugito trailed off and then looked up at her Bijuu in confusion. Matatabi
didn’t look at her and instead focused on Kurama above them.

“Kurama,” Matatabi said in her surprisingly sweet voice, “your kit has come a long way.
Trying to save us before we needed saving huh—though young Uzumaki, sorrow has
followed you back. An accident was it?”

“My fault,” Kurama growled.

Haru was surprised by the regret in the fox’s voice. It was unlike the furball to show his
squishy insides unless someone was dying.

“It’s okay Matatabi,” Haru said with a grin, “I’d rather focus on keeping you and Yugito alive
and well alright?”

“I thank you,” Matatabi said her heterochromatic eyes lighting with an inner fire, “you have
given me a gift I intend to use to my advantage. I suppose the others will be as well. They
shall know terror beneath my claws. My brothers and sisters will be the same.”

“Gyuuki’s next,” Haru nodded.

“The others will come eventually,” Kurama conceded grumpily.

Matatabi seemed to grin her tails twisting behind her.

“And your other self?” Matatabi inquired. Kurama grinned with all teeth.

“Eventually,” he agreed, “the runt wants to give his child self a chance to grow with him for
now. They’ll be safe enough with us around.”

“Sorry, I couldn’t give you a choice Yugito,” Haru said addressing the thoroughly confused
Jinchuuriki. “I hope since you’re older the impressions won’t be able to form you as
thoroughly as they would my younger self it won't be as changing. I want him to have the
chance to make his own choices and mistakes for a while before I and Ku share with him.”

“You—” Yugito squinted at him, “you’re from the future? And…I died, but I came back?”

Yugito seemed to be getting upset at the influx of nebulous memories that were fresh enough
for her to grasp when in their shared mindscape. Matatabi surprised everyone in the room,
especially Kurama, when she let out an actual purr and wrapped Yugito in her tails. They had
grown closer in those last moments together before they died and during the war.



“Ease your mind, young one,” Matatabi sighed, “I will bear this burden for you. Memories I
can hold to shelter your mind until that time you are strong enough to remember them.”

Yugito exhaled and seemed to go lax in the Bijuu’s grip, her turmoil clearing to leave a
determined nin behind.

“Akatsuki,” she spat, “that organization you left scrolls on when you stole from the Raikage,
they were a warning. Even though the Raikage was furious after you crashed into Kumo he’s
almost grateful for the warning about people coming for B and me.”

“I’m glad he’s almost grateful then. Also, stolen implies they didn’t belong to me,” Haru said
coolly not deterred by the steel that had returned to her tone. He lifted one hand from the seal
to tap the Uzushio forehead protector. “Uzumaki remember, just because you’ve had those
scrolls for a few years doesn’t upend the fact they were pillaged from my mother’s village.
Be grateful that stealing them back was all I did.”

Yugito pursed her lips but conceded the point with a jerk of her head.

“Akatsuki,” she prompted, “what can you tell us?”

“They’re still gearing up for their opening act,” Haru said, “they don’t come after you for a
few years, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t be on the lookout. I have no idea how my
being here is changing things. Our priority should be strengthening our alliances with each
other, between villages, and with our Bijuu.”

“You want to reform the shinobi alliance kit?” Matatabi questioned. “It was a grand thing, but
difficult to copy. Too much bad blood exists in the hearts of man.”

“That’s where we come in,” Haru said. “I have a plan that Killer B can help me with that
might soften A even more. I can work on the Hokage myself. I’m sure Octopops will love it
because he lives and breaths drama. After that, I’ll be in Konoha and I hope that might be a
bridge we can stand on to avoid this rising tide of bullshit Madara has planned for us.”

“You’re speaking to him next?” Yugito asked.

Haru nodded. “I’d link you in as well if I wasn’t being careful with Kurama’s chakra. He
conked out on me for three months and I’d rather not risk it.”

“I would help, kit,” Matatabi purred. She grinned as Kurama shifted above Haru barring his
fangs. “Come now, we’ve helped him before Kurama.”

“I remember,” Kurama hissed. Haru looked up at him with a smile that made the Fox growl.

“Oh, that’s cute Ku,” Haru said.

“Get on with it, runt,” Kurama grumped.

Yugito watched in interest as Haru extended out a fist to Matatabi. The two-tailed cat bumped
fists with him. That sent an influx of her chakra through him in an oddly familiar rush.
Boosted by the two Bijuu, Haru weaved the signs again and slammed his palms on the seal.



Again, their shared mindscape shifted to accommodate the bijuu and his Jinchuuriki.

“Fool yah’ fool,” B exclaimed with his familiar gesticulations from where he was seated on
Gyuuki, “Yugito and Naruto Jinchuuriki back again oh!”

Haru blinked in confusion and as always Gyuuki provided the easier to understand
commentary.

“Naruto, our memories have come back slowly since our last bout,” Gyuuki explained.
"Though mine appears to be stronger than B's."

“Well,” Haru said thoughtfully though his chest was filled with a brilliant joy. “I did spend
more time with you two and I probably shared more chakra on top of that.”

“Indeed,” Gyuuki nodded.

“Strange to be back but I’ve never left Yay!” B shouted moving his arms, “going to give
Akatsuki the one-two punch Oh!”'

“That didn’t rhyme,” Yugito said dryly, and surprised Haru by giving him a suffering look,
“not that they often do.”

“Fool yah fool,” B shouted despite Gyuuki nearly bucking him off by laughing at him, “my
rap transcends that yah fool Yugito oh!”

Haru laughed with Yugito, echoed by Matatabi and Gyuuki again. Kurama let out a deep
thrum through his chest but didn’t laugh.

“Glad to have you Octopops,” Haru said, his eyes teary, “sorry I kind of forced it on you.”

“Don’t apologize Oh!” B shook his finger at Haru, “My raps even more awesome from more
practice yay!”

“Well, like I told Yugito and Matatabi,” Haru said, his eyes still watery, “I go my Uzumaki
Kuniharu now—Haru for short. We’re keeping an eye on Akatsuki, and my hope is to unite
the shinobi world once again using us Jinchuuriki as a bridge. I haven’t tracked down the
others, or the ones I know for sure are young enough I’d rather not force remnants of
memories on them. I’m hoping to have a better memory release seal for them by the chuunin
exams.”

“It’s going to be hard oh,” B said, “to convince my bro yay!”

“Actually, that’s where you come in,” Haru grinned, “what do say about a little staged
dramatization? I think between me and Jiraiya, we can pull off an approximation of an
Akatsuki attack that I just so happen to assist you during. Not quite a damsel in distress, but
brothers in arms at least!”

“Oh!” B said, lighting up. He had always had a flair for drama. "That might work Yay!"

“The world may tremble before the might of dramatic Jinchuuriki,” Matatabi grinned.



“Kurama’s is the worst,” Gyuuki said.

“Hey!” Haru shouted only to be drowned out by Kurama chuckling.

“He’s a runt,” Kurama said with a fox grin, “but only in comparison to me.”

 

(An image from a dream)
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Let's get dramatic.
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Chapter Thirty-Two

(Present) 

Naruto was strange when he was cooking. Not that he wasn’t strange normally but—a
different kind of strange. Sasuke observed him stoically from the corner of his eye as he
mechanically fixed a salad to complement the curry and rice Naruto was fixing. Naruto had
grimaced at Sasuke’s insistence of the salad but had stepped to the side with a muttered curse
of teme, to allow him into his small kitchen space. Also, despite what Sasuke would have
guessed, Naruto was actually pretty—decent at cooking. He moved around with focused
eyes, his tongue peeking out as he worked. It smelled good and looked far more impressive
then Sasuke’s boring salad did, not that the raven-haired-boy would ever admit that.

The silence was a surprise too. Naruto usually was always making noise. Whether he was
complaining or laughing or loudly scheming, Sasuke had rarely seen the blond this quiet.
Sasuke certainly wasn’t going to fill the emptiness around them, broken only by the sounds
of cooking and Sasuke’s knife as he sliced bell peppers for the salad. It didn’t feel like the
pained silences that sometimes followed him around though. Those that were heavy with the
hesitation of a person grasping at straws as they tried to think of what to say. Most people
were uncomfortable with silence, making it uncomfortable by panicking in it, and up till now,
Sasuke would have pinned the dobe as perpetually one of them. He had seen him do it before,
but not at that moment. Not in Naruto’s kitchen.

“Hehe,” Naruto broke the silence with a chortle after he tasted the curry with a satisfied
expression. “Just you wait, teme! It’ll blow your sandals off.”

“Hn,” Sasuke scoffed with a roll of his eyes.



He lifted the salad bowl up and placed it on Naruto’s sad looking table. He chose to sit in the
chair tucked flush to the table rather than the one pulled out that held Naruto’s discarded
jacket.

“Teme,” Naruto muttered angrily, rolling his eyes as well.

However, his glee couldn’t be contained for long as he portioned out the food onto two
plates. He had pulled out his best recipe. It was the one Jiji had neatly printed out for him
from the old man’s family recipe book when Naruto was ten. He had spent ages perfecting it,
intending to cook it for his Jiji when he passed the graduation exam the first time around.
That…hadn’t panned out the way he expected. Actually, now that he thought about it, he had
forgotten about it completely! Maybe when he graduated (this time for sure) he wouldn’t just
take Iruka-sensei out and treat him to ramen (the reason Naruto had wanted to save money
via Sasuke in the first place) but he could cook for the two men instead.

Maybe….maybe his cousin too?

Sasuke watched him with the same bland face as always as Naruto placed the plate in front of
him. The Uzumaki scowled down at him.

“You’re going to be amazed teme!” Naruto insisted, crossing his arms over his chest
(belatedly glad he had put his own plate on the table already) “Then you’ll meet my cousin
for me just like you promised!”

“We’ll see,” Sasuke said, a smirk on his arrogant face.

Naruto puffed up his chest but silently admitted to himself that he had to avoid pushing the
Uchiha too hard. He might back out of the deal at any moment. Naruto sat down glaring at
Sasuke even as he put the smallest portion of salad possible on his plate and sipped sullenly
on his water. Sasuke was unperturbed by the scrutiny. He simply picked up his fork, ignoring
Naruto’s intense blue eyes on him. He smirked when he speared a piece of lettuce first and
watched Naruto’s face turn pink from frustration as he continued to drink his water, glaring at
him.

Finally, Sasuke took pity on him and gathered the rice and curry which smelled too good to
be true. Naruto continued to drink despite the tension in his lips turning them white from the
pressure. Would the teme try it already?! He watched as if held in a vice of tension as Sasuke
took the first bite. A savage grin plastered across Naruto’s face at the surprised look in
Sasuke’s eyes despite his face remaining stoic. Naruto slammed his empty water glass on the
table jumping up from his chair to lean towards his rival, his hands slamming against the
wood of his table as well.

“I told you so teme!”

Sasuke chewed placidly as Naruto gleefully stared at him. Between his next bite, he
shrugged.

“Acceptable,” Sasuke admitted, though he continued eating without pause.



Naruto laughed joyfully, not even bothered by the lackluster response. The fact he had been
able to see Sasuke’s reaction at all was a big clue to how well he had done.

“I did it, dattebayo!”

“Yeah, yeah, dead last,” Sasuke rolled his eyes and then pointed at Naruto’s plate, “now eat
before I take the rest of it."

“You wouldn’t,” Naruto hissed crouching over his plate defensively.

Sasuke lifted an eyebrow, and Naruto felt a thrill as he realized Sasuke was subtly
complimenting his cooking again.

Eh, the bastard could be alright sometimes.

“Don’t want it to go to waste,” Sasuke sighed, “since it’s your greatest achievement and all.”

Forget that, he was just a bastard.

They spent the rest of the meal snapping at each other between leap-frog discussions and
where Naruto thought his cousin would be most likely found. Still, even though Sasuke
scoffed and mocked Naruto the entire time, he ate everything on his plate. The bastard left his
dishes for Naruto to deal with on his own though!

“Next time, make Katsudon,” Sasuke ordered before shutting the door in Naruto’s face.

Naruto stood in front of his door, the surprise still spread across his face before it melted into
a softer more vulnerable expression.

“Next time, eh?”

(Two-weeks Ago) 

A had never felt this helpless, watching B facing down two figures in black billowing cloaks
with red clouds across them. It was the same cloak design, which had been left by the
ridiculous Uzumaki pretender, to warn them about Akatsuki. A warning that had been left
even while the man had stolen from them. The Raikage hadn’t wanted to believe the rumors
about some organization after Jinchuuriki, but B had been surprisingly convinced. Yugito had
been disbelieving initially, but something had shaken her resolve and she too had voiced her
concerns.

A had taken the threat seriously, if only because it was against B. Apparently he hadn’t been
concerned enough. There he was trapped up to his head in some sinking trap that turned his
own chakra against him. All the while, B had been driven out onto a watery battlefield alone.
A’s orders had been ignored by his unruly brother and the rest of the shinobi who had been
with them were caught in the same seal. Only B had escaped using his Eight-tails form.

He was too far to hear the conversation between the three figures. B in his hulking bijuu form
was uncharacteristically hesitant to fight, checking on A too much for the Raikage’s peace of
mind. The two figures in the cloaks were barely discernable from this distance. They had



taken their team completely by surprise so that A hadn’t even gotten a good look at their
faces. The one in the front bore an orange swirling mask with a single eye. The other was
blonde with long hair that partly covered their face. Beyond that, A couldn’t make out their
features.

“We’ve tried everything Raikage-sama,” the strongest of his current guards revealed faintly.

They were obviously drained from trying to extract themselves from the ground and having
their chakra recoiled back at them.

“Try again, or I’ll kill you all the moment I can,” the Raikage hissed, his eyes never leaving
B who had finally gotten over his unprecedented caution to launch himself at the two cloaked
figures with a bijuudama right out of the gate.

As his nin continued to try to escape in vain, a clash of titans reigned on before them with
great tidal waves of water splashing with each pass. The orange masked shinobi appeared to
phase through attacks, and it was as though B never got a direct hit on him. The blond stayed
back though he threw exploding clay figures to hem in B’s movements.
A screamed as B struggled to swat the orange masked man away. The blond stood back and
observed, explosions following in their wake.

The Raikage had never felt like this before. He was not some weakling who sat back and
watched his men and women fight. He wasn’t some pushover, he was the Raikage of Kumo,
the greatest hidden village in the elemental nations! His brother was out there on his own,
while five of the strongest shinobi in the village watched helplessly because of some
supercharged trap that they should have seen coming!

“Quite the conundrum you’ve got there, young sprouts,” a jovial voice broke over A’s
cursing.

A twisted his head. He was panting as he saw a lethally familiar shinobi grinning down at
him from on top of a toad.

“The leaf,” A hissed, rage exploding through his body and sending his chakra racketing
through the trap and back onto himself. “I should have known!”

Jiraiya lifted his eyebrows and hopped down so that he hesitated on the edge of the trap,
seeming to instinctively know where was too far to approach.

“Well, I certainly didn’t know we’d be temporary allies when I woke up this morning,”
Jiraiya cheerfully lied.

He grinned down at the furious Raikage and his shinobi as the fight behind him continued to
crescendo.

“But the shinobi world makes for strange bedfellows, I suppose.”

“Allies?” A hissed.



Jiraiya nodded as he knelt and pretended to observe the trap area as though he and the gaki
hadn’t been the ones to devise and lay the trap themselves.

“An enemy of my enemy is my friend,” Jiraiya counseled, “and my friends are quite scary
actually.”

The Raikage watched thoroughly confused as Jiraiya gestured over his shoulder with his
thumb. Seconds later, a Red flash appeared on the battlefield to knock the orange masked
man off B and into the water. A familiar redheaded nin paused on B’s tentacle and looked up
into the Jinchuuriki’s face clearly talking to his brother. Whatever the man said caused B to
nod before he flung the shinobi toward the blond enemy with bijuu assisted strength.

“You’re…you’re here to help?” A asked, so confused he blinked up at Jiraiya rather than
continue glaring at him.

“Eh, kid insisted,” Jiraiya sighed waving his hand as though it weren’t an earthshattering
revelation. “He’s got a vendetta against the Akatsuki and weirdly enough likes Jinchuuriki.
He’s an Uzumaki, what can I say? They’re strange.”

“The same Uzumaki who stole from my village,” A asked through gritted teeth, “is helping
my brother?”

“Strange world, eh?” Jiraiya grinned before he rubbed his hands together. “Now let’s see if I
can get you out of this before short stack and octobull finish them off on their own. Just give
me a second.”

The Raikage boggled with his mouth agape. The nin with him were equally off-center as
Jiraiya pretended to test and observe the trap. He kept an ear out as B and Haru put on their
grand show using shadow clones, judicious use of the transformation Jutsu, and a lot of
Haru’s limited range illusion seals to put on their spectacle of an Akatsuki attack. Haru and B
had gone the extra mile choreographing the entire thing. They had with stage directions and
scripted lines despite trapping the Raikage too far for him to hear any of them over the
explosions and sounds of battle.

Jiraiya had to hand it to the kid and the Jinchuuriki. They had come up with a plan and stuck
with it, despite Jiraiya’s heavy dose of skepticism. He trusted Haru’s intelligence on B and
A’s relationship as well as his trapping and sealing ability, but still? Did he really want to trap
and then pull the wool over one of the most volatile and dangerous men in the world’s eyes?
Only his godson…and well, the rapping Jinchuuriki apparently. Jiraiya was beginning to
think the tailed beasts made their hosts prone to dramatic crazy stunts.

Of course, he would be right.

As Jiraiya pretended to dither over the seal, the Raikage and his guard watched the battle.
Haru and B worked together to drive back what had initially seemed to be an overwhelming
force. A Red Flash moved across the battlefield, using B as a launching post. He knew to step
out of the way for the Jinchuuriki’s more devasting attacks. The two weaved their way
through each other’s attack patterns with ease. At the signal of Haru screaming ‘Remember
their faces you bastards!’ dramatically, Jiraiya finished the seal he had been drawing.



The moment the trap regurgitated the exhausted Kumo nin, the Raikage was halfway toward
the battle. His moment of delirious satisfaction from punching the blond Akatsuki was short-
lived as a puff of smoke was his only reward. He whirled around in time to see B slam the
orange masked Akatsuki into the water, a thin plume of smoke in its wake as well.

“Not again,” the Uzumaki shouted.

He touched down from a jump close to the Raikage with a grumpy expression. He put his
hands on his hips and looked up at the Raikage with a commiserate expression.

“They’re always doing that.”

Before A could attack the redhead a tentacle shot between them and grabbed him. It brought
him straight into B’s arms as he transformed back.

“Fool yah fool,” B shouted, gesticulating wildly like usual. “Not cool bro, he saved me life
with a second to go, yay!”

“B,” A growled as he was dropped from his brother’s grip.

He scowled at him before he transferred his gaze to the strangers. The Kumo nin had caught
up and weakly fell into formation around B and A, while the Toad Sage of Konoha jumped
lightly beside the redheaded nin who was still grinning at them.

“Hey, now,” Jiraiya said with his hands raised, “we helped you out Raikage-sama. We’re
technically still allies, even if it’s just a piece of paper.”

“Why did you interfere?” A demanded, straightening to his full height.

He towered over even tall men and the Uzumaki was average at best, a pipsqueak. Even if he
had managed to avoid capture the last time the two had met.

”I’ve got history with Akatsuki,” the Uzumaki shrugged. “Plus, I have a soft spot for
Jinchuuriki, runs in my clan and all.”

“Kumo and Konoha may be allies in name,” A sneered, “but you’re not with the leaf,
Uzumaki. Or is Konoha okay with open theft from Kage these days? Don't you lot usually at
least pretend to be above the rest of us."

Despite being called out, both Jiraiya and the Uzumaki grinned.

“It's not stealing when it’s been stolen in the first place,” the red-head said cheerfully. “That’s
just reclamation of property. Besides, that was all before the old toad convinced me to give
hidden village life a try. I thought I’d help out an ally to smooth things over.”

There was a long tense silence as A watched the two shinobi in silence. So, the leaf had
gotten smart and recruited the recalcitrant Uzumaki…and then rather than taking the chance
to kill A and steal B, they had…helped?

This was a headache.



“I won’t kill you for helping B,” A said and then lifted his thick hand in warning, “but that is
all I will do. Leave before I change my mind.”

“Sure thing,” the Uzumaki said with a grin.

Jiraiya beside him shrugged as though he hadn’t just been threatened.

“Hey, hey,” B said and gave his elder brother a minor heart attack by stepping past him to
extend out a fist to the red-head. “Thanks for the save oh, don’t worry about my bro yay!”

Unlike most people when faced with his bro’s strange speech patterns, and general
Jinchuuriki-ness, the Uzumaki stepped forward and bumped his fist with a wide grin.

“No problem, Killer B,” he said with surprising gentleness. “Be careful of those bastards,
kay?”

“Sure thing, oh,” B grinned shaking his finger at Haru, “they should watch out for me yay!”

When the Uzumaki and the toad sage left in a blur of leaves, A just stared at his brother for a
moment.

“No,” he grunted.

“Only a matter of time oh,” B shouted, “till we meet as friends yay!”

A really didn’t like the feeling of premonition in those words. He really didn’t.

 (Present)

Haru went through the series of hand-signs which were rapidly becoming more familiar with
time. He used Kurama’s chakra and sent it to the seal. Haru grinned as Gyuuki with B on his
head and Matatabi with Yugito, sitting on her curled up form, appeared in their shared mind-
space.

“Haru,” Yugito greeted sliding down to come directly onto the seal where the Jinchuuriki
could physically interact. “It’s only been a week since we last spoke, but it feels like forever.”

Haru laughingly agreed. He stood up and let the woman pull him into a hug, feeling for a
moment like what he thought having an elder sister might feel like. He had gotten used to his
nightly conferences with his fellow Jinchuuriki. Where they had planned their fake Akatsuki
attack and then helped Haru prepare for joining Konoha. However, they had taken some time
to let things settle on both their ends. The bijuu were able to converse with each other based
on a link Haru’s seal had created, so they had known the others were okay even without
speaking. Still, it had been hard to give up the comradery. Despite their rough start, Haru and
Yugito had grown a warm familiarity between them that seemed to naturally flow between all
the Jinchuuriki. He and B, of course, had pretty much always gotten along.

“Fool yah fool,” B shouted.



Yugito and Haru grunted painfully when the overexcited man launched himself at them. He
wrapped his large arms around both so he could lift them together.

“Don’t leave me out of the hugging oh! Can’t forget your big bro yay!”

“Wouldn’t dream of it, B,” Haru laughed, wrapping an arm around him and Yugito.

All three Jinchuuriki could feel their bijuu watching them. Their shared fondness warmed the
room as the three finally separated into their unique spaces to join their bijuu.

“So, what have you got for me?” Haru asked as he let Kurama tug him into the coil of the
foxes tails.

Yugito had taken her position on-top of the grinning Matatabi, and B had jumped up onto
Gyuuki again despite the Octobull’s muttered complaints.

“Well, on my end, I haven’t turned up any Akatsuki leads,” Yugito admitted, a frown on her
face. “I don’t know if that’s a good thing or not. They must have been watching us before
they made their move last to properly prepare for us.”

“Maybe they haven’t started this early,” Haru suggested as Kurama hummed above him.

“We may be drawing their attention more than we are aware,” Kurama suggested. “That fake
attack might be making them nervous.”

“Well, we planned it that way,” Haru shrugged, “It’s why I pretended to be Obito. See what
he makes of that! It might make him move slower if he think we are on to him.”

“It makes me nervous,” Yugito sighed, running her hand over Matatabi’s blue flames that did
not burn her.

“I as well,” Matatabi agreed, nodding her head. “Old wounds and old failures make one
paranoid, I’m afraid.”

Haru winced in sympathy. He knew that Yugito was suffering from nightmares of her capture
and extraction. He certainly knew all about those kinds of dreams.

“No worries Yugito, oh!” B shouted shaking his finger at her, “we’re not alone, we’ve got
Naruto yay!”

Haru sighed. It wasn’t the first time B had purposely “forgotten” his new name to rhyme it
with Yugito’s. Of course, when it suited him, he used the new alias. Haru loved Octopops
more then he could put into words, the infuriating man.

“What about angry lightning man?” Haru teased, grinning as B scowled accordingly at him.

It was cute how protective he got over his mountain of a brother, honestly.

“That’s why we are here,” Gyuuki said before B could figure out a rap to explain. “A has
been researching you religiously and B’s made some progress on that front. We just got the



news that you and the Toad Sage got to Konoha. It wasn’t quite as explosive as we feared it
might be.”

“Well, that’s something,” Haru said.

He had hoped telling A outright he was joining Konoha would help mitigate his frustration
and any political fallout from the move.

“My Bro’s thinking about strengthening an alliance oh,” B exclaimed, his arms moving as
they usually did when he was excited, “Too worried about Akatsuki to be fighting with yah
fools!”

They moved on from their slow winning over of A, to the task of finding the other
Jinchuuriki. Han, Roshi, and Utakata were the unknowns at the moment. Yugito was on the
lookout for the three as well as Akatsuki, though she would be joined by Jiraiya on the hunt
for information soon enough. Yagura was still under Genjustu in Kiri, Fu and Gaara would be
in easy reach during the Chuunin exams. That would give Haru enough time to perfect his
memory seals, and as for Naruto, they were playing that by ear.

Conversation flowed from business to lighter topics. Yugito smiled as she described a dessert
she had learned to make, with Matatabi chiming in with pleasure at the taste. That launched
into a conversation over whether the bijuu tasted what their Jinchuuriki ate (yes) and what
their preferences were. Matatabi liked spicy and sweet things. Gyuuki was fond of certain
types of seafood and savory meals. Kurama made Haru tear up a little when he gruffly
admitted he liked ramen and Haru's special occasion curry.

“Oh, you big softie,” Haru teased rubbing his elbow into Kurama’s side.

Rather than growl, the fox blinked in confusion before he warned. “Incoming.”

Haru jerked awake. His hand went up to his face which was stinging.

“What the?” Haru gasped, blinking until he saw Kakashi kneeling beside his bed.

There was an eye-smile on his face and his hand was still extended from slapping him awake.

“What was that for?!” Haru cried.

He pulled his blankets up to his chest defensively before he realized he was acting like a
maiden in one of Jiraiya’s books. He settled for glaring at the silver-haired man kneeling
uncomfortably close to him.

“Thought you were dead, sunshine,” Kakashi said with false innocence.

“Wha?” Haru blinked at him.

He was still half in his mindscape where Kurama was explaining his abrupt departure to a
laughing Yugito, B, Gyuuki, and Matatabi.



“You’re late,” Kakashi drawled as he stood and stared down at him in disapproval. “we have
patrol this morning.”

“Wah! If you think we’re late, we have to be—” Haru scrambled up.

He had sworn he set his alarm! His eyes landed on the clock on his bedside table. It took his
sleep-heavy-brain a minute to decipher the time, but he got there.

“—wait a minute, there’s still thirty minutes until we were going to meet up!”

Haru looked up at Kakashi in confusion. The man spread his hands in confusion, still eye-
smiling.

“Maa, I panicked,” he said.

He was across the room before Haru could react.

“KAKASHI!”

Haru clambered out of bed, cursing when his legs got caught and he fell clumsily to the floor.
As Haru struggled to right himself, Kakashi leaned against the doorframe.

“Were you having a nice dream, sunshine, you were smiling,” Kakashi asked sweetly, hiding
the deviousness of the question.

“I’m going to kill you!” Haru announced.

He was up and launching himself at Kakashi moments later. The man grabbed his hands in a
way similar to how Jiraiya had the first time Kakashi had seen him.

“Well, well,” a jovial voice interrupted, “what do we have here, little Haru-chan, Kashi-chan.
Is this a walk of shame I see?”

Haru looked over Kakashi's shoulder in dismay as Jiraiya grinned at them in delight.

Haru wanted sweet, sweet death.

All he got was a three bijuu and two Jinchuuriki laughing uproariously in his mind, a
godfather turning pink with joy, and a devious Kakashi grinning down at him.

Why was this his life?

Chapter End Notes

So, I totally hate writing A with a passion. I don't know why his voice is so hard to get
down, but it's even harder than B's! It's probably because my eyes glaze over whenever
he is on the screen. I just don't find him a compelling character, but alas, he is the



Raikage and therefore important in this story. Next chapter we'll get Kakashi's pov of the
waking Haru scene which may or may not include some ogling of a certain someone
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Chapter Thirty-Three

Chapter Summary

Kakashi panics. Haru is ridiculously powerful. Aki and Yugao are just along for the ride.

Chapter Notes

Thank you everyone as always for all the comments and kudos! I love you all and I hope
you are doing well! I appreciate you taking the time to read and leave any feedback, it
always makes my day. Enjoy this Kakashi heavy chapter ;)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Kakashi had no idea why he’s creeping quietly into Haru’s bedroom so soon after meeting
with the Hokage. Perhaps, it was the frustration from discussing the Danzo situation with the
Hokage that had sent him to make sure Haru was actually fine. It wasn’t as though Hiruzen
wasn’t taking the matter seriously. He had assigned the best information gathers in ANBU
and luckily all three were free of Danzo’s influence as far as Kakashi could tell.

Still, Kakashi could sense a hesitance in the man. Yes, there was an anger about possibly
being disobeyed, but also an openness to the event being misunderstood. Kakashi would
never understand the blind spot that Hiruzen seemed to have when it came to Danzo, or even,
Orochimaru, Even so, Kakashi was gratified that his decision to create a cover for Haru’s
refusal by linking the two together had been well received by the Hokage. Though it had
drawn a raised eyebrow when Kakashi admitted to it. Luckily, he hadn’t been required to
explain why his mind had jumped to that particular form of cover. It was a rational deception
and tried and true method of infiltration after all.

Sure, that was it.

Jiraiya had noticed him sneak into the house, sticking his head out of the kitchen to grin
lewdly at him. Kakashi had wisely moved up the stairs before he could make the joke he so
clearly wanted to. He much preferred when it was Haru being teased and not the other way
around.

Kakashi felt a current of energy pass over him. It was as if he crossed an invisible barrier
when he entered Haru’s room. The man was sound asleep still, but Kakashi noticed the
doorframe had been papered with intricate protective seals, which was probably the barrier he
had felt. Kakashi’s seal knowledge was vastly outpaced as he squinted at the formulas that
glowed faintly when he focused his attention on them. Kakashi had a feeling that had he



intended the occupant of the room harm, he would find himself trapped in chakra chains, or
something worse. Even with that precaution though, it was strange to Kakashi that a nin as
powerful as Haru continued to slumber with a stranger in his bedroom. Kakashi would have
been awake at the creak on the stairway.

Had the events of the past days taken more of a toll on the man that Kakashi realized?
Sunlight fell in slates over Haru’s sleeping form, glimmering in his Uzumaki red hair as
Kakashi moved toward him intending to shake him awake. That was his intention anyway,
but strangely he found himself kneeling beside the faintly snoring figure. Hair pooled around
him messily, sticking to his face as Haru slumbered on his side, his hands under his right
cheek. Haru’s lips pulled upward as though he were enjoying whatever dream he was having
and Kakashi felt briefly like someone had stabbed him in the chest.

Uh, yeah, that needed to stop—like right now.

Kakashi struck out with a light slap to rouse the sleeping nin and to stop the adorable
expression on his face. Of course, the little shit blinked sleepily and raised his hand to his
cheek with a visible pout before his intense blue eyes settled on Kakashi kneeling there.
Kakashi wanted to curse when Haru pulled a move straight from the pages of Icha Icha and
covered himself with a blanket. Like that was going to do anything?! Like he had anything to
hide in the first place!

Kakashi was talking. Kakashi was even carrying a coherent conversation, but internally he
has no idea what he was saying. No, because internally he was panicking. He was aware that
this thing, whatever it is, was getting seriously out of hand. Also, if he had to stand next to
Haru rumpled from sleep with hair that looked a little too much like sex incarnate in that
moment to be safe (for Kakashi or Haru) Kakashi was happy to suddenly be across the room
for both their sanity’s sake.

When he and Haru were suddenly wrestling and Jiraiya interrupted them up, well, at least he
can be relieved that the Toad Sage appears more interested in embarrassing sunshine and not
Kakashi. At least, not yet based on that glint in his eye.

Haru pouted at Jiraiya before sending Kakashi a glare as the laughter in his mind slowly
disappears with B and Yugito leaving with their Bijuu. Kakashi seemed surprised when Haru
put a hand on his back and shoved him out of the room with a snarl.

“I’m getting dressed now, copy-cat-san,” Haru grumped, “and you make yourself useful Ero-
sennin and make breakfast.”

“Shouldn’t you entertain your guest?” Jiraiya teased waggling his eyebrows comically. Haru
just glared.

“I’ll entertain my fist to your face in a second,” Haru huffed before he slammed the door in
both their faces.

Jiraiya guffawed but wrapped an arm around Kakashi’s shoulders to lead him downstairs
anyway.



“Not a morning person?” Kakashi asked as Jiraiya led him into the kitchen where Jiraiya was
already cooking a traditional breakfast.

“Eh, it depends,” Jiraiya confided as he let Kakashi go to tend to his cooking again. “If he’s
the one who decides to wake up early then he’s a right holy terror to be around, really
sunshine incarnate but turned up to a million. Otherwise, he pouts with the best of them when
he’s not growling at anyone who speaks above a whisper.”

“I noticed,” Kakashi commented leaning against the wall casually as he observed Jiraiya
moving around the kitchen.

“Thanks for the cover last night,” Jiraiya said lightly with his back to Kakashi. “The kid can
take care of himself, of course, but it’s nice to know he’s got someone else in the village
looking out for him. I won’t be here much longer.”

Kakashi straightened in surprise. “When are you leaving?”

“Oh, in a week or so, but I’ll be back,” Jiraiya laughed. “You’re not getting rid of me
completely don’t worry! I’ve just got a lot of information to be tracking down now. I’m not
abandoning the gaki forever, but it would be nice if I could count on you to keep an eye on
him.”

Kakashi weighed the request. Most would be expecting this conversation to be about making
sure Haru wasn’t some kind of spy or traitor. It wasn’t though. Oh, Jiraiya would expect
Kakashi to be watching for that as well, but they both knew that Haru was far more a danger
to himself than to the village. An odd camaraderie had been built between the two of them,
that hadn’t been there before. Once he was just Jiraiya’s grand-student that he hadn’t seen in
years. Now, he was the other half of a pair trying to keep sunshine from being exploited by
the darkness that hovered on the edges of Konoha. It had happened so quickly, and Kakashi
couldn’t honestly say that he minded it.

He liked it. Too much. That was the problem.

“I’ll be here,” Kakashi agreed. “Someone has to beat some self-preservation into that man
and it’s looking like it has to be me.”

Jiraiya laughed heartily again. Kakashi cracked a smile beneath his mask at the sound as well
as the disgruntled expression on Haru’s face as he stomped into the kitchen. He was in the
middle of pulling up his hair as he went.

“Will you give that a rest?” Haru asked grumpily as he stepped up beside Kakashi with a
frown. “I’m not actually that bad. You should have seen me when I was a teenager, that was
my martyr phase!”

Kakashi had the oddest feeling of dread, as though he would know exactly what a teenaged
martyr Kuniharu would have been like. He really hoped that Naruto had more sense than his
cousin, or at least that Kakashi didn’t get stuck teaching him. He had a feeling the blond
knucklehead would give him an ulcer ontop of running after Haru everywhere.



“Oi, don’t look at me like that!” Haru said with a jab to Kakashi’s shoulder. “I survived,
didn’t I?”

“You must have given your sensei gray hair before his time,” Jiraiya said, mirth obvious on
his face.

Kakashi knew that was a jab about his own hair, but he didn’t understand why Haru literally
bent over in hysterics for a full two minutes, actual tears gathering in his eyes.

“Do I need to remind you that your natural hair is white, Jiraiya-sama,” Kakashi said dryly
before he flicked Haru’s ear. “It wasn’t that funny either, sunshine.”

Haru shook his head with tears still in his eyes and a fist pressed to his lips as he struggled to
keep from laughing again.

“Nice one,” Haru finally said with a large grin to his godfather, his mood lightened
considerably from what it had been when he entered.

“I am a genius,” Jiraiya said proudly and then clapped his hands imperiously. “Now, you get
to serve gaki! I cooked.”

While Haru frowned at the Toad Sage, he still did it, bringing the food to the table. Despite
already eating a ration bar that morning, Kakashi joined them in their meal. It felt strange,
since he had probably eaten around people more in the past week than he had in more than a
year. Both Haru and Jiraiya were lively meal partners, joking and teasing one another while
simultaneously edging around the topic that the three nin were aware of but not vocalizing. It
turned out that Haru was practiced at having layered conversations.

While they talked about the guard rotation, and then the training with Gai that had been
moved to that evening, they also reaffirmed that Haru was supposed to have either Kakashi or
Jiraiya with him at all times. He agreed that Kakashi would continue to make their
relationship appear established rather than newly formed. They wanted Danzo to believe that
Haru had made a connection to Kakashi outside of the village and had been eventually
swayed to join by that connection, reinforced by Jiraiya’s regard. It wasn’t that far out of the
realm of possibility. This offered Danzo a feigned weakness, something he would think he
could exploit, but since it was a known fabrication to all those who mattered in the grand
scheme of things, it couldn’t actually be used against him.

Internally, Haru was smug. If only Kakashi-sensei, the one who had refused to send him on
infiltration missions, could see him now. He was in the middle of an operation with layers
and layers of secrets and he was doing just fine, thank you very much!

“I’ll see you with Gai’s brats later,” Jiraiya confirmed as he settled himself before his
manuscript. “I’m looking forward to seeing that technique you won't explain.”

“I don’t like the sound of that,” Kakashi said as he led Haru out of the house.

When he looked over his shoulder Haru was grinning.



“See yah, Ero-sennin!” Haru said.

He ignored both the warning and Kakashi’s oblique question as he slammed the door and
then took to the roofs of Konoha. Kakashi easily caught up and then ran through what a guard
rotation would look like for them. Some nin were stationed on the walls or at the gates, or in
strategic areas around the village, but Kakashi always took a patrol outside of the gates in the
surrounding forest. Those were usually the more likely patrols to see action. Kakashi hated
standing in one spot staring at the same piece of land for hours on end without even being
able to read Icha Icha.

Haru fell easily into a follower position behind Kakashi without a fuss, seemingly
comfortable with the routine of following a patrol route around the village. With Haru’s
sensing, they found and followed three different civilian groups moving toward Konoha quite
easily. Haru confirmed they held no negative intentions to the village, but he didn’t complain
when Kakashi insisted they follow them longer to ensure his instincts were correct.

Kakashi did believe him, but he would do his due diligence anyway. Haru like always seemed
impervious to that undercurrent of suspicion. However, Kakashi knew a little better now to
see beyond the veneer of ease. Yesterday, at least, when Haru had been tired, he had revealed
some of the frustration of which he must be constantly feeling.

Kakashi didn’t want to contemplate what it would be like if all his actions and decisions were
being dissected by everyone he met for treachery. Sure, shinobi were cautious, and most of
them were jaded, but that was different than being surrounded by a constant cloud of
suspicion you could actually feel at all times. As if sensing Kakashi’s thoughts (and with his
emotional sensing it wasn’t out of the question) Haru sped up so that he was in the same
stride as Kakashi as they moved. Around them two ANBU shadows followed, Aki and Yugao
today, Haru smiled to himself as if he could tell that they were listening closely.

“So,” Haru started launching from one branch in step with Kakashi beside him, “how far are
you on the chakra nature change technique?”

Kakashi snorted and looked at Haru sidelong.

“When would I have time to practice it?” he asked snarkily, “I’ve been following you around
for days now.”

Haru rolled his eyes, “I was just outside of the village,” he pointed out and then lifted an
eyebrow, “and don’t tell me that you haven’t been practicing on your own. You’re a
workaholic who has a latent competitive streak who absolutely hates that you can’t sneak up
on me! So, why don’t you stop pretending and show me!”

Kakashi wasn't going to think about how well Haru already seemed to know him. That
seemed like a dangerous path to follow.

Kakashi sighed but they had reached a guard post in the forest that would allow them to
hydrate and relieve themselves if they needed to. Pausing in the clearing Kakashi faced Haru
who landed gracefully in front of him with a grin on his face. Without preamble, Kakashi
formed Tiger and then built his chakra into the sign before completing the circuit. He could



achieve earth chakra saturation of his network in just under a minute as opposed to the nearly
two minutes when he first started. When he focused on Haru again he blinked stupidly as he
noticed the golden irises with square pupils framed by orange. How had he managed to slip
into Sage Mode so quickly? It didn’t last for long though and as he watched the gold drained
away for brilliant blue.

“Hmm,” Haru said tilting his head to the side with a finger against his chin as he observed
Kakashi. “I say you have about a week or so before you can switch your network quickly
enough.”

Kakashi let go of the sign and felt his chakra begin to normalize again.

“How quickly?” he asked in interest.

He hadn’t asked before, to blown away by the sheer recklessness of the man in front of him
teaching it to him in the first place. Haru grinned, and then rather than answer, Kakashi
watched as the wind seemed to kick up around Haru in a lazy swirl, lifting his ponytail and
his coat up. Then, Haru used the Ox hand-sign, nearly instantly the wind that had been
surrounded him turn into a sheer sparkling mist catching in the sunlight that poured down
over Haru between the tree branches.

Haru held the sign for a mere second and then released it. There was an audible crack as a
thin barrier of ice surrounded Haru as the wind rapidly cooled the mist surrounding Haru in a
tight circle. When Haru dropped his hand, the ice melted and fell with a whoosh into the
grass around him. While Kakashi was literally gawking at him, Haru groaned and lifted his
coat up between his thumb and forefinger in annoyance.

“Damn,” Haru cursed, “I just had to showoff with the ice wall, this is going to take forever to
dry!”

Haru startled when Kakashi knocked his knuckles gently against his forehead to draw Haru’s
attention back to the man.

“How many more of these do you have in that head of yours?” Kakashi asked and he
sounded faintly horrified. “And how do I make damn sure you don’t leave and spread them
around? Because I am becoming abundantly aware of how much of a headache you as an
enemy would be.”

Haru laughed with obvious delight, warming at the praise despite the delivery. It had really
been Sasuke who had discovered how to do the technique in the first place and Kakashi-
sensei himself who had learned how to nearly approximate a Kekkai Genkai by quickly
changing between natures. Kakashi didn’t know that though and Haru would accept that
credit for the time being. He would have to tell the man eventually, of course, but he would
bask in being a genius while it lasted.

“Don’t worry, Kashi,” Haru said and threw his arm around Kakashi’s shoulders.

He smiled deviously when the man shuddered at the cold from Haru’s chilled clothing.



“You can’t get rid of me that easily, and if you work really hard, and hope I’m not in Sage
Mode, you might even be able to sneak up on me someday!”

Kakashi rolled his visible eye and pushed Haru away from him, but not before he tweaked
Haru’s nose in retaliation.

“Be careful what you wish for, sunshine.”

Haru grimaced at the nose tweak. He rubbed the reddened appendage before he shrugged off
his soaked white coat. He stored it in his right wrist guard, wearing his usual outfit and the
Jounin flak jacket alone now.

“Alright,” Haru said, “Your turn shadows. Let me see how much progress you’ve made!”

Kakashi just sighed visibly. He had hoped Haru would stop doing that now with ROOT’s
attention, but he supposed that meant they weren’t being followed by them at the moment.
While Haru stood in the middle of the clearing, with his head cocked and arms crossed
coaxing their ANBU guard to display their own progress, Kakashi retreated into the guard
station to fill his water canteen. Haru was offering advice to a tree several yards to the right
of the guardhouse when Kakashi came back out and offered Haru the filled canteen.

Haru smiled gratefully at him and took the offer without pointing out his own was more than
half-way full. It wasn’t until he recapped it and handed it back that a faint flush lifted to his
cheeks as he remembered a scene from his early team seven days. Sakura had once spent a
straight week trying to trick Sasuke into sharing his canteen for a coveted indirect kiss. Haru
at the time had been disgruntled by the whole thing, trying to trick Sakura to share with him
instead. The whole thing had come to a halt when Sasuke stole Haru’s canteen from his hand
and took a sip, before demanding whether that counted. He had clearly intended to put a stop
to Sakura’s machinations by getting her to admit the whole thing was stupid. Of course,
Kakashi-sensei had stepped in neatly long enough to say yes, it did count. When we're the
two going to kiss for real? Oh, that had already happened? Congratulations. Leaving Haru to
be pummeled by Sakura for “kissing her dearest Sasuke again”, and Sasuke in a snit.

Haru pushed away those fond memories, sure Kakashi wouldn’t even be thinking about
something so juvenile without a bunch of children squawking about it. That, of course, did
not explain the mocking eye-smile on the man’s visible face when Haru checked.

“Alright,” Haru said busily, letting go of his temporary Sage Mode again, “next step for you
two.”

Kakashi jerked his head and glared down at Haru flabbergasted. Haru already lifted his hand
up placatingly.

“Not to say that either of you is better than Kashi,” Haru soothed, “he’s got you both beat
significantly if that eases copy-cat-san’s competitive streak, but since he is lightning natured
he will need to have this step down better than someone else with my sensitivity to the
element. However, as long as you keep practicing on the first step, there isn’t anything that is
technically stopping you from practicing the second. Just that it will not be as effective as it
will be for ANBU-san’s.”



Kakashi still scowled, even when Haru pat his forearm comfortingly. He’d always been more
than pleased with his lightning nature and the speed and deadly precision it gave him in
battle. He never thought that one sunshine incarnate man would make him wish him primary
affiliation was something easier to blend in with.

“And that is?” Kakashi prompted since the two ANBU hadn’t actually said anything to Haru
the entire time despite apparently going along with his demands to show him their progress.

“Watch and be amazed,” Haru said dramatically waggingly his fingers as he took a step back
with a wide grin. “As I disappear before your very eyes—well, as far as your sensing can tell.
I’ll still be visible, though it would be cool if I could turn invisible.”

Kakashi sighed deeply and had a feeling that his own weariness was echoed in the audience
around him.

“Go along, sunshine,” Kakashi said with a lazy wave of his hand.

Haru smirked at him before he pressed a hand over his heart and closed his eyes. He drew in
a deep breath and in a meditative state similar to achieving Sage Mode he repeated silently to
himself. “I am the wind. I am nothing. I am the wind. I’m not here. I am the wind.”

Though Kakashi watched Haru closely immediately could tell a difference. It was as though
the concentrated chakra and the presence that read as Haru to his senses disappeared. It was
the strangest sensation. Because though he could clearly see Haru, it was as though he
disappeared completely, an emptiness in the spot that he stood. When Haru opened his eyes
and lifted his hand from his heart, Kakashi gasped as he came back into focus again like
music starting to play that hadn’t been audible until it had stopped playing abruptly the first
time and then started up again.

“How?” Kakashi gasped, though this at least wasn’t completely unprecedented.

Kiri had several nin known to be able to muffle their presence so completely they could kill
without a sound or a hope to stop it. There had also been the second Tsuchikage or the Null
Man from Iwa. Still, he had never experienced someone disappearing from his senses while
he could obviously see them.

Haru was only too happy to explain, as always.

“Through learning to change your chakra network affiliation even for a short time, you are
undergoing very basic level Sage training,” Haru explained to the distinct surprise of his three
students. “The more you are able to manipulate nature chakra, the more in tune you are with
nature chakra’s frequency. What I just did was briefly change all of my own chakra into pure
wind chakra, which of course reads to nin as just nature itself when it’s not mixed with a
shinobi’s personal signature. I completely release ownership of my chakra for that moment
and the time it takes to change back.”

Kakashi was tempted to shake Haru by the shoulders. Could they go one single day where he
didn’t have to despair over Haru’s nonexistent self-preservation instincts? Seemingly



oblivious to Kakashi, Aki, and Yugao’s disbelief Haru continued to lecture in his sensei voice
as though it were his genin team and not two ANBU and a Kage level shinobi.

“This leaves you open to attack, of course, and which is why I say that you only use this form
of the technique in practice. The final step allows it to be applicable in battle, but if you ever
need to disappear and can risk being briefly vulnerable, this will get you past even the best
sensors. However, a Sage would be able to tell that an abnormal amount of Nature chakra
was gathered in one place, so that wouldn’t work against Sage even in an unpowered state.”

Haru continued to explain how to achieve the technique to them with copious hand motions
and sound effects assisting his explanation. While Kakashi was listening, already planning
several experiments of his own, he also just enjoyed watching Haru cheerfully explaining it
to them. The grumpiness from that morning had disappeared, his hair shone brilliantly in the
sunlight, and Kakashi was struck by how right the Konoha Flak jacket and forehead protector
looked on him.

With his slightly longer hair, and without the coat which made him look more like Minato
than he had any reason to, Kakashi was struck by how similar he appeared to Kushina. She
had worn her red-hair the same way when she was fighting and had used copious
gesticulations to make her points. However, Kushina-nee-chan had never made Kakashi want
to press her into the nearest tree so there was that difference at least. Damn him.

“You okay, Kashi?” Haru asked, using Jiraiya’s annoying nickname again. Despite his usual
annoyance with the shortening of his name he couldn’t help but admit his sort of liked it
coming from Haru. God, he was turning into a sap.

“Glad to have you here, sunshine,” Kakashi said suddenly, reaching out to place a hand on
top of Haru’s head. He pat Haru’s hair for a moment and then unceremonious grabbed his
cheek and tugged. “Even if you are a ridiculously powerful verging suicidal ray of
positivity.”

Haru snarled smacking Kakashi’s hand away before he rubbed his reddened cheek with a
visible pout.

“What was that for?” Haru grumped. “That didn’t have anything to do what I was just
saying!”

Kakashi eye-smiled, and then rather than answer took off into the trees.

“Get a move on, sunshine,” Kakashi said in a singsong, “we’ve got more forest to patrol.”

“Hey!” Haru shouted, “you didn’t answer me, you bastard! What kind of trick are you
planning?!”

“I didn’t hear you!”

“Kakashi!”

“What was that?”



“KASHI!”
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“What’s up little green beasties!” a jovial voice called over the sounds of Lee and Neji
sparring while Tenten furiously worked on a fuuijutsu beside Gai.

Stopping their spar for the moment both Neji and Lee turned to see Haru walking up to them
with a sunny smile. He was trailed closely by the silver-haired Kakashi who was reading that
porn novel again stoically. It was a little strange to see Haru without his white coat on, but he
was grinning and cheerful as usual.

“My friends Haru and Kakashi,” Gai announced grinning brightly at the two figures who
made their way over to them easily enough.

“Gai,” Kakashi greeted in a neutral voice, not budging when Gai wailed about his cool
attitude as was their usual greeting to each other.

“Hey, green beast,” Haru said and lightly punched Gai on the arm before he looked over to
the three genins watching him with interest, “hey baby genin, ready for some training!”

“It will be my honor, Haru-san!” Lee said brightly.

Neji just inclined his head slightly. Tenten grinned greedily, her eyes on his armband since he
had approached them. Haru smirked at her and she had the good graces to look a little
abashed.

“Iruka-chan and Jiraiya will be here in about an hour,” Haru explained for the genin and
Gai’s benefit. “In that time I’m keeping up my side of the deal to give you three some
training, though I have slightly individual tasks for all three of you.”

“What about the chakra control technique Haru-san?” Gai asked brightly, “We have all
volunteered to help find a way for Iruka-sensei to teach it to his advanced students!”



Kakashi also looked somewhat surprised that Haru wasn’t just going to train the genin with
the leapfrog exercise. Haru wasn’t deterred.

“Well, Kakashi is going to be teaching you the basics Gai,” Haru conceded earning him a
glare from Kakashi who had not been informed of this decision. “But even with an hour
headstart, I wouldn’t expect your students to have the control necessary to assist with the
more complicated technique. Not knocking your kids Gai, but without a firm grasp on the
underlying technique you need a lot of experience using vast amounts of chakra that no genin
is going to have. It’s going to be hard for you and Kashi to help me as it is.”

Neji and Tenten had obviously been a little insulted by the insinuation they wouldn’t be any
help; until the last bit about it being hard for even their sensei to learn. After that, they both
appear mildly mollified though still with that hint of challenge. Lee had a very quiet reaction
to the issue despite his usual brimming confidence and enthusiasm. He had been expecting to
have to simply observe the exercise, so the idea Haru would be actually training them until
the other shinobi got there meant the world to him.

He had come a long way in his feelings about not being able to utilize chakra outside of his
body to do the techniques that his peers could do. Still, it made him feel itchy and
embarrassed when he thought about having to admit that to Haru-san who was so cool and
powerful that Gai-sensei already respected him a great deal. Lee was somewhat surprised
when Haru appeared to sense his turn of thoughts as he caught his eye and smiled kindly
before he turned to Gai-sensei who was nodding his understanding.

“Understood, Haru-san!” Gai exclaimed before he continued. “Though I think my students
would benefit from such instruction anyway! I think it could be very valuable.”

His three students frowned slightly. It was unlike their sensei to push in that way. Haru didn’t
seem bothered, seeming somehow to understand something the three genin didn’t.

“Of course, I’ll teach the tadpoles the technique, all three of them could benefit from it as
you’ve noticed.” Haru agreed easily. “However, I’d really like the opportunity to teach them
something individually while I have a chance to focus on them and not on Iruka-chan. Also, I
actually want to see how Iruka-chan is teaching the technique to see if I can help him with the
rest of his class. Your genin are the best test subjects.”

“But you’ll help them too,” Gai said surprisingly serious, his eyes flickered to Lee and then
back to Haru.

Haru smiled serenely at him, not hinting that he knew what Gai had somehow realized since
the last time they had talked. The technique could be utilized to better use one's own chakra
as most exercises could, however, it could also help them grow their reserves. Tenten
probably would never be able to become a medic even with this technique to help, but she
might be able to approximate Tsunade and Sakura’s ridiculous strength if she worked hard
enough at it. As well as grow her chakra reserves. Neji would be a natural at the technique as
he was intimately aware of the chakra points on the body from his clan techniques. The
appeal for him would be obvious. Being able to practice manipulating those points would
only grow his gentle fist style at a speed that Haru’s Neji would be jealous of.



Just these two effects would be worth Gai pushing Haru, but he knew that it was Lee who the
man was most intensely focused on. Haru’s clan technique used manipulating the body's
natural eddies of chakra to hold, spring, and manipulate an external object. It didn’t require
changing the nature or even building the chakra outward or inward, just the ability to move it
inside themselves which was often utilized in taijutsu.

Haru knew for a fact that Lee could learn to use it. He had mastered the advanced technique
better than he himself had. Haru couldn’t give the boy the ability to use ninjutsu or genjutsu
in the usual way, but this he could do. He couldn’t wait to see what Lee could do with
learning this technique when his chakra coils were still stabilizing and growing. He would be
a monster and he was only too gleeful to see it.

“I will be more than happy to help them,” Haru assured before he turned made three signs to
release two toad toys from his wrist band.

“Do I want to know what you will be corrupting the genin with?” Kakashi asked dryly as he
shut his book and placed it in its normal pouch.

“You’ll be here to stop me if that makes you feel better,” Haru answered evasively.

Kakashi squinted at him, while the genin glanced between each other at that. What was he
going to do? Gai didn’t seem concerned, however, and Haru was gratified that despite
Kakashi’s obvious wariness there wasn’t a hint of real suspicion in him, or in any of those
who were watching. Well, the ROOT tail didn’t count anyway, since they had been radiating
that since they had started following him again at the end of his patrol.

He grinned mischievously at Kakashi, not actually answering what he had planned. He
wanted it to be a surprise.

“Come on, copy-cat-san, I have baby genin to teach. You should take this teaching as a
challenge between rivals. I still don’t know if either of you will be any help later, prove me
wrong.”

Kakashi looked at him with visible horror as Gai lit up with joy at the idea of a challenge
with Kakashi; despite not even knowing the technique yet.

“You know about those?” Kakashi despaired.

Haru grinned as he delicately placed the toad toy on Kakashi’s shoulder and tossed the other
to Gai who gleefully posed with it. He brimmed with excitement now that Haru had agreed to
teach his genin the technique on top of whatever training Haru had planned for them.

“Of course, I do,” Haru said with a sadistic grin, “did you think I didn’t hear Gai the first day
we met? Oh, you poor soul.”

“Come on my rival,” Gai said and he grabbed Kakashi’s hand to drag him a safe distance
from the genin so Kakashi could instruct him on the delicate art of leapfrog. “If I do not learn
this technique before Iruka-sensei and Jiraiya-sama arrive I will practice for one hundred
hours straight! If we one of us is unable to assist they shall do the same twice over!”



Haru laughed when Kakashi looked at him over his shoulder with obvious betrayal before he
sighed heavily and set to the task of teaching Gai how to do the technique. Haru grinned as
he watched them for a moment, making sure that Kakashi was actually doing the task.
Satisfied the copy-cat-nin was actually going to do what Haru had asked, he refocused on his
chibi friends who were all watching him with varying levels of interest and wariness.

“Alright, kiddos!” Haru said rubbing his hands together excitedly. “In thanks for your
wonderful assistance, I offer you a gift, a challenge, and the promise to train you how to
properly use it.”

“A gift?” Tenten asked, practically salivating as she stared at Haru’s armband.

Both Neji and Lee looked surprised, as they expected it to be taijutsu training related. Neither
could deny they were curious about what a gift from Haru would be, especially since they
apparently needed to be trained on how to use it.

“Now, now, Tenten-chan,” Haru laughed shaking his finger at the girl. “I’ll teach you how to
make one these wrist bands yourself another time. I’m looking to take several fuuinjutsu
students the longer I stay here, and I think you are a perfect candidate.”

“Me?” Tenten asked and she blushed before a confident grin appeared on her face, “Well, I
am one of the best at fuuinjutsu in the village for my age.”

Lee beside a grinning Tenten looked with pride at his teammate who had garnered attention
from their powerful new ally and teacher already. All that despite their unorthodox
introduction to Tenten’s fuuinjutsu during their glittery A-rank mission.

“So, I’ve heard and seen,” Haru said fondly, “but that’s for another time. Though I admit it's
not completely unrelated.”

“How so?” Neji prompted, his milky white eyes focused intensely on Haru.

Without immediately explaining Haru made another series of signs, summoning three
different objects from his pocket dimension. He knelt in the grass to settle the three objects
on the ground for the genin to observe, aware of the Jounin and ANBU watching him with
obvious curiosity.

The object laid closest to Tenten was a simple folding fan that had a sealing tag on the
handle. There was a complicated seal array that was printed on the fan itself as well. In front
of Lee were a set of nunchucks, equally embellished with seals. Finally, in front of Neji were
three kunai with purple sealing tags. All three of the genin looked between the weapons and
Haru with confusion as he sat crossed legged in front of them.

Haru impatiently waved them down so they sat with invisible question marks practically
appearing over their heads. Once the three had settled down, Haru lifted his eyebrows at Gai
and Kakashi over their shoulders. Both men were openly watching now. Kakashi eye-smiled
at him and waved facetiously, clearly not going to continue his instruction until he saw where
Haru was going with the training. Haru rolled his eyes at him before he refocused on the
genin.



“Before I came to this village, I had allies with surprising similar strengths to you three,”
Haru explained patiently, not caring that not just the genin listened in on him.

“When I lost everyone, I spent a long time on my own going over ways I might have
prevented them from getting hurt," Haru paused here to exhale unevenly before he continued
as though unbothered once more. "As I am a seal master, I naturally turned to that. I spent a
lot of time creating new seals and ways to use them when I was on my own, but when it
comes down to it, I was designing them for people I can no longer reach. It hurts to think of
these just rusting away when I see three genin brimming with potential who have more use
for them than I do. I would like to demonstrate their uses, and if you are amenable, I will
train you to properly use them as they were meant to be used. If you can prove to me that you
are responsible enough, skilled enough, and trustworthy enough to use them they will be
yours permanently.”

“Really?” Tenten asked her eyes wide, “because I can see from here those are ridiculously
powerful.”

Neji and Lee looked at Tenten with interest before they looked back to Haru for confirmation.

“Yes, they are,” Haru laughed. “Which is why I’m not just going to give them to you and
send you off to figure it out on your own. They will take some finesse to master and be able
to use effectively.”

“Why trust us with these?” Neji asked with a lifted brow, “We’re genin and we just met.”

Haru almost rolled his eyes at his stuffy friend but refrained from doing so to avoid insulting
the Hyuuga.

“Think of it as me challenging you,” Haru said seriously, “prove to me I can trust you to use
them seriously and effectively, and they are yours to use. The way you treat these gifts
reflects not just on yourselves, but also your village as a whole. Can I trust Konoha to respect
and use my gifts responsibly? The best way to answer that is to go to the village's most
precious resource, the next generation.”

As he knew it would, a fire lit in all three of the genin. Neji looked like he wanted to prove
himself worthy of such a responsibility, Lee thrived on challenges to prove his worth as a
shinobi, and Tenten was both clearly itching to inspect his seals as well understand what was
so special about the weapons.

“Any more questions before I demonstrate?” Haru asked amused.

Lee lifted his hand like they were in class, with a slight chuckle Haru indicated he ask him
what he wanted.

“How often will you be able to train with us?” Lee asked, “And when will we know if you’ve
decided to trust us with them permanently.”

Haru leaned back on his hands as he considered the question.



“I’m not sure about my schedule as far as missions go and it depends on how fast you want to
learn them.”

“Before the chuunin exams,” Tenten exclaimed, excited at the idea they would have
something like Haru’s personally made seals to use during the exam.

That’s what I thought you’d say, Haru thought in amusement.

“So, about five months then,” Haru mused, “with that in mind I’d suggest twice a week
unless our missions intercede. If something comes up, I’ll leave them with Gai and he can
supervise you on my behalf as he will likely want to be included.”

Haru lifted his eyes up to the man and saw his glinting smile before he gave Haru a thumbs
up to seal the deal between them. Haru nodded and then tried not to laugh when Kakashi sent
his toad so it hit the Green Beast on the cheek. When both Gai turned to lament Kakashi’s
coldness, Haru looked back to the genin who were all considering his offer.

“I will do it!” Lee agreed.

“I’m open to it if it proves useful,” Neji says with a shrug.

“SHOW ME!” Tenten begged, holding her hands in supplication.

Haru snorted and then stood taking the hand fan first. It had been something he had been
working even before he had been stranded in the past. Before he had started thinking about
how he could protect his precious people better the second time around. Tenten had never
gotten over Bashousen despite the life-threatening drain of chakra that came from using the
Sage of Six Path’s sacred tools. Haru had spent years discussing a way to safely copy the
effects, without the dangerous drain on chakra.

He had stumbled across something in the Uzumaki relics while he was working on his
Foxhole technique trying to solve the same problem. The intricate seal array had been the
work of more than three years. It was far more complex than either his gift to Lee or Neji,
though he was certain he could hide that fact from everyone except for Jiraiya who wouldn’t
question it in the first place. Haru faced his audience with a smile though he focused his
attention on Tenten.

“This fan was created from a seal from my village which passively gathered elemental chakra
to fuel the barrier around the island. The barrier had never been breached and had to be
crippled by a traitor within the walls of Uzu, but that’s a history lesson for another time.
What matters here is that I’ve modified the seal into an offensive rather than defensive
technique, while it is a ninja tool and needs to be activated by bonding with a person's chakra,
its power level is determinate of how charged with nature chakra it is. I’ll teach you how to
do that, as well moderate how much chakra you use, and be able to monitor how much is left.
As long as the seal is charged it does not directly rely on your own chakra reserves to work.”

Haru’s smile broadened when he saw Kakashi drop his toad and stare at him with a wide eye.
Gai, while not quite as versed in what Haru was proposing was possible, clearly knew it was



impressive based on the tears streaming from his eyes. Lee and Neji looked intrigued, but
obviously didn’t quite understand either. Tenten leaned forward a light shining in her eyes.

“What does it do?” she asked excitedly.

“I was hoping you would ask that,” Haru grinned.

“Haru don’t destroy anything,” Kakashi ordered his voice strained, and Haru had a feeling
that he was going to get a talking to later.

He was probably going to be accused of being reckless again, but oh well! He really wanted
to see the chibi’s expressions. Besides, he had worked really hard on these for them.

“Don’t worry, Kashi,” Haru smiled wickedly. “I’m just going to show off a bit, no genin will
be injured in the process or training grounds for that matter.”

“Or yourself,” Kakashi insisted.

Haru rolled his eyes, wasn’t that obvious?

“Watch closely, Tenten-chan,” Haru laughed and then jumped some distance away so he had
room to do what he had planned.

Haru placed the closed fan at an angle against his left fist to activate the water seal first. With
a deft flick, Haru swept the fan in a circle around him as he twirled and a wave of water
followed his movements. Closing the fan with another flick he pressed the handle into his
palm to activate the wind seal.

Moving in a counterclockwise motion a gust of wind churned up the water from the ground
and then froze into in a rippling wave of motion turning it into ice. After completing the
circuit, Haru again flicked the fan closed. He tossed it once end-over-end and caught it in his
other hand. He opened it facing the ground to activate the fire seal. Again, Haru moved,
dragging flames behind him as he went. He melted the rippling wave of ice in his wake and
nothing more.

Once he completed that circuit, he flipped the opened fan toward the sky again in the same
hand activating the lightning seal. Haru swept the fan sharply to the side and watched as the
lightning was attracted to the puddles of ice melt. It electrifed the circle around him. Finally,
Haru switched to his first hand again, and with the fan completely closed created a wall
surrounding him in the same circle as before with a whirl of movement. Grinning to himself
out of view of everyone, Haru silently pat himself on the back. He may no longer be
Konoha’s number one unpredictable knucklehead ninja, but he might just take the title again
—though hopefully without the knucklehead part.

Haru reset the field to find everyone gawking at him with open mouths, even Kakashi had
visibly dropped his cool veneer to stare. Cocking his head to the side, Haru flipped the closed
fan end-over-end in front of him, before he caught it and smirked.

“What do you think, Tenten-chan?”



“MARRY ME!” the kunoichi shouted and then seemed to realize what she had blurted. She
blushed crimson and waved her hands to cancel that request.

“I…I’m—sorry! I just got excited! That’s so cool—"

“You’re a little young for me kiddo,” Haru laughed, but his voice was kind as he walked over
and knelt in front of her. He extended the fan out to her. “Take care of this for me while I
show Lee and Neji theirs. We’ll give it a test run in a bit. I went a little overboard and it needs
to recharge so it won’t be as flashy when you get a chance. Which is probably for the best
when you're starting out."

Tenten clutched the fan to her chest her eyes wide as she glanced down at it and then Haru
before she offered him a smile.

“Thank you, Haru-chan!”

“Oh, it’s Haru-chan now?” Haru teased lightly and then pat her head with easy affection
when she blushed. “Sounds good to me.”

“I’m going to prove I deserve this, Haru-chan,” Tenten whispered her hand tight around the
weapon inked with hours of seal work and decades of seal knowledge which had almost been
lost with Haru's clan.

“I have no doubt,” Haru agreed and then stood up with a decisive clap.

“Now, it’s Lee’s turn!”

Haru had the audacity to smirk over at Kakashi and Gai who both looked as though they
didn’t quite believe what was happening.

“Kakashi, this isn’t a genjutsu right?” Gai whispered, his body taut with excitement, pride,
and a heavy dose of confusion. He had known that Haru was recklessly kind, but he didn't
think it extended this far!

Kakashi dutifully lifted his forehead protector to scan the area with his Sharingan though he
knew already.

“Nope,” Kakashi sighed, “Sunshine, really is giving a sealing masterpiece hitherto unseen to
a genin he has known less than a week.”

“Ah,” Gai squeaked, and then laughed, “good thing he’s on our side?”

Kakashi placed his hand on his forehead and sighed.

“Yeah.”

Kakashi told himself he didn’t sound as fond as it came out, but even he couldn’t lie to
himself that well. Haru was just like that, and he thought he was a little bit in love with him
for it. Just a bit though...right?
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“Now, Lee-chan,” Haru said after sweeping the nunchucks off the ground. He grinned down
at the boy who watched him with overbright eyes that sparkled with excitement. “You strike
me as the type to be proficient in nunchuka, is that so?”

“Yes, Haru-san,” Lee exclaimed, he raised his fist in excitement. “Gai-sensei has taught me
diligently in the art with excellence as is expected of sensei!”

Haru smiled warmly at him, glancing toward Kakashi and Gai. They were looking
suspiciously at the nunchucks held nonchalantly under Haru’s arm. Kakashi narrowed his eye
at him just before Haru glanced back down to the genin. Tenten was cuddling her fan to her
chest, looking about a second from cooing at it. Neji watched him with actual interest, some
small amount of excitement visible on his face. Haru’s plan to smooth the way for chibi’s
wake-up call was proceeding nicely. Haru refocused on Lee who leaned slightly forward as
though to catch every word Haru might say.

“Good, good,” Haru grinned, “I thought so. That takes one less thing to work on, though you
should still practice to be fully proficient with these.”

“What do they do?” Tenten asked, surprising Haru. He had thought the girl was too lost in her
excitement over her own gift to continue to pay attention.

“I thought you’d never ask,” Haru said with a grin that made all in attendance sit or stand up
a little straighter.

“I said don’t destroy anything, sunshine,” Kakashi barked. Haru rolled his eyes.

“So, suspicious of me, Kashi,” Haru teased and then ignored the man completely.



“Now, to answer your question Tenten-chan. These nunchucks have been inked with a rather
simple seal, it gathers chakra from a person's body by physical contact. It’s basically a
stockpiling seal, similar to how your fan works, but with physical chakra rather than nature.
These nunchucks take trace amounts of chakra from your body while they are in gathering
mode and stockpile it to use for re-enforcement later. Lee, you’ll obviously want to be careful
to only gather chakra when you are reasonably certain you won’t be fighting in live combat,
though it does have a stopgap to ensure that it doesn’t drain you to dangerous levels.”

Haru heard Kakashi choke, when he paused, but rather than look at the man he paused to let
Lee ask the question he was obviously holding back.

“What do you mean re-enforcement, Haru-san?”

Haru smiled.

“Let me show you,” Haru said and then raised his voice over Kakashi who was probably
going to remind him not to destroy anything. “I’ll use a tree for a target, we have so many
after all, and I know a guy who can grow a few.”

It looked like Haru was winking at Kakashi, but really it was aimed at Yamato-taicho who
had swapped out Aki for guard duty. He hid in the trees behind the two jounin who both were
distinctly not learning his leapfrog exercise. Haru would make them pay for it later, but he
enjoyed the attention for the moment as he twirled around and headed to a specific tree. If
that tree just so happened to be where a ROOT agent had been sitting moments before, well,
all the better for them to understand the gauntlet about to be thrown down.

Still, speaking in his teacher's voice Haru ran through some basic nunchuka activating the
seals so they glowed a brilliant emerald as they moved. “Now, for reference let’s show a
strike without the re-enforcement.”

Haru struck out and the was a loud crack as the tree visibly dented in sending wood chips
everywhere. Haru’s eyes widened in surprise as the tree swayed and then fell backward with
a loud crash.

“Whoops,” Haru laughed, “I thought I held back more.”

He turned around and rubbed the back of his head the nunchucks under his arm. “Guess I’ll
have to be more careful with the re-enforcement than I planned, it been a while since I
practice nunchuka so I thought it would be harder than it was!”

When Haru opened his eyes after laughing, it was to three genin with open jaws. The two
Jounin literally were sitting on the ground now as though they had fallen, staring at him with
a mix of horror and amazement.

“What?” Haru asked.

When none of his audience said anything, Haru shrugged. If they wanted to be like that, well,
he’d show them something to be really speechless about.



“Okay, now with the re-enforcement,” Haru announced turning back to the forest.

The nunchucks blurred with speed as he warmed up again. Shouting the activation phrase
Haru struck out at the next tree. Instantly, the tree cratered from impact and shot back in a
blast of wind-pressure, felling an entire line of trees behind it as the wind lifted Haru’s hair in
the maelstrom.

Once the destruction settled around him, Haru propped his hand on his hip as he observed the
damage.

“Hmm,” Haru mused, “that was more than I expected. Must have built up too much chakra
without using it.”

When Haru turned around he froze when he saw Gai laying on his back bawling as he tried to
get out words--something about Lee ascending to glory? Kakashi beside him looked blankly
between Haru and his best friend before he pointed his finger at him.

“You broke him,” Kakashi accused, “I just told you not to destroy anything and you go and
fell a forest and break a Jounin!”

Before Haru could argue on principle, or check that Gai was actually okay, Lee was suddenly
wrapped around Haru. The mini green beast hugged him as he cried just as much as his
sensei.

“Hey, hey,” Haru soothed, reaching up to pat Lee’s head with one hand while the other settled
comfortingly around the boy’s shoulders. “what's wrong, I didn’t mean to upset you! It's
supposed to be cool!”

“You would trust me with this?” Lee said looking up at him with streaming eyes. Haru
blinked down in confusion.

“I said that, didn’t I?” Haru said, “I’m pretty sure I said that.”

“Why?” Lee asked and his voice actually cracked.

Haru’s eyes widened in surprise. While Lee could be an emotional person, he hardly ever
showed vulnerability. Haru ruffled his hair fondly, finally realizing he should actually put
more effort into explaining his apparent recklessness if it was upsetting the kid so much.

“Cause you remind me of my friend Lee-chan,” he repeated, “and if I had a chance to give
this to him when he was younger and more vulnerable, if I could make him safer that way, I
would do it in a heartbeat! It’s actually a little selfish. I want to see someone bear this and
embody the person I miss! You're doing me a favor. I know it seems like a lot but this is
something you can grow into over time. Remember, it’s just a tool at the end of the day.
You’ll make of it what you will, and don’t forget you still have to earn it properly by being
responsible and working hard!”

“Yes, sensei!” Lee shouted. 



“I’m a sensei now?” Haru teased, “Well, I guess it fits if I’m going to get you tadpoles in
shape to use these at the chuunin exams.”

Lee grinned at him and stepped back, bowing lowly at the waist.

“I will fight to ensure that I embody the spirit of your friend and earn the right to them.”

“I'm sure you will. Besides,” Haru shrugged, “I think it if kept storing all that chakra without
an outlet it would probably explode eventually! I don’t really like nunchuka. That blow
wasn’t actually supposed to be that strong! It was only supposed to take down three trees, but
clearly there was more buildup than I realized!”

Lee let out a choked laugh and his eyes teared up again when Haru held the pair of
nunchucks out for him to take. Lee bowed again as he accepted them, returning Haru’s warm
smile.

“Now, now, enough of that,” Haru teased and then flapped his hand toward Gai and Kakashi,
“go make sure bushier brow isn’t going to pass out. We’ll do a test run with Tenten and Neji
after I demonstrate your rival's present.”

“Yes, Haru-sensei!” Lee snapped up straight and then rushed over to his older copy who was
being propped up by an obviously suffering Kakashi.

Haru checked Tenten and Neji’s faces as he approached, relieved that they appeared to have
calmed down somewhat since the last time he had looked at them.

“Oh, I can’t wait for what’s next!” Tenten squealed, “you’re so awesome, Haru-chan!”

“Still, not going to marry you Tenten-chan,” Haru teased with a waggled finger before he
cocked his eyebrow at Neji. “At least I can count on no marriage proposals or tears from
you.”

“Unlikely,” Neji deadpanned, but despite that, his eyes still held some life in them.

Haru noticed that he had Byakugan active and spared a moment to be glad he had devised a
way to hide Kurama’s chakra years ago from the doujustu.

“I knew I could count on you,” Haru laughed before he walked over to three kunai and
scooped them off the ground. “Now, unlike your teammates these require a little more nuance
and precision. I figured you’d be better suited to that considering your Byakugan. These look
a little more subtle than a blast of elemental or purely physical force, but I assure you they’ll
have multiple applications, including their own explosive surprise.”

“And those are?” Neji asked, lifting his eyebrow at Haru.

Most people would find the expression insufferable, but to Haru it made his chest ache. He
had missed Neji—so much. Clearing his throat so his voice wouldn’t audibly waver Haru
held one of the kunai.



“These are meant to be used for suppression and capture,” Haru explained. “When placed
equal distance in a triangle around a nin, a barrier erects. Any chakra they try to use will be
channeled into the kunai until they pass out...or die...or just stop being stupid. However, how
much chakra the seals can handle are entirely dependent on how long you can hold the seal.
They can compensate to a certain amount, but if someone with significantly more chakra than
you tries to escape, the barrier will shatter. The more you practice the better you can
compensate for that eventuality. More than one person can join you to re-enforce the seal—
oh, and did I mention that the chakra they use trying to overload the seal is stored in the kunai
and can be used to create an explosion?”

Haru let only moments pass for his audience to let that sink in before he pointed toward
Kakashi.

“Come on, Kashi,” Haru said, “you’re going to seal me and I’ll break out.”

“Kinky,” Kakashi automatically blurted out.

Both of them blinked stupidly at each other before Haru’s face heated and Kakashi placed his
hand on his head in despair. “What is happening to me?”

“Just—just get over here,” Haru shouted, turning around and muttering under his breath
about Kakashi hoping it wasn’t obvious how flustered he felt.

Brushing off the awkwardness Haru turned around with a grin only to step back in surprise
when Kakashi was closer than he expected. Kakashi reached out to grab Haru’s cheek and
pulled.

“You. Are. Going. To. Kill. Me.” He exclaimed in exasperation.

Haru rolled his eyes. Kakashi was such a drama queen sometimes.

“Yeah, yeah,” Haru said and then shoved the three kunai at the man. “Throw them in a
triangle around me, equally distant, I’m sure you can manage Mr. Perfect. To hold the seal
bind it with a sign affiliated with your chakra nature. When I’m trying to escape it won’t hurt,
but you’ll feel a pressure that will eventually be too much to hold. You don’t have to hold out
that long, it’s just a demonstration.”

“That’s assuming you can break out,” Kakashi pointed out.

Haru just laughed.

“Ha—that’s sweet of you to think you could keep me from leaving, Kashi,” Haru smirked.
“Really, it’s just adorable.”

He nearly made a joke about Kurama but stopped himself just in time. He was really getting
too comfortable around him. He had to be more careful, but it was hard when Kakashi looked
at him like that. With his gray eye warm, a hint of shock and even some visible fondness
reflecting in its depths. It came so easy when they were talking, that he forgot the precarious
situation he was still in. Haru shrugged the melancholy thoughts away and moved back.



“I’m waiting?” Haru mocked with his arms held out inviting him to do it.

As expected Kakashi’s hands blurred and the three kunai landed in a perfect triangle around
him. Immediately, a dense purple barrier appeared around him as a large black seal appeared
on the ground outside. Haru stood placidly for a moment, waiting to make sure Kakashi had
formed the right sign and the seal had re-enforced itself.  

“What does it feel like, Kashi?” Haru asked, his voice somewhat muted from the barrier.

Kakashi tilted his head but conceded to explain out loud for the genin watching. Lee had
brought Gai closer to them as both held one of the pair of nunchucks, clearly having been
admiring them while Haru was distracted.

“It feels like something is tied around my navel,” Kakashi explained.

Haru nodded.

“You’ll feel a tugging sensation,” Haru explained, “It shouldn’t hurt, so if it does stop. This is
basically a tug-of-war chakra wise. The seal will assist you in drawing the chakra I use to
escape into the kunai. If I drain too much well—I’d pass out or die, but that’s not going to
happen. My escape will happen when you either let go of the sign or I manage to overpower
the seal too fast for it to compensate. Your chakra is not in danger, though you will feel a
drain like any technique.”

“Yes, sensei,” Kakashi said mockingly.

Haru’s mouth dropped open, temporarily made speechless. If someone had told him Kakashi-
sensei (though this man was so far removed from his sensei as far as Haru’s feelings went; it
was hardly a comparison anymore) would call him sensei someday he would have thought
they were mocking him. How the world changes, even though he was literally in the past. His
life was surreal.

“Uh—yeah,” Haru sputtered and then shook off the sensation. “I’m going to start fighting
now. Stop if you need to.”

“Worry about yourself,” Kakashi said in a singsong.

Haru pursed his lips at him, briefly tempted to use the cheat he had implanted into the seal
just to piss him off. But no—he was doing this to prove it was worth using to Neji.

He would just surprise the bastard later. He would be shocked when he found out that
channeling nature chakra through sage mode automatically deactivated the barrier. His
audience would not doubt be convinced he was being reckless again, giving them such a
powerful seal. To them at least it would appear like a viable option to contain him.

 He wasn’t actually stupid—he put in multiple safeguards on all his gifts so they couldn’t be
stolen or used against them. He’d tell them—eventually. Just, Haru had learned the benefit of
being underestimated. They would all think they couldn’t underestimate him because he was
throwing his power around so obviously. What was there to underestimate when they



expected crazy from him? They wouldn’t peer underneath that to see that what Haru was
showing was just the very tip of the iceberg. He almost felt sorry, but it was honestly
entertaining. Jiraiya would get a kick out of it, at least.

Though he wouldn’t cheat his way out of the barrier, that didn’t mean that he was going to
play fair. Haru struck out with his chakra, channeling it into the wind as he held out his arms
and PUSHED. The tags on the kunai stood up and glowed as they began draining his chakra.
Kakashi let out an ooh and literally took a step forward in surprise before he held his ground.

Haru put on a good show of it being difficult, hoping the barrier glowing with chakra output
looked impressive. Ready to get out he pulled in his arms in tight and then threw them out
with a boom of wind chakra. The seals whined in protest before the purple barrier shattered.
It sent a shockwave of wind pressure that sent his audience tumbling back. Though the kunai
dutifully turned end over end before neatly impacting in a line in front of Kakashi. They were
still glowing with power ready to be used. While his audience still recovered from suddenly
being blown back Haru blurred into motion. He did not like the look of those tags. (He might
have overdone it a little bit again.) Scooping the kunai from the ground, Haru threw them
across the training yard and made a hand sign.

“Kai!”

Three loud explosions blew a crater on the far side of the training grounds, the carnage from
it only stopped from raining down on them by Haru’s wind shielding them.

“Hmm,” Haru mused as he observed the crater. “I should look into a shield seal as well if it's
going to be that destructive. Though, I suppose I went a little overboard.”

Haru yelped as his feet were suddenly taken out from under him. He crashed to the ground
and found Kakashi hovering over him. His hand was pressing Haru down over his chest.

“What was that for!” Haru whined only to be hushed by Kakashi letting out a hysterical
giggle

…Kakashi giggled?

“You’re actually crazy,” Kakashi laughed and then Haru blinked as Kakashi starting laughing
so hard he bent over so his forehead rested on Haru’s shoulder as his body shook with mirth.

“Oi, that’s not funny,” Haru said, though he put a hesitant hand on Kakashi’s heaving back a
little concerned.

Did he have a concussion or something, or had he driven him into hysterics like Gai earlier.

“It’s a really good idea and it won’t be that explosive with everyone, I swear. I’m not crazy!”

“Yes,” Kakashi said and pulled back to look fondly down at him. “Yes, you are, and I think
we’re lucky to have you.”

“Damn right,” Haru said though his cheeks were red.



“Well, well,” a voice that made the blood in Haru’s veins run cold, “what do we have here,
Haru-chan?”

Fucking Jiraiya was early. 

Together, both Kakashi and Haru turned to look at where Jiraiya and Iruka stood watching
them with stunned eyes. When they weren’t looking at the carnage that Haru had created
demonstrating his gifts they blinked down at them. Haru turned scarlet as he realized two of
his father figures were staring at him with Kakashi hovering over him. Why did this keep
happening! Stupid Kakashi!

“It’s not like that!” Haru denied while Kakashi growled Jiraiya’s name.

“And in front of the children, too,” Jiraiya grinned dancing side to side in glee, “what are we
going to do with you? Huh, Kakashi—Haru-chan?”

“Wha—what’s going on?” Iruka asked faintly.

Haru wished for all the world, he had an actual explanation for that one. As it was, he just
buried his face in his hands and groaned. He was surrounded on all sides by horrified and
delighted eyes.

Maybe, Kakashi was right, he had to be crazy to put himself in these situations, after all

Chapter End Notes

Not much to discuss today, just hope you guys like Lee and Neji's gifts and how
ridiculous Haru is lol.

As I said last time I'm writing a BNHA fic now and I thought I'd add an except if you
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Despite what everyone thought, Midoriya Izuku wasn’t quirkless. Well, he hadn’t been
born that way. Even after fighting through the fugue of memory manipulation years
later, Izuku still couldn’t tell anyone what his quirk had been. All he could remember
was the heady feeling of that first moment it had manifested alone in his room when he
was almost four.

Izuku couldn’t explain how his father had realized its existence either. He had wanted to
save the reveal for his birthday since his mother had been excitedly waiting for its
appearance. Somehow, he had known before Izuku had even told her about it. Strange as
the man himself had never actually met Izuku in his life. Of course, the boy had vague
memories of the person named “Midoriya Hisashi,” just like his mother did. The only
problem was that those memories, well, they weren’t based on anything real. No one



knew his mother was married to someone who didn’t exist; because to everyone that
mattered, he did.

 

Izuku didn’t know that at four, of course. He didn’t worry when he was pulled out of his
daycare, by a man everyone somehow recognized as his father. Despite never having
seen him before he believed he knew him. He couldn’t blame the care center because for
that moment Izuku believed it was normal too. In the end, the meeting between father
and son had been less than five minutes. A man with white spiky hair, Izuku’s spiky hair
if it had been bleached of color, had leaned down toward him. He spoke with a
comforting voice as a hand pressed against Izuku's face. Just like that, it was gone. Even
when Izuku woke up in his daycare, with the memory vanished from his mind into a
dream, he knew something was missing.

 

He always knew.

 

He would remember that feeling of devastating loss sitting on a stool as an apathetic
doctor labeled him with the diagnosis of quirkless. His hands went numb in his shock,
the sensation of wrongness pervading his body. The beloved figure of All Might crashed
to the floor. Izuku existed in a fog, as a horrible mockery of a kindly smile peered down
at him in his mind.

 

He was numb as the doctor insisted on a blood test to ensure his health hasn’t been
negatively affected by the anomaly. Inko was too beside herself to wonder why, busy
kissing Izuku’s All Might band-aid on her son’s forearm to soothe the physical pain. The
emotional pain was far more and far less easily soothed. She didn’t see the glint in the
doctor’s eye as they left. She was focused on ushering her son out of the hospital and
away from the hurt. If only she could do that so easily.

 

When she found Izuku sobbing as he watched that terrifying All Might video, that he
loved so much, she said something she would probably regret for the rest of her life. She
wrapped him in her arms and held him tight. She was young, a first-time single mother,
and scared for the life her quirkless son would be facing. Still, she was determined to
love him enough to make up for the absent father and the friends he never made. No one
ever could do that, but she tried.

 

She tried.



Izuku’s kidnapping happened with much the same ease that his quirk had been stolen
with. A man the school somehow remembered as his father took a seven-year-old Izuku
from class and then he’s…he’s just gone.

https://archiveofourown.org/works/25369210
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Chapter Thirty-six

Chapter Summary

Ruka is sulky. Naru and Sasu are planning something. Haru is a petty hedgehog.

Chapter Notes

Hello, my friends! Did you miss me?

See the end of the chapter for more notes

“What’s got you down in the dumps, sensei-chan?” a vaguely familiar voice interrupted
Iruka’s musings.

Iruka brooded with his arms crossed over his chest. He had been early to the meeting place he
had set with Jiraiya-sama. Indeed, it was the white-haired toad sage who leaned toward him
with waggling eyebrows, real concern in his eyes despite the comical expression.

“It’s Naruto,” Iruka sighed, rubbing his face in frustration.

His lower lip was stuck out in a pronounced pout that would humiliate the Chuunin if he
realized it was there. Jiraiya brows lifted expressively, and he became more serious as he
scanned the sulky sensei.

“What about the rascal?” Jiraiya asked. “Is he taking a little much after his cousin’s lacking
survival instincts for your wellbeing, or is it something else?”

Iruka snorted and shook his head as he ruffled his ponytail in frustration.

“Oh, they’re close enough, but that’s not what I’m worried about,” Iruka hesitated before he
admitted in a saddened voice, “he’s mad at me.”

Jiraiya hid his shock. It wouldn’t make sense to Iruka that he would understand how strange
that would be without “knowing” Naruto. He technically still didn’t know Naruto, the chibi



version of him anyway. Still, he thought he got a good grasp on how the boy behaved when
he was a child from Haru’s stories of their training days. Jiraiya had gotten the feelings that
while his counterpart had sometimes hurt Naruto’s feelings, Haru had never shown or spoken
of them to the man. Even now, Haru would only skate around those sour points with a laugh
and a joke. He never showed the depth of what had occurred. For the life of him, Jiraiya
didn’t know if he actually wanted to know what he had gotten wrong, scared of the man he
would have been to Naruto had he not met an older version of him first. He probably still
needed to know, if only to not repeat the same mistakes with the kid if he could help it. Still,
with that in mind, what exactly had Iruka done to provoke a visible reaction from the young
jinchuuriki? Naruto was a boy who had learned to hide his vulnerability behind a smile and
avoid upsetting the few people that had stayed around after getting to know him.

“Well, if he’s anything like Haru, he’ll cool down after an explosion,” Jiraiya prodded,
hoping that the rift was as simple as provoking the volatile temper Haru had spoken about in
his younger years.

“I know that,” Iruka sighed, “but it’s different this time. Usually, he shouts and jumps around
for a while before letting me take him to ramen. He’s ignoring me now, and that never
happens!”

Jiraiya hummed and then leaned in closer as Iruka explained what had happened, from the
disastrous conversation about the bunshin to that morning when he had knocked on Naruto’s
apartment to try to repair the damage with an early lunch at Ichiraku. Naruto had opened the
door a crack and then glared out at him through narrow eyes.

“Yes?” Naruto asked huffily, his lips in a pronounced pout that would later that day be
gracing Iruka’s face instead.

Not deterred, Iruka smiled kindly down at Naruto, pushing the door open easily despite
Naruto struggling to keep the door shut.

“Ah, Naruto,” Iruka said cheerfully, ignoring Naruto frowning up at him and the pain that
caused in his chest. “I thought we could get ramen and discuss—”

“I’m busy,” Naruto interrupted.

Iruka blinked stupidly as the words registered. Naruto had never refused to spend time with
Iruka before, and certainly never when food was involved.

“With what?” he blurted out, sounding rudely disbelieving that the blond had anything else to



be doing.

Rather than answer Iruka watched Naruto’s eyes move to just behind him, shocked when
Naruto’s shoulders relaxed slightly. Iruka hadn’t even noticed Naruto had been tensed as
though he expected Iruka to strike out at him.

“Sensei,” a stoic voice greeted him.

Iruka whirled around and looked down at Sasuke, standing there with his hands in his
pockets, looking bored as he always did.

“Sasuke?” Iruka squeaked before he turned to look at Naruto, who had stepped out and
turned around to lock his door. “You’ re—you two are?”

Rather than answer the question, Sasuke grunted and then jerked his head to the side,
indicating Naruto join him.

“Come on, dobe,” he grunted, sounding annoyed, “I haven’t got all day. See you tomorrow,
sensei.”

Naruto passed Iruka with a slight glance at his teacher’s face before he fell into step with the
Uchiha and forced himself to ignore the man at his door, though it made his chest squirm
painfully.

“How many did you find?” Iruka heard Naruto ask with a put-on exuberance before the two
academy students disappeared around the corner, leaving their academy teacher standing
there in stunned silence.

“That’s rough,” Jiraiya whistled, rubbing at his chin as he considered the way Haru’s
presence had already altered the timeline for people he hadn’t even been in close contact
with. What other changes were the redhaired man bringing without realizing it?

“I know,” Iruka said miserably, “ I didn’t think I messed that conversation up that badly!”

“It can’t just be that,” Jiraiya reasoned, putting a hand on the Chuunin’s shoulder in comfort.
“He knows about Haru-chan, and it’s got to be eating him that he can’t meet him and get the
help the other kids can get for clan techniques and such. You’re an easy target since he
doesn’t see Hokage-sama every day. He’ll come around, especially when you can teach him
that new bunshin.”



“That’s part of the problem,” Iruka moaned, “when I’m not at the academy, I still take
administrative missions when I can, and though the advanced students have free studies like
today, he still needs to be doing his regular training! There’s just no way I can teach him in
time for the graduation exam but saying that makes him think I don’t believe in him. It’s not
him, though—no one could learn something that advanced that quickly!”

Jiraiya wisely kept his mouth shut; it wasn’t as though he could tell the man that Naruto
actually had a talent for learning complex jutsu incredibly quickly. Not just from his clone
technique either since the boy had been able to learn Kage bunshin in a few hours from a
dense and antiquated scroll. Jiraiya still had trouble believing that story, but he had learned
not to underestimate his godson—either of them.

“Talk to him in class,” Jiraiya suggested, “he’ll be taught the advanced technique Haru’s
training us on today, so you’ll have that time. Did you find out his chakra nature?”

“Wind,” Iruka sighed, “it just had to be the wild untamable one that doesn’t lend itself to a
bunshin without another medium to bind to!”

Jiraiya had known that, but he nodded seriously anyway. “Well, perhaps Haru or Kakashi
know something, we’re still early, but I don’t think they’ll be too sorry to have two extra
pairs of eyes watching Haru. That man is a walking disaster waiting.”

Iruka snorted, his mood lifting at the mention of the charismatic nin who had the rumor mill
swirling in a tizzy since he had entered Konoha.

“You know that you and Kakashi are rumored to be competing for his hand, right?” Iruka
snickered, imparting that tidbit he’d heard from a kunoichi when he had sulkily eaten ramen
alone after Naruto and Sasuke gave him the cold shoulder.

Rather than seem surprised or perturbed as Iruka had wanted to see, Jiraiya grinned as they
walked toward the training yard together. The older man rubbed his palms together with a
lewd grin on his face, his steps almost a dance side to side.

“Haru-Haru,” Jiraiya singsong joyfully, “you beautiful muse, you are!”

“I—“Iruka stuttered, looking at Jiraiya like he had gone insane, “I really don’t think I want to
know what that is supposed to mean.”



“New installment sensei-chan,” Jiraiya laughed, wrapping his arm around Iruka to shake the
man playfully, “I can just see it now! It’s a whole new market, really great stuff! Bahahaha
—“

An explosion burst over the tree line sending birds flying into the sky with a raucous cry.
Instantly both Jiraiya and Iruka bolted for the training ground, adrenaline running through the
veins. Was it an invasion? Had Haru-chan really been an enemy infiltrating the leaf? Was it—
Iruka and Jiraiya paused in their mad dash to take in the carnage. The training ground was an
unholy disaster. Both large impact zones and felled trees littered the grounds on all sides. Was
that the weirdest part? Was that even unexpected? No, but Haru, with a hysterically laughing
Kakashi leaning over his prone form, certainly was. Gai was goggling wide-eyed down at
Kakashi and Haru while he held his genin in his protective embrace despite their delighted
expressions watching Haru.

“Well, well,” Jiraiya crowed, pure delight in his voice now that they realized whatever was
happening wasn’t an actual threat, “what do we have here?”

Haru’s face jerked to look at them, his tanned skin paling as he stared in horror up at them as
though seeing the ghosts of his father standing there staring at him.

“It’s not like that!” Haru denied while Kakashi growled Jiraiya’s name.

“And in front of the children, too,” Jiraiya grinned, dancing side to side in glee again beside
Iruka, “what are we going to do with you? Huh, Kakashi—Haru-chan?”

“Wha—what’s going on?” Iruka asked faintly; he observed the crater across the training yard,
three innocent-looking kunai sitting in the middle of it.

“NOTHING!” Haru shouted, pushing Kakashi away from him as he leaped up and quickly
collected the three kunai from the crater with a slight grimace, “Just a slight…
miscalculation.”

“Mis—miscalculation,” Kakashi gasped, falling back still laughing to himself and shaking
his head in amazement. “Sunshine, you’ re—you’re absolutely going to kill me with that if
you think that’s a slight—”

“Shut up, Kashi!” Haru whined and then pointed accusingly at Jiraiya, “and YOU! You
weren’t supposed to be here yet! I’m still training the baby genin!”



“Training?” Jiraiya said and made a show of looking around the destroyed training yard, “Is
that what that was? You’re a little more kinky—”

Haru blurred into motion, suddenly in front of Jiraiya smothering his mouth.

“There are children,” Haru hissed heatedly, moving to pinch Jiraiya’s cheeks painfully, “You
know what I said about children, Raiya. That threat still holds.”

Jiraiya pouted but made a zipping motion when Haru pointed to the part he had threatened to
cut off if the sage didn’t remember proper conversation for children whether they were
trained shinobi or not. Iruka looked at Haru with a mix of respect for controlling the
perverted sage so well and horror for what exactly he had been getting up to with Gai’s team.

“Sorry, Haru-chan,” Iruka said, gaining Haru’s attention as the man let Jiraiya go with a
warning look. Haru smiled at Iruka brightly, causing the man’s chest to ache as the bright,
happy blue reminded him of Naruto and how their last conversation had gone.

“What’s wrong, Iruka-chan?” Haru asked, frowning as he leaned in close to read Iruka’s
depressed features.

“His favorite students are mad at him,” Jiraiya said, rubbing his red cheeks with a whine
before he focused on Haru, who acknowledged he understood what he meant with a flick of
his eyes.

“What for?” Haru asked, “Are they the ones I’m teaching you the technique for?”

“Yes,” Iruka sighed, trying to decide how much he could share with Haru considering the
student he was talking about. “and the one I need another bunshin for. I told him about it, and
it didn’t go as well as I hoped. He’s upset that he won’t learn it before the graduation exam…
he’s already failed twice before, and normally I wouldn’t say that it would bother him, but it
clearly is.”

Haru had trouble controlling his expression, settling for a route grin with his eyes closed to
hide the more complex emotions in his eyes. Jiraiya noticed, but Iruka visibly relaxed at the
familiar sunny smile.

“Well, we’ll just have to find something for him,” Haru said, “and I promise he’ll love this
technique I’m teaching you. I still have about half an hour with the chibi’s, though—so you



two can practice leap toad with Gai and Kakashi. Kakashi was supposed to be teaching Gai,
but they just watched me for whatever reason.”

“Whatever reason?” Kakashi mocked, appearing at Haru’s side with a careless arm around
the man’s shoulder as he tugged teasingly at Haru’s earlobe as had become his habit.

“You’re proposing giving three genin s-tier ninja toys, and I think that spectacles worth
watching.”

“What!” Iruka squeaked as Haru visibly rolled his eyes.

“It’s true, and it was quite a sight!” Gai said, dragging his genin under his arm with his eyes
bright and luminous with delight.

“I love him!” Tenten shouted, waving her fan excitedly. “He’s so COOL!” Lee beside her
nodded his head vigorously. Neji was focused on the kunai in Haru’s hands, a faint smirk on
his lips as he shrugged his own agreement.

“You’re terrifying,” Iruka muttered, looking between the three very different students who all
looked a little bit in love with Haru in their own ways. Haru rolled his eyes and shrugged out
from under Kakashi’s arm, surprising everyone when he didn’t make a joking comment to the
man as they expected him to. Instead, Haru handed the kunai to Neji with a sober nod of his
head, keeping his eyes on the genin he addressed the adults with his back to them.

“I’ll be working with the genin; you all get familiar with leap toad so you can help me,”
Haru’s voice audibly changed to a brighter tone when he addressed the genin instead, “come
you three, let's get started.”

He shocked everyone involved when two clones popped into existence and scooped up
Tenten and Lee while the original took Neji, scattering them throughout the training yard to
begin training with them one-on-one.

“That—that was weird, right?” Iruka said faintly, looking at Kakashi, who was watching
Haru with a barely visible frown through his mask while Gai blinked dazedly beside him.
Jiraiya squinted at the original Haru before he agreed with Iruka.

“Yeah, that twerp could have just left a clone with us,” he grunted, “something’s got under
his collar.”



Jiraiya didn’t say that it was probably hearing Iruka talk about Naruto that had sent the man
into a mood. A mood unknowingly mirrored by his younger counterpart.

“I don’t see any toads leaping,” one of the clones called, squinting at them over Lee’s head as
the boy started to run through a kata of nunchuka for him.

“Well, we shouldn’t leave sunshine waiting,” Kakashi sighed, “he’s proven he’s more than
capable of blowing us away.”

“Hahaha blow—” Jiraiya started only for him to stop when the original Haru caught his eye
and pointed a kunai threateningly at him. Jiraiya wisely decided not to push it for the
moment, in respect for his pride and joy he didn’t want to part with so soon.

They tried to focus on training with the surprisingly fun chakra exercise, but it was a bit
difficult with the nonsense going on just beyond their circle. Multiple times a jounin, sage, or
chuunin got a toad to the face because a flash of lightning, a crash of trees, or a (relatively)
small explosion of chakra sidetracked them despite having decades years of fighting
experience between them. When they concentrated, Kakashi subtly asked about Naruto, not
noticing the tense expression on Haru’s face as the adults discussed his counterpart. Jiraiya
noticed, of course, and caught Haru’s eyes more than once to offer him a conciliatory
expression despite Haru looking away quickly looking mulish.
It wasn’t as though he wanted to stop the secrecy of their mission. Haru had been the one to
insist on it in the first place, and Jiraiya had agreed that their information was best kept
between them while they laid a solid foundation and cleared out some pesky roots. Still, it
infuriated him to have his younger self doubted like that. He knew the answer, but he was
unable to do anything for him without looking suspicious. As the knowledgeable shinobi
group tossed out ideas to teach Naruto, Haru forced himself to focus on his child friends.
They deserved his attention too.

As he had expected, he had chosen their gifts well. Lee was adept at nunchuka. He would be
as good as Gai at the artform. Tenten took to the fan with as much glee and finesse as she had
the original sacred tool, though she exhausted quicker than Haru had hoped for. It was to be
expected since he had created the fan for an older Tenten, but he thought the kunoichi would
do well for herself with the proper attention and if she learned to pace herself better. Neji, the
genius he was, had already mastered the precision and adjusted to activate the seal. The tug
of war was giving him more trouble than it had either Haru or Kakashi though.

When their half-hour was finished, Haru and his clones stood over the gasping exhausted
genin with a grin and his hands on his hips as he looked down at them.

“Good start, chibis,” Haru said, and the three identical nin leaned down to pat their heads



warmly before their gifts unceremoniously disappeared from their hands with no one the
wiser of where they had gone.

“Haru-chan!”

“Sensei!”

“Kuniharu-san!”

The genin whined bereft from the tools disappearance. Haru rolled his eyes, wrapping his
arms around their wilting bodies to tug them upwards and drag them to their unsubtle
audience. It brightened Haru’s mood that all three played along, going completely limp.
Undeterred he dragged them through the upturned dirt groaning playfully when they were
dropped in a heap beside the adults before Haru’s clones dismissed themselves. Even the
dignified Neji pretended to be faint on the ground before sitting up with a smirk when Gai
bent to check on them openly weeping with pride.

“Now—we get to the good stuff,” Jiraiya announced and pointed at Haru, secretly relieved
that the shadows that had been in Haru’s eyes had seemed to disappear after interacting with
the genin.

“Something tells me I’m going to regret this,” Kakashi announced, making Iruka look
alarmed as he took in the carnage from the training session again. He visibly gulped.

“Wh—what exactly will we be doing, Haru-chan?” Iruka asked.

“Yeah!” Jiraiya, “You haven’t even told me yet!”

Haru snorted, his arms crossed over his chest as he tilted his head and considered the group
of nin watching him. Would he simply explain like a normal person?
Nope.

“Throw a kunai at me, Kashi,” Haru ordered.

“Wah—” Iruka sputtered. Kakashi lifted his lone visible eyebrow at Haru. He glanced
between the shocked genin and a wide-eyed Gai, and a suspicious Jiraiya before he shrugged.

“If you say so sunshine,” his hand blurred as he threw a kunai straight at Haru’s chest.



He expected the kunai to be deflected in someway, for Haru to blur into motion, or for him to
catch it like he had the first time Kakashi threw a kunai at him. Haru did none of these things.
Instead, the kunai struck true, causing everyone to gasp in shocked fear. Kakashi did not have
time to despair or jump forward, shouting at Haru because rather than blood spurting through
his vest, the kunai had stopped dead in the air. It pressed lightly against the fabric of Haru’s
flak jacket as though it had been caught and held there. The kunai flipped itself around
milliseconds later. It pointed outward at an angle still held to Haru’s chest as though by a
magnet. Without Haru moving, the kunai launched itself forward with a streak of light. It was
so fast Kakashi would need his Sharingan to track it. The kunai cleaved straight through the
tree across the training yard and embedded itself into the one behind it with a loud thwack.
Haru stood languidly with his arms at his sides, a grin growing on his face as his audience,
ANBU and ROOT shadows included, lost their minds.

“Let’s get started, shall we,” Haru asked smugly over the explosion of noises from his
companions.

Yes—yes, indeed, he still had it. A part of him would always be the number one most
unpredictable ninja; he’d let his counterpart take the name from him someday. For now, he
would simply bask in the chaos and the delicious shock that fed his petty sunshine soul.
Underestimating him, chibi or not had never ended well for most people.
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"So you two are really taking this leapfrog thing to extremes," a voice interrupted the tense
concentration of the two boys who juggled fifteen toad toys between them….while wearing
blindfolds.

"Ack—" Naruto shouted, his concentration broken so that a toad from Sasuke hit his chin so
hard he fell on his butt with seven toads stuck to various body parts, "Shikamaru, you
bastard! You made me lose concentration!"

Naruto ripped off his blindfold to see Sasuke tensed with his own half of the toads plastered
to his front, his blindfold around his neck now. Shikamaru leaned casually against a tree,
looking between them calculatingly. A toad rested on his palm, and once both of the formerly
blindfolded academy students were watching him, Shikamaru focused on his palm instead.
The toad leaped in a substantial arc to his other hand, causing a faint smirk to grow on his
face. Sasuke scoffed, not impressed, but Naruto scrambled up into a standing position and
came closer.

"You figured it out, Shikamaru!" Naruto exclaimed.

He had been confused why no one else in the class had caught on about the technique except
for him and Sasuke-teme. Sasuke secretly thought it was rather evident that he was the only
one who had asked Naruto for help, but he wasn't going to be the one to inform the dobe.



"I had help," Shikamaru grunted and then focused on Naruto with measuring eyes, "and I'm
about 85% sure he's related to you."

That caught Sasuke's attention immediately; he stopped brooding apathetically and turned to
look at the Nara with raised brows. Naruto's eyes widened to the size of dinner plates before
he shouted.

"AH—MAN, SHIKAMARU GOT TO MET HIM BEFORE I DID!"

"So, you know about him then," Shikamaru confirmed with a nod, "does he know about you
too?"

"No," Naruto growled, rubbing his hands frantically through his hair, "and it's so unfair you
got to learn something from him before I did!"

Shikamaru winced; he hadn't considered that when he had come to find Naruto. He had
wanted to see if he knew anything about the perplexing enigma that had plopped himself
dramatically into their lives—troublesome man.

"How did you even meet him, Nara?" Sasuke asked.

He came over to stand closer to them, conspicuously ignoring the toads plastered across his
person. Naruto beside him growled inarticulately, too frustrated to form words. Shikamaru
sighed. He hadn't wanted to talk to Sasuke when he set out to find Naruto, but it appeared the
surly Uchiha was going along for the ride anyway.

"He was racing some old man the first day he came in and nearly ran into me," Shikamaru
explained while ruffling his hair. "Chouji and I told you we'd seen him later that day. Dad
invited him to shogi, and he ate dinner at our house last night. He saw me with my toad and
explained what I was doing wrong before; it wasn't anything extensive."

Naruto's frown softened a little, but he kept his arms crossed in irritation, still upset he
seemed to be the only one in the village not able to meet his cousin.

"Why did you come to Naruto to confirm if you've already met him?" Sasuke asked with a
raised eyebrow.

Shikamaru shrugged and put his hands in his pockets as he leaned back into the tree. His toad
was attached to his stomach now.

"He wouldn't tell me his clan name," Shikamaru admitted. "He just goes by Haru, but he
looks exactly like you. Well, except for the hair. It didn't take that big of a leap to guess you
two were related."

Naruto absorbed that information, thinking about the grinning redhead he had glimpsed
multiple times from a distance. A deep longing throbbed in his chest. Why did this have to be
so complicated?

"What's he like?" Naruto asked, his voice uncharacteristically hesitant.



Shikamaru tilted his head to the side as he thought back to the night before and struggled to
explain the man.

"Uh—bright?" Shikamaru started and shrugged again before he continued. "Sort of goofy but
with this thread of…intensity? I don't really know how to describe him. He's a good teacher,
though, and decent at shogi. I can tell he's pretty powerful and experienced just from the way
dad was talking about him to the other clan heads this morning."

Sasuke snorted. "So, nothing like the dobe then."

"HEY!" Naruto shouted.

He lunged for the Uchiha, who simply sidestepped, allowing Naruto to pass him quickly. He
kept this up until Naruto growled and dropped onto his butt instead, glaring up at the Uchiha
before he looked sulkily back to Shikamaru. After waiting for Naruto's outburst to run its
course, Shikamaru allowed himself to settle down onto the ground as well. Sasuke stood for a
moment with his arms crossed before he grunted irritably and sat rather than looking like an
idiot standing over the other two.

"Not exactly, it's hard to explain, but you both give off very similar auras," Shikamaru
explained. "Which is weird now that I think about it. He's what you could become, I think."

"Well, I'm going to meet him soon," Naruto insisted and thrust his hand up in the air for
emphasis, "and become better than he is by doing our clan proud!"

Sasuke blinked as he looked over at Naruto thoughtfully.

"You've never talked about clans before," Shikamaru pointed out.

"Never had one to talk about before," Naruto shrugged, his eyes determined.

"Why aren't they letting you meet him?" Shikamaru asked, several possibilities percolating in
the back of his mind as he observed Naruto.

"They're scared he's going to kidnap the idiot or something else weird," Sasuke explained for
Naruto, who was busy grinding his teeth in irritation at the reminder.

"Why, though?" Shikamaru insisted before he began to explain his thought process. "He's
already been accepted by the Hokage and the Jounin. I heard his evaluation was good, and
he's already taking missions for the village. Not to mention I overheard they have High
Jounin watching his every step in the village! It's not like he's being kept separate from
citizens or even academy students because I've seen him several times."

With every word, he spoke Naruto nodded vigorously. Though these talking points had yet to
occur to him. Before he could complain, Sasuke interrupted his hands pressed before his face
as he glared at something Naruto couldn't see.

"He could have it out for the dobe specifically because they are family," Sasuke said.



The moment he spoke, both Shikamaru and Naruto were abruptly reminded that Sasuke's clan
had been taken out and who it was rumored had done so.

"Ah," Shikamaru exhaled.

Though he didn't like the Uchiha, Shikamaru wasn't an ass and decided to keep his comments
on the unlikelihood of that to himself.

"I don't know—" Naruto said quietly before his voice strengthened again. "And I don't care! I
just want him to know I exist, at least, and I need his help!"

"Hn, I'm already going to talk to him dobe," Sasuke pointed out before he pointed the finger
at Shikamaru. "And now Nara can help us with that."

Shikamaru's eyes widened, and he had a feeling he had suddenly been co-opted into
something he did not want to be a part of.

"What do you mean?" he asked warily. "It would be troublesome to go against orders from
the Hokage. You're not supposed to see him, Naruto, right?"

"He won't be, I will," Sasuke insisted.

"And why would you do that, Uchiha?" Shikamaru questioned with obvious doubt in his
voice.

Since when did Uchiha Sasuke do anything for someone else? Most especially when that
person was Uzumaki Naruto. The two boys hated each other, and though they had been
working on the leapfrog exercise, that did not mean everything was sunshine and roses
between the two of them.

"Can't it be out of the goodness of my heart?" Sasuke smirked, putting a hand to his chest
though his eyes remained dark and focused.

"Uh-huh," Shikamaru hummed, not convinced.

"Teme wants to talk about him about somebody or whatever—" Naruto exploded and then
leaned closer to Shikamaru with his blue eyes widening pleadingly, "will you help
Shikamaru? He's more likely to listen if he actually knows the person asking!"

Troublesome, oh so very, very troublesome.

"I'll leave whatever Uchiha is wondering about alone because I think that would give me a
migraine, but what are you wanting, Naruto?"

Naruto nodded and rushed to explain with his hands moving quicker the longer he talked.

"So, Iruka-sensei told me that the reason I can't do a bunshin is because my chakra is too
awesomely big, and it runs in my family! I need a bunshin to graduate that takes more
chakra, but my element thingy is wind. That's hard or whatever, so Sasuke-teme is going to
ask my cousin if he knows anything!"



Shikamaru parsed what Naruto was saying quickly enough after years of listening to his
blond classmate. Quietly he acknowledged that it seemed like a reasonable thing to talk to a
clan member about. When considering what he knew about Haru, he thought the man would
jump at the chance, so it was so confusing why this was necessary.

"Iruka-sensei isn't going to ask?" Shikamaru asked.

"He says I can't learn it before graduation, so he's probably not going to ask right away,"
Naruto grumped before he again brightened. "I have to know so I can prove him wrong!"

Shikamaru pressed his lips together as he took in Naruto's face. To himself, he recognized
that it was incredibly unlikely Naruto would be able to learn an advanced bunshin in time for
the graduation exam, and he could see why that might delay Iruka-sensei asking. This was
the man's busiest time of the year when sending off a new class to become genin, and he
probably had a lot on his plate that he couldn't devote anymore of his attention to Naruto than
he already was. Shikamaru could see the desperation in Naruto's blue eyes the longer he
looked. Though he had never spent that much time with the class troublemaker, he had
always respected Naruto's tenacity if nothing else.

"Ugh, this is going to be troublesome—" Shikamaru complained before he gave in. "So, what
is your plan?"

<>

"DON'T DO THAT GAKI. YOU'RE GOING TO GIVE ME A HEART ATTACK!" Jiraiya
shouted, his hands-on Haru's shoulders as he shook the man. "YOU COULD HAVE AT
LEAST WARNED ME IF NO ONE ELSE!"

"Okay, first of all, relax; I've taken worst to the chest than a single lowballed kunai," Haru
said after plastering his hand over his godfather's mouth. "Second, chaos is my lifeblood, so
best get used to that. Third, I had to concentrate really, really hard to do that, so some
appreciation would be nice!"

Haru snarled when Jiraiya licked his palm and glared at the man before they were interrupted.

"Haru-chan, I am not throwing live kunai at my students while they just stand there!" Iruka
said, pushing Jiraiya to the side to press his hand against Haru's chest to check if the kunai
had breached the flak jacket at all. Haru, pat Iruka's hand comfortingly, as he slid his eyes
over to Kakashi and rolled them as though to bring him into the joke. Kakashi shook his head
with his hand to his face.

"Don't look at me like I'm on your side here," Kakashi warned. "I've been saying you've got
not survival instincts for days now, but no one seems to be taking me seriously."

"That was so cool!" Tenten shrieked suddenly, bringing attention back to the genin who all
stared starry-eyed up at Haru.

"Most splendid, Haru-sensei," Lee nodded, tears gleaming from his eyes.



"I'm learning how to do that," Neji deadpanned to his sensei's visible horror behind him.

Haru laughed at his expression and gently pushed Iruka away from him to behind his
explanations.

"Now, now, relax," Haru chortled, "that was just the most extreme version of this technique.
Suna actually developed some of the magnetism jutsu from watching my clan train with this,
which is far more viable in battle. It's not feasible to catch and send back every kunai that
comes your way. Dodging is probably your best bet. However, it can still be a useful skill in
distraction."

Haru slipped a kunai from his back pocket and swung it in a lazy arc above him. With his
other hand, he touched the loop as it turned. The kunai froze on his finger and then rocketed
off to land right beside the other kunai. Though the genin were enamored with the
movement's effortless grace, the more experienced shinobi considered how effective a
distraction and surprise the technique would have.

"With practice, you can catch and shoot it off any surface of your body," Haru said, flipping
another kunai at head height. Haru head-bumped the kunai loop. Again, it stuck to his body
and then shot off in the same direction to form a perfect triangle in the cratered tree. 
Haru grinned, enjoying all the attention on him as he swept his gaze along the line of
attentive shinobi. Touching his right wristband, he made a series of hand signs. In a puff of
smoke, a pile of blunt kunai with green seal tags on the end appeared.

"These are the next step of training, they're blunt, and the seal tag is made specifically not to
draw blood or do damage beyond a certain point because I'm not actually crazy," Haru
grinned and held his arms out," now for that appreciation if you please."

Jiraiya scoffed, still irritated he hadn't been in on the plan from the beginning. They were
partners! They were supposed to sow chaos together; Jiraiya wasn't supposed to be the victim
of a near heart attack. They had Kakashi around for that! Iruka was busy kneeling beside the
kunai to check that they were safe for training such a high-level technique. He got nightmares
of Naruto trying this with live kunai and visibly shuttered. He would have to impress on that
these sealed kunai were his cousin's invention, so he would stick with those—but even still…
yeah, Iruka was going to need Haru to buy him some dango to make up for the ordeal.

Haru glanced at Kakashi to see how he was taking everything. The moment he laid eyes on
the man, he walked forward and then abruptly smacked his hands to Haru's cheeks painfully
and squished them together, puffing out the slashes on his cheeks.

"I'm going to enjoy flinging these at you," Kakashi announced, jerking his head toward the
pile of kunai before he let go of a whining Haru.

"Bring it on, Kashi," Haru announced, rubbing his cheeks petulantly. "You'll be on the
receiving end too!"

"We'll see how that goes for you, sunshine." Kakashi eye-smiled at him, and Haru had a
feeling he was going to regret scaring Kakashi earlier. Maybe he should have made Jiraiya
throw the kunai because he did not like the look in that gray eye. Vengeance was nigh…he



was too quick for the thousand years of death technique, right? Yeah….yeah. Good thing he
was a sage, or he would really need a clone to be watching his back at all times.

"What about us!" Tenten asked. She lifted the tagged kunai, seeming surprisingly energetic
despite the intense training they had just undergone.

"I would like to train with this as well," Neji said with a nod, ignoring Gai beside him, who
now looked torn when he had been pushing for it beforehand.

"Is…is it possible I can as well?" a surprisingly hesitant voice asked next. Haru looked down
at Lee to see the hesitation on his face. Haru softened as he kneeled down to put a hand on
his young friend's shoulder.

"Already got you covered bushy brow," Haru promised before he looked to his right where
Iruka was still kneeling beside the kunai.

"We'll have Iruka here teach you the basics, and once you are advanced enough, we'll take
you to the next step as well. We have our planned training for the ninja tools, so I can just add
this to the regime if this is something you want to learn."

"Yes, sensei!" All three genin announced. Haru felt tears press insistently at the corners of his
eyes. He covered it with a smile and rubbed the back of his neck.

"Well, at least they like me!" Haru laughed, "What do you say, bushier brows?"

"I am most humbled by my friend Haru," Gai decided and gave him a thumbs-up, "I will
learn this diligently to be able to teach my team to their utmost potential, or I will cross all of
Konoha on the one hand."

"Iruka-chan?"

"Oh, I suppose," Iruka exhaled before he smiled, "but I'm probably going to need Kakashi,
Gai-san, or Jiraiya-sama to help me actually teach this to my students."

"Raiya?"

"Was that even a question?" Jiraiya scoffed before he nodded at Iruka, "I'll help you, sensei-
chan. I'm interested in meeting these tadpoles that are causing such a fuss."

Iruka didn't know whether that was actually a relief or not, but he nodded anyway.

"Kashi?"

"I get to throw kunai that won't kill you, and you're asking me to do it so you can't
complain?" Kakashi said an evil aura coming from him made Haru want to reconsider,
"wouldn't miss it for the world sunshine."

"Eh—okay then," Haru laughed and then clapped his hands together, "let's actually get started
this time!"



Yeah...he was going to need to watch out for Kakashi.
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Chapter Thirty-Eight

Chapter Summary

Haru has the first part of an interesting conversation with a dark cloud and a pinneapple.

Chapter Notes
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See the end of the chapter for more notes

"Okay, okay, I get it," Haru winced as he caught the five toads that had been rocketed at him
from Kakashi. The rest of the older nin concentrated on keeping the toys in the air between
them. "I'm sorry, Kashi. I won't do it again, I promise!"

Haru sent the previous toads plastered to him, spiraling through the air equally between
Jiraiya, Iruka, and Gai. Yet again, Kakashi sent another battalion of toads hurtling toward
Haru's face.

"What was that, Sunshine?" Kakashi asked. "I didn't hear that over the whistling noise where
your survival instincts are supposed to be!"

"Oof," Haru hissed. Nevertheless, he caught the toads and sent them back into the air, moving
gracefully to capture his own share while keeping an eye on the spiteful Kakashi at the same
time.

The baby genin were busy trying to learn how to send it between each other. First, they had
learned from Iruka and then had been given tailored tips from Haru on how to do the
technique the right way. As Haru had expected, Neji knew where it was best to catch the toad
on his body but had trouble utilizing all his chakra at once. Tenten could get a beautiful spiral
going but couldn't catch a toad on her body to save her life yet. Lee was a fount of tears when
he realized that he was the best at the technique among his team. As long as he fell into a
familiar taijutsu maneuver, he could do the method almost as well as Haru suspected his
chibi-self had been able to in the beginning. While they were practicing beside the older nin
in their own circle, Haru had caught them laughing at Kakashi's beginning phase of revenge
more than once.

Haru had the rest of the nin upping their control and sense of the chakra rotation by keeping
fifty toad toys in the air, or on their bodies, between them. It was made harder because they
had to coordinate to five different rotation patterns. They also had to maneuver the toads in



layers in the air. The nin had to both be able to hold multiple toads on their bodies and control
where the toad launched toward. It took enormous reserves of concentration, decision
making, and stamina. Haru could tell Iruka was flagging, and Gai struggled to keep up with
the newness of the skill. As a result, Jiraiya, Kakashi, and Haru took the bulk of the toads
between.

"Okay, catch them all now," Haru announced, twelve toads sticking to various parts of his
body as he spoke, "let's move on!"

Iruka let out a groan and fell to the ground huffing loudly. "How do you keep going like
that?!"

Gai looked like he wanted to add on as well, but propped his hands on his hips and smiled
instead to hide his faster than normal breathing.

"He's a chakra monster," Kakashi sighed, his own toads placed across his body. One even sat
primly on his slanted forehead protector. "That has to be the only reason he's still alive at this
point."

Haru hissed at Kakashi. Then he paused for a second as he thought about that comment.
Finally, he pointed at the man.

"You got me there," Haru admitted, causing Kakashi to literally smack his hand to his
forehead in despair.

Haru did not have time for the man's dramatics and simply shrugged it off to begin the next
phase of the training.

"But moving on, you should have the bare minimum amount of control to pull of this next
step. Raiya, you throw the kunai this time, and I'll send it back to you; you know my rotation
better than anyone else here."

"Yeah, yeah, gaki," Jiraiya grumped, taking out one of Haru's special kunai that had been
evenly split between the older nin. "You're just nervous about asking Kashi-chan to throw a
kunai at you again. I know where I stand in this relationship."

"Ooooh, that is still going to happen, sunshine," Kakashi informed him sweetly as Haru
rolled his eyes at them.

"Just go, Jiraiya, and pay attention! Just because it won't kill you if you miss a catch doesn't
mean it won't hurt," Haru informed him dryly.

"Patience is a virtue, Haru-chan," Jiraiya teased. "That is one of the many, many lessons I
have yet to teach you."

"I don't think you'll succeed in this life either," Haru said obliquely, making everyone but
Jiraiya squint at him in confusion.

The Toad sage lifted an unimpressed eyebrow at his petulant godson and threw the kunai
directly at Haru's forehead. Haru smirked as the kunai froze on the plate of his forehead



protector, flipped itself around, and then flung back at Jiraiya. It hurtled itself toward the
man's thigh. Jiraiya caught the kunai with his chakra through it bobbled precariously for a
moment.

"Oi, gaki, don't aim for the goods!" Jiraiya shouted, horrified.

"Oh, please, if I was aiming for them, you would know," Haru laughed, sidestepping the
kunai to intercept it on his own thigh rather than the area Jiraiya had aimed for.

They continued like that for some time, creeping closer to the danger-zone until Kakashi got
frustrated and threw a kunai at Haru's shoulder. Haru caught that one just as he sent the other
at Jiraiya. Finally, he sent it back to Kakashi. The man oophed as the kunai struck over his
heart with force. He had managed to stop it, but a real kunai would have pierced his chest.

That was unacceptable; Kakashi focused harder before sending the kunai back at Haru. The
red head was redirecting Jiraiya's kunai quicker the better the toad sage got at the exercise.
Iruka and Gai stood by, watching the spectacle as Haru dealt with two different kunai coming
at him from different angles. To make matters more confusing, a clone popped up beside
them even as Haru was mocking Kakashi's continued struggle to properly catch the kunai.

"Let's take things a little slower, alright, Green beast? Iruka-chan?"

Both Gai and Iruka quietly wondered if they should be insulted that they weren't included in
the same group as Jiraiya and Kakashi. However, one only had to see Haru laughing
maniacally to reconsider. He surprised both Kakashi and Jiraiya by adding four kunai into the
mix simultaneously which made it easy to decide Gai and Iruka were better off with the
clone.

While the three maniacs in the center of the training ground grew more sadistic as more kunai
were added to the game, clone Haru gently lead Gai and Iruka through the steps methodically.
He set them up with a far gentler round with kunai though it was still nervy to try their hand
at. The genin had stopped practicing to watch the spectacle as the original Haru practically
danced. He moved lithely to redirect kunai from Jiraiya and Kakashi. Despite the friendly
way he carried himself, there was a fierce concentration in his eyes. Both Jiraiya and Kakashi
had taken to the technique and had branched out to attack each other as well as Haru, despite
being most familiar with Haru's rotation pattern.

It was harder with multiple rotations to counter, and Kakashi could see why the technique
might not be feasible for an extended period. It took large amounts of concentration, which
could be dangerous in a real battle. Not to mention, being able to capture a thrown object
depended on your ability to sense the rotation and chakra infused within it in the first place.

The first stage of the technique taught a nin to recognize and counter their own rotation.
Next, they learned how to counter other people's rotation. Then, they extended that to
multiple targets and more complex aiming and take-off protocols. It did not matter how far
away from the body they could counter the rotation with something soft like a toad toy.
However, something like a kunai certainly mattered where they caught it, as that made the
difference between being stabbed or not.



"Okay, you've got it, Iruka-chan," Haru said and pat his former sensei on the shoulder before
he waved his arms to catch his original's attention. "We're all good here!"

"Good," Haru huffed, letting the kunai drop to the ground rather than send them back again.
He caught the last one sent by Kakashi on his fingertip with a put-on scowl. "Do you think
you can handle teaching chibi's this with Iruka-chan, Raiya?"

A wide, mischievous grin spread across the old toad sage's face. Haru had a strange sense of
foreboding. What in the world was Jiraiya planning?

"Looking forward to it, Haru-chan," Jiraiya said in a singsong as he rubbed his hands together
meaningfully. Haru lifted his eyebrows as his clone dispersed in a cloud of smoke.

"…I don't want to know what that was about—" Haru decided; he turned, so he faced the
whole group. "So, is everyone ready to head to Raiya's house? I'm sure you can keep each
other company while I'm cooking unless you want to go home and get changed first."

Before Iruka, Gai, or Kakashi could accede to the plan, Tenten leaped forward to clutch onto
Haru's wrist as she grinned up at him. Haru smiled down at her and at Lee and Neji, who
followed behind.

"You don't want help, Haru-sensei?" Tenten asked.

Haru lifted his eyebrows. He hadn't thought they would be interested in helping him in the
kitchen at this age, especially when they had just met. Though, he knew that Tenten and Lee
liked to have cooking competitions in their future. They would occasionally lend Haru a hand
when he hosted their age cohort for dinner when they were all in the village together.

"…Do you want to help?" Haru asked, his eyes moved between Tenten and Lee and even
Neji, who watched him coolly with those pale pupil-less eyes of his.

"Yeah!" Tenten exclaimed.

"I would be honored Haru-sensei," Lee said and bowed to him before he turned to Neji, "and
my eternal rival is quite skilled in the kitchen as well!"

Haru looked to the Hyuuga boy and tilted his head in question.

"Hn," he grunted, though he inclined his head in agreement.

Haru grinned as he brought his hands together.

"Well, baby genin can assist while the adults discuss Iruka-chan's problem," Haru decided as
he turned to his exhausted adult students. The Jounin were all clearly wondering if Haru was
a genin whisperer with how easily he had bonded with the kids based on the looks they sent
him.

"You haven't come to a conclusion yet, right?



"Ah, I wanted to talk to you about that as well, Haru-chan," Iruka said and walked over to
Haru with a troubled expression. "I hoped you might have something."

"We can talk during or after dinner," Haru agreed though his sunny smile sobered the longer
he looked at Iruka, "but I don't think you will like my suggestions."

"Why do you say that?" Iruka asked; he blinked stupidly, confused about what Haru said and
the way he said it.

"Just a hunch," Haru admitted and then shrugged. "So, shall we go?"

The adults agreed to go straight to Jiraiya's home. Gai took his team's attention from Haru as
he asked about how their practice had gone, attending to each of their unique training, one at
a time. Haru found himself between Jiraiya and Kakashi as he danced around Iruka, asking
him about his chibi self. The truth was that even knowing Iruka was wrong about the
situation and had every reason to be inaccurate, a piece of him ached at not being believed in.
He had thought he had outgrown the urge to be seen, really seen, for what he could do and
what he was capable of. But the fact of the matter was that even on the cusp of being given
the hat, a small hurt still existed inside. He may have accepted his dark self, all the pain and
anger that Kurama had seen and clung to, but that part of him would never be gone entirely.
The wound had scabbed over, but the scar would never really heal.

"—I swear I learned basic survival—" Haru paused his banter with Kakashi and Iruka, while
Jiraiya laughed uproariously beside him.

"What is it, Haru-chan?" Iruka asked as everyone stopped to look at him.

Haru's brow furrowed as he tilted his head as though he were listening to something in the
distance. What in the world is chibi doing? Haru thought to himself as he tracked his
counterpart. He was always aware of Naruto in the village, but he had been distracted by the
training long enough that he had not noticed until now that the boy was being chased by two
squads of ANBU shadows. He had been alerted by their sudden alarm when Naruto headed in
their direction.

"What in the?" Iruka exclaimed as the group came to a stop just outside of the village to stare
at a brilliant orange flare that had been shot upwards and angled in their direction.

"Ah," Haru exhaled, bemused. He quickly identified his chibi self as the culprit of the flare,
and he could feel irritated and frazzled ANBU converging on the spot to stop Naruto from
getting closer.

Sensing a familiar crackle of chakra Haru's eyes jerked downward from the flare to two
approaching figures who had been using the flare as a guide for the right direction. Haru
wondered how chibi had been able to track them down, but then the answer seemed obvious.
He had always been able to sense the shadows which followed him through the village. Haru
knew that ANBU had been beefed up considerably with Haru in the village and Naruto's
likely preoccupation with tracking him down. Haru was not fully aware of what his chibi self
knew, but if he was this dogged, he must have some inclination to their relation—though, a
better question was what had transpired to get Sasuke and Shikamaru to go along with the



scheme? While he had been well known in class, he had not been friends with anyone in the
academy—temporary trouble maker pals at best. This was something more, and it had to do
with Haru being there. There was no other explanation for the change.

Kakashi was the first to stop looking at the flare in confusion and start scanning around for a
small orange clad boy, though Iruka was not far behind. The genin were muttering between
themselves about training exercises (Gai was unconventional enough that it was not outside
the realm of possibility) while Jiraiya and Gai just looked baffled.
Kakashi had easily noticed Naruto's ANBU escort flocking to the area, and Iruka knew
Naruto's handy work by sight. They did not see the two academy students separating from the
confused crowd and heading their way with eyes that said they had been looking for them for
a while. So, everyone was surprised when Haru waved his arms over his head in greeting
with a large grin on his face. He half hoped his chibi self could see him at a distance, though
he could not see the little guy anywhere.

Shikamaru and Sasuke, who had already spotted them, stopped pretending they were just
casually walking in the same direction and sped up. Haru felt his ANBU in the trees bristle as
though expecting a trick from the academy students. The genin looked baffled at the two
students walking toward them. Gai and Kakashi were wary. Jiraiya caught Haru's eye and
waggled his eyebrow and nearly making him giggle as a result. Iruka had crossed his arms
over his chest and put on his sensei-face; before he could investigate why the Uchiha and
Nara were acting out of character, Haru stepped forward and greeted them with a wide grin.

"Pinapplehead, what is that scheming face doing here this fine evening?" Haru asked jovially,
though his insides were writhing.

It was…it was hard to look at Sasuke at this age. As Haru studied Sasuke's stiff,
uncomfortable expression, he had memory flashes. Sasuke pierced with needles. Sasuke
challenging him. Sasuke turning into a monster with a Chidori in his hand. Sasuke set on
vengeance even after killing Danzo. Sasuke coming to fight with him. Sasuke across him for
a fight that had been building for years. Sasuke leaning in closer—

Haru shook his head and forced himself back into the present. His Sasuke was gone, but the
child in front of him was real and radiating anxiety and anger and anticipation. Whatever the
boy had come for needed Haru's full attention to deal with it.

"Shikamaru—Sasuke," Iruka was saying, coming to stand beside Haru again.

Haru felt Kakashi a breath from his back, staring at him again as though trying to read him.
Haru focused on the academy students instead. They looked none too happy to see their
academy teacher there.

"What are you doing here?"

"Nothing too serious, sensei," Shikamaru said unconvincingly with a shrug before he
transferred his calculating gaze on Haru. He reached into his pocket and then lifted something
up. A green flare shot up in the air sending the Jounin in defensive positions alarmed. After
sensing Naruto begin to run in the opposite direction on the signal, Haru began to laugh so
hard he had to put his hands on his knees.



"Hey, Haru-san, we wanted to talk to you," Shikamaru added nonchalantly as Haru wiped
tears from his eyes. Sasuke, beside Shika, glared at his classmate's with derision and crossed
his arms over his chest.

Haru took advantage of the fact that Iruka was spluttering and struggling to contain his
outraged confusion to produce speech.

"I can see that. I'll assume the flare was necessary, then," Haru laughed, conscious of Kakashi
signaling the ANBU beside him to ask for information, probably to make sure Naruto wasn't
on the way over. "You do know you could have just waited for us to bump into each other."

Shikamaru's sigh was full of exasperation, though he was remarkably calm with a whole
crowd of people staring at him as though he were crazy.

"I said that was troublesome, but," Shikamaru paused as he thought of how to phrase it.
"My…friends are feeling antsy, running out of time."

Iruka stiffened, a knowing look coming across his face as his cheeks flushed angrily. Again,
his mouth opened to reprimand his students, but Haru placed his palm on his shoulder and
interceded.

"Hmm, I see," Haru said and then turned his eyes on Sasuke, who met his gaze defiantly.
"And you are, dark cloud?"

Sasuke stiffened, his hands balled up at his sides as he glared at Haru. Shikamaru beside him
groaned, returning the annoyed glance with the Uchiha. Shikamaru lowered his head to
indicate he talk.

"Sasuke," the little Uchiha introduced himself flatly, not giving his clan name immediately.

"Hn," Haru said, feeling some vicious joy at being able to return to favor—though it was
quite petty to take old frustrations out on a different version of his friend if he thought too
long about it.

The group stood in silence for a moment, most of them confused about what was going on.
Haru longed to trade glances with Jiraiya, but the toad Sage stood behind him, watching the
exchange. Finally, Shikamaru got tired of the silence and likely saw that Iruka was calming
down enough to yell at them if he was not quick enough.

"Can we speak to you in private?" Shikamaru asked, causing nearly all the adults in the group
to stiffen.

Only Haru remained relaxed, though he lifted his eyebrows in amusement. Audacious little
academy students, weren't they? He loved his friends.

"Fine with me," Haru chirped before he turned to look at Kakashi and Jiraiya, his eyes were
laughing. "Is it fine with you, babysitters?"

Iruka had finally found his powers of speech as he glowered down at the two students.



"Why do you need to talk to him on your own Shikamaru, Sasuke?" Iruka demanded.

"Private matter." Sasuke shrugged coldly as though he need not say anything more.
Shikamaru glared at his companion again, and Haru also wondered what had brought the
unlikely pair together for this. Neither Sasuke nor Shikamaru had been fond of each other.

"What Sasuke means, is it's better if this conversation is kept between us," Shikamaru
insisted diplomatically, "Too many cooks in the kitchen, you could say."

"Why?" Iruka insisted, a vein pulsing in his temple.

"That is our concern," Sasuke said, clearly not understanding how close to exploding his
sensei was. Haru intervened by tightening his grip on Iruka's shoulder to remind him that he
was still there.

"I think what the little Uchiha is saying, is that he doesn't want his interest in a certain nuke-
nin to get around."

Sasuke stiffened at Haru's words, and his eyes narrowed suspiciously on him as the rest of
those assembled reacted accordingly to the revelation.

"Sasuke!" Iruka shouted, but Haru had already made up his mind. Kurama stirred his head
and grunted.

"You sure about this, runt?"

"Worth a try," Haru laughed internally, "if it goes wrong, I'm certainly better equipped to
track him down this time."

"Won't come to that," Kurama decided, to which Haru shrugged his shoulders and stepped
forward.

"Come on, chibis," Haru said and then glanced at Iruka, "don't look at me like that Iruka-
chan, I won't tell them anything confidential. The kid will probably take what I have to say
better on his own anyway, though I don't know why chibi Nara wants me."

Haru glanced at him for an explanation and was mildly shocked to see him flush slightly.

"It's not private, but I would still like to ask him on my own--- I'm shy," Shikamaru stuttered.

While the genin and Gai wrongly concluded Shikamaru was about to confess, Kakashi,
Jiraiya, and Iruka looked incredulous at the ridiculous explanation.

"Work on your poker face, kid," Jiraiya announced, making Shikamaru's flush brighter as he
realized how that had sounded. Jiraiya jerked his head over to a grouping of trees where two
of the ANBU were watching them. "Go over there gaki, I'll keep these ones entertained."

Haru nodded in understanding. The kids would think they were alone, but the ANBU could
"chaperon" as it were.



"Nothing to say, Kashi?" Haru asked.

He was somewhat surprised the man had not interjected himself into the discussion. Rather
than answer, Kakashi just eye-smiled and then began to swing a kunai around his index
finger. Haru got the none too subtle message to watch himself. He understood Kakashi
probably wanted to be on the watch if Naruto wanted to crash the conversation and did not
want to risk being distracted.

"Well, that isn't terrifying," Haru snickered and then ushered Sasuke and Shikamaru with a
shooing motion. "Come on, chibi's, this way before the scary man throws that kunai."

Shikamaru and Sasuke shared a confused glance, but followed Haru to the spot anyway,
unaware of the edgy ANBU watching from the trees. Haru located them both with his eyes to
let them know that he had not lost his ability to sense them and that he knew he was being
watched.

"So, what couldn't you ask me in front of Iruka-chan," Haru asked shortly, turning to face
them with his arms over his chest.

"How do you know it's him we don't want to talk in front of?" Shikamaru tested.

"He's the only one in the group you two know," Haru rolled his eyes. "You're not shy
Shikamaru, and Uchiha's don't give a shit what anyone says unless they have power over
them, now get on with it."

"You know I'm an Uchiha," Sasuke question, his eyes boring into Haru's face in a distinctly
uncomfortable manner. It was a disquieting sensation.

"Child, you're wearing your family crest," Haru waved his hand dismissively, "Next
question."

Sasuke bristled and asked his next question through gritted teeth.

"Have you heard of another Uchiha out in the world? A nuke nin as you said."

For a moment, Haru stood there and just stared at Sasuke, feeling an overwhelming sadness
weigh him down. He had not missed Sasuke's obsession with Itachi. The wisest course was
probably to pretend he had only heard of Itachi in passing. However, he had already put that
idea to the side the moment he saw Sasuke walking toward him. He was in the past to change
things, and perhaps he was getting anxious to actually do something.

"Yes," Haru decided to say, "I've had the nightmare of meeting your brother, dark cloud."

Sasuke stiffened, his eyes taking on a feverish light.

"Where?"

Haru had not actually met Itachi in this life, only seeing him from a distance, but he knew
enough to sound convincing.



"About a year ago, near Iwa. He's traveling with a nuke nin from the hidden mist with
sharkskin and a dangerous sword."

It was not all he had told Hiruzen, but it was likely more than the old man would like Sasuke
to know. Haru didn't care.

"Why?" Sasuke asked, his voice barely audible he was held with such tension.

Haru could feel the waves of emotion radiating from him. The painful feelings that had
weighed down his best friend in life, even this far back into the past.

"He's working for some dangerous people who have it out for me," Haru started out
hesitantly; he noticed Shikamaru was listening intently though he was obviously weirded out
by Sasuke's reaction to the information. "We ran into each other incidentally. I got away
before anything too serious happened—but long enough to know that your brother isn't long
for this world. Three or four years at the most."

Haru knew he was introducing volatile information into the mix and could feel the shock
from the ANBU hovering above him. It was nothing compared to Sasuke's reaction. Haru had
just dropped a bijudama onto the boy. The boy's eyes were wide as dinner plates as he looked
lost and briefly vulnerable as he stared up into Haru's eyes, unable to speak.

"WHAT!" Shikamaru blurted. Haru did not look at him. He just kept staring down at Sasuke
intently, impressing on him the gravity of his words and the truth of them.

"He's ill," Haru continued quietly, leaning closer as he held Sasuke's dark gaze, "dying slowly
from an illness with no cure. He's hiding it pretty well and going blind on top of that, though
his Sharingan makes up the difference. He's still a formidable opponent, but it costs him a
great deal. He'll kill himself before long if he's not careful."

"How?" Sasuke stuttered and looked down; his hands were balled and then unclenched
restlessly. He was literally incapable of comprehending the enormity of the information "—I
don't understand." He admitted, he sounded like a lost child as he stared down at his empty
hands.

Haru knelt down on one knee, so they were closer in height. Sasuke looked at him in
uncomprehending silence as Haru gently pressed his hand to Sasuke's heart.

"It's okay to feel sad," Haru said.

"I don't!" Sasuke shouted and moved to push Haru's hand away. Haru grabbed his wrist and
held him in place. Sasuke glared down at him, turning his grief into a rage, which likely felt
like the more appropriate emotion when thinking about the man who had killed his entire
clan.

"I know the story," Haru said, more gentle than he had ever been with Sasuke before, very
conscious this was a child as he felt the pain radiating off Sasuke mixed in with the fury,
betrayal, and confusion. "He was your big brother, and even after the horrible things he's
done, that doesn't change that you loved him. That you love him."



"You don't know anything about me," Sasuke growled, but his voice was thicker than he
wanted it to be. He tried to tug his hand away, but Haru held on. Rather than attack Haru to
get out, Sasuke ground his teeth together and glared at him. Haru could feel his young friend
trembling slightly.

"You're right I don't know you," Haru lied. He probably knew Sasuke better than the kid
knew himself, at this point. "But the thing is, I had someone I loved like you clearly love
your brother. He tried to kill me—so many times. I wouldn't tell anyone this, but sometimes I
hated him, but even on top of that betrayal and that anger and that sadness was love. I can see
that in you, dark cloud, I don't need my sensory abilities to do that, and I could feel the
emotion from a mile away if I needed to."

"What do you know?!" Sasuke shouted. He finally wrenched his hand away, but he did not
run away or attack.

"I know more than you think," Haru insisted as he stood. "but the only thing more I need to
ask you, Sasuke, is, do you want to devote your life to kill a dying man? Is that really what
you're parents, what your clan would have wanted for you?"

Sasuke recoiled so hard he fell onto his backside. Haru was surprised and immediately bent
over to help Sasuke up, but he stopped when the boy met his eyes, a glassy look to the dark
ebony.

"You're not lying?" Sasuke asked hoarsely.

"No," Haru said. Not about his illness anyway, he added silently to himself.

"How long?" Sasuke whispered though Haru had already said.

"Three or four years, at least," Haru admitted, "and for what it's worth, that probably means
he'll come to you, rather than the other way around. Stay in Konoha, and he'll have to come
here—there's something he needs here anyway."

Sasuke squinted suspiciously at him, and Haru nearly cursed himself. He would be
explaining that one to Hiruzen in the morning. Well—he could probably play it off as a
Jinchiriki thing. The old man already knew about the Akatsuki and that Haru knew about a
Jinchuriki.

"What?" Sasuke insisted.

Haru almost laughed at the boy's audacity. He always was a demanding one; of course, he
would expect more information. Haru placed a finger to his lips to indicate a secret.

"It's private," Haru teased.

"Why would you tell me this?"

Yes, why would Haru make his life more difficult, he thought ruefully to himself.



"Well, I wasn't expecting it to be a first conversation kind of deal," He admitted and rubbed
the back of his neck, "but when I decided to live here I had a feeling I would be speaking to
you at one time or another. I'm here to protect Konoha, and your brother is in an organization
that is going to attack something very precious to me."

Sasuke nodded and used Haru's half extended hand to pull himself up. Rather than stay, he
began to walk away, saying over his shoulder. "…ask him, Nara—thanks, Haru-san."

Haru was shocked by the thanks but felt he needed to set up a guardrail if he was reading the
boy wrong.

"Chibi," Haru paused him. "It may just be something that has crossed your mind a time or
two, but know, if you leave the village, I can find you anywhere. I'm not going to let some
kid get himself killed or lose himself in revenge."

Sasuke paused for a moment and then kept walking with a scoff, the only answer Haru
received.

Haru forced himself to grin over at a flabbergasted Shikamaru.

"You needed something, pineapple head?"

The ANBU sitting above them clenched up, readying themselves for the next bombshell that
was only to be expected with Uzumaki Haru blighting their lives with chaos.
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Chapter Thirty-Nine

Chapter Summary

Dark cloud + Sunshine boy = tears & Shikamaru + Haru = chaos & sad boy tears +
Kurama = Traitors

Chapter Notes

Managed to find the time and energy for a new chapter this week as well, please enjoy ;)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

The redhead looked uncannily like Naruto. Sasuke had known that, of course, but knowing
that and looking into the man's bright blue eyes flecked with the same grief he had on
occasion glimpsed in Naruto's was almost eerie. If he had any doubts that the two were
related, that stopped when the man had waved his arms over his head. He had been grinning
at them and had immediately picked them out of the crowd despite the disturbance Naruto
was creating behind them. He had not honestly expected for the Uzumaki to answer him
straight out—adults never did. Most people fawned over his heritage and romanticized his
tragedy, but few respected Sasuke as an equal rather than their superior or their inferior. He
was a genius, yes, but after Itachi, his genius was of a far tamer variety. However, this
stranger—this man, looked Sasuke straight in the eyes and turned his world upside down.

Sasuke had seldom allowed emotions except for the cold numbness, pride, or the seething
rage to bubble up to the surface. However, looking into those blue-sky eyes—eyes that
looked almost as injured as Sasuke felt— and he was hit over the head with profound grief.
He HATED Itachi. HE was going to KILL Itachi…but Itachi was already dying. What had
the point even been? His brother killing their clan to test himself—when the man would be
dead from a plebian illness before Sasuke turned eighteen was an even emptier thing than it
had been before. WHAT WAS THE POINT? Rage fought with grief and the faint trembling
love that Sasuke had spent years trying to poison with his hatred.

All of this riled inside of him as he stared up at the Uzumaki, at Haru-san who had offered
this information freely. He could not stand to be in his presence any longer. He saw too much.
He had promised Naruto, but Nara was still there, and Sasuke needed to leave NOW. He let
the man help him up and turned to go only to be stopped with a warning.

Looking over his shoulder, he saw steel in the man's eyes that had not been there moments
before. Sasuke felt a chill go down his back and knew with a certainty he could not explain
that the man was not lying about tracking him down. Sasuke had never intended to follow the



occasional impulse to go track down his brother alone—to make him pay for all that he had
taken so casually. Now, well, the prospect seemed even less likely. Itachi was dying…Itachi
was dying. The words kept echoing in his head so loud, the conflicting emotions sloshing
around in his brain that he did not hear the voice calling out to him as he walked quickly
away from Haru and Shikamaru.

"Oi, Sasuke—Teme!" Naruto's obnoxious voice shouted close to his ear. "What did he say?
Where's Shikamaru?"

"Hn," Sasuke could not look at Naruto at that moment, so he kept walking stoically forward
with his hands in his pockets. He ignored Naruto as the boy scrambled beside him excitedly.

"What was that, you bastard?!" Naruto prodded, lunging for Sasuke only for the raven-haired
boy to dodge gracefully out of the way of the grab.

"Hn," Sasuke grunted, his fingers clenched so tightly his hands were shaking in his pockets.

"You asked him, didn't you?" Naruto insisted and then finally managed to get a hand on
Sasuke's shoulder to pull him around to face him. "SASUKE!"

Instantly rage bubbled up from Sasuke's gut. He glared venomously at Naruto. That caused
the blond to take his hands away with a squawk. Once again, his mouth opened to poke at
Sasuke to answer, but the Uchiha was having none of it.

"SHUT UP, DOBE!" Sasuke shouted.

Then, without consciously deciding to engage in it, Sasuke and Naruto were trading blows—
or rather Sasuke was hitting a confused and frustrated Naruto before the boy realized what
was happening. Rage pounded in Sasuke's skull as he dodged a sloppy punch from Naruto
and brought them both to the ground, pinning Naruto yet again. He grabbed Naruto by the
collar to pull him up and lifted his arm to continue punching. Naruto got a flailing arm free
this time. Two fingertips smacked into Sasuke's forehead in the process of the flail as Naruto
raged.

"WHAT WAS THAT FOR YOU, BASTARD…Sasuke?" Naruto froze as he took in Sasuke's
face.

The raven-haired boy still had his fist ready to come down, but his face was no longer
consumed with the rage that had been disconcertingly visible on his face before. Honestly,
Naruto had never seen Sasuke this angry. While being in this position, pinned beneath Sasuke
after yet another fruitless spar, was not unfamiliar; the look in his eyes was completely
different from the cold indifference or pride which usually glittered there. Sasuke was frozen.
Naruto's free arm wilted from his attempt at trying to grapple himself free. His mouth opened
in a surprised O-shape.

"Oi, teme?" Naruto hesitated and brought his hand up to touch the liquid dripping silently
down Sasuke's face wonderingly. "Are you crying?"

Sasuke jolted, sitting back he swat Naruto's hand from his face.



"NO!" he shouted, even as a fresh wave of tears trickled down his face. Naruto's blue eyes
widened to the size of dinner plates as he continued to stare up at the boy still sitting on top
of him—regardless of the swarm of shadows stationed around them.

"You are—you are crying!" Naruto insisted, so stunned he hadn't tried to buck Sasuke from
his half-sitting, half-kneeling position. "What happened? Is my cousin so beautiful he left you
in tears?"

Sasuke spluttered, the ridiculousness of the statement finally knocking enough sense into him
to move to sitting beside Naruto instead of being on top of him.

"Shut up, idiot," Sasuke grunted, his voice was embarrassingly shaky; he angled his face
away to hide the tears that WOULDN'T STOP ALREADY! The two academy students sat in
silence for a moment, Naruto sitting up and hesitantly surveying Sasuke's hunched form.
With his limited patience running out, Naruto jostled Sasuke's shoulder with his own. He
ignored the heated scowl he got in return for it.

"What's wrong?" Naruto prompted.

Again Naruto's finite amount of patience was tested as Sasuke stared down at his folded legs
rather than at Naruto. When he spoke, it was barely audible.

"… he's dying."

Panic ignited in Naruto's chest.

"WHAT, MY COU—" Naruto shouted, only to have Sasuke plaster his hand across his mouth
in exasperation.

"No, you idiot," Sasuke snarled and then hesitated before continuing, "my---the man I asked
about, he's dying."

Naruto tilted his head in confusion, squinting at Sasuke strangely until the boy lifted his hand
awkwardly from Naruto's mouth.

"Didn't you want him to die?" Naruto asked, thinking about their discussion with Shikamaru
and Naruto's attempts to pry more information about what Sasuke wanted during the planning
session. "I thought that was what the dark cloud of doom was about whenever you bring it
up?"

"Yes," Sasuke insisted.

Naruto scratched his head. He squinted harder as he tried to reason it out in his head.

"Then what's the problem, teme?"

Sasuke hunched his shoulders and moved subtly to angle his face away from Naruto. He was
already embarrassed by the ridiculous nothing tears, which kept trying to well up. Traitors.



"Not like this—it's not supposed to be like this," Sasuke whispered, staring at his trembling
hands.

"Same difference," Naruto laughed, but then leaned around to look at Sasuke's face more
clearly. Naruto froze, his lips pursed as a slow understanding started to appear there.

"Unless…teme?"

Naruto didn't know who was more surprised by him suddenly reaching out and pulling
Sasuke forward to rest his forehead on Naruto's shoulder. Everyone was pretty shocked,
Naruto, Sasuke, and the shadows alike. Naruto had only been hugged rarely by Jiji and Iruka-
sensei, so he sorta just copied what they did by gently patting Sasuke on the back as he held
him.

"Tch—" Sasuke snarled weakly. He tried to get out of the embrace, but a part of him was
relieved he could hide his face in Naruto's eyesore of a jacket. He was warm, and Sasuke felt
so cold all of a sudden. "Why are you hugging me, dobe?"

Naruto twitched self-consciously, his face flushed even as he continued to gently pat Sasuke's
back. He could feel liquid drip under his jacket and knew what that meant.

"I don't know, isn't that what people do when others are sad?" Naruto asked awkwardly.

"I'm not sad," Sasuke lied.

"Yes, you are." Naruto snorted.

"No."

"Yeah."

"No."

Naruto let out a jovial laugh and squeezed Sasuke tighter, thrilled by the contact. It was
sporadic for people to touch him unless they were sparring, or the odd bit of affection from
the overworked Hokage and Iruka-sensei.

"Then, why are you letting me hug you?" Naruto pointed out teasingly.

"Hn." Sasuke harumphed.

He surprised them both once again by squeezing Naruto briefly. Then he wrenched himself
away and kicked Naruto away from him.

"Bastard," Naruto snarled, standing up though he was relieved that Sasuke seemed to be
getting back to his priggish old self again. "So, did you ask him or what?"

Sasuke's stoic mask wavered dangerously again as he felt guilt for the first time about not
ensuring he fulfilled his promise.



"I—needed to leave," Sasuke admitted but was quick to add, "but Nara is still there. He
should be done any moment now."

Naruto frowned, but rather than get mad at Sasuke, he held himself back. There was still a
sheen of tears on Sasuke's face after all.

"Do you think he'll help?" Naruto asked hesitantly.

Sasuke barely hesitated before nodding. Of that, he was sure about.

"Yeah, yeah, I do."

Before Naruto could ask more questions, something took off in the sky toward where Sasuke
had come from. A bright orange flare, Shikamaru's signal. A feral grin appeared on his face if
he was fast enough maybe—

"Dattebayo!" Naruto screamed. He took off in a sprint, Sasuke on his heels.

///

Haru smiled at Shikamaru, though internally, he was scanning his ANBU shadows to see how
badly he had shaken things up. Jiraiya was going to kill him for this. Kurama was cackling
inside his head with unabashed joy, the chaos loving demon he was. Haru had to keep himself
from smirking at that and focused on the still thoroughly stunned Shikamaru in front of him.

"Well—that is not what I expected to happen," Shikamaru said unsteadily. His mind finally
calmed enough to speak as he tried to assimilate the bombshell of information that had just
been laid upon them.

"I'm sure you didn't, pineapple head," Haru chuckled. "Now, what else do you need to ask
me? I hope it's not nearly so emotionally volatile. I can only create so much heat for myself
in a day."

"My dad said that you can't make a bunshin," Shikamaru deadpanned.

A laugh escaped Haru's throat as he lifted his eyebrows at his young friend.

"Did you just come here to mock me, little Nara?" Haru teased, though he was already
piecing together what was probably happening here.

"No—" Shikamaru winced, realizing the way he had phrased it would come off, "but you
can't do one, right?"

Haru did not see any reason to lie, though if this conversation continued on in this vein, he
was most definitely was going to get himself into more hot water.

"No," Haru admitted truthfully, "not the basic type anyway. I use shadow clones; for the most
part, I've been learning to use a water clone, but it does not come as naturally."

Shikamaru nodded thoughtfully, his eyes narrowed in calculation.



"Well, my friend can't either," Shikamaru admitted casually, "he has too much chakra, but
because the graduation exam requires it, he keeps failing. His chakra nature is wind, and we
don't know a bunshin for that type. We thought you might have a solution."

Shikamaru's friend, huh? Haru felt his chest squeeze with both pain and hope. Had his
presence already changed so much for Naruto? Shikamaru had not called him a friend until
after the chuunin exams, though they had a fragile bond of mischief back in the academy.
Perhaps, it was just the easiest way to call Naruto a friend without using his name, but why
would Shikamaru be going out of his way to help someone he didn't consider a friend. Haru's
throat was tight, but he grinned mischievously at Shikamaru. Just because he knew what was
going on did not mean he would make it easy on his friend.

"And the reason why your friend can't ask me himself?" Haru asked, lifting an eyebrow in
question.

"He's shy," Shikamaru said with a remarkably straight face, though his cheeks heated just the
slightest at the lie.

"Oh- he's the shy one then," Haru huffed, and then he got an image of himself as shy or the
idea that anyone would use that to describe him.

Haru burst out laughing, his whole body trembling with mirth as he bent over to contain it.
Kurama roared with equally flamboyant laughter, his tails writhing in Haru's head as they
laughed together. Haru could tell he was confusing everyone watching and eavesdropping,
which included all the adult nin of his party who had moved closer during the Sasuke
exchange.

"Okay, okay," Haru tried to catch his breath, wiping a tear from his eye though he kept
giggling at odd intervals. "Yeah, I've heard about this from Iruka-chan already. They've been
discussing options, but I appreciate your enthusiasm. As I can tell, this rare for you."

Shikamaru had been flabbergasted by the laughter, his cheeks redder now. At Haru's
pronouncement, his eyes widened in surprise.

"He asked already?" Shikamaru asked.

Haru calmed further and could tell that his friend was genuinely shocked. He did not blame
him; obviously, he thought Iruka-sensei would wait until after graduation. Iruka kept his
affection for Naruto well hidden, and though Haru had known Iruka-sensei cared about him,
it wasn't until after the man had almost died for him that he genuinely believed it.

"Yeah," Haru confirmed with a nod. "Iruka-chan seems pretty fond of this friend of yours."

Shikamaru nodded, his eyes thoughtful once more.

"I see. So, what do you think?" he asked.

Haru frowned and scratched his cheek uncomfortably before sighing.

"I think I told them the answer already," Haru admitted, "and they don't want to hear it."



Shikamaru did not know what made him ask, but he blurted out a question. "What are you
going to do about it?"

"Not sure what I can do, Shikamaru," Haru shrugged though his insides were writhing with
protest. There had to be something he could do. What was the point of being in the past if he
couldn't make his life better for chibi? They stood in silence, and though Shikamaru's gaze
was mostly neutral and probing, Haru felt like he was under a microscope. He wavered,
hovering over what he should do and what he could do.

"That look really should not have so much power over me," Haru accused with a sigh before
he reached out and pat Shikamaru's head softly."—All right. I can't promise anything, but I'll
bring the giant kunai out to see if I can convince them. I have a trick or a million up my
sleeve. I'll see what I can shake loose. I'm already in trouble, might as well make it count for
something."

Shikamaru let Haru pat his head for a moment before he moved away from it on principle.
Still, his serious gaze was on Haru's face, calculating him for all that he was worth. It was
disconcerting, to say the least.

"You—you really care about people, even people who haven't met?" Shikamaru asked
wonderingly. Haru smiled, remembering his Shikamaru asking him something like that a few
years back. Again his chest squeezed. He missed his friends, the ones who knew him and had
seen him pull himself to the top by the skin of his teeth. Still, they were still here, of a
fashion, otherwise, he would not have the delight of seeing a young Shikamaru continuously
blushing.

"People are what makes life worth living, little Nara," Haru admitted softly as he put his hand
over his heart. There was a little scratch there where the kunai from Kakashi had almost
pierced his chest. "Without them, then what's the point?"

Shikamaru's eyes widened again, and he reached in his pocket as though making a decision.

" I trust you," Shikamaru admitted, "this probably won't work, but I think he should talk to
you—if he gets here fast enough."

"That's—" Haru started, bewildered when Shikamaru pulled out a flare and shot it into the air
again. This one was bright orange, and Haru had no trouble discerning who that message was
meant to reach. "What was that—" Haru jerked his head toward the sudden flare of chakra
and the panic from the ANBU further into town. Before Haru could decide how to handle
this, someone's hands were sweeping his feet up and had caught him with an audible
"oomph" against a muscled chest.

"Time to go, sunshine," Kakashi announced, already jumping through the trees with Haru
held in his arms princess-style.

"The hell, KASHI!" Haru could be heard shouting through the trees flailing in Kakashi's arms
as he was swept literally off his feet. He could listen to Jiraiya cackling in the distance, and
the distant sound of Naruto shouting "WAIT!" receding behind him.



"Sorry chibi, maybe next time," Haru thought to himself, allowing himself the briefest
moment to enjoy being held in Kakashi's arms before continuing to struggle.

"Now, now sunshine," Kakashi chided, holding him still, "What in the world are we going to
do with you? Causing all kinds of mischief today aren't you?"

"Let me go?" Haru asked hopefully. He could barely see Kakashi's eye-smile, but he heard
the huff of laughter close to his ear so that goosebumps flooded down his arms. This was
really getting out of control now.

"Oh, my dear sunshine," Kakashi said lowly taking a looping route to Jiraiya's house, "did
you forget about my revenge?"

Haru stared up at Kakashi, briefly forgetting the madness he had left behind. His face paled
as he considered what Kakashi might think revenge included. He swallowed fearfully while
Kurama cackled even louder in his head.

"Traitor," Haru accused, but Kurama just kept laughing, excited to see what Kakashi would
cook up.

///

Naruto sprinted with determination, his eyes on the orange flare. Naruto had insisted on this
flare, though both Shikamaru and Sasuke had scoffed at its inclusion. If Shikamaru thought
his cousin could absolutely be trusted to meet Naruto, he would send that flare-up. They
knew it was likely the man would be sprinted away, but Naruto had still hoped. He ran as fast
as he could with Sasuke right behind him. When Shikamaru came into view, all he saw was a
small crowd of genin, Iruka-sensei, and some Jounin as a man with silver spikes for hair
retreated into the trees. A crimson ponytail hung over the man's shoulder as the figure flailed.

"WAIT!" Naruto shouted in vain, but before he could continue to follow, Iruka-sensei
swerved into his path, his face purpling in rage.

"NARUTO, SASUKE, SHIKAMARU!" he yelled incensed.

Naruto tried to move around him to keep following his cousin, but a sizeable warm hand
came down onto his head. Naruto jerked back and looked up into an old man's face. Red
streaks went down his cheeks from his eyes, and the man had a funny smile as he grinned
down at Naruto. It was oddly fond and almost nostalgic and therefore confusing to him.

"Where you are going, little tadpole?" He asked jovially, his hand moved to Naruto's shoulder
instead to give him a gentle squeeze." I think your sensei needs to talk to you, don't you
think?"

Naruto tentatively glanced at Iruka-sensei, who was struggling to produce speech, dragging
an unrepentantly bored Shikamaru over by the ear.

"No, I don't think so," Naruto said.



The old man laughed and shook his head, still keeping Naruto from running away with the
hand on his shoulder.

"I don't think you get a say in that, Naruto," the man chuckled as Iruka approached like a
dangerous crack of thunder.

"Who are you anyway?" Naruto scowled up at the man; he recognized him from that time at
the bar and on the street—though his hair was white this time instead of neon pink. The man
grinned widely at the question stepping back with an air of showmanship.

"Me? Why I am the Great—" the man started to say haughtily until Iruka bumped him out of
the way dragging Shikamaru behind him. Sasuke stood back watching all this happen calmly,
just glad no one was noticing the sheen on his cheeks any longer.

"NARUTO!" Iruka shouted, gearing up for an epic tirade.

Some distance away, the genin were hidden behind their sensei, who was eyeing Iruka
wearily. Gai's hands held out protectively in front of his genin without realizing it. The genin
were quietly conferring among themselves, still high with energy from being in Haru's
presence.

"Do you think Haru-chan's chaos is contagious?" Tenten whispered to her teammates.

"Yes, ridiculous man is fated to cause it," Neji snorted, staring disdainfully at the obnoxious
orange jumpsuited boy who looked surprisingly like Haru. He vaguely remembered the
troublemaker from rumors in the village and at a distance in the academy. He had seldom
been in class though and had failed the exam.

"I would expect nothing less of Haru-sensei!" Lee nodded with a fist to his heart.

The three had already had quite the show, but they had a feeling that the longer they stuck
around Haru, the crazier they would see. They looked forward to it.
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Hayate Gekko found himself in a distinctly bad mood. While he understood that Yugao often
had to be outside the village for dangerous missions, she could usually be counted on to
spend her time in the village sparring with him or sneaking away for some quality time
together. Since that new shinobi had been recruited, Yugao had been grounded to Konoha.
This would typically be a good thing, except she was always on the new Jounin's guard duty,
and he had seen even less of her than he usually would. He had heard the rumors that his
ANBU guards were dismissed with only Kakashi and Jiraiya acting as the new nin's leash,
but then where was Hayate's fiance?

He frowned to himself but then coughed painfully into his fist. It wasn't that he resented the
new guy; he hadn't met him yet. He had been out of the village for his first days. However,
everything he heard from Yugao and the rumor mill was positive. The word was that he
actually had both Jiraiya and Kakashi infatuated with him. Hayate normally would have
dismissed the idea, but Yugao had grinned like she knew there was some truth to the stories.
Hayate didn't know Jiraiya well, but the man seemed like the type to be enamored with a
pretty face. From what he heard of the Lost Uzumaki, he had that in spades. It was Kakashi
that Hayate doubted any sort of sentiment. For a long time, he had known Kakashi and served
with him on countless missions so he knew the man guarded his heart closely. Though he
may go around reading those porn novels of Jiraiya's, Hayate had never seen the man get
close to anyone after the deaths of his original team. Gai was an exception, but the Green
Beast was a difficult person to ignore. Yes, Hayate was convinced the rumors of a tryst in a
stairwell and against a wall in front of Jiraiya's home were just rumors. At least, that was the
case until his attention was caught by a high-pitched voice over his head.

"HOW DID YOU EVEN GET A COPY OF THAT SEAL? IT WAS JIRAIYA, WASN'T IT!
I'm GOING TO KILL HIM LATER," the stranger yelled as Hayate looked up and stopped in
his tracks, his mouth opened in shock. Kakashi moved lithely over the rooftops carrying a



slender man in a Konoha flak jacket in a princess carry, a crimson ponytail flapping over
Kakashi's shoulder like a flag. A bright pink seal had somehow been painted onto the man's
forehead. "WHERE ARE WE GOING?"

"Now, now, sunshine, we're almost there," Kakashi's voice was a singsong as he landed in the
street in front of Hayate. He was seemingly oblivious of civilians and shinobi staring at them
in shock. "Patience is a virtue."

The Uzumaki's face screwed up incredulously, his scarred cheeks rapidly filled with color as
Kakashi bent down and placed him up against a building. Kakashi patted the man's head
patronizingly, eye-smiling all the way.

"I'll be just a moment," Kakashi consoled him, "sit there and pretend you have survival
instincts for a few minutes."

"The hell are you doing?" Uzumaki demanded, but Kakashi leaned down and landed a smack
of a kiss worthy of a grandmother on his head before he turned around and headed toward the
Yamanaka flower shop, whistling cheerfully. Hayate gawked, genuinely thrown off-guard.
While the display was over the top enough to be feigned, he sensed genuine affection from
the silver-haired legend. There was a sparkle in his eyes that Hayate had never seen in the
time he had known the man.

"It's really Kakashi if that's what you're thinking," Yugao's amused voice said conspiratorially
in his ear.

Hayate had sensed her a second before. Thus he managed not to embarrass himself by
jumping, though he had to fight down a surprised cough. He was impressed, this was the
quietest he had ever felt her presence before, and only his familiarity with her allowed him to
pick her out of the crowd. That and the fact she leaned against the wall in the alleyway
immediately to his right wearing her ANBU mask and a nondescript cloak.

"You're sure?" Hayate joked, keeping his voice low so it went unnoticed over the surge of
gossipy voices.

He came closer to Yugao but kept watching the Uzumaki. The redhead tried in vain to glare
directly at the shop though his head was slumped to the side. Whatever the seal was on his
face, he clearly was paralyzed. Yugao actually giggled, and he felt her grab his wrist to pull
him closer, squeezing his skin with familiarity.

"Well, it would not be a surprise if something else insane happened," Yugao confided. "It's
been one thing after another today, even worse than usual."

Hayate lifted his eyebrows, curious what the small-statured redhead could accomplish in just
short of a week since he joined Konoha.

"What happened?" Hayate asked, missing her slender fingers around his wrist. He thought
she grinned behind her mask as she titled her head to the side.



"Later," she decided, "I managed to trade a shift with Tenzo tonight, so I can make it home
for once."

Hayate allowed a grin to warm his face, grateful to the ANBU and a little less resentful
toward the Uzumaki. Before Hayate could continue their conversation, a hiss caught his
attention. He turned his attention back to the Uzumaki to see him looking directly at him as
though he were looking through the wall straight at Yugao with a pleading expression.

"Psst—" he hissed secretly, though everyone was staring at him, "help a guy out?"

Hayate was surprised when Yugao stuck out her hand to show the man a thumbs down.
Uzumaki squinted his eyes angrily though it looked more like a caricature of anger than real
emotion.

"Rude," he pouted.

Yes, Hayate agreed with the rumors he had heard about the man as Yugao laughed and gently
pressed her head against his shoulder for a second. The Uzumaki was strangely charismatic…
and bright.

///

"—We need to figure this out, billboard brow!" Ino exclaimed angrily.

She had hit herself with the toad plushie for the millionth time that day. Ino rubbed her nose
with a pout and then looked at Sakura. She had finally managed to get the toy to stop hitting
her, though now it was just hitting the wall.

"If Naruto-Baka can figure this out and get all of Sasuke-kun's attention, we can too!" Sakura
muttered determinedly, "cha!" The toad on her hand flung itself toward the shop's entrance at
a figure walking with a bounce in his step.

"Oh," Sakura cursed.

She turned brilliantly pink as the silver-haired man caught the toy and looked at it with his
one visible eyebrow lifting incredulously. He looked over at the two girls frozen in their
poses behind the counter and then glanced over his shoulder before shaking his head.

"It's spreading to people he hasn't even interacted with now," the man muttered, throwing the
toy up and catching it in his palm. Then it took a graceful leap toward Sakura, who caught it
with a small, relieved smile.

"Sorry, sir," she said, bowing slightly, "I've been having trouble learning a new exercise."

The man entered the shop and nodded breezily, his hands in his pockets.

"It's a specialized technique," he explained knowledgeably, "it is meant to fit certain types of
chakra that react a certain way. Not impossible to learn, but it's difficult without someone
who instinctively knows the more subjective part."



Ino peered up at him thoughtfully and glanced at Sakura. Her eyes were wide and thoughtful.

"Do you know?" she asked politely, lifting the toad up for his inspection.

"Yes," he nodded.

"Can you teach us?" Ino asked excitedly, visions of going back to the academy as an expert.

That would impress Sasuke—then he would stop only paying attention to Naruto. His
ignoring her was somehow worse when he actually paid attention to someone instead of
ignoring them all equally. He had always had a particular animosity toward Naruto, but this
new…thing between them was weird.

"Nope," he shook his head.

"WHY!" Both girls exclaimed, dreams shattering.

"Do I look like your sensei?" the man scoffed with a chuckle before conceding. "I know you
have classmates who are good at it; they've been giving me migraines all day. If your sensei
cannot find a way to help, perhaps they can."

"But—" Sakura tried to argue.

"Yes?" the man lifted his eyebrow at them, staring them down until they realized they had
just been harassing some unknown jounin…in Ino's family shop…while he was there to buy
flowers

…Oops.

"Nothing, we'll ask," Sakura covered and stepped back to allow Ino to actually do her job.

"Brilliant," the jounin clapped his hands together and nodded decisively, "now I need the
sappiest flowers you have. I have a damsel in distress to impress."

Ino and Sakura's eyes widened, especially when the jounin poked his thumb over his
shoulder. They ducked over to see a handsome red-haired man leaning against the wall
directly opposite the flower shop. His hands were neatly crossed in his lap, but he looked like
he was wilting to the side. A pink seal was painted on his forehead, and his cheeks were
flushed...from fever? Was he sick?

"Awh," Ino cooed, a vision of true love playing out in her mind.

"Is he okay," Sakura asked; she narrowed her eyes as she tried to place where she had seen
the man before. He looked vaguely familiar, especially the marks on his cheeks…he looked
like Naruto?

"Peachy," the jounin chirped," he just needs a pick-me-up, now flowers!"

Ino looked thoughtfully at the man and then at the flowers surrounding her before she got an
idea. Picking something up from a box underneath the counter, she carefully laid a crown of



sunflowers and white roses on the counter.

"We have these flower crowns," Ino explained, showing the man the price tag, "they were for
a ceremony, but it got canceled. They would look lovely with his hair."

The jounin stared at the flowers and then glanced over his shoulder for a moment. Ino got the
faint impression that he was smiling with a hint of fondness.

"Sunflowers, huh?" he sighed before perking up and nodding, "You got me in one. You've got
an eye for detail; that's good for a budding Kunoichi."

Ino smiled, her chest warm from the praise as she took payment for the crown. The man took
the crown and left the shop whistling. Both Sakura and Ino followed him to peer out the
window, cooing as the man swept a fanciful gesture of a bow before he placed the flowers on
the redhead's head.

"Aw, they look good together," Sakura sighed, her heart clenching painfully as the man swept
his partner up into his arms and jumped to the roofs of Konoha.

"Like Sasuke and me," Ino remarked, dodging Sakura's exasperated hit.

"Try again, Ino-pig!"

"Bring it on billboard brow!"

///

Haru tried to not let his anxiety about not being able to move the show on his face. He could
probably overwhelm the seal with Kurama's chakra if he needed to, but he did not want yet
another thing to explain to Jiji when they eventually had their talk. Especially since he was
planning on throwing some bombshells the old man's way. Haru hoped he had not overplayed
his hand so quickly. If he got trapped in T&I; tomorrow, he would have to write a porn novel
of his own, and he did not want to give the old pervert the satisfaction!

It had been a jarring surprise to see Hayate Gekko again, especially that image of Yugao
gently pressing her head to his shoulder, laughing. It reminded him of the lives he was here to
save, even those he had not interacted with much. Speaking of that, Hayate's cough was
concerning. Haru put that problem on the backburn for the moment, distracted when Kakashi
swept out of Ino's flower shop with a crown of sunflowers and white roses in his hand.

"If you're expecting me to cringe at a flower crown, you are seriously underestimating me,"
Haru announced.

However, he knew it wasn't the flower crown meant to be revenge but the over-the-top and
possessive act that would forever tie Haru's reputation to this story. Kakashi could survive it
and everyone knew he was joking. The man didn't care one way or another anyway.
However, just the fact that Haru had elicited such a reaction would follow him in the village.
His chest felt full of warmth that lifted to his face…who knew Kakashi could be sorta be
dashing even when he was silly.



"I would expect nothing less of my sunshine," Kakashi announced, an evil gleam mixing with
fondness as he dropped the flower crown on Haru's head with a bow.

"Creepy," Haru deadpanned, wanting to squirm as Kakashi picked him up in a princess carry
once again. His stomach sunk like a stone in horror when he saw Ino and Sakura watching
with dreamy eyes from the window. Was this really how the two would first see him?

"Are you cheating on Jiraiya-sama, Haru-san?" a laughing voice asked, but Haru could not
turn his head to look at them.

"Oi—I'm not," Haru tried to defend himself, but Kakashi had taken off again already,
"WHAT? TAKE ME BACK THERE; I NEED TO CORRECT THAT!"

"Not on your life," Kakashi laughed, dashing over the rooftops again, heading toward
Jiraiya's house for real this time.

///

Jiraiya had believed Haru's story from the beginning…but there was something about staring
down into Naruto's angry and confused eyes that really hit that point home. An
overwhelming fondness flooded his body. The boy pouted, just like Haru would occasionally
do, and he looked askance at the approaching Iruka in precisely the same way he had seen
Haru do when facing Kakashi earlier. They were the same person—well, Haru was one
possibility, but it was real. And if that was real, the quiet confessions of pain and grief, while
they sat at the campfire, were also honest.

In front of him, this boy would soon be like a grandson to him, like Haru was already like a
son in some ways and like Minato had been. Haru had never gone out and said it before, and
likely never would, but Jiraiya could sense Haru's pain regarding his previous self about how
their relationship had occurred. Jiraiya could guess what his counterpart had been doing that
first time they met. He could tell from his grief reaction to seeing those blue eyes and
sunshine blond hair that he had probably wanted to run away instead of facing Minato's
shadow. He knew himself. He could be prickly when he felt others were trying to get too
close to him, and he had seen Haru's hidden flinches when the ghost of that wall came up. He
had hurt the boy somehow, but not in a way Haru would ever address. Jiraiya could never
make up for that. What he could do is be better for this Naruto. He already strangely loved
him, and he looked forward to getting to know the little numbskull—he had spunk based on
the way he glared up at Iruka, who was so mad he was nearly foaming at the mouth.

"YOU PROMISED ME AND THE HOKAGE, UZUMAKI NARUTO!" Iruka finally
managed to yell, his hands shaking at his sides with fury. "AND YOU SASUKE AND
SHIKAMARU, WHAT IN THE WORLD WERE YOU THINKING."

Naruto crossed his arms over his chest defensively. Sasuke and Shikamaru were on either
side of him now. Shikamaru cleared his throat, rubbing his sore ear casually before he spoke.

"Sorry to be troublesome, sensei, but I thought it was strange you weren't letting Naruto meet
his cousin when I've met him multiple times by now," Shikamaru explained reasonably, his



eyes sharp. "He's a Konoha jounin now and clearly allowed to be around genin and academy
students. Something isn't adding up here."

Naruto nodded along. Sasuke narrowed his eyes at their sensei, looking for the truth on
Iruka's flushed face.

"It is not your duty to determine who Haru can meet Shikamaru—" Iruka said, visibly trying
to calm himself. "The Hokage has decreed it, and he's considering letting them meet after the
graduation ceremony. This stunt could have put that off even longer!"

Naruto wilted, but Sasuke spoke this time.

"The guy seems to value honesty, sensei," he said cooly, his hands in his pockets as he flatly
met Iruka's stare. "Aren't you afraid of his reaction when he finds out?"

"What they said," Naruto shouted, pointing at Sasuke and Shikamaru before putting his hands
on his hips defiantly.

"Haru is a good man," Iruka sighed, wishing they would understand the bind they had put
him in. "I trust him."

"So, why can't I meet him!?" Naruto demanded, but before Iruka could form words, he was
interrupted by three genin stepping forward-looking at Naruto with measuring eyes.

"You're Haru-sensei's cousin?" Neji asked with one lifted brow.

"Look, they have the same eyes!" Tenten exclaimed, pointing toward Naruto's face.

"And the same distinctive marks!" Lee concurred.

"Now, now, let the sensei talk to his students," Gai stepped forward, shooing his kids away
with a sparkling smile to Naruto and Iruka, "Let's head to—our dinner."

The group moved quickly away with Gai, though they still peered at Naruto with curiosity.
Naruto looked at them suspiciously, squinting his eyes and frowning. Iruka shook his head
and sighed deeply, trying to calm himself so he could proceed more rationally.

"Why did you two even need to talk to him, Shikamaru—Sasuke," Iruka inquired, rubbing his
throbbing temples.

"You heard us," Sasuke said flatly; both he and Shikamaru had noticed them moving into
hearing range. Ultimately, they had only cared about being far enough away that they
wouldn't be part of the conversation without looking rude for eavesdropping in front of Haru.

Iruka blushed, and Jiraiya laughed. He should have known.

"I'll leave the part about Sasuke to the Hokage to handle, but you," Iruka paused as he
struggled to find the right words to describe the pained realization occurring to him, "…
Naruto, you really thought I would lie? I told you I would ask him!"



Naruto shifted uncomfortably, his shoulders lifting to his ears as he studiously looked at the
floor.

"I…thought you wouldn't ask," Naruto muttered under his breath, "…because you think I
can't do it."

Iruka gasped, lunging forward to smack Naruto gently on the head before gathering his
shoulders up, so the boy was forced to meet his eyes.

"Of course, you can do it, Naruto," Iruka said, "I'm just not sure I have the time to teach you.
But I was going to get you started either way."

Naruto's lip trembled, and he was about to pull out his troublemaker mask. Jiraiya could just
sense it, so he stepped forward with a wide grin waving cheerfully at the boy.

"I can help with that," he promised.

"What?" Iruka asked, turning his head toward Jiraiya in confusion.

"I'll teach it," Jiraiya announced. "Whatever Haru has up his sleeve probably needs the
Hokage to sign off on, but if he gets past that part, I'll help. I was already going to help with
the toad technique."

"Who are you?" Naruto asked suspiciously though his eyes had lit up with an excited
glimmer. It wasn't often that people volunteered to help teach him something—in fact, had
that ever happened besides Iruka?

"Be polite, Naruto," Iruka admonished though he could see the sparkle in his eyes, "he's the
one who recruited Haru."

"You did?" Naruto asked, his eyes sparkling even more now.

"Why yes," Jiraiya announced airily. With a puff of smoke, he was suddenly perched on top
of a large toad, his arms in a heroic pose. "I am the great and legendary Jiraiya of mount
Myboku Sannin of Konoha, and it is my pleasure you meet you!"

Sasuke and Shikamaru both recognized the name but looked askance at the weird
introduction. Naruto's face exploded with a grin so wide it hurt to look at as he looked from
the toad to the posing man on top of it.

"WOW!" Naruto enthused, his reaction fueled even more by this connection to his cousin.
"SO COOL."

Jiraiya adjusted his clothing with his nose in the air, pride warming his chest. Yes, they would
get along.

"That's what I'm talking about, tadpole!" he gave Naruto a thumbs up, grinning
mischievously.



"If you're the one who brought Haru," Naruto said in a rush, "then can you explain why I
can't meet him yet? You clearly like him, or you wouldn't bring him here!"

Jiraiya softened and jumped off the toad to come closer to Naruto.

"I love him like my own, gaki that he is," Jiraiya laughed, not lying about it. "And I'll tell you
why this needs to wait a while. The Hokage is being rightfully cautious of an outsider. Haru
is mighty charismatic, and I trust him, but it's best to be careful. However, I haven't pushed
for your meeting to give the Hokage more time."

"More time?" Sasuke dryly asked for Naruto, who was busy trying to figure out what he
meant.

"When Haru finds out about this," Jiraiya paused and visibly winced, playing the part he
knew he had to play to keep Haru's secret "….about you…well, let's just say there's going to
be a whirlwind going through this village. I trust Haru with all our lives, but the Hokage
needs more reason to trust him before something like that can test their relationship. Not to
mention it will test Haru's connection to the village. It is the Hokage's job to protect you and
us, and he is doing the best he can with his information. Give it time, tadpole. Haru's not
going anywhere. I can promise you that."

Naruto did not understand, but he remembered his Jiji's face when they talked about Haru and
about keeping away from him…Jiji really was worried, and if that is what it took to keep
Haru in the village, then…so be it.

"You're alright for an old man," Naruto conceded.

"I'll take that in the spirit it was offered, kid," Jiraiya laughed and rolled his eyes.

"Naruto…." Iruka touched Naruto's head to draw his attention back, "I'm proud of all your
work on the technique. I want you to graduate, okay? I didn't think I had to say that."

Naruto stiffened but nodded in agreement, something softer about his eyes now.

"Okay."

"Now, you three go home," Iruka ordered, "no more flares and no more tracking Haru down.
He's had enough of being carried around as it is. I will get back to you about what we decide
in the afternoon tomorrow at the earliest."

"Okay," the three boys said, glad they had somehow escaped punishment for their little
escapade. They turned around and began walking quickly.

"You two can come over for dinner," Shikamaru offered suddenly,

"You're…sure?" Naruto asked. No one had ever asked him over to dinner before.

Even Sasuke had come over to his house instead of the other way around. Sasuke narrowed
his eyes at Shikamaru distrustfully, but well—he did not want to go back to his apartment
where thoughts of his dying murderous brother would haunt him.



"I already asked my dad," Shikamaru said, soothing a worry he anticipated from Naruto
already; he had heard stories of people pretending to befriend the boy before and leading him
to their houses to get yelled at by their parents. "Honestly, he probably wants to compare your
reactions to Haru's."

Naruto's eyes lit up; he found he liked that idea.

"Oh---okay," Naruto laughed and then quickly glanced at Sasuke as though seeking
reassurance, "You coming, teme?"

Sasuke's lips creased. "Hn,"

"Is that a yes," Shikamaru asked, exasperated.

"Hn," Sasuke deliberately replied, raising his eyebrow at the lazy genius.

"I think that's a yes," Naruto translated for him, a severe expression on his face.

"Troublesome," Shikamaru sighed and shook his head, wondering why he even bothered.

///

"Well, let's head on home," Jiraiya said, rubbing his palms together as he fondly watched the
odd trio walk away, "I'm sure Haru's about ready to kill Kakashi. By now."

"Oh dear," Iruka sighed; he remembered the look on the little bit of Kakashi's face he could
see just before the man had taken off.

"I hope my house is in one piece. We just moved back in," Jiraiya laughed, somewhat
disappointed when Iruka didn't automatically blush at the possibly seductive reasons for that.

"Well, Gai went ahead of us," Iruka said reasonably.

"Yeah—" Jiraiya blanched, thinking of the three men who were all crazy in their own way
left unsupervised with his precious manuscript, "let's hurry, sensei-chan!"

As Jiraiya and Iruka took to the roofs in a hurry, Iruka paused a moment.

"Thank you, Jiraiya-sama, for what you said to Naruto," Iruka murmured.

"My pleasure," Jiraiya tipped an imaginary hat, "I figure I owe it to the little troublemaker.
Let's go find my other troublemaker before he burns my manuscript."

Chapter End Notes
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Haru kept up his playful charade with Kakashi until he was dumped onto Jiraiya's floor.
Immediately, Kakashi swept his hand over the seal to release it. Moving quickly, Haru lunged
toward the table, his fingers glowing with chakra. Reacting instantly, the most complex
privacy seal Haru and Jiraiya had placed on their home blazed to the touch on top of the
table. Haru placed his palm in the center and ignited the seal, instantly cloaking all chakra
usage, sight, and sound from the inside of the house from being spied on from outside. Even
the Hokage's crystal could not penetrate the seal array when it was active. Haru bent over the
table, huffing, his eyes closed as he tried to calm himself. He barely kept from tensing when
Kakashi knelt beside him and put a gentle hand on his shoulder.

"I'm sorry, Kuniharu," he said softly.

He had known Haru was reacting to the situation from the ghostly sheen in his eyes, but he
had performed so admirably that he could not tell how severe his reaction had been until that
moment. Haru let out a shaky laugh and scrubbed his hand over his eyes, setting his flower
crown to eschew the motion.

"I'm the idiot that suggested it," Haru admitted hoarsely.

Kakashi kindly did not make yet another mention of Haru's survival instincts, of which the
redhead was glad. As funny as being lectured about them from Kakashi-lacker-of-survival-
instincts-himself, Haru did not want to be reminded of his recklessness again. Haru squinted



at Kakashi and saw that he looked awkward, despite still gently touching Haru's shoulder.
"Do you think they backed off again?"

When Haru had decided to go rogue and talk about Itachi, he hadn't considered how ROOT
(asshole-lord-of-darkness-Danzo) would react to him casually waving his knowledge about
the darkness's greatest fear in public. Haru had never known Danzo except through stories
and a vague memory of an angry face or voice in his childhood. Meeting him the other night
had been his first genuine conversation with the man, which meant he had probably
underestimated how interested he was in destroying Itachi. From records recovered after the
war, they knew that Danzo had feared Itachi more than any nin in the elemental nations. He
had tried to get him killed multiple times, sending ominous threats about Sasuke more than
once to warn the Uchiha away.

He SHOULD have remembered that before painting an even bigger target on him. Otherwise,
when Kakashi had playfully grabbed him in a princess carry, they wouldn't have been
followed by a veritable swarm of ROOT shadows. That included Danzo himself radiating
with evil intentions of getting Haru alone. By the time Kakashi had noticed their pursuit,
Haru had already plotted how to signal his disinterest loud and clear to Danzo without giving
away that he could sense them with ease.

Disguised as flailing, Haru had whispered the seal into Kakashi's ear. It was a seal that would
paralyze but only if Haru trusted that person explicitly. (He really hoped Jiraiya did not tell
him that but knowing the man, he would). It was the same one Jiraiya had used, and Haru
knew that ROOT had probably already analyzed it from that day with the genin's A-rank. By
now, they likely knew of its failsafe specific to Uzumaki blood. The seal would say loud and
clear that Haru trusted Kakashi, that he was loyal to Kakashi and Jiraiya. There was little to
no chance he could be swayed away from two men Danzo avoided crossing. It was a small
buffer, the tiniest of edges. Haru hadn't known if it would work, and the test of Kakshi
leaving him on his own in the street had been nerve-wracking—though Kakashi had clearly
managed to get his revenge even so. Haru had wanted to ensure he would not need to take
more drastic measures so soon into his mission. He had plans for Danzo. Those projects
required Tsunade-baa-chan and Uchiha Itachi, neither of whom were in easy reach. Haru
needed more time and a firmer foundation in the village to pull off what he and Jiraiya had
meticulously plotted. Still, it had been hard to paralyze himself, even if he could have gotten
out the entire time.

"You tell me, super-sensor," Kakashi said sardonically, though his one visible eye was
calculating.

Haru closed his eyes and forced himself to focus instead of panicking. He had been able to
get out, but it had strained his nerves to be motionless while surrounded by ill intent. It
reminded him of that first moment he had sensed the war that had been hidden from him.
That horrible moment knowing they (Iruka-sensei…Tsunade-baa-chan….Kaka-sensei)
honestly expected him to stay behind a barrier coddled. As though he were a numbskull child
again followed by distant ANBU shadows because Jiji was scared of villagers attacking him
—more than other villages trying to steal him away. Haru knew it was a ridiculous
comparison that had ended quickly enough, but apparently, it had taken root in his mind all
the same.



"Head darkness left with most of his puppets," Haru confirmed quietly, "there are still two
squads out there."

"Why now?" Kakashi asked, "they've had all day to try something."

Haru pressed his lips together, trying to think what he could say. There was so much Kakashi
did not know and so much Haru could not yet share with him.

"Apparently, lord punch-able-face is interested in intel on Itachi," Haru said lightly, sitting at
the table instead of leaning over it now.

Kakashi mirrored his position, watching Haru's face closely. Why he had gone with Haru's
mad farce was as much a surprise to him as it had probably been to the ROOT spies
following them. Kakashi had been able to apply the seal with ease and played his part
jovially, possessively, and affectionately in a way no one who knew him would have expected
or seen before. The other night, he had started this strategy on a whim, but he had not
expected to display it so openly or feel bad about it afterward. It took enormous trust and a
lot of guts to develop a plan as hair-brained as the one Haru had landed on in thin air. As
always, he had automatically expected Kakashi to go along with it.

Kakashi did not know what to do with Haru's continuous trust in him. He thought half the
reason he kept teasing him about his survival instincts was that it was a safer option to
consider, rather than the idea that Haru (practically a stranger—a beautiful—gah—) actually
trusted Kakashi so much after so little time. It made Kakashi soft on the inside, a distinctly
new phenomenon. He was lightning, he was steel, he was—staring at Haru's pretty blue eyes
and his crooked flower crown wanting desperately to touch him again—goddammit!

Haru was startled when Kakashi's hand moved toward him. He froze and watched as Kakashi
gently righted the flower crown on Haru's head. Forgetting the danger and intrigue they had
seemingly barely sidestepped. Haru felt himself melt as he stared in silence at the man sitting
close enough to touch. Kakashi's hand stroked Haru's cheekbone absently, sliding against his
skin. Suddenly Kakashi tweaked Haru's nose, an evil eye smile in place of the warm, melty
expression.

"Why exactly did you give an academy student intel on a dangerous nuke-nin who probably
wants to kill said academy student?" Kakashi asked in a deadpan shaking Haru by his nose.

Haru squawked and leaned back. He batted Kakashi's hand away with a distinct pout before
rubbing his red nose grumpily.

"He needed to know," Haru defended himself, puffing up his chest as he scrambled to come
up with a reasonable explanation. "That kid radiates wrath, pain, and sadness like a
thundercloud. Leave that genius in the dark, and he'll go down dangerous paths to find
answers and gain power. Right now, Itachi is still a wraith from a nightmare, and if he sees
him again, that will only grow stronger. Itachi is the emperor of illusion, and he will project
strength and menace despite the fact he is dying."

"Yes, how in the world do you know that," Kakashi asked, leaning closer. He had heard that
from Hiruzen when they had gone over Jiraiya's intel from Haru when he was out of the



village, but he had not believed it. "We've never gotten any indication of that before you."

Haru shrugged nonchalantly; they had already thought about this answer before. The kicker
was that some of it was even true.

"I moved in the same circles as nuke-nin while working in my moving village, and I had
access to some of their resources on occasion," Haru explained. He turned his eyes to the seal
glowing on the table instead of Kakashi's face as though that would help him remember the
details of the fabrication better. "There is this healer known for her discretion that offers her
services to people who can offer her secrets. No one knows why; she never sells the
information, and no one would go against her because some of the world's strongest beings
have told her their secrets. No one would risk being hunted for that."

Haru had first heard of her from Sasuke when they traveled together to re-establish Jiraiya's
spy network for Sai to eventually take over. Sasuke's jaunt of murderous rebellion had
exposed him to many of the ilks of the world. That had enabled Haru and Sai to get a
foothold in places they had not before. It was useful, though Haru hated the reason they had
reached the information.

"If she's legendary for secrecy, how do you know he's seen her and that he is dying," Kakashi
pointed out rationally.

"Happenstance," Haru grinned briefly at a disbelieving Kakashi; this part was mostly the
truth. He hadn't known that Itachi knew the medic, even Sasuke probably hadn't known, so it
was quite a surprise when they happened across each other. "Before I became an Akatsuki
target, I was there to see if…she could help me wake my…pet. Itachi was coughing and
passed out, trying to get to her hidden location. He probably would have been found by the
old hag if I left him there, but I helped him anyway. I could sense how close to death he was.
I saw him again months later. I found out the hard way who he was at that time. He didn't
remember me, and I dashed before any fighting could get started between us—I hate
genjutsu. I could still sense the illness. He looked like one of the most terrifying creatures I
have ever seen. Once a genius, always a genius, I suppose. Don't tell the baby Uchiha I
accidentally helped his brother, though—he might not forgive me for that."

Haru winced as he imagined chibi-Sasuke finding out that tidbit before knowing the Uchiha
situation's truth. Kakashi looked incredulous the entire time Haru had been talking, but since
that was his usual expression when Haru spoke about his past…or his present…or anything
really, he did not take it to heart.

"You sensed his illness?" Kakashi checked, briefly confusing Haru before he realized he
hadn't mentioned that bit before now. It was hard to keep track of the abilities he had shared
and when.

"Uzumaki's are known for our vitality; some of my clan had special healing abilities. I don't
have that ability besides enhanced self-healing, and I couldn't be a medic because of my
abysmal chakra control, but I can sense illness if I can sense their chakra."

Kakashi looked at Haru and then gave a heavy sigh pushing his fingers through his silver hair
as he assimilated yet another thing that made the Uzumaki different and a complicated



enigma. He shook his head and instead focused on his other question.

"Sasuke seemed devasted when you told him. I didn't see much rage."

Haru winced and looked down at his clenched hands as he fought against the urge to stroke
over his chest whenever he was reminded about Sasuke leaving or anything to do with the
Uchiha massacre.

"Yeah, he was devasted," Haru agreed and shrugged, "People are complicated, especially
emotionally constipated people."

Kakashi watched him closely, unsure how to take the vacant, lost expression on Haru's face.

"You really think he's in danger of leaving the village?" Kakashi checked, his stomach
clenching at the thought. It seemed counterintuitive to leave the village before he had
exhausted all his resources. Still, there had been something about Sasuke's expression when
he had approached Haru that had Kakashi worried.

"Yes," Haru said immediately. "If he thinks he can become more powerful elsewhere, he will
go."

Kakashi's eyebrow lifted as he watched Haru place his hand over his chest like he had seen
him do before, a sadly lost expression on his face.

"Learn from experience…Sasuna, wasn't it?" Kakashi questioned delicately.

"Yeah," Haru huffed, his fingers turned white from pressure over his chest, "experience."

Kakashi purposefully laid back, cushioning his head with his hands as he turned his gaze
lackadaisically to the ceiling, as though this would lower the tension in the room.

"Ah well, that's his jounin sensei's problem—I'll just pass that along when he gets assigned to
someone," Kakashi said with a relieved sigh. Haru instantly had to keep himself from
guffawing, pressing his trembling lips together as he fought against the outburst. He knew
that Kakashi was trying to get him to tease back about being lazy or get him to fall into their
banter, but he didn't think the man realized how funny that little comment was.

"What?" Kakashi inquired, squinting at Haru when he didn't comment. Haru burst out in a
loud peal of laughter before he laid back himself. He practically squealed with laughter as he
tossed side-to-side while imagining rubbing this in Kaka-sensei's face if the grumpy Hokage
were there. Oh, the ironies of time travel were abundant.

"You're going to be his sensei Kashi," Haru said, breathless. He turned his head to look at the
dumbfounded Kakashi lying beside him.

Kakashi watched him with dawning horror.

"What, no!" he spat, smacking Haru's hand away when he tried to poke Kakashi's cheek
teasingly.



"Come on, Kashi," Haru giggled, turning on his side to stare at Kakashi on his back beside
him. "He's a lightning and fire-natured genius with Sharingan eyes; who else will teach him?"

"Lighting natured?" Kakashi confirmed wearily, also turning on his side to see Haru's
laughing face in case of deception.

"Yup," Haru teased, laughing harder when Kakashi visibly shuddered at the thought.

"Fuck” Kakashi muttered before a false hope lit his eye, "No—Hiruzen doesn't know that
does he?"

That made Haru laugh harder, almost pressing his face into the ground in glee.

"Do you think that's the deciding factor?" Haru gasped hysterically.

"He won't pass!" Kakashi insisted and then shoved Haru when he laughed harder.

"The bell test?" Haru questioned as he rolled back onto his side and peered at the visible slice
of Kakashi's face. He was curious about what Kakashi would divulge about the tradition.

"Jiraiya told you?" Kakashi asked, surprised. That seemed odd to share, even with how close
the two were.

"It's a team 7 tradition," Haru teased, smashing his hands against his cheek as he watched
Kakashi, interested in what he would say.

"That no one has passed since my team," Kakashi informed him snarkily. Haru rolled his
eyes.

"Hmm," Haru snickered, "I guess we'll see then."

Kakashi rolled his eyes when Haru waggled his eyebrows with implications at him.

"Jiraiya told you about that?" Kakashi sighed, remembering his bet in Kusa before he had
officially met Haru. Ah, the good old days before Kakashi was slowly being driven insane by
a beautiful sunshine man who really should not look that attractive, grinning evilly over at
Kakashi. His slightly crushed flower crown was lopsided on his head again.

"So where are you taking this blind date when you inevitably lose this bet to Jiraiya," Haru
asked, knowing the details of the bet to the letter. Jiraiya had told him about his plans before
Kakashi had ever even heard of Haru's existence.

Kakashi glared at the Uzumaki, but he could not help the hazy daydream which shyly peeked
in at him from the back of his head. That place where sensei took Kushina-nee-chan—why
would he think about this?

"Kicked toward the sun if he isn't careful," Kakashi growled and was gratified when surprise
flitted across Haru's face. It was rare when it was Haru who was being surprised and not the
other way around.



"Who said it would be me?" Haru pointed out, though, that he did not sound convinced either.

Jiraiya said it was supposed to be someone else in the village back when they were planning
it…but then again, this was Jiraiya, who was also secretly writing a gay love story
transparently based on Kakashi and Haru. Jiraiya thought he didn't know that since he never
had Haru edit it, but Haru knew what Jiraiya looked like when he had a fresh idea. He had
checked the night before, and there it had been—the older male partner called, the younger
sunshine, for god's sake. Haru had nearly destroyed it right there, but Jiraiya was protective
of his work, and he thought the old man might be hurt if he did so. That didn't explain why
Kakashi came to that conclusion. Had Jiraiya been leaving hints when he wasn't around—he
was going to kill him later!

"Who else?" Kakashi deadpanned.

"Well—" Haru tried for nonchalance though his cheeks were burning, "I guess Jiraiya has
been trying to be my matchmaker since we met."

Kakashi leaned a little closer, his gray eye piercing as Haru and he lay haphazardly across the
floor side by side.

"Having any luck?" Kakashi asked, his voice lowering in a way that sent tingles down Haru's
back.

"I don't know, you tell me?" Haru asked, cocking one eyebrow.

Suddenly, Kakashi darted to lean over Haru instead of beside him. Haru laughed as he laid
back and stared at Kakashi teasingly, though his heart was thrumming. He and Sasuke had
never really flirted per se. They were either fighting each other, protecting each other, or
aggressively making out (and other things eh…hem) when things started between them. It
had not been all that different in the grand scheme of things from their previous relationship's
intensity. This thing with Kakashi was a little softer, a little brighter…it was good. Haru still
missed Sasuke, probably always would, but there was something more here that he had not
been expecting.

"Playing with fire, aren't you, sunshine?" Kakashi asked huskily as he stared down at Haru.

He pushed the crooked flower crown off Haru's face, at once totally serious and teasing.
Kakashi didn't know what he was doing; he was probably going off what Jiraiya's novels had
shown, but awkward as it felt, it made him feel alive in a way he hadn't in years.

"Well," Haru chuckled and then reached up to gently touch Kakashi's wild shock of silver
hair wonderingly; it was softer than it looked, "I am wind-natured. It's sorta what I do."

"You—" Kakashi started only for the seal on the table beside them to flare brightly just
before the door burst open. Kakashi was up with a kunai in hand a breath later, though he
stopped in time to keep from killing the idiot who had burst through the door.

"WE HAVE ARRIVED!" Gai shouted, posing as Haru leaned his head back to see and started
laughing again so hard he cried this time. "MY fine compatriots, I have heard about your



youthful energy here!"

"GAI!" Kakashi shouted, really throwing the kunai this time.

As expected, the Green Beast took this as a challenge, catching the lowballed kunai against
his palm, so it hovered there impressively. Neji and Lee, who had come in just seconds after
their sensei, looked mildly impressed (Neji) and sobbed with joy (Lee). Haru continued to
laugh, curling into a fetal position and rocking himself theatrically. Kakashi just sighed and
kicked Haru to get him to stand up. Haru obliged. He made sure to take his lightly smushed
flower crown with him to put it back in its place of honor. He was just in time to hear an
excited Tenten shouting from outside.

"Hey, is he really wearing a flower crown?!"

"Yes," Neji called back, lifting an eyebrow at Haru though he gave the smallest of smiles
when Haru grinned boyishly at him.

"It looks beautiful on your Haru-sensei," Lee announced unabashedly, giving him two
thumbs up as Tenten came skidding into the room with wide excited eyes.

"Oh, I wish I had your hair, Haru-chan," Tenten exclaimed, stepping around her still posing
sensei.

"Shouldn't we be cooking?" Neji interjected before anyone else could speak. Haru latched
onto the excuse to not have to look at Kakashi's face, not wanting to know what his
expression was like. Was he disappointed? Relieved?

"Yes, yes we should," Haru announced and then gestured grandly to the side, not looking at
Kakashi, "come on, baby genin, to the kitchen!"

Gai was grinning as he watched his team follow behind Haru like a group of baby ducklings.
They were laughing at Haru's description of Kakashi's dastardly plan they had all heard about
while walking through the village. Gai walked inside and glanced at Kakashi, his smile
sparkling exuberantly. Kakashi glared at him before unceremoniously sitting and bringing out
his Icha Icha Paradise book to hide behind. Gai sat to see Haru interacting with his kids in the
kitchen, explaining what he was making with expansive expressions. Tenten and Lee hung
onto his every movement and word. Neji was far more reserved but he watched Haru closely
and attended to the task assigned to him.

"A most youthful display is not like you, my friend Kakashi!" Gai broke the silence, glancing
at his friend and rival from the corner of his eye. He noted that Kakashi was positioned so he
could look into the kitchen though he looked busy with his book.

"Sunshine is contagious, I'm afraid," Kakashi deadpanned as he turned the page. Luckily his
mask hid the color on his cheeks…was he getting a fever? Yeah, that was it; he would have to
see a medic before the end of the day.

"HA HA HA," Gai laughed and then bumped Kakashi's shoulder, "it's good to see you
enjoying the spring of your youth more, Kakashi!"



Kakashi paused before he glanced at Haru. He was trying to get Neji to laugh instead of
stoically cutting vegetables by balancing a kunai on his nose.

"Yeah, I got that feeling too," Kakashi sighed.

///

Kakashi and Gai spend their time waiting for Iruka and Jiraiya to appear by watching Haru-
genin-whisperer and besotted-baby-genin make a mess in the kitchen. They also discuss what
they had overheard during the conversation with Haru and the scheming academy students.
Both were concerned about Sasuke and still confused about why Haru had told the kid
anything. Gai confided in an undertone about Naruto's arrival. Kakashi's guilt was growing
by the minute. He was lying to him. Lying to Haru, who had trusted him to carry him
paralyzed through the village, just as an oblique loyalty pledge to drive off Danzo for the
moment. Kakashi suspected Haru had put the pieces together that the student Shikamaru was
asking after was the Jinchuriki. That same Jinchuriki he knew they had been getting creative
about keeping apart from him. Haru may act like a happy-go-lucky idiot, but he had been
intelligent enough to turn his ANBU witnessing the exchange with Danzo into a protective
factor despite Tenzo's inability to speak about him. He had seemingly been able to discern
Danzo's intentions after only moments in his presence. He had been smart enough to trick
Jiraiya and Kakashi into following his backup clones through the village while he went off on
his mission free as a bird, without making that seem like a threat. This powerful man, who
Kakashi had a planet-sized soft spot for, would learn about Naruto eventually. IT looked like
it was approaching soon. Even if he had taken to Konoha like a fish to water, even if he liked
being there—liked Jiraiya…liked Kakashi, could that withstand him finding out about
Naruto's existence?

Not just that, but how the boy was treated in the village would be incendiary enough without
the added subterfuge keeping them apart. Would Haru leave when he found out, kidnap
Naruto for good or for ill in the process? Kakashi was rapidly beginning to feel that
something…(His heart? His happiness?) rested on Haru staying in the village. How could he
balance that with the need to protect his sensei's son, a boy who appeared hell-bent on
tracking Haru down one way or another? It was both too soon and too late for this to go well;
he just hoped that Haru would manage to surprise him in a good way once again.

"I trust him," Gai suddenly said. His gaze was on the kitchen again, where Tenten had
seemingly decided she needed to add spices to a steaming pot that Haru was stirring while
hanging on the Uzumaki's back like a monkey. "We'll just have to hope that he cherishes our
comradeship enough to stick around."

Kakashi nodded his agreement and turned a page in his book though he hadn't read a single
word so far. His ruminations were interrupted by the seal brightening again moments before
the door slammed open.

"WHERE'S THE MANUSCRIPT, HARU!" Jiraiya suddenly shouted, his face red as he
strode through the door, closely followed by a winded Iruka.

"Where it always is, Ero-sennin," Haru shouted back; he leaned down to let Tenten jump
down, instructing her with a grin to take over before he left the genin in the kitchen.



Jiraiya had rushed over to his secret hidey-hole, sighing relief when everything was
accounted for.

"You didn't let Kashi-chan peek, right?" Jiraiya asked, "No freebies!"

Kakashi glared at the man, mildly appalled he hadn't thought of that before.

"Oh, Haru-chan, I was going to—," Iruka started but stopped when Haru walked over and
hugged the man suddenly. "What was that for?"

"Nothing," Haru said and leaned back. His face was tense before he glanced over at Jiraiya.
The toad sage stilled and stopped counting his manuscript pages. Haru jerked his head toward
the stairs meaningfully and then disappeared in a red flash similar to Minato. Kakashi paled
for a moment as memories struck him over the head.

"Wha?" Iruka asked, wholly taken off-guard.

"I—" Jiraiya said, his voice suddenly serious. "I should go see what that is about. Don't let
the genin burn down my house!"

Without another word, Jiraiya started after Haru leaving three adults staring in confusion at
each other while the genin continued to cook without realizing anything had occurred.

"What's wrong with him?" Iruka ventured, walking over to take a seat beside Gai. Kakashi
heard Gai mention his antics in the village, but he was focused on the stairs. What was that?
And why did he feel like he was missing something profound?

///

"He's going to put up a fight, y'know, kid."

"So will I."
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Jiraiya was understandably worried about Haru's sudden disappearing act and the seriousness
of his expression. In all the time he had known him, Haru's playful mask was seldom
discarded, usually only when they were alone. It wasn't as though Haru were incapable of
being serious, just that it held more weight to it than it would for someone serious by nature.
Jiraiya found Haru in his room, the extra layers of sealing glowing around the door. Haru was
pacing back and forth, rubbing the back of his head in frustration. Jiraiya crossed the barrier
into his room and cocked his eyebrow in question. Haru saw him and froze in place, his
hands fisted at his sides. He looked more solemn than Jiraiya had seen him in a while,
especially considering the slightly crushed flower crown still adorning his forehead.

"Lay it on me, kid," Jiraiya sighed; he crossed his arms and leaned heavily against the
doorway, waiting patiently for Haru to speak. Haru winced and scratched irritably at his head.

"I might have fucked up a little bit," Haru admitted, his voice tense as he copied Jiraiya's
crossed-armed pose.

"Well, I could have guessed that gaki," Jiraiya teased, trying to lighten the mood, "You
wouldn't be my godson without that in the mix. Now, what exactly did you do? I don't think
you were wrong about telling the little Uchiha about his brother. If Sasuke thinks you've got
the power to get him answers and are willing to share them with him there's no way he'll go



chasing after, Orochimaru. Especially once he sees what power you have to offer free of a
parasitic contract. "

"It's not Sasuke I'm worried about," Haru grunted and then let a smile trail at the corner of his
lips wryly. "Not this time anyway. Even if the idiot tried to pull the same stunt, I am more
than capable of locating and dragging him home, kicking and screaming. It's Danzo that's the
problem."

"I'm finding out he usually is," Jiraiya admitted dryly. "What is it this time?"

"Danzo showed up shortly before I finished talking to Sasuke," Haru grunted. "His
sycophants must have gotten him the second they realized it was about Itachi. I knew Danzo
was scared of him, he should be, but I still didn't like his reaction to me talking to Sasuke. I'm
not worried about them getting to Itachi before we can, he can take care of himself, but I
think I just made myself a whole lot more attractive to Danzo."

Jiraiya inhaled sharply as he connected the dots quickly enough. His deduction was based on
Haru's previous conversations about the difficulties tracking Itachi down for their plans. Sai
had told Haru that every spy that had tried to track or follow Itachi had been caught in a
genjutsu. They completely forgot everything they had seen about Itachi's movements. Sasuke
had once told Haru that Itachi regularly edited himself and Kisame from civilians' and
shinobi memories to hide their activity using his superior genjutsu techniques. This had made
it impossible to track Itachi unless he wanted to be found or was tracked by a sensor of Karin
or Haru's level. Haru had just openly admitted not only was he able to track an Uchiha and
gain volatile information about something he was actively hiding. He also had been able to
escape from him before being killed or having his memories edited.

"Kami," Jiraiya cursed and rubbed his eyes. "If he was eager to get you away from us before,
he must be salivating at the possibilities now."

"I made my connection to Kakashi even more obvious with his help," Haru said, smiling
slightly when Jiraiya cracked a grin at him, revealing he had heard about the flower crown
incident on the way home like team Gai had. "He's got to be spiraling thinking about how to
extricate me from my bonds which are growing ever more complicated the longer I stay here.
At this point, I've managed to ensnare myself in Konoha almost too well. He will look for a
cleavage point to separate me enough to consider joining the foundation, and the most
obvious one is the 'Naruto lie.' So I figure we should use it Old Kohei style against him."

Jiraiya looked a mix between touched and amused. Kohei had one of Jiraiya's ill-fated serious
heroes in his books before he had stumbled upon his affinity with smut. It hadn't even been as
popular as Tales of a Gutsy Ninja. Kohei had been modeled after Jiraiya's spying days. His
signature move was weaponizing feigned vulnerability by focusing an enemy's attention on
what seemed to be a weakness but was a strength; he could hide his flaws while resisting the
real attacks with ease.

"How did you even read that thing?" Jiraiya asked, amused. "I don't think I have a copy, and
it never got beyond an initial local print."

Haru smiled sadly.



"After the war, Tsunade-baa-chan and Kaka-sensei gave me your personal effects…you uh—
you have my parents' things in a scroll in the house cellar that survived Nagato. Dad had all
of your books in one of his scrolls."

Jiraiya's eyes widened before he slowly closed them. He had forgotten all about Minato and
Kushina's things, which were indeed stuffed in the corner of his cellar. That Minato had gone
to the trouble of collecting even his failures made his chest feel tight—damn, he missed his
kid. Haru gave Jiraiya a moment to collect himself patiently; it was rare that Jiraiya took a
moment to grieve, and Haru had always been touched when his godfather was willing to
show that pain in front of him.

"So," Jiraiya cleared his throat and refocused on the situation. "You want Danzo to be
planning on 'revealing' the truth about Naruto to you, and that sensei, Kakashi, and I are
'lying,' which is safer than something we cannot anticipate. Since you obviously know about
Naruto, that point is moot and would not make you join ROOT, but he has no way of
knowing that."

"If I was just Uzumaki Kuniharu being lied to about my one remaining clan member, that
plan might have worked," Haru said with a sly grin before he huffed. "If I was stupid enough
to trust Danzo instead of just taking Naruto and running, that is."

Jiraiya whistled, "He would have to handle that quite delicately then, keeping you in the
village and in his foundation while still betrayed enough to betray sensei."

"Not if he just takes Naruto and uses him as blackmail," Haru admitted bleakly. "The easiest
way for using this cleavage point would be to do the reveal, seemingly angering me and
isolating me from you, Kakashi, and Jiji. Once I tried to leave, he would swoop in and
threaten chibi or have manipulated him somehow so I can't leave. This is why you need to
make yourself an obstacle between them, so that isn't an option. He'll have to figure out a
more complicated route to entice me after the reveal with you hanging around Naruto to
avoid tipping you off."

"So, you've heightened your relationship with Kakashi, and obviously, you and I are attached
at the hip. His focus will be on separating you from us instead of on Naruto for the moment.
As you said, because he doesn't know about your nonsense, he thinks you don't know about
Naruto—a secret that otherwise would be incendiary enough to make you abandon the
village. However, if he controls access to Naruto, he keeps you in the village and in the
foundation, possibly as a spy on Hiruzen, me, and Kakashi, as well as a tool to throw at his
Uchiha problem. You want me to get close to Naruto, so he doesn't try to manipulate or attack
him and risk "tipping me off." That would create a problem for him. While he tries to figure
out how to circumvent that problem, we know what he is doing and what to look out for
instead of something more nebulous that might take us by surprise. Since you already know
about Naruto, it's not a weakness, and it buys us time to find Itachi…." Jiraiya murmured to
himself, going over the plan Haru had laid out for him. Jiraiya cracked a teasing grin at Haru.

"You had an outstanding teacher, Gaki."

Haru rolled his eyes but did not deny it. He had learned a lot from Jiraiya; even after his
death, the books the old man had written were full of hidden nuggets of wisdom…if you



could get through the smut, that is. As far as Haru was concerned, Jiraiya wasn't that bad of a
writer when focused on an actual plotline.

"Also, you're going to teach Naruto Kage bunshin," Haru stated flatly.

Jiraiya snorted, placing a hand against his forehead.

"I knew you would say that, and I agree it is the only option until Naruto trains enough to
learn water chakra nature changes, which from what you said, will take a while," Jiraiya
conceded.

"He might learn it faster than I did if I'm helping him, but he's already got a mountain of
techniques that he needs to learn before adding that one. Kage bunshin is the foundation of
my entire fighting style; he needs it even if he fights differently. It will help him learn things
quicker and get around the handicaps that come with the way our chakra stockpiles."

"I hear you," Jiraiya nodded. "But they don't know about Naruto's flavor of crazy yet. To
them, this is teaching a kid a technique that has killed scores of trained jounin. Even sensei
struggles with Kage bunshin!"

"He's vulnerable to manipulation without it, Jiraiya! Not just to Mizuki, but now to Danzo,
who is looking for a reason to leash me. Do you want to risk leaving Naruto out to dry on this
right now?" Haru asked tensely.

Jiraiya grimaced, rubbing his cheeks as he conceded the point. They had been searching for
an alternative for Naruto long before they had come back to Konoha to be able to circumvent
Mizuki's manipulations. Still, it had always come back to Kage Bunshin in the end. Jiraiya
would already be taking an active role in Naruto's life with the leap toad technique training,
but adding Kage bunshin would cement their status as student and sensei. That would make it
more dangerous for Danzo to try to approach Naruto as a way to get to Haru.

"If we do this, we'll have to use the limiter seal," Jiraiya sighed. "I know you're against using
it, but it's a fail-safe that might make sensei really consider it."

Haru huffed, pressing his lips in a line. The seal had been Jiraiya's making in their time
together preparing for Haru's re-entry into Konoha, but Haru had been resisting using it. The
seal made it so the shinobi could not create more than one kage bunshin unless they knew the
hand signs to override it or it was dispelled. Even one Kage bunshin could be dangerous for
the average shinobi. For Naruto, it would be laughably easy to maintain as he had been able
to field hundreds only hours after learning the technique. It was a severe handicap, and Haru
thought it to be a smothering overcautious step…but if it would convince them...

"Fine," Haru agreed, not seeing any other possibility of convincing Jiji to risk it. "I'll bring it
up with Jiji tomorrow…on top of all the other things we will be discussing."

Jiraiya smiled sympathetically, as they both knew that the agenda for that conversation had
been growing ever since it had been set between them. His eyes narrowed when he noticed
Haru puckered his lips and scratched his cheek like he often did when he had something to
say that he knew Jiraiya would not like.



"Spit it out, Kuniharu," Jiraiya sighed, not wanting to leave the nin below unsupervised for
too long. "I'd rather be forewarned now than have whatever it is sprung on me later."

" I want to talk to him!" Haru said quickly. Jiraiya released an exasperated sigh.

"Sensei's not going to let that happen yet, kid," Jiraiya pointed out, not unkindly.

"Just a letter," Haru insisted; he knew even that would be stretching things, "we need some
form of communication to help him settle down so he doesn't get us both in trouble trying to
reach me. Naruto wanting a family is the real vulnerability that is ripe for manipulation here.
He needs something concrete—you and me…even if I'm just writing to an academy student
needing help with a bunshin."

Jiraiya considered the plan. Well,….if Haru was just writing to explain the technique and the
seal with some encouragement, seemingly unaware of their relationship…

"That could work," Jiraiya admitted, "but you'll have to be mighty convincing with sensei,
not to mention careful with the letter itself. He and ANBU will read it before it gets to the
kid."

Haru snickered, "Leave it to me, Ero-sennin; getting kages to do what I want is my
specialty!"

Jiraiya rolled his eyes, "Yes, well, all those kages had a soft spot for you or were indebted to
you, so it doesn't count."

"Does so!" Haru insisted before he sobered, "I'm more worried about what Danzo will be
doing. I know Jiji will be suspicious now, but historically he's got a bad track record
controlling Danzo. That genocidal bastard gives me the creeps."

"He's going to put up a fight, y'know, kid," Jiraiya reminded Haru as they both considered the
difficult job of extricating the dark weeds of Konoha alongside their Sharingan-infested
manure.

"So will I," Haru said with a wicked grin, accepting the challenge with his bijuu's roar in his
mind backing up his words.

///

Iruka smiled at Tenten when the girl placed a plate in front of him. The genin were
transferring the feast to the table, which Kakashi had cleared for them by placing the many
scrolls and papers in a messy pile for Jiraiya and Haru to clean up later. While the genin had
finished cooking the meal, Iruka had talked to Gai and Kakashi and wondered what Haru and
Jiraiya were doing up there. There was no sound from upstairs, and when Gai had tried to
poke his head through the door to yell up about the food being finished, he had bumped into a
concrete barrier that manifested from nowhere. Very strange. Still, just as the genin were
about to sit down, Jiraiya and Haru came down the stairs laughing again as though nothing
had happened.



"Wow, it smells great," Haru said, stopping at the door after pushing Jiraiya through, "good
work, team!"

The genin gave their varying degrees of pleased reactions to the praise though all looked
curious about what occurred before.

"My house is still standing," Jiraiya nodded gravely. "And there's good food. Now, all we
need is sake!"

"No," Haru disagreed, chopping Jiraiya on the head before wrangling the man to sit at the
table. Haru took the open spot beside Kakashi, dragging Jiraiya down beside him. "We don't
need another drunken night like last time."

Jiraiya pouted, but all seemed to be well between them. Iruka kept a careful eye on Haru, but
he could no longer see the disquiet on his face. Throughout the meal, Haru asked the genin
about their lives and interests outside being a shinobi listening with genuine interest. Tenten
revealed she volunteered at the hospital on her free days. Lee liked to take care of animals,
and Neji surprisingly enjoyed composing poetry. Though Haru included the adults in the
conversation, Iruka felt the man was purposefully keeping the conversation away from the
bunshin issues. The only thing stopping him from interjecting was Jiraiya catching his eye
before lifting a subtle "wait" sign. Kakashi saw the gesture and narrowed his gaze at Haru but
let it go unremarked upon. Like an expert conductor (or a man trained to be Hokage one day),
Haru controlled the conversation flow with easy joviality until he was ushering the sated
genin out the door.

"I'll set a date for our next training with bushier brows, okay," Haru said as the genin trailed
after him toward the door, full and happy after the meal.

"I look forward to it, Haru-sensei," Lee said diligently. "I will practice my nunchuka every
chance I get in the interim."

"Just as I expected from you, Lee," Haru smiled and then surprised the boy by leaning in and
hugging him gently. Lee's arms wrapped convulsively around Haru as the older man patted
his back. It was very comforting, and Haru was warm.

"What about me?" Tenten teased when Haru leaned back; she lifted her arms playfully. Haru
rolled his eyes before he swept her up into a hug spinning her around. She giggled, tightening
her arms around his neck briefly before he let her go. He put a hand between her hair buns
and pat gently.

"As for you, no marriage proposals to anyone else before you are at least a chuunin," Haru
said with mock seriousness. "Now, it's not marriage, but you impressed me with your seal
knowledge. I would like to officially invite you to some lessons on basic Uzumaki seal
techniques. I am rebuilding my clan in Konoha, and those who prove themselves capable in
the art form will be eligible to be adopted. After adopting three members into the clan, I get a
seat on the council."

Tenten's eyes sparkled as she looked up at Haru in a daze. She hailed from weapons makers
and was the first Kuniochi in her family. Though she had worked herself to the bone to prove



herself, kids who came from clans had protections that civilian-born shinobi did not. The
most significant benefit was that clan kids were trained by their parents in special artforms
that were not taught at the academy, which gave them an edge on the battlefield.

Tenten had once thought that being a medic-nin may be the platform she needed to get onto
the same playing field, but that had gone down the drain with her limited chakra control…
this was a very generous offer. She had excelled at sealing because her parents used seals
often to store their weapons and enhance their utility, but the Uzumaki had made the world
shake with their abilities with sealing. She had already seen the crazy things Haru had
managed with them—her fan, those armbands he was always wearing, and his jacket, which
had warped him away; we're just scratching the surface. Tenten reached out with a trembling
finger to prod Haru though he had just hugged her.

"Are you sure you're real Haru-chan?"

Haru threw his head back and laughed, patting her head one more time as he grinned fondly
down at her.

"Sometimes I wonder that myself, Tenten-chan," he said. "Is that a yes?"

"Oh, yes!" Tenten nodded, "I'll prove myself, I swear!"

"I'm sure you will," Haru agreed before turning to Neji. Unlike Lee, who was watching this
all with pride-filled tears on his face (the sobs coming from behind Haru attested that his
sensei was similarly affected), Neji watched Haru with that same calm expression with just a
hint of a smile on his face. Haru wasn't sure whether the boy would let him, but Neji did not
react badly when Haru hugged him gently around the shoulders. He did stiffen, though, when
Haru whispered into his ear.

"We'll see what we can do about that cursed bird seal as soon as I can, okay?"

Haru smiled softly when he pulled back despite Neji's shocked expression. Neji's hand went
immediately to his forehead as he stared in disbelief at him.

"You can do that?" Neji demanded in an undertone. How did Haru even know about that? An
action like that would have the entire Hyuuga clan after him!

Haru pressed a finger to his lips.

"Give me some time," Haru said, "but I have a plan."

"Why?" Neji asked, and his voice actually broke a little. The entire room was watching the
two of them, confused. Even Jiraiya had no idea what Haru was doing—though he was
exasperated that the man seemed intent on setting up yet another thing in motion soon after
entering the village.

"You remind me of a friend," Haru said, and everyone was surprised by the obvious pain in
Haru's voice, "he died before I could keep a promise. I'm going to keep it now."



Though Neji was flooded with curiosity, he caught on that Haru was keeping whatever his
plan was between the two of them. If it got out to his uncle, it could spiral into a conflict
between Haru and the Hyuuga, or even a civil war within the Hyuuga clan branches…though
he wanted answers now, and it was hard to trust, something inside of him believed in Haru on
a deep spiritual level. It was almost as though a part of him had placed a hand on his shoulder
and whispered, Trust him. And so he did.

"I'll hold you to that," Neji said, then bowed deeply to Haru.

Haru smiled fondly at the boy, his heart aching as he remembered Neji dying anew. It had
been years, and that pain had yet to fully heal. Just as was the case regarding his grief over
losing Jiraiya, having the person back did not wholly blot out the agony of their loss. Haru
smiled as he opened the door and waved the genin out of the house. They waved at him
before they began walking into the twilight together to their different homes, buzzing from all
the new skills and information they had gained in that single day with Haru. After closing the
door, Haru stared at the wood for a moment, fortifying himself. He took a deep breath and
then turned to face the curious adults waiting for him at the table. He had been putting off
from speaking about the real issues all evening.

Here we go; this one is for you, chibi.

 

///

Haru had barely sat down before Iruka turned to him about to start talking. Instead, Haru
lifted his hand for silence. Carefully he swept his eyes over the occupants of the table,
weighing their expressions. Gai was as neutral as he was capable of being. Jiraiya looked like
he was expecting Haru to fuck up (fair). Iruka looked concerned and frustrated. As for
Kakashi, he was watching Haru closely. He was curious about which way the conversation
would take them. Finally, Haru nodded, deciding the route he was going to take.

"The student you were asking me about is the Jinchuriki," Haru announced bluntly, shocking
everyone at the table—including Jiraiya. He didn't know why he was shocked; Haru never
liked to ease into things unless he had to.

"How—" Iruka sputtered while Gai stared at him with an open mouth. Kakashi quickly
recovered from shock; he had already guessed Haru had put the pieces together. Like Jiraiya,
he was shocked at how bluntly Haru had started the conversation.

"Kakashi and Jiraiya already know that I've known about the Jinchuriki since before I came
to the village," Haru explained for Gai and Iruka's benefit. "I found out he's a kid during my
various kidnappings to escape him. The only new information I've got is that he's the same
kid you've been worried about, Iruka-chan."

"How could you tell?" Gai asked in wonder since Iruka was still trying to reboot his brain,
and Kakashi was busy analyzing Haru's expressions.



"Why else wouldn't the kid come straight to me for help if he thought you weren't going to
ask in time, Iruka-chan? He's being kept away, so he's getting desperate," Haru said with an
easy shrug. His expression softened as he turned more to face Iruka; his voice was gentler
than before. "Also, I know it hurts that he didn't believe you would help him in time, Iruka-
chan. I can feel it from here. I don't know the kid, but I've met Jinchuriki before. They're used
to being scorned and reduced to the bijuu they carry. I wouldn't take it personally. The kid is
probably used to his needs coming last before the rest of the village, including the other
academy students."

Gai openly wept at the mention, a naturally empathetic person. Though he was the most
openly emotional, he felt the least amount of pain from it. Iruka nearly started crying as well
at the kindness on Haru's face as well as the explanation. He had…well, he had never
considered it like that. Naruto didn't know he was a Jinchuriki, but he had certainly
experienced the differences in the way people treated him. Who knew how he had been
treated by his teachers before Iruka—Iruka, who had trouble adjusting to teaching Naruto
initially. Was Naruto used to coming last? His primary bonds were the Hokage and Iruka, the
Hokage had to focus on the entire village, and Iruka, as much as he cared for Naruto, had a
responsibility to the rest of his students. Was there anyone that put Naruto first in their lives?

Jiraiya was also taken off-guard by the rush of emotion inside his chest. Unlike the others, he
knew that Haru was speaking from experience. He could see the pain in Haru's eyes. It was
hard to spot behind the kindness and the understanding, but it was there. Once again, Jiraiya
thought about what it would have been like for Haru in his early life with Jiraiya—a grieving
Jiraiya. A Jiraiya who was interacting with a child and not a man who had learned the hard
way how to decode his affection beyond the walls he might put up to protect himself. Had the
other Jiraiya put Haru first? Did Haru feel like the only reason he was accepted by him was
because of his father, the bijuu he protected, and a prophecy that would rule his life? It was a
painful realization after a day of painful realizations.

Kakashi felt the familiar shame that often accompanied thoughts about Naruto. However,
beyond that heavy feeling and the prickling of realizations about the boy he had tried to
forget existed, he was sucked into watching Haru. Almost against his will, his hand slid
closer to Haru's own, propping him up. Gently Kakashi placed his fingers over Haru's and
kept them there. Haru didn't react though Kakashi thought he saw tears well up in his eyes
just before Haru flipped his hand and intertwined the fingers hidden by the edge of the table.
It made no sense, but still, it felt right.

"I told him I was going to ask…." Iruka admitted in a subdued voice, still affected by the
emotion in the room, "but I should have made it clear he was still a priority."

"I'm sure he'd appreciate that Iruka-chan," Haru said quickly, careful not to draw Jiraiya's
attention to the fact the KAKASHI WAS HOLDING HIS HAND OH KAMI—moving on,
"But this information just makes my answer all the more clear."

"And that is?" Kakashi asked dryly, as though he were not internally freaking out that he had
actually done that and that Haru was reciprocating. Was it weird they weren't saying anything
about it? That was weird, wasn't it? He would ask the king of smut over there, but Jiraiya was
the last person he wanted to know about this.



"Kage bunshin, it's the only answer," Haru said firmly, pushing through his emotion to speak
firmly. "It's technically possible for him to manifest another chakra nature, but that could take
years. The wind is not a natural medium for a clone. Kage bunshin, on the other hand, is
particularly suited to Jinchuriki,"

"How so?" Gai asked, leaning forward.

"Jinchuriki already experience a splitting off of their body, and of their self, acting as the
containers for bijuu," Haru began to explain, trying to figure out the parts that would be
reasonable for him to use the Uzumaki secret knowledge excuse for. "Being a jinchuriki since
near birth, this boy has never experienced life without one part of himself existing in another
plane, guarding and mixing his chakra against and with the bijuu. Kage bunshin is the
splitting of chakra, bound by that same existential plane that the bijuu resides. The danger of
Kage bunshin is that it is easier to drain a shinobi of chakra to the point of death when
multiple bodies are using the reserve of one person. However, a Jinchuriki is bolstered by the
chakra that leaks from their seal. To avoid waiting years to re-manifest, the bijuu will keep its
host from death by chakra exhaustion. They would prefer their host to lose control so the
bijuu can take over their body instead."

Everyone except for Jiraiya widened their eyes in shock. That was more information than any
of them had ever heard about Jinchuriki.

"How do you know all this?" Iruka asked, rubbing his head as he tried to assimilate all that
information.

"Our clan was the first to seal a bijuu into a Jinchuriki," Haru said, cocking his head slightly
with pride. "We have a strange relationship with the bijuu going back to our origins. I know
more about Jinchuriki than any person alive."

"He's right," Jiraiya confirmed, nodding his toward Kakashi when the man looked at him to
check.

"You've met other Jinchuriki?" Gai asked curiously.

"Surely you've heard about my run-ins with Killer B?" Haru teased; he squeezed Kakashi's
hand playfully, nearly laughing when the man returned the squeeze much harder. "And I've
run across one or two others on the road. I'm beginning to think I'm a Jinchuriki magnet."

Jiraiya snorted while Iruka and Kakashi both had vivid war flashbacks of their close calls
with Naruto.

"I think I understand what you're saying," Iruka admitted, "but the Hokage will still have
reservations. He's not even a genin yet!"

Haru sighed, wanting to pout. He hated that this was necessary, and he knew Jiraiya was
getting a kick out of it.

"Which is where my teacher's seal comes in," Haru said. His voice was far less convincing
than usual.



"OH—I remember that story," Jiraiya said dramatically, playing his part like a pro just to
annoy Haru, "good idea, Haru-chan!"

"What?" Kakashi asked, lifting his visible eyebrow in question. He noticed the strange glee
coming from Jiraiya and Haru's reluctance.

"My teacher was overly concerned about the dangers of learning this technique as well—"
Haru said bitterly. He glared at Jiraiya when the man snorted and rolled his eyes. "So, he
came up with a seal that made it so I could only create one clone at a time. It would
automatically dispel when my chakra reached a certain level. It's extremely frustrating and
not needed, I might point out! But it would guarantee this kid can't accidentally kill himself
by making too many (not that that's possible because the bijuu would stop him, but I digress).
I'm talking to Hokage-sama tomorrow. I'll bring my suggestion to him and see where that gets
me. If he gives the go-ahead, would you be willing to teach him Raiya?"

"Already promised the tadpole," Jiraiya smiled, nodding his head in agreement, "and I keep
my promises. Some knucklehead rubbed off on me."

Haru softened, a smile trailing up at the corners of his mouth.

"All right—" Iruka sighed, coming to his decision, "if Hokage-sama agrees and Jiraiya-sama
will do the actual teaching, then I'm behind it. I'm sure I can make an exception to the
graduation requirement that he need only one clone if it is as advanced as a Kage bunshin."

Iruka tried to sound optimistic, but Haru could tell he still doubted whether Naruto could do
it. This time Haru just grinned. He knew chibi would prove him wrong, given the
opportunity. It was Haru's job to give him that chance.

"Don't sound so worried, Iruka-chan," Haru said. "He can do it. Just believe it!"

There was a prolonged silence where Haru had to keep himself from giggling at Iruka
blinking stupidly at him.

"So—is anybody gonna tell me this kid's name or what?" Haru said dryly, curious whether
they would tell him or not.

"Oh—" Iruka said, and Haru could plainly see the panic in his eyes. Before Gai could blurt it
out or Iruka could dig himself into a hole, Kakashi squeezed Haru's hand to gain his attention.

"Naruto," He said coolly, no flicker of uneasiness about not giving him the clan name. "His
name is Naruto."

"Oh! Like your book Raiya! That's funny," Haru said, playing along, a little mischief in his
eyes when he turned to cock an eyebrow at Iruka. "Wait, isn't that the kid you thought had
infiltrated the Hokage's office my first-day Iruka-chan?"

"Yes—" Iruka said, blushing when Gai looked at him questioningly, "he's a bit of a
troublemaker, that one."

"Oh really," Haru teased, "the fireworks and the flare didn't tip me off at all!"



When they finished laughing, it was apparent that they were through with the serious
conversations of the day. Jiraiya began to shoo them away, saying he would clean the dishes
since Haru had helped cook.

"Thank you for your help, Haru," Iruka said as Haru led his guest to the door a final time that
night.

"No need," Haru said. "Jinchuriki have it rough. They need everyone they can get in their
corner."

"And you are?" Gai asked curiously.

"Absolutely," Haru nodded.

Gai hugged Haru before he could decide whether to or not. Iruka followed, smiling softly at
Haru before he left with Gai. Then it was just Haru and Kakashi, who had dropped hands
subtly before standing. Jiraiya was nearby, singing to himself as he worked in the kitchen.
Haru kept that in mind, but still, his heart hammered as he looked at Kakashi. Before Haru
could speak, Kakashi leaned in and hugged him as Haru had with every guest that night.
Instead of Haru being the one to whisper, Kakashi whispered a romantic location into Haru's
ear. Instantly Haru understood that this was the answer to his playful question earlier about
where Kakashi would take his blind date if he lost the bet with Jiraiya.

"I look forward to it," Haru said with a teasing smile when Kakashi pulled back just a bit, so
Haru was staring at his masked lips now.

"It will never happen," Kakashi disagreed vehemently, still determined not to lose.

"We'll see about that," Haru said.

They stood there for a long moment, pausing on a ledge with no Gai to interrupt them. They
hovered there for a long moment until Haru felt like his heart would explode. Kakashi leaned
in, and Haru was both exhilarated and disappointed when instead of kissing his lips, Kakashi
visibly veered to press his lips to Haru's nose instead.

"Don't make me think I accidentally killed you again," Kakashi said fiercely before he was
gone leaving Haru hot and bothered….who knew Kakashi could be so cruel? Haru felt silly
as he slumped against the doorway and cursed.

"Damn tease, Kashi."

"Oh, that was good. I got to remember that," Jiraiya remarked jovially over Haru's shoulder,
an evil grin on his face as new plotlines formed in his head. Haru and Kakashi were quite the
goldmine of UST, and he would use them to their fullest.

"UGH!" Haru shouted before he slammed the door and lazily swatted at Jiraiya, his heart still
hammering in his chest.

Damn, Kakashi….next time, he wouldn't win…but 10 out of 10 revenge, he had to give it to
the man.
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Together, the three academy students made their way to the Nara compound, Shikamaru in
the lead. His head was tilted forward as his mind still tugged on the strange encounter with
Haru. Sasuke walked silently beside Naruto, also deep in thought. The silence was unnerving
for Naruto, who had seldom spent time with others in comfortable silence. The absence of
sound was usually characteristic of those rare quiet moments when Naruto stopped
showboating and was forced to accept that he was alone. However, that was not why he felt
uneasy, or at least it wasn't all of it. Though the thought of broaching the subject made him
more nervous than approaching Iruka when he was furious. However, Naruto was no coward!

"Shikamaru—" Naruto said, pulling the Nara to a stop by tugging his arm. Shikamaru turned
toward him and raised his eyebrows in question. Sasuke huffed at being stopped but turned to
look at Naruto anyway.

"Hmm?" Shikamaru prompted him when Naruto did not immediately launch into his
explanation of their sudden stop.

"…" Naruto sputtered, trying to find the words while feeling a bit like he was suffocating.
Why was this so difficult to get out now?

"Spit it out, Dobe," Sasuke demanded, punching Naruto in the shoulder. Naruto hissed like an
offended cat, rubbing his shoulder mulishly, but again he struggled to find the words he
needed when he focused on Shikamaru.

"What is it, Naruto?" Shikamaru prompted, his eyes roving over Naruto's face as though that
would give him a clue about what was going on with his new friend.



"Are you—are you sure your parents won't mind?" Naruto ground his teeth together, feeling
flushed when both Shikamaru and Sasuke looked confused.

Shikamaru had thought he had already clarified this point with Naruto, but it appeared he was
having second thoughts about joining them at his house. His hesitation made Shikamaru
pause as he considered the issue. His father had never said outright he should avoid Naruto,
and he had never spoken ill of him. In fact, he often asked about Naruto's progress with cool
detachment. However, it was true that Shikamaru had gotten the message that Naruto was
someone to be avoided. Still—he didn't think his father actually had anything against Naruto.
It was not like some of the civilians and other parents Shikamaru had overheard. That was
always a mystery that Shikamaru had been too lazy to actually think about...until now.
Actually, something was weird about that whole situation.

"It will be fine," Shikamaru finally assured him, unsure how to word it so Naruto would stop
looking so constipated. Clearly, something had happened to make Naruto so nervous about
going over to a classmate's house. Shikamaru could guess it was terrible if Naruto, of all
people, was acting cautiously after it. Naruto was one of the bravest people Shikamaru knew;
whether that stemmed from bravado or stupidity was not the point. Naruto was not a cautious
person by nature.

"If it's not okay, we'll leave, idiot," Sasuke huffed. He crossed his arms over his chest and
glared sideways at Naruto as though he should already know this. "Don't give yourself a
brain aneurism. You only have so many brain cells to work with."

Naruto felt his shoulders relax for a moment before narrowing his eyes suspiciously at
Sasuke… was he being nice? That was weird. Shikamaru shared Naruto's skepticism as he
looked Sasuke over.

"If I didn't know better, Uchiha, I would almost think you were thoughtful," Shikamaru
deadpanned. "In fact, think that's the nicest I've heard you speak since we were kids."

Sasuke rolled his eyes and valiantly told himself the heat rising to his face was from the sun.

"Good thing you know better," Sasuke sneered.

Briefly sharing the same brain cell, Naruto and Shikamaru met each other's eyes before they
'Hn-ed' disbelievingly in unison. Sasuke blurred into motion to gut-punch them before he
started walking toward the Nara compound. He ignored Naruto, who was gasping for air with
a pained laugh. When Shikamaru started to whistle mockingly behind him, he nearly turned
around to hit him again, but he didn't want the genius to see the blush on his face. Thankfully
his color returned to normal by the time Naruto and Shikamaru caught up. The three walked
together again, no longer walking in silence. Shikamaru instead decided to distract Naruto by
theorizing about the advanced technique they had been promised. This animated Naruto and
made him forget his uncharacteristic anxiety. Even Sasuke deigned to offer opinions as they
approached the compound to be met at the door by a scary-looking woman glaring at
Shikamaru. Naruto wilted a little under that look, but rather than let him cringe away,
Shikamaru threw an arm around his shoulders to stop him.



"Shikamaru—don't you dare think I didn't hear about that nonsense with the flares earlier!"
Yoshino started without a greeting.

"Hi, mom," Shikamaru sighed. "Not in front of my friends, all right. You'll scare them away."

Yoshino pulled up short, blinking as she finally took in the two boys beside her son. She
recognized them both; of course, they were the two most well-known orphans in the village.
With an effort, she softened her expression, identifying that both boys would not see the
difference between worry and anger from a parental figure. Just the look the frightened
Uzumaki boy gave her would have stopped her rampage. The Uchiha's glare and slight move
in front of Naruto were also curious. Now she was looking closer. The blond boy did look
remarkably like her previous dinner guest-- the one that her idiotic genius of a husband had
avoided telling her much about. Looking at Naruto at that moment, she had a feeling she
knew why that might be.

"—You've brought guests?" she asked before grinning wryly at her troublesome son.
"Besides Choji and Ino?"

"Yeah, and I'm sure their reputation probably proceeds them," Shikamaru glared at his mother
before he sighed and gestured at his newest friends, "This is Uchiha Sasuke and Uzumaki
Naruto. I invited them to dinner; we're working on a technique together."

It was very odd for her son to be looking at her suspiciously, as though he suspected she
might lunge at his guests. The little Uchiha seemed to think it a possibility based on how he
had positioned himself. Oh—it looked casual enough if you ignored the fact he was blocking
a confused-looking Naruto from her reach.

"I…see," Yoshino chuckled before gesturing for the boys to come in. "Well, welcome to our
home Naruto and Sasuke; I'll expect you boys to wash your hands before dinner—I'll call you
when it's done, Shikamaru. I'll let your father dole our your punishment then."

Her voice had been perfectly polite until the last sentence. She angrily glared at her son
before she turned and disappeared into the house. Naruto, for his part, felt like he had run a
mile. A quiet delighted smile lifted on his face as he realized he hadn't been treated any
differently than Sasuke had.

"Troublesome woman," Shikamaru cursed before waving the two inside.

Naruto was still uncharacteristically nervous as he looked around the house while following
Shikamaru to a medium-sized dojo. Sasuke walked with his regular broody expression but
kept Naruto in his peripheral. Though the three boys had spent relatively little time together,
their operation earlier in the day and the shared interest in the technique smoothed the way
for them. Though Shikamaru had only just learned to do the technique properly, he took to it
quickly with Naruto and Sasuke to observe. Both boys were highly proficient, especially with
passing it between them. Adding Shikamaru into a passing pattern was not as easy, but it
quickly fell into a complex game. Naruto's natural exuberance and affinity for the technique
dragged his more reserved and taciturn companions into the joy of the game. Soon the dojo
was full of flying toads and three academy students intent on showing off and impressing the
other two into admitting their awesomeness. That was a feat that would never come to pass



between three competitive budding shinobi, but a goal to shoot for nonetheless. Silently and
without alerting the boys inside to his presence, Shikaku slid the dojo door open and watched
the display with a slight smile.

"Those toad toys are multiplying around the village these days," Shikaku announced,
stopping the flurry of motion in front of him. "I see we have an infestation in here as well."

Naruto turned quickly toward Shikaku and offered a hopeful grin, a toad planted between his
eyes. It made him look younger than he was. Shikaku offered him a wry grin before he
glanced at the suspicious Uchiha and his son, who was trying to pull off nonchalance despite
the toad plastered to his chest.

"Naruto's cousin brought them," Shikamaru said challengingly and lifted his eyebrows as he
stared his father down. Shikaku snorted and shook his head with fond exasperation.

"I see you don't regret your actions," he commented dryly.

"No," Shikamaru answered honestly.

Shikaku stood for a moment as the three boys sat and watched him. Shikamaru wore a
calculating expression, Sasuke a bored but thoughtful look and Naruto was bouncing in
place. He looked for all the world like he was fighting to keep himself from shouting
questions.

"Well, come on, boys," Shikaku said, waving them forward, "dinner is ready. It's nice to meet
you, Naruto and Sasuke."

"Hn," the Uchiha hummed and nodded toward him with a modicum of respect.

Naruto had apparently decided he was done standing there nervously. He jumped forward and
looked up at Shikaku with wide excited eyes.

"Your hair looks like a pineapple too, Shikamaru-Ji-san," Naruto announced, reminding
Shikaku of Haru so much that the man briefly wondered whether Haru was in disguise as his
cousin. After blinking for a moment, Shikaku let a smile find it was on his mouth.

"So I have been informed recently," Shikaku laughed, remembering Haru saying much the
same thing at dinner. "You can call me Shikaku-san, Naruto."

"Oh—" Naruto said with wide eyes, clearly shocked at the kindness in his voice.
"Okay...Shikaku-san?"

The dinner was tense at first as both Naruto and Sasuke were unsure how to act. Shikamaru's
ease with his parents, who both teased him, quickly put both boys at ease. Naruto made
Yoshino smile when he marveled at her food and even asked for a recipe. The longer he spent
at the table, the more the Nara family recognized the similarities between Naruto and Haru. It
really was eerie how the two mirrored each other in what dishes they enjoyed and avoided.
The dancing blue of their eyes was exactly the same. When they laughed, it made everyone in



the room grin as well. When Yoshino brought dessert out, she was practically ravenous to
understand their connection.

"I heard in the market that Kakashi was carrying someone around like a princess. Is that
true?" Yoshino asked slyly, hoping the topic might net her some information.

She had seen Haru being carried just before she had arrived home with fresh vegetables for
dinner. The whole table paused as the boys remembered the image of Haru being stolen.
Together, they all turned toward Shikaku expectantly as though he held all the answers.
Yoshino grinned at her husband, who had frozen and turned a betrayed look to his spouse.
Though now that he thought about it, it was probably his fault for not telling Yoshino
anything about Haru and his situation in the village. Obviously, his wife had connected some
dots.

"Yes, I'm led to believe it was some kind of punishment," Shikaku finally answered with a
wry smile. "Though, it's unusual for Kakashi to be interested in anything besides his books."

"Who was it?" Shikamaru asked knowingly, and there was a gleam in his eyes. Naruto leaned
in closer, stopping his feasting for the moment to concentrate on Shikaku's faintly annoyed
expression.

"Yes, I'd like to know what kind of specimen has got Kakashi acting more of a fool than
usual," Yoshino added when her husband did not automatically start speaking. She knew
something was going on here.

"A…new Jounin," Shikaku said stiffly, unwilling to give in to the pressure.

"It was Naruto's cousin—the Silver-haired guy is Kakashi, right?" Sasuke said, cutting
through the tension, clearly annoyed with the feigned ignorance being thrown around.

"Why is he carrying my cousin around like a princess again!" Naruto exclaimed, sidetracked
by a sudden flood of protective indignation on his cousin's behalf.

"Cousin?" Yoshino asked and scowled at her husband for not telling her.

"Yes, though that is a secret—" Shikaku said before he glared at the three academy students
at his table. "A secret you boys should not know, by the way. Haru does not know about
Naruto yet."

Understanding lit Yoshino's eyes before her glare sharpened disapprovingly on her husband.

"That's a shame; he's a nice man," Yoshino said.

Shikaku grimaced as he nodded. Naruto beamed, warmed at hearing about his cousin again.
Though both would deny it, Shikamaru and Sasuke wore smug twin looks on their faces as
they looked at the uncomfortable jounin commander.

"Wait, why was that guy still carrying my cousin around?" Naruto asked with a furrowed
brow. "And why is he always doing it!"



"It's weird," Sasuke deadpanned, "he must be a pervert."

Shikaku and Yoshino choked, especially when Naruto let out a scandalized gasp, and
Shikamaru agreed with a nearly playful look.

"Maybe we should ask Kakashi-san?" Shikamaru asked thoughtfully, Sasuke grunted with an
apparent interest in his gaze, and Naruto shouted his agreement vehemently.

"Oh no, you don't cause any more trouble, Shikamaru!" Yoshino interjected, somewhat sorry
she had started this whole thing when her husband looked steadily more constipated the
longer this went on.

"What? We can't speak to Konoha jounin either now?" Shikamaru asked with razor-sharp
reasoning.

Shikaku grimaced and silently acknowledged his son had a point.

"It's fine, Yoshino…." Shikaku sighed before he shrugged at the three boys. "I'd be quite
interested in seeing that meeting occur. It could be…funny."

Naruto hooted with excitement, happy to do anything that brought him closer to his cousin,
even in a roundabout way.

"Troublesome, the three of you." Shikaku sighed as he watched three scheming faces trade
glances. He really hoped he hadn't made a mistake—well, Kakashi could handle an
interrogation from a few academy students…right?

 

////

Despite the immensity of the topics they discussed, Haru and Hiruzen's conversation started
off warm. There was an everpresent awareness of being watched by two separate contingents
of shadows watching Haru's every move. Haru forced himself to smile and joke about Tenten
joining them for their scheduled lesson two days from now.

"—glad you have acclimated to the village so easily, Haru-san, and for our lesson to start. I
would be overjoyed for young Tenten to join us."

Haru smiled brightly and bowed a little. “I am glad as well, Hokage-sama.”

As he had been waiting for, something shifted in Hiruzen's face, and Haru prepared himself
for the meat of their conversation. There was a lot to get through, and he could not say he
was looking forward to all of it.

"With that in mind, I would like to discuss some intel we have received from Kumo; I would
like your take on the situation."

Haru nearly jolted at that but managed to keep his cool.



"Of course," Haru agreed as Hiruzen activated the privacy seals on his office.

Though Haru respected the seals' strength, he still got out his scroll. All he needed to do was
show the contents, silently asking for permission which Hiruzen gave with a jerk of his head.
Quickly Haru ran through the hand signs and then activated the sealing array. That would
convince anyone watching that they were speaking about something inconsequential.
However, if they tried to describe what it had been, they would never entirely be able to
explain it.

"Is that necessary," Hiruzen asked when Haru straightened again after setting the seal on the
ground before him.

"Better safe than sorry, considering I've had a whole contingent of loud shadows following
me on top of my usual fare," Haru said sardonically, the increased ROOT presence put him
more on edge than he would like to admit.

"That is troubling…this whole mess is troubling," Hiruzen murmured as he observed Haru
over his pipe. He watched him thoughtfully as all the things they needed to talk about
hovered in the air between them.

"What will you do about him, sir?" Haru finally asked, unable to hide the edge in his voice.

"I am sensing a challenge from you, young shinobi," Hiruzen mused as he puffed on his pipe
and slowly let out the smoke. "We have started an investigation, but we must proceed
carefully. Danzo is a cunning foe and could do great damage to the village should he decide
to abandon it."

Haru could acknowledge that to be true. If Danzo thought he was in actual danger of being
discovered for the depths he sunk to, he could be very dangerous and unruly to control.

"You don't think he would abandon the village, though," Haru said, and he could see that he
surprised Hiruzen.

"No, I don't," Hiruzen admitted before he pressed, "but I am curious why you have come to
that conclusion."

"If he wanted to, Danzo could take whatever power he has built and leave the village to
create his own," Haru said, thinking of Orochimaru for a moment. "There's a reason he has
stayed. Whether it is as noble as loyalty to Konoha, or as petty as wanting to oust you from
your seat, I do not know the man well enough to guess. But he has invested in Konoha for
years. He holds power as a council member and within whatever this organization is. It is
unlikely he would abandon his plans now after years of setting them into motion."

Hiruzen closed his eyes, weighed down by grief and fury. The whispers of what Danzo was
doing, moving in the shadows, taking advantage of his power in the village, had always been
there. Still, it has never been—he never thought he would continue so boldly after his
training program was disbanded.



"He has taken onto himself the darkness required for this village to survive," Hiruzen said
bitterly, "but that is a duty I have taken from him—to know that my old friend continues in
this way—"

Haru did not know what possessed him to look so accusingly at his Hokage, but the
expression had made a home on his face. It did not appear to be leaving anytime soon.

"You've known, maybe you've never had any evidence as clear cut as this, but you must have
known something!"

Hiruzen's eyes widened as he looked at the remarkably somber man standing before him.
Haru looked as though he knew the doubts that were rumbling in Hiruzen's head. As though
he could hear the excuses and the desire to turn away from the truth again, though he had not
given any indication of it. Haru had not known him long enough to suspect that might be
going on in his head, but it appeared he suspected something anyway.

"You are very….," Hiruzen started, frowning at Haru as he tried to put his finger on it. He
was not disrespectful exactly. Even now, Haru held himself in a respectful pose though his
eyes were intent and piercing.

"Recklessly direct?" Haru offered wryly.

"As you say," Hiruzen agreed, still feeling as though Haru were evaluating him and finding
him wanting. "And I am willing to listen to more of that directness. In my position, what
would you have me do?"

Hiruzen was genuinely curious. Haru was an outsider. He was not burdened by the memories
of comradery nor the knowledge of the evils Danzo was capable of inflicting on the world.
Haru could see the situation more clearly than Hiruzen could.

"I am not Hokage," Haru said with a barely perceptible wince at the words, "but if I were, I
would be worried about what other things my old friend has done behind my back. I would
consider that perhaps that darkness you speak of, rather than protecting the village, is earning
it more enemies. I would be concerned with the village participating in a cycle of violence
and hatred. Konoha is continuing a cycle that has led to three separate great shinobi wars and
may yet lead to a fourth. I would need to act carefully considering the danger; indeed,
information is vital to properly bring the truth to light. However, thinking from this position, I
must say I have no intention to spy, whether for Danzo or for you, Lord Third."

Hiruzen tilted his head as he looked over Haru's face; he could admit that thought had crossed
his mind. It could clarify some things to see how far his old friend might go with Haru.
Hiruzen could understand why that did not sound appealing to a man just trying to find his
place in the village. He had not asked to be brought into this shogi match between Danzo and
Hiruzen.

"Even though it may generate the dark evidence you so clearly believe is there?" Hiruzen
prodded.



"I am here to protect and foster knowledge," Haru said resolutely. "I follow the Heart of
Eddies and the Will of Fire. I am not here to play politics with a man who radiates more
hatred and darkness than Orochimaru."

Hiruzen registered shock at that pronouncement. He had read a great deal about Haru's
sensing abilities in the scrolls on Haru's skills provided by Jiraiya. Hiruzen had even seen
Mito-sama's strange innate ability to divine evil intentions for himself, and Jiraiya also was
amazed by its acuity…Hiruzen felt ill as he remembered walking in on Orochimaru—one of
his significant failures. If Danzo was worse than Orochimaru—

"My best ANBU are on the case," Hiruzen said, his voice steady despite his hand shaking
slightly around his pipe.

"If they have been on my guard duty, then I trust them. All the ANBU assigned to me are
trustworthy as far as I can discern," Haru reassured him.

"How can you tell?" Hiruzen asked though he was still feeling unsteady.

"Danzo's nin are empty—vessels, dark, but undirected darkness, more tools than shinobi.
There is a significant difference between them. Besides, anyone who hasn't tried to kill me
when I've been this annoying should be classified as a saint."

That last bit made Hiruzen chuckle; he heard an earful about Haru's antics from ANBU. It
was pretty funny to listen to, and he thought everyone enjoyed the guard rotation so far.
Despite the complaints, no one had requested to be transferred to other duties. In fact, he had
requests to be put on the rotation, if only to witness Kakashi and Jiraiya fawning over
someone.

"You will tell me if anything else arises on this front before I have made my move?" Hiruzen
questioned, though he trusted Haru after his quick thinking after Danzo's first visit.

"Yes, through Kakashi or Jiraiya if not directly," he confirmed.

"Yes, I've heard you and Kakashi have been getting along," Hiruzen's mood lightened further
as a genuine smile graced his aged face.—"Jiraiya-chan as well."

Haru rolled his eyes even as he laughed at the teasing look on his Jiji's face. It reminded him
suddenly of being teased for taking Konohamaru under his wing.

"And Iruka-chan, which brings me to our other business, I believe his name is Naruto," Haru
said, moving from Danzo to the topic he wanted to discuss. "I know that he is the Jinchuriki.
You already know that I have pledged to defend him in Kushina-chan's name. However, his
difficulty with clones seems the more relevant topic of conversation. I believe I can help
him."

"Yes," Hiruzen sighed, his shoulders drooped. He had already been warned about this topic.
The whole affair was wearing on him as Naruto continued to try to make contact. What's
more, he actually had a point that Haru could help him. Being Hokage never got more
manageable, even after how long he had held the position.



"At this point, it seems folly to try to keep you apart for much longer…and it appears you
may have some skills that are an asset to him. However, I am not so foolish as to rush into
anything too quickly. Naruto will try his hand at the graduation exam in a month, and
hopefully, he will attain the genin rank. I would feel more comfortable if a meeting occurred
after that. If Naruto fails, we can reassess as is necessary."

Haru nodded, relieved that Hiruzen would not prolong it for much longer. He did not know
how long he could keep pretending like he didn't see the boy who was his twin trying to meet
up with him.

"I understand why you might keep us apart," Haru said, and because it would look odd if he
did not at least comment on it, he continued with, "but I do find it strange the boy keeps
trying to see me. Of course, it could just be the chance for a solution to his clone problem, but
we had near misses before he had any inkling I might be able to help. What is going on,
Hokage-sama?"

They sat in that moment of silence, meeting each other's eyes as Hiruzen weighed his many
options. He had already decided that he would not let them meet yet…but he did not want to
lie to Haru. That would be a bad precedent for a Hokage to his newest, and possibly
strongest, Jounin.

"A question for another time, Haru-san," Hiruzen said quietly and took another puff on his
pipe. Haru nodded, somehow impossibly relieved, though it was still not an answer.

"Thank you for not lying."

"Repay me in kind and tell me why you told Sasuke about his brother," Hiruzen countered,
taking Haru off guard.

"He deserved to know," Haru said honestly. "And he's less likely to run off and do something
stupid if he knows Itachi is sick. Sasuke needs to see that things are not what they appear."

Hiruzen froze and carefully did not let his expression change even as his thoughts raced. He
couldn't possibly have guessed about Itachi—there was nothing that even hinted at the truth,
and yet there Haru was staring at him with a knowing light in his eyes.

"Aren't they as they appear?" Hiruzen asked carefully. Slowly Haru lifted his fingers to his
temples meaningfully.

"No evil intent," Haru said quietly. "Only illness, pain, grief, and a fierce determination, but I
trust you know that already."

They sat in silence, staring at one another as Hiruzen tried to piece together how much Haru
had guessed. In his run-ins with Itachi, he had noticed that his intent did not match his
actions. Hiruzen didn't think anyone could piece together the puzzle altogether, but he clearly
knew something and had taken steps to watch out for Sasuke in the process. While this was
yet another thing to press on Hiruzen's shoulder, he did not see an accusation in Haru's eyes
any longer, just an understanding.



"Whatever it may seem like from the outside," Hiruzen mused as he held Haru's gaze
steadily, hoping to impress upon him the meaning of his words, "I always do my best to act
with honor and fairness, with the best interest of everyone involved."

Haru felt a sad smile appear on his face. The hat hung heavy on Hiruzen's head as Haru
stared at it. He had almost been in that seat. He had been so close to his dream, and because
of that, he knew better than most people about the weight of the position. He had seen three
Hokages bear that weight. He had been close to each one in different ways. Of course, with
Kakashi, he had been closer than ever. In his training to be Hokage, he had experienced what
the position could do to a person as they weighed the lives of the village above their own.
With this in mind, Haru gave a respectful bow.

"That is all I have to say on that Hokage-sama; I would not give false hope to a child without
the full picture."

Of course, that was leaving out that Haru knew perfectly well that he had more puzzle pieces
than Hiruzen. This would have to do for the day; this would not be the last time they had this
conversation. Hopefully, it would be with Itachi in the room next time. Hiruzen smiled at
him, and for a moment, it felt like they were on the same page despite the mountain of secrets
held from each other.

"So, what is this solution for Naruto?" Hiruzen questioned calmly, closing the subject for the
moment. "I'm afraid I have not heard fully about the problem with the clone jutsu."

As expected, Hiruzen was not thrilled with Haru's presented solution.

"Shadow clones! He's an academy student!" he exclaimed as Haru held back a groan of
frustration.

Honestly, if he had known as a genin how scared everyone was of shadow clones, he would
have been more impressed with his ability. He knew it was shocking based on everyone's
reactions back then, but it had not sunk in how insane it actually was. Shadow clones were
like breathing as far as Haru was concerned, and the idea of not using them was hard to grasp
from this side of things.

"A Jinchuriki academy student," Haru insisted. "You are the Professor! Surely you can figure
out why that makes everything different."

"So, you've explained," Hiruzen huffed, "but you can understand why I am not willing to
treat him like a science experiment to prove the Jinchuriki seal dimension theory. This Jutsu
has killed Jounin before!"

So everyone keeps telling me, Haru thought ruefully before he continued his argument.

"Which is why we use my sensei's limiter seal! Naruto will only be able to summon a single
shadow clone. That will be a laughably easy feat considering his chakra, which I can feel
from here! That's just his personal chakra, not to mention the bijuu's."



For a moment, Hiruzen was briefly sidetracked with the knowledge that Haru could sense
Naruto's chakra from this far and without Sage mode. Finally, he refocused on the dilemma.

"How does this seal work?"

Obligingly, Haru began to explain, illustrating his points by taking a scroll out and drawing
the seal fresh for Hiruzen to see. With his limited sealing knowledge, Hiruzen knew it was a
relatively simple seal. It reminded him of Jiraiya's work which made him relax a little to
consider the idea. If Naruto could use Shadow clones…

"How does it break?" he questioned.

"Only Jiraiya or I know the hand signs to release it, though I'll teach you now," Haru said,
already running through the signs, which Hiruzen watched closely. He copied the hand signs
and waited for Haru to nod approvingly before continuing.

"And Jiraiya-chan would be doing the sealing and training Naruto on the technique?"

"Yes," Haru nodded enthusiastically, "Raiya already agreed to teach him and his classmates
an advanced chakra manipulation technique in my stead. He would simply add this to the
training regime."

"I see," Hiruzen said thoughtfully.

"Surprised?"

"Yes, actually," Hiruzen admitted. "Jiraiya once vowed to never take on another student.
Minato dying was especially hard for him to take after earlier losses. I think he still regrets
not being in the village then."

Haru felt his chest tighten. He had known, of course, that Jiraiya had been unwilling to train
him. He had only come when Hiruzen and Kakashi sent a request. It made his eventual
agreement more meaningful. Though a small dark part would always wonder if it was sexy
Jutsu to convince him. However, he knew that Jiraiya had eventually been won over by his
persistence.

"He's mentioned the fourth to me," Haru admitted softly and placed a hand against his aching
chest as he considered the losses of his own team after his ill-fated jaunt through time. "But it
seems to be a difficult topic for him. Losing a student leaves a scar that never heals."

Hiruzen paused at those words, remembering one of Kakashi's reports about Haru's students.
He had seen Jiraiya's brief mention of the loss in the file on Haru.

"I had heard about your students; I am deeply sorry for your loss, Haru." Hiruzen offered
quietly. "One's students take on special significance, a deep bond, for good or for ill; it is not
something to be dismissed from the heart easily."

Haru's eyes watered, and for a moment, he understood Hiruzen's inability to kill Orochimaru
a little better as they commiserated in silence.



"Thank you."

"With that in mind, I suppose I will trust my beloved student's judgment and allow him to
teach shadow clones to Naruto with the limiter in place," Hiruzen decided. "If Naruto can
pass the exam and display even a single shadow clone, I will make an exception and allow
him the rank of genin."

"Thank you, Hokage-sama," Haru said excitedly before calming as he came to his harder sell.
"There is one more thing…I promised I would not seek out Naruto or try to communicate
with him, but I am tired of giving Kakashi excuses to cart me around like a bag of potatoes,
much less a princess, so I…wrote him something. It's just some advice about the shadow
clones and encouragement. Jiraiya already read it, and I don't really care if you let your
ANBU tear it apart for traps or code, but I would like it if Jiraiya could give it to him."

Hiruzen seemed less alarmed about the idea than Haru had been expecting, but he still looked
dubious.

"Can I see it?"

Haru pulled this scroll from his armband with a quick sign and handed it over. Hiruzen took
it, and Haru knew he had it in the bag when the man's face visibly softened. When he looked
up at Haru, his eyes were soft and his smile genuine.

"I will have my ANBU look over it to be sure, but if it passes muster, I have no problem with
this note being passed on."

"Good, so was there really intel from Kumo you needed my take on?" Haru asked with a
teasing grin. His blood pressure spiked with the hope that B's heads up about A wanting to
ease relations were coming to fruition.

"Yes, actually," Hiruzen said, sliding easily back into his more formal Hokage persona. They
switched to village business rather than more emotionally fraught matters. "For the past
month, we have received overtures from Kumo about mending the divide between our
villages. Though we are in a frozen peace, an incident with the Hyuuga clan and our history
with Lightning have made our relationship fraught at best. For some reason, A seems to be
considering reaching out an olive branch, which has picked up chatter since Kumo received
word of you joining Konoha."

"That is surprising," Haru said thoughtfully before he grinned, "Killer B did try to get me to
join them last time we tussled, but I didn't think his brother thought very much of me."

Hiruzen hummed, briefly terrified at the thought that Haru could have been on Kumo's side
instead of Konoha. Maybe he should acknowledge how grateful he was that had not been the
case more often. He was troublesome enough when he was on their side.

"A respects strength…and speed which I hear you have plenty of Red Flash," Hiruzen
pointed out teasingly with Gai's nickname. Haru grinned at the name, feeling a little flushed
at being compared to his Dad without anyone knowing he was actually his son. It felt more



real somehow, rather than people projecting parallels they already expected to see because of
his heritage.

"And Jiraiya did save him from a really embarrassing trap a few months ago," Haru pointed,
knowing Jiraiya had written about that in his report about their travels together.

"I heard," Hiruzen agreed. "Which leaves us here, the details have not been set, but Kumo has
made it known they will be inviting a diplomatic group from Konoha soon. They will be sent
to discuss, among other things, Kumo joining our chuunin exams."

Haru was genuinely surprised. Though they had planned to smooth the way to bind the
villages together, this was a surprising concession. Kumo never joined the Chuunin exams
until after the war, though they had pretended to be allies since Haru was a child.

"Really?"

"I was shocked as well," Hiruzen admitted. "I do not know for sure, but something about A's
scroll leads me to believe he has been made aware of Akatsuki and the danger to his
Jinchuuriki brother."

"That would do it," Haru said with a laugh, "threatening B is about the only thing that would
make A diplomatic."

"You know him well?" Hiruzen asked neutrally.

"Oh no," Haru waved his hand dramatically, "just a few near misses, but you can learn a lot
about a man's heart when crossing fists with him."

"As I have often found," Hiruzen conceded. "With their interest in you…and as a final test of
sorts, I would like you to join the delegation to Kumo when it is decided. I intend to send
Shikaku and Kakashi along with another Jounin, and I think you would be a worthwhile
addition."

Haru grinned broadly, his Hokage training coming in handy for the more subtle powerplay
going on here. Yes, this would test Haru's diplomatic abilities and loyalty, but it was also a
play against Kumo. Hiruzen likely suspected that Kumo was nervous about Haru and his
reputation; sending him would show trust in his abilities and send a message about Haru's
loyalties. Haru was flattered that his reputation held such clout that Hiruzen thought it was
worth waving in A's face. This was better than he could have hoped for.

"I would be honored," Haru said sincerely. "When do you see it happening?"

"I have no clear deadline, there is one more mission I have for you that will take place
tomorrow, but after that, you can stick to guard rotations until the Kumo mission is decided
on," Hiruzen decided.

"Okay!"

"I will see you tomorrow with the details of the mission," Hiruzen said." Now I believe you
have a date with Ibiki and Anko. The cursed seal is something I am hoping to investigate in



our sealing classes."

"I will welcome your assistance," Haru admitted; though he knew a way to get rid of the
curse mark, he was hoping to find a less painful route. "I will probably take an imprint of the
thing today, and I'll bring it to our meeting the day after tomorrow. With you, Jiraiya, and I on
the case, I hope to have the curse mark off her within the month."

"Good, good, is there anything else you need to discuss with me while we have the time
Haru-san?"

"When is the next council meeting?" Haru asked suddenly, his face neutral.

"About two weeks after the graduation exam, why?" HIruzen replied after struggling to
remember when the formal council would meet. Though his advisors often visited him, they
only had full meetings with the entire council and clan heads on a monthly or bi-monthly
basis, considering how hard it was to coordinate everyone's schedules.

"Just curious," Haru said innocently.

"I'll have to see then," Hiruzen murmured, deciding he had enough from this conversation to
think that he did not need anything to add. "You're dismissed, Haru."

"See you, Hokage-sama!" Haru said with false cheer, knowing that both Ibiki and Anko were
waiting for him outside the door. "Interrogation time!"

Hopefully, this would be fun—he really did not want to make Jiraiya spring him from T&I;
this early into his mission, he had just barely saved himself from having to write his own
novel.
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Chapter Forty-Four

Chapter Summary

Interrogations and surprise meetings abound :)
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See the end of the chapter for more notes

Ibiki Morino was a difficult nut to crack. The people who could stand to be in his presence
for long could be counted on his hands, and those he liked were limited to one appendage.
This made Uzumaki Kuniharu such a perplexing (read: infuriating) enigma. Haru sat
cheerfully across from Ibiki and Anko with no hint of discomfort—he was grinning at them.
It was as though he were oblivious of any danger he may be in. Ibiki did not think for a
moment that he was as clueless or reckless as he appeared. There was just something about
him that did not add up, but even Ibiki liked him. He wanted to trust him—which had him on
edge. That was when mistakes could happen. So, Ibiki fought back the alien warmth in his
chest and started the voluntary interrogation.

Ibiki had to admit he was unwillingly impressed. Haru maintained his bright and cheerful
demeanor throughout Ibiki's portion of the questions. However, it was far easier to see other
emotions layered beneath that and in Haru's eyes when he took a backseat to Anko's more
outrageous and seductive questioning. Haru blushed like someone with limited romantic
experience. He avoided looking at the assets Anko employed to throw him off his guard.
Sitting back, Ibiki could observe the flashes of emotion and suppressed reactions, which had
been smoothed while he was questioning. The man's obvious sadness appeared most often,
especially around aspects of his village. There was amusement whenever his abilities were
discussed, anger at the vaguest mention of Akatsuki, and an overt fondness for Jiraiya,
Kakashi, and any Leaf Shinobi mentioned. His answers were expected, given the in-depth
investigation Jiraiya had already completed, and his emotional reactions were encouraging.
They were all expected… except for those surrounding Hokage-sama and anything close to
Jinchuuriki. Rather than jump to conclusions, Ibiki sat back and watched. He was proud his
protégé apparently scented blood in the water as she circled around them expertly.

Haru's reactions toward Hokage-sama were complicated and opposing. There was prominent
and deep-seated respect that verged on reverence, but that was mixed with disappointment
and a sort of frustrated longing. As for the subject of Jinchuuriki, Haru refused point-blank to



answer their questions about even surface-level information he had possessed. This was an
anomaly for a man now infamous in the village for handing out jutsu and seal knowledge like
candy to Jounin and genin alike.

"That's your line, little red?" Anko teased; she leaned back casually with her arms out. "Don't
get shy on us now!"

Haru sat for a moment in silence. It was the longest quiet since they had started his
questioning hours before.

"Your Jinchuuriki has a right to decide who they trust with this information, and that is true
whether they are aware of it or not, whether they are a child or not, and whether they are from
this village or not. As Konoha's Jinchuuriki cannot speak for themself here and cannot
request it be shared or protected, I will go no further without their permission. That word is
final, and unless you intend to injure my view of you and the leaf, I suggest stop asking."

A protective fire burned in the Uzumaki's eyes—daring them to challenge this first boundary
he had drawn. Automatically Ibiki tapped the table, silencing Anko, who had been about to
press again. Instead, they sat there, staring and taking each other's measure until finally, Ibiki
nodded.

"I'll pass it along to Hokage-sama," Ibiki agreed amicably (for him) and caught Anko's side-
glance. She was clearly surprised he had openly acknowledged where the question had come
from. Haru nodded back with a firm-lined mouth; his eyes held an uncharacteristic challenge.
Yes, Haru's feelings toward the Sandaime were complicated, but Ibiki felt confident he meant
no harm, though he might give the old man a run for his money in stubbornness. Ibiki now
had everything he needed to clear Haru for the Kumo mission and active duty, but the rest?
Only time would tell.

///

Haru was relieved to make it out of that conversation alive and free. He had worked to learn
his Jiraiya-approved backstory, but he had never been on an infiltration mission before.
Sasuke-teme had been, multiple times, despite him being just as recognizable as Haru was.
The worst part, of course, was that he and Sakura-chan sided with Kaka-sensei! He knew
they were just protective and took into account his complicated status on the continent
because he was the future Hokage and not to mention their precious friend/student. Still, a
small ugly part of Haru whispered it was because they doubted he could do it. Haru had never
admitted his doubts to anyone, but a small one had grown despite his best efforts to dissuade
himself from that path. This experience, however strange and sad as it could be, proved
something to him. It was too bad he would never get to tell his Team 7 about it.

"So, where do you want me, little red?" Anko's voice shattered his melancholy quickly,
bringing him back to the interrogation room. Ibiki had already left, likely to debrief Jiji. Haru
had already communicated his wish to map the seal to Anko, though the truth was a little
more complicated. Rather than raise to the bait laid by the snake-summoner, though he could
still feel himself flush, he smiled brightly at her.

"Sit on the table and take your coat off, please."



"So polite," Anko teased as she sat on the table and crossed her legs with a shameless grin.
She winked at him as she shrugged her coat off and let him see the curse mark up close.
Though this was amusing, Haru wanted to grind his teeth at the malevolent energy which
pulsed off the mark.

"Is Kakashi going to get visibly jealous this time, or will he repress things like the
constipated nin he is?" she asked conversationally as Haru made several signs to summon his
tools out of his wrist brand.

"We'll have to see," Haru grinned mischievously while Anko blinked at him in surprise.

Haru was playing along so openly, which hardly ever happened, and it took her a moment to
adjust. Recovering quickly, she grinned as visions of torturing Kakashi with Haru as an
accomplice danced in her head.

"You make things twice as interesting around here, Haru. I'm glad you came!"

Surprised by her genuine affection, Haru flushed even as he unrolled his specially made thin
scroll.

"Me too," he admitted before clearing his throat and returning to business. "This should only
tingle, but tell me if it hurts."

After Haru's warning, he waited a moment for the inevitable question.

"What exactly are you doing?" Anko asked, not quite managing to look unaffected.
Obligingly Haru held up the sealing scroll so she could see it. Carefully inked in a circle was
a complex array.

"This seal will tell what I'm working with and give me a dormant copy to fiddle around. This
takes an imprint of the seal and chakra present without actually interfering with the curse
mark."

"Oh," Anko huffed before she gruffly nodded her assent and extended her neck giving him
access to the curse seal.

The sight brought immediate revulsion to curdle in Haru's gut, but he managed to keep a
pleasant smile on his face as he lowered the paper over the seal. After spreading a thin layer
of his chakra on his palm, Haru placed his hand on the scroll to activate it. He felt
Orochimaru's chakra and Jugo's nature chakra rise up, intertwined in a delicate balance to
adhere to the scroll. When Haru pulled his hand away, the ink bled through the scroll's
surface, devouring Haru's chakra as it was trapped inert on the scroll. Carefully Haru
detached it and laid it out on the table beside Anko. He felt her lean over to look as he
scanned the seal and the script appearing outside the array.

"How long?: Anko asked in a whisper.

Haru hummed thoughtfully, his eyes flickering over the page. He was relieved to see most of
what he expected would be there and was grateful that this seal would be more accessible to



undo than the one Sasuke had been under. Orochimaru had learned to lay in a great deal more
traps in the seal between marking Anko and Sasuke.

"I think between Jiraiya and me, we can unravel this enough to have a good idea of what we
are up against before my planned lesson with Hokage-sama. So why don't you come that day,
and I'll update you on our plans."

"That soon?" Anko exclaimed, clearly expecting it to be a longer wait time. It probably
would have been without Haru's previous research, and he was glad to see the hope light up
her eyes. Haru smiled at her, using what his team had called his Hokage smile. It was calm,
confident, and just slightly cocky.

"Not much longer, Anko-chan," Haru promised, adding the cutesy honorific on a whim
before he pulled a slip of paper from his coat pocket. "In the meantime, I'd like you to wear
this. This will monitor the seal and see what it is actually doing on a day-to-day basis. Also,
this should help me release the seal easier."

Anko readily agreed, presenting her neck again for Haru to smooth the seal over her skin.
Despite expecting her handsy personality, Anko launching off the desk into his arms was a
surprise.

"Thank you, little red," she said as she squeezed her arms and legs around him. Haru
struggled to maintain his balance laughing at her grip around him even as it tightened and her
face turned frightening. "But betray me or the village, and I will finish you!"

Typical Haru just laughed and made Anko squeal by squeezing her tightly.

"Message received loud and clear snake-lady."

"Man, I was hoping Kakashi would walk in," Anko said, dismayed. She looked around the
interrogation room as though the silver-haired jounin would appear at her pout.

"Me too," Haru whispered and then choked when Anko abruptly smashed his face into her
chest, clutching his head wildly.

"WHAT!"

"I WAS JUST KIDDING!" Haru defended. He pried himself from her grasp with a gasp for
air, but the woman continued to mold herself to him. She cackled so loudly she could
probably be heard across Hokage tower, a sound closely followed by Haru's pained whining.

///

Tenzo waited patiently in his hiding spot for the Uzumaki to emerge from his interrogation.
He wasn't assigned on his guard duty today—the official one anyway. He had not been
hoping for anything special on his day off, but Kakashi standing on his doorstep at the crack
of dawn certainly wasn't welcome either.

"Kakashi-taicho?" Tenzo questioned after pulling his door open to see Kakashi leaning
casually against his doorframe. His only greeting was a familiar eye-smile before Kakashi



was moving along.

"I need you to babysit Haru for a bit, Tenzo-chan."

Tenzo grimaced and crossed his arms over his chest as he observed his former captain.

"Aren't you his babysitter? I've just gotten free of that chaotic whirlwind, and now you want
me to dive back in on my day off!"

"Maa, Maa," Kakashi cajoled lackadaisically as he pet Tenzo's shoulder. "Come on, kouhai,
I've been roped into a meeting with Shikaku when Haru has his little torture session with
Morino and Anko. Jiraiya will be debriefing with Hokage-sama afterward, and then he will
be with Iruka. With our mutual dark friend hovering around, it's not smart for Sunshine to
walk around alone!"

Tenzo huffed, eyeing Kakashi with annoyance. Silently he had already acknowledged to
himself that he would take Kakashi's place as a Danzo deterrent. He didn't want the sunshine
incarnate man to be drowned in the shadows. That was something he and Kakashi could
agree on. No one like Haru should get close to ROOT.

"Are you sure our friend won't decide to visit even with me there?" Tenzo asked dryly. "I'm
not as flashy as you or Jiraiya-sama."

"Awh, fishing for compliments, Tenzo-chan? I never thought I'd see the day a wood release
user would call himself not flashy enough," Kakashi teased, clearly grinning under his mask.
"I'm sure you'll do just fine. Besides, Sunshine would get jealous if he wasn't the flashiest
thing in the village."

Tenzo snorted. "I didn't take you for a sap, Kakashi, but Haru certainly brings it out in you."

Kakashi made a disgruntled sound that reminded Tenzo of a surly cat. Then, smirking, Tenzo
added, "You're overprotective of him too."

The two blurred into motion, Tenzo laughing as he headed toward Hokage tower. Kakashi
followed, briefly cursing at him before he swerved to run toward his meeting with Shikaku.
That left Tenzo to witness Haru extracting himself from a handsy Anko as they staggered out
of the interrogation room. Just as he waved Anko away, Haru turned unerringly in Tenzo's
direction and grinned. Despite never meeting him outside of his ANBU mask, Haru appeared
to automatically recognize him. Those sensing abilities were frightening. Haru skipped
forward with a grin across his whiskered face.

"Wood-Release-San! Ready to take me up on that spar offer?"

Tenzo regarded the bubbly redhead in front of him with an unwilling fondness warming his
chest already.

"If you're free, Red-flash," Tenzo teased as he used the Uzumaki's latest nickname. Haru
blinked as he took in the name before he smiled sheepishly.



"Just Haru is fine," he offered with an extended fist and a grin. Tenzo had seen this gesture
with several others, so he bumped their fists together.

"Tenzo for me, Haru."

“Spar with me, Tenzo-chan!” Haru begged, turning their fist bump into a grip around Tenzo's
wrist as the redhead gave him big pleading eyes. Well—it was better than lounging around
his apartment, at least. Haru practically sang when Tenzo agreed.

///

There were innumerable things Shikaku could want to talk to Kakashi about—though the
most pressing was Haru. That was why Kakashi was only an hour late this time. Still, he
wasn't expecting what he walked into. While Shikaku sat at his desk reading reports as
expected, the three boys practicing leap-toad nosily in the corner were not.

"Oi, you're late!" the blond boy who had been making Kakashi's life infinitely more
complicated the past week squawked when he finally entered the room. Kakashi ignored the
stabbing pain brought by that so-familiar blond hair and blue eyes. Instead, he pinned a
confused look on Shikaku even as he noted the little Nara and Uchiha were also staring him
down.

Shikaku shrugged nonchalantly at Kakashi with a faint smirk on his face. "I thought it best to
set up this little meeting instead of leaving them to their own devices. I figure it saves Haru a
few princess reenactments in the process."

Before Kakashi could think of what to say to that ludicrous statement, he blinked in
confusion as a blond blur approached him with his arms flailing.

"Oi, mister, you're the one who keeps carrying my cousin around, aren't you, dattebayo!"

Falling behind his practiced persona, Kakashi eye-smiled before scratching at his silver
spikes as though confused.

"Maa, maa, I seem to remember something like that," Kakashi's single eye narrowed at
Naruto. "What's it to you?"

Naruto's face reddened with rage, which Kakashi distantly noted was adorable. Still, before
Naruto could launch himself at the Jounin in an ill-fated attempt to protect his cousin's honor
or start an epic tirade, the Uchiha stepped forward and yanked him back by his collar.

"Relax, dobe," Sasuke sneered as he pulled Naruto off-balance so that he stumbled backward.
"Let Nara handle this before you make more of a fool of yourself."

Naruto hissed something that sounded like 'teme' before he lunged at the stoic Uchiha.
Unheeding of his two comrades wrestling beside him, Shikamaru stepped forward to observe
Kakashi. Still a little amused at the childish wrestling between who was likely his following
genin candidates, Kakashi still respected the gleam in the baby Nara's eye. It was remarkably
like Shikaku's own--or perhaps, slightly sharper.



"You're Haru's primary guard," Shikamaru said confidently. "Is that why you keep carrying
him around everywhere?"

"Or are you a pervert?" the Uchiha interjected. Naruto probably would have had something to
add here if he weren't currently in a chokehold gasping for air. Rather than react to the
accusation, Kakashi hummed to himself as he eyed them speculatively.

"And why are three academy students asking?" Kakashi prodded with a lifted eyebrow as he
crossed his arms and leaned casually against the door. Naruto flailed before he was finally
able to escape a scowling Sasuke. Then, with his face still pink from exertion, Naruto leaped
forward with an outstretched finger.

"I'm his cousin," Naruto announced, "and I don't want perverts trying to corrupt him or
running him off from Konoha, dattebayo!"

Thinking of Jiraiya, Kakashi snorted. "Too late for that kid—though I wouldn't worry, he
appears to have a resistance to perverts. He's been traveling with the village's super pervert
and is still a bit of a prude. He flushes like a schoolgirl whenever Anko winks at him."

"Eh?" Naruto muttered, clearly confused as he scratched his head in puzzlement. Finally,
Kakashi took pity on him with a bone-deep sigh. It appeared Haru's charisma was so strong it
could make even those tangentially in his sphere protective of him—honestly, it was probably
why the idiot was still alive with his survival instincts on the fritz.

"You don't have to worry about me, kid, and Haru's not going to be run off by perverts of all
things," Kakashi soothed. "I've been keeping him from running into you if you must know.
I'm protecting him."

"Protecting him?" Sasuke repeated as he stared at Kakashi while Nara beside him was clearly
drawing too many conclusions from this conversation based on his expression. "Protecting
him, from what?"

"Himself mostly," Kakashi teased, "and then a little of this and a little of that along the way."

"He can't!" Naruto shouted before getting quieter and continued, "He can't get hurt! I haven't
met him yet!"

Kakashi did not want to acknowledge the imaginary chidori that had been stabbed through
his chest from the vulnerable look in those achingly familiar eyes. Kakashi wasn't good with
people—horrible with kids in particular, but…well, he had always been a quick study.
Having Haru around was an excellent example to follow. Slowly he moved closer, making
what was visible of his face open and welcoming before he carefully put a hand on Naruto's
shoulder. He noticed the Uchiha-brat narrowed his eyes at him and Shikaku at his desk
behind them looked startled. He made himself keep at it. He could do this—Haru made it
look so easy! Naruto looks unaccountably fragile, clearly unsure whether to lean into the
touch or not.

"I don't let my comrades die," Kakashi promised, trying to feel like this wasn't a lie as he
squeezed Naruto's shoulder. "Haru is safe when he's with me, and at this rate, he should be



attached to my hip. You two will meet in time, so you just have to focus on passing your
graduation exam. Besides, Haru's more than capable of taking care of himself though shh—
we don't tell him that, or he will think that gives him a free pass to be reckless."

Naruto's face screwed up at that. Before he could press further, a familiar presence crashed
through the doorway with a dramatic cloud of smoke to emphasize his arrival.

"Sensei-chan, I have found my new students!" Jiraiya shouted over his shoulder before
jumping into the room with Iruka closely following. "Now, when shall we begin?"

The three genin stared in uncomprehending silence as Jiraiya rubbed his hands together
excitedly. A bewildered Iruka-sensei who followed him in did little to dispel their questions.
For Kakashi, he only had to see the glee on Jiraiya's face to realize Haru had gotten his plan
passed by the Hokage. Kakashi was relieved, but he was just recognizing that maybe giving
the knucklehead the ability to be in two places at once was not such a good idea when one
was trying to keep him from running into unsuspecting family members. Oh well—that was
if Naruto could do it at all. Kakashi wasn't holding his breath on that account, as for the hair
standing up on his arms as though in premonition—well, it was just cold….probably.

Chapter End Notes

Hello everyone, I hope you enjoyed this chapter! I'm excited about something coming
up but there will probably be one more chapter before we get to that. Still, I'm hoping it
will be as exciting as I am expecting! What do you think a spar between Tenzo and Haru
would be like? What do you think about Kakashi learning to interact with kiddos from
Haru's example? In what ways do you think this will shift the team 7 dynamics? Hint for
the future at the bottom skips the parathesis if you want to avoid spoilers.

 

(Hint for a chapter coming in the future: We see some Red Clouds and an unexpected
visitor)

Have a wonderful July and thanks for reading! Also, is anyone else excited for the
Olympics??? I love them so much, probs because I am a super competitive person

Love,

Mariah/PrincessofWhiteSnow
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